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Abstract: This dissertation explores the discursive voices present in a late Qing 
inner alchemy (neidan) compilation, the Nüdan hebian. Inner alchemy is a 
meditation/visualization practice centered on purification of the physical body as 
the essential element in gaining physical immortality; therefore the physical body 
is of utmost importance. Yin-yang theory associates male with heaven and yang, 
and female with earth and yin. (Kunjue 1 a) In neidan, both men and women must 
purge the earthly elements from their mind-body matrix to create a 'golden yang 
immortal's body' (Hu tian xingli nüdan shize 463a). This process can be 
accompli shed by men through self-cultivation, but in mainstream Qing Daoism, 
women were limited by their gender, and could not attain complete mi nd-body 
purification without resort to outside assistance from the gods. 
The theoretical consequences of these limitations notwithstanding, many 
women practiced neidan and were thought to have reached the highest states of 
perfection. The symbolic processes through which this becomes possible are 
complex and often contradictory. Sorne Nüdan hebian texts reveal many levels of 
discursive play, rendering new meanings for old symbols and revealing rifts and 
commonalities in the tradition. Exploration of these rifts and commorialities 
reveals important dilemmas and understandings operative in the particular socio-
historical contexts in which they were drafted, and offers a gender-sensitive 
historical perspective on the development of neidan during the late Qing period. 
Résumé: Ce traité explore les voix décousues perçues dans le Nüdan hebian, un 
compilation de l'alchimie intérieure (neidan) produit pendant le dynastie Qing 
(1644-1911). L'alchimie intérieure est une pratique de méditation/visualisation 
centrée sur la purification du corps physique comme l'élément essentiel dans la 
poursuite de l'immortalité; donc le corps physique est d'importance extrême. 
Selon le théorie de yin-yang le mâle est associé avec le ciel et le yang, et la 
femelle avec la terre et le yin (Kunjue 1). Dans le neidan les hommes et les 
11 
femmes doivent purger les éléments terrestres de leur matrice d'esprit-corps pour 
créer un 'corps de l'immortel de yang doré' (Hu tian xingguo nüdan shize, 
ZW26.463 a). Dans la secte du Daoisme Longmen qui dominait pendant la 
dynastie Qing (1644-1911), l'impureté physique des femmes ne peut pas être réglé 
complètement sans un deus ex-machina. Néanmoins, beaucoup de femmes ont 
pratiquées neidan/nüdan et ont été pensées avoir atteint les plus hauts états de 
perfection. Les procédés symboliques par lesquels ceci devient possible est 
complexe et souvent contradictoire. Des texts du Nüdan hebian révèlent plusiers 
niveaux dans leurs jeux décousus, rendant de nouveaux sens pour les vieux 
symboles et révéler les ruptures et les commonalités dans la tradition. 
L'exploration de ces ruptures et commonalités révèle les dilemmes et les 
compréhensions importantes opératives dans les contextes socio-historiques 
particuliers dans lesquels ils ont été esquissés, et offre une sexe-sensible 
perspective historique sur le développement de neidan pendant la dynastie Qing. 
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Introduction 
"Death is a universal inevitability, but human responses to it are 
different. How people de al with death has al ways been closely studied 
by anthropologists because, 'customary responses to death provide an 
important opportunity to sensitive probing into the nature of hum an 
life. '" (Huntington and Metcalf 1991 : 25). 
The threats of death and pollution are pivotaI to understanding the pursuit of 
immortality encapsulated in women's religious practices in Late Imperial China. 
These threats loom mu ch larger for women, who suffered from high mortality rates 
associated with the social demands on their sex: marriage and child-bearing. From 
the point of view of women's longevity, the life-giving labor of child-bearing 
constituted a life-taking process. From the point of view of social viability, the life-
taking process of child-bearing constituted a socially affinning step which offered 
the promise of future security. A child's birth assured a woman her place in the 
husband's family, her care in old age, and sacrifice on her husband's family altar 
after death. This problematic relationship of women to social demands for their 
reproductive labor constitutes a major tension in many societies, including imperial 
China. Indeed, gynecological medicine in China grew up in response to the needs of 
women's reproductive labor; and Chinese society looked down on religious 
practices impeding free use of eligible l women's reproductive labor. Religion and 
education (especially family education) fonned two important venues for women's 
response to these threats. 
1 The issue of eligibility for marri age and reproduction has been investigated in 
depth by numerous scholars. See for example Francesca Bray (1995, 1997,2000), 
Patricia Ebrey (1984: 219-45; 1986), and Susan Mann (1991: 204ft). 
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Robed in the authority of spiritual priority, neidan r*Jf} (internaI alchemy)2, 
and particularly nüdan 3(fJ (women's alchemy), offered women a radical response: 
control over one's reproductive powers through the practice of menstrual 
interruption (zhan honglong ï\ïJf~IJJ~), control of one's spiritual cultivation through 
individual bodily cultivation, and control over one's economic powers through 
engagement in medical, exorcistic and other ritual practices. As such, neidan 
possessed far-reaching potential for social morphing. 
Neidan, a life-extending practice whose ultimate aims are eternal life and 
the consequent surmounting of death, relates to wider complexes of life-extending 
and death-dispelling rituals practiced in and about Sichuan and China's upper 
Yangzi macro-region in the Qing (1644-1911). Nüdan, the women's version of the 
tradition, offers a window on both gender specific beliefs and gendered social 
stratification. The present dissertation constitutes an inquiry into the symbolic 
interpretations and discours es emerging through one 1906 collection of nüdan 
practices, the Nüdan hebian 3(fJil~ (compiled by H~3 Longxiang J!lJJ~m, il ca. 
1900-1906). 
Women's neidan praxis is a cultural product of wider Chinese culture (Skar 
2003), but is entextualized in Daoist textual traditions. Sorne Qing nüdan tracts are 
found in Daoist collections, mostly within the Zangwai daoshu and Daozang 
jinghua. Other Qing nüdan tracts circulated outside of the major published 
collections, in minor collections such as Nüdan hebian or as independent tracts (cf. 
H~ Longxiang' s preface to the Nüdan hebian, 3a).4 The textual traditions share 
2 In this dissertation, all Chinese uses Pinyin romanization; all Tibetan uses Wile 
romanization. 
3 The name J!l, normally written "He" in pinyin, has been rendered "H~" to avoid 
confusion with the English language pronoun "he". Note however that the famiIy 
name fitJ is rendered He, as in He Xiangu. 
4 In the post imperial period, nüdan literature was also published in Daoist 
collections and in health and longevity manuals. 
• 
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Daoist concepts but, as Daoism itself is not a single, unitary tradition but has 
multiple sects and branches, so neidan textual traditions are not unitary. These 
traditions are grounded in the concept of an individual' s ability to attain personal 
salvation through divinization of the individual body. The body is written with the 
tradition's understanding of the cosmos and its processes, and the adept seeks to 
embody that cosmos on a microcosmic level. In so doing the adept' s body becomes 
entextualized within his or her tradition's particular speculative understandings of 
the cosmos and its operations, qua manifestation of divine truth. 
Each of these textual traditions presents different subjectivities, and for 
women, a range of textual subjectivities are presented. One of these subjectivities 
describes the woman adept as chaste daughter, teacher, outsider to the patriarchal 
family system yet semi-limited in ability to attain the highest levels of soteriological 
potential; this textual subjectivity is embodied in the person of Yan Zehuan ~~~~lt 
(ft. ca. 1880-1906), the woman who composed the first tract in the Nüdan hebian. 
Other potential subjectivities are described in the tracts of Fu Jinquan 1w#':~ï (b. 
1765), Zhenyizi ~~T (ft. 1892) and Hy Longxiang's own preface, ail tracts found 
within the Nüdan hebian. The single compilation, Nüdan hebian, then, presents a 
range of potential subjectivities. These subjectivities can be investigated in 
terrninology difference, practice difference, ethical difference and discursive 
difference. This dissertation contributes to the field a concrete understanding that 
nüdan is not a single, monolithic tradition, and that women's roles were variously 
construed. 
1. Primary Sources: The Nüdan hebian 3z:fJi;,~ compilation 
Nüdan hebian 3d'lilti (compiled by Hy5 Longxiang M~~m, ft. ca. 1900-1906) 
5 The name M, norrnally written "He" in pinyin, has been rendered "Hy" to avoid 
confusion with the English language pronoun "he". Note however that the family 
name fJlJ is rendered He, as in He Xiangu. 
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comprises sixteen of the twenty-three known Late Imperial period nüdan tracts. A 
total of fourteen titles in three ce, and numerous prefaces comprise the collection. 
The Nüdan hebian was compiled and woodblocks cut in 1906 in Chengdu, Sichuan, 
at the Erxian'an = {LlJ Jt, a Kangxi period Daoist compound.6 The compiler, H~ 
Longxiang (fi. 1900-1906; 1903 juren) was a member of the local elite from 
Jingyan :ft,pH, Sichuan, an important market town south of Chengdu. As an 
apparently unemployed juren, H~ had leisure to pore over Confucian and Daoist 
doctrine; but it was at the urging of his mother that H~ became an important 
transmitter of neidan texts for women. Between around 1895 and 1906, he collected 
a total of nineteen texts under seventeen titles. 7 The texts are unifiedby their 
concentration on physical aspects of nüdan practice. Many of these texts were 
included in an earlier nüdan collection (the first), Fu Jinquan's 1~~i~ Nüjindan 
fayao :9:~f)-y*~ (1843). Others appear for the first time in this collection. The 
texts are: 
1. Nannü dan/gong yitong bian ~:9::f}I~rnJm (Distinguishing differences 
and similarities in men's and women's elixir work), collected by Yan 
Zehuan ~~~. (fi. ca. 1880-1906), Yanqing ~m of Zhuyang t'r~ 
(Huayang prefecture, Sichuan), with a preface dated 1903. This tract 
comprises a series of quotations from many of the tracts found later in this 
collection, and several Daoist tracts, especially the first chapter of the 
Yaolingjing ~ii~ and the Xiuzhen biannan 1~JtmJl. The first series of 
quotes describes the cosmological ration'ale for practice, and the basic steps. 
The second series of quotes gives additional descriptions and defines terms. 
The third series of quotes defends practice in religious terms and in terms of 
soteriological potential. 
6 The Erxian'an at the time was almost contiguous with the better-known Qingyang 
temple complex. 
7 Three of the collected tracts were not printed in the collection. 
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2. Kunjue:!:$~ (Precepts for women) ascribed to Sun Bu'er fi::;r-= (1119-
1182),8 also found in the Nüjindan fayao (1813). This work is published 
elsewhere as an appendix. to the Nüjindan (also found in Fu Jinquan's 
Qunzhen shijue :t!fJ{:~~~:R: in the Nüjindan fayao 3z:~fJ~~~; JH vol. 5.5: 
288-294).9 It describes the cosmological foundations of women's practice, 
with an emphasis on xing-ming tl:$ dual cultivation. lo The commentary 
defines basic terms and describes the first stage of women's alchemy work 
in simple language. 
3. Rutian xingguo nüdan shize ~::K'l:t*3z:PJ+~IJ (Ten rules from the Gourd 
Heaven on the fruits of the inner nature for women' s elixir [cultivation D, 
transmitted by Huazangshan Qinglie gufou .~ ÙJmiJtltî1~. Not prefaced, 
not dated. (Also available in slightly different version in ZW883). This tract 
contains ten principles for firming the mind and entering practice. A process 
is also given for re-commencing menses in post-menopausal women, 
8 Sun Bu'er (1119-1182), is perhaps the most famous of the Daoist nuns. Sun was 
the wife of Ma Danyang. The pair were disciples of Wang Chongyang, founder of 
Quanzhen school of Daoism. Sun Bu'er is the patriarch of one of the eight branches 
of Quanzhen Daoism, the Qingjing branch. She was especially revered by women 
adepts from the Ming onward. 
9 See comments on text 12.a. The original lyrics are set to the cipai Xiyue ci, also 
know as the Buxu ci. This associates the verse with Lü Dongbin, and with ritual 
pacing, conducted as· part of a ceremony with audience. This association 
"socializes" the individual-oriented refinement activities by situating the individual 
practice of self-refinement within the context ofwider ritual activities. The presence 
ofwomen performing ritual pacing is attested in the preface to the Nüdan hebian, in 
a passage criticizing women for performing these pacings and employing other 
Daoist implements. (3b) 
10 For discussion on xing/ming '11 $ dual cultivation, please see definitions at 
Appendix 3. 
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specification of desirable age for undertaking practice, and prerequisite 
activities for new disciples. 
4. Nüjindan -!;::.::@: ft, with a preface dated 1892 by Zhenyizi ~ ~ "=f 
(Y ongzhong ffl ~) of Gold Ox District, Chengdu City, Sichuan. Il The first 
juan incIudes twelve observances that should be respected priOf to 
beginning practice. The second juan incIudes twenty four paragraphs on 
practices, incIuding detailed discussions of meditation practices used either 
al one or in conjunction with other practices. 12 
5. Qiaoyangjing nügong xiulian l~ ~ ~~ -!;::. l 1~ j:t (Women's practice for 
cultivation and refinement for the Classic of Qiaoyang) \3 transmitted by Lü 
Dongbin fr.t4:~g:fJî to Fu Jinquan 1f::@:iî, but not incIuded in the Nüjindan 
fayao. This is an extremely brief (223 character) instruction describing a 
therapeutic method for arresting the menses (red dragon), the tirst stage of 
neidan for women. 
6. Nügong lianji huandan tushuo -!;::'fHtBJlfJIII~ (Illustrated talks on self 
refinement and the circulated elixir for women, undated text) by Er' eshan 
ren = ibft LiJ A (Saddle-Peak mountain person), Emei, Sichuan. 14 A detailed 
description of women's elixir practice, this tract has been studied in great 
detail by Catherine Despeux (1990). 
7. Nüdan cuoyao -!;::'fJti~ (undated) attributed to Fu Jinquan 1f~iî. 
Valussi notes that this undated text is identical to the tirst, unnamed text that 
Il The preface gives the place of transmission as Lounging Clouds Pavilion, Jade 
Belt Creek. Jade Belt Creek was in the southem part of Gold Cow district of 
Chengdu, south-west of Mafijüsri Temple. (Xiao Ping 2002: 47) 
12 Aiso available in slightly different version at ZWDS 878 and 871. 
\3 Valussi notes that Qiaoyangzi is Liu Yu (1257-1308), "the person responsible for 
the renaissance of the Jingmingdao doctrine in the Yuan dynasty" (2003: 177). 
14 The attribution to Er Eshan ren is found only in the table of contents. The actual 
tract do es not incIude this attribution. 
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opens the Nüjindan fayao. 15 This tract describes the cosmological 
foundations, essential elements, bodily loci and practices for arresting the 
menses, the first step in women's elixir production. 
8. Nüdan huijie 3z:'fJ*fHlt (Comprehensive instructions for women's elixir), 
transmitted by Wuliangque fou ~:!iMJf~ and annotated by Yuexi laoren of 
Guangdong **Jiïffi~A (probably Li Yuanzhi $5L{i, 18th century), the 
compiler of the Zhang Sanfeng quanji. 16 (Nüdan huijie is also found at 
ZW881, with major variations). This text contains a series of quotations 
revealed by the Buddha of Limitless Salvation to Old Man West of the 
Moon (Yuexi laoren). The text includes citations and commentaries by 
various Daoistic and Buddhistic deities. The contents are consistently 
focused on women's practice, meditation and Chanist practices, women's 
alchemy, and women's soteriological potential. Whereas the names of 
Buddhas are invoked, the worldview is consistent with Daoistic and Chinese 
popular religion. 
9. Nüzhen danjue 3z:'~fHj( (Instructions for the elixir for women perfected) 
by Chen Yongqing j3JIUkm (dates unknown) from Puyang 1i~, Fujian. 
(Undated, no preface.) Three sets of secret instructions organized into verse. 
These instructions can be termed 'support and band-aid measures' for 
women having problems in their practice, or aging too quickly. 
10. Nüdan yaoyan 3z:':f1.~-§ (Essential words on women's elixir, undated text), 
purportedly transmitted to Fu Jinquan by Lü Dongbin but not recorded in 
Fu's Nüjindan fayao. Although undated, this tract is cited in the Nannü 
15 Translated in Wile (1992: 202-4). 
16 Significantly, this text contains references to sexual union and paired practices, 
practices used by Ming and early Qing alchemists such as Lu Xixing. We can find 
important code-switching effected in citations of the text, indicating t!Iat sorne 
practitioners and editors preferred a more 'chaste' use of the text. For more on this, 
see chapter five. 
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dan 'gong yilong bian, giving dates ex limitus of 1765/1817 (Fu Jinquan's 
birthlFu's relocation to Sichuan) to 1903 (date of Yan Zehuan's preface to 
the Nannü dan 'gong yitong bian). The tract begins with a prefatory poem (7 
character jueju). It then continues in three sections. Each section describes a 
practice. Like the practices described in tract 9 above, these instructions can 
be termed 'support and band-aid measures'. 
Il. Xichi ji jffi~tM~ (The West Pond Collection), with a preface by Chongyangzi 
]Jî~-=f (Wang Chongyang, 1112-1170)17 and a postface by Lingyangzi Et 
~-=f (He Xian'gu), 18 is found in the Nüjindan fayao as Nüdan shijue. 
Collected by Fu Jinquan during a séance at Jinxi, Fu's hometown, the Xichi 
ji inc1udes eighteen poems "In elegy of xing (inner nature) refinement" and 
commentaries in verse by the patriarchs of the Southern school of inner 
alchemy, aIl transmitted via planchette. 
12. Nüdan shiji 3d'H~~ (The Classic of Poetry on Women's Elixir; in two 
parts, also labeled qian and hou). 
12.a Valussi identifies the first part (qian) with a section of the Qunzhen 
shijue in the Nüjindan fayao, a work compiled/written by Fu Jinquan; in the 
Nüdan hebian, the section devoted to Sun Bu'er is located as a separate text 
(JH vol. 5.5: 288-294; Valussi 2003: 173). The poems in this section were 
written by Tang and Song dynasty historical women who later became 
immortals. 
12.b The second part (hou) is not found in earlier works. The houpian is 
later found in Chen Yingning's Nüzi daoxue xiao congshu wuzhong 3c-=f:l]! 
17 Wang Chongyang is the patriarch of the Quanzhen school of Daoism. It is Wang 
Chongyang that converted both Ma Danyang and Sun Bu'er to Daoism. 
18 One of the Eight Immortals, and the only woman of the group, He Xiangu was 
said to have been the daughter of He Tai. Born in the Tang, st.e is still worshipped 
in South China on the third or seventh day of the 3rd month of the Chinese lunar 
calendar. 
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~ IJ\ 3 ~ Ji li (1936).19 The poems in this section were written by 
goddesses descended into the hands of Qing dynasty literati during séances. 
13. Xiangyue wentong gufou Pangmen xiaoshu xiaoyin ~ Yl:st:li1l tî 1Jt ~ r, IJ\ 
if} IJ\ 'J 1 (undated). (Hereinafter Pangmen xiaoshu xiaoyin.) This text, 
significantly, was not included in the index to the Zangwai daoshu. It is only 
a half page long, and describes the dangers of following heterodox teachings. 
14. Pangmenlu %'r,~ (undated) is a series of poems with commentaries by 
various immortals and gods. Collected at Jishantang fj!Fêf~, Qianzhong Jf 
cp (modem Pengshui, Sichuan), 20 the poems are those of local Daoists 
active in the SichuaniEmei region and describe sexual yoga techniques; the 
commentaries, received from immortals and gods in planchette sessions, 
vividly describe and condemn the heterodox practices eulogized in the 
poems. 
15. Preface to the Nüdan hebian :9:")}il~ff (1906),21 and Colophon to the 
Nüdan hebian :9:"flill$Btî (not dated) by Ht; Longxiang ~ ft~JMl (ft. ca. 
1900-1906). In addition to the tracts noted above are the preface and 
colophon to the collection. The preface describes the aims of the compiler in 
bringing this collection to print, the difficulties faced in trying to bring it to 
print, the basic tenets and processes involved in women's elixir production, 
and the main error or problems women practitioners may encounter. The 
colophon, apparently inserted at the last minute, explains why a certain 
number of tracts were omitted from the collection while others were added. 
19 Reissued 1994, by the Sichuan Qingchengshan Changdao daojing shushe. 
20 Valussi notes that this location is associated with Fu Jinquan, as several tracts in 
his Nüdanfayao were transmitted at this location (2003: 178). 
21 This preface has been translated in its entirety in Valussi (2003). 
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The Compiler 
Although respected enough to be recorded as the compiler of the Daozang jiyao and 
other important texts, Hç Longxiang's family receives minor mention in the local 
gazetteers. His name is only found in the local Jingyan district gazetteers, where, 
recorded under the chart of Jingyan families, under the category of Title/degree-
holding Surnames, the surname is recorded with the simple notation: Hf! [family 
name]. Registered in Yue. [Family] resides east of White Dragon Bridge [probably 
refers to the White Dragon monastery formerly located here, and associated with 
the Western school of inner alchemy]. [Immigrated to Sichuan] 12 generations 
[aga]. [In the family is one notable persan,} Hf! Longxiang [who is noted as a] 
juren. [The familyJ has an ancestral hal/.22 
From other sources we can ascertain that Hç Longxiang (fi. ca. 1900-1906) 
was a member of the local elite of Jingyan #lî}f (Leshan ~ LU district), Sichuan. 
His life is known largely from his own preface to the Daozang jiyao, which he 
helped to edit, and his preface to the Nüdan hebian. From this evidence, we know 
that Hç began to collect a1chemy texts for women at the request of his mother. He 
visited Mount Emei in 1900, where he obtained a bundle of sorne one hundred 
tracts on women's inner a1chemy. Eventually, he called on the Quanzhen Daoism-
oriented Qingyang gong in Chengdu in 1903. He became involved in the re-editing 
of the Daozang jiyao, and this collection of Daoist tracts was published in 1906. He 
resided at the Erxian'an, a building associated with the Qingyang gong, and here he 
met with two other gentlemen with an interest in nüdan. In the same year the 
Daozang jiyao was imprinted, Hç Longxiang's collection of nüdan tracts was also 
printed at the Erxian'an. To date, 1 have found no further details on Hç Longxiang's 
life after 1906. 
22 Jingyan xian zhi 1934 (np). 
Il 
2 Methodology of the thesis 
ln this dissertation, 1 employ a multi-disciplinary approach to a topic normally 
studied as religious history: Chinese women's inner alchemy (nüdan). 1 bring 
anthropological, sociological, critical textual/discursive and historical analysis to 
bear on the question of women's soteriological potential, religious gender 
symbolism and their real implications for lived experiences of Chinese women in 
the very late Qing. These questions are accessed through analysis of the Nüdan 
hebian, one of only four extant nüdan compendia, and which formed the core of 
women's practice in the early Republican period. Dean notes, "it is crucial to keep 
in mind that religious traditions are constantly remade and adapted to changing 
social surroundings. Power may be defined as the interaction of forces, creative and 
repressive, oppressive and evasive, cooperative and cooptive." (Dean 1993: 18) The 
power of these texts lies in their dissemination, their ability to co-opt the language 
of authority and tum it towards particularized needs, their ability to adapt and 
channel the personal dynamism of the individual teacher or adept, to express, 
transmit and create world-scapes, realities, 'subjectivities' and potentialities, and 
capacity to curtail, absorb and re-inscribe competing value/symbolic systems. 
Flower notes, "in order to create a modem Chinese cultural identity [ ... ] the 
cultural tradition must be reflected on critically, and elements appropriated to speak 
to contemporary life" (Flower: 441). In patriarchal societies, cultural and personal 
identity is often symbolically expressed through the idealization of the woman (Ong 
and Peletz 1992; Ong 1992; Ma 2003); yet moments of political chaos, social 
disjunction and ethics dislocation frequently witness the widening of women's 
religious subjectivities. (Sered 1992, 1998) 23 For cultural and personal identity 
formation, the dual implications of religious discourse-change and woman-centered 
religious practice cannot be over-emphasized. In the words of Flower, "the ethereal 
23 ln this discussion and throughout the dissertation, 1 distinguish between 'woman' 
(cultural symbolic) and 'women' (lived persons) following Mohanty (1991: 53). 
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sounding objects of this study -- identity, discourse, values and beliefs -- have very 
real implications" (Flower: 439) both for issues of material support and access to 
economic resources, but also for state-building and identity formation. Particularly 
for women, the constituted identities found within the pages of these texts create a 
field of potential realities and aspirations, the lived conditions not only of the 
traditionally affirmed subjects of wife, daughter, and mother, but also kinship-
transcendent identities of nun, slave, doctor, prostitute, warrior, or saint - drawing 
along with them expanded lines of potential personal and cultural identity. 
This study draws on and against the works of Valussi (2003), Despeux 
(1990), Wile (1992), and Despeux and Kohn (2003). Valussi (2003) adopts a 
popular conception of women in Late Imperial China, and reads this into the 
situation of nüdan adepts. In this model, women's activities are conscribed by Neo-
Confucian mores, and their subjective roles bound by patriarchal social norms; 
physically, women are confined in the sphere of the inner-chambers and defined by 
the roles of mother, wife and daughter. This model, while explicitly condoned by 
• 
Longmen Daoist tracts, fails to explain the presence of sororal solidarities and 
women religious leaders, two essential features of women's religions (Sered 1994) 
weIl attested in the scholarly literature. (Despeux and Kohn 2003) Ko finds 
evidence that within these social and cultural constraints women in the Inner 
chambers created networks of communication through writing, and ritual agency 
through their engagement with and expertise in the crucial activities of birthing, 
death and periodic rites. (Ko 1994) Using contributions and methodologies from 
feminist anthropology, critical textual analysis, traditional religious studies 
epistemology, and social historiography, this study seeks to show that more than 
one dynamic was operating, and the Neo-Confucian model promoted by the 
Longmen Daoists did not describe the lived reality of nüdan adepts in the Sichuan 
region. Discourse and practice interacted to create alternative models of religious 
legitimacy and local realities. 
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1 find three major models described in the tracts of the Nüdan hebian. For 
the sake of convenience, 1 have termed these models Longmen, Qianzhong, and 
Jingyan. Given the supremacy of Longmen Daoism throughout the Qing, the 
Longmen model has been correctly taken as the exemplary model for women 
Daoists throughout the Qing. (Valussi 2003, Despeux 1990, Despeux and Kohn 
2003) However, women in the Sichuan region could access at least two other 
models. 1 term these two alternative models Qianzhong (Ba) and Jingyan (Shu) 
based on the geographic regions within which tracts associated with these models 
emerge.24 The Jingyan (Shu) model is based in the Western (Yinxian) branch of 
inner a1chemy, and is often associated with the two Daoist luminaries, Zhang 
Sanfeng and Li Xiyue. This model creates a unique women's a1chemy in which 
common embryonic terminology is replaced by Chanist terminology which sounds 
oddly akin to White Lotus terminology. Women's bloody pollution is lexically de-
emphasized, but heavily influences the inner-workings of the esoteric practices. The 
Qianzhong model possesses a high degree of terminology, cosmology and body-
imagery sharing with the Kiilacakratantra tradition promoted by the Kagyu and 
Gelugs sects of Tibetan Buddhism, and actively sponsored by the Qing court 
particularly from the Kangxi reign period (1661-1722). While the history of this 
religious sharing in the Sichuan region has not been developed in previous studies, 
geographic proximity, shared terminology and cosmology, and unit y of pilgrimage 
sites suggests a significant degree of exchange.25 
24 Geographic associations are only loosely attested. At this point, the models 
evinced in the tracts are not considered limited to any concrete location 
designations. 
25 Many scholars have suggested the importance of mutual influences between 
Daoism and Tantric Buddhism over many centuries (see for ex ample Strickmann 
1981). This cross-fertilization continued despite the obvious difference in final 
goals - attaining nirvana in Buddhism versus attaining immortality in inner 
a1chemy. The goal within inner a1chemy oftransforming the body into the body of a 
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This dissertation compnses five chapters. The first chapter details the 
historical background of neidan and tantric practices in China, the historical and 
social context within which these practices were situated, and the ethnic and 
national significance of the development of a nüdan practice in the late Qing. 
In the second chapter 1 trace neidan terminology throughout the tracts and, 
using the appearance and absence of particular terms, suggest a series of text 
groupings. Given the limited historical data available on particular women neidan 
and nüdan practitioners in the Qing, the tex tuaI groupings are employed to suggest 
lived practitioner groups. Initially, 1 aimed to use these methodologies to assist in 
tracing transmission trajectories among women practitioners; however, dearth of 
evidence has frustrated these attempts. Practitioners largely practiced anonyrnously, 
and their names rarely are recorded. 1 replace these individualized communities 
with "these textual groups." 1 group the tracts based on common body and esoteric 
terminology, deity "lineages" and the interpretation of particular terms. 
The third chapter comprises an exploration of the theoretical systems of 
knowledge in the traditions associated with each "textual group." These theoretical 
systems of knowledge provide the basic theoretical structure upon which the 
dynamics of practice (chapter four) is based. The fourth chapter describes the 
alchemical pro cesses in detail, and seeks to dispel the notion of a unified, common, 
system of nüdan that reaches across aIl nüdan tracts. 
golden immortal who will dwell in the astral palaces of the highest emanations of 
the Dao (which are still within this physical uni verse) is particularly difficult for 
students of Western religion to comprehend, due to its refusaI of transcendence and 
its embrace of the immanence of spiritual transformations. 1 argue in this thesis that 
late Buddhist tantric traditions also embraced a vision of the immanence of spiritual 
transformation within the body of the adept. While 1 do not argue for direct 
influence from late tantric systems on certain texts in the Nüdan Hebian, 1 do show 
where certain key terms have been borrowed in certain texts. These terms imply 
different underlying body-schemas, alternative cosmologies, and new soteriological 
possibilities for nüdan practitioners, all of which are examined in this thesis. 
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1 conclude with an analysis of the editorial practices of three individuals 
associated with the production of Nüdan hebian tracts. The discursive practices of 
the individual tracts and their commentaries are situated in relation to the socio-
historical development of nüdan, and the gendered personal and communal interests 
at play between the lines of the tracts. In particular, 1 attempt to suggest how 
elements of the tradition were variously interpreted to offer women practitioners a 
variety of unique textual subjectivities. 
3. Theoretical approaches and review of scholarship 
3.1 Women in Chinese Religions 
Study of socio-religious activities of women In Chinese religions constitutes a 
fascinating but still developing field. Since the nineteen-seventies, discussions 
generally focus on two major parameters: social domination and the means by 
which patriarchy controls and scripts gendered practice and belief; and, studies of 
symbolic women in Chinese religion which in general seek to substantiate 
arguments on one or another side of a polar argument: female equality-or-inequality, 
superiority-or-inferiority, disempowerment-or-empowerment, activity-or-passivity 
within the traditions. These concerns reflect deVelopments in Western academia, in 
particular, second wave feminist criticism on the one hand, and to women's-studies 
oriented historiography and literary studies on the other. (Cf. Gross 1993a) 
The first trend can be found in the works of Topley, Wolf and Ahern, 
foundational analysts for the anthropological study of women in Chinese society. 
These scholars emerged in a time when anthropological study in Mainland China 
was virtually impossible. Aherh and Wolfs data came from Taiwan and Hong Kong; 
and Topley's from Southeast Asian Chinese communities. Each scholar sought to 
explain women's lower status in the Chinese social and religious system in terms of 
the social structure - patriarchy. Ahern's chapter on "The Power and Pollution of 
Chinese Women" investigated how Chinese women were both limited and 
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empowered by their biological gender through their association with menstrual 
blood. Blood is both the essence of life and of death. As such, blood is life-giving 
and life-taking. In Ahern, the symbolic power dynamics of women's bloody 
impurity acts as a medium of empowerment, transgression and resistance within 
and against the patriarchal order. These studies express a desire to explain how 
women are subordinated within the structure of patriarchy, and how they derive and 
deploy power through their subordinate status. 
Despeux and Kohn offer an excellent recent example of a traditional 
women's studies approach to women's religious activities in China. In this work, the 
scholars attempt to explore and "recover" women's place and importance in the 
development of the Daoist tradition. Five "visions and roles" of women in Daoism 
are identified: female as cosmic mother; women as symbols of cosmic yin - the 
complement of yang, and their expression in fertility; women as divine teachers; 
women as possessors of divine communication with the supernatural and of healing 
powers; and, the female body as the seat of ingredients needed to achieve 
immortality. These five "visions" are each tied to an historical timeframe, or in the 
case of the first "vision," to a text (the Zhuangzi, ca 350 BCE). The mother-image 
in the Zhuangzi links motherhood to the Dao and cosmic production. In the second 
vision, the authors underscore how the yin-yang pairing led to active roles for 
women as cosmic partners with men in the Taiping and early Celestial Masters 
movements. The authors clearly identify the inexact relationship sorne Western 
scholars have drawn between sexual practices -- both within and outside a Daoist 
framework, and Daoist and a1chemical practices (10). The emergence ofwomen as 
divine teachers is linked to Shangqing Daoism in the fourth to fifth centuries, while 
the vision of women as possessors of divine communication with the supernatural is 
tied to the emergence of important women teachers in the Tang and Song, such as 
Zu Shu (fi. 889-904), Cao Wenyi (fi. 1119-1125) and Sun Bu'er (1119-1182) (17-
19). The final vision is discussed in terms of inner a1chemy, especially as it 
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developed in nüdan in the Late Imperial period. The introduction concludes with a 
note on women and their social context: Confucian norms influenced how moral 
regulations solidified in the traditions, however, Daoist "institutions" also served as 
a safe haven for widowed and divorced women who failed to fill normative roles in 
Confucian society. 
A less happy interpretation of women's roles in Late Imperial Chinese 
Daoism is presented in Valussi (2003). Valussi provides a substantial and landmark 
review of the entirety of the women's inner alchemy tradition. She cornes to the 
ultirnate conclusion that the women's form ofinner alchemy (nüdan), was a product 
of the patriarchy aimed to conscribe women's practice within the inner chambers, 
place women adepts under the tutelage of male teachers, and allow the practice only 
to women whose reproductive use had been exhausted either through age or through 
an inability to conduct a propitious marri age. (Valussi 2003, Chapter Two) This 
analysis takes full account of the fact that the remarkable men and women who 
practiced Daoist austerities endured hardships and marginalization, and that Daoist 
wornen were further burdened by the ideologically negative social implications 
inherent in Daoist symbolism, employing as it didldoes the unequal pairing of yin-
yang symbolisrn. 
The Nüdan hebian materials suggest Daoist and other women employing 
inner alchemy symbolisms were subject to a complex lived reality which was 
neither entirely permissive nor restrictive. Careful reading of the Nüdan hebian 
materials alongside socio-historical documents suggest that the apparent orthodox 
consistency of materials labeled "nüdan" is the result of particularized editing by 
male-centered Longmen Daoists. Such editing was an attempt to renegotiate the 
Daoist complex to answer to the new needs of the Late Imperial - early Republican 
context. (Cf. Xun 2001) That the tracts were edited do es not imply that the practices 
were transformed, and even the editing fails to eradicate traces of alternative 
practices. Sorne Nüdan hebian tracts employ esoteric Buddhist terminology that 
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was not in currency before the 15th century, and is not found in print in Tibetan until 
the late 19th century. (Cf. chapter three) Other materials indicate that these tracts 
were being actively employed at the margins of Longmen orthodoxy, particularly in 
magical medicine. 
In Late Imperial Sichuan, women appear actively in materials relating to 
Chinese magical medicine which mobilize neidan/nüdan practices and symbols for 
salvic purposes. These uses of neidan/nüdan practices recaIl SneIlgrove's 
comments on the importance of siddhis in Tibetan Tantra?6 Qianzhi and Lü Qian ji 
detail uses of a women's alchemy operative at the margins of Chinese magical 
medicine and exorcistic practices; and the cautionary notes found within the Nüdan 
hebian attest to the continued currency of such practices in the Sichuan region. (cf. 
Pangmenlu 5b-6b) Indeed, these findings accord with suggestions Susan Mackie 
Wile makes for the 5th century developments of women in Daoism. Mackie Wile 
notes that tales and traditions of southem women shamans assign to these women 
abilities and roles very similar to the male Daoist priest, as noted in the Zhengao Jt 
'6-. However, Mackie Wile finds evidence that women shamans' roles and abilities 
become divorced from historical women and re-assigned to the safer symbolic roi es 
and abilities, practiced by women immortals and deities who transmit their esoteric 
knowledge to men. (Mackie Wile 1988) ln the case of Late Imperial Sichuan, 
women outside of the orthodoxy appear to be wielding these powers, uninhibited by 
the so-called orthodoxy asserted by Longmen practitioners or the 'historical 
development' models suggested above. 
26 SnelIgrove notes, "aIl tantras of aIl classes promise both supra-mundane success 
(the gaining of Buddhahood sooner or later) and mundane success, such as gaining 
prosperity, [ ... ] etc. It is sometimes suggested that the tantras, later cIassified as 
inferior, cater for the more mundane requirements, the superior ones are concemed 
with more truly religious objectives. In fact, aIl tantras are interested in precisely the 
same objectives, wh ether supra-mundane or mundane.' (SneIlgrove 1987: 1.235-36; 
cited in Orzech 1989a: 97) 
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Magical medicine actively interacts with medical practice weIl into 20th 
century. The medical use of neidan itself appears standard: Sichuan guanbao [g} Il 
B' ~ advertises neidan as an integral part of the Chengdu medical college 
programme. (See for example Sichuan ribao January 15, 1913) While the majority 
of women speakers in the Late Imperial tracts are deities, the principle of hum an to 
immortal transference noted by Mackie Wile could equally apply to the Sichuan 
context. Given active women performing the roles of textual transmitters, rather 
than deities performing these roI es, 1 suggest that the symbolic restrictions placed 
on nüdan practice were open to negotiation, and gender symbolisms were ignored 
where inconvenient. 27 This becomes ever more facile with the multiple gender 
symbolisms operative within the tracts: Shangqing Daoist, Tibetan Buddhist, Neo-
Confucian and yin-yang-and-Five-Phase "'Daoist"/popular religious interpretations. 
3.2 Gender in Chinese Religions 
Buddhist gender symbolisms importantly influence "Daoist" gender 
symbo1isms. Although arising from the Indian Buddhism studies, considerable 
attention must be given to Alan Sponberg's work in Buddhist gender symbolism. 
Alan Sponberg (1992) focuses on the socio-historical context of early Buddhism, 
and the loss of prestige initially offered to both individuals of non-Brahmanic castes, 
and for women. (6) Sponberg traces this decline in women's prestige to four 
distinct attitudes prevalent in the period between Gautama's death and the beginning 
of the Common Era: soteriological inclusiveness, institutional androcentrism, 
ascetic misogyny, and soteriological androgyny.28 The first three are identified by 
27 There may be a socio-economic parameter at work here. The women represented 
in the Nüdan hebian appear to come from the lower economic levels of the gentry 
class; those described in the gazetteers, biji and youlu appear to be commoners. 
28 Sponberg defines his use of soteriology as the attempt "to provide a systematic 
account of liberation in any sense, whether through the agency of a salvi fic figure or 
not." (30, n. 5) 
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Sponberg within the early canon, whereas the fourth he regards as a later attempt to 
rationalize the various attitudes within the canon. (8) Soteriological inclusiveness 
refers to the early statements which broke free of Brahmanic castt:? and gender 
exclusivity: in the early tradition, escape from samsara was open to those of aIl 
castes and genders. In accordance with the notion of "no self', sexual nature is 
irrelevant and non-permanent, as pointed out by the famous female disciple, Soma: 
"What should the woman's nature signify/When consciousness is taut and firmly 
set,/. . ./To one for who [stet] the question [of inherent female intellectual and 
spiritual weakness] doth arise:/ Am 1 a woman, or/Am 1 a man, or what not am 1 
then?/To such a one is Mara fit to talk" (9-10). However, while Buddhist texts of 
the period frequently assert the non-biological, socio-economic nature of castes, 
gender is accepted as essentially biological, and certain gendered traits are inherent 
to sexual biology. Sponberg concludes that the failure to distinguish between 
biological sex and social gender, and the social nature of gendered obligations and 
.restrictions led the Buddhists to never fully reject Brahmanic assumptions about 
women's spiritual weakness and inherent (rather than socially imposed) limitations 
to liberation. (11) 
lnstitutional androcentrism refers to expressions and ordering of the sexes 
within the monastic community in particular; this sentiment is largely expressed in 
the vinaya (monastic mIes). In the traditional sources, the Buddha resists admitting 
women to the sangha (Buddhist community of monks). Eventually he relents, but 
sets down eight mIes for nuns which set aIl nuns under the authority/subordinate to 
aIl monks. The concerns presented are largely voiced in terms of pressures from the 
outside social context rather than in terms of a logic internaI to a Buddhist vision. 
Sponberg suggests this represents a rationalization of an existing system which 
allows the order of nuns a socially valid span; however, the consequence is the 
subordination of the order of nuns, marginalization of women's status within the 
religious community (sangha), and proportional reduction in gifts from the 
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community to women's Buddhist entities. The order of nuns thus became second-
class to the order of monks. (13-18) It is in this fonn that women in China were first 
introduced to the Buddhist monastic order. 
Ascetic misogyny can range from portrayal of women as weak, to a view that 
women are agents of destruction and distraction. (19) This aggressively negative 
view contradicts soteriological inclusiveness, suggesting women are unable to attain 
arhathood. The strongest examples of ascetic misogyny are found in the jataka 
stories, appropriated from originally non-canonical popular animal tales and hero 
legends. (35, n. 29) In this model, the current world emerged from an androgynous 
being whose fall is attributed to eating and sexual intercourse. (19-20) The adoption 
of these popuhir conceptions respond to the concems of the male ascetic bound to 
the polluting familial bonds of traditional society. (20-21) Given the Mahayana 
involvement in lay purification, it is not surprising to find the majority of these 
sentiments are tied to the pan-Indian preoccupation with asceticism. (22) 
The contradiction between the above three views eventually emerged in an 
important debate in the first century CE. Sponberg suggests this spurred the 
emergence of the later Mahayana notion of non-duality, and a soteriological 
androgyny coupled, nonetheless with negation of the possibility that a woman could 
become a Buddha. (24) Soteriological androgyny did not become fully articulated 
in the written record until after the sixth or seventh century CE. (25) It is this 
phenomenon that Xuanzang ~ ~ (ca. 602 - 664 CE) encountered during his 
pilgrimage to the West during the Tang, and this phenomenon that helped spur the 
popular Buddhist movements in the later Tang and the Song. Soteriological 
androgyny is the perspective which views sexual difference as a soteric upaya, a 
skillful method to employ to attain salvation. Gender difference attains valuation 
while the opposite gender, which exists as a potentiality within ail persons, is 
guarded against as a destructive potential which must be actively transfonned. (25-6) 
This concept, perhaps emerging from non-Buddhist tantrism, finds fuIlest 
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expression in the Tibetan Vajrayana tradition of the sixth century, and especially in 
the Nyingma school ofTibetan Buddhism. On the surface, soteriological androgyny 
represents a complete equality between the sexes; however, this potential equality is 
frustrated when it becomes linked to the duality of prajna (wisdom) and upaya 
(skillful means). 
The 'mother' symbolizes prajna (wisdom), a feminine noun; 'father' 
symbolizes upaya, skillful means or 'compassion in action.' Cabézon (1992), in his 
analysis of the prajnalupaya duo finds an inherent subordination of mother-wisdom 
to father-compassion. (181-199) Tsong kha pa (1357-1419) describes mother-
wisdom as the birthing vessel of enlightened beings, and father-wisdom as the 
seminal essence which determines the "Mahayana ethnicity" of the newbom being. 
As in Indo-Tibetan society, a child's ethnicity is determined by the father: a woman 
can bear children of different ethnicities. Likewise wisdom can bring forth a variety 
of spiritual beings. If the 'father' (upaya, compassion) is particularly prominent, the 
child will be a Buddha; if less so, the child will become a lower-Ievel spiritual being 
(sravaka, pratyekabuddha, etc.). (187) Although the mother-wisdom symbolism on 
its own constitutes an important development in the symbolic position of women, 
taken in its larger context, this positive view of the symbol re-inscribes the feminine 
within an andocentric tradition. Cabézon conclu des that "much more dangerous 
than Greeks bearing gifts is patriarchy bearing female symbols" (189). 
Cabézon identifies three groups of symbols associated with mother-wisdom: 
nurturing force in the gestational phase;29 emptiness qua logical negation;30 and the 
29 E.g. the deve10pment of the adept through the ten bhumi or stages in the Buddhist 
process of enlightenment; these ten stages are symbolically identified with the ten 
months of pregnancy. This perspective is seen in the Abhisamayalamkara m.wm: . 
Jfl ffifû, (Clear Light of Reason) a prajfiaparamita sutra; dates no later than 7th 
century. Here, Cabézon appears to be referring to associations within India 
Buddhism: despite its importance to the study of the prajfiaparamita tradition, this 
tract has never been translated into Chinese. (Muller 2004) 
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mother-wisdom, father-Iove symbolism. 31 The clusters of symbols (family 
resemblances) so noted are gathered from over a millennium of Buddhist 
development. In each of these 'families' of symbols, the masculine is prioritized, 
and the feminine is a necessary adjunct. This bears striking similarity to 
deve10pments in yin-yang cosmology and the symbolic prioritization of yang over 
yin. A similar rubric of surface male-female equality and implicit female 
subordination emerges in Chinese Buddhism. 
Levering (1992) notes that the Linji master Dahui Conggao je li * 5R 
(1089-1163), who instructed and encouraged numerous female lay and monastic 
followers, states that women are capable of reaching arhathood; yet he 
simultaneously employs a rhetorical lexicon that defines in terrns of masculine 
"heroism" the traits of those practitioners destined for enlightenment in this life. 
Such terrninology, ideals for action and lifestyle, contradict the deeply engrained 
familial norrns for women in Chinese society, making access to this forrn of 
enlightenment difficult. Beata Grant (1999) provides an excellent ex ample of the 
gender-contradiction in Linji Buddhism. Little Vimilakirti was a woman of the late 
Ming, a poet, swordsman, and all-around unconventional Buddhist who exhibited 
the characteristics of the untrammel hero. When her spiritual, literary, familial-
social status aU came under attack, Little Vimilakirti eventually gave up her free-
wheeling lifestyle in an effort to preserve the integrity of her spiritual potential. 
Both Levering and Grant note that within Buddhism itself, the gender norrns of the 
larger society are retained: women are pressured to act in accord with "Confucian" 
norrns, remain within the house, bear children, and only move on to seek spiritual 
30 In the dGe lugs pa text recognising one's mother, the view by ICang skya roI pa'i 
rdo rje (1357-1419). 
31 Here identified with Tsong kha pa (1717-1786). Note Tsong kha pa is one of the 
foremost Tibetan historians and interpreters of the Tibetan tantric traditions. The 
latter tradition is noted in connection with the Tibetan influences on neidan 
discussed in chapters one and three below. 
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fulfillment in their later years, through quiet meditation and incense burning or 
other acts which keep them physically sequestered from the outside world. This 
effectively eliminates women from the realm of "heroic" action and the terms of 
potential enlightenment. 
Daoist and Buddhist women in China both confront this contradiction of 
necessary heroic action towards sotis on the one hand, and a demand to adhere to 
gendered social constraints on the other. These constraints are set out in 
performative roles delineated, particularly, in Neo-Confucian documents and 
repeated, during the Ming-Qing period in family regulations, as weIl as in 
prescriptions for religious families. Such prescriptions appear in the Daoist tradition 
as early as the late Hanzhong community tract of the 3rd_4th centuries, Prescriptions 
Jor the Daoist Jamilies (DZ880). 
While the early prescriptions limit women's participation to those falling 
outside the normative roI es of patriarchal society, the Late Imperial prescriptions 
strictly delimit women' s religious activity to performance within a patriarchal 
household, and defines women's roles to those associated with the patriarchal social 
hierarchy. Barlow (1987) identifies these gender roles in the triad, daughter, wife 
and mother. However, the tri-fold lived performance of these three roles stand in 
opposition to the symbolic female in the religious ideologies reviewed. Among the 
examples reviewed so far, we have numerous symbolic-dialectic "mother" 
potentials which con front and confound the anticipated mother roles. The goddesses, 
Xiwangmu and Mazu are examples of the mother figure who simultaneously fuI fi Il 
the roles of instructor, savior, and protector, and who is also a potential temptress. 
(Cahill 1985) In the form of mother-wisdom, she is the symbolic mate of father-
compassion; yet as the daughters of Mara, we identify symbolic "wife" or "mate" 
potentialities that constitute samsaric pollution associated with family ties and the 
birth of sons. Chinese popular religion also has a strong tradition of temptresses in 
the form of river deities, often described in medieval literature in language 
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descriptive of the courtesan. The role of daughter is symbolically null; she is the 
vehicle for the father-and-mother deities' actualization in the earthly realm. In 
religious terms, the daughter stands as the less favorable incarnation of the potential 
filial son. 
These roles recall the five "visions and roles" of women in Daoism 
identified in Despeux and Kohn (2003): female as cosmic mother; women as 
symbols of cosmic yin - the complement of yang, and their expression in fertility; 
women as divine teachers; women as possessors of divine communication with the 
supernatural and of healing powers; and, the female body as the seat of ingredients 
needed to achieve immortality. In each ofthese roles, women are not actors towards 
their own perfection, cultivation or salvation; rather, they are helpmates of the 
understood audience: male adepts. To this extent, these models mirror women's 
roles identified in Barlow: adjunct identities defined by their closest dominant male 
connection. 
The above studies of women in Chinese religion follow one of two major 
trends: either they explore women's participation in, empowerment through, and 
'negotiation' of thosegendered social boundaries, or they seek to explain women's 
subordinate status in the religious system through reference to patriarchal systems 
of economic and social control. Cabézon, Sponberg, Levering and Reed show how 
gender symbolism rend ers linguistic faux-amis that delimit and subordinate women 
in Buddhist theory. This conclusion closely follows the concept that "women's place 
in hum an social life is not in any direct sense a product of the things she does, but 
of the meaning her activities acquire through social interaction" (Rosaldo 1980: 
400). Yet this conclusion does not necessarily lead to negation of women's 
subjectivity. Cleary notes that sorne women were able to use Confucian-masculine 
authoritarianism to their own ends, providing them the tranquility and space to 
pursue their practice through the invocation of the Confucian norm of a daughter's 
filial obligations to her parents. This observation is echoed in numerous works on 
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women in Late Imperial China. (Ko 1994; Mann. 1997) Several pairs of mother-
daughter adepts in Late Imperial China invoked two powerful roles to free 
themselves of "Confucian" constraints: chaste widow and filial daughter. (Despeux 
and Kohn 2003) Yan Zehuan and her mother, two women adepts associated with 
Nüdan hebian practices, adhere to this model. Yan Zehuan, the compiler of the 
Nannü dan 'gong yitong bian (Nüdan hebian tract 1) notes the circumstances of her 
decision to remain a filial daughter: 
l, Zehuan, lost my father young and my mother chose to remain a chaste 
widow. Our line had no [male] heirs to provide her with solace, only my self 
and my two sisters. After a not long time, my second (younger) sister had 
not yet come of age when she died prematurely, and my third (younger) 
sister was engaged with another person, and waiting for the marriage. 1 
could not stand for my mother to live a lonely, bitter widowhood. Therefore 
1 decided to preserve my chastity, caring for my mother. 1 took an oath not 
to leave the women's chambers. 
~:ld>tJJ1,-BJ:~Wz~~,~*~, ~'tl~~=A*~,=~J~, - ~?JJ\* A 1~ 
~. ~:l/F~ -BJ:z~ma5iÈ., J'Lit; ~ ~*-BJ:, ~/F I:fj 00. (Nannü 
dan 'gong yitongbian 16b.7-17a.l; Appendix 2: 452) 
The accretion of Confucian virtues to the mother-daughter vows provides the pair 
with moral authority and the ability to live independently from patriarchal control.32 
Yan Zehuan invokes these virtues, simultaneously painting her mother righteous by 
virtue of her choice to remain a chaste widow, and she herself moral by virtue of 
her choice to fulfill filial obligations to her mother. Invoking social norms, both 
women were freed to pursue religious interests and particularly to avoid the 
32 This use of mother-daughter solidarity in the social context does not contradict 
the idea that the role of daughter is symbolically null in the religious symbolic 
structure. (Cf. page 30 above.) 
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gestational duties of a wife in patriarchal society -- duties which inhibit the practice 
ofwomen's inner alchemy. 
It should be noted that the concept of gender/power relations in the 
confluence of nüdan and neidan experimentation has been intentionally avoided 
(with the exception of one quote above), and throughout this discussion the term 
"power" has been used only insofar as we refer to religious powers or siddhis. This 
is an explicit theoretical move which seeks to displace over-used and mutually-
contradictory concepts of gender, class and power, and create a space in which to 
formulate an Asian theory of mind-body and gender dynamics. Joan Scott notes, 
"We need to replace the notion that social power is unified, coherent, and 
centralized with something like Foucault's concept of power as dispersed 
constellations of unequal relationships, discursively constituted in social 'fields of 
force'" (Scott 1986: 1068). Such constellations of relationships, or social force 
fields exist not only within the limits of the ideal patriarchal family: they are 
simultaneously constituted into "impromptu" networks of social outsiders: nuns, 
widows, prostitutes, etc. Nominal members of the religious and social network, 
these women stood on the margins of the idealized social structure, yet drew 
through them tremendous spiritual and social influence. This influence was not 
power in the Weberian sense, but rather a performative mode 'grounded on the 
underside of established ethical norms.' As Ko has so elegantly remarked, 
Confucian virtues could be invoked by women in the inner chambers to constitute 
that space as a realm of female authority and agency (Ko 1997, Introduction). 
Joan Scott's definition of gender has two main parts: "gender IS a 
constitutive element of social relationships based on perceived differences between 
the sexes," and "gender is primarily a field within which or by means of which 
'power is articulated" (Scott: 1 067); The first part of the definition involves four 
interrelated elements. First, culturally available symbols that evoke multiple (and 
often contradictory) representations. Second, normative concepts that set forth 
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interpretations of the meanings of the symbols, that attempt to limit and contain 
their metaphoric possibilities expressed in religious, educational, scientific, legal, 
and political doctrines and typically take the form of a fixed binary opposition, and 
rely on the refusaI or repression of alternative possibilities. Third, there are social 
institutions and organizations (kinship system, labor market, education, polit y) 
which construct the social reality of gender. The fourth aspect of gender is 
subjective identity. Scott points out that gender cannot be conceived only in 
negative relation to male-mother fixation or fear of castration, rather scholars need 
to examine the ways in which gendered identities are substantively constructed. 
(Scott 1986: 1068) 
Sered takes up the second point of Joan Scott's definition of gender, as a 
field in which power is articulated. Sered ties religious identity construction to the 
relative stability of socio-economic relations. She finds social and economic 
upheaval allows for a wide play of gender roles in the construction of women' s 
religious authority within patriarchal societies. (Sered 1992: 42ft) Social umest 
such as existed in the late Qing gave rise to "conservatism" on the one hand, and 
"liberal" experimentation on the other. Sered notes that social umest and/or shifts in 
the economic base, combined with philosophical/religious flux, create the 
conditions for the rise of women's religions and women-directed religious 
movements within normatively patriarchal social nexuses. (1992) If we can assume 
women's praxis was contained within the patriarchal mode through the Yuan and 
early Ming periods, (as indicated by Valussi 2003, and Despeux and Kohn 2003) 
this conforms to a model ofwomen's praxis within a patriarchal religious structure, 
and do es not constitute a women's religion. The first compendia of explicitly 
"nüdan" tracts are not found until the mid 18th century, and an explicitly nüdan 
tradition is not attested to before the 19th century. This century constitutes a period 
of great social and economic change: thè mass spread of literacy, elite economic 
downturn, massive religious rebellions, upsurge in foreign intellectual and military 
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incursions, and the noxious spread of opium addiction. The historical period could 
certainly be characterized by aIl the elements Sered notes for an upsurge In 
women's religions and/or women-directed religious movements. 
The appearance of isolated women leaders, such as Miu Guanyin ~H1l- in 
Sichuan, suggest that this period saw the rise of "women's religions" as defined by 
Sered (1992). Contrary to her expectations, Sered finds that "women's religions" 
(religions dominated by women leaders and set in matrifocal or matriarchal social 
constructions) in an over-arching patriarchal social system fail to free themselves of 
patriarchal dialectics. Rather, they appear to ignore rather than subvert male-
dominant, female-subordinating symbolisms. (Sered 1992) This phenomenon may 
again by explained by reference to Scott, who writes, "conceptual languages 
employ differentiation to establish meaning and [ ... ] sexual difference is a primary 
way of signifying differentiation. Gender [ ... ] provides a way to decode meaning 
and to understand the complex connections among various forms of human 
interaction. When historians look for the ways in which the concept of gender 
legitimizes and constructs social relationships, they develop insight into the 
reciprocal nature of gender and society and into the particular and contextually 
specifie ways in which politics constructs gender and gender constructs politics" 
(Scott 1986: 1070). Women's religious movements fail to address themselves at the 
basis of political authority; rather they appropriate, often in a conservative manner, 
the very symbolism which subverts women's authority and provides the basis for 
female-subordination. (Sered 1998: 189) This phenomenon explains the frequent re-
absorption ofwomen's religions into patriarchal controlled religions systems. (Ibid) 
With this conclusion, Sered retums us to the first mode of women 's studies noted 
above (focus on disempowerment-or-empowerment dynamics). 
3.3 Ritual Studies Approaches 
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Van Gennep's concept of liminality emerges as an important idea in conceptualizing 
women's positions in the Chinese patriarchy (see esp. Sangren 1987, 2001). Van 
Gennep identifies three states in the process of status change: separation of 
individual (or group) from the rules of an existing status or social state; margin: a 
member or group enters a liminal state during which social statuses are suspended 
and hierarchies dissolve; aggregation: the individual or group experiences a 
reintegration into the social structure en tant que being of a newly defined social 
state. This concept is taken up in Turner (1969), where its functions are described in 
a Ndembu investiture rituai. The future chieftain is physically removed from his 
quotidian surroundings to a 'death' hut; here he and his wife or consort pass through 
a state of humiliation and abuse. The future chief and his partner must submit in 
silence and with patience. Turner remarks that this process eliminates the 
characteristics of status. The salient features of the liminal state are characterized in 
a dyadic format of anti-structure (communitas)/structure; equality/inequality; 
anonymity/systems of nomenclature; absence/possession of property, status, 
uniform attire, rank, kinship rights and obligations; humility/pride; sacred 
instruction, awareness/technical knowledge; continuous/intermittent reference to 
mystical powers; foolishness/sagacity; acceptance/avoidance of pain and suffering; 
heteronomy/degrees of autonomy; homogeneity/heterogeneity. This model accounts 
for status change and transformation when speaking of a transformation from one 
normative state to another. 
Many liminal states are marked ln permanence among certain 
institutionalized religious groups. Christian (and other) monks and nuns are marked 
as perpetuai travelers beyond the social structure, dispossessed of territorial or 
social permanence. Turner accounts for these states by suggesting that social 
specialization in complex societies has led to the manufacture in permanence of 
liminal states of being for religious professionals. Such religious personages create 
their own impermanent social network, or community, which embraces Turner's 
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liminal qualities noted above (Sangren 2001). Such a network could be suggested as 
particularly apt for Buddhists, who mark aH existence in these terms. This model of 
change encourages a demand for performative acts on the part of these liminal 
subjects to continuously and demonstrative1y perform (in the Butlerian sense) their 
religious roles. Women, who se status in traditional Chinese society was beset by 
numerous ruptures, experienced numerous liminal states in their lives. Before 
marri age, they were liminal members of their father' s patriline. After marri age but 
before the birth of the first male child, they were not fully incorporated into their 
new family network. At the death of a child or husband, they experienced further 
uncertainty and instability in their relationship vis-à-vis their husband's family. 
Economic strength of a woman's natal family had great influence on how she might 
experience these shifts. Neidan practice offered the potential for the construction of 
a religious identity performed through demonstrable physical manifestations. For 
sorne women, religious practice in a community of women adepts and religious 
offered one means to establish social identity and support network. 
The model suggested from Sered's research explains the rise of groups of 
women religious in Sichuan China in the late imperial period, and their continued 
incorporation of a religious symbolic system based on yin-yang duality that links 
women with pollution and death. Careful reading of the Nüdan hebian materials 
alongside socio-historical documents suggest that the apparent orthodox 
consistency of materials labeled "nüdan" is the result of particularized editing by 
male-centered Longmen Daoists. Such editing appears to result from attempts to 
renegotiate the Daoist complex to answer to the new needs of the Late Imperial -
early Republican context. (Cf. Xun 2001) However, analysis in chapter five 
demonstrates that while women accepted the normative symbolic system, they 
created a space for independent practice and limited re1igious authority. Moreover, 
the continued acceptance of Daoist norms permitted women religious to be inserted 
into Daoist normative structures under the aegis of people like Chen Yingning in 
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the late Republican period, when Daoist re-organization constricted and re-
appropriated nüdan treatises. (Xun 2001) 
Ritual theory tends to ally women's ritual praxis to somatic experience. In 
the China field, the foremost article presenting this view is Emily Martin Ahem's 
"The Power and Pollution ofChinese Women" (1975) which explores the issues of 
women's ritual pollution ascribed to women, and how such pollution may constitute 
a means of empowerment. James Watson's "Of Flesh and Bones", and Stuart 
Thomsom's "Death, Food and Fertility" (1998) further underscore the connections 
between death, pollution and women's somatic experience in Chinese social rituals. 
These findings closely mirror Carolyn Walker Bynum's findings on the somatic 
religious experiences that particularly characterize women's religious biography in 
medieval Europe. These findings suggest women's ritual in general IS more 
characteristically somatic and men's ritual is more cerebral. Neidan offers a 
particular exception to this rule. Early neidan biography IS replete with 
characterizations that associate horrific rotting associated with neidan self-
divinization. Later biographies underscore the hardship adepts withstood, but lay 
greater emphasis on the pure nature of transformation. Nevertheless, somatic 
experience remains particularly crucial for neidan women adepts, particularly in the 
Sanfeng branch of inner alchemy, and in other forms of neidan which emphasized 
sexual neidan and stimulation of the emotions to activate the bodily essences 
necessary for self cultivation. For these ritual traditions, somatic experience is 
equally if not more characteristic of men's practice. These issues form an area of 
tension within and among the nüdan textual traditions, and characterize the 
potential textual subjectivities available to women adepts within a particular 
tradition. 1 suggest that this characteristic tension lies at the heart ofwomen's ritual 
agency and the possibility to reach into the 'male' world of ritual activity. As such, 
it may explain the relative conservatism of symbolism interpretation within those 
'women's religions' studied by Sered (1992). 
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4. Social and Historical Context 
4.1 Women in Daoism 
Women have been active in Daoism since the beginnings. However, their terms of 
participation have varied according to era and school. In the early Celestial Masters 
tradition, as jindan techniques were developing in their embryonic or magtco-
religious stage, 33 women were instrumental participants in sexual rituals and 
longevity techniques. In Tang and Song periods, we have ample evidence of Daoist 
nuns and lay practitioners, as shamans and spiritual transmitters of esoteric tracts 
and arts. (Despeux 1995: 1; Cahill 1-12; Despeux and Kohn 2003) In the Han, in 
the early Celestial Masters tradition such women participants were drawn from aIl 
social levels, particularly the religious elite. But by the Six Dynasties, only five 
classes of women were permitted into the Celestial Masters' Daoist ranks: young, 
unrnarried women; women unable to marry because of their horoscope; women 
forced into marri age; widows; rejected wives (cf. Commands and Admonitions for 
the Daoist Community in Zhengyi fawen tianshi jiao jie ke jing lE -~tJtx8ïP~JfX. 
l4~~, Scripture of precepts and codes taught by the Heavenly Masters from the 
Texts ofthe Law of Correct Unit y, DZ792, 12a).34 
In the early Shangqing tradition, the female Daoist Wei Huacun ~. ft. 
(252-334) was credited with founding the tradition. Shangqing men and women's 
activities were characterized by solo practice, in either mixed or female-only 
communities. Shangqing women practitioners are called female Daoists (nüdaoshi 
Jz::Œ±); in women's communities, we find female ordinates (nüguan Jz:7a) who 
act as community leaders. (Despuex 1989) These nüguan dress in robes identical to 
those of male initiates of the same rank; women are solely distinguished by 
hairstyle (Despeux 1987, 2000). Daoists of this early period, men and women, 
33 For explanation of the stages of neidan/nüdan development, see pages 44ff. 
34 Bokenkamp discusses this scripture in his Early Daoist Scriptures (1997). 
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followed vanous cultivation techniques: operative (consuming elixirs mixed in 
crucibles and concocted of herbs and/or mineraIs), physical (yogic and breathing 
exercises), and mind training (meditation and visualization). These proto-neidan 
therapies, highly somatic in character, were later incorporated into the neidan 
symbolic vocabulary. 
Several women in the Tang-Song period are credited with the founding of a 
tradition and later became icons of women's inner alchemy training. In addition to 
Wei Huacun (Six Dynasties period) noted previously, there were also Zu Shu fil*! 
(fI. 889-904), credited with founding the Pure Sublety school (Qingwei xianpu ,~~ 
fÙJ~! DZ171), and Sun Bu'er fj/f>= (1119-1182), credited with founding the 
Qingjing m fff school. The latter became particularly important for women's 
alchemy in the Late Imperial (Ming-Qing) period. Similar to the Buddhist story of 
Matanga's conversion by Ananda, Sun Bu'er resisted taking up an ascetic life. She 
was hoodwinked into asceticism by a trickster husband, Ma Danyang ,~f}~, just 
as Matanganü was deceived by the wily Ananda.35 However, once Sun began to 
practice inner al chemy she excelled. She actually attained immortality ahead of her 
husband. Sun eventually became one of the Seven Northem Masters, the only 
female in the group. She is also credited with several poems and treatises. However, 
aIl but one poem actually dates to the Ming-Qing period; treatises attributed to Sun 
Bu'er were transmitted by planchette in the Late Imperial period. 
Another literary Daoist of the Song, Cao Wenyi l!1Jt~ (Daochang :l!!€§, 
1119-1125) is labeled the 'first woman to undertake inner alchemy.' (Despeux 2000: 
391) She shares authorship of the Dadao ge :.:k:m~ (Song of the Great Dao), and 
also penned commentaries to famous Daoist texts such as the Xisheng jing g§ fr'.~ 
35 It should be noted that the Matanganü tale is retained in the Nüdan hebian 
repertoire, and Matanganü appears to equal Sun Bu' er as an iconic reference for 
women. (Preface of Yan Zehuan, 2a) We will retum to the significance of this tale 
later. 
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(Scripture of Western Ascension) and Daodejing :i!:!1!~~ (Scripture of the Way and 
its Power) (Ibid.: 391~392; translated in Kohn 1991b). A literary bent was an 
important part of any respectable Daoists' litany of talents, and much Daoist and 
alchemical poetry is preserved. Because of the sexual nature of much neidan 
activity, women's neidan poetry is largely unpreserved. Where found, the sexual 
essence of the poetry is couched is highly symbolic language. Therefore, we have 
minimal collections of women's neidan poetry. The major known pre-Republican 
sources of women's Daoist and neidan writings are Nüdan shiji ::9:f]-g~~ and Xizhi 
ji ïl§1t!?~.36 Most of this poetry is attributed to individuals of the Tang and Song 
periods but aIl appear to be Qing dynasty transmissions via planchette. 
During the Ming-Qing period, an increasing rift in sexual versus meditation-
oriented neidan, and priority of xing versus ming cultivation hushed women's 
practices. It is not known how many of these practices were actually stifled in the 
Ming, in the Qing, or through Republican period sanitization projects and post-May 
Fourth women's 'liberation' movements. Certainly in the Ming there is clear 
evidence of Quanzhen nuns residing both in convents, and in gentry homes as 
"ladies of the Dao" *~ (daogu). It is likely that lack of evidence of the former 
skews perceptions such that Despeux and others conclude most nüdan practitioners 
of the Ming-Qing period were active almost exclusively in the inner chambers, 
where husbands, brothers and fathers eulogized them (Despeux 2000; Valussi 2003). 
Many of these daogu were practicing inner alchemy, and it is in the late 
Ming that we find the earliest verifiable nüdan texts. Their collection, compilation, 
editing ànd printing become relatively substantial in the last 150 years of the Qing. 
One of the four compilations of women's inner alchemy is Hç Longxiang's 
collection of sixteen texts collected at the behest of his mother for use by the 
women in this family. The silent transmission of these texts within an extensive 
women's network points to the mediation and empowerment women sometimes 
36 Both these poetry collections are found in the Nüdan hebian. 
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seized within the boundaries of the inner chamber. But Sichuan religious women 
could and did seize important roles outside the inner chambers. Women's religious 
and non-religious social activities are attested through transmission practices, 
prefaces, poetry and local folklore. 
Whereas women may have actively practiced neidan/nüdan in the Sichuan 
region, the compilation and printing of nüdan tracts was concentrated in the hands 
of men. Three active regions for the transmission of women's alchemical texts 
include the Ba and Zhou regions of Sichuan, and on Mount Jin'gai in Zhejiang 
(Despeux and Kohn 2003). Both men and women promoted these activities; Yan 
Zehuan was actively collecting together nüdan materials when she encountered Hç 
Longxiang; her preface and collection are found in the first pages of the Nüdan 
hebian. From her preface, it is clear that Yan gathered the materials in order to 
disseminate them to other women. However, few women's teachings are preserved 
in writing (apart from those transmitted via planchette after death/immortalization). 
A preface by a second adept, Zhenyizi, whom Valussi (2003) identifies as a woman, 
is clearly shown in this dissertation to be a man. (See chapter five.) Other 
indications of women-to-women transmission are difficult to specify, largely given 
the sensitive nature of the materials and the anonymity of women compilers and 
practitioners. However, the general trend of women religious masters is well-
attested in the scholarly literature. Levering (1992), Chen (1995), Cleary (1989), 
and Grant (1996) aIl suggest the importance of female lineage leaders in Late 
Imperial religious life. 
Whereas Grant (1993) and Levering (1992) point to the conflict and social 
prejudice often experienced by women attempting to adopt the religious lifestyle, 
sorne women seized great personal freedoms through 'chaste' religious dedication. 
Wolf (1990) demonstrates how personal history and social connections in the local 
environment play into the perceived spiritual authority of religious WQIllen, and that 
relative religious freedom and authority could be seized under particular social 
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conditions. These include familial connections and support, local assessment of the 
ethical foundations of the family and individual, approval of at least one religious 
authority, either local or supra-local, demonstrated adherence to religious norms or 
expectations, and maintenance of an acceptable standard of behavior. (Ibid) In the 
case of Late Imperial China, adherence to "Neo-Confucian" norms appears to have 
provided a major means for single and widowed women to pursue independent 
religious pursuit, as attested in Yan Zehuan's self-preface. Stockard notes that 
widow homes became important loci for women's pursuit of both religious and 
economic freedom (1989); not surptisingly, Sichuan regional gazetteers indicate the 
existence of a substantial number of widow homes; however, the private religious 
practices conducted therein cannot be determined. Sered (1992) finds that women's 
roles in lineages are strongest in nascent religious contexts, in contexts where 
women's social influence dominates, in contexts where women's roI es as mothers 
predominate over women's roles as sexual partners, and in contexts where social 
structures are in flux. Interestingly enough, all these features were present during 
the period of nüdan 's development. These social indicators are suggestive of a 
strong potential for independent women's religious movements and a wider scope 
ofreligious engagement than indicated by a surface reading of the moral precepts. 
4.2 The religious landscape: The Red Basin and environs in LaIe Qing 
Nüdan hebian tracts were circulated around and outside of Chengdu in the late Qing 
until 1906, when they were collected together and imprinted with a preface by Hç 
Longxiang. The tracts incorporated into the collection reflect the religious 
landscape at the time. During the period the tracts were developing and being 
collected, Chengdu's religious landscape was multi-ethnic and extremely 
heterodox. The 1909 Chengdu tonglan notes the heavy presence of Hui (Moslem), 
Zang (Tibetan), Daoist, Buddhist and other religious sectors of the population in the 
capital itself. (Fu 1909) The capital was both modemizing and rebellious, forward 
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reaching yet stubbornly independent. Situated in the verdant Red Basin, Chengdu 
lay in the middle of a fertile region aptly termed China's breadbasket. To the east, 
west and north, the mountains were inhabited by various ethnic groups. From the 
Qing point of view, the non-Chinese peoples were difficult to contain, particularly 
the Moslem and Tibetan peoples to the North and West. The protecting mountains 
made this a region where insurgent activities developed with relative safety from 
imperial control, and rebellion was difficult for the distant Qing capital to control. 
Sichuan was the last province to fall to Qing control after the Manchu conquest, and 
was held under rebel rule from 1644 to 1647 by Zhang Xianzhong ~JVU~(l606-
1647). Sichuan did not come firmly under Qing control until the Three Dynasties 
were quelled in 1679. Rebellions were viciously suppressed and cities razed. From 
1680, the court pacified the region by dilluting the population: tremendous Sichuan 
immigration incentives were extended and many responded. Farmers and 
entrepreneurs from the over-populated Hanzhong valley, Guiyang, Yunnan but 
most particularly Hebei (Macheng, Hebei is noted for the remarkable numbers it 
sent to Ba county in particular) arrived in droves, gradually appropriating the most 
verdant regions of the Red Basin from Tibetan and other ethnic peoples. The last 
wave of immigrants, arriving at end of the 18th century, included Hakkas from 
Fujian, Guangdong and Guangxi who took up the more sparse lands on the 
mountainsides, and came into frequent conflict with the displaced Tibetan, Yi and 
Miao peoples. 
Following the first hundred years of Qing rule, Eastern Sichuan (the Wast 
formed ifs own province, Zangxi) regained its former population and grain 
productivity Ievels, and once again became China's breadbasket. In the 19th century, 
Sichuan was an important source for mineraIs (including silver and tin), timber, 
lacquer other naturai resources, as well as contraband opium and arms produced in 
the Ba and Songpan regions into the 1900s. Like many regions in the 19th century, 
Chengdu and the Sichuan countryside suffered repeated popular uprisings, ethnic 
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actions, religious insurrections, and demonstrations against the Opium Wars, civil 
and foreign incursions. This culminated in the Boxer Rebellion, a branch of which 
joined up with Sichuan Muslims in anti-foreigniChristian protest. And yet, the 
region continued to prosper. 
Chengdu fJX:W 
Two centuries after the Manchu conquest, Chengdu was firmly re-
established as a vibrant cultural, economie/trading and administrative center. The 
city maintained a highly varied population, as reflected in the 1909 Chengdu 
tong/an, which registered 100,000 Confucians, 266 Daoists, 486 Buddhist monks 
and III nuns, 2,594 Muslims and 3,979 Catholics and Protestants. (Fu 1909) The 
approximately 600 Buddhist c1erics belonged to various local temples, inc1uding the 
Wenshu (Man jus ri) temple and the Daci miao. The French protestant temple was 
rebuilt in the aftermath of the second wave of Christian temple bumings in 1886-
1895; and the faithful actively practiced beneath the quiet eaves. One quarter of the 
city, now Irnown as 'little Chengdu' was carved out for the Manchu garrison. This 
area boasted relatively wide streets running its length, and narrow alleys connecting 
the myriad hutong.37 Not far away, the Shenyang mutual aid society temple was the 
focus of an important commercial area for trade in salt and banking notes, fine 
quality Chengdu brocades, silks, timber, teas, salt, metals and oranges. (Fu 1909; 
Wang 2003) 
Close to the Shenyang merchant's mutual aid society temple, there once rose 
a small stone bridge. The bridge spanned a creek with distinctive shimmering, 
37 The memory of 'little Chengdu's' polished wooden gables and three-story 
extended family compounds can be seen in the renovated buildings quickly 
emerging III the preserved area of the former Manchu garrison, 
kuanxiangzi/zhaixiangzi. Not far away, the Shenyang mutual aid society temple still 
stands at the intersection, now only marked by a placard where two ancient avenues 
once connected the East-West and North-South traffic through the city. 
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mossy rocks. At the edge of this glistening creek, Jade Belt Creek, there rose a 
small pavilion known as West Lazing Clouds Pavilion. This pavilion was the center 
for a local spirit writing cult frequented by local gentry. (Xiao Ping 2004: 27) The 
pavilion is connected to a tract in the Nüdan hebian, the Nüjindan. The Nüjindan 
preface names this pavilion as its place of composition. The pavilion is otherwise 
relatively unknown. 
Many of the 266 Daoists mentioned in the Chengdu tong/an were associated 
with Chengdu's Qingyang gong (Black Goat Palace) and the Erxian'an (Two 
immortals convent). Then as now, the annual flower festival drew thousands; but 
the 'international' marketplace established outside the gates of the two compounds 
(which were perceived as contiguous) formed the region's most vital marketing 
center. In 1898-9, a new "international market place" was built at the old temple and 
market site; Qingyang gong-Erxian'an became the most modem and fashionable of 
market areas. 38 From verses found in the Chengdu and Sichuan bamboo branch 
poetry collections, it appears Abbot Hao was weIl connected with members of the 
Shandong merchants' association, as weIl as with "local" merchants, scholars and 
social innovators.39 
Qingyanggong was devoted to the promotion of Longmen Daoism. 
(Xichuan qingyang gong beiming DZ964.l2b; Verellen 1994, 144; Kohn 1998,47-
9) In chapter four, the practical implications of Longmen cultivation and ritual 
practices are discussed in detail. Suffice it to say Longmen Daoism embraced a 
strong monastic sensibility, the concept of symbolic interactions of yin-yang, an 
emphasis on washing the mind (xiuxin), limited meditation, and vigorous ritual 
activities, especially those associated with national and community protection. (See 
38 For more on the Erxian'an marketplace, see Kristin Stapleton 2000. Civilizing 
Chengdu:Chinese Urban Reform, 1895-1937. Cambridge: Harvard University Asia 
Center, Harvard University Press. 
39 See especially Sichuan zhuzhici (Lin 1989: 81-87); Chengdu zhuzhici (Yan and 
Lin 1982: 139-146). 
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Esposito 2000; Verellen 1994) This attitude towards religious activity and 
symbolism, a product of trends in society atlarge, negatively impacted the role and 
status of women in the Longmen lineage. 4o These transformations were actively 
performed in community rituals and activities which both bolstered the value of the 
temple for local control, famine grain distribution, and infrastructure projects, and 
imbricated the tradition into the fabric oflocal political control. 
The seat of the Shandong merchants' association sat at the foot of the 
imperial city and right outside the entrance to the Manchu garrison. These sites 
formed three nexus of power which stood in opposition to the immense expanse of 
the Buddhist temple complex which extended from the Daci (Great Compassion) 
temple in the center of the city northwest to the Wenshu (Mafijüsi) temple complex, 
the most important single institution for the organization and distribution of local 
people and goods. (Stapleton 2000) 
Extending out, away from the city, WenshuiDaci and the Qingyang temples 
and their host deities invoked authority over local pilgrimage sites, and surrounding 
communities, with or without local community assent. By the 19th century, the 
WenshuiDaci miao had long succeeded in extending its influence South to Le and 
Emei mountains. At Leshan, the mountain was carved with the impressive figures 
well-known to art historians; this work began in the Northem-and-Southem 
Dynasties period, and extended through the Qing. Emei was and is a sacred 
mountain steeped in indigenous traditions; its appropriation was confronted with 
contesting folk traditions, particularly its association with Xi wang mu and Doumu. 
Dogma appropriate to the Buddhist tex tuai tradition was disseminated both on the 
ground level and at the level of the imperium. At the ground level, important 
40 This issue can be related to Sponberg's findings on the phases of religious gender-
bias. In particular, these attitudes reflect Sponberg's concept of ascetic misogyny 
(1992: 18-21). Sponberg's concept is discussed in the Introduction to this 
dissertation. 
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resources went to the "rebuilding" and consequent appropriation of sacred sites. 
Popular imagination was influenced by the performance of plays which linked 
Samantrabhadra to the pilgrimage mountain, and inc1uded it in the extremely 
popular Journey ta the West depictions. (Wang 2003) Meanwhile, Qingyang gong 
was the focus of Daoist influences emerging out of Emei, Qingcheng and Heming 
mountains, and formed a strategie point on the network of Daoist piligrammage 
sites, and out across Chongqing and the top of the Changjiang transportation 
network. Qingyang gong maintained its position much through economic influences 
as they passed people, goods and medical services through the transportation 
networks. 
Jingyan jt1îJf 
On the route leading south towards the pilgrimage mountains of Le ~ and 
Emei Jbftllj§ is Jingyan township in Leshan district, the home township and district of 
H~ Longxiang. Through the person of H~ Longxiang, the Jingyan community in 
Leshan district was associated both with the Qiangyang gong, and with the Mt. 
Emei Daoist communities. Proximity and migration ties link Jingyan and Mount 
Emei. Among the 200 surnames found in the Jingyan district gazetteer, fully 27% 
list themse1ves as coming from Emei, 32% from Hubei, 2% from Guizhou/Qian, 
and 8% from GuangdongiGuangxiNue.41 The Emei-Jingyan and Chengdu-Jingyan 
link connect two contentious re1igious and political forces in the region. For this 
reason, Jingyan is a vital node in the ritual, commercial and political network of 
Qing Sichuan. 
41 Inconsistency in the reference manner makes it difficult to distinguish population 
inflow among these regions. These issues are discussed in Sun Chaofen 1997. 
Qingdai qianqi de yimin zhen Sichuan (Early Qing migration to Sichuan). Chengdu: 
Sichuan daxue chubanshe, 11-15. See also Entenman (1984). 
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Although Leshan county is noted for the impressive Buddha figures carved 
into Leshan mountain, for the purposes of this dissertation the district is significant 
for its association with the Western school of inner alchemy, and its founder Li 
Xiyue. Although there exists no registration record for Li Xiyue in Leshan district 
as we have for Hy Longxiang, we can find considerable evidence that most of his 
companions and activities focused in the area.42 Huang (1988) notes Li Xiyue' s 
various monikers are connected to the region. First, Huang suggests that Xiyue was 
moniker in parody of a Ming Buddhist, Yuexi. His Daoist name was Yinxu. Leshan 
xianzhi ~ tlJ 'v~~t (1934) notes another Li with the moniker Yinxu, Li Yuanzhi (hao 
Pingquan). Both are associated with the book called Wugenshu. Zhangsanfeng 
quanji prefaces note Li Xiyue was commentator to Zhang Sanfeng's Wugenshu ci. 
(Wong 1982: 10, note 23) The Leshan xianzhi (1934) credits Li Yuanzhi with 
authorship of a book, Wugenshu. (Wong: 23) Given the shared hao ofYuanzhi and 
Xiyue, and connection to a similarly titled work, 1 concur with Wong that Li 
Yuanzhi and Li Xiyue are the same individual. Biographical data can be confirmed 
for eleven members of Li Xiyue's group in the Leshan/Jingyan distict. (Huang 1988) 
Another twelve individuals' personal and style names are directly associated with 
Li Xiyue and planchette writings43 in verse for Zhang Sanfeng.44 During Li Xiyue's 
42 Huang suggests that Li Xiyue was active in the region between the Jiajing (1795-
1820) and Daoguang (1821-1850) reign periods (Huang 1988: 61-2). Hy Longxiang 
was known to be active still in 1906, but may have already been over fifty. 
Guessing his birth at possibly 1850, and that Li Xiyue lived into the middle of the 
Daoguang period, it almost certain that if Hy Longxiang was not personally familiar 
with Li Xiyue, he at least knew members of Li Xiyue's family and religious 
entourage. (Ibid.) Moreover, Hy Longxiang commented on the Zhang Sanfeng 
quanji. 
43 Planchette refers to the tray filled with sand which is used when communicating 
with the gods. A medium holds a pen above the tray. The god enters the medium or 
the pen, depending on the tradition, and writes communications, verse or whole 
sutras in the sand. Usually a second person interprets the marks in the sand as 
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time, more than twenty additional members of spirit writing cuIts. were active in 
Leshan district. The known spirit writing altars in Leshan district include Baiyun'an, 
Shuangqing ge, Xianran tai, Qingyi guan, Chao yang guan, Shixian yuan, Xingyun 
ge, Xiuyun lou, Nianfeng guan, Dongpo lou, etc. (Ibid: 69; in Zhang Sanfeng quanji 
5.42b-43a, 5.48b). This indicates active Sanfeng worship in the region by 
planchette-writing-poetry cuIts, many associated with Li Xiyue. 
Known in the 18th and 19th centuries as the Yinxianpai ~.I fLiJ 11& (hidden 
immortals sect), Xipai lffi11& practices described by Xiyue focused on xing/ming 
shuangxiu tl:$~1~, or the dual cultivation ofthe xing tl: (innate nature) and ming 
$ (destiny, life force).46 Although the Dongpai :~U1& (Eastern school of inner 
a1chemy) similarly speaks of xing/ming shuangxiu, the Xipai is noted for its sexual 
interpretations. (Huang 1988: 82, note 14) This characteristic is commonly used to 
distinguish the Xipai 'philosophy' from Dongpai school and Longmen Daoism, the 
latter two generally interpreting xing/ming shuangxiu in an ascetic, non-sexualized, . 
symbolic manner.47 Taking up on this promotion of the Zhang Sanfeng materials, 
Hç Longxiang appears to have incorporated the collection into the Daozang jiyao 
characters. This was a common practice among Ming and Qing literati, and is still 
practiced today. 
44 These individuals are Yuanyang jC~, Wang Chiping I$tSf, Banshan *- LiJ, 
Xiaoshan ~ LiJ, Zhusheng *MJ, Lisheng, Liu Baijiu, Li Yuxi, Yunshi ~ 1i, Li 
Shanjiao *=l!f~, Yang junshi mm:±, and Liu Yeren f9Pfi À. (Zhang Sanfeng 
quanji 5.42b-5.48b) 
45 Jiuguo baomin chengyuan jing ~~(liH~*jC~~(MGll), (author's personal 
collection. 
46 The terms xing and ming have been intricately analyzed elsewhere. Please see 
Appendix 1 Definitions for discussion. 
47 It is acknowledged that many claim the Xipai to be non-sexualized practices. 
Given the explicit nature of sorne sections of text, descriptions from the Emeiban 
, and similar practices in tracts 15-16 of this compilation, a non-sexual reading of 
these practices appears questionable. 
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1906 edition. In so doing, Hç Longxiang continued the project of reinterpretation 
begun by Li Xiyue.48 Such over-writing of the sexual neidan practices of Jingyan 
and Emei suggests these practices were continuing tendencies in the region. 
Emeishan iliftJ§ ÙJ 
Hç Longxiang himself is not weIl known outside the particular circle of 
practitioners. He appears to have been attempting to market himself as a kind of 
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new Huiyuan, bringing the 'dharma' to a female religious community largely 
comprised of his own kin, and establishing himself as a compiler and promoter of 
the Daoist tradition.49 Yet Hç was not the most significant disseminator of texts to 
the female community; textual evidence suggests that women were women's most 
significant teachers and constant companions in the period of turmoil surrounding 
the last half-century of the Qing dynasty, and during the Boxer Rebellion, it appears 
many Daoists took refuge at Mount Emei (Emeishan). Since Jingyan is on an open 
plain; although traversed by rivers, it remains difficult to defend from internaI 
48 Li Xiyue was active between the Jiajing ~!1fJ (1795-1820) and Daoguang ili::J't 
(1821-1850) reign periods. (Huang 1988: 61-2) Hç Longxiang was known to be 
active still in 1906, but may have already been over fifty. Guessing his birth at 
possibly 1850, and that Li Xiyue lived into the middle of the Daoguang period, it 
almost certain that ifHç Longxiang was not personally familiar with Li Xiyue, he at 
least knew members of Li' s family and religious entourage. Hç Longxiang was 
familiar with Li Xiyue's writing. An edition of the Zhang Sanfeng xiansheng yuanji 
(1844) was inc1uded in the 1906 Chongxiu daozang jiyao edited by Hç Longxiang 
and Peng Hanran ~J~~ (1875-1908). Wong (1988) notes three earlier editions of 
the Jiyao dating to the Jiaqing, to 1821, and to 1900 respectively; these editions do 
not inc1ude the Zhang Sanfeng xiansheng quanji. (Wong 1988: 4-7). This was most 
likely added to the collection by Hç Longxiang, and represent his personal interest. 
49 This is a tentative suggestion based on scattered comments, alternate name use 
and tex tuaI associations found in tracts, quotations and prefaces. However, also note 
Hç Longxiang's participation in re-editing the Daozangjiyao. 
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uprisings; therefore, Ht; Longxiang, and many others in the region also took refuge 
at Mount Emei during the Boxer Rebellion.5o 
At Mount Emei, it is possible to sketch out a partial membership of a small 
community of practitioners in residence in 1900. A few female practitioners 
identified in the texts and prefaces of the Nüdan hebian and Nannü dan 'gong yitong 
bian include Ht; Weilie ~~?!~; Yan Zehuan Mif~; the unnamed mother of Yan 
Zehuan; Grandmother Shanyiyou (Upanishan, a Buddhist nun; this is the individual 
from whom Yan Zehuan and her mother received neidan/nüdan textual 
transmissions), and the Twin Saddlepeak mountain man =dJftL1JÀ. Ht; Longxiang 
was also present on the mountain during the fall of 1900, and he records the 
presence of another individual named Xueceng shangren ~ -* LÀ from whom he 
received tex tuaI transmission. These few individuals suggest a network of 
practitioners tied through common textual transmission, and including at least four 
or five women and two or three men. Ht; Longxiang's preface and colophon to the 
Nüdan hebian provide sorne evidence for networking and transmission through 
familial connections, particularly mother-daughter connections; the Nannü 
dan 'gong yitong bian provides important evidence of connections established or 
maintained through serendipity, and the power unleashed by fortuitous events such 
as the Boxer Rebellion. Yan also assumes a readership of likeminded women 
through whom her text will pass (teacher-transmission). 
The makeup of individuals in the group appear to include mostly educated 
individuals of both sexes. Grandmother Shanyiyou (Upanishan, a word for a 
Buddhist nun) appears to have been an old woman, presumably one without family 
to embrace her, but with enough literacy to collect a significant number of texts. 
Upanishan was apparently "feminist" enough to have collected together texts 
50 The nearest reaches of Mount Emei are a day's walk from He's home town. This 
information is estimated from personally traveling the distances on foot, bicycle and 
bus. 
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dealing specifically with women's practices; but named texts derive from an eclectic 
assortment ofreligious traditions: Manichean, Tibetan Buddhist, Daoist and Chan.51 
Upanishan appears completely undiscriminating. This gives us a strong indication 
that Upanishan was not particularly indoctrinated into any one form of practice, nor 
polarized by religious polemics. One may assume from this evidence that 
Upanishan had not received high levels of instruction from any lettered Daoist or 
Buddhist; she may have been a mountain hermit. Yan Zehuan was a young woman 
who chose to remain unmarried and pursue a religious lifestyle as she cared for her 
mother. She and her mother, a chaste widow, also appear to have been literate 
enough to peruse the tracts, select quotations, and compile a small phrase book to 
use as a mnemonic device for remembering visualizations for meditation. (preface 
to Nannü dan 'gong yitong bian, 3a) In aIl cases, these women appear to be either 
virginal or widowed. Another Emeishan nun, peculiarly named Ape, Yuanhou m~ 
is most certainly a Tantric Buddhist, hence her appellation. 52 AIl the above named 
women on the mountain appear as transmitters or seekers of tracts, again indicating 
literacy. 
Emei is one of China' s most famous pilgrimage sites. Emei is interesting for 
its colorful history and association with female power. According to records in the 
Sanguozhi, Shuzhi and Xiuweizhuan, Mt. Emei was a region of Daoist worship. The 
Annals of Han and Jin ( ~ ~~tIc) record, 
Hui cautioned Zhong, [ ... ] Nowadays, my lord is great and his merits are 
established. Why not model yourselfby Duke Zhu ofYao, and float off on a 
boat into the distance, so that aIl your efforts are [concentrated on] 
protecting YOur person, climbing Mount Emei's peaks and following the 
Master Redpine? (cited in Long 2004: 87) 
51 Note these include religious traditions explicitly outlawed III the Ming by 
Hongwu and later in the Qing by Yongzheng. (Overmyer 1999) 
52 Emei xianzhi j. 3.8, E-Ba pianchu pian 664. 
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Baopuzi, Dizhi (±-tl!1i ) chapter reads, 
Going to Mount Emei, [Zhang Yi] saw the Heavenly Perfected Imperial 
Person in the Jade Hall, and asked after the Dao of Perfect Unity. (cited in 
Long 2004: 87) 
These citations indicate the importance of Mt. Emei, and its association with these 
very early Daoist masters, Master Redpine (purportedly of the Han), and Zhang Yi 
(3 rd century CE). Mount Emei is also a world of strange spirits and ghoulish beings. 
(-1IJ1J:J;~d~-;f§~tJ1) Furthermore, it is associated with the cult of Xiwangmu, a 
deity that began her career as a ghoulish being with a tiger's tail; (Despeux and 
Kohn 2003: 23; Cahill 1993: 3-5) and who is often depicted as sustaining her youth 
by sucking the qi from nubile young men. 
During the Northem Wei, the fÏrst temple to Puxian (Samantrabhadra) was 
built. During the same period, Wenshu (Mafijüsri) also came to be worshipped at 
the mountain, and the two temples formed an early focus for Buddhist pilgrimage. 
Long Mei (2004) notes the political dynamics behind the shift towards a Buddhist 
focus on the mountain. (Long 2004: 87) Nevertheless, the mountain remained a site 
for recluses and monastics of many stripes, and gods and traditions were highly 
syncretic. Samantrabhadra shares ground with Bai Yuchan â.":li!lû!!53 in the locally 
produced ritual manual, Jiuguo baomin chengyuan jing ~~{lfJ~Jf~j(;~.54 Both 
deities, along with two local gods, were summoned in a series of spirit writing 
séances conducted in the Spring and Autumn of 1903 at Gold Ox pavilion, 
53 Bai Yuchan (1l94-ca. 1227) is the Daoist patriarch who 'effectively founded the 
Southem lineage. (Pregadio and Skar 2000: 471) 
54 Author' s personal collection. 
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Leshan.55 During these séances sections of the manual were transmitted, explicating 
characters in what appears to be a samaya for attaining siddhi (divine powers).56 
What is interesting in terms of religious social history is the blending of Buddhism 
and Daoism. This manu al shares with Yan Zehuan's preface an apparent lack of 
distinction between Buddhist and Daoist spiritual powers (deities, rituals, spiritual 
masters, sutras, etc.). Both tracts emanate from the same narrow region, a region 
which shares an influence from the Western school of inner aIchemy. The influence 
of Tibetan tantric, Huayen affiliated, and Western inner aIchemical traditions is 
apparent. 57 
Qianzhong ~t r:p 
Another area important for the transmission of nüdan tracts is Qianzhong, 
Ba xian. 58 Because of its situation along the major river-courses, Qianzhong 
55 Note the ancestral altar of H(f Longxiang was located at White Dragon Bridge, 
which appears next to Gold Ox pavilion, Leshan in the maps forwarding the 1934 
Jingyan zhi. (1934: np) 
56 The transmission was not set in woodblocks until MG Il, 1922. 
57 A short note should be made on the repeated reference to ecological degradation 
and land overuse. The E-Ba Pian-Chu pian notes that by the mid Qing the overuse 
of land and hills had begun to jeopardize viability of plant production in the region. 
(Emei xianzhi j. 3.8, E-Ba pian-chu pian). 1 suggest that the ecological degradation 
posed one more threat to patriarchal interests. When pressed by the resultant 
economic forces, women's economic roI es, inc1uding those dealing with ritual and 
prognostication, were curtailed dialectically, if not in practice. 
58 Different individuals have suggestèd different loci as belonging to Qianzhong, 
inc1uding a distrinct in Guangxi, the city of Guilin, etc. The best description of 
Qianzhong's territorial region is found in the Siku: "As for Qianzhong in 
Qianzhong dao (the area inc1udes) Ningyi, Peizhou, Luqi, Luyang, Lingqi, 
Zhangyang, Qingjiang, Fanzhou, Yelang, Yiquan, Longpiao, Qinqi, etc., 
protectorat es (jun) ... Qianzhong is not the border with Jiuchuan (Nine Rivers) [e.g., 
Qianzhong]." (SKQS jingbu lilei tongli zhi shu wu li tongkao juan 202). After 
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became an important spot for travelers between Eastern Sichuan (where the ethnic 
Han-Chinese residents concentrated) and the imperial centers. In the Song, Wu 
Tingquan composed several song lyrics gJl] in which Qianzhong is referenced by 
name. Wu describes the workers along the waterways, and the peculiarities of the 
rural woman of Qian. The Qianzhong shunliu ~~JII~iJ1t, Qianzhong zhi !f~~, 
and Qiandi yiliu ~i ri!! 1:6i 1J1t, aIl written by non-local s, describe socio-religious 
peculiarities extant in the region, particularly those associated with women. 
[Qianzhong zhilü !\t ~ Z,*, n.p.] Important figures in Nüdan hebian tracts and 
linked to Qianzhong are Fu Jinquan, Li Yuexi, and Ht; Longxiang's ancestors. The 
Jishan temple located in Qianzhong, was also important to the transmission of tracts, 
particularly those associated with Fu Jinquan. The texts associated with each of 
these figures have strong similarities and differences. For example, the tract 
associated with Li Yuexi and two tracts associated with Fu Jinquan contain 
references to "sexual" alchemy. The tract with the most heterodox language is tied 
to Li Yuexi. 
A final, implied group of Tantric professionals is derived from the critiques 
found in Ht;'s preface and tracts 13 and 14 of the Nüdan hebian (Pangmen xiaoshu 
xiaoyin and Pangmen lu), evinced through tales in the popular local periodical, 
Longmen zhen and the Chengdu minjian wenxue jicheng. Ht; is not peculiar in his 
distrust of the community of nuns; a general distrust of women monastics is 
discussing the problems in the past with identifications of where exactly Qianzhong 
lies, the commentators remark, "The area of Qianzhong is what we now caU 
Chenzhou Jl)U+1 west 20 li The ancient region of Qianzhong was changed by Han to 
Wulingjun ftt~W [ ... ] it is now Chenzhou ... On the east is the Wang river i'IŒ7.K 
and aU its tributaries, which flow from the east into Dongtinghu. To the west is the 
Yan river. One of the rivers in the region is the Peiling River. This runs from 
Xiangke and bounds it on the north. The Bo, Fei, Si, Qian, etc., are aU north, where 
the Peiling River flows into the Min River. Using mountains and rivers to describe 
it, the ancient terri tories of Ba district's Peiling and Qianzhong are manifestly 
separate." (SKQS jingbu lilei tongli zhi shu wu li tongkao juan 202) 
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common in most nüdan tracts emerging priOf to the 1930s. What makes H~ peculiar 
is his explicit singling out for criticism a range of activities women Daoists were 
assuming in the local community. H~ complains, 
Sorne Buddhist and Daoist nuns and female teachers of the "convent homes" 
call on heaven's mercy to fill the firmament. They use the arts of talisman 
writing, sutra printing, the sacred water, the sacred sword, the sacred candIe, 
pacing the Dipper stars, the burning of cinnabar, and the ingestion of pills. 
They travel about the four corners of the world and give instruction to 
women. They bOITOW the Dao and envy its treasures.(Preface to the Nüdan hebian 7) 
From this litany of usurpations, it is clear that women were In fact using the 
implements of the Daoist altar (sword, water, candIe) and performing major Daoist 
rituals (pacing the Dipper stars). The use of talisman, sacred water, sword, and 
candIe, burning cinnabar and ingestible pills indicates the medical nature of their 
rituals. Michel Strickmann in particular has noted the close connection between 
religious ritual and medical therapy. Baichan dijun shangzhongxia yunji a ~ 'lift!" 
J:r:p~~~ (Thefirst, middle and last volume of the Cloud Collection of Imperial 
Lord White Toad, undated, a set of medical and exorcistic rituals), collected from a 
local medical practitioner, is listed among the seven major tracts taught by 
Chengdu' s medical college. (Shubao 1.15.1910) 
Another possible influence on the local tex tuaI and ritual innovations lies in 
Tibetan Buddhism. It is unclear whence these influences derived, however 
Sichuan's heavy zang minority communities are a probable conjecture. Mount Emei 
formed a pilgrimage site for zang peoples from the mid Qing period (Huber 2004: 
154 n.53), and one of the individuals noted on Mount Emei appears to have been a 
tantric practitioner. Late tantric Buddhist body symbolisms and terminology emerge 
in three ofthe tracts investigated here, and are repeated in Yan Zehuan's preface. 
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This overview of the ritual landscape do es not even begin to touch on the 
local non-Chinese peoples that inhabited Sichuan's Western regions, mountains and 
areas of the far north and Yunnan border regions. Yet is it clear that nüdan tracts 
circulating in Sichuan in the late Qing emerged within a highly complex, diverse 
and syncretic rituallandscape. 
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1. Introduction 
The history of neidan partakes of greater cultural processes in Chinese culture. 
Neidan textual traditions intermingle with early Buddhist and tantric traditions from 
the 3rd to 9th centuries. Over time, neidan develops peculiarly Chinese and Daoist 
interpretations of the body. These new interpretations respond to new cultural 
developments, particularly those of the Song and Yuan, when neidan reaches a 
'mature' stage (cf. Kohn 2003). Following the Yuan, neidan continues to transform 
in response to socio-political and religious pressures. These pressures inc1ude new 
. 
forms of Buddhist Tantra59 transmitted to China via Mongolia and Tibet, and the 
59 Throughout this dissertation, the word 'tantra', is applied not only to the 
Vajrayana school of Buddhist tantra, but also to elements of Daoist practice. The 
use of the term tantra follows David Gordon White (White 2000: 4-17). White' s 
'working definition' accepted by a large number of Hindi, Indo-Buddhist Buddhist, 
Moslem, and Chinese Buddhist specialists, is summarized in the following passage: 
"Tantra is that Asian body of beliefs and practices which, working from the 
principle that the uni verse we experience is nothing other than the concrete 
manifestation of the divine energy of the godhead that creates and maintains that 
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creation of the Qing political hegemony spanning regions of China, lnner Asia and 
Tibet. The means and degree of absorption of these new social and religious forces 
varies from group to group, region to region, and era to era. A concurrent dynamic 
manifests in changing concepts of gender and understandings of the natural and the 
social order. These various and changing religious, gender, social, economic and 
political dynamics intersect during the Ming and manifest in the form of new 
interest in gendered ritual from the late Ming. Sorne of these concerns have been 
noted by scholars of the Confucian tradition. (See for example, Rowe 1998; Bray 
universe, seeks to ritually appropriate and channel that energy, within the human 
microcosm, in creative and emancipatory ways." (White 2000: 9) Moreover, neidan 
falls into the same rubric of tantra as defined by scholars of Tibetan Buddhist 
tantras in the Kàlacakra tradition such as Kilt y, who defines tantra as follows. 
"[Buddhist highest yoga tantra] is tantra because its methodology involves the 
utilization of the transformative nature of the mind focused upon attainable forms of 
enlightenment to initiate an alchemical process of transmutation. Forms of physical 
and mental enlightenment are mentally imposed upon ordinary external and internaI 
forms to such an extent that, through the power of faith, understanding, and 
concentration, these visualized enlightened forms are held to actually replace the 
ordinary phenomena that act as their bases" (Kilty: 1). While it is understood that 
"tantra" as used in the West do es not correspond directly to particular term in the 
lndian tradition (the term tantrika referring to tracts both within and without the 
rubic of 'tantra' as used in the West; and other tract, not employing the term 
tantrika also falling within the tradition), the term is useful for its understanding of 
a ritual tradition employing particular ritual elements (mantra, mudra, etc.), a 
concept of the human body as a microcosm of the heavenly realm and interactive 
with it; and, the concept that the individual may attain union with the sacred 
through a divinization process that entails reversing the cosmogonie process at the 
level of the individual. (Cf. White 2000: 6-10; Flood 2006: 10-12) 
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1997) The rise of nüdan provides lucid exarnples of this new found interest in 
gendered ritual rnanifest at the level of new neidan traditions and new 
understandings of gendered ritual bodies. 
ln this chapter, 1 situate the reader to changes in nüdan practice in relation to 
these multiple dynarnics. 1 provide a review of neidan in historical perspective. 1 
concentrate on the broad strokes of neidan, the developrnent of its various branches, 
and the general characteristics that predorninate in ~ach tradition. (section 2). One 
aspect that distinguishes these traditions is the appearance of tantra-like elernents.60 
1 provide a very broad overview of the introduction of introduction of tantra to 
China on the wings of Buddhisrn, and the permutations of tantra in China over tirne 
(section 3). 1 draw together these two axes of developrnent in wornen's neidan in 
China (section four). 1 finish with sorne concluding rernarks (section five) and sorne 
definition of terms that are used frequently throughout the later chapters (section 
six). Those with sorne background in neidan or religious studies rnay wish to skip 
aIl or parts of this chapter and proceed directly to chapter two. The general reader, 
China specialists frorn outside the religious studies field, and readers whose 
specialty focuses in wornen's studies and/or gender studies will find this chapter 
crucial for understanding the context frorn within which late Qing nüdan ernerges 
and against which innovations in nüdan discourse speaks. 
2. Neidan in historical perspective 
The neidan tradition is closely tied to Daoisrn's developrnent as an organized 
religion in the 2nd century C.E. But its origins can be traced back to Han court 
rituals (Skar 2003: 12; Seidel 1987; Kohn 2003) and esoteric rnedical tracts. 
(Harper 1998; Strickmann 1995) Neidan can also be termed jindan, however, 
jindan rnay refer both to operative alcherny (>rrfJ- waidan), e.g. practices ernploying 
consurnption of elixirs and herbs, and internaI alcherny (r*J JJ neidan), based on 
60 See footnote 59 above. 
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visualizations, meditation and yogic practices; neidan refers the intemalization of 
the operative alcherny practices. Hereinafter neidan should be understood as 
comprising only intemalized forms of alchemy whereas jindan refers to both 
internaI and external alchemy. 
Borrowing on elements from tantric Buddhist, Shangqing Daoism, and 
magico-religious medical therapies, neidan developed from an 'embryonic phase' 
during the period of division into an early systemization in the Tang and a re-
systemization in the Song-Yuan which Kohn identifies as the 'mature' period of 
neidan development. 61 Much scholarship on neidan treats neidan history only into 
the Yuan, leaving Ming, Qing, Republican and 20th century neidan untreated. 
Significantly, this untreated, "empty" period following the Yuan, i.e., Ming-Qing, is 
precisely that period wh en inner alchemy for women, nüdan, began to develop. The 
61 This discussion embraces the history of neidan presented in Kohn (2003), with 
added periods to accommodate developments in neidan following the Yuan. This 
basic format closely follows that identified by Kohn (1989), with exception of a 
period accounting for neidan presence in Late Imperial and Modem times. Lowell 
Skar provides a 4-phase breakdown of the jindan tradition, based on 'audience': 1. 
imperial/court (Han); 2. aristocratie (Period of Chaos); 3. gentry (Tang); 4. popular 
(Song-Modem times). (Skar 2003: 12-17) Thejindan tradition maps to an earlier 
period in Chinese history; the development presented above omits the first phase or 
audience (imperial/court) and moves directly to the aristocratic. Difference in 
transmission styles between the Tang and Song importantly influence the 
development of neidan. This shift follows wider social shifts in religious 
transmission which Skar differentiates through recourse to the "aristocratie:' versus 
"gentry" audience. Neither Kohn nor Skar accounts for post-Yuan developments in 
the "audience" (now understood to incorporate women and wider segments of the 
increasingly literate society of China) and the new textual traditions 
(EasternIW esternlCentral (development )/Qianfeng). 
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lack of a latter period does not reflect a lack of developments in the tradition, but 
rather a lag between the development of new scholarship and its expression in print 
media. 62 Following from Kohn (2003), two additional periods may be added to 
Kohn's periodization: 4. popularization of neidan and emergence of gender-specific 
textual traditions (Ming/Qing); 5. Emergence of Sinofiliac practices, development 
of gender-equality, and internationalization. (post imperial period) 
Embryonic neidan (Jate Han through Six Dynasties) borrowed from imperial 
court "medico-operative" ritual practice characterized by the search for immortality 
elixirs held by immortals (xian 1Wj, and the performance of feng M and shan :f!'!! 
sacrifices at Mount Tai (Skar 2003: 12). These practices of the imperial court 
extended out to an aristocratie audience and began to transform, in response perhaps 
to early Buddhist meditation techniques, into a complex of "operative-cum-
visualization" practices. Operative alchemy practices were prioritized over internaI 
practices. Strickmann (1995) associates Daoism in general, and the early practices 
of neidan in particular, with bodily demon qùeIling, e.g. disease control. These 
practices merged with yogic and breathing therapies which are already evident from 
the mid-Han (Harper 1998). Such therapies are also associated with health and 
disease control, and could be associated with embryonic neidan developments. 
Although not aIl these elements derive from Daoism, generally speaking the 
'embryonic-aristocratic' phase of neidan is paraIleIed with the rise of the major 
Daoist cuIts (early CeIestiaI Masters, Shangqing, Three Worthies, Lingbao, 
Southern Celestial Masters, Northern Celestial Masters) in the Six Dynasties period 
(220-589 CE). At this time Daoist knowledge became an essential of speculative 
and phiIosophicaI refinement. However, the search for immortality remained an 
esoteric art and the systems of neidan tradition remained highly disparate. The two 
62 Of course, various audiences might be engaged in jindan/neidan practice at any 
one time. The suggested breakdown merely orients itself around the dominant 
audiences and major characteristics of each broad period. 
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postulates are not incompatible: the embryonic phase is a period when many 
practices, world-concepts and textuallnon-textual traditions emerged. Both bodily 
and non-bodily practices were operative in the society at large; the peculiarity of 
how these practices came together shapes the neidan textual traditions.63 AlI later 
understandings of the body and all later textual traditions build upon these early 
formations of neidan; the latter provide the fundamental structure and processes of 
immortality seeking and the metaphors and discursive paradigms structuring the 
fundamental goal of neidan practice: divinization ofthe body. 
During the Tang period, the newly forming gentry began the spread of 
neidan practices. Early neidan is characterized by the predominance of meditation 
and visualization techniques, and the interaction of inner alchemical practice 
(creation of non-tangible 'elements' for spiritual transformation) and outer 
a1chemica1 practice (compounding of tangible elixirs). Associated literature is the 
popularization of 'pacings' and other Daoist forms of poetry. In fact, during this 
period, the term neidan actually refers to meditation and breathing exerCIses; 
63 Strickmann points out a tri-fold schema of operative versus ritual/magical forms 
of disease control and treatment among Daoists: treatment by confession, buming 
of talismans (non-operative) to the third century; adoption of operative therapies by 
Shangqing and Lingbao Daoism through the Tang; retum to preference of 
talismanic, non-operative therapy in Song. Throughout this period, however, 
Strickmann insists that non-operative therapy is continuously preferred in Daoist 
circles; Daoism counterpoises operative (pharmaceutical, moxibustion, operative 
al chemy) therapies. Strickmann links this preference for non-operative forms of 
ritual control in part to the Celestial Masters' manner of conceiving demons: the 
Celestial Masters c1aimed the disease quelling deities of popular religions were in 
fact disease-spreading demons (Strickmann 1998: 4-5). It should be pointed out that 
Stickmann uses disease as a catch-all terms for all types of social, political, 
economic, ecological, moral, mental and physical ailments. 
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practices later labeled with the same term existed in the Tang, but were referred to 
as jindan (Baldrien-Hussein 1990: 178-81). The impossibility of actually 
manufacturing sorne of the alchemical compounds is noted in Bokenkamp (1997). 
This has led researchers to re-evaluate which texts belong to inner alchemical and 
which to outer alchemical traditions (See for example Bokenkamp 1997; 
Strickmann 1979, 1985), aUowing the development of neidan to be traced further 
back in history. The importance operative and non-operative alchemical language 
sharing highlights the prevalence of laboratory terminology in early neidan 
traditions. 
By the end of the Tang, interest in operative alchemy was on the wane. The 
deaths of several operative alchemy sponsors, particularly emperors, and the draw 
of vajrayoga, yogacara and other Buddhist schools appears to have contributed to 
the graduaI fading of a tradition of operative alchemy compositions. Skar and 
Pregadio note that by the end of the Tang, no further new trac!s emerge: those 
works produced from the Song period onwards are compilations of earlier tracts, 
with little innovation (Skar and Pregadio 2000: 172). While operative alchemy 
continued to be practiced throughout the imperial period, neidan seized precedence. 
During the Song-Yuan, popular literary genres were embraced: Daoist and 
jindan/neidan poetry engaged writers of both the refined shi poetry and popular ci 
lyrics. The Song-Yuan period is further characterized by the codification of texts, 
stabilization of language, elaborate standardization of practices, and the creation of 
spiritual genealogies. These genealogies, Zhong-Lü, Nanzong, Beizong and 
Zhongzong, are identified with particular practices, theoretical imperatives, 
geographic regions, political biases, and with major Daoist schools (Skar and 
Pregadio 2000: 464-472). Esposito further characterizes the major shift toward this 
phase to be the attention to fabrication of a new body (shen-wai-zhi-shen :5J:>r1-z.:5J) 
rather than an embryo ( embryonic phase). (Esposito 2000: 1). This characterization 
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is explicitly manifest, for example, in Zhang Boduan's 1tHÉJ~ifij seminal Wuzhen 
pian 'tgJî.m (1075 CE). 
During the Yuan, the students of the Quanzhen ~Jî. (Complete Perfection) 
school of Daoism separated into eight branches. These branches of the Quanzhen 
school appear to be relatively independent groups whose teachings organized 
around a major text or set of texts. These new branch-schools include the Qingwei, 
Jing and other major schools of Song-Yuan Daoism; across the Late Imperial period, 
these various branches of Quanzhen fade out or are absorbed into other Daoist 
lineages. DeBruyn suggests that this process was facilitated by the Ming 
government's selective recognition of schools. Without official recognition, schools 
remained peripheraI, and subject to occasional persecution. The Longmen bran ch 
later emerged as dominant, absorbing diverse texts and traditions into its fold. 
(DeBruyn 2003: 594) 
The Major Branches of Neidan: Zhong-Lü, Nanzong, Beizong, Zhongzong, 
Dongzong, Xizong, Qianfeng 
The Zhong-Lü il g tradition was carried forward by the great popularity of 
its founding immortals, Zhongli Quan il~~ (traditionally said to have flourished 
in the second century) and Lü Dongbin g WlJJ;: (usually said to have flourished 
from the seventh century). Many practices associated with this schooI - taixi Mî~ 
(embryonic breathing), bunao fmH~ (circulating the semen to nourish to brain), etc., 
eventually form a body of preparatory exercises engaged prior to alchemical 
training proper. (Skar and Pregadio 2000: 472-3) However, the miracles that 
Zhongli and Lü performed for local peoples account for the immortals' great 
popularity, and eventually their associated practices. (See Baldrian-Hussein 1984) 
The term Nanzong ~*, or Southem lineage, was coined by Xiao Tingzhi 
JlMz (ft. 1260), but the earliest lineage was probably formulated by a student of 
the Fujianese Bai Yuchan 8~!Iif§ (1194- ca. 1227), who traced the tradition from 
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Zhang Boduan ~fÉJfiiffi (fi. 11 th c.) through Shi Tai:t:iîj (d. 1158), Xue Shi ~:OO! (d. 
1175/1191), and Chen Nan ~fWJ (d. 1213) to Bai Yuchan. The tradition developed 
during the Northern Song in the regions around Chengdu, Sichuan, where Zhang 
Boduan was employed as a minor official. This tradition adopted the Zhong-Lü 
tradition, Peng Xiao's ~j~ (d. 955) Cantongqi commentary,64 and the fire-phasing 
terminology of jindan. Practices included earlier neidan traditions, Buddhist 
quietism, and thunder rituals. This tradition and its deities remained a hallmark of 
Sichuan nüdan into the 20th century. 
Beizong ~t*, or Northern lineage, refers to the lineage created by Xiao 
Tingzhi. Xiao divides the lineage from a tradition beginning several generations 
before Lord Lao ::ttt through the lord to Liu Haichan ~IJ;1HI:~ (fi. 1031). who is 
named the teacher of Zhang Boduan and Wang Chongyang I~~ (1113-1170). In 
Xiao's description, Zhang went on to form the N anzong, while Wang and his seven 
disciples formed the Beizong. (Esposito 1997: 161) The difference between these 
lineages rests on the relative priority of xing 'Ii and ming frl cultivation; both 
schools agree that both xing and ming must be cultivated. (See Definitions of Terms 
below.) Liu Cunyan reads this distinction as a difference between solo and dual 
cultivation. (Liu 1984: 184-196) 
The major figure associated with the Zhongzong ~* (Centrallineage) is Li 
Daochun *i!*,~ (ft. 1288-1290). Li Daochun and several important Daoists active 
in the Jiangsu and Jiangxi regions between the end of the 13th century and the early 
14th century promoted the harmonization of the Northern, Southern and Buddhist 
schools of thought. During the 18th century, Daoist ritualists of the Wu-Liu ffi~tl 
school returned to Li's teachings, giving it this retrospective appellation. On this 
important thinker, Pregadio notes, Li thoroughly rejects sexual practices and 
waidan (external alchemy), and assigns a low rank to physiological practices 
64 Zhouyi cantongqi fenzhang tong zhenyi mJJJ,~IJ'lJ~*.Ji.~ (Real meaning 
ofthe Zhouyi cantongqi, divided into chapters), prefaced 947. (DZ1004) 
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(inc1uding daoyin, breathing techniques, and diets), to practices based on meditation 
and visualization, and to ceremonies and precepts. Second, he distinguishes among 
three "vehicles" of neidan; these may be characterized as physiological, 
cosmological, and spiritual. Above them, he describes (using a mixture of Taoist 
and Buddhist terms) a "highest One Vehicle" that is not specifically related to any 
practice. In addition to this, Li criticizes the association of terms found in texts such 
as the Cantongqi and the Wuzhen pian with loci in the human body or with 
practices that he deems to be inferior. Also of importance in his essay is the notion 
of "point of application" or "point of operation" (zuoyong chu), according to which 
certain notions and practices operate at different levels according to the way they 
are understood. Finally, Li's elaborate construction invites comparison with 
Buddhist classifications of teachings and practlces. (Pregadio 2005) 
The Ming-Qing period saw general popularization and gendering of neidan 
practice. Jindan symbolism is fully incorporated into folklore and theatre. New 
schools of neidan formed during this period, and their saints and their practices 
emerge in Ming-Qing period popular novels and plays. Whereas formerly neidan 
was largely codified in poetry and ritual verse, now the symbols of alchemical 
practice become convertible cultural currency. Moreover, icons and terminology of 
popular religion seep into tracts. These practices are accompanied by others which 
put devotees in direct communication with immortals and deities: mediumship and 
revelation through planchette became common modes of direct communication with 
popular gods. The intermediary of a priest is not necessary, but gentry practitioners 
and monastic devotees alike communicate with and receive revelations from these 
deities. Tracts are explicit and their language often colloquial. 
Perhaps the most important development in Ming-Qing Daoism is the rise of 
texts on female-specific inner a1chemy. A precursor to this development can be 
found in the person of Xue Shi ~ MI! (d. 1175/1191). Xue Shi is credited with the 
first composition for female inner alchemy (Skar and Pregadio 2000: 490). 
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Generally, traditional sources credit this honor to Sun Bu-er U~/G= (1119-1182); 
but those gender-specific texts credited to Sun turn out to be Ming or Qing 
revelations via planchette. Likewise the instructions of Lady Wei ~XÀ (3rd 
century CE) are also late revelations. 
New schools ofinner aIchemy developed. The Western school ïffii~, which 
arose in the Ming (1368-1643), centered around Chengdu; and an eastern school, 
sometimes associated with the Wu-Liu, developed in the Qing. However, there is an 
inherent contradiction in this association: As noted above, the Wu-Liu school 
rejects sexual aIchemy and specificity ofloci in the body; Lu Xixing ~ ïffi ~ (1520-
1601) of the Eastern school J~j~ explicitly advances the idea of using dual 
cuItivation during particular stages of neidan cuItivation for men and women. The 
two schools are here considered independent. The Wu-Liu school derives from the 
Qing branch of the Longmen tradition, and in concert with the rising influence of 
Longmen Daoism in the Qing, became the "orthodox" brand of inner ~lchemy. Its 
putative founder, Wu Shouyang ffi'\f~ (1563-1644), rejected Confucian dialectics 
and Buddhist notions of nirvana; attention returned to the body and circulation of qi. 
He promoted the teachings of the Central schoor of inner alchemy. Liu Huayang ~tl 
• ~ (fi. 1736) extended and popularized the teachings, adding a level of 
simplification to the practices and creating stable identifications of certain mystic 
pairs and triads with substances in the body. Liu Cunren posits this as a "northern" 
school, which set itself against the sexual practices of the "southern school." 
However, Pregadio and others express skepticism with this reading of the 
development. (See Pregadio 2005; Pregadio and Skar 2000; Esposito 1997) 
Pregadio and Skar read the North/South dichotomy as a reflection of the relative 
emphasis placed on cuItivation of xing and that of ming (Pregadio and Skar 2000: 
486-87). It should be noted that the two positions are not necessarily exclusive. 
The Western school of inner aIchemy (Xipai) was largely centered around 
Mount Lu, the Leshan District of South-eastern Sichuan, and Mount Emei. The 
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principle alchemical teacher is Zhang Sanfeng ~ - .$. Li Xiyue '* 1ffi f3 of 
Guangdong (fi. ca. 1795 to 1850), responsible for formulatinglcompiling the Zhang 
Sanfeng quanji ~ - .$ ~ ~ (ZWI5), attempted to dissociate Zhang Sanfeng 
teachings from the similarly named Sanfeng (Three Peaks) cult. (Huang 1988: 61-2). 
This region is noted for active Sanfeng worship in the region by planchette-writing-
poetry cuIts. Xipai is a late designation, probably from Chen Yingning ~ flI$ 
(1880-1969), ca 1935. Prior, the Xipai, or Western sect, was known as Youlongpai 
~~ ~~ 1% (hidden dragon sect), or Yinxianpai ~,i 1lÙ 1% (hidden immortals sect). 65 
These hidden immortals refer specifically to Zhang Sanfeng, the legendary Daoist 
that emperors failed to locate; but the hidden immortals also include numerous local 
immortals that populate the divine landscape of Sichuan. Seventy two of these 
immortals are said to be hidden within cosmic landscape of Qingchengshan 1f~ W 
66 which holds seventy two minor caverns, associated with the seventy two avatars-
saints, and eight major caverns associated with the eight major immortals. 67 
Qingchengshan zhi W~ w;t; notes a stone stele devoted to Xue Shi, which is 
associated with one of the seventy two caverns. An image (perhaps the saint himself) 
is engraved within the cavern. (Qingchengshan zhi 2005: 39) 
Including Zhang Sanfeng, six patriarchs of the Western school of inner 
alchemy are identified. The lineage fUns from Laozi ~~ to Yi Xi 7I"~ to Ma Yi 
~~ to Xi Yi :ffi-~ to Huo Long x:ft to San Feng - -* (Xipai daopai Jl!1%; cited 
65 The sect was named youlong after Zhang Sanfeng, to whom was applied a term 
youlong, or Hidden Dragon. The name Yinxianpai (hidden immortals sect) was the 
more common term for the sect during Li Xiyue's time. 
66 Note that the 72 immortals of Qingchengshan are also associated with the 72 
nadis of the cosmic and the human bodies in the Kiilacakratantra. For more on this, 
see below. 
67 This also accords with the cosmic body of the Kiilacakratantra, in distinction 
from earlier tantra traditions. 
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III Huang: 63-4). The Western school, as described by Li Xiyue, focused on 
xingming shuangxiu, or the dual cultivation of the xing (innate nature) and ming 
(destiny, life force).68 Although the Wu-Liu school similarly speaks of xingming 
shuangxiu, the Western school is noted for its sexual interpretations (but see Huang 
1988: 82, note 14). This distinguishes the Western school 'philosophy' from the 
Wu-Liu school and Longmen Daoism as identified by Chen Yingning, the latter two 
schools are generally understood to interpret xingming shuangxiu in an ascetic, non-
sexualized, symbolic manner. 69 Two important local Daoists, Li Xiyue and H~ 
Longxiang • f~~ (fi. 1900-1906), attempted to dissociate these tracts from their 
sexual applications; yet their fierce criticism over a century indicate that sexual 
applications remained a continuing factor. 
Neidan underwent dramatic changes just before and following the faH of the 
imperial system and the emergence of new social and national ethos. The 20th 
century saw the emergence of Sinophi1iac practices, development of a program of 
gender-equality in practice, and the internationalization of neidan practice. Debates 
on neidan practice were moved as ethnic and nationa1istic discourse (Sinophiliac 
practices), with the unintentional consequent 'internationalization' of jindan/neidan. 
The jindan/neidan literary arena extended to new media such as letters to the editor 
in magazines and newspapers, and to movie theatres and anime. Liu Xun's recent 
dissertation on Chen Yingning (Xun 2001) shows a new parameter of neidan that 
developed from the late Qing and into the Republican period: neidan as a part of the 
self-strengthening movement. InternaI to the tradition, Chen's refonnulation 
68 The terms xing and ming have been intricate1y analyzed e1sewhere. P1ease see 
Appendix 1 Definitions for discussion. 
69 It is acknowledged that many claim the Western school to have non-sexualized 
practices. Given the explicit nature of sorne sections of text, descriptions from the 
Emeiban and similar practices in tracts 15-16 of this compilation, a non-sexual 
reading of these practices appears questionable. 
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radically rewrote the neidan tradition as a gender-equal tradition in which nüdan 
(women's elixir) became a practice co-equal with nandan (men's elixir). In this 
reformulation process, Chen criticized previous inner alchemists such as the female 
practitioner and compiler of the Nannü dan 'gong yitongbian 3z."f]-I~/fl]t)t Yan 
Zehuan ~~~l{(zi Yanqing ~1~, fi. ca. 1880 to 1906), for her failure to assert 
women's equal access to higher levels of attainment. (See chapter 5 for complete 
discussion on Yan Zehuan and the Nannü dangong yitongbian.) Chen asserted that 
women were capable of attaining equal if not higher levels of transcendence; their 
only hindrances were social limitations China's previous backward social 
organization imposed on women, and lack of access to texts and appropriate 
training. The latter limitations were linked to gender constraints of the old China. 
These constraints, Chen argued, created a weakened nation in which fully half of its 
population was excluded from participation in not only nation-building activities, 
but also the health-augmenting and disease-dispelling practices associated with 
neidan (Liu 2001: Chapter one, esp. 45-88). 
Chen innovated a medicalized system of neidan therapies. Western 
technology and medical science (especially anatomical charts and micro-biology) 
was invoked to explain and rationalize the traditional processes and sensory 
phenomena his followers encountered, drawing both on the authority of traditional 
neidan, and on the modernisms of Western medical technologies. This innovative 
approach drew the attention of Westerners and Chinese alike. Using newly 
emergent periodical media, Chen reached out to practitioners in a unique manner. 
No longer was it necessary to meet with a master to receive instruction in direct 
communication (although they continue to), nor need adepts gather in monastic or 
public ritual halls (although this practice was also encouraged and continued). Chen 
supplemented his network of personal contacts through the press media; Chen 
advised, communicated and networked with large, mobile numbers of practitioners, 
both men and women (ibid). 
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Unexpectedly, neidan was drawn into the Communist nationalist 
infrastructure as an inexpensive and indigenous solution to medical, health and 
sanitary needs under the aegis of Chen Yingning. A whole generation of western 
scholars was introduced to Chen's gender-equal conceptualization of the neidan 
phenomenon; Chen's interpretations profoundly affect Despeux's interpretation of 
women's alchemy (Despeux 1990), and his Nüdan xiao congshu ~rmed the basis 
for Thomas Cleary's lmmortal Sisters (Cleary 1989). Chen's influential re-
interpretation of the tradition has led sorne scholars to read neidan as a gender-equal 
tradition offering women equal access to sotis, promoting gender-equal symbolism, 
and operating under a relatively gender-equal attitude regarding access to the tools 
of and opportunities for neidan practice. It is this assumption Valussi challenges in 
her 2003 dissertation. Valussi argues that the term nüdan itself is misogynistic; a 
term employed merely to defeat and delimit women's access to neidan sotis, neidan 
tools, and its associated opportunities. (Valussi 2003) While Valussi's argument is 
weIl noted, women's lived reality lies somewhere between the two extremes. 
3. Tantra in China 
Buddhist tantra began to enter and develop in China from no later than the 4th 
century. The word tantra refers to esoteric practices which use meditation on and 
visualization of mundane objects to effect a spiritual vision of the world, and to 
actualize through the power of concentration, divine aims of immortality or sotis. 
Like neidan, Buddhist highest yoga tantra, "is tantra because its methodology 
involves the utilization of the transformative nature of the mind focused upon 
attainable forms of enlightenment to initiate an alchemical pro cess of transmutation. 
Forms of physical and mental enlightenment are mentally imposed upon ordinary 
external and internaI forms to such an extent that, through the power of faith, 
understanding, and concentration, these visualized enlightened forms· are held to 
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actually replace the ordinary phenomena that act as their bases." (Kilt y: 1)70 When 
the adept reaches the highest level of actualization, the mind and body are 
transformed. At this moment, the adept may transform into an enlightened being 
that resides in the heavens; may become a compassionate saviour that works 
miracles and brings teachings to those remaining on earth; or both. In this role, 
tantrism may characterize manifold aspects of Chinese religion as manifested in the 
Late Imperial period. 
ln this section, 1 discuss the development of tantric practices in China. 1 note 
sorne of the points of interaction between Daoism and Budahist tantra, and 1 tie the 
role of Tibetan Buddhist tantra into the religio-political context of late Qing China. 
1 distinguish two periods of influx of Buddhist tantra into China. The tirst period of 
influx occurs up through the Tang.71 This period of Buddhist tantra influx coincided 
70 Emphasis mine. 
71 Traditionally scholars mark the apex of this first phase of influence in the late 
Tang (8th to 9th centuries). Prior to the Tang, a fully developed Buddhist tantra is not 
attested; like neidan practices, tantra was in an embryonic phase of development. 
Elements of tantra, such as dharani, mantra and sometimes mandala emerged in 
translated tracts from the third to sixth centuries. The earliest examples-of tantra 
elements are found in translations by Zhi Qian 3t~(d. aft. 25? CE) of the Ruiying 
benqi jing Jiîij I.t*~~~ T14 no. 427 and Vimalakïrti-nirdeia sutra ~l**~ T21 no. 
1351, 1356, and Dharmaraksa's (Zhu Fabu M$~ fl. 230-313) translation of the 
Saddharmapunnarnka-sütra iE~!.~~ T9 no. 263; Pancavimsatisiihasrikii-prajnii-
paramitra-sütra :7't~~:;ff~m1~H~ T18 no. 852; Danabhümika-sütra jipJffflj--t]J~ 
t~~~ T10 no. 285; Lalitavitara ~~~; 1~~J~~:f'J-E~~ T14 no. 428; Prince 
Ananda's sutra on the twenty-eight stellar mansions *R~~*-=t-=+ J\..m~~(-~· 
m.EÇ#~) T21 no. 1301). During the Six Dynasties period, tales recount the magical 
heroics ofmonks such as Fotucheng 1~1iI~ (d. 348 CE), Srimitra ~;fU~$m (d. 
between 335 and 342 CE), Shegong (d. 380 CE), and Dharmaksema (Tanwuchan 
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with the development of eady Buddhist traditions in China. The period is 
characterized by direct knowledge transfer from India to China, either through 
Indian Buddhist monks who personally voyaged to China, or through Chinese 
monks, scholars and pilgrims who made the joumey to India along the Northem and 
Southem Silk Routes. This period of intense cultivation was slowed by the waning 
of Chinese influence following the Anlu Shan Rebellion and the rise of Muslim 
activities in India, two phenomena which made pilgrimage success increasingly 
uncertain and shifted cultural imperatives on both sides of the Himalayas. 
Concurrently, China saw the development of indigenous forms of Buddhism such 
as Tiantai and Chan which further shifted Chinese focus away from contemporary 
India as a source of religious authority. While Buddhist tantras continued to be 
tmnslated into the Northem Song (Jan 1966: 142), Orzech (l998b) and Strickmann 
(1996: 49) note the importance of Daoism for the conservation of tantric practices 
- - - -
in China, particularly from the Song-Yuan period. 
During the Ming-Qing period, China once agam received an influx of 
Buddhist tantra; however this second period of influx was transmitted from the 
Tibetan tantric traditions, largely via Mongolia. Tibetan lamaist practices 
transformed the nature of Tantra reception in China. In the lamaist traditon, the 
political authority and spiritual power is united in the person of the lama-prince. 
The power of the tantras must be understood to have been understood to be both 
tt~~, d. 433 CE), each renowned for their dharani arts. Even Emperor Yuan of 
Liang is credited with knowledge of the dharani. (Ibid.) Textual evidence for 
further import of Buddhist tantra is found in the Molizhitianjing *"_!t!.3t:7Ç~ 
(transI. Liang dynasty 502-556) but the very innovative elements that add to the 
inventory of mature tantra were only added later, when the tract was "retranslated" 
by Amoghavajra /1'3':: 705-774 CE) in the Tang. In Amoghavajra's new version, 
two important elements of mature tantric Buddhism were added to the tract: mudra 
to be made when reciting, and instructions on mandala construction. 
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political and spiritual in nature (Farquhar 1979; Berger 1995); tantra became a tool 
actively employed by both Yuan, Qing and to a lesser extent, Ming emperors. 72 At 
the level of representation, the Yuan and Qing states both envisioned the emperor as 
cakravartin. The Y ongzhen, Kangxi and Qianlong emperor distributed images of 
themselves as the cakravartin to feudatory monasteries in the Khams, Bzang, Wu 
and other Tibetan Buddhist regions. (Berger 1995) Farquhar daims that Yuan and 
Qing emperors maintained a systematic linguistic segregation, and that this was a 
deliberate politcal manipulation to ensure religion served to support the imperial 
hegemony. (1979) This daim may be accurate in the case ofthe Mongols; however, 
with the exception of the Manchu language (Crossley 1999: 226), it would appear 
the Qing were less interested in linguistic segregation than in maintaining ethnic 
harmony in their multi-ethnic, multilingual empire, especially through ritual 
inclusion (ibid: 234-256, 270). The court sponsored the production of dictionaries 
and multilingual gazetteers to assist vi si tors, pilgrims, merchants and government 
appointees. Kangxi, Y ongzhen, and Qianlong were very active in rectifying 
pronunciation of mantras and sutras to accord with the Wu dialect; and important 
institutions were established to further the training of Buddhist religious in the 
tantric traditions. These factors suggest the Qing emperors chose to support the 
Tibetan tantra tradition not only as a tool for govemance and personal or clan gain, 
but also for the spiritual benefit of both the imperial clan and the imperially 
govemed. As Snellgrove suggests, to attempt to separate the mundane siddhis (such 
as personal wealth, health and political advantage) from the supermundane siddhis 
of tantra do es violence to the tradition (1987: 235-236): these two aspects go hand 
in hand. 
The Vajrayana school in Tang China 
72 See note 56. 
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Tantra reached its maturity in China under the Tang, when there arrived at the Tang 
capitals the famous trio of Subhakarasimha 'f:!f M, ~, Vajrabodhi {fi:: rxJ ~, and 
Amoghavajra /F~, the "only masters ofthis school, in its proper sense, included in 
[Can'ning's (919-1001 CE)] Song gaoseng chuan." 73 With the arrivaI of 
Subhakarasimha (Shanwuwei, arrived in Chang'an 716), we find translated a tract 
providing instructions on creating a mandala altar, apparently for conference of 
blessings; and instructions on siddhis (paranormal abilities). Amoghavajra 
retranslated the Molizhitianjing **JlJt:5'Ç~~ (Scripture on the Mari ci Heavens, 
T1257; Tib. Toh 566.184; first translated during the Liang dynasty, 502-556), 
adding descriptions on the mudra to be made when reciting, and instructions on 
mandala construction. A noted student of Amoghavajra, Yijing ~~~ (635-715), 
visited the University at Nalanda; he retumed with and translated the Da kong 
juezhou wangjing *JL!iJE.rj~ (TI9.459b-477) This is a well-developed tantra, 
which brings in the final element necessary to consider it properly mature tantra: the 
dharani ~'Ë~\iHfu (incantation itselt) is deified as the deity Vidyaraja JL!iaJEE. (See 
T19.476b25 and 477b3) At this moment we can assert that tantric Buddhism 
reached its maturation in China. 
The tantric school of Buddhism existed only briefly as an independent 
"school" at the Tang capital. Amoghavajra played an important role in introducing 
the tracts into the imperial family - one that strategically enhanced the position of 
tantric Buddhism at the Tang court. In Canning's biography of Amoghavajra, the 
latter transmitted secret methods to emperor ai ding in the re-capture of the Tang 
capitals in 758 CE. After the Tang was re-established, Amoghavajra conferred on 
him the abiseka (ritual empowennent) of the cakravarin possessing the seven jewels 
(wheel, elephant, horse, pearl, wife, minister, and general). (T50.712.29) In 769 CE 
Amoghavajra requested the emperor make the protector deity of the nation. 
Maiijüsri was then ordered worshipped in aIl monasteries. (T50.713aI5) 
73 See Seng shi lue f~ ~1IIlr (T50.714bl-716aI7.) 
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The sixt Y years between Shanwuwei's arrivaI in China and Amoghavajra's 
death mark an intense period of consolidation and organization in tantric Buddhist 
practice. While much of this influence was directed toward the ruling elite,74 the 
iconographie lexicon of Vajrayana and its compelling tales transformed Chinese 
literature on many levels. Such imagery as the moon in c1ear water to reference the 
pure mind, the inscription of the "nirvana" spot in the brain (niwan ~fuJL) and the 
three elixir fields ft lE of the body a11 emerge from early tantric influence on 
Chinese thought and iconography. At the level of rituaI, the Six Dynasties-Tang 
period saw the rise of pilgrimage and, more important for neidan and other forms of 
tantra, the internaI pilgrimage, complete with a mandalization of the body (see 
chapter 4 below). These fundamental aspects of Buddhist tantrika re-inscribed the 
cosmic and ritual bodies of the neidan and Daoist imagination. 
Waning ofVajrayana and the transformation of tantra in China 
While Chou Yiliang and Kenneth Ch' en conc1ude that tantric Buddhism largely 
died out in China between death of Amoghavajra (774 CE) and the rise of the 
Mongol dynasty (Chou: 246), this position is contested by Orzech (1989a, 1989b, 
1998). While Jan suggests the perceived demise of tantrism in China was due to 
74 Between the Tang and the Song, the Huayan, Faxiang and Tiantai Buddhist sects 
held the balance of power vis-à-vis the imperial court. Huayan {t,~ founders had 
close relations with Tang emperors and empresses. Dushun HJII~ (557-640) was 
named "the emperor's heart" by Taizong ** (r. 627-649); Fazang ~~ (643-712) 
served as imperial master (guoshi $~ÉfrIÏ) under Wu Zetian fttJU1ï( (r. 684-704); and 
Chengguan i!fft served in similar roles under three emperors. (Jan 1966: 138) The 
Faxiang ~;fl'l school's founder, Xuanzang ~~, was a personal friend of Taizong 
and the Nanshan WJ LU school was the arbiter of the rules for monastic discipline in 
the same period. (Ibid: 138-9) In a world where imperial patronage meant both 
legitimization and emolument, these honours were important. 
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Chinese ethical distaste for its use of sexual imagery (Jan 1966: 139-140), if this is 
the case, one must wonder at the flourishing pornographie industry in Ming China, 
the sexual proc1ivity in Ming Chinese literary arts, and the sexual practices of sorne 
Ming and Qing religions. One basis for their assertion of "dying out" lies in Chou 
and Ch'en's understanding of "tantra"; the other in the link between tantra as 
practice and tantra as school. Chou's understanding of the definition of tantra is 
demonstrated in the story noted in his appendix R (Chou: 328-9): Chou notes that 
the sexual elements of tantric yoga are eliminated from this tale through re-editing. 
(ibid) Thus Chou appears to define "tantric Buddhism" by its affiliation with sexual 
yoga. This position is challenged by more recent scholars .of Hindu and Buddhist 
tantra such as David Gordon White and Gavin Flood who suggest that less than 
20% of organized tantric systems inc1ude ritualized sex as part of the ritual system 
(White 2000: 14-15; Flood 2006: 9-27, 83-87). Moreover, White contests the 
concept of tantra as a phenomenon belonging to a particular school (Mantrayana, 
Vajrayana, etc.) (White 2000: 7-10). Orzech concurs. 75 Orzech notes that the 
75 Throughout this chapter, "Vajrayana" refers to a discrete school whereas 
"vajrayana" refers to the body of practices. Orzech notes the Japanese influence in 
this idea that Buddhist esoterism or tantrism died out with the three vajrayana 
masters (iiciiryas), and Amoghavajra's disciple, Huiguo ~ 5J!. Huiguo was the 
master of Kükai, the founder of Shingon in Japan. Based on the Japanese conceit of 
pure transmission from the Chinese Huiguo to the Japanese Kükai, further 
developments of Tantrism in China have been relegated to "'degraded" forms of 
Hindu tantrism. Works and rites produced before the iiciiryas who had direct 1inea1 
contact with Kükai are regarded as 'unsystematic', 'miscellaneous', and 
fragmentary. Works and rites developed in China or India after Kükai returned to 
Japan are either unrecognized or 'impure'." (Orzech 1989a: 89-90) This conceit is 
repeated in the works of noted Japanese scholars such as Kiyota (1978), Tsuda 
(1985), Matsunaga (1969), Tajima (1959); Western Chinese scholars such as Chou 
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visibility of tantric Buddhism suffered. from Neo-Confucian conceits. As tantric 
rituals devolved away from philosophical elitism and into popular and imperially 
favored magical arts, tantric Buddhist arts fragmented into "a conglomeration of 
ritual techniques handed down in the context of other lineages ... " that merged into 
Chinese religious practice to become an "invisible" trait of Chinese Daoist, 
Buddhist and popular religion. (Ibid: 95-6) 
Tantra and Chinese neidan 
When Buddhism and tantric Buddhism were beginning to enter and develop 
In China, neidan was still in its immature (Kohn "embryoniè") phase of 
development. Like neidan, a fully developed Buddhist tantra is not attested in the 
Chinese record prior to the Tang. From the late Han-Six Dynasties (2nd to 6th 
centuries CE), exchange between Indic Buddhism and Chinese Daoism was 
profound. Bokenkamp (1997) has remarked on the more obvious influences, 
pseudo-Sanskrit terminology in the Lingbao tradition of Daoism. Other important 
(1945) and Chen (1964, 1973). Orzech argues that not only were the three âcâryas' 
lineages fully developed, Huiguo was only one Amoghavajra's six fully-initiated 
disciples; and it was Huilang m~)j, not Kükai's master Huiguo m ~, who 
succeeded Amoghavajra as the lineage leader. (T2120.52; cited in Orzech 1989a: 91) 
Orzech also notes that, first, Kükai was not the first to receive initiations into the 
dual mandala system that distinguishes Amoghavajra's teachings; second, Kükai's 
own biography tells of the monk Yiming ~ f!I3, who would carry on the teachings in 
China; third, Kükai only received six months' training. This is sufficient time to 
receive initiations into the traditions, but not long enough to achieve mastery. (Ibid: 
91-2) Based on this evidence, we may agree with Orzech's suggestion that, despite 
his importance to the development of esoteric Buddhism in Japan, the 
representation of Kükai as the preserver of the esoteric tradition of Buddhism in 
East Asia is grossly overstated. (Ibid: 92) 
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tantric influences which developed alongside Daoist neidan include the 
development of Buddhist hells, numerology and meditation techniques. In addition, 
Buddhist and tantric practices adapted to indigenous forms of practice to re-inscribe 
the Chinese sacred landscape. Buddhism brought the practice of pilgrimage, the use 
of mandala and mudra, and the concept of the body as pilgrimage site. Chinese 
sacred squares merged with Buddhist tantric mandala (Orzech 1989b: 171-72). 
Chinese use of sacred writing merged with sutra recitation. Chinese concepts of the 
fairy islands and the origins of the cosmos merged with Buddhist pilgrimage to 
sacred sites. Chinese concepts of the body and meridians were maintained in the 
face of alternative tantric mappings of the body and meridians, and many Buddhist 
• tantric elements were naturalized into the Chinese religious practice, especiaIly 
Daoist. (Strickmann 1996: 46)76 
Orzech77 suggests tantra was ignored by literati elite after the Tang because 
of philosophical prejudices against the use of tantric arts for the purposes of worldly 
gain. This perspective, Orzech argues, did violence to the principle of vajrayana, 
which fundamental principle is the non-distinction between samsara and nirvana. 
SneIlgrove notes, "aIl tantras of aIl classes promise both supra-mundane success 
(the gaining of Buddhahood sooner or later) and mundane success, such as gaining 
prosperity, [ ... ] etc. It is sometimes suggested that the tantras, later classified as 
inferior, cater for the more mundane requirements, the superior ones are concerned 
with more truly religious objectives. In fact, aIl tantras are interested in precisely the 
same objectives, whether supra-mundane or mundane.' (SneIlgrove 1987: 235-36) 
It is precisely in these supra-mundane cum mundane ritual activities, such as the 
76 Of course, this list of Buddhism's contributions to Chinese society is far from 
complete. See for example Orzech 1998. 
77 1 must clarify that Orzech does not link: Indic Buddhist cosm%gy to the diffusion 
of Tantra into Chinese Buddhism, Daoism and popular religious rites, practices and 
iconography. 
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feeding of hungry ghosts, that Orzech finds evidence for continued esoteric 
Buddhist practices. Orzech notes that T1330, the basis for the Modem Chinese 
ritual of feeding the hungry ghosts is consistent and possibly a Yuan translation of 
its Tibetan Vajrayana reference text. (Ibid: 109-110) These various arts, performed 
throughout the Late Imperial period by non-esoteric Buddhists, Daoists and popular 
religion specialists alike, constitute the continuance of the tantra tradition.78 
Vajrayana specialists of the Tang instigated a graduaI reformulation of 
practices and knowledge bases, using native lexical and iconographic elements, a 
translation practice known as heyi -(î5"-). This creative blending further erased 
distinctions between Chinese symbolisms and knowledge systems and those of 
India, and allowed tantra to develop within the bosom of the alternative tantric 
religion in China, Daoism. Orzech provides an example of heyi in the innovation of 
the Two-Mandala system. The two-mandala system was formulated in the Tang by 
Amoghavajra or those in his company. The two mandalas are the Garbhakosadhatu 
mandala ("largely derived from" the Mahiivairocana Sütra) and the Vajradhatu 
mandala based on the Sarvatathagatatattva-samgraha. The latter mandala contrasts 
with its textual basis: rather than drawn as a series of four sets of six mandala, as 
instructed in the original Sanskrit, the Vajradhatu mandala is composed of nine 
mandalas set together in a 3x3 square, like the character jing #. This innovation 
dating to the latter part of t)1e eighth century is traditionally associated with 
Amoghavajra's disciple, Huiguo ~5J! (746-806). Orzech links this arrangement to 
the [ua diagram 1~1II, the mingtang !lR'.§t, and the imperial cult of Tai yi jç~. The 
idea of Taiyi, the chief stellar deity of the dipper star, presiding over a world 
divided into ni ne "continents" or realms, each presided over hy one of nine stellar 
78 For the Song, Davis and Strickmann have advanced our understanding of further 
developments of Tantra and the emergence of a Tantrism in Daoism and popular 
religion. See Strickmann 1996; Davis 2001. For a Tibetologist's perspective on 
Daoism's relationship to Tibetan Tantra, see McGill2006. 
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deities of the Dipper, was an important component of religious specialists at the 
Chinese court from the time of Han Wudi ~fEtm(140-87 BCE). By Han Wudi's 
time, Taiyi was "homologized" to the emperor. Tang Xuanzong m~* (685-762), 
who was emperor during the time of Amoghavajra's presence in China, actually had 
a theatre buiIt for the nine stellar deities. (Kalinowski 1985: 780) This became a 
staple iconograph of Daoism, and was further employed in Daoist initiation rites 
(Ibid.) Orzech cites this as an example for vajrayana integration/assimilation of 
indigenous elements, and suggests that the vajrayana practices became an important 
characteristic of Chinese religions. (Orzech 1989a: 113, and throughout) By 
discarding or morphing its Indic cosmological field and adopting that of the 
Chinese world, Buddhist and Daoist uses of tantra gradually became 
indistinguishable. 
From the Song, tantric traditions of Indian Buddhist origins increasingly 
wrote themselves into the Daoist and popular religious traditions of China. Such 
inscription on Chinese religious traditions as textual traditions profoundly altered 
Chinese metaphorical and symbolic lexicons (as explored in Chapter 2), speculative 
understandings of the universe, divinization and hum an potential (as explored in 
Chapters 3 and 4), and the boundaries of political, social and discursive coherence 
(cf. Code 1995) (as explored in Chapter 5). At the same time, indigenous 
understandings were not eradicated but expanded to incorporate tantric features. 
This process of active scholarly transfer continued weIl into the Song, as tantrika 
continued to be translated. Xia Song ~t~ notes, "Since 982 up to the present year 
of 1035, approximately 1,428 bundles of Sanskrit manuscripts have been distributed 
and taken out of the palace collections. During this period, 564 juan of sUtras and 
sastras have been translated [into Chinese].,,79 Jan suggests that most ofthese tracts 
were tantras; on the other hand, scholarly pilgrims to India appear to have 
79 Following with emen"dations the translation of Jan (1966: 138). From 
Wenzhuangji 26. 5. 
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diminished in number in the same period. (Jan 1966: 139) The shift away from the 
philosophical leanings of Tang Buddhism; a shift of interest toward Chinese 
Buddhist commentaries; and the non-textuality philosophy of the Chanists may 
have contributed to falling fortunes of a tantric school at the Chinese court (Jan 
1966: 139-140), and the increasing tum towards the commoditization ofritual arts 
at the popular level. (Davis 2001: 200-225) 
New influx of Buddhist tantra into China 
By the Yuan (1279-1368), tantric Buddhist activities in India had constricted due to 
Muslim occupation in the region, and innovations in tantric Buddhism were 
displaced to the Tibetan regions. Given these historical factors, it is not surprising 
that the numbers of Chinese Buddhist pilgrims to India gradually slowed to a trickle. 
This fact on its own demonstrates Chinese individuals' reaction to conditions on the 
Indian continent, and should not be taken as a major shift in the values of Chinese 
faithful. The rise of Chan and Huayan schools of Buddhism tended to draw 
Buddhists in the direction of ascetic/monastic meditation on non-duality, emptiness 
and the omnipresence of Buddha-nature, yet many vajrayana practices were drawn 
into popular religious activities and were performed by Daoists, Mahayana 
Buddhists and popular religion masters, deeply marking the religious context and 
the texts of Chinese religions in general. 80 Tantric conceptions wrote themselves 
into the Daoist practices and onto the neidan body which embodied and rp.anifested 
reverse embryology, sexuality and soteriology, and the employ of mudra, mantra 
and mandala. On the basis of a new textual traditions and new tex tuaI subjectivities, 
new ri tuaI bodies fonned; eventually these new developments permeated the 
Chinese religious lexicon. What developed were uniquely Chinese readings of ritual 
world and the ritualists' embodiment. 
80 For a description of sorne of these transformations, see Rambelli (2000) and 
Orzech and Sanford (2000). 
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During the Yuan and Ming, when Daoist neidan was entering a stage of 
great maturation, tantric traditions continued to develop in Tibet with the rise first 
of the Kagyu and Sakya schools, and Iater with the dGelugs-pa. Yuan and Ming 
. 
emperors supported both the Sakya and Kagyu schools of Tibetan Buddhism. The 
Ming (1368-1644) court continued to sponsor Tibetan rituaIs, and saw the first 
dissemination of a new set of tantric practices, the Kalacakra and associated tracts, 
received into China. 81 Under the Ming, dissemination of Buddhist tantra did not 
receive the kind of support it had in the Tang, or even in the Song, when the 
Hevajratantra (TI138, T1139) was translated into Chinese under imperial 
sponsorship; nevertheless the Yongle 7i<. ~ (r. 1402-1424), Chenghua pX; {t (r. 
1465-1487) and Ming Zhengde jE îj (r. 1506-1521) emperors sponsored Tibetan 
Buddhist rituals at the Ming court. The Yongle emperor showed particular interest 
in Tibetan Buddhism, and repeatedly requested the visit of Rje Dzong ka ba (lé 
Tsong kha pa) *~E (1357-1419). In his stead, Tsong ka pa sent Shakya Yeshe ff 
Jm!~1ffi (Byams-chen-chos-rgyal) (1352-1435). The latter departed Lhasa in 1408, 
delivering the Tibetan Kanjur to Yongle. (See Wang 1995: 230-240) He retumed to 
Lhasa in 1418, having performed numerous initiations into the four classes of 
tantras and numerous rituals for the emperor' s benefit. This transmission of tracts 
marks the significant moment of dGe lugs textual introduction (although not 
81 See notes 56-58 below. Mkhas-pa 'i dga '-ston by Dpa' -bo gcug-Ia 'phren-ba 'jin-
pa (1503-1565), records that the Karmapa lama was called to the Chinese capital in 
1403 to perform funerary rituals for the Hongwu emperor (r. 1368-1398) and his 
consort (the emperor's mother) Empress Ma; at this time, Dpa'-bo gcug-la 'phren-
ba 'jin-pa records that the Yongle emperor's parents were designated as 
reincamations of Manjusri and Tara respectively. (Farquhar 1976: 16). Shakya 
Yeshe visited the Chinese court between 1408 and 1417, transmitted the Tibetan 
Kanjur, performed numerous rituals, and received two titles from the emperor; see 
details at page 29 below. 
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sustained) into the Ming Chinese ritual system. Tsong kha pa's disciple, Shakya 
yeshe, gained imperial favor such that he received two names from the emperor: 
Great National Preceptor of the Buddhists of the Western Heaven. l!§ ~ 1jt-=f::k [:E] yrp, 
and then Dharma King of Great Compassion ::k~1!~.(l4l5). (Wang 1995: 230-
240) It is unclear exactly how Shakya yeshe's teachings were disseminated at a 
more popular level, but this tex tuaI tradition appears to have become available to 
the women's neidan tradition. Because women's a1chemy tracts are seldom attested 
in the Ming, little can be asserted with confidence, yet sorne measure of impact is 
suggested in Nüdan shiji houbian, where Shakya yeshe manifests to transmit 
women's inner a1chemy secrets. (Nüdan shiji houbian 3a, 4a)82 1 retum to this issue 
in Chapters 3 and 4 below. 
The spread of Tibetan tantra into Mongolia and Manchuria impelled Qing 
sponsorship of Tibetan tantra as the new empire formed. Tibetan rituals re-inscribed 
Qing imperial rule with new meanings, further transforming the body politic. 
Tibetan rituals were sponsored as both religious practice (faith based) and ethno-
political management (controlling through religious sponsorship both Mongol and 
Tibetan political alignments). 83 Berger has shown the four families of Tibetan 
Buddhism inscribed in imperial court and temple architecture. Particularly 
importantly represented are Vairocana and vajrayana mandalas. The body of 
imperial seat of Beijing was re-written as the body of the emperor-cakravartin: 
Beijing itself was understood as the mandala for Vajrabhairava. Yuhuage in the 
Forbidden City (Beijing) was arranged as sequence of mandalas aimed at protecting 
the Qing empire, Qianlong, and the city of Beijing (Berger 2003: lOO-lOl)o This 
process oftantric inscription in the body politic extended to ritual praxis and tex tuaI 
tradition. Appropriate rituals were conducted regularly within the architectural 
mandala of Beijing and in the local ritual landscapes as weIl. Under Qianlong, 
82 See Chapter three for additional details. 
83 See note 81 above. 
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Kalachakra Tantra recitations were regularly practiced at the y onghegong. 
Kalachakra tantra was chanted twice annually by two different groups of monks. 
(Berger 2003: 121) Recitation also occurred in the Chengdu and Yunnan 
countryside during the Jinquan wars and at regular intervals in local Tibetan sacred 
sites. Mongol Yuan emperors had promoted the identification of Wutai shan as the 
abode of their protector Buddha, Mafijüsri. The Yuan emperors had promoted 
Lamaist monastery and temple building, and Mongolian pilgrimage to the site.84 
Qing emperors renovated the Tibetan temples at Wutai shan, where their spiritual 
advisors often resided, and had the gazeteers of the mountain rewritten and 
recomposed. (Tuttle 2004: 20, 21, 22-23) 
In sum, this second phase of tantric Buddhist transmission to China, then, is 
characterized by Tibetan Buddhist interpretations, Sakya and Kagyu in the Yuan 
and Ming, and dGelugs in the Qing. Mongolian and later Manchu Buddhism found 
its sources of authority in Tibet, and it is through Tibet and Mongolia that Late 
Imperial China received influence from tantric Buddhism. This influence was partly 
political, partly religious. The Mongolian princes had absorbed the Tibetan theory 
of the dual nature of govemance, religious and political; and Qing emperors clearly 
imitated their example. In Mongolia, Tibetan Buddhist monks continued to be 
drawn from the same lineages as the princes and kings. They employed Tibetan 
monks to protect their troops with dharani and mandala. And Mongolian khans 
styled themselves as cakravartin, or universal kings who "tum the wheel of the 
dharma". Farquhar credits the Mongols with innovation in blending Tibetan theory 
of bodhisattva metempsychosis in identifiable moral s, in particular rulers who 
spread the dhanna, and the Chinese tradition of Mount Wutai as the locus for 
Mafijüsri worship. An inscription found at Zhuyuangong adds to this the Confucian 
84 Yuanshi 5G~ 35.l2a; and Henry Surreys Lamaism in Mongolia. OE 10.2 (1963): 
191. For temples built at Wutai shan during the Yuan see, Zhencheng's Qingliang 
shan zhi (1877) 4.5b-6a; Yuanshi 28.4b-5a, 116.5a, 136.l6a, 174.5a, 30.2a, 22.l6a. 
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element of the emperor as destined by heaven (tianming) and lord of the men 
(renzhu). (Farquhar 1976: 15) Their adoption of Tibetan Buddhist practices, 
monikers and iconography can at least in part be associated with the very practical 
needs to influence rather than overpower these more distant and mobile members of 
the Qing empire. 
It was not unusual for Qing emperors to be conflated with the cakravartin 
Majrughosa embodying the dual nature of the emperor as political and spiritual 
leader of the Manchu-Mongol-Chinese-Tibetan empire. In the Mongolian sources 
this is particularly important: the Mongol history of Buddhism, Har chas 'byufz 
(1819) by 'Jigs-med-rig-pa'i rdo-Ije (attributed to 'Jigs-med-nam-mkha'), regularly 
refers to the Qing emperors in this manner. (Farquhar 1976: 8) Such tradition was 
manifested as early as the first emperor of the Qing, in a letter from the Fifth Dalai 
lama and Fourth Panchen lama, and is repeated in Mongolian and Tibetan written 
sources. Particularly striking is the statement made in the Kangxi emperor' s preface 
to the Kanjur Tripitaka, 
The holy Emperor Taizong of the Manchus (r. 1626-43), having become the 
ruler of the great tribes and states of the autonomous Mongolian princes [ ... ] 
and having gathered them together as his subjects, became the ruler of the 
government of China. After that, the holy Emperor Shizu, who [ruled under 
the name of] the holy Shunzhi, assumed the golden throne, and consoled and 
gave protection to all ofhis peoples. After he invited the Fifth Dalai Lama to 
Beijing ... for the benefit of those who desired salvation and for all creatures, 
the religion of Buddha came to be spread even more than before. The 
emperor, his ministers, and aIl his subject peoples made a vast number of 
offerings and oblations, and showed the most profound respect [to the 
Religion]. The Mai'ijüsri, the savior of aIl living forms, [with the] intellect of 
aIl the Buddhas, was transformed into human form and ascended the 
Fearless Lion Throne of gold, and this [was] none other than the sublime 
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Emperor Kang-xi-Mafijüsri, who assisted and brought joy to the entire vast 
world, and who, because he was the venerable Mafijüsri in his material 
essence ... "(Farquhar 1976: 9, citing Zahiruddin Amad, Sino Tibetan 
Il 
Relations in the Seventeenth Century, with Chinese Romanization 
harmonized to the pinyin system).85 
Farquhar doubts any Tang-Song associations of emperor-as-buddha-incamate 
existed, he finds precedent in the Mongolian tradition, particularly from the Yuan, 
(Farquhar 1976: 12-15). Precedent can be found in for example the 
Sarvarnaprabhasottomasutra, 86 and other tantras from the 6th century forward. 
Emperor Wu Zetian and Sui Wendi Ilil:t1&(541-604) embodied these roI es. The 
resurgent influence of Cheng-Zhu Confucianism may have obscured this tradition, 
but it remained an accessible model for rulership. Nonetheless, the Qing emperors 
felt the squeeze of Confucian conservatives: in 1792, the Qianlong emperor noted, 
"When 1 started to leam the [Tibetan] scriptures, 1 was criticized by sorne Chinese87 
for being biased towards [the dGelugs-pa sect of Tibetan Buddhism)." (Four 
language inscription at the Yonghegong in Lessing: 61; cited in Farquhar 1976: 26). 
Following Farquhar, Berger reads the audience of "emperor-cakravartins" thangkas 
as purposefully segregated. Thangkas in which the Shunzhi and Qianlong emperors 
were pictured as cakravartins (cf. Berger 2003) were distributed mostly to Tibet and 
Mongolia, or were reserved for Tibetan temples at Chengde and Beijing (Berger 
2003). In other words, the intended "audiences" for these "public displays" appear 
to be Mongolian and Tibetan Buddhists, and outside of these regions and religio-
85 Chinese text is provided only where 1 am providing my own translation. For 
materials translated from Nüdan hebian, the original Chinese text may also be 
found in Appendix 2. 
86 Sarvarnaprabhasottomasutra (Jin'guangming zuisheng wangjing ~7tfl)J.l11t3:. 
~) (T665) numbers among the many tracts translated by Yijing in 703. 
87 ln the Chinese version the words "sorne Chinese" are omitted. 
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ethnic groups, these thangkas cannot be understood as publicly available and 
viewed media of presentation. Mongolian rulers "'read" this message in the actions, 
language and symbols displayed by the Qing court. Mongolians identitied the Qing 
emperors as true dharma protectors, or cakravartins. 88 
This situation inside China was complicated by the Mongolian concept of 
govemance informed by the "'Tibetan theory of the dual principle of the state (Tib. 
lugs gnyis89, Mong. qoyar yosu, Ch. Er-fa =i'!), in which government was seen as 
a joint enterprise of secular nobility and clergy." (Farquhar 1976: 27) Angela Zito 
expands on the Qing policy of Buddhis~ management in Central Asia, stating, "'the 
throne's relations with ,its Mongolian and Tibetan subjects proceeded in the idiom 
of Buddhist practice." (Zito 1997: 23) Qing policies toward Mongolian and other 
Buddhists were polarized into two sorts of responses. Despite political expediency 
in the Tibet-Mongol religious connections, the tirst Qing emperors did not appear 
terribly impressed with these lamas, and in 1636 openly condemned the practice. 
(Taizong wenhuangdi shilü :**}[Jj~_1ff~* 28.5ab; cited in Farquhar 1976: 21) 
Condemnations continued in law and proclamation throughout the Qing. On the 
other hand, Qing emperors also granted gifts and honors to lamas and other 
Buddhists, built and rebuilt temples and monasteries, and wrote eulogies and 
prefaces to Buddhist canons, including one Chinese (1738), two Tibetan (1692 and 
1700), the Mongolian (1718-1720), 'the translation of the complete Tibetan 
supplementary canon into Mongolian (1741-1749), a Manchu canon (1790), and a 
f, 
quadralingual (Tibetan, Manchu, Mongolian and Chinese) anthology of Sanskrit 
dharani and mantra from the Tibetan canon. (1773) In addition, a new pilgrimage 
guidebook to Wutai shan (the mountain associated with Mafijüsri, the Buddha 
88 One popular ballad runs, "Our Holy Lord, the Emperor/Incamation of 
Mafijüsri/Deeply cherishes his/Manchu and Mongol subjects." (Vladimirstov 1929: 
101; in Atwood 2000: 88) 
89 Romanization corrected to accord with Wile. 
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associated with Chiria in general, and the Qing emperors in particular) was 
published in 1701; this was expanded and reissued in 1881 by imperial decree. 
(Farquhar 1976: 24) This policy of simultaneously condemning and permitting 
religious activity is fully consistent with that practiced in relation to indigenous 
Chinese Buddhist, Daoist and popular religious movements of Chinese origin: 
religious groups were permitted to function if they did so below the radar; as they 
grew in size and activity, they risked suppression on the grounds of previously 
promulgated statutes. (See Naquin 1979, 1981) 
Just as separating vajrayana "mundane" siddhis from the "supermundane" 
does violence to that tradition, so separating the religious and political aspects of 
Qing activities does violence to the Tibetan Buddhist religion they cultivated. 
Initiations and practice must be understood in just such terms: praxis formed an 
important part of both the political and personal cultivation of Qing emperors. 
Initiation was necessitated by the politico-religious stature Qing emperors assumed: 
a cakravartin would access tantric powers conflated on the living Mafijüsri buddha 
only through cultivation of the dharani, meditations and mantic arts. In order to 
fully assume such a role, the emperors necessarily sought initiation into the class of 
annutarayogatantras, or highest yoga tantras. Kangxi, Y ongzheng and Qianlong 
each received initiations into the annutarayogatantras through Mongol ICang-skya 
lineage leaders. Under Qianlong, the lCang-skya were fundamental in establishing a 
four-part Tibetan Buddhist monastic university at the capital in Beijing, and 
important but smaller Tibetan Buddhist educational institutions throughout the 
Manchu and Mongolian ethnic regions. Moreover, pilgrimage sites in China proper 
were actively promoted among Mongolian believers in Tibetan Buddhism, 
particularly at Wutai shan, a mountain dedicated to the Mafijüsri buddha. (Miller 
82-4 for information on convents reserved for Tibetan-Mongolian pilgrims.) The 
Yongzheng and Qianlong emperors and Qianlong's mother all made pilgrimages to 
these mountains, and received teachings while in residence. After one pilgrimage to 
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the site, Qianlong ordered the construction of additional housing for Mongolian and 
Manchu pilgrims. Qianlong had one Tibetan Buddhist hall roofed with the imperial 
yellow tiles, and resided there during a second pilgrimage in 1756. (Qingliang shan 
zhi (1877) 6a) 
Tantric inscriptions of locallandscapes 
These activities were extended to Sichuan, where two mountains were particularly 
important to Tibetan Buddhist pilgrims: Qingchengshan w~ W and Emeishan ibft 
J§ W. Qingchengshan was understood as a local manifestation of the cosmic body 
and of the Greater J ambudvipa. (See chapter two on the cosmology of the three 
traditions.) Emeishan, the mountain of Puxian 1f 'Ji (Samantabhadra) in the 
Buddhist world, was also associated with Xiwangmu îffi.3:. -HJ:, who herself was 
associated with female deities (fo 19t in both Daoist and Buddhist tenninology). 
Both the mountains and the deities were equally worshipped by Daoists and 
Buddhists, and became important points of religious contact and exchange. 
Qingchengshan and Emeishan served as focal points for believers in Laozi and 
Xiwangmu on the one hand, and Adibuddha90 and Samantrabhadra on the other. 
While it is not c1ear that special housing was established on the mountain for non-
Chinese women pilgrims, we do know that Chinese women pilgrims and lay nuns 
(both Daoist and Buddhist) resided on the mountain, sometimes for extended 
periods. They were supported in their worship with temples for female deities 
dedicated to ai ding women and children. Temples to Doumu 4-BJ:, Ci xi ~:$ (the 
Daoist version of Guanyin ft {f), the N aga girl ft~ =9:, and other female deities 
abound. 
The most visible of religio-political structures in the Sichuan region. was the 
Mafijüsri temple (Wenshumiao Jt~.) at the provincial seat, Chengdu JJJGtf). The 
90 Note the striking cosmogonic parallel between Laozi in the Daoist faith, and 
Adibuddha in the dGe lugs pa. This is discussed further in Chapter two. 
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Wenshu miao occupied fully 1/3 of the city in the mid-to-Iate Qing, and included 
housing for Tibetan Buddhist monks and pilgrims, especially those from the Amdo 
and Khams regions, was well as for Tibetan Buddhists residing within China proper, 
Tibet and Manchuria. Two Tibetan Buddhist temples were erected in the city, and 
received copies of Tibetan and Chinese scriptures from the imperial house during 
the y ongzhen reign period. (Qianzhong zhi (n.p.); Tongzhi chongxiu Chengdu xian 
zhi 2.59) 
In the dGelugs-pa tradition promoted by the Qing emperors, the greatest 
among the tantras is and was the Kalacakratantra. In the 18th century, when Bon 
and Nyingma pa (pa, branch or sect) attempted to supplant the former with a newly 
resurgent "indigenous" cosmology linked to a reconstitution of the Tibetan concept 
of governance (Tuttle 2004), the Qing responded with a series of military 
expeditions which sought to wipe out these religious groups. These military 
responses, known as the Jingquan wars, were accompanied by the construction of 
Mafijüsri and Adibuddha temples in each of the sites noted above, and the initiation 
of regular Kalacakratantra recitations. (Ibid.) Kiilacakratantra bi-monthly and bi-
annual recitations had previously been established in Beijing at the Yuhuagong, and 
these were supported through the emperors' personal coffers. The Chinese imperial 
governance in these affairs was kept discrete from the ruling Manchu household 
administration; and was carefully scrutinized and strategically sponsored.9\ 
Tibeto-Chinese religious exchange in Qing Sichuan 
It is difficult to ferret out the extent of religious ex change between Chinese and 
Tibetan Buddhist religious practitioners during the Qing. In part, this results from 
linguistic distance (cf. Farquhar 1976: 27); in part, this results from lacunae in 
9\ For more on this, see Tuttle 2004; Bergen 2003; and Farquhar 1976. 
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earlier scholarship.92 Based on availability of sources and sporadic legal cases, it 
would appear that most Chinese practitioners of Tibetan Buddhist rituals were 
limited to dharani and mantra recitations. Tibetan mantic arts were incorporated 
into the ritual repertoire of Daoist, Mahayanist and popular religious masters. Ellen 
McGill notes one case in which a "Daoist yinyang" incorporated these practices for 
the pacification of evil spirits and the attraction of good fortune. This master came 
to the attention of a Mongol prince in Khams when language barriers resulted in a 
daim of witchcraft again the Chinese. (McGill 2006) 
Beyond these uses, the literate exchange of influences is difficult to 
establish. However, we can be sure that the habituaI recitation of Ka/acakratantra 
at regular intervals in the very active Mafijüsri temple at the center of Chinese 
cultural exchange in the region and the erection of appropriate mandalas profoundly 
affected Sichuan religious and symbolic vocabulary. Moreover, the Qing court's 
demonstrable concem with pronunciation of these Tibetan words by Chinese-
readers93 suggests that these recitations were being read in the original by Chinese 
92Relevant scholarship emerging from interest in "Border crossings" has begun help 
fill in these gaps. Sorne excellent examples of relevant border crossings research 
was recently presented at the Annual General Meeting of the Association for Asian 
Studies (2007); unfortunately, this research has been received too late to indude in 
this dissertation. Interested readers are encouraged to consult the AAS website for 
details. Also consult China Tibetology (www.tibet.cn) for Chinese scholarly 
research; limited but less useful summaries in English are also available. See also 
Liu Youzhi ){IH~fg. 2005. Sichuan Zangzujizhiguan yanjiu 1m)11~~1frŒIHÎ}f~. 
Minzu chubanshe; and Elizabeth Napper. 2006. Zang chuanfoujiao zhongguan 
zhixue w(f.f.f~~5U:PUrg*. Chengdu: Zhongguo renmin daxue chubanshe. 
93 As noted above, Qianlong called for the collection, correction and diffusion of 
"corrected" mantra and dharani recitations based on the Tibetan. (See page 36 
above.) 
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reciters largely illiterate in Tibetan. Much of this symbolic infrastructure was 
established not only from the West and North: Eastern Sichuan the township known 
locally as Qianzhong also became an important site for knowledge transfer. 
Qianzhong was a former Tang dynasty commandery which, during the Qing, was 
known to outsiders as Wutaijun.94 This site was a locus of Miao, Han-Chinese, Hui 
and Tibetan religious communities: significant Tibetan Buddhist ritual, initiation, 
transmission and economic exchange centered about this region.95 
The cultural sharing of Tibet and Sichuan is poorly documented in the 
Western scholarship;96 however, the manifold points of commonality are suggestive 
of a complex system of knowledge exchange influenced by geographical proximity 
and political union. During the late Qing, Tibet was filled with a "harmonizing" 
intellectual fashion 97 accompanied by a liberalization of women's access to 
religious asceticism. From the 18th century, vajrayana manuals for women began to 
emerge in print, and tales of their adventures became elements in popular folktales 
and dramas. (Young 2003) These dramas, usually performed for religious festivals, 
were intended for an audience of devotees rather than sceptics. Young asserts that 
the plays, laudatory tales of valiant yet transgressive women, do not portray women 
94 Distinguish Wutai jun ftt~W and Wutai shan Ji É3' LU . 
95 See Tongzhi chengdu difangzhijuan 2.59. 
96 Recent Chinese scholarship is beginning to open up these boundaries; however, 
critical consideration of cross-cultural phenomena remain obscure. For reviews of 
this scholarship, please see Chengda shubao. See also note 64 above. 
97 For the 'harmonization' of intellectual trends, see especially the works of 
Mipham. In English translation, see especially E. Gene Smith. 2001. "Mipham and 
the Philosophical Controversies of the 19th Century," 227-234 and '" lam mgon 
Kong sprul and the Non-Sectarian Movement", 235-272. In the author's Among 
Tibetan Tracts: History and Literature of the Himalayan Plateau. Boston: Wisdom 
Publications. 
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masters in a particularly negative light. Women adepts are no more transgressive 
than their male counterparts: transgression itself constitutes an upaya, or skillful 
means toward attaining salis. The ritual dramas studied by Young represent both 
men and women as capable of accessing this means toward salis, often in the guise 
ofteacher, but also as student.98 Such a textual tradition offers women following the 
Tibetan model a potent model of tex tuaI subjectivity; the inclusion of quo tes from 
Tsongkhapa and the mention of his disciple in sorne of the nüdan tracts suggests 
that sorne nüdan compilers were aware of the Tibetan tex tuaI tradition and the 
potential this model offered to women adepts. 
ln China proper, concurrent developments in the neidan/nüdan tradition 
mirror the Tibet trend. Whereas Valussi links the development of nüdan to rising 
conservatism and paternalistic sentiment in China, the same could not be said to 
exist in the Tibet case. The two social systems are based on entirely different 
principles. In China, a woman could have only one "husband" but a husband could 
have one principal wife and several concubines. On the other social extreme, 
economic factors in Tibet often led a family to secure one "wife" for several 
brothers. Similar gender-specific development within the same approximate time 
period in two disparate socio-religious systems is suggestive. The Qing political 
umbrella and geographical proximity bear a good deal of weight on the gender-
specifie developments in bath traditions and might explain the parallel 
developments in each cultural region. Anticipated future explorations of these 
topics are promising.99 
98 Note the similarity between late Qing Tibetan attitudes to transgression and that 
of the late Ming Chinese vogue for "wild-Chan". 
99 Despite the vagaries of the above issues, Indo-Tibetan influence on Qing neidan 
has not been ignored. Esposito investigates the connections of Indo-Tibetan 
tantrism in the Er/an xinhua = 1I1L.\~J5 (Heart-talks of the two Loafers), compiled 
by Min Yi de (1758-1836), and what she calls 'the Heart School of Western India' 
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4. Women's neidan traditions 
From the perspective of neidan practitioners in the Late Imperial period, women's 
status as ascetic performers of neidan extended to the beginnings of Daoist history. 
According to this tradition, the earliest women neidan adepts were the Queen 
Mother, who visited Han Wudi and transmitted esoteric secrets to him, and Wei 
Huacun ~. ff (252-334), who excelled at Shangqing practices and after her 
apotheosis, became a transmitter of esoteric texts to the early Shangqing masters. 
Attendants of the Queen Mother and Wei Huacun, among others, were commonly 
summoned by Ming and Qing literati patrons during spirit writing séances. Nüdan 
tracts were indeed transmitted in this way. However, from an historical perspective, 
nüdan tracts cannot be attested prior to the 17th century. The reading of a woman's 
neidan tradition emerges in Late Imperial period phenomena, and represented a 
form of authentication for a new tex tuai tradition. 
Women in the early Celestial Masters tradition appear to have attained great 
status as teachers and practitioners. The unit y of man and woman, ~ymbolic of the 
unit y of the cosmic poles, repeats in the husband-wife pairs that represented the tirst 
three generations of Celestial Masters leaders in the Hanzhong community. While it 
is unclear exactly how such normative representation played out in the lived 
realities of individuals' everyday life; the philosophical approach to satis as paired 
union marks this group' s ideology as approaching gender-equality.100 This concept 
operating about Jizu shan in Yunnan. The tract comprises a discourse between two 
Daoists with the moniker 'Loafer'1:I, Big Loafer :*1:1 (Esposito Vecchio Ozioso, 
Old Loafer) and Loafing Codger 1:1~ (Esposito, Venerabile Ozioso, Venerable 
Loafer) (Esposito 1997: 67). We look forward to more promising research by Prof. 
Esposito in the future. 
100 1 stress that this utopian sounding gender-equal ideal probably did not play out 
as perfect social equality; further, the precepts and admonitions for the Daoist 
families clearly distinguish men's and women's roles. 
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of paired union accords with the idea of yin and yang becoming complete through 
embodying a harmonious union of opposites in which each occupies the opposite 
aspect of the other, yet the two aspects do not form poles of one another: the 
transformation and communication of yin and yang manifests as natural gradations 
of transformative reality (such as seasonal change) in which yin becomes an 
extension of yang (as winter transforms into summer) and yang of yin (as summer 
retums to winter). This understanding of the cosmic processes develops in the root 
tracts of the early Celestial Masters tradition. The ritual processes inscribe this 
cosmogonic process onto the body of the cosmic pair. Thus the cosmic pair 
becomes the "text" of the early Celestial Masters tradition. This textual tradition 
defines the textual subjectivity of the practitioners and suggests the identity 
formation of those adepts wishing to establish themselves in the Celestial Masters 
tradition which is fundamentally a manifestation of the textual tradition. This 
tex tuaI formation, then, suggests that the example of the first three generation of 
masters and their wives formed a potent model by which women in the Celestial 
Masters' tradition self-identified. This textual tradition represented one source of 
cultural metaphors and authenticity for Late Imperial nüdan writers and adepts. 
When the Shangqing and Lingbao traditions arose, a very different dynamic 
presents. Practice by the two genders became solo by nature, and the monastic 
communities became gender-differentiated. Men and women ordinates (nüguan -fA 
71St) acted as community leaders, but women leaders predominated in women's only 
monastic communities. (Despeux 2000a) As ascetic practices and Buddhist 
monasticism infiltrated the entire system of religious Daoism, Buddhist institutional 
androcentrism and ascetic misogyny (Sponberg 1992: 6-8) manifests in the Daoist 
traditions. The gender gap manifests concretely in the greater numbers of male 
versus female ascetics in both Buddhist and Daoist contexts, and a tendency to 
exclude women from particular religious sites and religious offices. In the 
Shangqing tradition, women's access to the ascetic tradition was clearly defined: 
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women monastics must be those impoverished, unmarriageable, elderly, or 
orphaned. 101 Their outcast state must be confirmed by written transfer of their 
persons to the monastic establishment by a dominant male (brother, father, uncle, 
father-in-Iaw, or, in the case of orphans, the local government representative). Such 
individuals, most likely illiterate and lowly, were unlikely to become recipients of 
high level esoteric training. On the other hand, these individuals were those whose 
reproductive labor was undesired or undesirable. Assuming zhan honglong îlîfT~Iff~ 
(menstrual interruption)102 was indeed practiced in this period, loss oftheir fertility 
through neidan practice did not constitute a threat to patriarchal control. 
Shangqing iconography and metaphors deeply influenced early neidan, and 
women's textual subjectivity within the tradition. In pre-Tang Shangqing and 
neidan ritual activities, the representation of real women is extremely circumscribed, 
and the description ofwomen and their lot is institutionally androcentric. Women's 
access to the tradition has already been addressed. Once granted access to the 
practices, women's precepts are three fold that of men's; particular attention is 
given to women's pollution and women are represented as blood and polluted in 
textual iconography.103 Important aspects of the early tradition, inscribed in such 
textual traditions as the buxu zhi zhang//buxuci 2P l!f[z.~/2t-l!f[~1lJ (lyrics on pacing 
the void), associated with early Daoist public rituals (Bokenkamp 1987; Schafer 
1981) record no women participants (unless symbolic or divine) until the Qing, yet 
the dominant tropes, such as the final look back before ascending the other shore, 
emerge in nüdan materials of the 19th century. This phenomenon suggests a 
segregation of ritual roles based on gender difference not only existed during the 
Tang. Increasing exclusion of women from ritual activities from ritual activities 
101 See DZ1364; Kohn 1993: 100-164. 
102 For description ofthis practice, see Chapter 4. 
103 See note 74 above. 
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(possibly based on the concept of female bloody pollution) extended into Daoist 
and neidan traditions. 104 
The Tang period saw Daoist institutions appropriated into the elite and 
imperial worlds as realms where women self-purified. This association of Daoist 
institution al self-cultivation with the purification of women's bloody pollution is 
particularly characteristic of Tang court Daoism. Beyond women's entextualization 
as objects ofbloody pollution, women are further inscribed with the embodiment of 
[male] passions and desires. So inscribed, women are envisioned as subjectively 
embodying of those desires. Between marriages or between a life of prostitution and 
death, women began to make use of the Daoist institutions, temporarily or 
permanently, as centers of purification. A famous case is the ordination of the two 
Tang princesses. (Benn 1991) Paul Rouzer further notes the importance of the 
Daoist institution as a place for retired prostitutes. (Rouzer 2001) 105 These 
contradictory aspects ofwomen's textual subjectivity mark them as potential actors 
in the Daoist world, yet i~erently polluted in the symbolic system. 
Song-Yuan China saw the rise of distinctive forms ofliterature, social roles 
and religious context marked by commoditization of professional religion. Much of 
the Tang gender-disparity continued in the Song scriptural traditions; however, new 
interpretations re-inscribed the textual traditions. One of the great scriptures of 
CUITent during the Song is the Cantongqi ~[n]:H, attributed to Wei Boyang ftfl3~ 
(2nd century), which was so important it received commentary by the great Neo-
Confucian Zhu Xi *Jf (1130-1200). From the Song period, Late Imperial nüdan 
104 A very helpful article on the development of the concept of bloody pollution in 
China can be found in Mulan saves his mother (Mou 1999: 194). 
105 Of course, the situation was much more complex that represented briefIy here. 
For example, one Tang woman, Zu Shu fil if (fi. 889-904), is credited with 
founding her· own lineage, the Pure Subletyschool (Qingwei xianpu ,~Wl1ÙJ~ 
DZ171) 
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also received the iconography of the important neidan work Wuzhenpian -Œ ~~, 
and the sophisticated poetic transmissions of the Southern and Northern schools of 
neidan (see Introduction) complete with their significant iconographic motifs: the 
moon reflected in the water, ice jar, the river, snow, hazy metaphors (calling back to 
the Laozi, esp. chapter 4). Moreover, the Southern school masters' versification use 
particular verse patterns: poetic verses based on the four seasons, tracts written in 
sets of 10, 12, and 16 verses, often in the Song lyric format (Song ci *~Jl]).106 
Neidan facility fully manifested itself in the literati poetic tradition from which it 
could not be separated: neidan adepts performed his salis through poetic 
performance. Poetic performance in the Southern tradition inscribed the adept' s 
experience into the textual tradition and simultaneously validated the adept's divine 
status. 
Women writers are under-represented in the Song literary tradition in 
general. The necessity of inscribing personal sotis into the poetic tradition 
marginalized potential women representatives in the Song. Sun Bu' er fJ~ ~ = 
(1119-1182) is one Song women who overcame this educational and social barrier. 
Her description of the neidan process and its psycho-physical effects are written 
into a single poem written no later than the Yuan dynasty.107 Sun Bu'er thus 
became the nüdan traditions' most iconographie figure. Sun Bu'er is credited with 
founding the Qingjing ~N~ school, and her school of Qingjing Daoism became 
c10sely associated with women Daoists in the Late Imperial period while her 
106 One example of this is the writing of the Xijiangyue tune pattern in alchemical 
poetry of the Southern school patriarchs, which begins with Zhang Boduan and 
continues through the Longmen patriarch Liu Yiming. ~IJ - ~ (1734-1821). 
107 Despeux notes this poem is the one and only possible authentic text by Sun 
Bu'er. A great quantity of materials attributed to Sun Bu'er aIl date to the Late 
Imperial period. (Despeux 1979, 2003) 
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emanation was frequently called upon to transmit esoteric secrets for women 
practitioners of neidan. 108 
During the Ming-Qing period a wide array of tex tuai traditions existed, 
sorne drawing from Jin dynasty models, others from Southern, Northern, Central or 
Eastern schools, and still others drawing from alternative traditions such as the 
Hidden Immortals sect, and local medical traditions. As presented in Chapter 2, a 
new tantra tradition emerging in the Qing may also have provided sorne alternative 
referents for women practitioners of neidan/nûdan when indigenous metaphors 
failed to provide a sufficiently flexible interpretative framework. One of the 
characteristics of neidan in the Ming-Qing period is the increasing rift in sexual 
versus meditation-oriented neidan, and priority of xing versus ming cultivation. 
Sexual alchemy must be understood as distinct from bedchamber arts, or 
fangzhongshu m~îfj (bedchamber arts) whose aims, in Wiles' words, are for male 
health and longevity. (2002: 70)109 Sexual neidan traditions are represented in the 
person of the Ming neidan master Lu Xixing, who saw the exchange of sexual 
products as mutually beneficial to both adepts, if properly performed. (Ibid.) Fu 
Jinquan 1f~iî also includes sexual alchemical techniques in his Nüjindan fayao 
3c~ft~~ (1743).(Ibid) Sensual techniques, either in solo or dual (sexual) neidan 
cultivation, characterize much of the materials in the Hidden Immortals' sect. Less 
provocative practices predominate in the Qingjing sect. Ming-Qing women adepts 
had a variety of textual models available for representation and practice. 
Nûdan as textually represented in the Qing responded to women's spiritual 
needs in an uneven manner. Women, like ail hum an beings, faced threats of death 
and pollution. From the point of view of women's longevity, women's social 
demands, residing in large part in assuring the continuity of the patriarchy through 
108 ln the Nûdan hebian, Sun Bu' er is the attributed author of Kunjue :l:$~ (tract 2). 
109 The best overview of attitudes toward and concepts of Chinese bedchamber arts 
and sexual alchemy remains Wile 2002 (59-71). 
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child-bearing, constituted a serious threat. The life-giving labor of child-bearing 
constituted a life-taking process. Women's labor was further appropriated on the 
spiritual level. In the implied-androcentric audience of the neidan textual tradition, 
the metaphor of women's life-giving labor was appropriated for male ascetics' 
creation of the "true embryo". The "true embryo" is distinguished from the 
"mundane embryo" produced by women during normal birthing. In the implied-
male body of standard neidan, the birthing process itself was inverted. On one level, 
male pregnancy is a gender inversion. On another level, the actual moment of birth 
occurs in an inverted process in the neidan tradition: the immortal embryo does not 
pass through a normal vaginal birthing canal. Rather, the immortal infant rises up 
and emits through the top of the head. The inverted, pure birth of the immortal child 
allowed the new self to avoid passing through the bloody pollution of the mundane 
body. This mimi cs the Buddha's birth, and that of Laozi, both ofwhom issued from 
their mothers' sides or armpits. In a sense the entire neidan pro cess hangs on 
affirming male (divine) pregnancy through denigrating the value of female 
(mundane) pregnancy. Effluvia of female birthing was itself considered polluting 
and constituted a karmic harm to the birth mother; the effluvia of immortal birth -
fragrant scents and aurora, were considered beneficent. The inverted embryogonic 
metaphor remains one of the unifying characteristics in the neidan textual tradition. 
Parts of the Late Imperial textual traditions embrace this inverted embryogonic 
metaphor, read the place of men as necessarily potent, and ritually adept; women's 
place in sorne traditions remains problematic. Others read this embryogonic 
metaphor as more natural to those whose genders render them potent to 
insemination, and prioritize the potential of women in the process of divine 
gestation. These contradictory perspectives are investigated further in Chapter 4. 
5. Concluding remarks 
A wide range of textual subjectivities presented themselves to women in the Late 
Imperial neidan tradition. These textual subjectivities drew on neidan and Daoist 
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tex tuaI traditions beginning from the Han, motifs drawn from Buddhism and 
popular religion, Confucian and Neo-Confucian interpolations and interpretations of 
"Daoist" classics such as the Cantongqi, and medical understandings of the body 
that intersected with social demands both for moral conduct and reproductive 
responsibilities. 
Religion and education (especially family education) formed two important 
venues for women's response to the threat of death. Robed in the authority of 
spiritual priority, neidan, and particularly nüdan, offered sorne women a radical 
response to the threat of life-force loss through child-birth, disease, old age, or 
social violence. Nüdan offered women: control over reproductive powers through 
the practice ofmenstrual interruption (duan/zhan honglong 1tiff/!lïJT ~IIl~), control of 
spiritual cultivation through individual bodily cultivation, and control over 
economic powers through engagement in medical, exorcistic and other local ritual 
practices. As such, neidan possessed far-reaching potential for social morphing. The 
Nüdan hebian is highly representative of this diverse textual context. The tracts of 
the compendia present different types of responses to these threats, and different 
representations of the textual subject which covers a wide array of potential voices, 
subjectivities and textual traditions that nüdan scholars are only just beginnlng to 
appreciate. 
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1. Introduction 
In this chapter 1 trace key terms among tracts in the Nüdan hebian :9::R-il~. 1 
trace three groups of terms: 1) sources of authority (patriarchs, deities and 
immortals); 2) body products and body organization; and, 3) sets of terminological 
peculiarities. The third group breaks down into two: 3.1) medicine and medical 
concepts, and 3.2) concem with emotion, or qing 't~. In this analysis, 1 
distinguished among terms found within the prefaces, body of the tracts, 110 and 
commentaries. III In tracts of more than one juan, each juan and its commentaries 
were considered independently. 1 identified common terminologies among the 
levels of compilation and commentary, and related these sets of terminologies. This 
allowed me to identify introduction of language and discourse change. 
110 Tracts 0 and tract 1 are exceptions to this mIe. Tract 0 is itself a preface. Tract 1 
forms a series of citations which themselves function as commentary; its preface is 
integral to the overall thought of the compiler and do es not emerge as a form of 
discourse change. 
III Tract 12 is an exception: the commentaries appear to be part of séance 
transmission integral with the transmission of the body text. 
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Comprehensive philological analysis was not attempted. 112 By tracing common 
terms across aIl the tracts in the collection, 1 was able to examine changes in 
language and discourse at different levels of texts and commentaries. This provides 
a basis for claiming connections among the tracts, and gives us a sense ofhow those 
handling the tracts were organized by social, sect and regional interest groups. 
Terminology was selected based on identification with and peculiarity to the 
project of self-cultivation. The main steps and methods of practices in each tract 
and its commentary (independently) were determined. l13 Key terms for each tract 
were identified, as weIl as deities, immortals, and patriarchs. Terms were 
categorized and traced among the various tracts, prefaces and commentaries. A 
"genealogy" in Chart 1 was derived. 114 In the conclusion, 1 discuss how these 
112 Comprehensive philological and linguistic analysis would indeed be an 
interesting future project. In particular, identification and comparison of regional 
dialects and practices would do much to further our understanding of neidan/nüdan 
as cultural praxis. 
113 For a summary discussion of the various practices identified, see Chapter 4. 
114 The context of each tract's transmission and dissemination is not known but only 
speculated on; therefore, a true genealogy among the tracts is not asserted. For 
example, Tract 0 (H~ Longxiang's preface to the Nüdan hebian) and tract 1 (Nannü 
dan 'gong yilong bian) both quote from Nüjindan and Nüdan huijie; however, 
neither quotes from the other. Rather, they appear to quote from different editions. 
This is apparent from the difference in dropped and erroneous characters: both tract 
o and 1 have dropped or erroneous characters, but the errors occur at different 
points in each tract. It is likely that H~ Longxiang (author of tract 0) received the 
tracts from the group of persons at Emei of which Yan Zehuan (the compiler of 
tract 1) was a member; likewise, H~ Longxiang himself asserts that Yan Zehuan 
gave the title to H~ Longxiang's compilation (Nüdan hebian), and we know that 
Yan Zehuan's tract was compiled into H~ Longxiang's compilation. However, there 
exists no evidence to show a hierarchical transmission relationship between tract 0 
(H~ Longxiang's preface) and tract 1, e.g., tract 1 is not the source of tract 0 
citations nor is tract 0 the source of tract 1 citations. Likewise, tract 4.2a 
(commentary to the Nüjindan xia juan) quo tes a line also found in tract 3 (Hutian 
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"genealogies" permit us to group the tracts and the discourses within them, 
associate these textual groups with known or assumed tex tuaI traditions, and view 
the variety of discursive elements. While variety in actual practice is difficult to 
assert, distinct trajectories of women's practice may be identified. In chapter 3, 1 
investigate the known or assumed textual traditions, chapter 4 reviews the 
trajectories of women's neidan/nüdan practice, and chapter 5 provides sorne 
concrete examples of discoJ}rse variation. This chapter merely identifies and map 
tex tuaI connections. 
xingguo nüdan shize); no evidence shows the authors cite one another. Rather, it is 
more likely they cite from a tract two or more levels removed. Because a 
hierarchical relationship is not asserted, a true genealogy cannot be claimed. In aIl 
these cases 1 refer to "relationships" among tracts and a common transmission 
culture or "witness group". (Cf. Bimbaum 2003) See also the conclusion to this 
chapter. 
Minor group 3 
Tract 2 
Tract 2a 
Minor group 2 
Ô 
Chart 1 
Group 2 
Tract 13 
Tract 
12.1 
Tract 
12.2 
1 Tract Il, Tract 3 
Group 3 
Minor group 1 
Tract 9 
Tract 
4.1 
Tract 4.2a 
Tract 4.2 
Tract 5 
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1 
Tract 0 = preface to the Nüdan hebian :9:fJ--g-t.$U by H~ Longxiang j!{ ~Ull (pref. 
1906) 
Tract 1 = Nannü dan 'gong yitong bian ~:9:ft I~ If1JtJf by Yan Zehuan ~~~. 
(pref. 1903) 
Tract 2 = Kunjue:l:$Wè attributed to Sun Bu'er J/~/F= 
Tract 2a = commentary to Kunjue 
Tract 3 = Hutian xingguo nüdan shize ~xtt*:9:f}+~IJ transmitted by Qinglie 
gufou 7~i~Ui:î1?t to Fu Jinquan ft~iî 
Tract 4.0 = preface to the Nüjindan :9:~ftJ=f by Zhenyizi .& --=f § J=f (self pref. 
1892) 
Tract 4.1 = Nüjindan shangjuan :9:~fLl.:;ffi 
Tract 4.2 = Nüjindan xia juan :9:~f:rf ftli 
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Tract 4.2a= commentary to Nüjindan xiajuan ::9:~f} r!ffi Ui] 
Tract 5 = Qiaoyangjing 1~~fo.;~::9: I 1~1:l transmitted by Lu Dongbin g 1IJlJJr to Fu 
Jinquan 
Tract 6 = Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo ::9:f}j:t B.ilfJiI~ by Er Eshan ren =~ 
LlJA (undated) 
Tract 7 = Nüdan cuoyao ::9:fJ-tm~ attributed to Fu Jinquan 
Tract 8= Nüdan huijie ::9:fJ~M attributed to Wuliangjiefou ~:i:t;fj1~ 
Tract 9 = Nüzhen danjue ::9:~n8Jè attributed to Chen Yongqing [)tjjdF1J 
Tract 10 = Nüdan yaoyan ::9:f}~à transmitted by Lu Dongbin to Fu Jinquan 
Tract Il = Xichiji ïffi1t!?~ transmitted by Lady Wang Taizhen .:E*~ 
Tract 12.1 = Nüdan shiji qianbian ::9:H8~~_~1U,~ 
Tract 12.2 = Nüdan shiji houbian ::9:FH~~1~t.i 
Tract 13 = Pangmen xiaoshu xiaoyin IF Jj xJi --S1Jt~ r, IJ\ (undated) 
Tract 14 = Pangmenlu ~r,u (undated) 
2. Sources of authority: patriarchs, deities and immortals 
The first lexical category examined invo1ves sources of authority: immortals, deities 
and patriarchs. The terms in this category were organized into four groups: 
"patriarchs", "astral deities and essences", "female immortals and deities", and 
'''ancient buddhas' (--S1~), boddhisattvas, and white lotus figures". Reading the 
commonalities among patriarchs cited, we find that only tract 0 (Hç Longxiang's 
preface to the Nüdan hebian ::9:f}i;t.iFf) and tract 4.2a (commentary only to the 
Nüjindan xia juan -!x. ~ ft r !ffi:li ) 115 cite Wu Shouyang ffi ~ ~ and Liu 
Changsheng ~IJ~1:., founder and namesake of the Wu-Liu ffi~IJ school of inner 
115 E.g., these figures arise in the commentary but not the in tract. 
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alchemy and one of the seven patriarchs of the Southern School respectively.116 
This squarely aligns these two tracts in contradistinction with the others, and places 
their sources of authority in relatively late historical frame. 117 Sun Bu' er f~/F= is 
cited in seven tracts/commentaries, tract 0, 1 (Nannü dan 'gong yitongpian ~ :9::fl 
I ~ rnJ ~), 2 (Kunjue 1:$ *JO, 4.1 (Nüjindan shang juan :9: ~ Pl L:?ffi), 4.2a, 8 
(Nüdan huijie :9:f}*frJlf), and 9 (Nüzhen danjue :9: Jî.fHR:). Sun Bu'er is often 
associated with women's inner a1chemy in general (cf. Despeux and Kohn 2003), 
and with the Qingjing sect il1fff1m, a branch of Quanzhen -i:Jî. Daoism. Qingjing 
was an active sect in the Qian-Ba-Shu !f~1J region. Sun Bu'er's husband, Ma 
Danyang J~f}~, is cited in two ofthe above tracts, 4.1 and 4.2a. 
Tract 4.1 lists seven major figures associated with inner al chemy teachings. 
These include Zhongli Quan i'P M -i:, Wang Chongyang, Ma Danyang, Wang 
Xuanfu J.:~m·, Zheng Siyuan ~~J~Jm, and Wu Shouyang. Zhongli Quan is said to 
have roamed China in the 2nd century CE and lived for many hundred years, 
• 
eventually transmitting his knowledge of longevity to Lü Dongbin gWll~ in the 
7th century; these two figures make up the core mernbers of the Zhong-Lü tradition 
of inner a1chemy active from the Tang. Zheng Siyuan ~J~'~ was said to have 
lived during Western Jin. Usually depicted with his tiger companions, Zheng 
Siyuan ~~ J~' ~ is the attributed author of the final citation of Yan Zehuan' s 
Collected Citations (tract 1).118.119 Wang Chongyang (1112-1170) is the Song 
116 For discussion of the schools of inner a1chemy, see Chapter 1 above. Tracts 1 
and 7 contain references to the Xiuzhen biannan {~Jî.mJl of Liu Huayang ~IHJ~~, 
the 8th patriarch of Longmen Daoism. Tract 1 cites the same passage as tract 7, 
probably indicating direct copying from tract 7 rather than from the original. 
117 Wu Shouyang lived up to the fall of the Ming dynasty (1644); Liu Huayang was 
active in the 18th century. 
118 Liexian quanjuan J01LlJ-i:~ ZW957. 
119 This tract is Book on the Function of the Spirit of the Origin of the Matrix, Who 
Bestows Long Life k1::.:±jGt!f!JtH~ (DZ1405). Title follows Schipper and Verellen 
(2004). Schipper notes, "This is a small manual ofEmbryonic Breathing (~~~) and 
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Dynasty neidan master that instructed each of the seven masters of the Northem 
School oflnner Alchemy, including Ma Danyang and his famous wife, Sun Bu'er, 
and Wang Xuanfu. This list forms a fairly standard representation of three early 
members of the inner alchemy tradition up through the Tang, followed by three 
members of the Northem School of Inner Alchemy (Song), with the addition of Wu 
Shouyang (late Ming). The association of tract 4.1 with Wu Shouyang and H~ 
Longxiang's sources of authority makes sense given my daim (see Chapter 5 
below) that this tract was added between the preface and Nüjindan xia juan by H~ 
Longxiang sorne time in the spring of 1906. What makes these associations 
remarkable is the relatively limited number of tracts in the Nüdan hebian collection 
which tap these more widely known sources of Daoist orthodoxy, the variation 
among authorities cited, and the lack of any reference to these same, fairly weIl 
known Daoist figures in the majority of tracts. 
Another tract with multiple references to better known individuals in the 
Daoist pantheon is tract Il Xichi ji jffij-t!t~. This tract contains a series of poems 
transmitted by planchette and witnessed by various immortals (also communicating 
via planchette) who affirmed the value of the transmission. These immortals 
include Master [Wang] Chongyang l1t~~ (Xichi ji la), Liu Chi ~IJ. (ibid: lb), 
Master [Liu] Haichan ~~~ (ibid), Master Lingyang :M~-=f (He Xian'gu) (ibid), 
Master [Li] Changchun -&~~ (ibid: 2b). The name of Fu Jinquan ~tJHw~iî 
also occurs. (ibid: la) Once again wefind.Wang Chongyang. Liu Chi is credited 
with reviving the Quanzhen school in the Yuan period. Liu Haichan, student of Lu 
Chunyang was active during the Northem Liang dynasty (907-923). He is known as 
one of the five masters of the Southem School. I2o Lü Chunyang is another name 
other common Tending Life practices popular during the Tang." The tract is dated 
to the Tang (618-907), making it's true association with Zheng Siyuan unlikely. 
(2004: 1.361) 
120 Insoo Cho has noted that Liu Haichan's image changes and merges with those of 
other salvic figures in the Daoist pantheon; he becomes identified in the 
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for the immortal Lü Dongbin, aka Lü Yan. Widely worshipped in Daoism and 
Chinese popular religion, Lü Dongbin is regarded as patriarch of the Quanzhen 
Daoism. 12l Master Lingyang, or He Xian' gu, is one of the Eight Immortals, and the 
only woman of the group. With a complete set of patriarchs of the Northem and 
Southem schoolsl22 to witness her transmission of tract 13, the youngest daughter 
of the Queen Mother of the West, Wang Taizhen ::t1CExÂ 123 has attracted a 
great number of authorities. 124 
The remaining tracts in the Nüdan hebian do not refer to standard Daoist 
authorities. This is not to say that patriarchs or deities are absent in these tracts; 
rather their sources of orthodoxy are entirely distinct. Manifold "ancient buddhas", 
bodhisattvas, and white lotus figures abound in tracts 8 Nüdan huijie :9:"PJ-*fDi1, 
12.2 Nüjindan shiji hou pian :9:"FJ~~~J§~ and 14 Pangmen lu %'F,~.125 These 
appear to forrn a group united by their lack of commonality with the other tracts. 
iconography with salvation from the Daoist Hells. (Cho 2000) Therefore Liu 
Haichan may also be considered a saI vic figure and not necessarily a representative 
ofthe 'Southem School'. 
121 Lü Dongbin is associated with immortality practices from as early as the 7th 
century onward. 
122 Confluence ofNorthem and Southem School patriarch accords with the ideals of 
the Central School of inner alchemy; however, members of this school are not 
named. 
123 This individual is otherwise unknown. 
124 It should be noted that Xichi ji do es not contain the words of these Daoist 
authorities found in the sages' previously imprinted works; rather, it is a question of 
new revelations apparently received during the same séance during which Wang 
Taizhen's descended to transmit the teaching, sorne time in the late 18th/early 19th 
century. (The tract is undated.) 
125 The "genealogy" chart above indicates lack of commonality (~) between 
tract 8 and tract 14. While both tracts contain reference to deities and immortals that 
are not associated with the standard Daoist pantheon, they do not contain the same 
uncommon deities. 
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One additional tract (3, Hutian xiangguo nüdan shize ~ f2. tE:W: -!;::. f} + ~Ij), 
transmitted by the Qinglie gufou .~ LLdf~-nJÙI:!.î{~, may be classified with these 
tracts. Tract 8 and 13 (Pangmen xiaoshu xiaoyin * r, IJ, tfj IJ, ïJ 1) are linked by 
repeated reference to Wentong gufou ?lJl)(:im1:!.î1~, while tract 8 and 12.2 have 
the greatest number of shared deities, particularly White Lotus Perfected ÉJ }!1{.À 
and Ancient Buddha of the Golden Sands ~~Yl:!.î{~. The latter deity is identified in 
tract 12.2 as Guanyin ftir (Nüdan shiji hou 4b). Cihang ~ifut likewise is identified 
with Guanyin in tract l, tract 4.0 (preface to Nüjindan },(~JJff), and tract 8. 
The texts of the Nüdan hebian have a history of their own. They emerged 
over a period of time (approximately 1700-1900). Each of these texts has its 
particular history, social context and original purpose. Many of these texts were 
later edited to accommodate the particular socio-historical and personal contexts of 
the individual editors. And each was compiled in H~'S collection, completed with 
both preface and epilogue to reflect the particular socio-historical and personal 
context of H~ Longxiang himself. Dean notes, "it is crucial to keep in mind that 
religious traditions are constantly remade and adapted to changing social 
surroundings. Power may be defined as the interaction of forces, creative and 
repressive, oppressive and evasive, cooperative and cooptive" (1993: 18). The 
organization of these tracts around particular authorities provides an addition al 
assessment of the nature of these tracts as a means to creatively co-opt, re-direct 
and repress various aspects of the neidan discourse. For example, looking only at 
Nüjindan ::9:~fJ preface (tract 4.0) Nüjindan shang juan },(~fJ J:A~:(tract 4.1), 
Nüjindan xiajuan :9:'~HT~ (4.2) and its commentaries (4.2a), we find that what 
H~ Longxiang and Yan Zehuan (tracts 0 and 1) have in common are entirely 
different. Yan Zehuan cites from the preface, the shang juan and xia juan 
commentary only (4.0, 4.1, 4.2a, but not 4.2), where she notes the figures of 
Shangdi -.tffl, Sun Bu'er fJ~/F=, Patriarch Xu ~q:~Jl, the Queen Mother [îffi]I-BJ: 
• 
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and the Wood Duke * -0. On the other hand, the figures H~ Longxiang finds of 
significance in these same texts include only Master Wu [Shouyang] ffi 1'- and Liu 
Changsheng ~IJ~1:. In a critical remark on women's heterodox, gender-crossing 
ritual activities, H~ Longxiang also mentions the Seven Dippers --t4, which is also 
in common with tract 4.1 (Nüjindan shang juan). 126 This tends to ally H~ 
Longxiang even more firmly with the Wu-Liu School and their sources of 
orthodoxy, whereas Yan Zehuan's quo tes focus on salvic figures. Given their use of 
the tracts and the data witnessed in their compilation and self prefaces, both had 
access to the entire set of Nüjindan tracts and the preface; however, H~ Longxiang 
and Yan Zehuan's focus varied considerably. 
If we concentrate on female deities, salvation is the dominant theme but 
common deities are few. Only three female deities are common to more than one 
tract. These are Cihang/Guanyin and Queen Mother of the West. Cihang is named 
in tracts 4.1 and tract 8. Cihang is both explicitly defined as a deity, and used to 
represent the benevolent vessel of salvation. 
RAFT: 
Now, at the moment that Cihang's [the benevolent vessel's] 127 universal 
salvation [ ... ] 4-~~AA. ~1lîz.~ (Nüdan huijie la) 
The Great Being Guanyin is referred to as Cihang [the benevolent vessel]. It 
is a matter of her having driven the benevolent boat [of universal salvation]. 
The chaste and virtuous [maidens and widows] of the world should urgently 
126 The seven dippers mentioned in the context of H~ Longxiang' s preface refers to 
a particular assemblage of Daoist ritual implements that represent the stars of the 
dipper. 
127 It should be noted that while the literai meaning of Cihang ~fVt is "benevolent 
vessel", Daoist monuments at Leshan, Emei shan, Qingcheng shan, and even the 
Beiyungong in Beijing contain images ofCihang as "the Daoist Guanyin." 
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refine themselves. This will allow all the fruits [of their a1chemical labor] to 
conjoin, and they will traverse to the Western Heaven. ftif::k±fp}~~JVt 
l~Utii~OOtltLffitiifJ:@1.~t~}ÊM"-;Jf!~wriZ§x (Nüdan huijie 16b) 
DEITY: 
The great warrior Guanyin is referred to as Cihang [the benevolent vessel]. 
This is a matter of her kind benevolence and her accompli shed inner nature, 
having given salvation to the myriad beings, and having acted as the 
benevolent mother to the vast kalpas [of sentient beings]. ftEr::k±fp}~~ 
AAl::J,;!'t{=~px;'liîf1~ ~1:ffij~~t;bz~-BJ:-tB (Nüjindan shang juan 9a). 
Can it be that [one called] Cihang Guanyin do es not sit in the void awaiting 
you? ~~AAftif/G,IyI[~~,U~m~ (Nüjindan shangjuan 9b). 
As seen here, influence of Buddhist Amitabha worship and ascension in the 
Western Heaven is a recurrent trope in sorne Nüdan hebian tracts. The phrase, 'The 
Great Being Guanyin is referred to as Cihang [the benevolent vesse!.]' is found in 
both tracts 4.1 and 8, indicating sorne shared cultural referent. In the latter (tract 8), 
Cihang is linked to observance of the vinaya, and ascent in the Western Heaven, 
giving a more 'Buddhistic' reading. In the former (tract 4.1), Cihang (or Guanyin) 
is linked to a return to the void, and personal manifestation as an avatar of Cihang; 
this links not so much to Daoist traditions as to popular religious milieux. The 
connection between the tracts accords with ChaTt 1, where the two tracts are found 
in minor group 1. 
This solidification repeats with the naming of the Queen Mother ~ -BJ: or 
Queen Mother of the West ïffi~-BJ:. The Queen Mother is mentioned by name in 
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tracts 2a, 4.1, 6 and 8. 128 She is mentioned as the Metal Mother 1iLHJ: in tracts 4.0, 
4.1 and 4.2a (but not tract 4.2). Sporadic mentions of the Queen Mother by the 
names Queen Mother of the Turquoise Pond :ttlt!!± HJ: (tract 8) and Metal Mother 
• 
of the West Pond ïffi lt!!~HJ: (tract Il) also occùr. In these latter two tracts, she is 
only known by the respective monikers. 129 
Queen Mother of the West ïffi ± HJ: 
(tract 0.2, 16a) (tract 12.2, lb) 
Queen Mother ± HJ: 
(tract 1.0, 7a) (tract 2a, 3b) (tract 4.l,.3a) (tract 6, 7b) (12.2, Sa) 
Metal Mother 1è:HJ: 
(tract 4.0, 2a) (tract 4.1, 4a) (tract 4.2a 34b) 130 
Queen Mother of the Turquoise Pond l:ffilt!!± HJ: 
(tract 8, 14a), (tract 8, 18a) 
Metal Mother ofthe West Pond ïffilt!!1iLHJ: 
(tract Il, 1 a) 
Table 1: Occurrences of Queen Mother' s name 
These connections indicate again the strength of cultural sharing among 
tracts 4.0, 4.1 and 4.2a as distinct from tract 4.2, and a connection between tract 6 
and tract 4.1. 131 
At least four groupings of the tracts may be linked through their choice of 
authority. In the first cluster, we find Quanzhen patriarchs and deities, particularly 
128 She is also seen in citation in tract l, and in tract 0.1; these tracts undergo 
independent analysis below. 
129 She is also seen by this name in citation in tract 1. 
130 Metal Mother 1iLHJ: is also named through cited in tract 1. 
I3I Tract 12.2 also shares sorne connection through naming the Queen Mother; 
however, the strength of sharing is slight as there are no other links. 
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in tracts 0, 1, 4.0, 4.1, 4.2a. Among these five tracts, each tract elicits a particular 
set of figures that responds to the particular needs of the authors. While the 
referenced figures belong generally to the Quanzhen schools, those selected for 
focus respond to the individual needs of the particular 
editor/compiler/commentator. In the second cluster, we find reference to the 
Northem and Southem schools, and Li Chi in tract Il; this reflects an associated 
but slightly differentiated strain. In the third cluster; we find tracts containing 
reference to no deities whatsoever; these tracts may be termed therapeutic tracts and 
practices belonging to a medico-religious tradition. In the fourth cluster, we find 
tracts containing reference to Buddho-Daoist figures and White Lotus figures. 
These latter tracts reach into the Buddhist traditions but cannot be taken as 
belonging to any particular "pure" Buddhist tradition. Rather, these should be 
understood as comprising a mixture of Buddhism, Daoism and popular religion. 
Those tracts falling into the final category emerge from multiple sources of 
authority that rarely overlap, suggesting multiple transmission nexuses. 
3. Body products, organization and processual understandings: blood, 
semen, organs, etc. 
Above, differences in religio-philosophical orientations among the tracts have been 
distinguished. Here, 1 trace terms for body loci and body products necessary to 
neidan/nüdan practice. The goal in examining these terms is to distinguish 
terminological differences inscribing nüdan "bodies" in the tracts, and the observed 
penchants in each. The objective of seeking out terminological difference here is to 
break the concept of unit y of presentation and the concept of a single practice 
leading in a single way to a single goal and accepted by aIl practitioners and 
schools. Fifty-six terms were identified as key in each stage of neidan pro cesses as 
these are described in the individual tracts. The actual practices are described in 
Chapter 4; here, 1 trace common terms among the tracts to aid in identifying which 
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tracts represent which of the practices and knowledge systems described in Chapter 
3 (knowledge systems) and Chapter 4 (practice) below, and which tracts possess 
similar sets of terms. 
In the scholarship reviewed (Despeux 1990, Despeux and Kohn 2003, 
Valussi 2003), particular terms are identified as key. Taken together, sixteen major 
terrns are identified by Despeux (1990) and Valussi (2003), includingjing ~, qi 3R 
and shen f~, 132 meridians/veins JW, blood lfn., breast chamber ~LJ%, blood sea lfn.~, 
renshui (waters of spring radiance) ~*,133 centrally harrnonious #fD, swirling 
winds ~ JI, mysterious pass 1: F~, lead and mercury if!- 71<., true yin and true yang 
~~ ~~~ , congealing the shen Ilf~,134 beheading the red dragon (arresting the 
menses) ïWT/m: *v:# n/JW. 135 When reviewed in detail, however, each terrn is 
found in a minority of the Nüdan hebian tracts. The only true cornrnonality among 
most (but not aIl) tracts is the term breast chamber ~LJ%. This term occurs in tracts 
0, 1, 3, 4.2, 4.2a, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 12.2. In other tracts, not only is the terrn breast 
chamber missing, but even its altemate, qi cavity 3R7\:, is absent. Tracts with no 
indication of the breast chamber include: tract 2/2a, Kunjue and its commentary; 
132 Jing ~, qi 3R and shen ;f~ form the three treasures -=- .. of neidan practice. See 
discussion of terms at Appendix three. 
133 The four terms blood lfn., breast chamber ~LJ%, blood sea lfn.~, renshui (waters 
of spring radiance) ~7j( forrn the major distinguishing elements of women's ritual 
body in the first stages of practice. See discussion of terms below. 
134 The terms centrally harrnonious #fD and mysterious pass 1:F~ are two loci in 
the neidan ritual body. Swirling winds ~Jl, lead and mercury if!-,*, true yin and 
true yang 1î ~ 1î ~ are essential e1ements and functions of the ritual body. 
Congealing the shen 'I;f~ is one major process in the practice of neidan cultivation. 
See Chapter 4 below. 
135 Beheading the red dragon (arresting the menses) ,JT/m: ~J/:# ft~/JW forrns the 
initial stage of women's neidan practice described in late Qing tracts, and occurs 
also in medical tracts from the Ming. See for example the Ming physician Fu 
Shan's Nüke 3z:lt appended to his volume on cold remedies. 
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tract 4.0 and 4.1 Nüjindan preface and it's firstjuan; tract 5 Qiaoyangjing nügong 
xiulian; tracts lO-12.1 Nüdan yaoyan, Xichi Ji, Nüdan shiji qian; tract 13 Pangmen 
xiaoshu xiaoyin; and, tract 14 Pangmenlu. Sorne of this absence can be understood 
in terms of contents: tract 13 focuses on a waming about heterodox practices, and 
tract 14 relates the content of those practices. From the compiler's point of view, 
these heterodox practitioners should be understood to be completely ignorant of the 
existence of the breast chamberlqi cavity. Tract 4.0 is a preface, and does not 
describe physical practices in detail 136; likewise tract 4.1 contains moral and ethical 
precepts and not steps in the perfection practice. 137 The same is certainly not true of 
Li Chi' s (Master Qiaoyang' s) description of the process of arresting the menses in 
tract 5, which is quoted in each of Fu Jinquan, Ht; Longxiang and Chen Yingning's 
inner alchemy compilations for women. Likewise tract 10, Nüdan yaoyan describes 
physical perfection pro cesses for women, yet the essential locus for women-specific 
immortalization practices are absent from the tract. Based on these findings and the 
association of tracts 10-12.1, 13 and 14 outside the Daoist pantheon (see section 2 
above), the breast chamber or qi cavity can be identified as key terms for specific 
tracts but do not characterize aIl nüdan tracts in the collection. 138 
The next most common element is the presence of the blood sea lfn.~. This 
item can be observed in tracts 1, 3, 6, and 8. The blood prime lfn.j(; is observed in 
tracts 1, 4.2a, and 7. The absence of the blood sealblood prime in tracts 2, 2a, 5, 9-
14139 indicates great variety in the loci and naming across aIl forms of nüdan; while 
136 Tract 4.0 does lay out the philosophical perspectives and speculations of the 
practice. 
137 Of course, the moral and ethical behaviors must be considered complementary to 
the practice of neidan for women. 
138 Tract 5 is a special case. Whereas there was no term for breast chamber in the 
original text, the term is added as an interlineal notation. 
139 Once again, tract 4.1 may be excluded from this analysis based on the content of 
the tract. 
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identified as a key tenn by previous scholars, the blood sea emerges as significant 
in select tracts only. Tracts 2, 2a, 10-12.1, 13 and 14 faU outside the group of texts 
invoking this tenn, while tracts 1, 3, 4.2a, 6, 7 and 8 fall inside the group, with 
sorne variation. 
At this point, we find the first two body loci observed as significant in 
Despeux (1992), Despeux and Kohn (2003), and Valussi (2003) manifest only in 
tracts 3, 4.2a, 6, 7, 8. 140 A multitude of textual traditions are incorporated into the 
tenninologies employed. These observations suggest that more than one body 
landscape or series of loci exist: Using the complete sequences of tenns in each 
tract, we may derive a series of lexicons for the bodily loci which can be related to 
the tex tuaI groupings in Chart 1. 
Chart 1 identifies tracts 2 and 2a as an independent "minor" group based on 
the large number of unique tenns, and the absence of the "common" tenns 
discussed above. Many bodily loci observed in tracts 2 and 2a are not found in any 
other tracts in the compilation. These tenns inc1ude the heavenly yale :K~ 141, fetal 
continent ~âj+1 (2.a only), and spring cavity ~J\:. Those tenns occurring in the 
original text of Kunjue (tract 2), are highly reminiscent of early Shangqing 
descriptions of swallowing the moming and evening ethers, and the operative 
alchemy language such as that employed in Upper Scripture in Purple Characters of 
Lord Emperor Golden Porte of the Yellow Heaven of Upper Clarity (~:KJ::~~ 
140 Because tract 1 quotes from many of these tracts as alternative witnesses or 
authorities, a single view of the ritualist's body is not observed. 
141 Daofa huiyuan, a major Ming collectanea of Daoist ritual tracts, identifies the 
heavenly yale with a place in the head where the primaI jing is conserved until it is 
refined to perfection. (DZ1220, fasc. 884-941; vol. 76) Schipper and Verellen note 
that many tracts in the Daofa huiyuan collection derive from the Tianxin zhengfa 
lineage, one of the first to have codified their lineage in a written corpus. The rites 
were fonnaUy inc1uded into the Celestial Master tradition. (636-37) Skar (2000b) 
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I~JH&ttm.~fr&L~~ DZ639) (Eastern Jin, 317-420).142 These tenns also appear 
in Zhang Boduan' s Wuzhen pian 'ta ~ ~, and become iconic representations of 
immortal transfonnation in alchemical poetry of the Song; this latter tract and its 
symbolisms are adopted into tracts associated with the Western School [§ 1* and 
Qianfeng pai -=fili!1*. Additional esoteric tenns inc1ude the yellow sprout jfi5f and 
white snow B § (Kunjue 3a). 143, 144 
Minor group 2 (tract 10) represents the tract with the most numerous 
referents to an 'anatomical' body. In addition, the tract is unique for the inclusion of 
142 Dates following Schipper and Verellen 2004: 150. 
143 There is sorne distinction between the Kunjue text and it's commentary. 
Read independently of its commentary, Kunjue suggests reference to early sources 
of neidan transfonnation preserved in the poetic tradition. For example, Kunjue 2b 
refers to a concentration practice in which the adept locates the "matrix" before the 
eyes, visualizes the qi that springs up from it, and the heavenly yale and spring 
cavity (in the head and torso respectively. The adept concentrates the two qi in 
these two relative positions. Kunjue 3a refers to the yellow sprout and white snow 
manifesting of themselves in response to accommodation to the interstices. These 
elements are found in Tang and pre-Tang neidan literature and cosmic knowledge 
which, while maintained in later tracts, are overlaid by other iconographic fonns. Iil 
contrast, the commentary ignores such unusual iconographs or explains them. The 
emphasis of the commentary turns toward the need to prioritize xing cultivation 
even while adopting the principle of xing/ming dual cultivation. (2b) 
144 Other tracts that use the tenns yellow sprout jfi 5f and white snow B'§ are tract 
7,9, Il, and 12.2. Once again, these tracts fall outside the group of tracts using the 
tenns blood sea/prime and breast chamber. In fact, the text of the Kunjue could 
apply to any gender; there is nothing particularly women-oriented about the poetry. 
This textual tradition inc1udes a varied mixture of early Tantric Buddhist influences 
incorporated into the Daoist tradition in the Song-Yuan period. These tracts fall 
into nearly aIl tex tuai groups identified in Chart 1 and aIl but tract 9 are found in Fu 
Jinquan's collection, (See Chart 5.1 Examination of Compilers' Scriptural 
Referents, chapter 5, page 57-8.) and may be understood as conserved remnants of 
earlier textual influences. 
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a modest phannacopoeia which is employed to fonn a 'pill'; the pill is ingested 
with a talisman and chant each evening. The non-anatomical tenns noted are the 
least esoteric of tenns available to neidan cultivators: jing;jt, qi ~, triple floriate 
- _, golden elixir ~fl, nine revolutions iL", old yang ~I%, orphaned yin JJ11~~, 
and lone yang ~I%. The most esoteric tenn is the triple floriate, a reference to the 
three times/months the apt cultivator must practice before the menses is arrested. 
While the total number of anatomical referents does not rival those found in tract 6, 
the proportion to the total text is preponderant. 145 Tract 9, minor group l, is also 
distinguished by enumeration of anatomical parts, however, the esoteric language 
diverges from that found in tract 10. Thus it fonns its own group. 
Turning to Group 3, (Tract 3 and Tract Il), a great divergence is found. 
Whereas the two tracts share sources of authority and other sets of language, the 
tenninology for body loci is distinct. Therefore we may wish to draw a dotted line 
down the middle of group 3 to indicate a possible divergence at the level of 
practice. While tract Il is written in highly allusive language, sexual metaphors 
abound. In context, these tenns must be read as sexual metaphors. We have 
reference to the penis ~, vulva !t~/Ji, erect penis/spine ~U, and genitals [J:fF 
~. These tenns may also apply to sexual symbolisms employed in solo meditation. 
The only other tracts so full of sexually explicit anatomical discourse are tracts 13 
and 14, containing descriptions and. critiques of Mount Emei hygienic practices. 
These two tracts name the mysterious pass, testes, lobelia, genitals, foreskin, penis 
and the anal plug. Allusion is not employed. Nevertheless, the latter tracts parody 
145 In tract 10, medical and therapeutic terms = 194 characters and 74 terms = 
30% of characters and 20% of tenns. With the exception of tract 9, other tracts in 
the collect have a rate of between 2 and 6% of total characters. Tract 6 contains the 
heart, brain, veins/meridians, joints, legs, nose, hundred junctures, nipples, xiawei 
(shoulder blades) however, in comparison to the total text, medical and therapeutic 
tenns constitute only 6% of total characters and 5.5% of tenns; tract 2a contains 
only 2% of total characters and 3.2% of total tenns. 
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the practices they describe and should not be understood as representing any actual 
unified system of practice specific to a single school. Rather we should understand 
tracts 13 and 14 to represent an amalgamation of bodily practices undesired for 
engagement by nüdan adepts. 
Tuming next to tract 3, many of the loci found are common to tract 6 (see 
below), and many by which Despeux describes the nüdan body; however, 
additional loci emerge. On the esoteric level, we find the blood sea, breast chamber, 
and centrally harmonious which find their correspondence in tract 6, either in 
illustration or in the text. In addition, tract three mentions the fetal prime, heart 
flower, nine springs, shen chamber, and yeIlow chamber. The first three terms 
include terms known to the Tianxian zhengfa lineage, and also appear in the 
Chinese translation of the Guhyasamiija sutra. 146 These tracts were employed in the 
Ming period, and were likely incorporated into the Nanpai in this period. The shen 
chamber and yellow chamber have a long history in Daoist and popular 
iconography; these te~s are closely associated with the Huangtingjing, Cantongqi 
and Qingjing Daoism in the Ming/Qing period. 
Tract 3 also shares many loci and bodily terms with those found in tracts 
4.1, 4.2a, and 7 (tracts associated with Group 1). This variant body terminology 
includes mention of the breast chamber but avoids other terms of tract 6. The body 
loci noted in 4.1 include blood gate, breast chamber, mysterious gate, and yang 
pass. Tract 4.2a notes the esoteric terms, blood prime, breast chamber, centraIly 
harmonious, fetal prime, golden crucible, nine continents, shen chamber, yeIlow 
chamber, as weIl as the exoteric meridians and hundred veins. The presence of a 
blood and fetal prime recalls the function of the three elixir fields as loci in the 
hum an being of the cosmic three primes in the head, chest and abdominal regions. 
146 Completed Chinese translation 930-1000 CE. (Also known as 
Tathagataguhyaka). This set of early Tantric tracts, which reached their final form 
by about 300 CE (Fic: 45) is known in India now from its Chinese translation. See 
also Chou I-liang (1945). 
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This association ties the commentary and first juan of tract 4 with the language of 
Liu Huayang's Huimingjing. However, too many inconsistencies between body loci 
exist to consider tract 3 and tracts 4.1 and 4.2a to be one. Rather, we must consider 
these to be two closely related variants describing the bodily processes through 
distinct loci in the active body landscapes. Those terms that link tract 3 and tract 
4.2a are also found in tract 7. These terminologies should be considered variants of 
one another. 
Observing Group 1 tracts, a series of overlapping groups of lexicons may be 
identified. Reading Group 1 from left to right, tract 12.1 may be read as relatively 
distinct from those clustered around tracts 6, 7, 4.1, and 4.2a. Below and linked to 
tract 4.2a is another set of tracts 4.2 and 5 which further link to tracts 3 and Il. 
These sets of tracts form overlapping clusters which are mediated through tract 8 on 
the one hand, and tract 4.2a on the other. These observations suggest a period of 
intense re-signification of textual sources. 1 examine each of these sub-groupings 
below. 
Observing tracts linking Groups 1 and 3 (tracts 4.2 and 5) we find a body 
landscape that differs from 4.2a, tract 4.2 commentary. First, neither tract contains 
the term breast chamber, except as inserted by a later commentator (tract 4.2a, 5). 
Both tracts contain reference to the mysterious feminine and shen chamber. In 
addition, tract 4.2 notes the presence of the centrally harmonious, purple bureau, 
and seven lotuses. The first of these terms has been found in most tracts noted so 
far, and can be considered part of the common neidan lexicography. TJ1e mention of 
the seven lotuses is unique among tracts and must be considered distinguishing 
features of this tract. The seven lotuses are included in the drawings of Liu 
Huayang's Huimingjing, however, these are not named 'seven lotuses' in this latter 
tract. The seven lotuses are found again in the Kunming jing (24a, 25b), where they 
appear to be acting in much the same way as Tantric Buddhist nexuses of 
transformation or cakra found in the Kalacakra tantra tradition (see Chapter 3 
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Section 4 below), but oriented towards the aim of bodily immortality of a Buddho-
Daoist nature rather than having the Tibetan Buddhist goal of transmigration. 147 
The next sub-grouping of terms is identified with the illustration in tract 6. 
The eIements in this body and their relative position are cIearly drawn. Starting 
from the bottom, we find the blood sea, central pole, wei palace, breast chamber 
cavity, 12 storied tower, mysterious breast, accumulation head, and Brahma gate. 
Within the text of tract 6 we find also the cauldron, central ultimate, elixir field, 
heavenly court, hall of Iight, [Brahma?] gate, jade pillow, [upper] magpie bridge, 
muddy pellet, mysterious breast, sparrow bridge, storied tower, and zhiniao. This 
idealized body is described in tracts 6 as the youth' s body (jï 1*). Its bodily 
terminology ties it most cIosely with tracts 8 and 12.2 (see below); those terms 
shared with tract 7 are also shared with tract 8. This latter tract (tract 8) may be 
understood to mediate the terminological sharing among tracts 6, 7 and 12.2. 
The body loci noted in 4.1 incIude blood gate, breast chamber, mysterious 
gate, and yang pass. Tract 4.2a notes the esoteric terms, blood prime, breast 
chamber, centrally harmonious, fetal prime, golden crucible, ni ne continents, shen 
chamber, yellow chamber, as well as the exoteric meridians and hundred veins. The 
presence of a blood and fetal prime recalls the function of the three elixir fields as 
loci in the human being of the cosmic three primes in the head, chest and abdominal 
regions. This association ties the commentary and first juan of tract 4 with the 
• language of Liu Huayang's Huimingjing. The bodily processes described in tracts 
4.2a and 7 are so cIosely allied that they should be considered indistinguishable in 
this analysis. 
147 It should be noted that most of the tracts observed have the goal of transforming 
the female adept into a divine avatar of the Queen Mother or Guanyin; as such, the 
immortal woman' s role is that of a salvic figure - what in the Buddhist tradition is 
termed 'bodhisattva'. Thus the Nüjindan preface states, "Men transform into 
Perfected Beings; women transform into Primordial Lords. !J3-=f:i]!px~:aÀ. -9:.~ 
:i]!PX~j(;tt. "(ffl 9=' ~ -~ §}1-":: la.) 
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Tract 12.1 and 12.2, although compiled together, contain divergent language 
for bodily processes and loci. Tract 12.1 presents the most illustrated interiOf 
landscape, complete with appropriate pilgrimage sites: the walled city (the heart, 
city of the will), three terraces: jasper terrace, turquoise terrace, luminous terrace, 
etc. Pseudo-Buddhist sites are arranged about the body, with a Bodhi treasure and 
the seven treasures of the Emperor-Cakravartin, and the Nine Tripods of the 
Chinese Sage Kings. Buddhist and Daoist imagery merge seamlessly. The fecund 
creek 1IOJf:, triple floriate - ft, and dark oil,~ ~E. mark this as the body of a woman 
adept. Where common (physical) body loci are noted, these are used in a symbolic 
sense except for the lowering of the eyelids. Tract 12.2 appears to bridge the gap 
between the esoteric Buddhist terms and their grafting onto Daoist symbols and 
iconography. The Six Character Sutra, Namo Amitoufou Wi ~ ~PJ 5! ~t 1~, is 
explained, syllable by syllable as a code for yang pass, testes, muddy pellet, larynx, 
and zhong jiang; the syllable fou 1~ (Buddha) should be retained in the heart/mind. 
The redefined imagery found in this tract corresponds with that found in tract 6. 
Tract 8 includes the most detailed enumeration of body loci, seconded by 
tract 6. The tract itself is very heterodox, and includes terms shared with many of 
the other tracts in the set, including: 
blood sea lfn.~ (3, 6, Il, 12.1, 12.2) 
seven lotuses (4.2) , 
(yellow) sprout 5f (2a, 3), mysterious pass (~~~) (13, 14), root f& (13, 14) 
Unique terms also abound, including lotus cavity (lianqiao Ji~, e.g. heart), qi sea 
.. ~, northern sea :jt~, three passes and ni ne cavities -=-~~fL~, central [elixir] 
field r:p m, non-ultimate cavity (7C~]~, from internaI evidence, refers to a chamber 
suspended between the breasts, thus the same as the breast chamber), divine shoot 
iiI'E (same as yellow sprout). Moreover, the various terms for "body" are each 
distinctly enumerated, the shena ~ (which transforms, {t), xinl ~ (which 
becomes complete, J6), frame H (which substantiates .). Anatomical body parts 
. 
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are noted: §, hundred veins El IDK, blood lfII., six orbs /\ ~. This free admixture of 
esoteric loci, precision ofbodily forms, and intimate connection with medical body 
knowledge marks this tract as the most sophisticated as well as the most practical 
arnong the various tracts. 1 would suggest this tract to be among the most innovative 
and, along with tract 6, could most aptly be called a 'manual' for women's inner 
cultivation. Indeed, tract 8 stands arnong the most 'practical' of the inner a1chemy 
tracts represented in opposition to the more esoteric 'manual' style tract in Fu 
Jinquan's collection, Kunning miaojing :I:$.~Y~. 
The resultant grouping of bodily terms omits tracts 13 and 14 as non-
representative of any actual textual tradition. 148 A minor grouping of terms occurs 
at each of the following: tract 9 (minor group 1), tract 10 (minor group 2), and tract 
2 and 2a (minor group 3). A second series of common body terms links tracts 4.1, 
4.2a, and tract 7 in group 1. These may be considered the core group 1 tracts. 
However, group 1 covers a wide and complex field. Tracts 4.2 and 5 also form one 
grouping, which is linked through commentary to tract 4.2a but also finds limited 
terminological cornmonality with tract 3 in group 3. Tract 12.1 terms, possibly 
originating as a fairly independent system, are mediated by tract 12.2 to form a 
100se unit y with tract 6. Tract 8 represents the fullest hybridization of the bodily 
terminologies. On this basis, it may be fair to distinguish tract 12.1 as an earlier 
... 
invoked tract, and tracts 4.2 and 5 as another earlier invoked pair of tracts which are 
systematically incorporated and re-interpreted into the lexical systems of their 
associated groups. In sum, six sets of bodily loci and terms are identified, roughly 
corresponding to the tex tuaI groupings mapped in Chart One. One set of bodily loci 
and terrns are noted in each minor group 1, 2 and 3, one in tract Il, and another in 
tract 12.1. Tracts () and 12.2 appear to form another level of interpretation of tract 
148 As a preface and lacking in bodily terminology, tract 0 is also omitted. Tract 1 is 
also omitted from the chart, as this tract contains through citation most terminology 
noted. 
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12.1 loci. Tracts 4.1, 4.2a and 7 fonn the sixth set, which mediate the body 
represented in tract 4.2 and 5. The latter (tract 5) is reinterpreted with a re-' 
sequencing of massage techniques (see Chapter 4, practice) and a re-signification of 
bodily tenns. Despite strong tenninological connections in other parts of language, 
tracts 3 and Il diverge at the level of body tenninology, suggesting divergence in 
practice. The overlapping of tracts in Chart One is attempts to represent this 
complex re-signification process. 
This tracking of body-specific tenns in the tracts and their commentaries 
reveals a multiplicity of relevant body loci for the processes described in Chapter 4. 
While this discussion is dependent on the detail of each transmitted tract, in the 
absence of more elaborated imagery such asfound in tracts 6, 8 or Il, the analysis 
of these tenninological differences provides a suggestion as to the body-scapes 
organizing nüdan transfonnation in various transmissions. This further suggests that 
multiple groups are involved in the transmission of teachings. While many of the 
loci are common to more than one tradition, the particular loci noted as essential in 
each description suggests particularized transmission traditions. 
4. Two Terminological Penchants 
This section tums to thematic uses of tenninology. Two thematic aspects 
investigated here are: a) a tendency towards medicine and medicinal concepts; and, 
b) the concem with emotion, or qing 'tN. 
4.1. Medicine and Medical Concepts 
There is no question that medical therapy continued its presence in women's inner 
alchemy, this penchant is strongly represented in tracts 9 and 10. Tract 10 provides 
a detailed massage therapy and a prescription to be imbibed twice monthly after 
intoning a prayer to the Celestial Worthy and imbibing the ethers of the eastem sun. 
What is clear from the description is that the medical body is not a concem. 
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Whereas standard anatomical terms such as breasts, waist, hair, etc. are noted, the 
organs, meridians, blood, etc. are absent. Attention to the characteristics and 
manifestations on the surface of the body does not manifest as an interest in an 
anatomical or medical body. The somatic body is addressed by the therapies 
described herein. The compounding of the "pill" aims to balance the yin-yang 
elements in the adept's body by stimulating the hidden yang and arresting the 
menses. These therapies are not meant to lead to true immortality; rather, attention 
focuses on therapies to ensure personal wellness and health. These 'personal 
wellness' therapies allow the adept to address the concems of aging and the 
degradations of the body. Once the body is conserved and life is extended, the adept 
may hope to have sufficient time to complete immortalization practices. 
Altematively the practitioner may simply employ the tonics to ensure good health, 
prevent inconvenient pregnancies, enhance personal beauty, and attain (mundane) 
longevity. This tract ties the practice of neidan to a wider range of self-cultivation 
practices that include practices for general health and wellbeing: disease dispelling 
practices, medical therapies, general health and beauty practices. 
4.2. Concern with Emotion, or Qing fjf 
While much of this chapter engages terminological differentiation, a high degree of 
sharing occurs. The emotions are one such area where shared terminology and 
concems are revealed; yet the engagement with these terms differs among tracts. As 
Flood notes for Hindu tantra traditions, despite a great deal of sharing in basic 
concepts and goals, the mapping of the body and its discourse is tradition and text 
specifie. (Flood 2006: 28) The tenus that map the nüdan body were explored in 
section 3 above. In this section, 1 focus on the category of the emotions ctN-), and 
how engagements with the emotions manifest across Nüdan hebian tracts. Through 
intensive investigation into terminological sharing and differentiation on a focused 
topic, the practical effects on discourse change and variation emerge, providing a 
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dear demonstration of the "entextualisation" of the body which demarcates the 
shared and distinctive features of the textual traditions represented. 149 
The emotions occur in two major modes in nüdan self-cultivation. The first 
mode engages the emotions in a mode of calming the mind and preparing the adept 
for visualization. The second mode engages the emotions as a generative force for 
alchemical self-transformation. Thus we find the emotions must be sublimated and 
controlled at one level, hamessed on a second level, and on a third level the 
emotions are to be fed and driven. 
Emotions and the calming of the mind 
Cultivation of the adept' s emotional fortitude is a common thread in most tracts, 
prefaces and commentaries. Emotions are understood as an inhibition to cultivation. 
Therefore the Nüdan huijie, Ht; Longxiang's preface, and the Nüjindan shangjuan 
aIl urge the adept to begin by "severing the emotions" or the "seven emotional ties". 
(Nüdan huijie lb; Ht; Longxiang's preface 7a; Nüjindan shang juan 7b) Nannü 
dan 'gong yitong bian affirms this orientation through citation. (See Nannü 
dan 'gong yitong bian citation 19, 23b). 
The emotional ties may be linked not simply to envy and sloth, but also 
inappropriate sexual engagement and desire. Thus Ht; Longxiang encourages 
practitioners to limit sexual activity and avoid having sex with boys and young 
girls. (Ht; Longxiang's preface 2b) Because of women's lot in life, they may be 
particularly subjected to inappropriate sexual use. And in each instance, this is a 
149 The term entextualisation is used in Flood 2006 to describe the pro cess of a) the 
body mapping the tantric tradition, b) the body mapping the concepts of polit Y and 
kingship (induding architecture) and, c) the body as cultural representation of 
power and mapping to the social order in response to new socio-historical needs 
and perspectives. The body itselfbecomes a text to be "read" by the astute observer 
in tantric rituai. (See especially pages 3-30) 1 daim a similar process occurs in 
neidan in general, and nüdan in particular. 
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product of kanna and lack of emotional cultivation. (Nüjindan shang juan 7b) 
Indeed, women adepts are seen as potentially and actively threatening to the sexual 
purity of monks, and their bad kanna increases thereby. Hç Longxiang particulariy 
criticizes women who go on pilgrimage and, engage with monks, or have sexual 
relations with male teachers who visit widows homes. (Hç Longxiang's preface 3a) 
Therefore an individual must apply the practice ofwashing or conserving the heart-
mind and nourishing the inner nature. (Nüjindan xia juan l8a; Nüdan huijie 22b) 
Conducted by scripture recitation, visualization, or Chanist meditation, the practice 
washing the heart-mind pennits the adept to focus the mind, dispel emotional 
distraction and attain a finn grip on mental calmness. Without this practice, 
although an individual may bé able to progress in other areas of self-cultivation, she 
will eventually lose the benefits of her practice: emotional excess and distraction by 
sensual attractions will cause the shen which has been cultivated from blood to qi 
and from qi to shen, to be lost through dispersion through the sense organs. (Rutian 
xingguo nüdan shize 13a; Nüdan huijie lOb-lI a) 
Control over the emotions is essential for conserving the physical health of 
the adept. (Nüdan huijie lOb-lI a) The breath is also linked to control of the 
emotions, a slightly more ethereal, semi-physical element of the body. Nüjindan xia 
juan links the regulation of the respiration to the conservation of the emotions 
(Nüjindan xia juan l6b), while in tract 2, Kunjue, the alchemical pro cess is 
explicitly described as a matter of grasping the emotional "animaIs" that stir up our 
desires. (Kwyue 3b-4a) However, in Kunjue, the emotional "animaIs" remain 
essential. They are not discarded, but merely hamessed for alchemical processing. 
In the above analysis, the emotional cultivation of the individual is a 
unifying trope among the tracts. This unifying trope does not homogenize the 
textual traditions represented: tracts 2 Kunjue and tract 4.2 Nüjindan xia juan 
emphasize a very somatic quality to the practice. Tract 6, Nüdan lianji huandan 
tushuo emphasizes the processual and biological transfonnations without reference 
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to sensual response. Tract 8, Nüdan huijie unites these perspectives. Therefore we 
may say that the cultivation of emotional control forms a spectrum of concems, 
where the focus on somatic qualities and the focus on sensual qualities intersect to 
varying degrees in the traditions represented by the individual tracts. 
Emotion and gender differénce in inner nature 
A major marker of variation in this discourse is the position of women and 
how the particularity of a woman's disposition characterizes her cultivation 
respective to men's. This marker of tex tuai tradition maps to socio-political and 
historical peculiarities and becomes an important index of tradition-mediated 
subjectivity.150 The major differentiation occurs in the female versus male priority 
in emotional control and facility. Where exactly each tract is placed does not reveal 
itself immediately. For example, in his preface to the Nüdan hebian, H~ Longxiang 
declares that women are emotionally suited to neidan cultivation because their 
emotions are supple and their thoughts are pure whereas men's thoughts are 
scattered and their emotions are urgent. (4a-b) Nüjindan shang juan projects a 
similar perspective. Women's inner nature is originally yin and supple - viz. weak. 
The supple or responsive emotional nature makes women more susceptible to 
negative influences. (Nüjindan shang juan 3b) Therefore women must be single-
rninded in their aspirations and devote themselves wholeheartedly to the task of 
cultivating their inner nature. Lacking this disposition, women should not be 
selected to receive the teachings. 
If only women have good inner nature and disposition, with their whole 
heart-mind they will only think of rising to the Turquoise Terrace. To try to 
speak about these matters with everyone, how could this be how Qunyi 
leamed? 
150 For discussion of textual traditions mediating subjectivity and personhood, see 
Introduction and Conclusion. 
~ffwiLA'I1't~ ~ ~ IL\*fHl!JEl:~ Éî ~Jm li:t~:liA ~fli ~Jî: 
:mi5U~{~* (Nüzhen danjue 3a-b) 
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Qunyi is a local icon important for women cultivators of the Dao. Her story is 
recounted in a long interlineal notation. Widowed at a young age, Qunyi devoted 
herself to (Chanist) self-cultivation. Her master, seeing her potential, decided to 
give Qunyi a test. Magically transfonning into a trespasser, the master threatening 
Qunyi with rape. Qunyi struggled but could not persevere; ultimately, she 
responded by begging to be killed rather than raped. Satisfied with her response, the 
master transfonned back into her original fonn and granted Qunyi access to esoteric 
secrets. 151 This test was not one simply of will, but also of the adept's emotional 
disposition. Qunyi is particularly credited for her ability to control her desire 
presented with the offer of sexual release. 152 The concept that a woman would 
respond to the threat of rape with feelings of des ire suggests an extreme 
misanthropic and androcentric attitude which, while it do es not characterize aIl the 
tracts represented in this collection, does find representation in wider social 
contexts, such as the revised rape laws of the Y ongzhen reign period. (Sommer 
2000: 67-164; esp. 112) The need to struggle and, ifnecessary, to die to prove rape 
under the Qing imperial law code finds representation in this tale. Qunyi shows 
herself worthy of alchemical transmission through her embodiment of state and 
Neo-Confucian codes which define the heroic chaste maiden. While the neidan 
body is particularized in this reading of women's nüdan practice, it embraces the 
moral body CUITent in the wider social body. 
Another approach to the gendering of the emotional nature is found in tract 
8. Here the very same characteristics which Hy Longxiang uses to describe men's 
natures are applied to women: the inner natures are adamantine, the wills are 
151 Nüdan shiji hou 3b. 
152 Ibid. 
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scattered, their qi is easily agitated and seeps away, their minds are unfocused and 
encumbered. (Hutian xingguo nüdan shize 2a) Those with adamantine natures are 
later described, contrary to expectations, as inflexible; therefore they are given to 
willfullness and Intolerance. (2a) Hutian xingguo nüdan shize (tract 3) as weil as 
tract 10, Nüdan yaoyan (2a) explicitly link uncontrolled des ire and the seeping 
away of psycho-physical treasures (qi) to inadequacies in women's innate inner 
nature; women's innate ability and suitability to con du ct neidan practice are 
consequently undermined. Once again, sexual desires constitute a particularly grave 
concem. (Tract 4.1, Nüjindan shang juan 7b-8a) In tract 6, Nüdan lianji huandan 
tushuo, such concems are directed in particular at middle aged women, suggesting 
both androcentrism and age-ism. (Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo Sb) 
Hutian xingguo nüdan shize (tract 3) as weil as Nüdan yaoyan (tract 10) and 
their particular perspective is contravened by the attitudes represented in Hç 
Longxiang's preface; further, in her citation of Tract 3, Hutian xingguo nüdan 
shize, the section on innate inferiority of women' s emotional disposition is heavily 
edited by Yan Zehuan; in her series of quotations, Yan Zehuan places this tract on a 
lower level of understanding and superimposes the approach of the Changsheng 
taiyuan shenyong jing as the highest level of understanding on the emotions and 
women's innate potential. 153 These two approaches may be considered two 
extremes of position along the spectra of attitudes conceming the gendered 
characterizations of the emotions and the innate ability and appropriateness to 
conduct neidan practice. 
Emotions as a generative force 
Emotions may comprise a generative force in the individual. On the level of 
physical cultivation, controlled sexual desire may be used to energize the elements 
of the body and cause them to flow, heat and transform, much as cinnabar and 
153 See Chapter 5. 
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mercury transform when heated in a crucible. On the level of compassionate 
wisdom, emotions can motivate us to develop the 'Buddha mind' f~IG', appreciate 
the value oflife, and motivate the adept to commit herselfunfailingly to the project 
of self-cultivation. (Tract 4.1, Nüjindan shang juan 13a-b) 
The Buddhist practices of vegetarianism are similarly promoted. (Tract 4.1, 
Nüjindan shang juan 13b-14a) The goals of releasing animaIs and practicing 
vegetarianism are explicitly linked with reduction ofkarma and enhancement of the 
inner nature. "The ancients said, if you want to extend your life, you must release 
captive animaIs. If 1 wish to study the Dao in order to seek long life, 1 must 
constantly push my heart to pit Y the fate of animaIs." r:t1 A L-&fiXM~~~n)(:'±.fte)t 
fiX~:i!î ~*~:'±.~~m BIG' ~'m4mtrl (ibid.) The cultivation of pity towards 
animaIs is directly linked to nourishment of our 'life-Ioving ren (human-
heartedness)' - an essential aspect of Confucian, Daoist and Buddhist self-
cultivation. Here the intention is ultimately linked to self-immortalization through 
mind-and-body cultivation. Such an explicit statement on the Buddhistic concepts 
ofkarmic result and the practices ofvegetarianism and the release of caged animaIs 
occurs only in tract 4.1 Nüjindan shang juan; however, Valussi has shown the 
similarity in precepts in tract 8. (2003) 
Tract 8, Nüdan huijie urges the refinement of the emotions as a practice 
integral to other forms of self-cultivation. The gendering of emotions becomes 
implicit in the concept of the 'man among women', the extraordinary women whose 
emotional sensibilities mimic that of men. Thus emotional cultivation permits 
extraordinary women to aspire to apprehending the Dao. (Tract 8, Nüdan huijie 23a) 
With emotional cultivation, the wills are not pulled by response to sensory 
stimulation. The wills remain stored in the viscera and the individual becomes 
capable of attaining to 'pure thought.' She attains the clarity to see reality as it is: 
red is red, fate is fate~ flowers are flowers, buds are buds. 
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In another set of interpretations, self-cultivation do es not entail a complete 
cutting off of all emotions, but of a particularized use of emotions. Tract 4.1, 
Nüjindan xia juan (tract 4.2) notes the need for the male and female elements of the 
body to be stimulated. Elsewhere this is done through breast massage to ignite the 
passions. (tracts 5, 6, 9) Here the psycho-physical products of sexual stimulation 
(geng-jia, dragon-tiger) are merged through hamessing of the will, represented by 
the horse. (Tract 4.2, Nüjindan xia juan 25a-b) The seven emotions, lodged in the 
five organs/six granaries of the body, must remain stable such that the associated 
organs and repositories of the body can receive the products oftheir transformation. 
The will must be employed to transport the psycho-physical products through the 
body, but the will cannot be carried away. The emotions must remain stable just 
like the organs and the "roots". 
Unlike tract 4.2 Nüjindan xia juan, most tracts discard the emotions and 
avoid the subject of using desire for neidan cultivation; however, in addition to tract 
4.2, tracts 3, Il and 12.2 find the cultivated emotions an integral element in self-
cultivation. While unregulated sexual desire and secular wants can cause great 
harm, emotions are necessary for cultivation of the individual. In tracts Il and 12.2, 
the restraint of the emotions is but one aspect to their cultivation. (See for example 
Xichiji 3b.) 
According to many tracts, the adept must deal with women's emotional 
disposition towards over-thinking and worry on the one hand which the Suwen 
notes is the root of distraction and diseases of the liver. (Cf. Larre and De la Vallée 
1996: 127-130, 146) On the other, women must be alert to their emotional 
tendencies, which the Nüdan yaoyan suggests exceed those of men (2a). 
Accommodating themselves to the female hexagram kan, women should be warm 
or 'soft' on the outside (represented in the hexagram kan as two broken yin lines) 
and strong on the inside (represented in the hexagram kan as a solid yang line). 
Nevertheless, emotions are not necessarily 'severed' as expressed in the Hutian 
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xingguo nüdan shize, Nüjindan shang juan, and other more Buddhistic tracts. 
Rather the inner nature and emotions are cultivated together to attain a higher level 
of self-refinement. (See for example Nüdan shiji hou 3a-b) Once the emotions are 
hamessed, this 'higher level of self-refinement' may be achieved through blending. 
Vague and indistinct, confused and hazy, the emotions are as if drunken. 
The moment ofblending is precisely when true medicine generates. 
'lJ't'I:[{~~'tfJ-1bt1Jiï/;9!*DIFJ~jfEI::If,f (Nüjindan xia juan 26b) 
The union of the emotions culminates in a moment of intense rapture that is 
described as confused and hazy - a reference to the Dao, and 'drunken' - the 
aesthetic state of the poet immortal and sage immortal. It is through the aesthetic 
environment of the poet immortal that the adept accesses the font of tranquility and 
the aesthetic world of the Queen Mother. Nüdan shiji hou recounts the entire 
process from tranquility of the emotions to stimulation to apotheosis. 
When bom one is fundamentally tranquil, and it is in tranquility that it must 
be sought. 154 
A fragrant vapor bolsters the broken vessel. 155 
Blood transforms to qi and the tides arrest the messenger. 156 
Once the prior heavens are recuperated you ascend to the fairy islands. 157 
154 The 'commentary' to the line notes, "When women give birth, their inner nature 
is fundamentally tranquil. [Just sol one refines the elixir in tranquility. Their 
success is thus faster than for men. (Nüdan shiji hou 1 a) 
155 The broken vessel, e.g., the body. 
156 The messenger manifests as the signs of menses that occur each month prior to 
menses: headache, bloating, irritability, etc. (Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo 2b-3a) 
157 Here, 'prior heavens' refers to the individual's fundamental nature which holds 
an emanation of the prior heavens even within the context of the mundane world of 
the latter heavens. When the inner nature is recuperated and the life force is made 
When the sluice of the emotions opens, it is like a gourd breaking. 158 
Fully attesting to earth' s virtue, the yellow sprout grows. 
Morning after evening, diligently nourish it, 
And you will obtain the flower of a long life without aging. 
~**~~~~-~ •• M~~~~~.*~® 
~~-m~.~~.oo~~~~~.±.~.ID 
~J3~J34~fJJ:tg:.1 § 1'It~1:/F~fË/(Nüdanshiji hou juan la-b) 
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The two modes of discourse on the emotions noted above may be mutually 
exclusive, but can also occur as a sequence or progression, trom a rinsing of mind 
and control of the emotions, through a driving of desires and a melding of emotions. 
A third mode of discourse is also hinted at in tracts 13 and 14: use of emotion to 
develop companionate sensibility in the development of sexual hygiene practices. 
Because the two tracts are written in critique of these latter practices, and the range 
of practices and commentary are extremely limiting, it is only possible to guess at 
the discourse behind use of emotion to develop companionate sensibility. Chapter 5 
explores sorne of these elements. This focused examination of the emotions 
suggests at least three variations represented in the very limited context of this short 
whole, the individual attains the foundation upon which neidan self cultivation 
goals may be grasped. 
158 In the commentary to this line, moment of first menarch is described as 'like a 
gourd breaking open'. The sluice of the emotions, qing dou, is another analogy 
which permits place for the emotions of the individual in the process of bodily 
change. This moment when the 'sluice' opens may lead either in the direction of 
life and death, or neidan cultivation and immortality. The line following suggests 
the sluice opening is to be understood in the latter sense: opening the body and the 
individual to neidan cultivation. Rather than the new woman accessing the mature 
phenomenon of mundane pregnancy, instead the 'yellow sprout' of alchemical 
cultivation manifests. 
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compilation, and suggests the wide variety of discourses represented across the 
textual traditions. 
5. Conclusion 
In this chapter, 1 have traced particular terms across all the tracts. Terms were 
traced in the prefaces, colophons, individual juans, as weIl as commentaries. This 
process is similar to Birnbaum's indexical method to establish 'witness groups'; 
tex tuai groups rather than individual thoughts are traced through the method 
suggested. Three major and six minor tex tuai groupings are identified. In section 2, 
1 explored various sources of authority accessed, and how the compilation of the 
tracts and the sources of authority allow tracts to be grouped by lineage and ritual 
engagement (salvic/speculative). These interpretive uses of the tracts can be 
accompli shed within a textual tradition, such as occurs with tracts 0 and 1. However, 
the specifie employ and avoidance of authorities (deities, immortals, patriarchs) 
forms a means of grouping tracts into the 3 major and six minor groupings 
identified on page 104 above. Certain authorities return again and again, in 
particular Sun Bu' er, the Queen Mother/Metal Mother, and Guanyin. The greatest 
factor of authority difference occurs where these figures are absent: Queen 
Mother/Metal Mother is absent in minor groups 1, 3 and groups 2 and 3: she is 
"standard" authority in the group 1 tracts only. Sun Bu'er is found in the tracts of 
group 1, and minor groups 1 and 3; Guanyin is also found only in group 1 tracts. 
Sun Bu'er and Guanyin are not authorities for group 2 and 3 tracts. 
Body terms also form a parameter for identifying text groupings. In section 
3, 1 have shown how these lineages and traditions emerge in distinctive bodily 
terminologies. This permits readings of the body as text and neidan processes as 
becoming (see chapt ers 3 and 4). Such a becoming integrates with the representative 
subjectivity projected in various tracts (see chapter 5). In body terminology, a great 
deal of difference presence and the tracts associated with group 1 are distinguished 
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by three threads with body terminology mutually coherent with but distinct from 
group 2 tracts. In the methodologies used, the number of massage rotation and their 
symbplic numbers also vary (cf. Depeux 1990), suggesting these threads at sorne 
point underwent a process of synthesis and rationalization. The bodily terminology 
in group 3, and the three minor groupings are further distinguished; these are 
discussed in greater detail in chapter 4. 
In section 4 of this chapter, 1 provided two examples of how tradition and 
textual subjectivity are represented in body and text. The first example explores the 
use of medical terminology and the second example explores the representation of 
the emotions, or qing 'tllf. 1 have shown how the emotions become subject to two 
different treatments, while the medical terminology serves as another lexicography 
mapping the neidan body to the mundane body, yet linking the medical processes 
into a continuum of practices extending from general health and wellbeing to 
ultimate union with the Dao. 
Difference in terms, self-cultivation processes and emotions can be 
understood as a shift in aesthetics of the textual tradition, such as described in 
section 4. While neidan self-cultivation serves as the unifying theme among 
traditions, as in Hindu tantric traditions, the 'mapping of the body' is tradition and 
text specifie. (Flood 2006: 28) Each tradition agrees on the concept of the human 
body as a microcosm operating in emulation of the heavenly cosmogony; and each 
tradition agrees in the idea of the individual' s ability to access divine immortality 
through inversion of that cosmogonie process; the means by which this pro cess is 
realized, how the cosmographie world is realized in the individual, and the general 
orientation to practices and their sequencing aIl differ from one textual tradition to 
another. 
The goal of the adept is to fully and appropriately embody the cosmos-as-
reality set out in the textual tradition. This process of embodying the textual 
tradition demarcates the parameters of textual subjectivity Flood terms this the 
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"entextualization" of the body. (Flood 2006: 28-9) While Daoism does not wholly 
partake of the "non-dual Brahmannic 'imagination,' vedic practice and institutions" 
which ground Hindu and other tantra poetry and imagination (ibid), many of 
Flood's conclusions apply to the neidan tradition. As the tantric 'civilization' 
mapped by Flood is imbricated in the histories of Hinduism and Buddhism yet 
maintains its own tantric history, likewise Skar notes the history of neidan is 
imbricated in, yet stands apart from the history of Daoism. (Skar 2003: 1-13) 
Textual traditions ofDaoism (and those employed by neidan theorists) inscribed the 
uni verse and the cosmic body with multiple representations. 
Like the tantric body, the neidan body is a conservative body that "conforms 
to the structure of tradition and confirms the matrix of social power." (Flood 2006: 
30) Certain tracts in the Nüdan hebian collection do indeed inscribe the nüdan body 
with Late Imperial period Confucian ideals of Chinese society which over-write the 
female subject with the ideals of motherhood and chastity. Tracts in Group 1 tend to 
embrace this orientation. Other tracts however, innovate altemate body and subject 
positions, particularly the tracts of Group 3. This chapter has exp10red sorne of the 
variant manifestations at the lowest level of tex tuai representation: terminological 
and aesthetic representation. In the chapt ers that follow, the specific traditions 
grounding neidan aesthetics and the variant practices are mapped. 
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1. Introduction 
In this chapter 1 investigate basic notions about the cosmos and the body that 
broadly speaking characterise the Chinese world view in general, and neidan tex tuaI 
traditions in particular. Neidan practice grounds ritual efficacy in the human body's 
dynamic interaction with the cosmos, and the cosmos' and the body's shared 
structural, generative and processual principles. Tbrough bodily control, cosmic 
forces in the body are activated; through activation of the cosmic forces in the body, 
the embodied person sheds her mortal elements, reveals her divinity and attains 
immortal status. Not only is cosmic speculation foundational to each manifestation 
• 
of Daoism discussed: philosophical distinctions in body and cosmos bear directly 
on the means, nature, goals and potentials of practice. Gendering processes in the 
inception of the universe (cosmogenesis) bear directly on gender-specific pro cesses 
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.at the level of the body (embryogenesis), and the means and capacities of gendered 
individuals to achieve spiritual goals. This chapter investigates the foundational 
concepts of cosmos and body in each of the traditions discussed, and their gender-
specific implications for soteriological potential. 
The textual groupings noted in Chapter 2 were influenced by two major 
textual traditions, Daoist and Buddhist. Among the Daoist knowledge grounding 
neidan and its female-oriented c'ompanion, nüdan, are Qingwei and Longmen 
Daoist concepts of the cosmos on the one hand, and the Western school of inner 
alchemy and Zhang Sanfeng concepts on the other. On one level, cultural 
commonalities allowed various sets of terms to be subsumed into different 
communities; at the another level, variance in concepts about the dynamics of 
popular symbols created gaps among different tex tuaI and practicing groups. 
Beyond the Daoist worldview, another conceptual division existed in the realms of 
popular religion and popular Buddhism that had filtered into nooks and crannies of 
everyday life, and new religious institutions developed during the Qianlong reign 
period which p~omoted a new tantric tradition, Kalacakra. In the region where the 
Nüdan hebian arose, the Tibetan world did not simply rest at the edges; in Sichuan, 
Chinese culture of the far West and those cultures Tibetan and other non-Han 
Chinese peoples and traditions existed within and along the boundaries of the 
Chinese world. Tibetan Buddhism offered an organized, efficient and imperially 
. 
approved alternative religious model; a strand of nüdan tracts -- one associated with 
tex tuaI group 1 of the Nüdan hebian, appears to have incorporated sorne tenns from 
this tradition. The final part of this chapter looks at the cases of apparent 
borrowings and the possible motivations behind them 
Speculation about cosmos and body is text and tradition specific. Each 
tradition c1aimed unique and specific knowledge as the true understanding of the 
cosmos and its operations. These unique truths worked within and against existing 
symbolic systems, creating a complex of shared and divergent terms and 
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speculative understandings. Shared among all neidan traditions is the understanding 
that neidan ritual efficacy is grounded in the human body's dynamic interaction 
with the cosmos. Any change in the symbolic systems consequently manifest 
equally at the level of individual and cosmos. This chapter investigates the 
symbolic systems supporting the various textual traditions that influence neidan. 
The commonalities and divergences among these traditions are discussed under two 
broad headings. The first heading includes Daoist and popular notions of cosmos 
and body, and their derivations in Ming-Qing Daoism. The second heading includes 
Buddhist concepts of the cosmos and body that were dominant in the dGelugs sect 
of Tibet, the official religion of the Qing imperial house under the reign of 
Qianlong. The final part of the chapter looks at the cases of apparent borrowings 
from the Kiilacakra tradition, and their possièle function in nüdan tracts. 
In his survey of cosmography and political legitimization processes III 
ancient China, Cullen observes, "[t]he diviner is not concemed with the angular 
distances between asterisms" [or any other con crete detail of the structure of the 
uni verse as we perceive it]. His interest lies in their sequence, and the passage of 
the sun [and moon] through these asterisms." (Cullen 2007: 47) Mark 
Csikszentmihalyi remarks on the "significant connections between Han mantic 
practices and those of early Daoist communities [ ... ] both at the level of 
cosmological assumptions 159 and in terms of the resulting role of text." 
(Csikszentmihalyi 2000: 54) The processes of the cosmos and cosmographic 
structure were the objects of periodic political manipulation; and formed the basis 
for the deployment of weapons of authority, both political and religious. 
Csikszentmihalyi explores how such weapons of authority might be wielded by 
emperors and rulers, Cullen explores how they are wielded both by members of the 
ruling "clan", and by their ritual specialists. However, in a world where religious 
authority was "diffused" throughout society (Yang 1961), such weapons of 
159 Bolded in the original. 
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authority were available at different levels throughout the society. (Sangren 1987) 
They could be wielded by and conceded to by various members of society: priests, 
literati, Jangshi and even women adepts. What determines the acceptability of 
particular symbolic exploitations is their ability to draw skiIlfuIly from the 
discourses and principles imbedded in the sociallogic (Cf. Code 1995). 
In the case of nüdan, various knowledge sets were available to the 
innovative practitioner; these included understandings of the cosmos, body, their 
inter-relatedness and the processes of embryology; aIl of which were based on the 
dual processual sets of yin-yang/five elements cosmology and cosmogony. These 
rather high-minded and abstract concepts had very real implications for the lives of 
the ruling elite, religious elite and the religious individual/political subject. The 
individual became responsible for placing himself/herself in proper relation vis-à-
vis the empire, the cosmos/Dao, and the local socio-religious context, and for 
mapping individual cultivation in appropriate relationship to political, familial and 
cosmological shifts. (See chapter 1, note 33) 
2. Daoism, cosmos and body 
2.1 Logic of the cosmos, shape of the cosmos 
The question of the shape and logic of the cosmos was highly contested in Late 
Imperial China. While such questions do not form a uniquely Daoist knowledge, 
Late Imperial understandings of the cosmos and cosmogenesis went to the heart of 
Daoism and Buddhist tantra. 160 In addition to Western impact on Chinese 
calendrical and astronomical sciences (See Jami 2002); Tantric Buddhist 
calendrical and cosmological paradigms, usually discussed only in passing in 
160 As discussed earlier, both Daoist and Buddhist tantra derive their power and 
efficacy from cosmos-body inter-relatedness, and the manipulations of 
cosmogenesis-read-embryogenesis. 
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relation to religious studies or art history, also can be seen in mid-Qing iconography 
and interpretations of the universe. 
Cullen (2007) shows that for early Chinese thinkers the processes of the 
cosmos and their sequence is of greater significance for their actual representation 
of a concrete reality. (Cullen 2007: 43ft) Nevertheless a definite cosmic 
organization was understood to exist. The earliest questions on the shape of the 
cosmos are evidenced in Tianwen ~rp9, and are associated with five phases theory. 
(Allan 1991: 74) However, cosmic representations can already be found on Shang 
dynasty bronzes, pottery and oracle bones. Allan claims the four directions 1I91i are 
in fact four quadrants of an earth in the shape of a cruciform, or the Chinese 
character ya ~.(Ibid: 74-5) The eight winds of the Northeast, Northwest, Southeast 
and Southwest are noted in the Shang song ~ ~~ and Da ya j(~ of the Shi. Thus 
eight directions are noted, but are not considered part of the four "quadrants". With 
the Shang kingdom at the center, the world as the Shang knew it formed five 
quadrants. (Ibid: 76) Allan claims this conception of the earth forms the basis for 
numerology based on fives and sixes (Ibid: 75); the shape of the world in the 
Shanhaijing is similarly cross shaped +-*W\. (Ibid: 88) 
Questions on the shape of the cosmos are taken up by Zou Yan ~M~j in 3rd 
century BCE (Ibid: 74.), and concrete descriptions of the shape of the cosmos and 
its regions are found in Zhou bisuanjing (1.17b) and Huainanzi (3.9a).\6\ The latter 
continues to be an important reference text for Daoists. (Saso 1990: 58-60) These 
representations of the uni verse begin with the concept that heaven is round and 
\6\ See also Tianwen ~rp9, originally compiled by Ban Gu *1:81 and integrated into 
Qilue -t~ of Liu Xin ~IJtfX (d. 23 CE). Csikszentmihalyi describes the Tianwen as 
"twenty-two texts on stars and the qiof stars, clouds and rain." He further notes the 
importance of the 1i~ ~, also in the above. (62) These tracts focus on cosmology 
for the purposes of state divination, calendar making, and mantic practices 
inseparable from Han statecraft. 
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earth is square ~1II:l:ilr1J Zhou bisuanjing (1.17b) and Huainanzi (3.9a). At the 
corners of the square earth are four seas, and four pillars support the sky. 
Aihe Wang suggests that the four quadrant cosmology is linked significantly 
to the mingtang and Han cosmology in the role of constructing socio-political 
reality. (Wang 2006: 56) Using five-phase cosmology, the Zhou transformed the 
cosmic model of a fixed 5-part cosmos with the Shang ruler at center into a 
transformative 5-phase cosmos in which the axis of power passed from one phase to 
another through the five-quadrants. (Ibid: 57) In this process the set hierarchy of 
cosmography gave way to a cosmogonie sequence. The generative conception of 
the uni verse is sustained in Chinese thought from the later Han forward. Later, 
through filling up the four blank or empty regions remaining in the five-quadrants 
(four quadrants plus center) with the four seas, or for other reasons, the 52 shaped 
earth of the Shang transformed into a three-by-three quadrant square earth with nine 
districts, better represented by the character for well 3:t. This possibly occurred in 
conjunction with the emergence of the Luoshu ~~. which represents the world, 
possibly the constellations ofthe sky, in its numerological significance. 
The alignment of time and space elements in the cosmos provided moments 
of access to the divine. Christopher Cullen notes the importance of the Well lodge 
in particular for heaven-human communication. 
When [the lodge] Well is centered at midnight [on the winter solstice], the 
beginning of Ox falls over the middle of zi -T (due north). When Well is 30 
degrees and 7/16 degrees to the west of the central standard gnomon, and 
falls over the middle of wei -* [30 degrees w. of south], then the beginning 
of Ox falls over the middle of chou li [30 degrees e. of north]. With this 
heaven and earth are matched together. (Zhou bi; translation from Cullen: 
47, with modifications) 
When the Well lodge or asterism (3:t fEj) is positioned at an apical moment 
communication occurs between the mortal and celestial realms. This 
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communication is made possible by the Well lodge' s position to and consequent 
influence over it' s appositional lodge, the Ox et tEi). Communication transits 
through dynamic relational modes manifest in the heavens: Chinese cosmography 
maintains this concept of a ladder stretching to the skies and linking the hum an and 
cosmic worlds, most often allowing the lucky human traveler to voyage among the 
palaces of the Dipper. 162, 163 (Schafer 1972; Robinet 1993: 171-186; Sun and 
Kistemaker 1997) 
Above this square earth stretches a round sky which by the Han was 
traditionally divided into astral lodges. 164 A total of twenty-eight lodges are 
identified. At the center is represented the Dipper. "The Dipper is the celestial 
chariot, it rotates in the centre and looks down on and regulates the four regions. 
The division of yin and yang, division of the four seasons, the balancing of the five 
phases, the shifting of the nodes and degrees, and the fixing of aIl sequences are 
bound up with the Dipper."(Shi ji 27, 1291, cited and translated in Christopher 
Cullen: 46) The Dipper manifested as particularly important in Chinese relations 
with the skies. The Dipper was venerated for its ability to mark passage of seasons' 
as it rotated through the skies. To the seven visible stars of the Dipper were added 
two "dark stars" to make a total of nine. These nine stars were home to nine palaces, 
and their resident deities. In the Mingtang chapter of the Dadai A~ in the Liji 11 
gê, Xu Yue ~ffi (fl. c. 190 CE) associates the nine palaces with the number sets 2-
162 Sun and Kistemaker note that many star names along the elliptic appear to 
indicate the beHef in these stars as gateways to heaven. Such star names inc1ude the 
Celestial Pass ~~m, Celestial Gate ~r" Celestial Keyhole ~ •. 
163 By the Tang, the cosmic ladder became represented in the body as the internaI 
ladder in the head that the immortal fetus climbs to ascend from the body. 
164 The origin ofthis may go back as far as the 5th century BCE with such depiction 
on a lacquer wooden box found in the tomb of Zheng Hou Yi (Sun and Kistemaker 
2007: xix, 20). 
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9-4; 7-5-3; 6-1-8. Cai Yuanding ~5LJE (1145-1198) identifies these with the Luo 
shu 1~ •. (Ho 1991: 507) 
This Shang-Zhou cosmology-transfonnation strategy, which manipulated 
authority from the concept of embodied potency of the ruler at center, was taken up 
by and re-configured by successive Daoist schools. The Celestial Masters 
conceived of a nine-level heaven. In the 3rd to 4th centuries the Celestial Masters 
placed its own three heavens above the pre-existing six "demon heavens". (See 
Robinet 1995: 32; DZ1322: 7-17a; DZ1337: 8a-l2a) When the Shenxiao t$~ 
school gained court favor in the Il th -1 i h centuries, Shenxiao devotees advocated 
the view of a cosmos with the Shenxiao heaven at the top of nine heavens, above 
the Shangqing heaven. And when the Mongols over-ran the Song, it imposed 
Islamic interpretations l65 on the indigenous cosmologies. (Schafer 1972: 10)166 
Stephen Bokenkamp provides a systematic breakdown of the competing 
cosmographies from approx. the 3rd century through the Tang. 167 He observes that 
the sequential unfolding of the universe (from one to two to three to the myriad 
things) represented in the early Celestial Master's Commands and Admonitions for 
the Families of the Great Dao (DZ789.l2a), and identified as the mystic,primal and 
inaugural 'pneumas' (qi) likewise accord with spatial dimensions of the azure 
heaven, yellow earth and white dew. In this case, the one that generates the two is 
165 Islamic interpretations of the skies had been absorbed into later Buddhist tantric 
traditions in India, and carried into Tibet in the Il th to 1 i h centuries. This fonn of 
Buddhist tantra was transmitted to the Mongols via Tibet, and was practiced under 
the Mongol Yuan dynasty. 
166 See also Lamont (1974); Nakayama (1966); Tulufan xian asitana kalahochou 
kumuqun fajue jianbao (1973). Also of note but not reviewed by this scholar, see 
Yabuuti Kiyosi. 1954. "Indian and Arabian Astronomy in China." Silver Jubilee 
Volume of the Zinbun-Kagaku-kenkyuso. Kyoto: Kyoto University: 585-603; and, 
Yabuuti Kiyosi. 1963. "The Chiuchihli - An Indian Astronomical Book in the 
T'ang Dynasty." Chügoku chüsei kagaku gijusushi no kenkyu. Tokyo: 135-198. 
167 For complete detail, see Bokenkamp 1997: 191-194. 
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primordial and undifferentiat.ed chaos from which ail the potencies of future 
existence emerge. The graduai or spontaneous generation of yin and yang, emerge 
out of undifferentiated union. Two is yin-yang or the first two 'pneumas' or (qi). 
Three represents the third pneuma, the inaugural qi, which constitutes a conjoined 
yin-and-yang. From the emergence of these three pneumas the things of the world 
begin to unfold and develop. This sequential unfolding of the uni verse represents 
the appearance of heaven and earth and ail the myriad forms of life out of 
undifferentiated union of the One, of the Dao. 
More stages are added to cosmic generation schemes - always priOf to the 
emergence of heaven, earth and the myriad things. The early Shangqing has three 
pure lands, Taiqing j\j~, Shangqing L1~ and Yuqing ..3sj~. These three heavens 
belong respectively to a) the ascended adepts and gods of the Celestial Masters and 
alchemists; b) the gods of the Shangqing school; and, c) the incomprehensible 
perfection of the priOf heavens to which humans have the possibility of access. To 
this the Lingbao scriptures add a fourth heaven, Grand Veil or Daluo tian Jcm}(. 
The three qi of the Celestial Masters are associated with the first three world ages. 
Each of the qi divides into three to form ni ne heavens. (DZ318; See Campany: 21-
21; see also Robinet: 1991: 112-116) In new tracts from the Celestial Masters (ca 
5th century) the Lingbao il,. heaven is dropped but the three world ages are 
accommodated in a much more complex generation process. Bokenkamp charts out 
the cosmogonie development of the Liu-Song (420-479 CE) Celestial Masters' 
Santian neijie jing -=.}( I*J in ~ (DZ876): 
Unit y ......................................................................................................................... . 
1. Utter Blackness > 2. Vacuous Grotto > 3. Grand Nullity > 
Unit y (continued) ...................................................................................................... . 
4. three [qi] (merged) > 5. mother> 6. Lord Lao> 
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Division ..................................................................................................................... . 
7. three [qi] (distributed) > 8. three ways 
These eight stages represent the movement of the Dao from unit y to division. In the 
first division, there is only the Dao, single, unitary, unifying. Within this unit y 
various numinous identifies progressively manifest, yet these phases in the 
processes of generation "do not break the oneness of the Dao."(Bokenkamp 1997: 
190-191) The three qi eventually emerge from Grand Nullity and, still mixed, form 
the Dark and Wondrous Jade Maiden who eventually gives birth to Lord Lao. At 
this point, division/creation of the cosmos occurs through the action of Lord Lao 
dividing the three qi into heaven, earth and water. (Bokenkamp 1997: 190) 
During the Six Dynasties (220-589), Tao Hongjing Iltij iJl. )JI: (456-536) 
devised a seven-fold schema of the cosmos; however, Pregadio (2006) notes a five-
part cosmographic model persists: one heaven belongs to the south; two others 
belong to one of each of the four directions; and two earthly realms are added. 
(Pregadio 2006: 44-6) The processual conception of the cosmography developed 
under the Zhou thus persists. 168 This is essentially the same cosmicpatterning 
presented in the first part of the 6th century Gompendia, Wushang biyao 1Wi L *'~~ 
(DZl138) (Pregadio 2006: 83). In the Song, Daoist cosmography and cosmogony 
shifted the hierarchy of the heavens in a nine-section pattern. The Shangqing 
version of the cosmos continued to dictate the Quanzhen view of the cosmos and 
cosmogony through the Late Imperial period, while the Huainanzi ri ~ -=r-
cosmology, as interpreted in the above mentioned Santian neijie jing predominated 
in Zhengyi lE - Daoism. 169 In general, we find in most texts a nine-part round 
168 See also discussion below. 
169 Michael Saso notes the continued recitation of the Huainanzi cosmogony in his 
study of the rite of cosmic renewal in Taiwan (Saso 1990: 59-62). 
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heavens supported by five sacred mountains or "marchmounts" TI ~, and the 
depiction of a square earth, usually divided into ten districts or continents + 1+1. 
Such cosmographies are the legacy received by Ming and Qing neidan adepts. 
2.2 Cosmogenesis/embryogenesis 
The one gave birth ta the two; 
The two gave birth ta the three; 
The three gave birth ta the myriad things. 
~~=, =1:.-, -j:J(4mo (Laozichapter42) 
For over two thousand years, this selection from the Laozi has remained the 
standard phrase for eliciting the idea of cosmic generation. The idea represented in 
this simple phrase bespeaks a flourishing of life, a generating of aIl things in the 
world. Flourishing of life implies inevitability its opposite: the cycle of eventual 
degeneration, deterioration and death. Daoist practice seeks to resolve the 
eventuality of death by valorizing its symbolisms and standing them on their head. 
Images of death, decay and pollution are associated with life and the laws of nature, 
tian, tianran. In cosmic and spiritual terms, the benefit of life entails a descent from 
original purity, unit y and non-differentiation. The goal of neidan immortality 
seekers was to re-unite these myriad elements which make up both the cosmic and 
physical body, and retum them to their original purity. In defiance of heaven, 
waidan/neidan refuse the processes of life, seek a return to the pre-natal state, and 
thus open the path to purity and immortaIity. 
The cosmic body is early and persistently identified with the body of Laozi 
(Laozi huahujing ~-T{tm~ ZW738; Laozi bianhuajing ~-T~{t~~ ZW737)170; 
however, already in Zhuangzi M -T, Laozi is represented as walking at the 
beginning of things, on the cusp of cosmic creation. (Zhuangzi M-T, ch. 21; cited in 
170 See also Kohn (2003), for a list oftitles on the transformations of Laozi. 
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Seidel: 85; Schipper 1986: 358) In the Laozi ming ~-1-iil (165 CE) Laozi "is 
united with and then separates from the [qi] of Chaos (hun-tun); he is coetemal with 
the Three Luminaries; and participates in the radiance of the sun and moon in 
harmony with the five planets." (Schipper 1986: 359) 
As the cosmographies develop in the Six Dynasties period, Laozi maintains 
a place as initiator of the universe, salvation deity, and revelator of tracts and 
knowledge, especially to kings and emperors. (Pregadio 2006; Kohn 2003) He is 
the body of the Dao and aIl its aspects. 17I Similar to the 6th century tale of Pangu, 
Laozi is described as the embodied womb of the uni verse out of which aIl things 
emerge. 172 In the Hunyuan huangdi shengji 1~5G~ 1& ~ ~ê (DZ771) 173 Laozi is 
associated with the separation of hundun 1~ Ni, that inchoate mixture of the 
potentialities of the uni verse that existed before the separation of time and before 
the poles of the uni verse and the matter of the cosmos had formed: 
The Great High Lord Lao is the Emperor of Inchoate Origin. 
Who was bom in nonbeing and rose up from without cause, 1 74 
Who was prior to the myriad "ways" and is the ancestor of the PrimaI Qi. 
:ict~~:1!fm5G~ 1&ill 
Jj ~!:J~ M, ~iî J@ji' M, ~ 
~ ;M; iîi!z. 5t5G~z. fil ill 
(Hunyuan huangdi shengji; Yunji qiqianjuan 102, vol. 5 page 2304)175 
171 "[T]he incamated [Laozi] is the image [~] ofthe world, and the sun, moon, and 
stars, the whole heavenly c1ockwork, are aB present in his body." (Xiaodaolun ~:i:î! 
~ T52.2060 cited in Schipper 1986: 359; citing Maspero 1950) See also Kohn 
(1995). 
172 Cited in Kohn (2003); Schipper (1986). 
173 Schipper dates this tract to 1191. (See Schipper and Verellen 2004: 872) 
174 Literally: It was bornfrom non-initiation and arosefrom non-cause. 
175 Aiso cited in Kohn 2003, Schipper 1978. 
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This moment of primordial chaos is spoken of as a womb or placenta out of 
which the cosmos and/or co smic energies emerge. The cosmos as womb of Laozi is 
reinforced by the nine sets of lives of Laozi given in the Laozi bianhua jing ~~ ~ 
ft ~~ . 176 Schipper links this categorization into sets of nine to the 
immortaliziationltransformation and gestational processes, which are taken up again 
in inner alchemical processes involving nine transmutations, nine reversions, nine 
grades, etc. (Schipper 1986: 7) In the Qing Daoist interpretation of this phrase, The 
one gave birth to the two; the two gave birth to the three; the three gave birth to the 
myriad things, "one" is the state of undifferentiated, primordial unit y: the state of 
original purity. It is the state of original purity and the embodied Dao itse1f. 
In the writings of Lu Xixing (~[9~, 1520-1601), founder of the Eastern 
school of inner alchemy, the one is represented as a perfect open white circle. 
(Figure 8; Appendix 1: 433) From within the perfect unit y of Taiyi emerges the 
intermingled essences of yin and yang. (Figure 9; Appendix 1: 434) Yin and yang 
then separate. (Figure 10; Appendix 1: 435) Finally, a particle of pure yin hides 
it~e1f within yang and a particle of pure yang hidesitself within yin. (Figure Il; 
Appendix 1: 436) This is the process of cosmic generation following the Eastern 
School of inner alchemy. In the following four images, Lu Xixing represents the 
process the adept conducts to "re-generate the world and re-constitute it as it was 
prior to it's degeneration through the pro cesses of time." (Pregadio 1995: 0) The 
hexagrams of the Changes provide symbolic supports to describe the process of the 
unfolding of time/space; the unit y of space and time are symbolized in Figure 6 
(Appendix 15: 439). 
An alternative process of co smic generation is represented in Figure 1 
following the Sanfeng .=:. $. sect of inner alchemy. (Zhang 2003: np preface 
176 Also see Gu Louguan ziyun yanqing jing il tr ft ~ ~ ~ JI ~ (Abundant 
Blessings of Purple Clouds from the Ancient Watchtower, DZ957, 1.4b-9b; Chen 
1988: 102-104). 
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materials) The unfolding of time/space is represented by the division first into pure 
yang - and pure yin - -. Intenningling, these pure elements fonn the four binaries: 
old yang, young yang, old yin and young yin; a further interchange produces the 
eight trigrams, and a final multiplication results in the full repertoire of 64 
hexagrams. The neidan ritualists invert this process to return space/time to a state of 
primordial chaos, which is equated with ultimate purity. Thus both traditions speak 
of the "great return." The "return" actualizes the adepts complete identification with 
the Dao, dissolution of self and ecstatic union with the mystery of the uni verse. 
One of the clearest representations'of cosmic generation can be found in the 
rite of cosmic renewal still being practice by modern Daoists in Taiwan, but 
encapsulated in tracts su ch as the Huainanzi, which dates back to the 2nd century 
CE. The Huainanzi chapter one, referenced in the rite reads, 
[Dao J fills the heavens and supports the earth. 
It extends to the four [quadrants J, and touches the extremes of the eight 
directions. 
Its height has no limit and its depth cannot be plumbed. 
It contains within itself heaven and earth, and endows that which has no 
fonn [.] 
It is an origin from which a spring wells up, bubbles, and begins to overflow. 
(Huainanzi 1 a; cited in Saso 1990: 59) 
In this phrase, the Dao is the eminent potency of the uni verse, omnipresent, 
manifest or latent, in aIl things. Prior to the heavens and the earth, the Dao already 
possessed aIl fonns, but itself is without fixed fonn. From this potent one emerges 
the two. Variously interpreted, the two refers to bi-polar expressions of processual 
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and cyclic change: yin and yang, woman and man,177 kun :1:$ and qian ~,etc. The 
processual unfolding of the universe proceeds from the unit y of the Dao to the 
sifting of the murky and the fine elements of the universe. Responding to their 
turgid and heavy nature the murky elements of the universe gradually descended to 
form earth while the purer elements rose to form the heavens. 
Chapter three of the Huainanzi explains, 
The name ofheaven and earth, before it was formed, 
When it was still an empty void, and murky darkness, was the Great Origin. 
The [Dao] gave birth to this Great Void. 
The Great Void gave birth to the yü-chou cosmos178 
From the cosmos was born primordial breath, 
Which has its upper reaches and its lower roots. 
The pure and c1ear part of it wafted upwards and formed the heavens; 
The heavy and turbid part of it congealed downwards and made earth. 
(Huainanzi 2a-1. Cited in Michael Saso 1990: 60-1) 179 
2.3 Body and cosmos in nüdan 
In the Nüdan hebian, the body itself constitutes a passage to heaven. H~ Longxiang 
writes, "Beyond the body there is no Dao. In other words, the Dao is within your 
heartlmind. ~ ~r ~jl~]IH1üLa;·~ E1:i!!:tE § JL;'" (H~ Longxiang, Preface to the Nüdan 
177 In my usage, the pair 3r. ~ must be understood in their processual form as 
embodied genders leading ultimately to the mature woman and man respectively; 
thus the symbolic terms "female" and "male" are not appropriate. 
178 Saso's translation carries the following notation at this point: "YÜ is heaven, 
earth and the four directions; Chou is the perspective of time, from origin to 
present." 
179 Saso' s translation accords with the context of Zhengyi Daoist rituals of Taiwan. 
(See especially Saso 1990: 61.) For chapters 3, 4 and 5 of the Huainanzi, see John 
Major (1993). 
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hebian 4a; Appendix 2: 443) He goes on to emphasize, "Ifyou really wish to attain 
salvation, you must comprehend that the elixir classics are written for bodily 
salvation. Using the body, the writings are realized; using the principles in these 
books, the signs manifest in the body. :ÊftX§1BI~:~\ajjfJ·~~.;m~ ~~;m.~. 
~ Jiff:ff z. f:!I! ~ ~ Jiff f~ z. ~" (Ibid) This essential and immediate nature of the 
physical body cannot be over-stated. 
Hy Longxiang explicitly asserts that the sign of cosmogenesis and cosmic 
process inscribed the individual' s body. He further aligns comprehension of the 
principles of cosmic change to the process of bodily salvation, fully entextualizing 
the body within this textual tradition. In the above passage, the body is the creative 
space upon which the principles of persons' and/or sages' lived activities are 
inscribed. It is also the co smic canvass upon which the signs, sounds and scripts of 
cosmogenesis, spiritual potential and divine initiation manifest and transform. 180 
One of the strongest statements of this body' s potential to transform is 
expressed in the Nüdan huijie: 
The body's seven lotus es can blossom open the sahasrara padma! 181 The 
sahasrara padma lotus blossoms open to canopy the body. Do not discard 
any of these upaya! Where else [but in the ritualist's body] shaH we pay 
obei sance to the honoured one (the Buddha)? 
~~~~~~f.~f.~~n.~~~#~~m~~~~M~nlli 
• (Nüdan huijie 21b)182 
180 A technical description of the body is offered below. 
181 The sahasrara padma, or ten million petaI lotus is a standard formation in 
Buddhist tantras. This term designates the moment of psycho-phyiscal 
transformation. 
182 The phrase "Where else [but in the body of the ritualist] shall we pay obei sance 
to the honored one?" is a direct quote, in translation, from dGe lugs pa founder, 
Tsong kha pa (1357-1419). Saraha 19>m~/t/lHJj~ also writes, that the body is the 
best place to do pilgrimage. It is also quoted in the Laghukiilacakratantra. l have 
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The body is the canvass upon which discrete sects or branches of neidan 
paint their particular symbolic meanings and interpretations of the tradition. The 
symbols and signs remain relatively stable; their use and interpretations are not 
fixed. The above statement from the Nüdan huijie invokes a term from Buddhist 
tantra. The seven lotuses refer to the six mandala of cosmic generation and 
existence, and their correlative mandala at the level of the individual body, e.g., the 
cakra or wheels of transformation. The cited phrase describes both the dissolution 
of universes at the end of a great age, and the entire pro cess of individual 
transformation in the Kalacakra and other traditions of six-phased yoga. (See 
section three below.) The particular correlation of the seven lotus es to cosmic 
generationldegeneration is peculiar to a strand of tracts falling within Group 1 tracts 
identified in chapter one; 183 as a general theme, dissolution of cosmic polarities and 
divisions with personal spiritual achievement stands as a unifying theme in neidan 
traditions. Likewise, understanding of cosmic principles and cosmogenesis is 
integral to neidan spiritual cultivation generally. 
In Chinese culture, the correspondence of the body and the cosmos is not 
unique to the Daoist tradition: such correspondence is explicit already from the Han, 
and these notions continued to influence the understanding of the body througbout 
the length of the imperial period. Despite important influences from Buddhism in 
the Tang and Western science since 1800, correlative cosmology continued to 
influence the meaning of "body" in China. This does not mean that the Chinese 
not found an early Chinese translation of this tract; we are limited to a copy of the 
Kalacakratantottararajatantra, translated priOf to QL45. Tsong kha pa's Great 
Explications was carried to the Ming court in the 15th century but is not found in the 
Yongle canon. (See Chapter one above.) 
183 For the composition of tracts in Group 1, see Chapter one, section two and 
Chapter one, conclusion. 
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"body" construct did not evolve over time, but rather its trajectory begins from a 
point of origin unique to China. As Nathan Sivin cogently remarks, 
"In every place and time the interior of the living hum an body has been a 
work of imagination, fashioned from social ideal as weIl as from physical 
data. Every culture constructed it of a different combination of cognitive 
ingredients... The early Chinese body was composed mainly of vaguely 
defined bones and flesh, traversed by circulation tracts. 184 Through these 
tracts vital fluids (not necessary liquid) circulate between the limbs, the head 
and an ensemble of systems in the center of the body that controls metabolic 
and other spontaneous vital processes. It would be more exact to calI these 
ensembles of functions rather than systems. Most but not aIl of the 
circulation tracts were associated with and named after vaguely described 
viscera. Exactly what their physical correlates are or precisely where they 
are located did not mandate diligent exploration. As discussed in medical 
doctrine, they are not so much anatomical features as offices in the central 
bureaucracy of the body... Because classical Chinese medicine was not 
based on an anatomical system, structures did not matter." (Sivin 1995: 12-
13) 
This body, then, is vastly different from the Western anatomical body 
concept that was being introduced to China in the late Qing. 185 The Chinese body 
1840n how these were envisioned, see Sivin, Traditional Medicine in Contemporary 
China: A Partial Translation of Revised Outline of Chinese Medicine (1972), with 
an Introductory Study on Changes in Present-Day and Early Medicine, Science, 
Medicine and Technology in East Asia 2 (Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese Studies, 
University of Michigan, 1987), 133-37. 
185 For discussion, see Chapter Three of Liu, Xun. 2001. In Search of Immortality: 
Daoist Inner Alchemy in Early Twentieth-Century China. (Ph.D. Diss.) Los 
Angeles, University ofSouthern California. See also Zhao Bichen 1976 [1903]. 
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described by Sivin (and others) is an 'organic assemblage of functional processes' 
that correspond to macrocosmic assemblages of functional processes. 
The body further mirrors microcosmic shape: the head is round like Heaven, 
the feet are square like earth. The four seasons correspond with the phases, which in 
turn correspond with the orbs in the body (roughly corresponding to the heart, liver, 
kidneys, spleen, and lungs). The nine orifices correspond with the directions -- 8 
directions (north, south, east, west, northeast, northwest, southeast, and southwest) 
plus center. The number of joints corresponds with the number of days in the 
traditional calendar. The internaI functions and externai functions aIl correspond 
with the categories ofthe cosmos.1 86 
These concepts about the human body fonn a shared storehouse of 
knowledge. The Confucian Dong Zhongshu :I:{rp~ (ca. 195 BCE-ca. 115 BCE) is 
generally credited with fonnalizing the integration of the five elements, yin-yang 
cosmology, the hexagrams, and Confucianism in the Han period, and this 
integration proceeds from the cosmos and state down to the Ievel of the human 
body. 
"The agreement of heaven and earth and the correspond en ce between yin 
and yang are ever found complete in the human body. The body is like 
heaven. Its numerical categories and those of heaven are mutually 
interwoven, and therefore their lives are interlocked. Heaven completes the 
hum an body with the number of days in a full year. 187 Consequently the 
body' s 366 lesser joints correspond to the number of days in a year, and the 
twelve larger joints correspond to the number of months. Intemally, the 
body has the five viscera (heart, liver, stomach, lungs, and kidneys) which 
186 Yates 1992: 69. 
187 Note below, the hum an body here noted as being "interwoven with the number 
of days in a year" becomes associated in Qing dynasty interpretations with the male 
body. 
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correspond to the Five Agents. ExtemalIy there are the four limbs, which 
correspond to the four seasons. The alternating of opening and closing the 
eyes corresponds to day and night...The alternating of sorrow and joy 
corresponds to yin and yang." (Chan: 281-282) 
While the two-thousand years of the imperial period saw si gnificant 
development in the understanding of the internaI body, seasonal correspondences 
given in Warring States/early Han tracts such as the Lüshi chunqiu g ~lftk (249 
BCE), Huainanzi, and Liji fl"§ê were maintained in medical and spiritual 
knowledge systems into the Qing. Chine se neidan builds upon these understandings 
of the cosmic and individual body handed down since the Han dynasty. AlI things 
in the cosmos are generated by the interactions of yin and yang, and their cyclic 
existence is measured by the five phases. Thus we find the yearly cycles of the 
seasons pass through a graduaI progression from increasing yang/decreasing yin 
until the summer equinox, when yang reaches its apical moment and begins to 
decline. From summer equinox to winter equinox, the proportion of yang gradualIy 
decreases while the yin increases. When yin in turn reaches its apical moment and 
begins to fade, the cyclic progression begins anew. Likewise the five phases rule 
over particular periods in the annual cycle. 
Cosmic processes such as the passage of the moon through the astral houses 
are paralIeled in the body by the passages of qi through the body channels. The five 
wills, the orbs and sense faculties likewise paralIel the seasons and colors. (Note the 
presence of emotions in the bodily processes.) The natural processes of cosmos and 
physical body likewise correspond with the five phases and yin-yang polarities. 
yin/yang Increasing yang, Decreasing yin, increasing yang 
corresp. decreasing yin 
related dry, hot, fire, purity, wet, cold, water, turgidity, female 
properties male 
lesser 1 greater yang equipoise Ilesser yin 1 greater yin 
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yang (yang within (yin (yin 
(yang yang) within within 
w/inyin) yang) yin) 
5 phases wood fire earth metal water 
star Jupiter Mars Saturn Venus Mercury 
houses (taisui) (huogan) (zhenxing) (taibai (chen 
xing) xing) 
body zu]ueym shou zu taiyin shou zu shaoyin 
channels shaoyin taiyin 
season Winter Spring Summer+ Summer Fall 
direction North East Center South West 
five Anger Elation Sadness Sorrow Fear 
willS188 
sense Eyes Tongue Lips Nose Ears 
faculty 
orb Gallbladd Lung ifei) Heart Liver Kidney 
er (Pi) (xin) (gan) (shen) 
Table l, Cosmic and Body correspondences, selected189 
Distinct cosmographies and forms of cosmogenesis demarcate 
various practices found in the treatises. (See Chapter 4) The Eastern and Western 
schools of inner alchemy, while sharing in broad spectrum the Shangqing view of 
cosmogenesis, each possess slight but significant variations. I~ sorne Qing nüdan 
tracts, the body is marked by internaI seasons. These seasons in men correspond 
with the natural progression of seasons throughout the year; however, women's 
188 Suwen, chapter 39. 
189 Compiled from Lin Pinshi, Preface to the Lüshi Chunqiu, vol. shang: 3-4; Larre 
and de la Vallée: 42; Needham 1962: 262-63; Porkert 1974: 117-146. 
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internaI seasons are marked by the progression of days throughout the month. From 
this develops a marked tension between the principles of the annual seasons 
accorded with people's bodies ~ (understood as ~~), and principles ofwomen's 
seasons, which fall out of sequence with co smic processes. This suggests that the 
co smic body is associated with one gender: male, but a male body empowered with 
the female potential for birth. This corresponds to Sangren' s view of the 
organization of two other bodies, that of the cosmos and that of society, according 
to popular religious concepts in Taiwan: the balance of yin and yang is 
encompassed and normalized by an overarching and peace-making yang sphere. 
(Sangren 1987: 160-161) I will return to this point below. 
The early neidan body is further marked by the asterisms, deities of the pole 
star, and other bodily deities who simultaneously reside in the he avens and maintain 
a palace in the body. (See Robinet 1979: 195ff) In the Shangqing tradition, we find 
nine palaces in the head, each associated with celestial loci. The stars of the dipper 
are the stepping stones to the celestial palaces. In the Lingbao scriptures, we find 
five major deities residing in the body: Grand Unit y, who resides in the muddy 
pellet (niwan ~Jt.1L) in the head, Nonpareil and White Prime, who reside in the 
cavern chamber (also in the head) and descend periodically to the orbs associated 
with the liver and lungs respectively; Director of Destinies, who resides in the heart, 
and Peach Vigor, who resides in the lower dantian. (Bokenkamp 1997: 384; citing 
Durenjing sizhu, DZ87) In the nüdan tracts under discussion, there is no indication 
for the presence of deities in the muddy pellet or any other location - these are 
simply regions of the body. Bodily deities are not discussed. Nevertheless, the 
ethers and essences of the body and cosmos continue to form systems of mutual 
correspondence and transformation; in the late Qing, cosmic generation is dictated 
by yin-yang, five phases and hexagrams ~~~1i1T )~!r. (See Appendix 1, figure 1, 
cosmic generation, page 436, and figure 2, heavenly circuit of the hexagrams, page 
437.) 
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Several features characterize the body, and various Chinese tenns label it. 
These inc1ude its fonn or structural manifestations, xing %, shen ::§;t and fi 1*; its 
essences,jing fI'f (in women, xue W), qi ~ and shen *~, its aspects, xing '1'1:, ming 
Jfp, feng jX\', mai JVjc, its dominant princip les or signs, yin/yang, hexagrams and the 
embodied aspects of the internaI universe, An exact definition distinguishing the 
xing %, shen ::§;t and ti a, must be inferred. Within the Longmen tracts of the 
Nüdan hebian and associated (cited) tracts, such as the Xiuzhen biannan 1~10')H'~i 
(ZW260), shen ::§;t is understood to inc1ude the completely aspected individual190. 
This fully aspected individual is capable of manifesting as an undying entity: 
Man and woman each have their undying bodies. ~ 1A -&-J--r~f:9Ez::§;t 
(Nannü dan 'gong yitong pian citation 31, 26a.l; Appendix 2: 459) 
Moreover, the shen ::§;t is the locus of alchemical transfonnation: 
[In only] one year a soft-bodied person [e.g., woman] can sublimate [the 
bodily essences, qi] for the [production of the] elixir [of immortality] 
because it is [already resident] within her body. *Â -~PJ {l,: ~fttE~ ~ 
t&m 
(Nannü dan 'gong yitong pian citation 34, 29a.4-5; Appendix 2: 461) 
Xing and ti are never used to remark on the locus of alchemical generation. 
As for women cultivators, they extend the idea that, since people are the 
same, and if the xing and ming are the same, they have the same methods. 
They speak of male cultivators and yet, women's work is not supplied with 
clarifications. This is because they do not know that men are externally yang 
but internally yin whereas women are externally yin and internally yang. 
Their xing '1'1: (inner nature) is not the same, and their xing % (fonns) and 
gai ~ (bodies) are distinguished. Although both possess the same xing and 
190 Fully aspected individual: indicates an individual complete with all his or her 
bodily, sensory, cognitive, kannic and spiritual aspects. Fonn %, structure a, 
'body' ~ , inner nature '1'1: and destiny Jfp are aIl encompassed. 
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ming, the execution of their practices for the most part are dissimilar. 3d~ 
~m~~~~A~~tt$œ~-~*~~~W~~~~~~~m*~ 
3;Q ~ -=Pj~ ~ [7g ~1i ~-=Pj~ ~1i [7g ~ ~'t'± ~ ~ % ~ ft JJIj!ni ln] - tt:$ ~qT f~ A 
~~~ 1!f (Preface to Nüjindan 1a.4-8; Appendix 2: 477) 
This interesting passage above clearly distinguishes bodily form-cum-structure % 
~, which possess gendered inflection from the parameters of ungendered 
xing/ming. Therefore, the "structure" H and "form" % of the body is inflected by 
gender. In women, the form is internally yang and externally yin. However, their 
xing and ming are possessed of the same principles as in men. 
FinallY' the shen ~ is a capsule or cavern within which the alchemical 
process is performed; and one which is replaced by an immortal body at the 
moment of alchemical perfection: 
With a clap of thunder, the Heavenly Court191 is rent, and you emit the fetal 
continent192 of the doubly murky body-matrix (shen) -~aB:1ÇMIMJJm"* 
~i=îj+I:m~~. (Kunjue 3b.8; Appendix 2: 464) 
The Hutian xingguo nüdan shize has a very insightful description of the shen, ti and 
xing. Precept 2 states: 
Now, the form % is generated by heaven and earth and is nourished by the 
father and the mother. It is depends on the qi of the five phases to achieve 
completion. It is produced in response to the transformations of yin and 
191 E.g., the head. This is classicallanguage used to describe the exit ofthe matured, 
subtile shen from the top of the head. (For descriptions of the phenomena 
accompanying qushen, in English, see Kohn 1990, 2000, 2003b, Despeux 1989, 
1997, etc. In Italian, see Esposito. For a list of various phenomena in Chinese see 
Zhongyangzi yulu, DZ1153.) 
192 The term ~i=îj'I'I occurs only once in the Nüdan hebian collection, and does not 
reappear in any other nüdan tracts. The term occurs in the Buddhist literature, 
particularly the Abhidharma sutras, and the Hevajra tantra (transI. 1081 CE; Yuri 
2006: 1). In the latter tract, the fetaI continent refers to a symbolic space of tantric 
gestation. In the former, it refers to the placenta. 
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yang. Before receiving this [fully aspected] body ~ 193, one already has this 
fonn %. Fonn % is produced together with its xing ,ti and ming $. 
~%#~~~m~~~~m •• Efi~.ffi~~~~~~ffi~*~~ 
~ 5t J=J, li:~% t! % ~ ~ ,ti $ f§ ~ 
(Hutian xingguo nüdan shize precept 2, 3b.4-6; Appendix 2: 466) 
This description c1early orders the production of the various body fonns and 
aspects: the fonn % emerges together with xing ,ti and ming $. Having been 
endowed through the generation states of the phases, transfonnations of yin and 
yang, and the nourishment of the parents, the fully-aspected body ~ is realized. In 
women, the body is manifested as a yang-within-yin structure; in men, the body is 
yin within yang. 194 
Where are the boundaries of the body? What distinguishes "inner': and 
"outer"? Sivin notes that because the alchemist's body was in dynamic interaction 
with the cosmos, the penneability of its boundaries was an important issue. "Food 
and ch'i must enter without admitting agents of disease; wastes must be excreted 
without allowing the body's vitalities to leak out." (Yates: 15) The dynamic 
interaction of divine and human functional systems places parts of the bodily 
system "outside" the skin and others "inside". The pro cess of transposing interior-
exterior boundaries is of two types. Individual interior-exterior transposition 
instigates moments of confusion, heightened awareness, and rupture with profane 
reality. The lines between cosmic and individual bodies blur. These moments 
become sacred through being set apart from the real of the senses. This cognitive 
break or sacred rupture characterizes the alchemist's body-concept. In mundane 
193 For an explanation on the different meanings of the "bodies" in neidan, please 
see Appendix 3. 
194 This concept is oft repeated in the Nüdan hebian tracts. See Preface 1; Appendix 
2: 443, Nannü dan 'gong yilong pian citations 20 and 30 (Appendix 2: 458, 460), 
citing the Nudan huijie (Appendix 2: 512) and the Nüjindan preface (Appendix 2: 
477) respectively. 
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persons and beginning practitioners, interior-exterior transposition can also occur 
through the sense organs, which, when the wills responsible for the associated 
sensations are not regulated, causes loss of essences through emotional egress. 
Senses and their bodily apertures give rise to emotional states of being, 
which also resonate with the universe. Emotions correspond to organs, seasons, and 
directions: anger, resentment, joy, pensiveness, elation, desire. (Larre and de la 
Vallée 1996: 3) These are aIl directed by the heart-mind or the will/s. (Ibid: 4-6) 
The physical-emotional health of the individual, as weIl as hislher karmic or 
spiritual health, informs the wills' ability to manage the offices under its control. 
(Ibid: 1, 3-4, 12-15) The will extends inwardly to manipulate physical, psychic and 
spiritual health. Simultaneously, the will extends outward to control fortune, illness-
impelling forces, family relations and social well-being. 
The embodiment of emotions, deportment, vital functions, internaI ethers 
and the mind-heart extends the perimeters of the body weIl beyond what Europeans 
would conventionally term "the body." Sivin notes, "By the second century [C.E.] 
Confucius' conviction that the emotions were morally significant had become 
convention al. Accordingly, the natural order also embodied emotion -- at least 
emotion appropriate to the time and place." (Sivin 1994: 25) This outward 
extension of emotion is manifest in Daoist rituals of pacification (Bao'an'gong 
rituals) and in yogic manuals (Lian'gong). At the same time, emotions are 
materialized within the flesh and yin-yang energies of the body, and with cosmic 
energies and cosrnic states ofbeing. 
As emotional health is vital to physical health, so is it vital to spiritual health. 
The Nei Ye states, "Wh en the essence exists [within] and gives life naturally,/Being 
stored internally, it acts as a fountainhead.lHow Great!/Being peaceful it acts as a 
wellspring for the breath of life.lSo long as the wellspring do es not dry up, the four 
parts of the body then remain firmlSo long as the wellspring is not exhausted, the 
passages of the nine apertures remain clear .. .IIf the heart is complete within, the 
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fonn will be complete without...Iwhen a man is capable of being correct and 
quiescent,lHis flesh is full, his ears and eyes sharp and clear,lHis muscles taut, and 
his bones sturdy." (Cited in Yates 1994: 69) 
Emotional cultivation is thus foundational in neidan cultivation, and several 
women's elixir treatises emphasize women's particular needs vis-à-vis emotional 
cultivation. Nüjindan (juan one) states, 
If your body is both kun and virtuous, how can one not [become immortal, 
like the immortals described above]? Particularly for those floating on the 
seas of desire, if they do not generate a heart-mind suitable for entering the 
Dao, how could they possibly escape from the fjords of delusion and be a 
woman who has ascended to the clouds? [Their] inner nature '11 is at root 
yin and weak. If they see too much, they'll be inclined to deviance. They 
won't recognize the four virtues or acknowledge the three followings. They 
won't know to correct bad behavior that should be corrected, and they won't 
be able to cultivate fields of merit that are appropriate to cultivate. Bound by 
passionless desires, they will bury the perfection of their original nature. 
Abandoning themselves to despair, they'll become more and more base. 
How do they know that entering the world of human affairs is like floating 
clouds that sully the finnament! The sins of past lives together with future 
reincamations will be tossed into the wheel of rebirth. How then can they 
tum their heads, look back, and climb the other shore? 
~*:t$1!~/F~~.p.t~~tt~Hl~~/F~Àii1!ZJL.'~~~WEte~~$~ff~~ 
z~tt*~~~$.~~~~ •• ~=~~~~~/F~~mœ~.* 
~ •• ~Mz~.*ttz~~.~.a.a~~~Àlli~n~ •• ~ 
•• "~M~À.~M~@~~~~ 
(Nüjindan shangjuan 3b.2-7; in Appendix 2: 478) 
Likewise, the Hutian xingguo nüdan shize precept one reads, 
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Ordinary women's xing (inner nature) is hard. Their wills (~) are dispersed, 
their passions are easily aroused, and their qi is easily moved. AlI sorts of 
things polIute their hearts-minds such that it is difficult to sublimate their 
bodies. So how can they live forever and how can their efforts save them? 
This is the reason the initial work [for women] emphasizes nourishing 
perfection. 195 
ÂfL:9: -1" Z tl: ~\ IXJU:9:-1" Z ~ ~\ fl:9: -1" Z 'tflf ~ 1~:9: -1" Z~ Jjj JfJ~1 ~11I.1L.\ 
.~~~~B~m~~~I~~~~~~~ZI.~ •• 
(Hutian xingguo nüdan shize 2a.3-6: Appendix 2: 465-66) 
Daoist, Buddhist and Confucian ethics share this understanding of the 
embodiment of ethics-cum-emotions. What sets Daoists' alchemical manipulations 
apart from Confucian-ethic understandings is the embodied spiritualization of the 
correspondences, both at the level of cosmos and individual, and their assertion of 
cosmos not simply as a metaphor for bodily symbolic correspondence, but as actual 
uni verse of cosmic change: "To them, the body was not merely constructed on the 
basis of the celestial model and norm, it was the universe, it contained the uni verse 
in its totality," astral, divine and social. (Levi 1989: 1 05) This body-concept is 
constructed in the 2nd and 3rd centuries if not before, but is canonized and 
maintained throughout the imperial period. We find these images in the 6th century 
Wushang biyao mLt*'~~ (DZ1138);196 Song Yunji qiqian *lt--l:::;~197; the Ming 
195 Below, l retum to the question of misogyny manifestly present in these citations. 
196 For the political dimensions of the compilation of this Daoist encyclopedia, see 
Schipper 1979. 
197 See for example Laozi zhongjing, j. 18-19; in Yunji qiqian 18-19, vol. 1: 418-456; 
also entitled Zhuguan yuli. (This tract is also found as Taishang Laojun zhongjing at 
DZl168).Schipper dates this tract to the Latter Han (25-220), with a question mark. 
(Schipper and Verellen: 92-94) 
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Zhengtong Daozang jE~JE*it and various Qing and early Republican Daoist 
collections. 
One of the more stable references is the Laozi zhongjing ~-=f~~~198. This 
scripture, found in the majority of canons from the 6th century on, provides a 
detailed description of the realms of the body, its dynamic effulgences, and their 
concretization in body as deities and heraldic animaIs. This tract begins by naming 
the essential gods of cosmos and linking them to their temporal moment of 
initiation, their locus in the multi-Iayered heavens, their physical locus in the body, 
and their associated qi. In addition, each god/qi is associated with an emblematic 
creature/deity. In the head is the upper Upper Great Unit y (L L 7;( -) for 
example: 
The upper Upper Great Unit y (LL7;(-) is the father of the Dao, and 
the predecessor of heaven and earth. (temporal locus) Thus [it resides] 
above the nine heavens, within the Great Purity (heaven), and beyond the 
eight expanses, and within minutiae [siwei]. 1 do not know its name, it is the 
primaI qi. (associated qi) This spirit has a human head and a bird's body. 
LL7;(-1fmz:X:illo 7Ç±tE.z7'cillo JJfr1L7ÇZL*mZ~ )\~Zjr 
~.z~oH~~~~illo~.~~o~~À~~~o*~ •• o 
(Laozi zhongjing shang zhi yi, in Yunji qiquan J 8, 1.418) 
Likewise the Lord Father of the East199 and the Queen Mother of the West reside in 
the head, on earth in the earthly paradises of Penglai, and in the Taiqing Heavens. 
198 Note that the actual location of the heavens in the cosmos differ between the 
Laozi zhongjing and the Shangqing corpus. 
199 This deity name is normally transcribed as Eastern Lord; however, the original 
tract consciously balances the father/mother parallel. In respect of the original tract, 
1 preserved the "father" phoneme in the deity's transcribed name, and pattern the 
sequence of Chinese characters in the name as used in the Queen Mother of the 
West. 
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In the heavens, the Eastern Lord resides in a five colored halo as the controller of 
the Eastern quadrant. Likewise in persons, he inhabits the left (eastern) eye. The 
essence and qi of the Eastern Lord emits upwards as the solar effulgence. The 
eastern eye is the sun in the cosmic person; the western eye is the cosmic person' s 
moon. The Queen Mother thus inhabits the right (western) eye, inhabits the earthly 
paradise of Kunlun, and controls the Northern Dipper in Heaven; when transformed 
to essence; she emits upwards as lunar effulgence. Between the two resides their 
son Floriate Brilliance (Yingming). The second character of this deity's name (~) 
happily preserves the sun (R) and moon (Ji) aspects of the parents, and 
represents a union of the polar aspects sun/moon = ming, yang/yin = central 
harmony, heatlcold = temperance, active/passive = wuwei, heaven/earth = man, 
Lord father/Queen mother = Floriate Brilliance. The return to unit y and the 
harmonization of opposites dominates throughout the Laozi zhongjing and other 
tracts.200 
The tripartite separation of cosmic and human symbols repeats throughout 
both cosmic and human bodies. In the Laozi zhongjing, the three dantian, 
designated Purple Chamber of Great Unit y (~J%Â~), the Feng Palace of the 
Yellow Court (~'§~&O and the Great Gulf of the Cinnabar,Field (ÂmMfHE), 
repeat the tripartite division. 
The five phases demarcate another series of harmonizing divisions on the 
cosmic and hum an level. At the chest (,iN), the "father-mother" symbolism is 
displaced by a minister-elder duality. This pair reside at the nipples. Between them, 
the watchtower gate of the vermillion bird (*,~ ~ r,), is the jade watchtower (3i 
lm). This location comprises both tripartite and quadripartite division: The jade 
watchtower is surrounded not only by the Lords of the two nipples (Jun'a tt~üJ on 
the left and Wengzhong ~f!f1 on the right) both slightly below the jade watchtower; 
200 But see below for a feminist interpretation of this harmonization process. 
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also we find the Heavenly Dog and Heavenly Chicken (two constellations) above. 
(See Laozi zhongjing 4; in Yunji qiquan 1.420.) 
The Laozi zhongjing makes sorne distinctions between men and women. 
Women's breasts are likened to the spouts of yin and yang. (1.420) Below the left 
and right nipple are the sun and moon, the hostels of the King father and Queen 
mother. (1.421) There is no mention in tbis brief aside of any 5-part division, but 
the descriptions indicate that the same alignments for men's dantian are repeated in 
another register of the female body, between a woman's breasts. (Ibid) In other 
words, it appears from the description that women's lower dantian, the region of 
the body necessary for alchemical transformation in men, has been displaced to the 
region of the breasts. This suggests an early link to the breast chamber in women, 
discussed below. 
The Laozi zhongjing continues by describing the Lord of the Dao :ilttt who 
presides over the numeral one, thus oneness or unity. AlI attendants of the Lord of 
the Dao encompass the character of tripartite unit y in all its forms. The numeric 
sequence is replete in their abode: the Lord and his attendants manifest as three 
individuals; they reside above the nine heavens, and in the Great Gulf of the Purple 
Chamber palace. The left and right attendants of the Lord of the Dao are Laojun ~ 
tt and Taihe *~O. Both in heaven and in ~he body, the Lord of the Dao resides in 
the Purple Chamber palace below the floriate coyer. He has a wife! The Jade 
Maiden Dark Radiance of Great Yin *~~ J't3S:.3c. She gives birth to a perfected 
child in the womb (Palace of Great Simplicity **'8). This child is the being that 
will eventually grow until it is the size of the adept' s own body. (Ibid 5, 1.420-21) 
Laojun, or Old Lord, is the heavenly Hun 7Ç.;t, or Cloudsoul. Taihe is the 
heavenly Po ~, or Whitesoul. Thus the left hand attendant presides over life and 
the left side of the human and cosmic bodies, and the right-hand attendant presides 
over death, and the left side of the human and cosmic bodies. 
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An eight part division repeats on levels designating space and time, 
corresponding to the eight hexagrams, eight directions, eight winds201 and eight 
calendrical interstices (seasons, equinoxes, solstices), and eight ministers. The unit y 
of aIl is replicated in the navel rather than the central dantian, where are 'reprised 
numeric equivalencies of aIl things in the universe: eight ministers, five directions, 
three primes, etc. 
The unit y ofthese various deities' groupings lies in the fundamental concept 
of process and change, and their ability to function in the hum an body as in the 
cosmos. "Once the human body exactly replicates and includes the whole of the 
cosmos - while still being an element itself - cosmogenesis merges with 
embryogenesis ... " (Levi 1989: 1 06) By replicating and inverting the pro cess of 
cosmic generation in the individual' s bodily cosmos, the individual is able to 
reverse the polluting substances and circumstances of birth. The substances of life, 
blood, pus, urine, and other bodily effluvia, which, normally, are expelled from the 
body as polluting, are instead cleansed, retained in the body as sacred treasures, and 
progressively etherealized until these once polluting substances of the hum an body 
form the sacred elements of neidan immortality seekers. The adept forms a pure 
fetus, and gestating this fetus within the body, the adept may retum to a state of 
original purity. "In other words, the crudest physiological substance assumes a 
heraldic value because its secretions are integrated into a symbolic system in which 
they correspond to divine effigies." (Levi 1989: 123) 
Cosmic states and time, conceptualized on the basis of the five phases and 
the hexagrammatical (e.g., a grammar of hexagramsi02 signs of the Zhouyi .mJ~ 
manifest in bodily states and times. The body' s transformation in Daoist perfections 
is accompli shed through inverting cosmic time/space in the body. These 
201 Note the link here with Abidharma and similar tantric traditions. 
202 Because the hexagrams form a "grammar" of statis and change in the cosmos, 
the individual and the adept, the phrase "hexagrammatical" isused. 
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hexagrammatical manifestations, or SlgnS, are represented differently at various 
stages of transformation, and in accordance with the "season" i.nto which the 
adept's body passes (or reverts) in a particular moment. (See figures 2-4) From the 
Han, court rituals invoking the power of the Dao are attested. (Seidel 1987) 
However, not until the period of disunity (2nd to 6th centuries CE), the period of 
Buddhism's rise in China, do the Dao, the hexagrams, and the sacred circ1es 
become internalized in the adept's body. This phenornenon, linked perhaps to 
Shangqing and Lingbao textual traditions, parallels Buddhism's absorption into the 
Daoist pantheon, cosmology, and liturgy. 
The image in Figure 3, Appendix 1, shows the sacred points along the 
adept's body fully unified as a self-contained and impenetrable whole. The renmai 
and dumai channels, which in medicine run through the legs, here unite at the 
crown (wu) and anus/sexual organs (zi). The image in Figure 3 shows an 
internalized mantic circ1e using the Chinese hexagrammic modes. Existing forms of 
indigenous medical technologies and cosmic and individual body symbolisms unite 
in the ritual body symbolic lexicon. However, the hexagrammic symbols form the 
basic unifying princip le in the neidan cosmic de-generation process. 
In sorne neidan tracts, men's and wornen's internaI docks are 
fundamentally different. Women pass through the hexagrammic changes of the 
body in one month whereas men pass through these transformations in one year. 
Therefore, the moment for men to perform particular actions is based on a 
calendrical season of 3x4 months, whereas wornen's seasons are measured in 3xlO 
days. 
Men's actions accord with the trigram li, like the sun, which rnakes a single 
circuit once a year; women's actions accord with the trigram kan, like the 
moon, which makes a circuit every rnonth. 
~~.~8-~-R~~~~~~-~-R~ 
(Preface to the Nüdan hebian 4b; Appendix 2: 443) 
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In this passage the universality of the cosmos is specified in the gendered bodies of 
men and women, and these gendered bodies are not equal. The specificity of the 
gendered body implies the hexagram with which it accords (kan/li), and the time-
clock by which it is measured (month/year). The lines that directly precede the 
above passage extends these disparities to the nature of their passions 
(urgent/tranquil), thoughts (scattered/pure), inner nature (supple/firm), and the 
nature oftheir persons (yin-murky/yang-pure): 
Men are yang, and yang is clear (pure); women are yin and yin is murky. 
Men's inner nature is firm; women's is supple. Men's passions are urgent, 
women's undemanding. Men's thoughts are scattered, women's pure. Men 
are proactive, therefore their qi easily seeps away; women are passive, 
therefore their qi is easily retained. 
~JI~~~IJif1J~JI~~~Ij~~tt~~~ti*!JH1'f:%',~'t1#,i~~~~~~ 
~ j: ~ij] ~IJ 1lR ~ 1~ =9: j: ~j1~j1 ~IJ 1lR ~ ~ 
. (Preface to the Nüdan hebian 4a.7 :4b.1) 
Gendering further imbricates the spiritual potential of persons' specifie bodies in 
the moment of cosmic and fetal generation. 
Why must the fonu be refined? Women's bodies originally are classed as yin 
and murky, unlike men's bodies, which are both yang and firm. If you don't 
refine your form, you cannot cause the blood to transform into qi, so can 
how can you gestate the prior heavens, and [how can you] give birth to true 
qi? If you cannot obtain true qi, then afterwards one is entirely pure yin, so 
how can you return to obtain the elixir and attain the Great Dao? Therefore 
women's form must be refined first and only later can they [attain the elixir]. 
~%~*~~M~~~~M •• E~~llR~~~~~~~~~*~~ 
~~A~%~%~ftttèffi~ffi~~~m.~%~Aft~W~ffl~=9: 
~~a~.~M~~~~~a.~~~m~~~~~~~~~llR~W 
~m~~*~m~.llRm~m.llRm~-~~~X.~~m7mH~ 
m7*m~~~~%~~~~~~~ 
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(Hutian xing'guo nüdan shize precept one, 3b.3-4a.1: Appendix 2: 466) 
The elixir body or transfonnation body is patterned on the shape of the 
heavens, and patterned in heavenly (circular) diagrams rather than earthly (square) 
diagrams. In order to refine the elements of the body, they must pass through an 
uninterrupted circuit within the body, which the adept creates by joining the ren and 
du channels of traditional medicine. The body is arrayed with talismanic signs 
appropriate to the moment of cultivation in space/time?03 The use of heavenly and 
earthly diagrams is particularly noted in the Shangqing tradition, such as the 
Shangqing changsheng baojian tu L tflf ~ 1:. .. ~ il (Shangqing Diagram of 
Precious Mirrors for Long Life DZ429; see esp. Il a ft). In the Late Imperial period, 
the Wu-Liu (Eastern) school medicalizes these processes and depicts them in 
harmony with the medical classics. The resultant effect is an attention to a woman' s 
psycho-physical being, which renders her naturally subject to physical and 
psychological pathologies. (Cf. Furth 2000, Despeux 1990) The consequences for 
nüdan·adepts are seen in the citation from Nüjindan shang juan above (page 29 
above). The inner nature '11 while sharing the same princip/es with men, becomes 
"essentially yin and murky", subjecting women adepts to a tendency towards a 
stagnation of qi, and the concomitant pathologies of nervous depression, 
melancholy, blood clotting, irregular menses, and other diseases associated with 
blood stagnation and shen depletion. These pathologies become the central concern 
for much of late Qing nüdan. 
Women's monthly menses and the consequent loss of physical (bloody 
dis charge) and emotional emanations emerge as fundamental challenges for nüdan 
adept: sealing the body. Because the body is the source of immortality, loss ofbody 
products constitutes a reduction in essential fluids, including those lost through 
203 For discussion of talismans and their relation to sacred space and time, see 
Despeux 2000: 499-540, see esp. 529-531. See also Despeux 1979. 
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menses. The process of "s~aling" the body04 with sacred animaIs of the directions, 
creating a sacred circle within the body, and the manipulation of body elements is 
attested in early Lingbao scriptures. (4th century). Neidan, reaching maturity in the 
Song (Cf Kohn 2003), drew in elements from medicine, Daoism and Buddhism, 
especially Tantric Buddhism. As tantric elements developed, coherence with the 
medical traditions became more tentative, yet medical terminology continued to 
influence the language of neidan. The several schools of Chinese neidan, Zhong-Lü 
(Tang-Song), Southern (Song), Northern (Song-Yuan), Central (Yuan), Eastern 
. 
(Ming-Qing) and Western (Qing)/05 agree in their conception of the body as a 
vessel of pure elements which may be refined within the body to create an 
immortal's body. They agree that the body must first be "sealed" to make a 
continuous vessel that does not "leak" any essential fluids/elements. Figure 3 
(Appendix 1), depicting the union of the renmai and dumai channels of the body, is 
indicative of this concern in neidan. 
In nüdan, the inability of women to "seal" the body due to monthly menses 
is a major concern. Loss ofbodily fluids, tied not to sexual desire as in men but to 
biological processes, mitigates against retention of bodily fluids for the purposes of 
physiological cultivation. Meanwhile, hormonal fluctuations affecting sexuality, 
mood and temper also result in a monthly emission of emotional essences which not 
only harms the internaI organs, but also witnesses a 10ss of ethereal essences/gods 
dispersed through the sense organs of the mouth, nose, ears and particularly eyes. 
(Larre and de la Vallée 1996) Loss of these psycho-physical essences deteriorates 
the individual' s capacity for Daoist practice. 
204 This use of "sealing" corresponds with the Tibetan Tantric tradition of "sealing" 
the body. 
205 For discussion of the four schools see Monica Esposito. 1997. L'Alchimia dei 
soffio. Rome: Ubaldini Editore, 24-30. 
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A contradictory voice emerges as to the nature ofwomen's inner nature, and 
the nature of its qualities. Hç Longxiang and his contemporary, Zhenyizi & -7- (ft. 
ca. 1892), commentator of the Nüjindan xia juan, both note the suppleness of 
women's inner nature, the receptiveness of women's passions, the purity of 
women's thoughts, and the passiveness ofwomen's comportment. While Zhenyizi 
writes that women are 'murky' and yin in body, and men are yang and pure, he 
asserts that a woman's tranquil nature also causes her to have relatively 'pure' 
thoughts. (Preface to the Nüjindan 4b, cited above, page 149) Each of these 
characteristics, likened in the Laozi to the virtues and potency of a new born child 
which the sage seeks to emulate, suggests a superiority of the female inner nature. 
These advantages allow women to advance more quickly in the secondary stage of 
practice. Yet the statements given in these two 1892 and 1906 prefaces are at odds 
with the statements made within the tracts themselves. Zhenyizi's preface to the 
Nüjindan "corrects" several inconvenient aspects of the message given in the 
Nüjindan tracts themselves. 1 will return to this point in Chapter 5. 
2.4 Contributions of medical knowledge: embryology, gynaecology at the 
Chinese Medical Institute, Chengdu 
Before passing to discussion of the Kalacakra tradition, 1 discuss the contribution of 
Chinese medical knowledge to the specifically female aspects of nüdan. 
Embryology fonns one substantial field of local knowledge for nüdan adepts in 
Qing dynasty Sichuan.206 
206 Embryologica1 metaphors abound in neidan literature. Sivin notes a number of 
these already in the works attributed the legendary immortal of the Han, Wei 
Boyang: "The body of man has natural endowments, but it is a nothingness, and 
primaI essence gathers like a cloud. The causal [qi] makes a beginning with the 
[y]in and [y]ang for its measures. The hun and [po] 'souls ' begin to dwell in it. The 
fonner derived from the [y]ang spirit of the sun and the [y]in spirit of the moon ... 
At first (the embryo) is like a hen's egg, black and white fitting together like a tally. 
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In general, major tracts on birth relied on in Qing were those by Sun Simiao f/~J~j~ 
(581-682), and Chao Yuanfang ~j(;1J (fi. 605-616). (Furth 1995: 159; notes 4,5, 
6) The Chengdu medical institute tracts,207 advertised continuously in the Sichuan 
guanbao [g)II'§~ (see for example Sichuan guanbao 1913.1.15), represent a body 
of therapeutic knowledge that circulated in the region also as household tracts?08 
For embryology and gynaecological practice, the institute relied upon the Jiaqing 
It measures an inch in breadth and length. The four limbs, five vicera, the muscles 
and bones, are then added. After ten montI-;s it cornes out of the womb." (Sivin, in 
Needham 1976: 5.70). Also, "Look at what happens when the moment cornes for 
sexual intercourse between a man and a woman. The hard and the soft inextricably 
intertwine and cannot be separated. They fit like a tally, and no special skill is 
involved in the management of it. Man is born to lie facing downwards and woman 
on her back. These modes of behaviour are derived from the very beginning of their 
existence in the womb ... They have not been taught this by their parents: such 
things are already fixed at the time of their conception during sexual union" (Ibid, 
71). Sivin notes the association of embryogenesis with the formation of the sage or 
immortal fetus in the late Minglearly Qing, citing Neijindan (just prior to 1622), a 
tract in which the process of embryonic breathing is linked by gestational symbols 
to accepted gestational theory. (Ibid, 154-55) The Huainanzi likewise describes 
human embryogenesis: Thus the one gives birth to the two, the two gives birth to 
the three and the three give birth of the myriad things. The myriad things carry yin 
and enfold yang. The mingling of qi creates harmony. Thus it is said: In the first 
month there is a speck of fertile grease; in the second month there is a globule; in 
the third month there is an embryo; in the fourth month, flesh; in the fifth month, 
sinews; in the sixth month, bones; in the seventh month, complete form; in the 
eighth month, quickening; in the ninth month, agitated movements; and in the tenth 
month, birth." (Huainanzi 6: 1 b-2a; cited in Major 179); also, we read, that extreme 
yin produces females and extreme yang produces males; and those born in the day 
resemble their fathers and those born at night resemble their mothers. (Ibid, 4: 1 Oa.l, 
cited in Major 179). 
207 For example, Nüke yaozhi 1 b. 
208 An example of the advert is found at plate 1, Appendix 7. 
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Zhongyi zhibing zhongcao yaofang ~ JI ~ U ~S m ~ 1ft ~ 1J (Chapter from the 
Jiaqing reign period on Chinese medical prescriptions and Chinese medicines to 
regulate disease, 1811) by Chen Xiuyuan [)t 1~ I!I. 
Like the neidan literature, the medical literature bases its logic on the five 
phases and yin-yang, and attention is focused on the basic elements of the neidan 
body,jing f,!f, qi *' and shen t,. At the level of designation, the medicalliterature 
clarifies esoteric language. At the level of function, the neidan processes seek to 
exploit the medico-operative systems of the Chinese medical body. In the former 
case, the medical literature may seek to localize a body product or loci such as the 
blood sea. Nüke yaozhi ~~4~ §î reads, "the blood sea in the human body is the 
placenta. It resides outside the mai (meridians), and acts as the lodge of the mai 
(meridians). The classics state that the chong and du channels both arise from the 
placenta." (4.1 a) Later we find the ren, du and chong channels aIl emerge from the 
placenta. (4.1 b) This specification, while clarifying the organization of the medical 
body, is at odds with the neidan body as found, for example in the Wu-Liu school. 
The channels, energy conduits that circulate essences along the body, are not 
generally depicted "emerging out of the placenta." The Wu-Liu school's 
interpretation, the ren and du channels relay qi in a circle from the xuanmen 
(genitals) up the back of the lower and then upper torso in the du channel. In the 
perfected being (see dotted passage in the figure 3, Appendix 1) the du channel 
meets the ren channel in the Qian palace at the top of the head, and conducts the qi 
back down the front of the body. Similarly the Western school describes the 
circulation of qi along similarly placed channels. Both figures 4 and 7 (in Appendix 
1) depiet the ehannels in a perfeet circle in keeping with the ideal of sealing the 
body and creating a perfect and round l;lnion of channels and circuits about the body. 
However, figures 3 and 5 show an inside passage leading to the dantian where the 
embryo is formed. This is similar to but not identical with the medical literature: in 
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the presented schemas (figures 3 and 5), the chong channel links up the ren and du 
channels to allow them to communicate with the "placenta". 
This case illustrates the inexact nature of the similarities between the 
medical and neidan bodies; in other cases the logic of the medical and neidan 
bodies diverge sharply. Jiaqing Zhongyi zhibing zhongyao yaofang renchen pian 
daims that women who are unable to generate a fetus suffer from having gathered 
excess [yang] qi into their bodies and causing it to coagulate and refine (~) the 
blood. (Jiaqing Zhongyi zhibing zhongcao yaofang 4.4b.) This causes physical 
degradation of the female body. On the other hand, Hutian xingU nüdan shize 
daims the initial step for nüdan cultivation (!lïJTH~~) consists in gathering the [yang] 
qi into their bodies and causing it to steam, heat and refine (~) the blood. (Hutian 
xingU nüdan shize precept one, lb.) The medical literature identifies the cause of 
female malady in exactly those physiological processes that the nüdan tracts 
identify as salvational. This ability to attain salvation through physical putrefaction 
forms an aspect of somatic practice that separates the medical from the spiritual, 
and forms a significant aspect of neidan/nüdan practice. (See Chapter 5) 
In the first decade of the twentieth century, another gynaecology tract 
circulating in the Chengdu Medical Institute was the Nuke yaozhi. The Nuke yaozhi 
~;f4~ I@ (Essential indications on Women's .Medicinei09 identifies the problem of 
. . 
women's inability to produce male (e.g., yang) fetuses in the respective "arrivaI" or 
predominance of the women's blood over the man's semen. (juan 4 zhi 4b) Such 
209 The copy of the manual in my collection is deteriorated and prefatory material is 
alI but dissolved. Interlineal indication provides the date 1912, and the name Zhang 
Sun 9IH~. The book also bears the stamp of a printing house, Bingche bandian pg 
lfih&m. The contents are two standard medical tracts by Zhang Ji 9&tJ of the 
Eastern Han (25-220 CE), employed by Song medical practitioners. (Cf. Furth 1990: 
94) These are Shang han lun ~*~ (Treatise on Cold Damage Disorders, with 
commentary, and Jingui yaoluejian zhu :1fi::1I~~~tt (Essentials of the Golden 
Casket, with abbreviated commentary. 
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pre-natal gender speculation occurs throughout Buddhist and Jain literature in 
Central and East Asia.210 In 'nandan' literature, men elicit the drop, either in coitus 
or in internaI pro cesses, from the female partner. (See figure 5) The elevation of yin 
overthrows the Buddhistic model. This is not so for n udan: represented in many 
tracts, the result of women's essential yin nature is an inability, to achieve neidan 
success. Unlike men, women cannot fully transform themselves through practice. 
Women's sotis is explicitly stated as requiring the method of daidu, or awaiting 
salvation. Women must must await the gods who, taking pit Y on them, will send 
down a command from the immortal bureaucracy that allows them to rise up to the 
heavens. (Nannü dan 'gong yitong bian citation 7, 20b; Appendix 2: 454-55; Hutian 
xingguo nüdan shize precept 8, 14b; Appendix 2: 473) This result is explicated in 
the developmental pro cesses of the medicalliterature. 
Both men and women have the blood sea, but men move [the qi in the blood 
sea] and activate it while women stop it and inhibit it. As for people [men] 
who move and activate it, it do es not fill up. This is a result of their yang qi 
responding to the sun and rising up. As for people [women] who stop and 
retain it, they become filled. This is a result of their yin blood responding to 
the moon and descending. 
~:9:~:ff lltlfn.#ïJ 0 {13 ~ ~IJJlffiJqTZ 0 :9: ~IHq;ffiJ ltZ 0 JlqT~ 0 ~fjffiJ 
~Wo~~.mBffiJ-.o~lt~o:fffjffiJ~Wo~~lfn.m~ffiJ­
r 0 (Nüke yaozhi 1 b) 
This passage indicates that the passIve nature of women's blood sea allows 
• coagulation of the qi, and potential development of a placenta. (Ibid) 
2. Month-to-month development of the embryo 
210 See for example Bruce Lincoln's article on Jain embryological speculation 
(Lincoln: 1992). 
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The Huainanzi fonned the basis for observations on gestation in later periods. 
(Furth 1999: 101) Huainanzi, juan 7, Jingshen, reads: 
Jing and shen are received from heaven and the ming is endowed by earth. 
So it is said, the One creates the two, the two generates the three and the 
three gives life to the myriad things. AIl things are yin behind and yang in 
front. With the effluvia of qi they unite. So it is said that in the first month 
there is a blob of fat, in the second a thread, in the third a fetus, in the fourth 
meridians, in the fifth sinews, in the sixth bone. In the seventh month it is 
fully fonned, in the eighth it is active, in the ninth it is boisterous, in the 
tenth it is bom. (Huainanzi chapter 7; translation following Furth)211 
The birth process of the Song and Ming was understood in tenns of the jing, shen 
and qi - the essences that fonn the three treasures of the neidan alchemist, 2 12 
developing through the altemating interactions of the hexagrams and the five 
phases. Conception begins in the first month in the phase of water, and completes in 
the tenth month, when qi of heaven and earth enter the three dan tian. (Furth 1995: 
170, citing Sun Simiao, Fuke) Wu Zhiwang's :lîtz~ (1552-1628) notes, "What 
congeals at the time of sexual union to make a fetus? It is none other th an jing and 
xue, made up of the remnants that exist in the temporal world; a tiny bit of 
preexistent perfected spirit qi (xiantian zhen zhi lingqi )f;:jÇ~zi'~:3~\.) moved to 
genninate by the feelings of desire, miraculously is part of it. (Ji yin gangmu 71f~ 
f.1Iij §, Salvation of Yin; cited in Furth 1995: 61 note 10, with modifications)' 
One system of embryonic development conceptually close to Qing Daoist 
cosmogony can be found in the Song Furen da quan liang fang ~AA~ ~1J. 
This text sees gestation beginning in three intennediate periods when the future 
211 Cited in Furth 1999: 101; and in Saso 1990: 62. Translation based on Furth, with 
modifications. This development of the fetus closely follows the Abidhanna 
literature. (Kritzer 2006). 
212 See Appendix 3, Definition oftenns. 
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fetus is still embryonic: it is a blob without distinguishable physical characteristics. 
Yin and yang unite, and the liver in the body is activated. This period is called the 
period of embryonic 'mud'. In the next period the embryo forms a blob of fat as the 
jing matures in the body. In the third period, the sexual organs become visible and 
the fetus is recognized as a fetus. From this period forward, the fetus passes through 
the five phases of water, fire, metal, wood, and earth, plus an addition al phase, 
stone. Each phase sees the formation of its associated bodily product: blood, qi, 
sinews, bones, skin and hair and their associated organs likewise progressively form 
in the fourth through ninth month respectively. In the tenth month, the organs and 
body functions are matured, and the fetus is born. (Furth 1999: 103-4) 
These phases of gestation, described in this Song medical document, are the 
phases of gestation Qing alchemists sought to reverse. Liu Huayang (fl. 1736), a 
Chan monk and patriarch of the Wu-Liu school of inner alchemy, laments this 
process of generation and birthing: 
Before we were born, we were a fetus, a round shape inside our mother's 
womb. When the womb is filled with the primordial vapor, the shape inside 
stirs, the shell breaks, and like a mountain crashing down, the fetus tumbles 
out. From the infant's first cry, original nature and life [xing and ming] are 
separated. From then on, original nature does not recognize life, and life 
do es not communicate with original nature. Thus we go from infancy to 
youth, and from youth to old age and death." (Liu Hua-yang, Huimingjing; 
translation following Eva Wong: 1998: 26) 
Daoist self-cultivation techniques seek to reverse these pro cesses, rejuvenating the 
individual and returning her to the state of a perfect, undying being. Development 
of the embryo in the nüdan tracts inverts the phases of embryogenesis. The specific 
techniques for anticipating the moment of peak fertility accord perfectly between 
medical and nüdan tracts: two days prior to the start of the menses each month. 
(Furth 1999: 108-109; Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo 21b-22b; Appendix 2: 524) 
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Chinese embryology/gynaecology further explicates many terms, concepts and 
processes found in nüdan. For example, Nüke yaozhi readily defines certain esoteric 
terms in layman's language: "The monthly messenger is the menses" (2a) and "the 
blood sea is the placenta." (la). Nüdan huijie indicates ancestral qi is divided in 
men and united in women: 
Men have ancestral qP13 which is distributed in the semen and the blood. 
However, women have their ancestral qi united; therefore we say the yin 
follows the bloody sea. Men have this yang pass. In following or reversing 
they avoid error. Women have the land of the Northern Sea; waves rock like 
the ocean currents. 
~~~m.*~~ft~~~m.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~d 
~~~t~±t!!~Btt'1gJ.*~ (Nannü dan 'gong yitong pian citation 25, 26a.2-3; 
Appendix 2: 179) 
Jiaqing Zhongyi zhibing zhongyao yaofang renchen pian clarifies the physiological 
significance of this distinction: "the blood sea occurs both in men and women. It is 
only that men it moves and acts whereas in women it is immobile and stuck. .. 
Therefore [women] have the ability to congeal a fetus." (4.3b) 
In sum, embryology and gynecological knowledge forms a core field of 
knowledge available to women neidan/nüdan adepts. Intimacy between nüdan and 
nüke technologies is further reinforced by the text of the Sichuan medical college's 
early advertisements. In their three-step training curricula immortality practices are 
listed third and highest. (Shubao m~, repeated advert ail editions) While the 
phases, organs, meridians, etc. are all referenced in these different textual traditions, 
texts of Daoist neidan and medical knowledge systems present the organization and 
processes in unique manners. 
Section summary 
213 Original uses alternate form, not printable in this system. 
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Apart from the two prefaces noted above, the tradition generally defines the female 
body's, structure and innate nature ~, H, tE as inherently weak, polluted and 
yin, and as an obstacle towards personal Daoist tantric cultivation At the moment 
when the neidan tradition delimits women's soteriological potential, several options 
open up. Sered notes that many women in women's religions ignore the 
inconvenient, and continue to grasp ultimate religious goals regardless of logical 
obstructions internaI to the religious construct of reality. (Sered 1992, 1999) Other 
women internalize their inherent impurity and seek for salvation through a lifetime 
of purifications and sacrifice. In the nüdan tradition, these strategies appear 
alongside a third: sorne Nüdan hebian tracts contain a significant number of 
references that appear to emanate from a very late Buddhist tantra tradition, the 
Kiilacakra tantra tradition. 214 These references draw into the mix an alternative 
body structure, gender-norm and concept of soteriological potential which belongs 
to the very late Qing period Tibet,215 and share sorne points of commonality with 
the teachings of Mipham (1846-1912). In section 3 below, 1 review sorne of the 
appearances of terms known to the Kiilacakra tradition, and relate this to the 
neidan/nüdan traditions. 
3. . Sorne elements of very late Buddhist tantra emergent in Qing neidan 
Tibetan Buddhists played an important part in the lives of high Qing emperors. 
Many scholars point to the political management ofMongolian and Tibetan peoples 
through patronage of Tibetan Buddhism (cf. Crossley 1999; Farquhar 1979); 
certainly faith and politics were intimately entwined. (cf. Tuttle 2004; Berger 2003) 
Qianlong's favoring of the dGelugs pa lamas over those of the Karma pa and 
214 This includes one quote identified from Tsong kha pa, two instances where a 
disciple of Tsong kha pa is named, and the presence of unique terms (see section 3 
below). 1 continue to analyze these tracts for additional borrowings. 
215 See for example K. Young 2003. 
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Nyingma pa were as much a signal of waming to interfering unc1es, as a sign of 
continuing faith to the spiritual advisor ofhis youth, Lcang-skya Rol-pa'i rdo-rje :!jî 
~ . ti Jt $ ~ (1717-1786). (Wang Xiangyun 1995) There are many ways to read 
the consequent lifting of the Ktilacakra tradition above aIl others, and the 
vivification of vajrayana in China proper. Certainly Bon and Nyingma pa 
resurrection of separatist movements in the Yunnan-Tibet region in the 1700s 
mitigated against their patronage by the Qing court. The success of punitive 
expeditions after dGelugs pa consecrations performed by Lcang-skya Rol-pa'i rdo-
rje further enhanced the position of the latter in the local region. Yet Qing imperial 
patronage of lamaist centers in Southwest China had begun as early as the Kangxi 
reign period (1662-1722). In the Y ongzhen reign period (1723-1725), two Chengdu 
lamaist temples received copies of the newly commissioned Tibetan canon. 
(Tongzhi chongxiu Chengdu xian zhi 2.59) A significant part of Kalacakra literature 
composed and/or translated into Tibetan up to the mid eighteenth century can be 
found in this canon.216 
Buddhist tantric literature, like the neidan literary tradition, understands that 
the pro cesses of the human body are mirrored in those of the cosmos. Moreover, 
both traditions focus on structures of change: cosmogenesis takes precedence over 
cosmology, and embryogenesis takes precedence over embryology. Cosmogonie 
speculations ground tantric understandings of the birth, growth, aging and death of 
the individual. Both traditions understand that self-divinization is possible through 
the individual' s comprehension, control and reversaI of these dynamic processes. 
Both traditions seek to retum the body and self to a state of pre-conception purity 
through alchemical transformation of the elements of the embodied individual. 
216 The two mam Tibetan canons are the Peking/Beijing Tibetan Bstan 'gyur 
(Kanjur) and the Indian Tibetan Derje Bstan 'gyur (Kanjur). Unless otherwise 
noted, aIl references in this dissertation refer to the Beijing Tibetan Bstan' gyur 
(Kanjur). Canon numbers follow Suzuki. 
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Although the ultimate goals of the two traditions diverge (Buddhists seek nirvana, 
while Daoists seek immortal life in the heavenly bureaucracy), fundamental 
agreements exist. 
The literature of the Kiilacakra tradition is of particular interest for the study 
of nüdan, as sorne terms from this tantric tradition appears to emerge in a few 
nüdan tracts. These terms inc1ude the qi/ian -tJi, jitou ~ 1t, qianwanduo lian -=f 
... J.L"ti; 217 
f-AJ 7f<;: J.!!!. • 
3.1 Seven Lotuses in the Buddhist literatures 
In the Indian tradition, the centers of energy transformation are not the 
dantian J]- A1 as in the neidan tradition; rather, the tantric body has a garland of 
energy tranformation centers, or cakras. The cakras may number three, four, five, 
six, or seven major cakras; minor cakras may number 72,000 or more. The major 
cakras inc1ude those threaded along the three major meridians of the body, or nadis 
which travel up the center of the torso and head, from anus to crown. These cakras 
are commonly depicted as Iotuses, each with a particular number of petaIs. Sorne of 
the petaIs are transited by minor nadis, or meridians (IDK, }j~ ~), which allow 
transformative winds to communicate with the 72,000 minor cakras. Other petaIs 
are empty. 
In most Buddhist sutras, the cakras are numbered three or four, with four 
being most common. These three/four cakras respond and transform the energies of 
one of the three/four treasures ofbody, speech, mind and, in the case of four cakras, 
space/gnosis. (Cf. Hevajra tantra, CakrasaliTvara) ln Laghukiilacakra tan trariija , 
217 Another e1ement of the nüdan body, the Concentration Head, is also found in 
tracts from the Tibetan tradition. (See Shi/un dajiao wangjing ffiffnU*~.3:.~~ The 
Kingly Sutra of the Great Teaching of the Kiilacakra T21 no.1419 p942 a29) In the 
nüdan materiaIs, the concentration head is found on the illustration accompanying 
tract 6 (see Appendix 1, figure 9). 
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when the adept assumes the posture of the infant gestating within the mother, the 
body is understood to encompass two world systems, each with its own set of four 
cakras. The upper world system includes cakras at the forehead (body), throat 
(speech), heart (mind) and navel (gnosis); the lower world system includes cakras at 
the navel (body), secret place (speech), vajra (mind), and vajra tip (gnosis). The 
fourth cakra of the upper world system, at the navel, acts as the gnosis cakra for the 
upper world system and it acts as the body cakra for the lower world system. In this 
redoubled body, there exist seven cakras, or lotuses. (Ka la tantra tan traja Chapter 2 
verse 27; cited in (Wallace 2002: 213-214) This arrangement can be expressed as in 
the table below. 
body mandala between the eyes Upper body world 
lalita cakra system 
speech mandala throat cakra 
mind mandala heart cakra ----------------------
gnosis mandala Lower body world 
navel cakra 
body mandala system 
speech mandala secret place cakra 
mind mandala vajra cakra 
gnosis mandala vajra tip cakra 
The lotus at the forehead is described as a lotus with sixteen petaIs; that at 
the throat is described as a lotus with twelve petaIs, and that cakra at the heart has 8 
inner lotus petaIs, 16 middle lotus petaIs and 64 outer lotus petaIs. The 
Laghukiilacakra tantra (not translated into Chinese during the Qing), describes in 
three long chapters the processes of the six-phased yoga that causes the cakras to 
open in sequence to allow the drop of primordial essence cached in the cakras to 
flow uninterrupted through the nadis and, in an alchemical transformation, 
transform the adept from a mundane to a self-divinized being. The KaIacakra vision 
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of the redoubled body is found at T21 no. 1419 p0952aOlff. In the Miaolun 
shangle wang mimi busiyi dajiao wangjing (Tib. 'khor 10 sdom pa gsang ba bsam 
gyis mi khyab pa'i rgyud kyi rgyal po, Cakrasarhvaraguhyiicintya-tantrariija or 
King of Tantras of the King of Highest Joy of the Sacred Wheel on the Great 
Teaching of the [Eight] Non-Expressibles, To.385, T2016.48.567b8), trans. from 
Tibetan in the Qing dynasty, the same set of seven lotuses also appears. For a 
facsimile of the Tibetan, Mongolian, Manchu and Chinese text see Chandra 
(1979)?18 
In the Chinese translations, the cakras (îM6/ Efl ~ T )219 may also be depicted 
as lotuses (Chinese Ji1t, Ji_, Ji~, ~Ji), For example, in the tantra, Dabiluxina 
chengfo shenbiao jiazhi jing je ~ 11 ~ tJ~ PX 19t :tEP ~ )]0 M' ~~ 
(Mahavairocanabhisarnbodhi-vikurvitadhi~thana-vaipulyasütra, or Sutra of 
Mahavairocana on Additional Instructions for Becoming Buddha and Transforming 
into a Divine Being) the four treasures (cakras) are described as lotus flowers Q.Y. 
~JI_ and the heart is described as the marvelous white lotus of the heart JL.\~)Él 
Ji. (T18 no. 0848 p6 cI2) In the Dale jin'gang bukong zhenshi sanmeiya jing 
banruopuoluomiduoli je ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ Jt • - ~ IJ~ ~~ f.JX: 15 ~ J.Ii ~ g; !J. 
(Prajnaparamita Samadhi of the Great Bliss of Amoghavajra's True Manifestation) 
the cakras are each described as lotuses with various numbers of petaIs, the heart 
cakra being a 8 petai lotus J\*Ji_ (1003 no. 244). 
The earliest examples of the seven lotuses qilian (-t Ji) in Chinese 
Buddhism appear in stories of the birth of the Buddha. At his birth, the Buddha is 
said to have emerged from his mother' s left armpit and taken seven steps. At the 
218 "Miao/un shangle wang mimi busiyi dajiaowangjing" in Muller 2007. 
219 As with many terms from the Indian traditions, numerous transliterations and 
translations were used to represent the term 'cakra'. The Chinese lun and jiakele 
given above represent one common translation and one transliteration used. 1003 no. 
244 explains that the term lun is used because the cakra 'revolves' .. as the winds 
phase in sequence through the petals/nadis of the lotus/cakra. 
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imprint of each step appeared a single lotus flower. In the Six Dynasties period, 
these stories were incorporated into the birth of Laozi, who emerges out of the right 
annpit of Mother Li. (cf. HuahujÏJ1g and Laozi bianhua jing). In the Daoist tale, 
Laozi gestates for 81 years inside his mother's body. Laozi, like the Buddha, 
emerges from the womb white haired and fully fonned, but Laozi emerges from the 
opposite side of the mother' s body: the left si de. Again, like the Buddha, the 
newbom Laozi takes seven steps. Again, at each spot where his feet had stepped, a 
lotus sprang up. Again, after seven days, his mother died. These are the earliest 
references to seven lotuses in the Daoist and Buddhist traditions. 
In tantras translated in the 6th to 9th centuries, the tenn qi lian appears in the 
context of the 7'h lotus, rather than the seven lotuses. In this tantra, the body and 
cosmos correspond to a hierarchical cosmos ending with twelve lotuses. The 
Samaya W l~~ tantra uses the seven lotuses or cakras. The seven cakras are, from 
lowest to hightest, the chengu JiZft (penis tip), qiangu Ntft (penis), duji JttJjJtf 
(navel), xinshi JL.'~ (heart), hou 11~ (throat), meixin J§JL.' (between the eyebrows), 
touding R~J~ (crown of the head, or usnisa). The practices of the Samaya yoga have 
close connection with the feminine, desiring, polluted and yin aspects of the 
spiritual world. Thus Samaya is connected with thirty-six demonic or ferocious 
spirits who manifest the kannic action of the feminine. , These are the same deities 
found both in Kundalini samaya and the Buddhist samaya for the HeU God. 
The elevation of the feminine and somatic aspects of transformation lS 
normally associated with the 'mother tantras' while the elevation of the masculine, 
contemplative aspects of transformation is normaUy associated with the 'father 
tantras'. The Kiilacakra tantra is termed a 'mother tantra' by Bu ston, but is 
considered 'neither mother nor father tantra' by Tsong kha pa. On the basis of 
Tsong kha pa's evaluation, the Kiilacakra is found tirst in the dGe lugs pa tradition 
in the highest class of 'neither mother nor father tantras'. The masculine and 
feminine are understood to be completely on par, and the resultant union of the 
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mother and father elements in their aspects of space and time renders the ultimate 
union of the body of Kalacakra a completely adrogynous Sahajakaya. The 
Sekkodesa describes this union in gnosis (prajfia) as follows: 
Its form (bimba) is devoid of nirvana and the indestructible [bIiss] 
transcends saf!1Siira ... [these two aspects of gnosis are] mutuallyembraced 
and peaceful, the supreme state of androgyny. 
(Sekkodesaverse 148, 151lineb; Cited in Wallace 1995: 154) 
Tsong kha pa and Bu ston repeated insist on the un-gendered nature of the 
Sahajakaya. However, the audience for this literature is clearly indicated. Tract T21 
no. 1419 clearly addresses a male audience when it states: If men can maintain 
themselves as 'husband' while they assimilate the five virtues of 'women's bodies' 
(ability to give birth, respect and continue the lineage, respect for chastity, ability to 
respect the precepts, and physical beauty), they are able to easily attain the 'buddha 
image.' (T21 no. 1419 p955 bI6-b29) 
The difference between the Kalacakra tradition and the Daoist neidan 
tradition is its ultimate association of the cosmos and individual as two non-dual 
manifestations of a single reality. In addition, the Kalacakra tradition associates the 
union of time and its wheel with the union of wisdom and method, emptiness and 
compassion, and the union of 
"method consisting of compassion and wisdom consisting of emptiness. 
Their unit y is the Buddha Kalacakra." 
(Vima/aprabha Ch. 1, verse Il; cited in Wallace 2002: 93) 
In one strand of the Nüdan hebian tracts labeled Group one, yin-yang 
duality appears to have been re-read as an aspect of Kalacakra in its hermeneutical 
sense. The Kalacakra model, because it emphasizes ka/a, or time, permits an 
explicit neutering of the Sahajakaya (innate body). From the ultimate point ofview, 
the Sahajakaya of the Buddhas is neither compassion nor wisdom, nor the presence 
or absence of both. It is neither female nor male. It is neuter (napu 1"!1 saka). 
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(Vimalaprabha commentary on the Kiilacakratantra, Ch. 5, v. 35; following 
Wallace 2002: 94 ) 
This reordering of the bodily mandala creates a completely neuter body 
marked by neither gender, nor yin nor yang nor yin-within-yang, nor yang-within-
yin. Because yin/yang in Tibetan vajrayana becomes merely an upaya, it has of 
itself no inherent self-nature, no inherent truth. Therefore at the highest level of 
realization, the adept acknowledges, among other things, that yin/yang and aIl of 
their correlates are empty of meaning, or truth in conveying the nature of reality. 
Authors of nüdan texts completely erase gender as a parameter designating 
soteriological potential or methods of tantric practice. Here 1 suggest the possibility 
that Kalacakra terminology was accessed within a Daoist system to allow new body 
concepts play out. 
The appearance of Kiilacakra terms does not affirm nor deny a Tibetan 
Chinese Kalacakra tex tuaI tradition. However, in the case of the nüdan tracts under 
study, it appears elements of the tantras have impacted the neidan tradition without, 
however, transforming the neidan tradition into a Indo-Tibetan tradition. 
Another term from tantra emerged in a very early period. This is the 
sahasrarapadma, or -T~Ji., -T1It"~, -T1It"~3i::tt:, also termed the u.$nisa or, in 
Kalacakra and Kundalini tantras, the seventh lotus. The Miaofa lianhua jing 
explains that there are three types of lotus, the mundane (Ara'), the heavenly (.1ÇL) 
and the bodhi (::g:~). The mundane lotus has ten petaIs, the heavenly a hundred and 
the bodhi lotus has a thousand. The bodhisattvas sit upon the bodhi lotus. The 
tantric adept wishes to birth a divine being from a lotus of even higher order: the 
million bud lotus that emerges from adept's u~nisa (crown). (Fo shuo xumoti pusa 
jing fJt~;~*~::g:~~~, SumatidarikapariprcchasUtra, or the Sutra of Bodhiruci 
Boddhisattva spoken by the Buddha, TI2 no. 334, 76c23-29) 
ln the collected tracts under study, the seven lotuses and the million petaI 
lotus -T;i; ~3i::tt: both occur late in the nüdan process. In Nüdan huijie, the 
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practices are not arranged sequentially, yet the phrase occurs near the end of the 
tract, and at the end of a long passage on self-cultivation, which culminates with the 
phrase: 
The body's seven lotuses can blossom open the million blossom lotus! The 
million blossom lotus opens to canopy the body. Do not discard any of these 
upaya! Where else [but in the ritualist's body] shall we pay obeisance to the 
honoured one (the Buddha)? 
~~~~~~f.~f.~~~.~~~#~~~~*~~W~nlli 
• (Nüdan huijie 21b)220 
In Kunyuanjing, the term seven lotuses occurs in a chapter on women's 
bodily refinement. The preliminary stage requires women to cultivate and still the 
mind. The first stage, discussed here, requires women to arrest the menses, 
preserving it within the body. The vital ~nergies normally lost through menstruation 
are thus reserved for cultivation of the internaI, immortal embryo which will 
eventually form the new body of the immortal being. 
"When one isin this state of will-less-ness, true yin begins to move. It is 
like a fish breathing water. One feels the seven precious lotus flowers 
blossom open." 
The phrase, seven lotuses, occurs again ill' the Kunyuanjing, later in the same 
chapter. The section repeats the pro cesses described earlier, with sorne detail 
220 The phrase "Where else [but in the body of the ritualist] shall we pay obeisance 
to the honored one?" is a direct quote, in translation, from dGe lugs pa founder, 
Tsong kha pa (1357-1419). Saraha 1j)m~/~y~lnj~ also writes, that the body is the 
best place to do pilgrimage. It is also quoted in the Laghukiilacakratantra. 1 have 
not found an early Chinese translation of this tract; we are limited to a copy of the 
Kalacakratantottararajatantra, translated prior to QL45. Tsong kha pa's Great 
Explications was carried to the Ming court in the 15th century but is not found in the 
Yongle canon. (See Chapter one above.) 
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regarding experiential phenomena. In this second sequence, the appropriate times 
and methods for practice are specified. The specified time to begin the above 
practice is 2-1/2 days before the menses begins, when the power of the blood begins 
to transform from body-nurturing to a polluted substance which the body must 
discharge. Just prior to this, the vital substance reaches its apical moment and 
resonates with the qi of the prior heavens. It is at this moment one begins to work 
the vital essence. It is at this point the phrase 'seven lotuses' appears. 
When the true yin is about to move, the seven lotuses open up and the dewy 
stamen is contained within. At this moment if one receives it one can give 
birth to people; if one turns it in inverse and refines it, one becomes an 
immortal. 
~~.~~~,~.~$,.~~go~~~~~À,~~~~o 
(Kun yuan jing 2.24b) 
In this second passage, the seven lotuses appear to open in response to sexual 
intercourse. In this passage, one may be tempted to read the seven lotuses as the 
vulva. A non-physical interpretation reads this as the moment the male and female 
eIements of the adept are conjoined to form the fetus. FoIIowing the Kalacakra 
interpretation, the seven lotuses or cakras unbind and the nadis, now forming free 
and unblocked passages, aIIow the red and white 'drops' (bindu) of pure 
gnosis/mother-wisdom and father-compassion to join in alchemical interaction. 
Thus the neidan adept and the mantri's tantric perfections proceed from refinement 
of the mundane body/person to realization of the supermundane. Simultaneously 
both traditions acknowledge the ultimate sacrality of the mundane itseIf, for without 
mundane existence, the supermundane cannot be rea1ized. The means of refinement 
are strictly measured by internal/external time and bodily phenomena: while 
conflation and union is the goal, there exists a specifie means, ranking of steps, and 
stipulation ofrigor to pro cess norms which, ifviolated, leads to disaster. 
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The ultimate goal of the Buddhist is to attain nirvana. This goal remains the 
ultimate goal even in the case of the bodhisattvas, who seek perfections for the sake 
of liberating ail sentient beings: once ail sentient beings have attained the salvation 
of nirvana, bodhisattvas will also enter nirvana. The ultimate goal of Oaoists is 
doser to the tantric and Mahayana Buddhists' intermediate goal of becoming a 
bodhisattva. Daoists embrace the immortalization of the individual and her self-
divinization as the ultimate goal. As an immortal being, the neidan/nüdan adept 
may act in the world to bring succor to suffering beings, as do bodhisattvas. This 
difference in goals constitutes a fundamental distinction between the two traditions. 
4. Women's bodies and ritual praxis in Qing Daoism 
In Longmen Daoism, gender evolves into a significant theoretical obstacle for 
women practitioners: the body is both the source of women's products for 
perfection and the source oftheir pollution. Women are unable to refine themselves 
completely as can men (Nüdan yaoyan 1 b.2-4; Hutian xingguo nüdan shize 3a.3-4) 
This is particularly troublesome given the central court's assignment of Longmen 
branch of Daoism as the standard for Daoist religious orthodoxy. Gender-based 
obstacles were certainly present in earlier dynasties to varying extents: no dynasty 
provides more cases of women immortals than men, and registries (where we have 
them) suggest that ordained Oaoist men consistently and vastly outnumbered 
ordained Oaoist women throughout the Middle and Late Imperial periods. Most 
notable women immortals in our Iiterature are women of the historical Six 
Dynasties, Tang and Song periods. From the Ming, the number of women 
permitted into the monastic ranks continued '10 dec1ine and stories of women's 
immortalization consistently refer to back to women of the earIier historical 
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periods.221 These factors suggest a real constriction of women's religious roles and 
their soteriological potential. 
However, this picture may be overly simplistic: Overmyer has shown 
significant numbers of unordained 'lay' boyi 222 active in the practice and 
propagation of various popular religious sects, and asserts the significance of lay 
monasticism for both men and women in the Qing. It is in this context that Valussi 
and others assert the importance of the inner chambers (as opposed to the monastic 
community) for the development of a women' s form of neidan; she further notes 
221 In the Nüdan hebian tracts, of 37 immortals listed, 26 male Daoists and nine 
male deities are noted. Only 8 female Daoists and Il female deities are mentioned. 
In addition, there were one other male, two Confucians, and three other femaIe. For 
three names, the gender is unknown. If this collection were aimed at a femaIe 
audience, the representation of women to men would be greater compared to the 
norm: the figures represented beIow represent a comparatively large number of 
women compared to men. In most Daoist tracts, the ratios are significantly smaller. 
Nevertheless, VaIussi notes a high ratio of femaIe descended immortals in the 
Kunjue, and the second chapter to the Nüdan shiji. These ratios may reflect the 
literary medium of transmission: poetries, rather "than the literary transmission of 
most prose - male. (See VaIussi: Chapter 3) 
Male Male Male Ftmale Female Ftmale 0Iher 0Iher mk 
ThIoists Confu. DeititS Daoists Coofu.- DietitS male female 
ctallS ctallS 
27 2 9 7 0 11 1 3 3 
The above chart shows that whiIe female dieties predominate (femaIe: male ratio = 
Il :9), the ration of female to male Daoists is marginal (27:7) and the total number 
ofmales to femaIes (not including deities) is 21 :39. 
222 Boyi (initiated disciple) refers to a practice in which the adept ritually takes 
refuge in the Dharma, or the Dao; many boyi live as monastics, but are not 
confirmed as chujia or formaI monastics through court administrative procedures. 
The important Daoist collector and printer of women's neidan tracts, Fu Jinquan 
signs himseIf as boyi (initiated disciple) in the Nüdan yaoyan, la. 
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the development of a gender-based limitation to women's soteriological 
potential. 223 
Valussi spends an entire chapter of her dissertation demonstrating the Neo-
Confucian influence on the establishment and maintenance of the inner chambers, 
and its imposition on women's nüdan practice. Valussi clearly demonstrates how 
these socio-historical dynamics develop into a changing view of women's bodily 
purity and religious capacities. Neo-Confucian influence on the means and manner 
of nüdan practice in the Qing should not be overlooked, particularly from the point 
of view of lower level scholar families striving to rise through the ranks. In these 
terms, the three fields of socio-historical dynamics, individual interest, and evolving 
representations of gender-based soteriological potential are intimately related. Any 
change in one of these three fields likewise implicates evolution and manifestations 
in the other two. 
Local social dynamics and individual women and men's perspectives impact 
the manifestation of particular forms of soteriological and gender based capacities. 
From this point ofview, the inclusion of Kâlacakra elements in certain nüdan tracts 
becomes explicable. 1 suggest that the presence of these foreign elements points to a 
tension or struggle against the prevailing teachings, and an attempt to convert these 
teachings to something practicable for women adepts. As such, this evidence both 
argues for and against Valussi's assertion that women's inner alchemy was a 
product of men's attempts to reassert patriarchal control over religious women. 
(Valussi 2003) 1 assert that women in Late Imperial China possessed many religious 
roles. The particular ethnic and religious environrnents in the local Sichuan 
communities provided nüdan adepts with access to alternative sources of religious 
authority. 
Among the available sources for bodily reinterpretations was the mandala. 
The use of mandala in Kâlacakra and other tantric initiations was weIl established 
223 Note however, her mediation ofthis paradigm (Valussi 2003: Chapter 4). 
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in the Qing, and frequently perfonned by Tibetan Buddhist Mongols, Tibetans and 
Manchus. (cf. Berger 2003; Wang Xiangyun 1995) ln the vicinity of the Ba, Shu 
and Qian regions, the tantras were available in at least two lamist temples in 
Chengdu, and their bi-annual perfonnance was established at least from the Kangxi 
reign period. (Qianzhong zhi (h.p.); Tongzhi chongxiu Chengdu xian zhi 2.59) From 
these facts, we can assume access to the sources of the kâlacakra tradition in the 
Qian and Shu regions of Sichuan. This is also the region where most Nüdan hebian 
tracts emerged and circulated during the mid-to-Iate Qing. In the pages above, 1 
presented textual evidence that suggests adoption of the Kâlacakra tenns and 
possibly transfonnation concepts into the set of documents identified in Chapter 
one as belonging to Group one group of documents. 1 consider the Kâlacakra 
influenced tracts as one strand within Group one which constitutes a unique neidan 
tradition. 
Four of the sixteen tracts (including the preface) invoke the "seven lotuses." 
This phrase has been problematic for scholars, as the seven lotuses do not appear in 
any neidan tu, and fails to be defined or located in the body. (cf. Valussi 2003: 213; 
Despeux 1992) In the Buddhist tantric tradition, these cakra must be opened up in 
sequence to allow the "drops" of Buddha essence (similar to pure yin and pure yang 
in the neidan tradition), to pass through the cakras and allow the individual' s 
essences to merge in full and pure union. The seventh channel wheel, peculiar to 
Kundalini and Kiilacakra tantra, may also be read as the sarasthrapadma, which 
manifests above the head as the spiritual expression of the adept' s divine insight. 
(Kilt y 286; Beer 1999: 135_149)224 The invocation of seven lotus es is striking. In 
other Buddhist cakra systems the number of cakras is nonnally fixed at four. And 
in the Kiï/acakra system, the four cakra system also appears. It is only when the 
224 ln Zangwai daoshu volume 5, ZW13l. Liu Huayang and the Wu-Liu school is 
discussed in chapter 1 and chapter 4. 
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practitioner actualizes the body in its fonn as gestating mother225 that the seven-
cakra system is found,z26 (Gyatso 2004: 285-289) 
Nüdan tracts containing reference to these seven lotuses include: 
Kunyuanjing 2 (24b and 25b), Nüdan yaoyan (1 b), Nüdan huijie 21 band 24a-b, 
Nüdan hebian preface 5a, Nannü dan 'gong yitongbian 19. For technical reasons, 
the Yaoyan citation is not included in this discussion. In the Kunyuanjing citation 
above, the seven lotuses are clearly apertures that open in sequence at the 
appropriate moment. The language is clearly imbricated into the neidan concept of 
inverting the generation of time and gestation to attain immortality. The concept of 
'bucking' heaven's way was already long established in Qing dynasty neidan. Yet 
shared tropes between tantra and neidan remain in the rubic of gestation/time 
inversion. (White 1998: 270) 
Comparing the opening of the seven lotuses in the Kâlacakra verse on the 
body as gestating mother, the similarity in practice is difficult to dispute. The seven 
lotuses are tied to the tantric Buddhist concept of the fall of the precious "drop". 
225 The Chinese and Tibetan practices are unified with the feature of actualizing the 
. ritualist' s body as the body of a gestating mother. The feminization of the 
practitioner's body is found already in early Daoism. However, the use of 
gestational features in neidan dates to a period closer to the rise of vajrayogini 
practice. Vajrayogini practice developed sometime between the 4th and i h centuries, 
and became fully developed in the 10th and Il th centuries. The use of gestational 
features in neidan developed within this broad time-period, and while unique 
features obtain to each tradition, inter-pollination between Chinese indigenous and 
lndo-Tibetan traditions is assumed. 
226 Altematively, and even in the same tract, the seven lotuses may refer to the 
forehead, throat, heart and navel cakra of the upper body system, and the navel, 
womb, vajra, and vajra tip in the lower body system. Since the navel is repeated in 
each of the sets of four cakra (upper and lower) a total of seven cakras are named. 
This understanding is usual during practices invoking sexual union. The Chan monk 
and patriarch of the Wu-Liu school of inner a1chemy, Liu Huayang, depicts this 
manifestation in the final drawing ofhis Huimingjing. 
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This precious drop is a sacred body-mind product which cornes to fruition when 
men and women reach puberty. This description at right ties very closely to 
maturation and the faH of the "drop" in tantric Buddhism. (Cf. Jamgon Kongtrul 
2005) The seven lotuses refer to the sacred cent ers of the body received prior to 
conception and derived from the elements in the birth process. The opening of these 
lotuses in the Kalacakra tradition occurs during the generation stage of tantric 
accomplishment. The final step in this stage is indicated in the Nüdan huijie citation 
below (Nüdan huijie 21 b) 
My body's seven lotuses can blossom open the ten thousand (petaI) lotus. 
The ten thousand petaI lotus blossom canopies the body. Do not discard any 
ofthese types of short cuts; otherwise, where [but in the body as a ritualist] 
shaH we pay obeisance to the Buddha?227 
~~~~~~f.~f.~~~m$~~~~~~~~~aW~nili 
~ (Nüdan huijie 21 b ) 
In this phrase, the ambiguity of the Chinese language aHows two readings. The 
phrase qi lian ~~ may equally apply to the seven lotuses or the 'seventh lotus'. In 
the translation above, the process may be aligned with the transformation process of 
the Kalacakra: The seven lotuses open and transform in sequence; the two bindu (or 
precious drops of sacred essence in the body) meld, mix, refine and circulate 
through the central nadi; and, transiting up the central nadi manifest at the crown as 
the ten thousand petaI lotus. In the neidan reading, the meaning is unclear as the 
seven lotuses are not located in any other neidan tract. Valussi notes that in one 
tract, the seven lotuses appear to be in the region of the lower dantian whereas in 
another the seven 10tuses appear to be in the region of the upper dantian. (2003: 223) 
227 This citation appears to derive from the mantri Saraha, 'where but in the body of 
the ritualist shaH we pay obeisance to the Buddha?' (The Songs of Saraha are 
available in several translations including Lara Braitstein's dissertation.) The exact 
dates of Saraha cannot be determined. Braitstein indicates his probable period of 
activity as the 8th century. 
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The present reading unifies these understandings by acknowledging that the seven 
lotuses manifest at every point along the body and therefore the moments of 
transformation are not fixed to one location. Transformation occurs as a progressive 
rising momentum like bubbles rising from the bottom of a champagne glass. 
Cascading in inverse along the body, transformation springs forth from the crown 
of the head as the ten thousand (or in this case, ten million) petaI lotus. 
The seven lotuses occur in two points, once at 21 b (above) we find the term 
qi tian -tJi referring to the seven lotuses, with the (hundred-) thousand petaI lotus 
culminating the cultivation. Here it is clear that the seven lotuses refer to the seven 
cakra of the generation stage of practice, and the ten thousand petaI lotus as the 
saharasthra padma (ten th ou sand petaI lotus). In the second instance, the seven 
lotuses are named in the context of gendered difference in alchemical processing. 
Men's seven lotuses are easily received and released with difficulty, but 
women's seven lotuses are easily received and easily released. Therefore, if 
you can be pure of heart, and not lazy nor lax, after only three to five years 
the sweet dew will descend and the seven lotuses will open. 
-'lJ -=f z. -t Ji ~ 1& !~ftlJ~, 3z: -=f z. -t JlIL% ]]~ & 1&, l§J ~~ Jt {,\ /F ffirf * ,-= iî z. 
~ffij1t!i1lt~,-tJi'M~ 0 (Nüdan huijie Ib.4-2a.1)228 
In the second instance, the seven lotus es are indicated as the stairway to heaven, the 
final release at the moment of qushen. In this much abbreviated form, the phrase 
repeats again and again in the Nüdan hebian tracts. (Nannü dan 'gong yitong pian 
citation 19, 23b.3-8; Preface to the Nüdan hebian 3a.3-8i29 
228 Please note in this reference, the numbers behind the decimal point refer to line 
numbers. Line breaks from original are preserved in the digital document at 
appendix 1. 
229 It appears the 1900/1903 citation by Yan Zehuan and the 1906 citation by H 
Longxiang derive from a version of the Nüdan huijie,' The latter tract was 
transmitted by Li Xiyue, an individual active in Leshan between the Jiajing (1795-
1820) and Daoguang (1821-1850) reign periods. (Huang 61-2) However, there are 
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The appearance of the otherwise unattested seven lotus es and the similarity 
of passages from dGe lugs versions of the Kalacakra generation stage yoga is 
suggestive. As a minimum, we can assert that during the QianlonglJiajing period 
there manifested an interest in the concept of the seven lotuses, and that this 
concept carried with it an alternative view of cosmic and individual transformation 
that permits a gender-neutra1 reading of the transformative body. This concept of 
seven lotuses also appears in graphic form only in the final figure accompanying 
Liu Huayang's Huimingjing (1794). The seven lotuses are not defined in Liu 
Yiming's (1734-1821) exhaustive discussions of the terms ofneidan. 23o Therefore, 1 
suggest the terms were fairly localized in significance (along the Sichuan Red 
Basin/White Mountain range), and came to be incorporated in the neidan/nüdan 
literature no earlier than the early 19th century. 
5. Conclusion 
ln Chapter two, 1 explored variations in terminology which suggest a range of 
different textual subjectivities available to women. The successful nüdan/neidan 
adept manifests her psycho-physical embodiment within a perfectly entextualized 
cosmos following the particular tex tuaI tradition to which she subscribed. Where 
terminology ends and its organization begins we find the agency of the textual 
subject. This chapter explores the cosmological understandings which undergird the 
numerous discrepancies (dropped and/or erroneous characters) among the many 
citations shared by the Nüdan huijie, the preface to the Nüdan hebian, and the 
Nannü dan 'gong yitongbian. 1 suggest the citations derived from a fourth, unknown 
source. 
230 Liu Yiming produced numerous works for the definition and clarification of 
neidan terms and processes. These tracts, compiled in the Daoshu shier zhong ij!:;: 
+ =fl (Twelve books on Daoism) can be found in Zangwai daoshu volume 8. For 
discussion of the individual tracts, see Pregadio and Skar 2000: 639-640. 
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understandings of how cosmos and body transfonn and interact, and which make 
the practices ofwomen's inner alchemy 'make sense'. 
Too often, we speak ofwomen's inner alchemy as a monolithic whole, as if 
religious difference was not important, as if women's religious practice - unlike 
men's, did not speak to or reflect local and national interests, as though women's 
inner alchemy was practiced entirely within the inner chambers, and by gentry 
women. Examples of possible cross-ethnic borrowing suggest tension 
betweenlagainst teachings for women. The various cosmogonic understandings 
represented here are associated with the labor of a woman's body in child-bearing, 
yet the implied audience is nonnally a man. As suggested on page 22, the implied 
gender of the cosmic body is a perfect yang male who encompasses the male bodily 
structure and inner nature, but is additionally empowered with the gestational 
powers of women. Given that the appropriation of ~emale gestational powers by 
implied male neidan adepts fonns the standard for understanding neidan practice 
and logic, what happens when women seize the power of divine gestation? Must 
women assert a different cosmogony and a new series of principles? Can women 
hope to achieve the same status as men, or must they be etemally encumbered by 
the tradition's entrenchrnent in the yin-pollutionlyang-pure paradigm that 
characterizes Chinese concepts of the cosmos? 
In the standard Longmen tracts, women are led through a field of 
"legitimate" practices claimed to lead to the same result as for men, except faster. 
However, the path of this process leads to a point where women are unable to 
directly ascend to the heavens and must refer to outside assistance - the 
benevolence of a saint or deity who takes pit Y on the he1p1ess women adepts and 
brings thern, not fully purified, into a celestial realm where they continue their 
purifications. This interpretation of women's soteriological potential might be 
difficult to sustain in a world where women's education and liberalization were fast 
becoming markers of a civilized "world" society. 
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Historical and primary scriptural sources show that women were assuming 
alternative religious roI es, symbolically justified through re-appropriations of the 
ritual body symbolisms. A vailable data indicates women did not reject the 
underlying premise which binds women/yin under the control of men/yang. 231 
Rather, they chose to ignore dialectic non sequetors and continue practice nüdan. 
One alternative tex tuaI tradition suggests a commonality with the Kâlacakra 
tantra tradition. In this strand of Group one tracts, yin-yang duality appears to have 
been re-read as an aspect of Kâlacakra in its hermeneutical sense. The Kiilacakra 
model, because it emphasizes kâla, or time, permits an explicit neutering of the 
Sahajakaya (innate body). From the ultimate point of view, the Sahajakaya of the 
Buddhas is neither compassion nor wisdom, nor the presence or absence of both. It 
is neither female nor male. It is neuter (napumsaka). (KâlacakraJantra, Ch. 5, v. 89, 
and Vimalaprabha commentary) This reordering of the bodily mandala creates a 
completely neuter body marked by neither gender, nor yin nor yang nor yin-within-
yang, nor yang-within-yin. Because yin/yang in Tibetan vajrayana becomes merely 
an upaya, it has of itself no inherent self-nature, no inherent truth. Therefore at the 
highest level of realization, the adept acknowledges, among other things, that 
yin/yang and aIl of their correlates are empty of meaning, or truth in conveying the 
nature of reality. Authors of nüdan texts completely erase gender as a parameter 
designating soteriological potential or methods of tantric practice. Here 1 suggest 
the possibility that Kiilacakra terminology was accessed within a Daoist system to 
allow new body concepts play out. 
231 This coheres with Sered's findings in her global survey of women religious 
leaders in patriarchal systems. (1992) 
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1. Introduction: Neidan ritual practice 
Stanley Tambiah notes that ritual is both perfonnative and a performance: Ritual 
action in ifs constitutive features is performative in these three senses: in the 
Austinian sense of performative, wherein saying something is also doing something 
as a conventional act; in the quife difJerent sense of a stage performance[,] that 
multiple media by which the participants experience the event intensively; and in 
the sense of indexical valuel32 being attached to and inferred by actors during the 
232 Tambiah notes that he derives this concept trom Peirce. 
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performance. 233 In this chapter 1 examine how neidan practice responds to these 
three dimensions of ritual in terms of a visualization-actualization of immortality 
processes, in terms of a sacred pact between the adept and her immortal 
companions, and as an act that invokes and converts cultural symbols to accord 
with more 'convenient' notions of the tradition. (Tarnbiah 1985: 128)234 Because 
neidan/nüdan symbolism is highly interpretive, the performance of the tradition 
must be authenticated through poetic attestation (as in the case of Sun Bu'er and 
Wei Huacun noted in chapter one above) or lived virtue (as in the case of Eleventh 
Mother Wu noted in chapter one above) which is further entextualized within a 
tradition. This textualization attests to the adept' s true and profound embodiment of 
the reality, including aIl its virtues, of the tradition. 
In neidan/nüdan practice, the adept actualizes immortalization through an 
embodied visualization that does something, as Tambiah states, "in the Austinian 
-
233 Tarnbiah later indicates that participants use 'indexical values' to mark off social 
distinctions between insiders/outsiders, leaders/initiaIs, etc. They use special 
clothing, spatial symbolism, and registries that link them with an 'elite culture' and 
tradition. Initiates acquire physical and cognitive indices that mark them as insiders 
with special privileges and knowledge. (Tarnbiah 1985: 128) 
234 When speaking of 'the tradition', we must distinguish between women 
practicing neidan, and women practicing nüdan. While the label neidan designates 
neither specifically male nor female practices, it maintains an androcentric 
orientation. While the terrninology and prescriptions never specifically deny 
women's access to these practices, the language, particularly in the late imperial 
period, is oriented to specifically male anatomy. Female anatomical and biological 
facts, when attended to, are addressed in ad hoc asides as aberrations on a common 
theme which must be corrected to fit the model established for essentially 
androcentric and at times misogynistic practices. Much of the nüdan literature 
aggressively attacks misogynistic practices while adhering to the basic format of 
neidan cultivation. 
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sense of perfonnance." (Ta.Jl1biah 1985: 128) 235 The adept "do es" cosmic 
embodiment through the correct naming of the body loci and their processes. In 
Daoist and neidan contexts, this requires a multiplexnaming that not only invokes 
body loci and pro cesses as bodily aspects, but also comprehends and effects those 
names to actualize corresponding co smic and naturally occurring aspects and 
processes. These naming systems can be simple, such as the five organs' 
correlation with the five planets and five phases, or the correlation of the seven 
apertures of the body to the seven stars of the cosmos. More complex correlations 
also occur, such as the processes of embryogenesis and those of cosmogenesis. 
Once these concepts and their associations are understood, and the mechanism of 
their transfonnation plumbed, the adept begins to perfonn transfonnations of the 
cosmos in the body through visualization. 
The Chinese cosmos is gendered like the individual and the process that 
makes neidan/nüdan 'work', gestation, cannot begin without insemination through 
perfonnance of the sexual act. Without the appropriate ritual marri age sexual 
intercourse is a dangerous and polluting act that "leaves the woman polluted and 
ashamed." (Pangmenlu 6a.1-3) The engagement is contained with the adept's pact 
with heaven. (Nüjindan shang juan 15a.3) Ritual containment is essential to the 
process of taming and sanctioning the potentially transgressive pro cess of neidan 
perfonnance. 
ln Daoist practice, neidan fonns ritual on more than one level. Like 
brotherhood rituals in Southwest China, the neidan adept's ritual constitutes a 
perfonnative re-constitution of cosmogenesis and individual death-and-rebirth. (Ter 
Haar 2000: 12-18, 119) Like salvation practices such as the pudu 1j f!f. (rite of 
universal salvation), neidan adepts initiate the mechanisms of world salvation and 
235 The classic example of ritual acts that "do something" is the utterance "1 now 
proclaim you man and wife" by the priest during a Christian wedding ceremony. 
With these words, the two individuals, groom and bride, are constituted as a social 
unit y with the legal status of a married couple. (Austin 1962) 
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renewal. (Schipper 1986: 77) Similar to waidan :7rfT (operative alchemy, such as is 
performed in a laboratory with metals, plants, etc.) and borrowing from its 
language, neidan sets its rites apart from ordinary space and time, enacts a sacred 
transformation of reality, and elicits from the products of its performance a drop of 
immortality producing elixir which efficiency depends on the correct performance 
of the ritualized elixir production following a set of normalized procedures 
imparted by the gods. (Pregadio 1995; 5ff) On another level, neidan may be 
invoked in rite, condensed by virtue of association with time-cyc1e symbolism, to 
actualize cosmogenesis within the body of the ritualist; in this aspect, neidan may 
be found embedded in broader ritual sequences. (Schipper 1986: 75-78) "Neidan" 
may also be invoked in various aspects of martial arts training, especially wushu, 
taiji and qigong practice. (Wile 2003) Its cultivation levels may also act as markers 
to determining the kinds of rites or rituals adepts may conduct or secrets individuals 
are worthy of receiving. 
Neidan ritual antecedents derive from medicine, exorcistic healing and 
waidan236 practices. 237 Drawing on 4th to 6th century -CE data, Pregadio (1995, 
236 The term waidan, or "operative alchemy" indicates a form of Chinese alchemy 
that requires the use of plants, mineraIs, gems, and liquids which are compounded 
in a crucible and smelted/refined in a cauldron. This term distinguishes one of the 
two basic forms of Chinese alchemy: the first, "operative" referring to the 
refinement of tactile elements in a tactile laboratory external to the human body 
(waidan); the second, neidan, refers to the refinement of tactile elements associated 
within and without the human body into non-tactile, elements which may, in any 
case, take on physical form. The termjindan, or golden elixir alchemy may refer to 
either forms of a1chemy, but usually to the latter. (See Skar 2003, Chapter one.) 
237 Lowell Skar notes that, while early developers of neidan were familiar with the 
actual laboratory processes of operative a1chemy, by the 8th century many neidan 
writers no longer manifest an intimate knowledge of laboratory processes; the 
symbolic proximity ofthese two practices gradually diminishes. However, the ritual 
antecedents remain. Additional influences inc1ude medicine, Buddhist meditation 
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2005) notes seven broad elements that preface and situate waidan ritual: 
transmission & retreat; preparation of ritual implements, sites and actors; re-
actualization of cosmogonie processes; process sequencinglritual performance; 
attainment, ritual death and ascent to heaven; discovery and/or beatification. 
These seven elements occur also in neidan/nüdan ritual, where they mark points 
along the entire life process of the adept, and hislher biography. That is, 
neidan/nüdan is a life ritualized and final apotheosis is confinned with the adept's 
transference from living person to the living biographical text, which itself must be 
constantly perfonned through lecture and retelling. This process of immortalization 
begins with the textual transmission of tracts and the making of a pact or oath taken 
in transmission (see below), and attains completion with the writing of the 
immortal's biography, or inscription of hislher divinization process in the textual 
tradition through poetry (see pages 14-15 in the introduction). 
Transmission and retreat 
Transmission of tracts can be by an immortal or enlightened teacher. In the case of 
an immortal, the transmission may be by happenstance: the adept, traveling in the 
mountains, is beset by stonns, wild animaIs, etc. and seeks refuge in a cave or hut 
isolated in the mountains. There he spi es sorne tracts left on a table. He furtively 
leafs through the tracts, which happen to be golden elixir (waidan/neidan) books. 
Later, the· adept learns that the. immortal had intended this person to receive the 
tracts. When transmitted human to human, the social context of master-
disciple/wizard-apprentice relations is manifest. The adept studies many years with 
a master. The master observes the sincerity orthe adept's heart, and hislher inherent 
capacity to succeed. He/she decides upon a fortuitous time to transmit the teachings. 
Often the adept copies the teachings out in an imbedded transmission ritual. The 
practices, and pre-existing yang-shen (life extending) techniques. (Skar 2003: 16-
21) 
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adept purifies himselfboth through ritual bathing and also years of study. (Pregadio' 
1995: 2) Nüdan adepts such as Eleventh Mother Wu (Nüjindan shang juan 
regulation 2, 8a-8b )238 are sometimes submitted to a trial prior to their transmission, 
to assure the adept possesses a firm and chaste character. Nüdan adepts are urged 
to solidify this transmission by making a pact with heaven.239 
Because neidan conflates several traditions into one, two or three major 
influences inform the neidan adept's retreat. The retreat occurs on two levels, one 
informed by waidan practice, and another by the Shangqing tradition of ecstatic 
flight. (Wong 1998: 17, 105) Consequently, retreat can be completed in a number of 
ways. At the preliminary stage of practice, the adept must perform xixin (:t7tA~', a 
c1eansing of the heart/mind),240 which may be accompli shed by retreat to a 
monastery,241 or through directed meditations in the home.242 
Historically, retreat-at-home was associated with the preparation of a 
"tranquility chamber" within the home where aIl types of religious practices 
(Daoist, Buddhist and neidan) were conducted. However, break away from the 
home -- sometimes in a very disruptive manner, is particularly common among 
women who attain the highest levels in the afterworld bureaucracy. For example, 
Sun Bu'er disfigured herself before leaving the home. She had already received 
transmissions so this physical departure is not associated with the tradition of 
seeking an enlightened master. In the case of Sun Bu'er, we may associate her 
departure from the family with her "death" vis-à-vis her common life and rebirth 
238 The story of Eleventh Mother Wu is described on page 239 below. ' 
239 S c. 1 JI. r· .. · d .. 34b ee lor examp e, lVupn an XlQ Juan . 
240 Also called shouxin 1& IL.' or yangxing .'Ii. The aim of xixin is to make the 
mind free ofworries. One sets aside worldly ties and sits in tranquility. 
241 This practice continues today. During interviews conducted in Spring 2005, 1 
was fortunate to interview five non-initiated faithful who were residing temporarily 
on Mount Qingcheng (Sichuan) to conduct xixin (heart washing). 
242 See Hç Longxiang's preface to the Nüdan hebian. (Appendix 2) 
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into a life of religious pursuit.243 This coincides with the language used to describe 
the xixin practice as a type of death of the heart. As the heart dies, the immortality 
producing shen 1~ (spirit essence) revives. Death of the heart engenders a rebirth 
into a new, immortallife-path. As one meditates and works to empty the mind, self-
conceptualizing melts away and the mind 'dies'. 
The mind naturally dies. As the heart-mind dies the shen revives. 
JtJL\ § ~JL\~f!tJ1~m (Nüjindan xiajuan 16b-5) 
. The death of the he art should be understood as the death of personal desires, 
personal willfulness but not personal ambition or capacity. By allowing "the heart 
to die", aIl selfish feelings disperse and one is truly at peace with oneself, and 
compassionate towards aIl things. (Nüjindan xia juan, commentary to poem one, 
16b-7) 
Preparation: delimitation of sacred space and time 
Pregadio (1995) defines operative alchemy as a ritual to "re-generate the world and 
re-constitute it as it was priOf to its degeneration through the processes of time." 
(Pregadio 1995: 0)244 Despeux notes a like inversion process conducted in neidan. 
(Despeux 1979: 60ft) The hexagrams of the Changes provide symbolic supports to 
describe the process of the unfolding of time/space; the unit y of space and time are 
symbolized in Figure 1 (Appendix 1 ).245 The unfolding of time/space is represented 
by the division first into pure yang - and pure yin - -. Intermingling, these pure 
elements form the four binaries: old yang, young yang, old yin and young yin; a 
further interchange produces the eight trigrams, and a final machination results in 
the full repertoire of 64 hexagrams. This system of changes is represented in Figure 
(Appendix 1). The ritualists invert this process to retum space/time to a state of 
243 See Ter Haar (1998: 119). 
244 Page 0 in the original. See also Pregadio 2006. 
245 Diagr~s are found at Appendix 1. 
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primordial chaos, which is equated with ultimate purity. Thus both traditions speak 
of the "great return." The "return" actualizes the adept's complete identification 
with the Dao, dissolution of self and ecstatic union with the mystery of the uni verse. 
Before beginning the refinement process, sacred space and time must be 
established. Because that sacred space and time in neidan relates to the person of 
the adept, the adept's person dictates this demarcation on both an internaI and 
external level. The adept is instructed to don clean clothes and meditate in a clean 
room or quiet chamber, preferably in a mountain retreat or c10sed court yard. 
Internally, the adept prepares herself by washing the heartlmind and receiving 
initiation. The clean heart makes the adept a pure vessel for the creation of the 
precious drop of divine elixir which will eventually form the immortal embryo. 
The demarcation of sacred from profane space effects a separation of the 
ritual moment from profane time. (Orzech and Sanford 2000: 377)The moment 
chosen to begin the alchemical process is governed by three sets of symbolic time 
sequences, which are shared throughout Chinese culture to designate hours of day, 
days of month, and years. The days are separated into twelve two-hour time 
interstices; each labeled by a heavenly stem, and aligned with one of the five 
phases. In any one stage, when one of the five phases "governs", the other four are 
placed in a relational position vis-à-vis the governing phase. The ritualist must find 
a moment in time when one phase is beginning to ascend from its nadir, and the 
other about to reach its zenith. In nüdan tracts, this is designated as the Chinese 
two-hour time interstices of zi and wu (11-1 am and 11-1 pm). At these moments a 
temporal window opens and exit from profane time becomes possible, "the 
alchemist is able to ritualize and manipulate time, and set himselflherself inside 
(viz. beyond) the revolutions of time." (Pregadio 1995: 7) 
Neidan/nüdan tracts see the parameters of sacred space and time collapse 
within the body matrix. The "outer" time of the heavens accords with the proper 
month of the year and the time of day operating in the cosmos. For men, whose 
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bodies accord with the annual 360 day cycle of the sun, these seasons accord with 
calendrical seasons. For women, whose bodies accord with the mensal 30 day cycle 
of the moon, these seasons must also accord with the mensal seasons of the body. 
The creation of individual seasonal time is not apparent, therefore, in tracts directed 
at men, but does manifest in tracts directed at women.246 
The measurement of. bodily time in women lS associated with the 
individual's menstrual cycle, and the apical times to conduct practice similarly 
measured. 
When the 'messenger' arnves it becomes blood. Now the qi can be 
circulated in the heart 2-1/2 days priOf to this [ ... ] {jr~rmJJX;lfil m]Jj( -tB 'M 
:tE~ B *'Z1WW JLArI (Nüjindan xia juan, poem 7 commentary; Nüdan 
cuoyao) 
The ren water is not the gui water.247 As soon as the gui water arrives one 
must stop practicing for thirty (two-hour) time interstices, or two days and a 
half, until the time when the gui is completely exhausted. 
±*~F~*mllo~7j(~~1J § JJ!{~J}J&\3:?:~ +~JlR~ B *,~lllz~ 
(Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo 7b; Appendix 2: 505) 
For women, the "inner" time of the individual accords with the period 2 1/2 days 
before/after the menses, that is, the moment just preceding or following the 
246 The association of women with yin, and yin with the moon, corresponds with 
Chinese correlative cosmology. Likewise the association of men with yang and 
yang with the sun. 
247 The ren water is the fluid in the body that transforms into menstrual blood, or 
gui water. The Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo notes that 2 Y2 days priOf to menses, 
the bodily fluids reach their apex of yang purity. At menses, the fluids transform 
into bloody yin pollution and can no longer be used. According to the Nüdan lianji 
huandan tushuo, it is imperative to measure the body clock precisely and accurately 
judge menstrual flow. (Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo 7b) 
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inversion of yin-yang priority or yang-yin priority in the female body. Neidan work 
is conducted at the hours zi and wu;248 internaI to the body, zi and wu correspond on 
a spatial plane to apical points in the body circuit (see figure 3), lodging zi and wu 
both in the cosmic and in the individual bodies. 
A more explicit chronometrie link between cosmic time and the female 
body is found later in the Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo, where women are said to 
accord with the phases of the moon, itself a yin object: 
Women originally are great yin (moon) structures.249 Vou must know the 
mysterious operations (revolutions) of great yin (the moon). Each day [the 
moon moves] to the left 13 degrees and after two and a half days it passes 
through one palace. In a month it completes an entire heavenly circuit. --J;:.:.:p 
~~~~fto~~~~~~Io~B~.+-~oW=B$~tr­
'8 0 - Jj :il qj )!j 7~JIL (Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo 8a; Appendix 2: 
505) 
In neidan, the body itself is the passage to heaven. Hç Longxiang writes, "If 
you really wish to attain salvation, you must comprehend that the elixir classics are 
written for bodily salvation. Using the body, the writings are realized; using the 
principles of the books, the signs manifest in the body." (Preface 1 to the Nüdan 
hebian 4a; Appendix 2: 443) Hç goes on to emphasize, "Beyond the body there is 
no Dao. In other words, the Dao is within your heartlmind." (Ibid) The essential 
nature of the physical body cannot be over-stated. The physicality of the body is 
contiguous with non-material and subtle aspects of the individual, which cannot be 
distinguished in Cartesian dualism mindlbody dualisms. Emotions are as much as 
aspect of the physical self as the spleen and gall bladder, and the jing ftlf and shen 
1$ (semen/seminal essence and divine essences, or taken together as vital energy) 
248 Kunjue 4; Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo 8a; Nüdan cuoyao 1 b. 
249 The term 'structure' is used here for tî ft rather than the more vague 'body'. 
Organism might also apply. The use of 'structure' invokes the logical patterning of 
yin and yang aspects in the body as it forms, develops, matures and dies. 
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does not survive without the fleshy tissues and sinews of the body, just as the flesh 
and bon es cannot survive without the jing and shen. Hç's statement encompasses 
both the heart as physical organ/orb and the mind as center of thought and will. The 
heart-mind both manufactures and houses the ritual space of the body; the ritual 
body likewise houses the heart-mind which creates, controls and transforms it. 
In neidan, the body itself constitutes a matrix of time and space. It 
constitutes the altar, the crucible, the symbolic supports, the deities and demons that 
confront the faithful, and even the heavens to which the faithful ascend. The sacred 
altar (body) is further delimited by creating a ritual space, usually a quiet room, 
which constitutes an outer ritual perimeter, and the physical skin (or robes), which 
constitutes the inner ritual perimeter. The adept secures the perimeter of the sacred 
space through sealing the body and preventing outflows of blood, semen and 
emotion. If the eventual goal is to allow the sacred space of the body is to dissolve 
into one moment of ecstatic union with the Dao, sacred space must first be firmly 
established. If the symbolic and visu al reality of the bodily altar is not solidified, 
there can be no moment of "release" from profane space, time and being. Therefore 
the authors of our tracts constantly exhort the reader. 
Grasp and hold the golden essence! The cage is firmly shut! 
fJE.f~~;fij$1YJ11m (Nüdan cuoyao la.4) 
Shut the six gates250 firmly! Urgently feed the fires! 
/\r, ~lYJiIJ~* (Nüjindan xia juan, poem 16, 28b.3-4) 
Usually described as the first phase of practice, the entire process described 
so far constitutes a sealing of the sacred space of the body. The opening of the 
250 The six gates are the orifices through which sensory data are perceived: eyes, 
ears, no se, mouth. 
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sacred landscape does not begin until the first phase of practice has been achieved, 
delimiting the boundaries of the body, sealing that sacred space, and preventing the 
outtlow of essential bodily ingredients. 
Re-actualization 
Prior to lighting the fumace, the ingredients, purifications, etc., have been 
completed. Interestingly enough, both operative (waidan) and neidan are rather 
circumspect about the actual lighting of the fire. Qing neidan tracts strove for 
"clarity", yet on this point, these, too, referred the adept to a master's instruction. 
Master Wuxin says, men's seminal juices are yin within yang. Women's 
seminal juices are yang within yin. Quickly seek a bright master's guidance 
to break [open these secret teachings], reverse aging and retum to youth at 
one's old home. 
fW,JL.'-=f El ~-=f~~~~ ~~3z:-=f~~~~ ~'l9êw a)j BiP)JU~1i&:~~JliîtE 
ï!&#$ (Nannü dan 'gong yilong bian citation 27, 26a.7-8) 
On the seventh day those whose heavenly heart (tianxin) can retum to this, 
this is a great achievement of the Upper Vehicle. Following the same 
method as men, [yet] every oral instruction requires a master's explanation. 
-t B * JÙ ~O -aI ~Jtl:t~Lt*~ .wY.l2JA~1J! [P] ~ -=f r}] ~~ 0 Wç~ BiP~ 
(Nannü dan 'gong yilong bian citation 28, 26b.1-2; Appendix 2: 459) 
Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo offers the clearest physiological indications, 
but do es not detail the means of ascension. 
When practice is conducted to this point, you will experience a trial. The red 
dragon will be decapitated and the nipples will shrink like a man's. The true 
yin qi transforms to true yang. At this time, you need to have a companion 
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of like mind to assist you. Wait for the true vista. At this time, you have 
collected the lesser medicine and crossed the pass. 251 [When the lesser 
medicine bridges the gate, there will be a vista or sign that the fruit has 
reached the basic attainment. The medicine produced in the dantian has a 
fiery pearl. Quickly and vigorously, the blood sea is as if boiling and 
stearning. The nose spasms and the body trembles. All are suddenly 
surprised and frightened. At this point, there are oral instructions. One must 
await a master, only then can you avoid dangers; otherwise 1 fear the true 
fire will turn into ordinary fire. F irst, [this] will protect against burning the 
body, second, it will protect against madness.] 
fi~~~~~~.~.~~~~~.~~~-fi®a~Z.~~a~ 
*~~~~~{BIn],L.\tjd~{I~Jï~tÙ~r)tH\~i&l~~[/J\~j&!~~Z~1}~~~ 
*~~~~~Hm~*~ü.~.~~~ •• ~.w~.m~*#~ 
D~~ffl~~~~~~~~Jï*~~~*-~~~=~Mll](~~n 
lianji huandan tushuo 3a) 
If you obtain a true master's transmission, when the medicine enters the 
cauldron, once again it is essential to know the method of refining the 
medicine. [For the method, one must receive it through a true master's oral 
transmission.] If you don't know the refinement method, you cannot congeal 
the elixir and you will necessarily lose this medicine. This is called the 
lesser medicine. It is appropriate to use for the lesser circuit ofheaven firing 
work. [The lesser circuit of heaven firing work also has oral instructions.] 
You advance the yang fire and retreat the yin talisman, smelting and refining 
it [the talisman and fire have their time sequences and periods.] Once you've 
refined for a month, the periods/numbers for the lesser circuit will be ample. 
251 Text in brackets indicates interlineal commentary. 
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There will be an experiential proof for whether or not the medicine is 
correct and the elixir has congealed. 
~ul~1~~BiP{'~1!f~!OCÀjj~ 1!~~Q~~Z ~t[~tM= JtBiP D ~]:fi/F~Q ~~t 
/F~~*âfJ'~1lf16\~lit~~5E~ Ij,~ § Hm Ij,mx* {IR [/j,m* {~?JJ;~ lJ~] 
lil%*ill~r{fffijmtj:*Z[r{f* ~{IR?J)\~~]~~ - Ji Ij,m'~JÊ~~z~~ 
flz*â~ §~~~ (Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo 3a.5:3b.l) 
Once the fire is lit, the adept's attention focuses intensively on the internaI 'furnace 
and crucible' .252 Neidan ritual insists one must first go from non-being to being, 
solidifying and supplementing the physical constituents that make up individual 
existence and general good physical and emotional health; next the adept moves 
from being to non-being, as the components of the individual collapse one into the 
next.253 The cosmos itselfis an embodied element, a sign or image of the Dao. It is 
infinite neither in space nor in time: it has a beginning and an end; and aIl that is 
within it swirls in cycles of diverse lengths. On the other hand, the cosmos is not 
separate from the Dao, everything of which it is comprised, including time and its 
cycles, is an instrument through which the Dao manifests. If the cosmos is one of 
the forms that the Dao can assume, and if the cycles of time are an instrument of 
that manifestation, the only means through which the alchemist may attain true 
immortality is through a transcendence of time. This is accomplished by re-
actualizing time, returning it to its origin, and bringing time to its moment of 
extermination. (Pregadio 1995: 4) 
The cosmos is actualized in the crucible if the crucible is a complete, whole 
and hermetically sealed "universe". The heart-mind is stilled to make the individu al 
252 These are loci in either the adept's own body, or in both the adept's and the 
sexual partner's body. See diagrams 4-6. 
253 In the Buddhist method, these components are spoken of as the four greats, and 
refer to the individual microcosmic mandalas or cakras formed in the body; one of 
fire, one of water, one of wind and one of earth, respectively. 
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impervious to disturbances from the sense organs or the rising up of thoughts and 
desires. The neidan ritualist uses concentration and control of bodily essences to 
seal up the seven death-bringing apertures of the body (eyes, ears, nose, mouth, 
etc.). With the apertures of the body sealed to make an internaI universe the adept 
creates the conditions for eternal life. These are the same apertures that were 
opened up in Hundun in the beginning of time, causing his death, and the beginning 
of common time and space. (Zhuangzi SBBY 3: 19a) Sealing them re-creates 
primordial space/time and permits the adept access to the priOf heavens. 
Process sequencing/ritual performance: huohou 
InternaI to the cruciblelbody, time reverts to the origin of the uni verse. The crucible 
and ritual implements permit a symbolic correspondence to the cosmogonic indices. 
Besides material supports, such as the crucible and the elixir ingredients, 
waidan/neidan ritualists made use of abstract symbols which permitted durations 
within the alchemical ritual to represent compressed cycles of time. Simply put, a 
two-hour ritual segment accords with the 12 hour segments into which the days are 
divided; this ritual may represent the 12 months of the year, or five years in the 
sixt Y year cycle. A two-hour ritual segment (1 segment in the 12 Chinese-two-hour-
segments of the day) can represent a month (1 segment or month in the cycle of the 
12-monthly segments) of the year, or five years in a cycle of sixt Y years, etc. 
Material supports and abstract symbols have analogous functions: to mediate 
principles not otherwise expressible and, above all, to represent their continuing 
presence in the cosmos. (Pregadio 1995: 7) The symbols used to manipulate time 
emp10y the same dispositives used for time-measurement (the two series of cyclic 
symbols, heavenly stems and earthly branches), and the lines, the trigrams and the 
hexagrams of the Changes. 
The symbols from the Changes represent the cosmogonic unfolding of space 
and time. Essentially, one original yang line divides first into two (yin and yang) 
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whence cornes the possibility of combining or using three of these lines to represent 
the eight prime trigrams, and, with six lines, the sixt y-four hexagrams. One may use 
a 12-series representation of the hexagrams, which follows the upwards and 
downwards movement of internaI yang lines, to return to final return. Chinese 
alchemy makes use ofthis dispositive (and other analogous dispositives) to measure 
the alchemical fire's intensity in the firing times (huohou *-11;;) process. The fire is 
progressively redoubled until it reaches maximum intensity, then progressively 
diminished until it is entirely spent at the end of the cultivation process. The process 
of cultivating the inner elixir thus uses the term "huohou", firing times. 
Attainment of the elixir, and ritual death 
According to a third254 cosmogonie scheme found for example in the Cantongqi, 
the cosmos generates spontaneously from primordial qi (yuanqi ~ *,), which 
corresponds to pure yang (chunyang M!.I~), observed when the primaI unit y of the 
cosmos separated into the two complementary principles (yin and yang). Pregadio, 
Sivin and others assert that the expanding movement of primordial qi shares in the 
rotation of the constellation Ursa Maggiore (dipper). When yin and yang reunite 
they generate the manifest cosmos. (Pregadio 1995: 8) 255 In this schema, the 
primordial qi is one of the three modes of the Dao. Primordial qi determines and 
governs the manifestation of the Dao in the cosmos. The second mode is primordial 
spirit (yuanshen) and the primordial essence (yuanjing) -- which act on their 
respective fundamentals 256 to manifest their non-material (for ex ample, thought) 
and their material manifestation. A central aspect of this process is that, during this 
denouement, original yin and yang are realized in opposing and inter-imbedded 
signs. In human beings, for example, the primordial spirit (yin) is found in the 
254 The first and second schemes, noted above, are the heavenly stems and earthly 
branches, and the lines, "images", trigrams and hexagrams. 
255 See also Sivin 1987; Sivin 1995. 
256 Primordial spirit (yuanshen) and the primordial essence (yuan jing). 
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heart-mind (yang), and the primordial essence (yang) is found linked to the lungs 
(yin). (Pregadio 1995: 8) 
The cosmos is tied to the corruptive action of time. Nevertheless, the 
cosmos and each of the entities internaI to it (including people) continues to 
conserve a particle of the primordial qi, or pure yang, in the state in which it was at 
the origin of the uni verse. In order to represent this particle, the yang line within the 
hexagrams is used. This representation is adapted to both time and space. The 
twelve hexagrams are used not only to determine the intensity of the fumace, 
therefore, but also the rise and faH of the yang line, the presence of the Dao in the 
cosmos, and the temporal cycles in which each moves. 
Through these rituals, the practitioner causes the ingredients to assume the 
properties of purity and incorruptibility, properties of the Dao and pure yang. The 
elixir is no other than one representation of the particle of pure yang. Similar to 
Kalacakra madyamika thought, purity subsists in materiality; time, space, thought, 
action and purification aH reside within the aggregate particles of reality such that 
materiality is essential for spiritual purification. There is no etherealized 
consciousness separate from its material foundation. This is the essential conception 
of the "materialist" school of Buddhist philosophy, which posits a conditioned state 
(aH states of being up to complete Buddhahood) in the union of spirit and material 
essence. In the same vein, Chinese alchemy can not conceptualize a path of 
liberation which lacks matter separate from spirit as in the conditioned state. In 
order to reunite the two termini of this dichotomy, however, matter must first be 
returned to the state of purity it possessed at the moment of separation. The adept 
bases his operation in such a manner that the Dao is manifest in the cosmos and 
produces a substance, the elixir that represents primordial essence. Once this 
potential is established, he/she recovers the non-corruptible quality of the 
primordial Dao. 
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In Shangqing Daoism, waidan finally succeeds when the adept consumes 
the elixir, the body rots or is poisoned from the toxic base elements (mercury) in the 
elixir, and the individual expires. This death is often described in horrible and vivid 
detail; however, this death is only apparent. In fact, the successful alchemist has 
merely faked hislher own death, and escaped the bodily shell of the mortal person, 
leaving behind a sword, stick, or merely an empty grave: 
Those who feigned construction of a tomb after swallowing Efflorescence of 
Langgan are Yan Menzi, Gao Qiuzi, and Master Hongyai. The residents of 
the three counties [in which their graves are found] all call them vacant 
tumuli of the dead of highest antiquity. They are unaware, though, that on 
one occasion, Gao Qiuzi entered Mount Liujing through liberation by means 
of a corpse. He afterwards consumed a powder of Liquefied Gold, then 
ingested Efflorescence of Langgan at Zhongshan and feigned the 
appearance of still another death, whereupon he at last entered Xuanzhou. 
(Cited in Strickman 1979, 123-192) 
For the neidan adept as well the adept may undergo a kind of death. During 
the penultimate period of ruding refinement, the limbs rot away, leaving the 
"imiverse" of the torso and head. As described below, the torso and head are 
"sealed" to form an unbroken cosmic circuit. The limbs are not required to 
complete the perfect union of yin-yang and hexagrammic symbols/sites in the body. 
(See Figure 3, Appendix 1) 
Neidan influences have not been static over time. Rather, notions layered 
one over the other; earlier influences faded, but their terminological use and certain 
structuring elements remained. This is true of waidan influences. While traces of 
waidan terminology and ritual elements remain in the tradition, by the Ming, most 
practitioners show little awareness of waidan laboratory pro cesses. (Skar 2003: 16-
21) Meanwhile, medical theory, especially channel theory, becomes significant. 
Medical notions of channel theory began to enter neidan from the Yuan dynasty. 
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Despeux (1979) notes the contributions of Yang Jizhou (fl. 17th c. CE) as a major 
marker of these developments. (Despeux 1979: 40) Yang incorporated theories of 
the eight meridians or channels into his version of neidan. (Zhenjiu dacheng: 265) 
Nevertheless, the symbolic processes accompanying huohou, the refinement of 
elements through hexagrammic representation and retum to the state of primordial 
purity remain the essential features ofthe neidan/nüdan process. 
1.1 "Outer" and preparatory practices: mindful actions guiding the weft 
Previously, 1 gave the following brief description of the alchemical process: "Inner 
alchemy is generally understood as a ritual or meditation practice aimed at 
achieving immortality through transmutation of the gross material body into a more 
subtle, immortal's body. An inner alchemist uses meditation and/or visualization to 
cause yin-yang bodily elements to interact in tenns [sometimes] described in 
alchemical/laboratory jargon. These yin-yang bodily elements may be cultivated 
either within one's own body or in conjunction a sexual partner." (Neswald 2004:1) 
The cultivation of this body inc1udes cultivation of the emotions, and particularly 
Chinese aspects of the body that emerged in China at an early period, and continued 
to influence the understanding of the body throughout the length of the imperial 
peti0d. This inc1udes an understanding that the emotions fonn an integral part of the 
individual' s embodied functions. 
The emotions correspond to organs, seasons, and directions: anger, 
resentment, joy, pensiveness, elation, desire. (Larre and de la Vallée 1996) These 
are all directed by the heart-mind or the will. The individual's physical-emotional 
health, as weIl as hislher kannic or spiritual health, infonns the will's ability to 
manage the offices under its control. The will extends inwardly to manipulate 
physical, psychic and spiritual health. Simultaneously, the will extends outward to 
control fortune, illness-impelling forces, family relations and social well-being. 
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The physical body is the essential element of salvation. The Kunjue reads: 
These esoteric teachings aIl work their powers within the realm of being. 
Being is the instigator of non-being. From being to non-being, there is the 
position of true yang. The [above] two phrases, although they emphasize 
ming (here, bodily) practice, speak in terms of the unit y of xing and ming 
(inner nature and destiny/bodily) [practice]. These [eight characters express] 
the tirst key point in the kun way (way of women, the feminine way). The 
tirst phrase expresses the need to retum from being to nothingness. The 
second phrase [states] that being arises from nothingness. ;lt~fJttE:ff~~ 
h:ff~.~~~:ff~~W~.~~~~=~.m~$~w~tt$~* 
J]±$~~ ~A~~mL~~~:ff~~.r~~.~1:ff (Kunjue la-b) 
Only through being can non-being (here characterized as ultimate yang) obtain. 
The essential features of the female body (as described in the nüdan tracts) 
emerge as pathological features of the body. In a chapter from the Lüshi chunqiu 
cited in Sivin (1994), human beings are described as having "360 joints, nine body 
openings, and tive yin and six yang systems of function. In the tlesh, tightness is 
desirable; in the sinews and bon es solidity is desirable; in the operations of the heart 
and mind harmony is desirable; in the essential [qi] regular motion is desirable. 
When [these desiderata] are realized illness, has nowhere to abide, and there is 
nothing from which pathology can develop. When illness lasts and pathology 
develops it is because the essential [qi] has become static." (Sivin 1994: 17) 
Compare the following gender-based characterizations found in Hy Longxiang's 
preface257 : 
257 This preface has also been translated in Valussi 2003, where she has given 
extensive commentary on the three modes of gender-distinction presented in Hy 
Longxiang's preface (Valussi 2003: 222-260): 
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Men are yang, and yang is clear (pure); women are yin and yin is murky. 
Men's inner nature is firm; women's is supple. Men's passions are urgent, 
women's undemanding. Men's thoughts are scattered, women's pure. Men 
are pro-active, therefore their qi easily seeps away; women are passive, 
therefore their qi is easily retained. Men's actions accord with the trigram li, 
like the sun, which makes a single circuit once a year. Women's actions 
accord with the trigram kan, like the moon, which makes a circuit every 
month. Men's qi is difficult to sublimate, women's is easily sublimated. 
These are the ways in which men and women's original natures differ. 
~.~~mm~.~~~~~tt~~tt~~M~~tt.~~.~~~ 
~~~~m.~~~~D~m.~.~~.~B-~-~~~~~~ 
~-~-~~~.fi~~.g~~~tt~~~& 
(Preface 1 to the Nüdan hebian, 4a.7-4b.3) 
Although on the surface, the distinctions between men and women are parallel, in 
fact, women are associated either with emotional passivity -- a characteristic of 
stagnation and mental illness, or with emotional excess. Moreover, both women and 
the emotions are associated with the number seven. Larre comments, "Seven is the 
number appropriate to the emotions." (Larre and de la Vallée 1996: 23) On every 
level, women and emotions are symbolically bound, feeding the gendered 
construction of a diminished soteriological potential. Nüjindan shang juan states, 
If your body is both kun and virtuous, how can one not [become immortal, 
like the immortals described above]? Particularly for those floating on the 
seas of desire. If they do not generate a heart-mind suitable for entering the 
Dao, how could they possibly escape from the fjords of delusion and be a 
woman who has ascended to the clouds? [Their] inner nature is at root yin 
and weak. If they see too much, they'll be inclined to villainy. They won't 
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recognize the four virtues or acknowledge the three followings. 258 They 
won't know to correct bad behavior that should be corrected, and they won't 
be able to cultivate fields of merit that are appropriate to cultivate. Bound by 
passionless desires, they will bury the perfection of their original nature. 
Abandoning themselves to despair, they'll become more and more base. 
How do they know that entering the world of human affairs is like floating 
c10uds that sully the firmament! The sins of past lives together with future 
reincamation will be tossed into the wheel of rebirth. How then can they 
tum their heads, look back, and c1imb the other shore?259 ~*±$1~~/f~~ 
ft~ ~tt~~~~/f 5}Àiî!ZJL.\3Z~~lf}EtB ~~f ~ 1t~*z:Y.:tt*~~*5! 
q là rH{; f:iI:llr rm /.rfD;,trflilr - W '.fil. 2"':i ~;:th- r Ir ;:th- 'p FEI r', J,k .± 4bJ,k It'lf .ffif:'tcE ' ~ 371J11\11"lII( lut) 7\l"h.~ 1il5' ffl "5G-=1Jt.J!!:f! j@ FEI 1.--)(. /(' 7\1"]1.--)(.111'1 J3..1~ /j\. FJt.I~:;tjII; "', ~ ZlV\ 
~*ttz.~a~.a.a~~~Aili~n~ •• ~ •• ~~~~À 
~:i®16J~@]Irn~1ElW (Nüjindan shangjuan 3b.2-7; Appendix 2: 478) 
Likewise, the Hutian xingguo nüdan shize Precept One reads, 
Ordinary women's xing (inner nature) ishard. Their will (~) is dispersed, 
their passions easily aroused and their qi is easily moved. AlI sorts of things 
pollute their hearts-minds such that they are difficult to overcome, so how 
can their bodies (fi fiS) live forever, and how can their efforts save them? 
This is the reason the initial work [for women] emphasizes nourishing 
perfection. 
258 The three followings cornes from the Sanfu chapter of the Yili, and in Ban 
Zhao's Admonitions for women of the first century AD. The three followings are: 
to follow your father when unmarried, to follow your husband when married and to 
follow your son when widowed. See Ban Zhao Jj}I BB (45-ca. 120) Nüjie :Y.: in 
(Admonitions for women). In Hou Hanshu. Fan Ye, ed. Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 
2786-92. 
259 Climb the other shore, e.g., reach nirvana or salvation. 
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jç }'L 3c-=f Z tt 1~Hij]ù 3c -=f z;m &H~ft 3c -=f z t~ !JJ 1$1 3c -=f z~ ~ iJJf~Hj J1l J~' 
~ ~ i15ù 1* Jt If ,~ PT ~;ff Jt I ~ ~~:ff ~~ iï!z fÈÇ ~ z I :=: :tE .. ~ (Hutian 
xingguo nüdan shize 2a.3-6; Appendix 2: 465-66) 
Women are further associated with physical stagnation, the blockage of 
bodily elements. Blockage of bodily elements is tied to the unhealthful emotional 
conditions of pensiveness, dullness, depression, sudden outbursts of anger, and 
over-active sexual desire. (Larre and de la Vallée 1996) Because she is pensive, a 
woman will worry too much and lose essential qi from the lungs. Because she is 
prone to dullness, a woman will have difficulty receiving education and meditating 
for long periods at a time. Because she is prone to depression and anger, she is 
liable to have uneasy relations within the family, foster disharmony in the family, 
and generally increase her negative karma through failure to contribute to family 
harmony. Moreover, depression and anger cause loss of kidney function; according 
to correlative cosmology, loss of kidney function leads to difficulty conceiving a 
child and difficulty maintaining a pregnancy in the first trimester. Thus unable to 
perform her filial duties to her husband's patriline, a woman further adds to her 
karmic debt. Over-active sexual desire causes the shen elements in her body to 
scatter. Without these elements, the adept is physically deficient, she loses the 
ability to concentrate, and her will (yi) loses control of the other bodily functions. 
Beyond these negative emotion-cum-physical attributes, a woman IS 
"blessed" with the very short, one-month menstrual cycle. The loss of blood 
through the menses rapidly depletes the crude bodily substance (bloodljing) that 
will eventually become the 'elixir.' In popular religion, blood spillage during menses 
and childbirth is cause for further karmic burden?60 Finally, the short term of her 
260 This constitutes a major conceptual divergence from very early (3 rd to 1 st 
centuries BeE) exorcistic medicine. Menstrual blood is used for positive, 
"quickening" purposes. (Harper 1998: 99) 
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'cycle' (a month for women vs. a year from men) makes it difficult to meditate for 
long periods at a time. Given all these pyscho-physical disadvantages, the Hutian 
xingguo nüdan shize insists that women must first engage in a bodily cultivation 
method for arresting the menses, which the Hutian xingguo nüdan shize terms 
'nourishing perfection'. (See citation page 211 ab ove from Hutian xingguo nüdan 
shize 2a.3-6) 
Because the Iimits of personal interiority extend beyond the skin, women's 
sotis needs to also extend beyond the skin to karmic acts that reverberate across the 
network of the body-matrix. Hutian xingguo nüdan shize read: 
Women's cultivation originally belongs to that which follows the principle 
of ultimate tranquility. In tranquility, yang is generated. Only then can you 
call it active. Entirely active, entirely tranquil, both are nourished from 
within. They are not extemal affairs. Therefore, tranquilly nourishing the 
entire body-matrix is considered the ultimately perfect and marvelous Dao. 
But, if one only conserves tranquility and does not conduct any extemal 
practices to help and support it, how can tranquility be sustained? If women 
can profoundly cultivate [this] ultimate Dao, they will have already 
produced the prior heavens. Reviewing the conduct of the refinement and 
obtaining the jade syrup, and also protecting and obtaining the residence of 
the embryonic breathing, the initial work at this point, the work is already 
half done. But although this practice has already produced the lesser 
attainment /J\ JJX:, you must extend out to outer practices to supplement and 
nourish it. Only then can the inner be without lack. The outer bolsters it. 
Inner and outer are attained together, and the Dao of immortality can reach 
its moment. 
~~.fi~*.~.~~.w~~~m~~-~ 
-~~~ EÈ lÎ\J~m.~~.~H[jJJmB~~~.-~ r'tû 
.~.~mR~DW~*fim~DW~~~~~ 
*~M~~mB~~~~~~fi~~~~X~~ 
1~1i~iîJ~*}]I~JltB~*-~jH<!~I~~B/J\JJX:&\ 
fl?ljHf ljJff* z:1Ji.lI p;j ~FJTïjj~1fFJTfrij p;jj~~JJX: 
ftlJmPJ!t~ 
(Hutian xingguo nüdan shize precept 5, 8b.6-9a.4) 
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The body is in intimate and dynamic contact with social and cosmlC 
processes. Outer karmic acts (charity, good conduct, kindness to others) "bolster" 
the inner karmic acts of mind-training, self-purification and psycho-physical 
refinement. This pertains to practices for both (aIl) genders. Cosmological 
speculation and the prioritization of yang over yin results in women beginning from 
a disadvantaged position in the preliminary stages of perfection, continues in the 
primary stages of perfection, allows them advantage in the median stage, and 
ultimately theoretically cripples them in the final stages of perfection. We pass now 
to the dynamics of that process of perfection. 
The term "outer" takes on particular meanings in post-Song neidan, and 
particularly nüdan practice. "Outer" is situated as a dynamic comparable to textual 
authenticity. While "inner" normally refers to the esoteric readings of Daoist tracts, 
in later tracts, "outer" takes on various meanings,including esoteric understandings 
of the body constituents unknown to the person focused on neiguan (inward 
visualizations) and other meditative practices. It may also refer to the loci where 
perfections are made (such as the the outer crucible, designated as the lower dantian in 
Wu-Liu practice) in distinction to the inner crucible (which designates the shen essence in 
Wu-Liu practice). (See translation from the Neilian at section 2.4 below) In the nüdan 
tracts under observation, "outer" is also used to designate conduct directed towards 
other individuals, that is, mindful actions gui ding the weft of karmic retum. In this 
sense "outer" is clearly associated with the eight Mahayana principles for the 
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laity.261 The outer practices have heavy influence from Neo-Confucian moral codes 
for women, and with early Daoist moral codes, such as Commands and 
Admonitions for Daoist families (DZ888), and later Daoist injunctioris such as laid 
out in Wang Kunyang' s I ili~ 1% (1622-1680) 262 Chuzhen jie fJJ J'{ 1!X; (JY291), 
Zhongji jie !f1t.&1!X; (JY292) and Tianxian dajie ~fÙlA1!X; (JYI78), especially the 
tirst. These various "conservative" indications for women's conduct may be 
considered shared system of ethics. Chuzen jie is associated with the tirst level of 
initiation: novices. It was compiled in 17th century as part of Wang Kunyang's 
project to formalize and standardize Longmen Daoism.263 The three sets of precepts, 
Chuzhen jie, Zhongji jie and Tianxian dajie, form a system of three levels of 
precepts which demarcate the level of attainment, status and learning of individual 
monks and nuns, and signal the attainment of that rank. (pespeux and Kohn 2003: 
160) In addition to the tep chujie precepts for all new initiates, women are given an 
additional nine. 
1. Be filial and respectful, soft and harmonious, careful in speech and 
never jealous. 
2. Be chaste and pure, cont'rolled III body, and stay away from fouI 
activities. 
3. Develop sympathy for aIl beings that have life, be compassionate and 
friendly, and never kilI. 
261 See also the interpretation ofValussi (2003: chapter two). 
262 Wang Kunyang Iili~1% (1622-1680), zi Changyue, was the 7'h patriarch of the 
Longmen sect and abbot of the Baiyun guan B ~ '§ in Beijing. Kunyang is noted 
for his compilation of the Quanzhen tracts and rationalizing the moral codes for 
Daoist clergy. 
263 See Despeux and Kohn 2003: 160. Kubo 1953: 37; 1951: 37. Esposito 2005. 
For discussion ofhis life, in brief, see Esposito 2000: 629, Kubo 1951: 37ff. 
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4. During rites and recitations, be diligent and circumspect, give up aIl 
eating of meat264 and drinking of wine. 
5. In your garments be practical and simple, never favoring floweriness 
or ornaments. 
6. Maintain an even and harmonious disposition, never giving rise to 
anger and afflictions. 
7. Do not frequently go out to attend pudu festivals and banquets. 
8. Do not be cruel in your employment of servants and slaves 
9. Do not steal otherpeople's things.265 
This additional layer of monastic rules for women is heavily influenced by 
the Buddhist monastic tradition. However, these rules show a marked difference: 
women monastic institutions in the Daoist tradition are not formally subjected ta the 
control of monks. Although women are encouraged, as are men, to maintain 
obedience and respect towards teachers, the sex of those teachers is not inscribed 
into the Daoist monastic rules. This allows women monastics the potential to 
control both their own funds and their educational levels, rather than have donations 
directed towards a primary men's monastic institution. In effect, Daoist women are 
given the right to economic independence from a men's institution. 
At the second level of initiation, the adept has been accepted as a member of 
the monastic community and has completed the preliminary stage of self-
cultivation, xixin/xiuxin tJtJl,\/1~JI). She is now initiated into methods for physical 
264 Hun 11[ inc1udes aIl foods considered inauspicious for Buddhist monastics, 
inc1uding not only flesh but also pungent roots such as onions, leeks and garlic. The 
phrase reads, "give up aIl 'hun' [foods] and wine. 1Tf.l@'Crw" 
265 Chuzhen jie JY292 (10.1 00): also found in Nuxiu zhengtu 3a; ZW356, 10.534. 
Cited in and translation, Despeux and Kohn 2003: 162-163. Valussi has also 
compiled a comprehensive review of moral injunctions found in late Qing and early 
Republican nüdan tracts. See Valussi 2003: 80-92. 
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transformation, and begins self-perfection in eamest. The ritual receipt of the 
Zhongji jie acknowledges her passage into a new status within the monastic 
community. Meanwhile, she is expected to observe appropriate ritual comportment 
(e.g., that comportment detailed in the Zhongji jie) in continuity. She carries the 
sacrality of her office with her wherever she goes. Her sacred altar is her heart, and 
the sacred altar space is the body itself. The altar and altar space (mind, body) 
remain in continuous state of ritual pro cess until self-purification is achieved. Any 
violation of the body is therefore accompanied by acute horror, while deflection of 
attempted rape is extolled in poems and tales. 
The tale of Eleventh Mother Wu goes further: her master transforms herself 
into a man and threatens her with either death or rape: the adept's willingness to die 
rather than be violated is considered necessary proof to show her readiness to take 
Daoist vows. (Nüjindan shangjuan regulation 2, 8a-8b) 
Such tales carry with them not only examples of women's heroism, but an 
implied criticism of those practitioners unable to protect themselves against 
violation. Indeed, this attitude is written into the Yongzheng punitive code, which 
laid the burden of proof for rape squarely on the victim. The victim could prove 
rape only by having a witness,266 by showing serious battery, or by committing 
suicide. (Hayes 1999; Sommer 2000: 67-164; esp. 112) This has serious consequences 
both for the victim and for the assailant. For the victim (adept), premature death 
meant that the body was at best refined to the point of pure yin. Our tracts and 
several of the citations from local gazetteers note the negative impact associated 
with cultivation of the pure yin aspect of the bodily elements (yinification of the 
individual) without advancing next to the cultivation of the pure yang immortal's 
body ~~~z.'U (yangification), the final stage of self-perfection. (Hutian xingguo 
266 ln 1646, she would require witnesses, proof that she had struggled throughout 
the experience, and tom clothing. (Ng 1987: 58) ln 1723, she would require 
additional witnesses. (Sommer 2000: 79-81) 
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nüdan shize 15b) When the adept dies prematurely, or if she is only able to attain 
yinification she is transfonned into a ghostly specter: 
Since the wanton root had not yet been extracted, many have lost their 
immortal destiny. Sorne heard the methods by chance, yet mixed this 
together with sexual practices that are similar. Thus they did not obtain the 
desired result. Sorne practice it, yet the embryo they congeal is completely 
wanton. When one day the spirit emerges it must see lewd acts which repel 
the fetus [infant spirit]. Theretofore their practice would have been 
completely fraudulent. 
~~**m~$~~.~~m~~~ffi~mn~ffi~$~~~~~~ 
~~ffim~~OO~-~OOw-~ili~~~~~ffiNOO~~.~~ 
(Nüjindan xia juan, precept 2, 7a.8_7b.1)268 
The dangers inherent in final stage transfonnation therefore are extreme. Adepts are 
guided and watched over, for fear they would remain behind. Eskilden (2004) looks 
at sorne of the 'emergency measures' adepts may take when death suddenly cornes 
unexpectedly: entering a womb or inhabiting a corpse. While Eskilden's examples 
derive from early neidan, modem anthropological data indicates that similar betiefs 
remain strong. (Moskowitz 1999,2004) 
Perhaps because of the dangers the final stage of perfection presents, the 
adept presented with an extremely severe complex of codes for moral conduct to be 
followed in the final stage of cultivation. Tianxian dajie contains several pages 
listing these mIes, covering social interactions, spiritual interactions, hygiene, 
267 For more on the issue of evil, wanton or demonic "fetuses" produced in the 
a1chemical tradition, see Chapters 3 and 4. 
268 For more examples of yin fetusues, see Moskowitz's dissertation and book on 
the topic (Moskowitz 1999, 2004). Qianzhong zhi provides a late Ming account of 
one such use of yin "fetuses." (A copy of this volume can be found in the Special 
collections, Baojuan roster, National Palace Museum, Taipei, Taiwan.) 
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instruction of adepts, etc. This final set of precepts tS identical to those men 
observe. 
When Hi( Longxiang compiled the Nüdan hebian, he found many tracts that 
did not include rules for women's conduct. Hç Longxiang begins his preface by 
listing the bad practices women could fall into and he ends the collection with two 
tracts that go into sorne of the more objectionable practices women should avoid. 
Further, Hç Longxiang imbeds rules for women's conduct into sorne of the 
compiled tracts. In one case he sandwiches the mIes for conduct contained in the 
CUITent Nüjindan shang juan between the preface to and the Nüjindan xia juan. 
~ncluded in the compendia we also find the Nüdan huijie and Hutian xingguo nüdan 
shize, each with a list of moral codes for women. The former tract con tains the 
complete list of rules for women found at the end of the Ch uzh en jie. 
Their presence in the compendia notwithstanding, it rernains unclear 
whether or not these monastic rules were indeed observed by the woman/women 
from whom Hi( Longxiang received his tracts. It is known that at least one woman, 
Yan Zehuan, suppressed these rules when citing the Nüdan hUijie.269 However, Hç 
Longxiang's incorporation of these monastic mIes reveals his dedication to 
Longmen orthodoxy. 
1.2 "]nner" practices: methods ofperfection, the woof of creation 
Unlike the term "outer", which assumes multiple meanings, the term "inner" 
rernains fixed to the most esoteric practices operating within the physical and 
emotional person. These inner practices are the bodily (including emotional) 
practices adepts perform to cultivate the inner elixir, arriving at final exit from the 
mundane world. The basic outlines of women's internaI cultivation are described 
below. 
269 See discussion in Chapter 5. 
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Three phases of practice can be identified. In the initial phase of practice, 
adepts (both men and women) aim to stop the loss of sexua1 270 and emotional 
emanations. This phase of practice is usually identified .with the cessation of menses 
in women and cessation of ejaculation in men. Success is signaled by loss of 
physical gender mark ers: retraction of the breasts in women and shrinking of the 
penis in men. Cessation of menses/ejaculation does not equate with stopping the 
production of semenlblood within the body. Rather, the aim is to inhibit their loss 
through ejaculation or menstrual discharge. Indeed, both men and women must 
begin by stimulating the flow of sexual emanations (semenlblood) within the body. 
Men stimulate the production of semen through stimulation of the testes; 
women "use the blood as the testes", that is, they stimulate the breast chamber 
where the blood is generated. The adept begins by retaining the gross material 
substance associated with each physical locus. In men, this means retaining the 
semen or jing located in the testes; in women, this means retaining the menstrual 
blood, xue, whose locus waslis in the "breast chamber", a spot located between and 
behind the breasts. Once the adept retains the essential fluids (semen or blood), 
he/she refines this element through therapeutic practices. For women, this involves 
transforming the red blood into white jing. When this is accomplished, a dewy pearl 
forms in the inner cauldron, dantian, or qixue.271 The adept gathers the pearl, or 
medicine, to use in the second phase of refinement. When he/she succeeds, the 
sexual mark ers (breasts/penis) shrink. 
For women, the initial phase of practice is called decapitating the red dragon 
(menses).272 This practice was known at least as early as 1310?73 Zhang Xingfa 
270 Menstrual blood in women, semen in men. 
271 Each tract provides slightly different indications of place. 
272 Despeux very usefully gives us several of the terms by which this first phase is 
termed and/or practices through which it is accomplished: yangzhen huaqi •• 1t 
~, taiyin lianxing j;J~:.tt%, bairi zhuji B B ~~, huaxue guixu 1tlfil~lJt zhan 
chilong JtîJT~n) (Despeux 1990: 243-4). 
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(2003) identifies three steps in the initial phase. The adept begins by concentrating, 
or "conserving the will" "f / ~ ~ within the hollow of the chest. 274 The chest 
hollow, identified as a small space between the breasts (Zhang 2003: 538) is also 
known as the breast chamber. (Despeux and Kohn: 158) The adept can use a light 
pressure of the fingertips (breast massage) to help conserve the will within the 
chest. The feeling is described as "effortless": the adept allows her mind to reside 
there without any conscious sense of retaining it there. When the breasts begin to 
feel slightly warm or swollen, this is called the "qi sensation" or qigan ~~. When 
the qigan is felt, the attention is shifted from the chest hollow to the breasts. 
The second step of the tirst phase involves the retenti on of will ~ at the 
breasts. The adept lightly cups her nipples in her palms. Then she uses the hands to 
273 See Chunyang dijun shenhua miaotong ji (Earthly minister [Wang] Chunyang's 
record of divine transformations of marvelous penetration, DZ305). This tract 
details the immortalization of Madame Guan (fl. 1241-1252), 
274 "Conserving the will" is akin to concentration. Therefore, Tao states that one 
concentrates on a particular point in the body (here, the chest hollow). However, as 
previously noted, the will is both processual and, while not material, it is not 
separated from materiality. Therefore, concentrating the will in a particular location 
means to conserve a substance (or non-ethereal element) of the body at that 
particular point in tandem. There is no distinction between the biological elements 
(blood, semen, respiration) and non-tactile bodily elements (emotion, will). Thus 
the Kunjue treats the will as akin to qi and shen and interchangeable withjing: "Use 
the eyes instigate the will. Use the will to instigate the qi. Use the qi to congeal the 
shen. Use the shen to refine perfection lj êI :!Lil~ lj~:!Lil.lj./~H$l2JA$:I:*Jî." 
(Kunjue 3a-6) Because it is a bodily element, like blood, or jing, it can be 
concentrated or dispersed in the body. "In general women's inner nature is 
necessarily hard and women's will is necessarily scattered. Women's emotions are 
easily brought down and women's qi is easily moved. *}L~-=fZ.'ti~,j1liJtl~-=fz. 
~~'~~-=fz.·tti ~~l&J~-=fz.~~I1J." (Kunjue 2a-5) This quote clearly indicates 
that having the will-yi dispersed in the body is not beneficial to even temperament, 
and resuIts in "hardness" or inflexibility of the inner nature. 
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'internally work the "palace caverns" within the breasts. The fingertips may be used 
to circumscribe the nipples. The adept traces circles around her breasts with her 
fingertips. She then moves her hands in circles out and away from the breasts. As 
the hands circle, the practitioner gradually perceives an internaI energy (1t.J~) 
moving between her hands and inside the body. She circles from the outside of the 
breast inward to the nipple, making thirty-six progressively smaller circles. The 
final circle tenninates at the center of the nipple. The practitioner allows her will to 
rest here a while until the "qi sensation" disperses; then she returns the will to the 
chest hollow. 
The third step of the first phase involves retaining the will within the chest 
hollow, or breast chamber. Tao tenns the act of retuming the will to the breast 
chamber, accumulating merit or shougong (-X:r:}]). When fecund women practice 
this technique for a period of time, they will experience a cessation of their 
menstrual cycle. In traditional practice, this phenomenon is called decapitating the 
red dragon. Once the menses stops, phase one is complete, or nearly complete?75 
the adept has turned her body into an unbroken processual "vessel" with defined 
barriers -- a self-contained bodily cosmos that retains aIl her heavenly elements. 
Despeux's description of phase one differs slightly from Tao's, and IS 
particularly interesting, as she compares several tracts 276 according to methods 
and/or effects: breast massage, the dewy pearl, the monthly messenger, the lesser 
celestial revolution, the firing stages in the first stage, procedures for post-
275 This distinction varies from school to school. See diagram 3b. 
276 Despeux relies mostly on the Xiwangmu nüxiu zhengtu shize (Hutian xingguo 
nüdan shize, Nüdan hebian tract 3); and makes frequent references to Niwan Li 
zushi nüzong shuangxiu baofa (ZW357), Daoyuan jingwei ge (ZW826), and 
Nügong lianji huandan tushuo (Nüdan hebian tract 3). Despeux also references the 
Nüjindan (Nüjindan xia juan, Nüdan hebian tract 4), Qiaoyang jing nügong xiu/ian 
(Qiaoyangjing, Nüdan hebian tract 5), and Nüdan cuoyao (Nüdan hebian tract 7). 
Most ofthese tracts are found in the collection under study. 
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menopausal women, and recipes for regulating the menstrual cycle. Breast massage 
is used only for the initial steps, to get the fluids (jing) moving. 
Despeux (1990) and Wile (1992) note several important aspects of women's 
practice. First, there are close ties to medicine. Second, meditation or other forms of 
emotional calming are done prior to commencing practice; this ensures the adept's 
mind is calm and undisturbed by distracting thoughts and emotions. Third, after 
calming the mind, the adept must begin by setting the bodily fluids moving, usually 
by swallowing, but also by opening up the two yu points associated with the lungs 
(Despeux 1990: 249) in acupuncture, but here associated with the liver and lungs. 
(Xiwangmu nüxiu zhengtu shize 6 note 2) The breasts are connected to the liver (left 
breast) and lungs (right breast), and the breast stream (an internaI conduit through 
which menstrual fluids must revert to purify them of the impure, blood coagulations 
discharged during menses) is connected to the heart, spleen and kidneys. The adept 
accesses this system of the five organs, corresponding to the five elements and the 
axis of the uni verse, inverts the cosmic pro cesses whereby time and age unravel, 
and the body ages, and arrests the aging process. 
At this first stage in cultivation, the adept is repairing the bodily system so 
that it may form a continuouscircuit comparable to the pure circuits of heaven: 
altemation of stars, seasons, circuit of moon, etc. An interruption of this circuit (as 
represents the menses) means certain death. Therefore, a clear passage along these 
conduits is essential. (Cf. Yates 1992; Ames 1994) Once this is attained, the adept 
inverts the normal flow of bodily fluids. This inversion also corresponds with the 
hexagrams, and with the acupuncture points of traditional Chinese medicine. 
(Despeux 1979: 27-47) The adept connects the dumai and renmai,277 effectively 
277 In Chinese medicine, usually eight meridians are identified. These meridians 
conduct energies, essences and fluids along the body. Renmai and dumai are the 
two major meridians of the body. In neidan, the dumai proceed from the lower 
dan tian up the front of the body to the top of the head, and the renmai proceeds 
from the top of the head down the back of the body. In neidan, a lower magpie 
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creating a sealed, rounded conduit: the point zi corresponds to a point at the tip of 
the head, and the point wu corresponds with either the navel or genital area, 
depending on the reference. (Ibid: 28ff, plates 6-12) 
In the initial stage of practice, the adept has taken up the meditation posture, 
calmed her mind and swallowed several times to generate production of saliva. The 
adept concentrates her mind or will (~) on the breast chamber. At this point the 
adept may massage the breasts manually with her hands, or she may subtly 
stimulate the breasts with her will ~. This activity stimulates production and 
movement.of fluids at the breasts. Several Nüdan hebian tracts treat breast massage 
using numeric variants for numbers of rotations, however, most of the 
specifications are tied to and quote (or possibly mis-quote) the Qiaoyangjing 
nügong xiulian. The Nüdan cuoyao citation is an example of a tract that cites almost 
the entire Qiaoyangjing without modification: 
The Great Yin Cultivation and Refinement Method says, the great yin form 
refinement and great yang form refinement are largely the same and only 
differ in small part. At the time you first begin the practice, close the eyes to 
visualize the shen. Relax completely and swallow hard once, making your 
heartlmind tranquil and your respiration even. Now congeal the shen in the 
qi cavem [This is between the breasts and above the diaphragm], 
simultaneously link the hands together and support the breasts. Lightly rob 
with both hands 360 times. Take the qi from the lower dan tian and lightly 
breathe it up 24 breaths while cupping the breasts in the hands. Practice 
reflecting the light and controlling the respiration.278 .:;t~~1~:J:~U! El j,Jlii* 
~z~twÂ~mu~z~tArnJ/J\~t}]r-F~M § fft'A1*~-~1!tlc.\f'H~ 
bridge is formed between the lower tips of the two meridians respectively, closing 
the circuit of the body to create a continuous body circuit. (See figure 3) 
278 These two practices are described in Nüdan shiji. 
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~~ffij1&i~tH'À~1\[:tE~1Lra,J~,~J:]*J~-f-3tJ(W1Lt:U~~*-= B /\ 
+W*J~~~Hm •• ~®=+~Dmffl-f-.~~~~~ 
(Nüdan cuoyao 2b.6-3a.5) 
The Hulian xingguo nüdan shize modifies these instructions, giving the number of 
massages as 36 (precept two); in the commentary to poem eight of the Nüjindan xia 
juan the number of massage rotations is 360 and the number of breaths are 24. The 
Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo is more specific: you must first circulate ... 12 times to 
the right breast and 12 limes to the left white massaging the stomach 36 times. 
(Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo 6a) The Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo specifies that 
only middle-aged women need practice this method. The Nüdan cuoyao also cites 
the latter tract. 
The discrepancy among rotations is as follows: In the Hutian xingguo nüdan 
shize, Nüjindan xia juan, and Nüdan huijie, the number of massage rotations (24) 
and breaths (360) are inverted vis-à-vis the Qiaoyangjing. Despeux notes that this 
number coincides with 144, the number of the hexagram kun; while breath cycles 
are numbered according to the qian hexagram number 216. The two numbers added 
together make 360, the number of days in year. (Despeux 1990: 248i79 The Nannü 
dan 'gong yitong bian citation disagrees with these, calling for 81 rotations on each 
sidelbreast. This accords with 9x9 for the nine times recycled elixir. (Nannü 
dan 'gong yitong bian 15) 
279 Despeux provides a final version tuming on the number 360. The recipe, taken 
from the Daoyuan jingwei is described as follows: Le massage des seins est, selon 
cette source, un moyen de cueillir la panacée. Lorsque le souffle véritable s'élève, 
simultanément s'élève le désir sexual, qui entraîne progressivement la déperdition 
de ce souffle. C'est donc au moment où le souffle véritable se met en mouvement et 
emplit l'abdomen qu'il convient d'inverser le processus. A l'aide de la pensée, le 
souffle est dirigé dans le sein droit trente-six fois, tandis que l'adepte masse de la 
main droite le sein gauche trente-six fois, et inversement. Cet exercice doit être 
pratiqué en tout six fois, ce qui donne le nombre de deux cent seize massages. 
(Despeux 1990: 250) 
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The adept cannot begin practice at any time. Timing, like aIl things in the 
universe, is controlled by the progression of yin and yang and the five phases, and is 
represented in the trigrams and hexagrams. Timing must be carefully matched to 
the appropriate bodily and co smic moments. The time of the day (deum timing) and 
the time of the body's monthly cycle (corporeal timing) are both considered. The 
best time of day is at the zi and wu hours, when the forces of yin and yang reach 
their respective apexes. The best time of the month to practice is 2-1/2 days before 
the menses begins, when the yang fluids in the body reach their apex and are about 
to transfonn into bloody discharge. 
Practice during the two hours of zi and wu. Conserve the heart. Perceive the 
empty cavity of the breast chamber. Breathe in and out continuously, 
breathing out shaIlowly and in deeply. After the menses ~~ arrives, it travels 
from the dantian up to the bre,!-st chamber. As for the monthly messenger Ji 
1* ,280 we don't take the [physical appearance of the] menses outflow as the 
menses. The messenger 1* is like a person being away outside. [Like 
someone who] before he yet retums home the message arrives before hand. 
Thus one knows oneself the day the "mess enger" arrives. Either the waist 
and thighs become sore, or the head and eyes are unsettled or one doesn't 
think about eating or drinking. This is the messenger arriving and becoming 
blood still qi. 
-=flf =~ffJL.'~~LJ% Z~~Jl-fnl1~~ te d> À~1~Ji 1*~~1jtfJ rnJi~ 
~LJ% Ji 1* 1!r ~~ t;)j~~~ Ji 1* 1!r ill1* Z - * ~o A tE j~ fâj * @]*ffij 1* 5'ë ~ 
~*~zB~~~z~ •• ~~~§~~~m~.~*~OO~~ill~ 
~ tÉ. (Nüdan cuoyao 1 bA-l b.8) 
The adept feels those sensations modem Westemers would tenn "pre-
menstrual": aching back and legs, 10ss of appetite, inability to focus, headache, 
280 In common parlance and in medical terminology, Ji 1* designated the menses 
itself. See chapter two, knowledge systems. 
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etc?81 These sensations constitute the monthly messenger .,- the signaIs alerting the 
practitioner that the moment is propitious to collection the body' s yang fluids. This 
moment is repeatedly distinguished from the actual appearance of the menses. 
Should the menses occur despite practice, the adept must stop: practicing during 
menses is prohibited. Once the menses is arrested three times, the phase of practice, 
called the lesser medicine, is considered successful. 
Once the adept succeeds in arresting the outflow of essential bodily fluids 
(menses/sperm), the adept must create or refine the medicine. Despeux notes that 
this medicine, often called the pearl, is already formed in women and needs only 
refinement and development, whereas men must form the pearl by mixing yin and 
yang elements of the body. Therefore, in women's practice the accent falls on 
metamorphosis (hua) whereas for men, the accent falls on creation and gestation 
(sheng). (Despeux 1990: 251) However, as Despeux later notes, women at this 
moment do not extract the yin and the core of the yang seminal essence; rather, they 
extract the yin at the core of the yang-qi priOf to its change into menstrual blood. 
(Ibid: 254) In essence, women are completing the yin of their essential natures, 
which are at base yin; that is, women first yin-if y themselves priOf to a later, pure 
yang-ification which marks the ultimate purification of the hum an body. (Nüdan 
huijie 9a; Appendix 2: 516)282 
At the moment when the yang reaches its apex and is about to transform, the 
adept uses the breath (wind) to stir up a fire which will smelt the medicine. At this 
moment, aIl the internaI body junctures open and the adept feels as if confused, 
drunk, or giddy. 
281 See for example Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo 2b; Nüdan cuoyao lb, Nüzhen 
danjue 1.7. 
282This late Qing distinction makes women's practice vulnerable to aspersions as 
physically putrifying, death-engendering, and demon invoking: daims whose 
echoes are found in local historical documents in the Shu and Qian regions in 
particular where fears of demon fetuses were particularly strong. 
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Tao Bingfa tenns the second phase of practice 'refining the secretions and 
transfonning the qi' 1* 1& -ft *. In males this phase is called refining the jing 
(seminal essence) and transfonning the qi 1*~-ft*. (Tao: 537) In Despeux, it is 
tenned embryonic respiration, following Nüdan huijie. (Despeux 1990: 269) In this 
stage the adept fonns the embryo and gestates it intemally for approximately one 
year. Tao identifies six steps in this phase of practice; Despeux only two. In Tao's 
description, the first step is the circulation of the medicine and the production of the 
medicine. One concentrates the will on the dantian, a spot located (as in men) about 
four finger widths below the bladder. Considerable variation occurs between texts. 
Tao indicates that the tenns 'circulation of the medicine' refers simply to the act of 
concentrating the will in the lower dantian; the practitioner concentrates her will in 
thelower dantian until she feels a seant wannth in the groin or a swollenness in the 
lobelia; this is called generating the medicine. 
In the second step, the practitioner collects the medicine by concentrating on 
it and willing it to rise up to the lower dantian. Or she may concentrate on the 
breath, allowing the breath of the exhalation to flow down through the torso, and 
the breath of the inhalation to flow up the torso and into the lower dantian. One 
repeats this for about ten breaths. 
In the third step, the practitioner refines the medicine and retums it to the 
cauldron !W1/!, a spot located in the four-finger-width space between lower dantian 
and the bladder. One plants the "medicine" in the cauldron and refines the 
"medicine" through focusing the will on this apparatus. 
The practitioner feels a slight heat in the chest. Immediately she draws the 
'medicine' or qi ~ back to the 10wer dantian without moving it through the vagina 
region. From here, she guides the qi progressively up the back through the dumai '1 
.Il* channel, jade pillow 3itt, hundred meetings B~, mountain's root Ww., across 
to the throat, the center of the chest, the bladder, and back to the lower dantian. 
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This is called a circuit of heaven. The adept repeats this process mne times, 
stopping at the lower dantian. 
After ten repetitions, the practitioner returns the qi up the circuit once again 
to the bladder area, then across the back-front internaI conduit, the daimai (~Jl*), 
circulating first to the left ten times, and then to the right. At this point, Tao states 
that men and women's practices converge. Therefore phase three is entirely the 
same for women and men. The last step in phase two, method of Celestial Transport 
in the Grand Uni verse (step six), is therefore entirely the same for men and women. 
Despeux and Tao separate phase three at different points. For Tao, the final 
phase inc1udes Refining the Qi and Transforming the Spirits, Refining the Spirits 
and Retuming to Emptiness, Refining the Emptiness and Uniting the Dao. (Tao: 
538) Despeux describes the final phase as ascension to the empyrean.283 Despeux 
and Ko (2003) describe the final phase in terms similar to Tao. Therefore the 
Tao/Despeux and Ko description can be understood as the "standard". In this 
"standard" sequence, the adept enters a state of final "retreat" or intensive 
meditation of varying lengths of the adept is attended by one or two assistants. The 
breath stills to the point where the adept exhibits a deathlike state. The adept is 
described in the first case as radiant offlesh, in "the next as "deathlike'. 
At this time, the inner nature has already been nourished to purity and the 
shen has already entered stability (ruding).284 Inside and out one is chaste 
and white, and the expression is refined. This truly is what is called "ten 
thousand transformations in a jar of ice." Rays pierce the eyes in a circuit, 
like a bright moon reflected in a deep pond. Not a speck of dust suBies the 
body -- it is like moving in a vacuum. At this point, if one is circulating and 
283 "Ascension à l'empyrée." Despeux 1990: 275. 
284This is a late stage in the alchemy process. The a1chemist goes into a hibemating 
state and appears as if dead. During this period an assistant watches over them and 
makes sure they are not taken for dead and buried, disturbed by loud noises, or 
become lost or wandepng souls. (See Jindan xinfa.) 
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refining, effortlessly, an entirely clear and nummous mechanism of 
transformation goodness radiates in the chest. After a certain time, you will 
be turbid like a dead person. You are unmoving and you do not speak. You 
do not eat, and you are not hungry. 
At this time, one must use a person to assist. Once having entered 
the ruding stage, no one can maliciously surprise the practitioner by calling 
out to them. If you maliciously surprise them and cause fear, this will harm 
their shen t, (body gods, divinity, divine essence) and ti (frame). The 
person will enter the ghost realm and will be deeply harmed. 
When women cultivate to this [point], they must endeavor to 
concentrate their mind and their will. Don't allow them to get lost. After 
they enter the ruding stage, you will see that their qi and respiration is not 
existent and their color do es not change. Allow them to collect and scatter 
[the spirit/shen] themselves. This may take one or two days, or it might take 
five or seven days, or more than ten days. AlI during this time, they cannot 
be moved. They must have someone to protect them. They must wait until 
the breath out of the nose is barely perceptible and their shen radiance half 
emerges. Only at this point, may [the attendant] calI to [the practitioner] in a 
low voice. Once they exit the ruding stage, whatever they eat or drink or 
wear should accord with their wishes. After this you must be careful of 
dangers that cause the elixir prime to be lost. After this, women's practice is 
developed directly to the stage of emitting the spirits (qu shen). After that 
there is no more danger. Students, remember this carefulIy and don't rush! 
iljll:t~fl*tl: Blf1.t4;t, BÀ!È jl\Jj~ ~ ÉI 
**~~~~M~~M~ft~M§-~~~~~ 
tl~a/G~Ht~f85 rt~1Ttlj~:l:i!!;ffJlitZ~ §:ff-
~m~~~Z~~~fr~~~!È~Z~~~;ff~ 
285 In the original, the right side of the character is missing the lowest stroke in §. 
A-~~~~~~~~~~M~~~~mA~. 
~ IJJ !!SI Jt À IÈ fI:iC 1l1l41lJPX;fi:iC Il ~;&{jj;f~ 816\ jË 
À~~ ~~~~~tB:9:f~~Jlta Wf IIYi~f#3&~~ 
~JtÀIÈZ~R~~.A~~~~~affJt~. 
~~~-=B~~~B~+.BW~IJJ~~~m 
AB~~~ffl~~*A~~~~*.~IJJ*.~ 
Z {[16 ~ te IÈz 1~ &P )'L iiX tt :;&H~ ~J! IL-Jifi;iOO ~J.1~ 16\ ~~ 
~~~m~~n~~~Jlt~I~B~.~ili~z 
h~ , .m~J(A~-'-l:L"';::J-'-l:L ' ,~-,!:; , lm o/J h:7J ""j!2,rJ!5!+-B i:iL-B Z I~ZY'') ,~, 
(Rutian xingguo nüdan shize precept 7, 13b.3-14a.7) 
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During this period of deep meditation, the shen-immortal which has gestated 
in the body for ten months, now performs qushen (ili;f~, emitting the shen-divinity). 
The shen-immortal emerges from the top of the head and wanders off for varying 
lengths oftime. It returns to the body to be "breast-fed" until the spirit is completely 
. 
matured and aIl final traces of impurity are removed. If the shen is startled away 
from the body during this period and prior to its complete refinement, it may 
become "lost" as our text above warns. Then, with a rending of the crown, the spirit 
spits out from the top of the head te;f~, completely liberated from the body. 
Once the work of the heavenly circuit attains the seventy six degrees, the 
sage fetus is already complete. One allows the yang shen to birth from the 
middle dantian. It rises to the upper dantian, and breaks open through the 
top of the head and exits. This is called emitting the fetus. 
~~Z~~~+A~~~B~~~~~mm~ffi.mWili~m~~ 
(Nüjindan xia juan, 32bA-5) 
In sorne tracts, a period of daidu precedes this final step. Women are unable 
to completely refine themselves on their own, because their gendering traits 
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ingrained into the structure (8) of their being prevents the essential yin from being 
completely refined into yang. Women must conduct meritorious deeds and await 
the pit Y of the heavens. 
How do female perfected complete their practice? They must employ daidu 
(wait to cross over). Because of their bloody and weak bodies, women must 
undertake internaI work to correct and refine themselves in order to make 
themselves a yang structure (8).286 Then, although their structure becomes 
yang, if yin still penetrates their xing ('11 inner nature), they still have not 
refined themselves completely. This is why women's gongfu rarely returns 
them to a state of vacuity. This first period of circulating still is not able to 
bring about the miraculous transformation of heaven and earth. Therefore 
they do not obtain transcendence beyond this world. This is because their 
structural forms287 (8t§) are not strong enough. Theirs are not like men's 
frames (8-) who, if they refine themselves will attain a golden and firm 
body which will not suffer harm. In men's work of returning to vacuity the 
shen are nourished until their brilliance fills heaven and earth. Therefore 
[men] don't await deliverance, for they can directly apprehend the Dao and 
become perfected. They may personally approach the court of Shangdi and 
sojourn tranquilly on Penglai. 
In the case of women, it is not the same. After the women's elixir is 
matured, they must actively and widely undertake good works until their 
virtue is sufficient and is noticed by the upper sages and they take pit Y on 
them. Thereupon they send up a memorial to Shangdi. Only then do they 
obtain imperial orders to promulgate a golden writing and compose an edict 
286 Following the definitions given in Chapter three, the term li (8), normally 
rendered 'body' is here termed 'structure', to distinguish it from other 'bodies' 
identified in the neidan context, including xing (%, form ), and shen (~, body-
matrix). 
287 Structural form, for tixiang 8t§. Tixiang 8t§ may also refer to deportment. 
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handed down to them, demonstrating they they have obtained the 
unparalleled fruit of the Dao of persons and heaven. Without this, women 
can only become scattered (earthly) immortals. They are not able to equal 
Heaven and Earth in longevity and in the end return to transformations. --.9:. 
•• ~w~~mffl~~~~~~.~~I.~~~~ftftH~~ffiJ~ 
.~tt~*~.~--.9:.~I~&~~-m~m*~.~~~~~m~~ 
1~ ~ JII. tif:)rl-1!f ~ lÉ ft *~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tE /G ~ ~ ~ ~ ft B~}J)Z 15:llGJü /G ft ~ ~ 
.~~I.}J)Z~~~.x~~/Gmffl~ffiJ~Tm}J)Z.m~L*m~. 
~~~~~/G~--.9:.fl.}J)ZS~*fi~.~~.fi.L~~ffiJm~~~ 
L ~ , "a;j;f ~ 0;:" l'§ A ~ ~'l~ ~J] m "a A .:::ç iIŒ L '-:Lo- EE :;;r:; 13 J -.'rI;. cl'; - M !!;(.,.jÙj rrn ;::::::) 
..L. 1& 7J1'if /l'JJ s /' J]/,>!r_ E'I ~ l:n:::1J:L.,.1'if /\,./\, ,,,,..L. m 7K r:::-I ,,1 jJ)il.Px. l'''J Wlî IIIJ LJ 
(Hutian xingguo nüdan shize precept 9, 16a.3-16b.3) 
The Nüdan hebian provides evidence that daidu was not de-rigueur in aIl 
nüdan traditions. The xia juan of Nüjindan verses differs from the Nüdan huijie 
insistence that women must await a summons before finally arising as an irnrnortal 
in the heavens. Instead, we find that women should "face a wall" (enter a nine-year 
meditation). 
Facing a wall 
Although the elixir process is complete, this is solitary work. 
The heart darkened, sit in tranquility in the Cavern Heavens. 
Neglecting the form, enter stability (samadhi) for a full ni ne years. 
When you break open the void of emptiness: then it is considered 
empty. 
TIiJ!l/f}$!i\1tiG~M:ffI/~JL\â'jf~nPJx~/:&%ÀfE1L:q::lffi/1nÎ&1& 
~f.il~~ 
(Nüjindan xia juan, poem 23, 33b.7-34a.l) 
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The commentary to this poem cites the authority of Sun Bu'er to support the 
argument that aIl adepts, including Bu'er, must "face the wall" of a cave for nine 
years, as had Bodhidharrna (:il*). During this time, the adept refines the irnrnortal 
child by allowing it to climb up the upper dantian in the head, wander about for a 
time, then retum to the body to be nourished with spiritualized physical elements. 
This is called ruding, equipoise; this terrn is also used to indicate the Buddhist 
Sanskrit terrn samadhi, deep meditation, often expressed in the phrase, 'equipoised' 
or 'equipoised in samadhi'. After nine years, the immortal body is fully matured 
and etherealized. The immortal body breaks out of the head for the final time as an 
etherealized body. 
Significant here is that the immortal body breaks out of the head and begins 
its as cent prior to the sending down of celestial envoys: As the immortalized adept 
begins her ascent, the heavens respond by sending down the decree, and the adept 
assumes the right of immortality by making a contract with the heavens in her own 
right manifesting her personal agency as a 'man among women'. 
What joy it is! What a pit y that throughout the cosmos there are no heroic 
women whuo canjoin Magu's attainrnent ofthis result. It is a 'man arnong 
women' who cultivates the virtues to make a contract with heaven. Humbly 
and sincerely, she seeks it and obtains the practice ofthis Dao. It is easier 
than for men to accomplish. People gather your will and you can strive for it 
yourselfl 
M.~~~m**.~~~~m~~ft.MAffi~~~~~~ •• m 
:1Çl!m>~\~*1JJt1T.r1t:i1[t~~~jtJl, pj(;1} A;!t.:frit §!RiJjjJ tÉ. (Nüjindan xia 
juan, cornrnentaryto poem 24, 34b.7-35a.l; Appendix 2: 499) 
This claim rests somewhere between the Nüdan huijie insistence on daidu, 
and its mediation in the Nüzhen danjue (~~ft~). 
When decapitating [the dragon] bring your entire strength to the task. 
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Don't let the jing blossom288 seep out. 
Turning it in inverse289 is like making the waters of the Yellow River flow 
backwards. 
Yin declines, yang grows. Rely on the inhalations and exhalations.29o / 
Inhaling and exhaling is originally a forge fire. 
The yellow shoot sprouts in the cauldron, cooking. 
Steam it! Steam it! The hot qi rises and dashes into heaven. 
Send it down the Nine Story Tower and into the Earth Steamer! 
[ ... ] 
The work seizes qian and kun. Seek out the transformative mechanism. 
Every one has a ladder to heaven. 
Yang generates and yin recedes -- there is no other instruction. 
It is only in shen -- don't lose yourself in over-thinking. 
[ ... ] 
When the ski Il is high, the power of the method is great. 
Cailuan and Bu'er arrive on cloudy wings. 
Just like them is Qunyi. 
Why not let the immortal maidens' names be proclaimed? 
288 This refers to a type of pre-menstrual menses, but at the point 2 1/2 days before 
the menses begins, when its yang potency attains climax and is about to transform 
into yin. 
289 Turning it in inverse: e.g., preventing the menses from flowing out norrnally 
through regular body channel s, but rather forcing it to move backwards through the 
internaI channels it to a point within the body (yang cavity) where it can be used 
internally in bodily refinement. 
290 The phrase refers to frequency of the inhalations and exhalations. Breathing 
must accord with the particular practice being conducted; the depth of the breath 
must also be regulated. The frequency of the respiration controls the temperature of 
the alchemical fires. 
Qunyi made up her mind to cultivate even more steadfastly. 
In fire she gathered blossoms and scattered white lotuses. 
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Through study, she obtained a heart-mind that was entirely compassionate 
and benevolent. 
Only then could she ascend from fiat earth as an immortal. 
~~m.~~h#~M.tt*~~q.~*ru~~m~~.~~o~ 
PRlJR*-mtx.5fMltE~~;W: •• ~IMi~\.L#x~~:i:1tÀ±1& [ ... ] r}] 
.~:t$m1tt~AA ~m Lx~~I±J~jQH!~1tB~Jè*ElÇtE*'}~,/f~~ [ ... ] Cf 
~~~~h~*./f="~g-ftm~m~~~.~M~~.om~ 
j'[iit;~~fit~x*~ftjj)( É! Ji~f~ ~~I~\-}î-7Jf3~~±-t!!1l~1ÙJ 
(Nüzhen danjue 2a.4-2b.5; Appendix 2: 531) 
Elsewhere, we have read that women do not need to "face the wall." (Preface to the 
Nüdan hebian 5a) But, in the Kunjue, 
When the great cycle291 arrives, you face a wall in order to forget. Forget 
your wants, and follow your heart-mind to the Venerable Emperor's heaven. 
Solemnlyand reverently, you then arrive at the West Pond Assembly [ ... ] 7\. 
J!!iU CfI1i 00 ~ IV, ~~JififiXfïl~\~*x ffif~~~fJ:iUIffirt!! ~[ ... ] (Kunjue 
3b.6:-3b.7; Appendix 2: 464) 
In sum, the phases and steps found in each version of the nüdan roughly 
correspond to the three phases set out in Li Daochun (see section below): lianjing 
huaqi (~M1t~) refine the jing, menses/semen, and transform it to qi); lianqi 
huashen (~~ 1t*,), refine the qi and transform it to shen, divine essence, divinity); 
lianshen huan xuwu (~*,~hf[~), refine the shen, and return to vacuity). In the 
291 Refers to a step in the process of circulating the elixir products through the body. 
The small cycle revolves through the torso-head region; the great cycle, or heavenly 
circuit, revolves the congealed shen aIl the way to the feet and up to the head. (See 
commentary to poem 14 of the Nüjindan shang juan.) 
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Nüdan hebian tracts, different tracts employ different names and slightly different 
numbers of steps, while maintaining a vaguely tripartite system of phases. Here are 
two of the systems of naming, found in the Nüjindan xia juan and Rutian xingguo 
nüdan shize. 
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Nüjindan xia juan Hutian xingguo nüdan shize 
tirst phase 
Conserve the heart-mind Nourish perfection and transform qi 
(shouxin) (yangzhen huaqi) 
Nourish the Inner Nature Nine Transformations and Retining 
(yangxing) the Form (jiuzhuan lianxing) 
Nourish the Qi (yangqi) 
Congeal the shen (ningshen) 
Three Ming (san ming) 
Qi Cavity (qixue) 
Know the Time (zhishi) 
• Decapitate the dragon (zhan 
long) 
Form hides (xing yin) 
second phase 
Seek the Elixir (qiu dan) Circulate [the medicine] and employ 
the smelters (yunyong huofu) 
Retine the self (lian ji) Motionless Circulation and 
Embryonic Breathing (moyun taixi) 
Following and Inverting (xun Widely Engage in Meritorious Acts 
ni) (guangli gongxing) 
Elixir generates (dan sheng) Will is tirm and practices managed 
(zhiqiang xingdai) 
Collect the medicine Regulate and nourish the original 
(cai yao) shen (diaoyang yuanqi) 
Rise to the Prime 
(sheng yuan) 
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Mix the elixir (he dan) 
Firing times (huohou) 
Warm and Nourish 
(wenyang) 
Embryonic Breathing (taixi) 
Traverse the numbers (dushu) 
third phase 
Emit the Fetus (tuo tai) Await to cross over and fly up 
(daidufeisheng) 
Breast feed (buru) 
Face a wall (bi mian) 
Dash in and arise (chongju) 
While the exact titles of steps may vary, and the processes may show conceptual 
differences, the essential outlines of the processes remain mutually coherent. The 
section following explores the common theoretical pro cesses and how these are 
realized in the several schools of neidan. 
2. Selected practices of inner alchemy schools and their relationship to the 
received nüdan tradition 
When we speak of neidan practice, the vagaries of local and historical peculiarity 
are not insigniticant.292 However, by the Qing we tind an apparent standardization 
in the number of steps and basic sequence of practice. As much as we can speak of 
a standard neidan immortality practice, broadly speaking we can identify three 
major steps, each with several sub-steps. In general the tirst step is preceded by a 
period of cleaning the mind or cultivating tranquility in order to make the mind-
body complex ripe for cultivation. This is followed by a stage of retining the jing. 
Depending on the school, jing may refer to semen, seminal essence, blood or other 
292 See Esposito 1995. 
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bodily product associated with the cultivation of a human embryo in normal 
heterosexual relations. Jing, together with shen and qi, make up the three basic 
elements or three treasures of the body and cosmos; the three treasures generate and 
permeate aIl forms of being in the universe. 293 ln neidan practices, the jing is 
generally directed into the dantian, often using breath control or stimulation of 
sexual organs. It is circulated along the ren and du channels, and retained in the 
dantian, until one obtains the union of shen and qi. Xishan qunxian hui zhenji lffi W 
ff.fllJ~gê (Record of the Immortals on Huizhen [Hall] on Xi shan) notes, "jing [ml 
is the germ of form %. Therefore it must be etherealized into qi.,,294 The three 
treasures, jing, qi, and shen, are refined into two, qi and shen. The adept further 
refines the qi and shen through intensive meditation until the qi and shen form a 
golden embryo which is the seed of immortality. The embryo is gestated within the 
body for ten months. 
The section below summarizes the basic assumptions for major schools of 
neidan whose influences are noted in the Nüdan hebian tracts. Zhong-Lü, Beizong 
(Northem Branch) and Nanzong (Southem Branch) are largely excluded, as they 
are anachronistic to the CUITent discussion. 
2.1 Centra/ Schoo/ of Inner A/chemy 
Li Daochun's *iî!~4: (fl. 1288-1290) teachings form one of the two major branches 
of the Central schooI. References to his Zhonghe ji rp fD~ (Anthology of Medial 
Harmony, ZW195) in the Nüdan hebian tracts demonstrate the remarkable 
influence his teachings had on Sichuan neidan revisionists of the late 1 9th -early 20th 
centuries; particular influence is found in prefaces of HI( Longxiang (1906), Yan 
293 For more on jing, shen and qi as three treasures, see Chapter three. 
294 Zhong-Iu chuan dao ji, of the Xi shan qunxian hui zhen ji. (DZ246) This work is 
attributed to Shi Jianwu 1JfJ?m -B-; however, Farzeen Baldrian-Hussein dates this tract 
to the Northem Song (960-1127). (Baldrian-Hussein, in Schipper and Verellen 2004: 
2.804-05) 
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Zehuan (1903) and Zhenyizi's commentary to the Nüjindan xia juan (1895). For 
this reason, Li Daochun' s Zhonghe ji has great significance for nüdan study. 
Like most neidan tracts, the Zhonghe ji emphasizes the stilling of mind: 
After the mind and body do not budge, one retums to the pole of being and non-
being. ~ 1L.\/F1b ~1~@n:f ~,fiJl. (Zhonghe Ji, "Xuanmen zongzhi" lb, ZW195) 
The practices described then follows the three-phase transformation described 
above: jing ~ transforms to qi ~, qi transforms to shen 1~, shen transforms to the 
void (xu ~). This three-phase transformation is explicitly linked to an inversion of 
the phases occurring in cosmogenesis. 
The Dao is originally ultimately void. The ultimate void has no structure. It 
lacks in having nothing lacking, and begins in beginninglessness. The zenith 
of the void transforms into shen, shen changes to generate qi. Qi 
concentrates until it has form and separates from unit y of one into two. [ ... ] 
AlI things in the uni verse are bom from being. Being generates from 
nonbeing. [ ... ] This explains that aIl beings are basically of the same xing 
(%, form) and qi. Xing (%, form) and qi are basically of the same shen (1~, 
divinity, divine essence, spiritual essence), and their shen is basically 
ultimately void, and the Dao fundamentally ultimate emptiness. Changes 
[cosmic transformations] occur within it. 
m*~~~~~.R~.R~~.~~@~~~~~~~.~%-* 
~= [···lxT1it4m~~~~':t~~ [ ... ] ~9;01it4m*-%~tE.%~*­
*~*~*~mm*~~Jj)tE;!t~ ~. 
(Zhongheji, "Xuanmen zongzhi" 5a-b, ZW195.) 
The importance of the body and its cultivation is grounded in a fluid 
understanding of cosmic and individual dynamic grounded in the cultivation of 
ming ($, here standing in for body) and xing ('11, inner nature). The cultivation of 
ming and xing is based in the cultivation of the two medicines (described below). 
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These two medicines each activate the opposite tendencies of ming and xing, 
respectively, which arise as aspects qi and shen. In other words, a multiplicity of 
pairing occurs, with each element integrating or acting on its opposite pair in the 
human being. The ming and xing, together with the Dao, establish themselves in the 
sacred cosmos of the individual in the aspect of the shen t$, qi ~ and xing %, the 
three treasures of the cosmic and individual being:295 
The Dao is the ruler of shen. Shen is the ruler of qi. Qi is the ruler of Form. 
Form is the ruler ofbirth [generation]. 
When nothing is born the form abides. When form abides, qi abides. When 
qi abides, shen abides. When shen'abides, nothingness abides. This is called 
the abiding of non-abiding. 
m#~~~~#~~~~#%~~%#I±:~~ 
lllf:1'-!::IIJ w- J+W J+ !::III,$; J+,$; J+ !::Ilj 'lb J+ 'lb J+ !::IIJ:ffiE J+ t=I h :ffiE J+ J+ I),,::t::.r-. J~'LIJI?'tt:./\J~ï . 1:~"l:r:/\ f'"rT:t:.f't'"tt:/\ I\,,"U:}E..-Q J\"l:r.-LI. 
(Zhongheji, "Xuanmen zongzhi" 5b-6a, ZW195) 
The Zhongheji tract Marvelous instructions of the golden elixir ~ft~~ 
begins with a series of diagrams (figures 15-22, Appendix 1) representing cosmic 
generation and individual re-generation. The attainment of individual re-generation 
is described in diagrams depicting the re-emergence of primordial yang within the 
body. This equates with the plucking of internaI and external medicines. The 
medicines, then are clearly identified as two: an inner medicine used to exit samsara 
and enter nirvana, and an outer elixir that is used to regulate illness and extend 
one's life long enough to permit the former, inner elixir to be cultivated completely. 
(Zhonghe ji, "Jindan miaojue" 16b, ZW195) The inner medicine is created from 
collecting the inner lines from the hexagrmns kàn and li and smelting them in the 
body to produce pure qian in a process Li Daochun terms, "obtaining from kan, and 
295 Note the difference here and in the tracts discussed above. The three treasures of 
t$~fff found in the later tracts here are t$~%. 
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stuffing li." (Zhonghe ji, "Jindan miaojue" 19a, ZW195) The mner and outer 
medicines are characterized as follows: 
Inner Outer 
has no activities yet do es aIl has activities and the means by 
which action is taken. 
formless yet causes things to be has structure and employ yet IS 
empty of inherent existence. 
highest attainment is the dharma body highest attainment IS the sensual 
y*~ bodyB~ 
the path leads to the state of water the path leads to the state of earthly 
immortal immortal 
The combination ofboth medicines leads to the state ofheavenly immortal. 
Used to apprehend emotional nature T Used to apprehend destinylbody T 
'ttf îÎll 
The combination of both medicines leads to completion of form % and 
divinity tif!. 
The two medicines seen in the tabulation above are clearly integrated in a 
hierarchy of perfections. The outer medicine is collected first to refine the ming (îÎll, 
the body and emotional nature) and allow the individual to sustain cultivation. The 
inner medicine is collected to refine the xing (inner nature). The combined 
refinement brings about the realization of the higher status of immortalization. 
Independently, however, each form of refinement can bring about an immortal state, 
as Water or Earthly immortal. 
Li Daochun emphasizes the pure state of prior heaven's yang (represented 
as the hexagram qian) that persists in the jing fluids of the human body in the form 
of the hexagram kan. Human sexual fluids (menstrual blood in women and semen 
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in men) are thus the basis for refining the inner medicine by sending it into the 
ancestral cavity, where it generates the prior heaven' s respiration. The jing is sent 
backwards through the circuit ofheaven noted above, mixing the jing with common 
respiration in the Yellow Chamber Ji J% of the Central Palace rp '8. These 
pro cesses and their loci are illustrated on the Waiyaotu jr~i1 and Huohou tu )d!J( 
il (Diagram 18, Appendix 1). Later, the scripture says "once you get to this point, 
there are no words that can communicate it." (Zhongheji 21a, ZW195) 
The importance of Li Daochun's explications is found in the occasional 
citing and reference in the Nüdan hebian tracts. These explications are taken as the 
standard or authoritative version of neidan practice. However, Huang Yuanji's 
frequent use of "breath", its influence on the juncture of inner and outer qi and the 
use of inhalation to stimulate the emergence "true respiration" also arise in the 
Huijie. Two additional trends important in the dynamics of Sichuan nüdan can be 
seen in the Wugenshu and Jindan dazhitu materials often associated with the 
Yinxianpai (Xipai), the similarly associated works of Fu Jinquan and his associates 
connected to the QianzhongiChenzhou region seen in the Daoshu yiguan, and the 
Longmen trends seen in the Qingjing pai. 
2.2 Eastern school of inner alchemy practice 
In the late Ming and Qing two major schools of inner alchemy developed, Eastern 
(centered around Zhejiang and Jiangsu) and Western (centered in Leshan, Sichuan). 
In general the Western school of inner al chemy, identified with Zhang Sanfeng, is 
associated with sexual practices. However, the Eastern school established by Lu 
Xixing (~~[§it, 1520-1601) contains explicit use of sexual practices. This is an 
essential feature of neidan that cannot be limited to either school. 
The Eastern School of Inner alchemy is so named because its practitioners 
were centered in the southeast China provinces of Zhejiang and Jiangsu, and around 
Mount Fanghu. This school flourished particularly during the Ming. Eastern inner 
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alchemy's mam proponent was Lu Xixing ~ j:ffi ~ (1520-1601). His works, 
compiled largely in the Fanghu waishi (Jindan dazhi tu ~ft*1§'i1 (Illustrated 
great indications on the golden elixir, 1564), Zangwai daoshu, volume 5 (ZWI23» 
include commentaries on Zhuangzi, Laozi, Wuzhenpian and four neidan 
compilations. His Jindan dazhi tu, heavily influenced by Buddhist, Daoist and 
Confucian thinking, effects a transformative interpretation of the Wuzhen pian, 
while maintaining the basic understanding of the transformation stages. 
In this interpretation, Taiji represents the constitution of the body before the 
frame ml separates into yin and yang aspects. Taiji is the image of the individual 
body and the cosmos body before yin and yang separate in either. From within 
vacuous emptiness ~~, the Dao generates one qi. This one qi pro duces yin and 
yang. In the body, Taiji is the Mysterious Feminine. From the Mysterious Feminine, 
the primaI jing generates from Thus-so-ness § ?~. (Jindan dazhi tu ~J'l*1§', 
Illustrated great indications on the golden elixir, 1564; Zangwai daoshu, volume 5, 
ZW123) Commenting on the Jindan dazhi tu, Zheng notes, "The term 'manifest 
something out of nothing' is the creative principle of the void ~, the root of shen 
and qi ;f,~, and the cavity of xing and ming '111fu-. Therefore, they regulated the yin 
and yang qi by grasping the gate of the mysterious feminine (vagina), causing the 
truejing to transform into true qi." 296 
This passage hints at the principal innovation of Lu Xixing. Solo practice 
do es not occur in the tirst stage of practice. First, the adepts engage in sexual 
intercourse. The language is directed at a male audience, the subject of the 
"grasping" at the vagina; however,Lu Xixing later insists that women partners must 
also benefit from "thieving" the partner's bodily products during sexual intercourse. 
In his Jindan sibaizi ~ ft [9 S -* (Four hundred words on the golden elixir, 
DZI084), Lu includes a method for male and female dual cultivation called one 
lead and one mercury, which was to be used as part of the intermediate phase of 
296 See also Wile 1993, 149-53. 
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neidan cultivation in a series of steps called the hundred day cultivation of purity B 
B rn1~ (another way of naming phase one), the ten months of conducting the fires 
+ Ji 1f X (another way of naming phase two), and emitting the embryo of divine 
transfonnations JmB~~,1t(another way of naming phase three) (Huang- 1988: 82, 
note 14).297 
Jindan dazhi tu of Lu Xixing is heavily influenced by Tibetan Buddhist 
explanations of method and wisdom as male and female aspects of tantra, according 
with sun and moon, dawn and dusk. Lu Xixing similarly promo tes this idea in his 
preface to the Jindan dazhi tu: 
What is necessary is a simple explanation for understanding298 heaven's way 
and conducting299 heaven's practices. These two (understanding/wisdom, 
and conducting practices/method) are exhausted in the matching pair, one 
being yin and the other one yang. Together they are two.300 As for heaven's 
way, it is the passage of the sun and the moon. 301 The dawn and dusk 
merging their radiances are heaven's practice. (Jindan dazhi tu "Dazhi tu," 
juan 8, 20a-b; ZW123)302 
297 It is acknowledged that many daim the Western school to be non-sexualized 
practices. 
298 Literally, regarding. 
299 Literally, supporting. 
300 As a pair, yin and yang are united, one. A two individualized essences, yin and 
yang are two. 
301 The passage of the sun and moon through their circuits fonn the rhythm of the 
Dao, just as the passage of essential fluids through the ren and du channels in the 
body fonn the rhythm of the individual. 
302 The merging of the solar and lunar effulgences at dawn and dusk occurs at a 
moment where one yin-yang polarity reaches its zenith and begins to recede, and 
the other polarity reaches its nadir: the moment of full potential growth. The 
merging action of the two effulgences reenacts a moment in cosmogenesis when 
cosmic unit y subsisted, when yin and yang were present in the cosmos but still 
undifferentiated. This powerful moment, re-created by the neidan alchemist at the 
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The merging of two bodies stimulates the creative process both of life-giving and 
immortality-seeking. In the cosmos, this occurs with the merging of solar and lunar 
effulgences. In the hum an world, this occurs with the merging of male and female 
sexual products (semen and blood). Sexual activity is considered a natural and 
expedient way to elicit the products of immortalization for the benetit of both 
partners. 
As with most Qing dynasty neidan or jindan prefaces, Lu Xixing's preface 
to the Jindan dazhi tu begins by expressing a desire to simplify the confusion of the 
elixir c1assics. Lu Xixing references the major sources of the Daoist tradition: 
Laozi, Cantongqi, and YinJujing. Changes is called to testify to the logical ordering 
of the universe. YinJujing is called to testify to the idea that "bucking" that logical 
ordering is itself cultivation of the Dao. The necessity for a new explanation is 
clearly indicated by the fact that what should be simple is made complicated. 
Finally, he emphasizes the purpose ofthese transformations lies in cultivation of the 
corporeal form îflJ. 
Lu Xixing explains the essentials of the cosmogenesis-cum-embryogenesis 
with simple line drawings and very short explanations, which make up the body of 
the Jindan dazhi tu. The tirst depiction is a great empty circ1e, with lines below 
reading, from right to left, "the five phases have not arrived/father and mother have 
not been bom,lthe root structure of perfect emptiness/a bright illustration of c1arity 
and purity. 4m1T/Fitl/X:-BJ:*~/.3::*B/iff~,aJ311 (Jindan dazhi tu 2Ia, 
ZW5.372b). This image (Diagram 19, Appendix 1) depicts the womb prior to 
conception, and of the cosmos priOf to creation. The elements/phases have not yet 
begun to the generated through the pro creative activities of yin-the-mother and 
yang-the-father. This is the root structure or "body" of true emptiness, the state of 
level of the individual body, opens up the mysterious gate: the passage of potential 
retum to that state of cosmic purity and unity. This practice is also noted in the 
review of Huang Yuanji. (See above.) 
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ultimate purity, the pre-gestational, pre-conception "body". (Jindan dazhi tu 21a-b, 
ZW5.372b). In the second diagram, labeled the Taiji weifen zhi tu (Diagram of the 
Great Matrix Prior to Division, Diagram 16, Appendix 1) a spiral radiates counter-
clockwise outwards from the center of the formerly empty circle, representing the 
spontaneous emergence of undifferentiated yin and yang at the beginning of 
cosmogenesis. (Jindan dazhi tu 21a-b; ZW5.372b) Lu Xixing notes that yin and 
yang "gestate" from this single united qi comprising both the yin and yang.303 In the 
cosmos, this is the Great Ultimate, and in the human body it is the Mysterious 
Feminine. His definition of this pro cess as 'generating something within nothing' 
and the 'treasure within the void' is found several times in Nüdan hebian tracts. 
(See Jindan dazhi tu 21 a-b, ZW5.372b) 
The next image is the stage of Taiji separating into yin and yang, Taiji fen 
yinyang zhi tu (Diagram 17, Appendix 1). In this image, the pure, clear center 
separates out and the spiraling lines settle at the parameters of the circle. The lines 
below the diagram read, 
The one qi has divided,/the two principles begin to separate,lThe heavy acts 
as the root for the light,lTranquility acts as the ruler of haste. 
- ~ e5t*IJ/~ fi~fî 71-lm: t,g'~ ;f1Vij~ t,g ~tt 
(Jindan dazhi tu 23a, ZW5.373b) 
This verse and its explanation places the heavy and the tranquil as mediating forces 
for creation, while the light and the hast y act as the forces impelling the forward 
motion of creation. These rather esoteric, cosmic explanations of cosmic generation 
are then brought down to the level of the human being. 
Chaozi says, the essence and qi of yin and yang are hidden within each 
other. Thus the alchemical treatises employ the yin within the yang and the 
yang within the yin, relying on the mastery oftranquility. 
303 Paraphrased from the original. Jindan dazhi tu 2la-b, ZW5.372b. 
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JtîFF El ~ I~~U~~ 1Ufit 0 0 0 ~iJ il. ffl ~ q:t ~~ ~~ q:t I~~H~ »11 J!t 
(Jin dan dazhi tu 23a-b, ZW5.373b) 
Following this, yin-within-yang is indicated as the "rabbit marrow" and yang-
within-yin is indicated as the "crow seminal essence", further tying the generation 
of the cosmos to embryogenesis. The image of the crow in the moon (normally sun) 
is symbolically linked with the essence of the father's semen. The mother's fluids 
are said to generate the marrow; this is allied to the imagery of the rabbit marrow 
(rabbit in the moon) (See Diagram 18, Appendix 1). Each now can follow their 
natural cycles. (Jindan dazhi tu 24a, ZW5.374a) Lu Xixing further clarifies that sun 
and moon are the germ (jing m) of heaven and earth and yin and yang. In the 
hexagrams, these are termed li and kan. The yin line within [the two solid yang 
lines of the hexagram] li is termed the crow jing (crow seminal essence). The yang 
line within [the two broken yin lines of the hexagram] kan is termed the rabbit 
marrow. The celestial associations (sun, moon are indicated by a vertical line, 
indicating the polar circuit, which runs from north to south. As the prior heavens 
devolves into latter heavens (see diagram 19), the pole shifts, tracking the passage 
oftime. 
Diagram 19 Kan li jiaogou zhi tu (Appendix 1) depicts the mating of kan 
and li. The four lines below the diagram, this time exceptionally composed in four 
3 -characters lines304, read 
Yin is above,lYang rushes down./Other acts as host/Self acts as guest. ~tE 
J:/~r~I11t!J~±/!It~~. (Jindan dazhi tu 24b, ZW5.374a) 
This diagram represents the moment of dynamic interaction when qian and kun 
transform and kan and li emerge. The yin caches within the yang and the purity of 
the two polar elements shifts such that the logical progression of the cosmos divides 
304 Each of the preceding. 
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along a new horizontal plane. This horizontal plane, representing space, is indicated 
by a horizontalline figured in diagram two, which crosses the East-West poles but 
does not quite reach the Western most edge of the cosmic circle. This is also a 
moment of cosmic interaction which the elixir seeks to redress, and the measure by 
which the adepts judge appropriate positions each partner takes up when seeking to 
extract the crow jing and rabbit marrow in sexual a1chemy. This interpretation of 
the a1chemical process transposes the location from which one 'plucks' the 
medicinal products to the body of the opposite agent in the couple, "each acting as 
the other's web and woofstrings li~~f.\ê." (Jindan dazhi tu 24b, ZWS.374b) 
Diagram 20 (Appendix 1), Chengdan zhi tu, depicts the cosmic state of 
success in elixir production. It is represented by the same circ1e, almost completely 
empty. At the very center is a black dot circumscribed by a thin line which leaves a 
narrow band of white around the central dot. Two lines of five characters appear 
below, "The apparatus of qian and kun 's mating./ A dot flows into the Yellow 
Court. ~:f:$3t~~~/-~lï1t1i~.,,305 This is also termed "evolving the golden 
syrup :li ~ ~ .,,306 The final two Diagrams receive no explanation beyond the 
indicators marked along the diagrams themselves. Lu Xixing merely remarks that 
once you have reached this point, oral and written instructions are of no assistance. 
(Jindan dazhi tu 26b, ZWS.37Sa) In Diagram 21 (Appendix 1), Zhoutianfuhuo tu 
the twelve interstices of cosmic time and transformation are indicated about the 
cosmos circ1e, now c1early a body-as-cosmos. The seasons of this cosmic body are 
aligned with the externally marked cosmic schema of the twelve stems. InternaI to 
the body, these are marked by progressive indicators using the transformation of the 
hexagram kan to qian. The four lines below read, "Advance and retreat the talisman 
305 This phrase cornes from the Wuzhenpian. 
306 Here he c1early means 'recover' for :li: "'Qian' means taking something lost 
and retrieving it. 'Qian' means you use the gold plucked from within the water and 
mingle it with quicksilver to create it. Therefore it is called 'golden syrup'." Jindan 
dazhi tu 2Sb, ZWS.374b. 
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and fire./The circuit of heaven is numbered by the hexagrams./Three hundred 
merits complete./The fetus emerges and the shen transforms."ifti13r1x/)ff]xl)(i!'/ 
- BJ)][§]/Jm~€îtEjlft. (Jindan dazhi tu 26a, ZW5.375a.) Diagram 22 (Appendix 1), 
Huanyuan tu shows final attainment, an image identical to the first diagram in the 
series (Diagram 16). The lines below the diagram read, "Three years, ni ne 
revolutions./Face a wall, the work is profound./Retum to the non-ultimate./And 
unite in perfection with the Dao. - ~nijVOO1iJJJ1*!:lKb~1W<;jii~/~i:@:-g-~. (Jindan 
dazhi tu 26b, ZW5.375a) 
The six images in the Jindan dazhi tu c1early divide into two sets of three: 
three images of natural cosmic progression and three images of un-natural, 
immortality-producing regression through manipulation of the cosmic implernents. 
The permeability of cosmos and body is found in Diagram Il, where the time 
interstices indicated apply aptly both to human and cosmic transformations. The 
explanation of cosmic evolution agrees in general with the explanation given by 
Bokenkamp for the generation of the uni verse, with the production of the relevant 
deities omitted. 307 Cosmic generation progresses through three phases of 
development: primordial chaos, undivided cosmos with yin and yang extant at the 
center, division of yin-and-yang and the subsequent devolution of universal 
existence. This same gestation of the cosmos is also the gestation of the embryo 
(see Chapter two). The general outlines ofthis process are comparable to that found 
in the Central school, while the practice outlines the previously mentioned use of 
sexual techniques to speed the process through its initial stages. 
The Nüdan hebian tracts share sorne terminological and much speculative 
commonalities to Lu Xixing's cosmological descriptions found in the Jindan dazhi 
tu. (Illustrated great indications on the golden elixir, dated 1564 can be found in the 
Zangwai Daoshu, vol. 6 (ZW123). 
307 Cf. Chapter two, page 9; Bokenkamp 1997: 191-194. 
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However, Lu Xixing tracts are largely remarkable for the absence of particularized 
terminology sharing with Nüdan hebian tracts. One remarkable item missing is the 
term found herein, golden syrup. Retention of the term 'golden syrup' is important, 
as it occurs in none of the Nüdan hebian tracts. "Golden syrup" ~Ht does not occur 
in the tracts, but syrup Ht does occur in various senses. In tracts in the Hutian 
xingguo nüdan shize, Nüjindan xia juan, Nüdan yaoyan, preface to the Xichiji, and 
Nüdan shiji houpian, the ward syrup occurs in the term jade syrup, or syrup from 
the 'jade breast' (.:liHt, or syrup from the jade breast 3S.~L). Hutian xingguo nüdan 
shize also uses the term, "bloody juices", and the Nüzhen danjue uses the term "jing 
juices" for unrefined, raw sexual fluids (semen and blood). Hutian xingguo nüdan 
shize, Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo, Nüdan shiji houpian and Pangmen lu speak of 
saliva (D ~Ht 467, 497; i~Ht 497, 517, 539).308 In one instance, the "gold" and 
"jade" are specifically linked to the kan-li symbolic animaIs, jade dragon and gold 
tiger (524).309 This indicates an inversion of symbolic pro cesses between the Jindan 
dazhi tu interpretations (gold-tiger-syrup) vis-à-vis the Nüdan hebian tracts (jade-
dragon-syrup ). 
In sum, major terms from the Eastern school are absent in the tracts under 
discussion, and where present, derive from common neidan c1assics such as the 
Cantongqi, Wuzhenpian and Yijing. This suggests a distinct lack of influence was 
imparted from the Eastern School onto the tracts under discussion. 
2.3 Western alchemy practice310 
The Western school of inner alchemy inc1udes Zhang Sanfeng, the immortal of the 
Ming, and the major compiler of his works, Li Xiyue. Zhang Sanfeng was said to 
reside in Mount Wudang in Hubei during the Ming, but his many apparitions and 
308 Page numbers refer to the digital collections. 
309 Page numbers refer to the digital collections. 
310 For a history on this school, see Introduction. 
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wanderings place him aIl over the map of China. He became a cultural hero 
associated with martial arts, popular Daoism and neidan. Li Xiyue, the foremost 
representative ofthe school of Western alchemy practice between the Jiajing (1795-
1820) and Daoguang (1821-1850) reign periods (Huang: 61-2), is credited with 
gathering and sanitizing the works of the Zhang Sanfeng quan ji and writing or 
possibly composing a commentary on the Wugenshu. 311 Li Xiyue was actively 
involved in spirit writing activities in the Leshan region, and records many poems 
attributed to Zhang Sanfeng that were received via the planchette.312 Portions of Li 
Xiyue's Zhangsanfeng quanji was built around an earlier collection of Zhang 
Sanfeng's work prefaced by Wang Xiling (pref. 1723). (Wong 1982: 16)313 Li 
Xiyue's later gathered these and additional poetry and assembled them into the 
CUITent version of the works, inc1uded in H~ Longxiang's edition of the Daozang 
jiyao. 
Western school, as described by Xiyue, focused on xingming shuangxiu, or 
the dual cultivation of the xing (innate nature) and ming (destiny, life force).314 
While the Western school of inner alchemy is generally associated with sexual 
311 One version of these tracts is found in the 1906 version of the Daozang jiyao 
compiled by H~ Longxiang. Huang finds that the earlier edition compiled by Peng 
Yu did not contain the Zhang Sanfeng quanji. Huang suggests that Hç added the 
Zhang Sanfeng tracts in 1906 when the woodblocks for the earlier Daozang jiyao 
ofPeng Yu was destroyed byfire. (Huang 1988: 60). See also Wong 1982: JO, note 
23. 
312Planchette refers to the tray filled with sand which is used in a seance to 
communicate with the gods. A medium holds a pen above the tray. The god enters 
the medium or the pen, depending on the tradition, and writes communications in 
verse or whole sutras in the sand. Usually a second person interprets the marks in 
the sand as characters. This was a common practice among Ming and Qing literati, 
and is still practiced today. (See Jordan and Overmyer 1986) 
313 For more on the Western school of inner alchemy (Xipai), see chapter one. 
314 The terms xing and ming have been intricately analyzed elsewhere. Please see 
Appendix 1 Definitions for discussion. 
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practices, many leaders ofthis school actively sought to minimize or re-interpret the 
school's treatises as non-sexual practices. The major collectors of Zhang Sanfeng 
tracts associated with the Western school of inner alchemy, Wang Xiling and Li 
Xiyue, strove to sanitize the tracts they edited; however, the Western school 
continues to be associated with sexual practices, probably with good reason. 
(Huang 1988: 82, note 14i 15 
Li postulates that the death-givingllife-giving force of yin qi (sexuality, the 
sexual organs) that form the basis of human mortality can be used to achieve 
immortality through activating the transformative powers of destruction. The 
Jindan zhitu ~FJt~1.I (Illustrated Great Indications of the Golden Elixir, ZW123) 
instructs the adept to collect the yin qi (here semen, jing) and cause it to enter the 
inner ding cauldron (female sexual organ). The jing naturally transforms to qi and 
the qi penetrates the organs, steams up the hundred joints, circulates through the 
network of meridians, and finally returns to the dantian. At this moment,jing and qi 
congeal as shen. As the adept regulates the breath, the matrix of transformation 
moves 1tfli1J. When the matrix moves the "bird flutters, a thread rises directly up. 
This is the prior heavens within the latter heavens. This is collected with a sword, 
and harmonized with a lute,conducted via the water cart, and planted in the Yellow 
Court." This process is termed jade liquor self refinement 3i~;J:t G. (Jindan zhitu, 
ZW5.372) The terms and phrases used above appear to employ sexual language, 
indicating continued sexual practices in the Western school. 
Several citations in the ci gp] and commentaries are repeated throughout the 
Nüdan hebian, dearly tying Yan Zehuan, Hy Longxiang and their tracts to practices 
described in Zhang Sanfeng tracts practiced in and around Leshan. In the examples 
given in Wong for sexual alchemy, for ex ample, there is the following poem: 
315 It is acknowledged that many daim the Western school to be non-sexualized 
practices. Given the explicit nature of sorne sections of text, descriptions from the 
Emeiban and similar practices in tracts 15-16 of this compilation, a non-sexual 
reading of these practices appears questionable. 
The rootless tree, a single flower has it, 
May 1 ask do es the yin hannonize with the yang? 
The hen's egg alone 
Cannot bring forth chickens, 
For it is violating the yin and yang mIe of the fumace for creation. 
Grievous is a woman Wl,lO has no spouse, 
Man without wife a bachelor he is. 
Here 1 lament for the bewildered advocates, 
So hazy are they, 
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Quietly they sit and singly [stet] they cultivate, thus making the breath tum 
dry. 
~flHM1tIfJJl\/{'I§' r~~ ~~I~~H~~/~~~9~ lJmt@~r~ T ~~j1lt:f:tjj/3c-=f ~ 
fê~@3c/~-=f~~jËB.fê/~:Qt1Jt:/~f~fNj/ij~~JJl\1~~~fî5 
(Wugenshu ci zhujie 7a; translated in Wong 1982: 73-4) 
The lines, "grievous is a woman who has no spouse,lMan without wife a bachelor 
he is" is quoted three times in the Nüdan hebian. However, the wording used in the 
Nüdan hebian matches most closely with Li Xiyue's commentary, which reads, 
"The same applies to man and woman, husband and wife. If a woman has no 
husband, single yin will not spring up and she will become a grievous spinster. If a 
man has no wife, then single yang will have no nourishment, and he will tum out to 
be a miserable bachelor.,,316 
The second example given in Wong for sexual alchemy runs, 
The rootless tree, 
A leaning flower has it, 
The Way is imperfect if it deviates from the rule of yin and yang. 
316 Cited in Wong 1982: 74, note 181; translations are Wong's. 
Gold is separated from wood, 
And mercury from lead, 
Side by side the single yang and lonely yin rest. 
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[It is the sarne] with human beings, for man pairs with woman as yin goes 
withyang, 
Sons and grandsons are thus brought forth, transmitting generation after 
generation. 
To follow nature is human, 
To go against the normal rule is immortal, 
[AlI these] depend on [how he] inverts317 in t+te medial point. 318 
~~tHMfËiF. i\ij/~ T ~~i![/F~/~I%*7J< 1%if}/~~~ml%-jlvttLt~ 
~~Wê3(/1:~~{if~f~~/JII~~JL/~~flÙ/~1f.~FR'AAffIJJïl319 
Wong quotes at length Liu's commentary: 'Alas! The meamng of 
[zhongjian] is not easy for people to understand, and [diandao] is also hard for them 
to comprehend. The advocates of the theory of 'capturing and fighting' (sexual 
battle to steal energy from one's partner), have held that [zhongjian] is the point of 
intercourse between man and woman, while [diandao] implies the male capturing 
the blood of the fernale... these people are those who originated the immoral 
practice, how can they understand the true meaning of [zhongjian] and [diandao] of 
the immortals?' (Wong 1982: 74, note 181) This complaint indicates that Liu felt 
there was an improper use of sexual techniques, but not necessarily a rejection of 
sexual techniques altogether. The question of how to interpret the Wugenshu 
rernained contested among scholars. Men like H~ Longxiangand Lin Wuyuan tried 
317 Invert for diandao ijjffiJ, following Wong 1982: 75. 
318 Medial point for zhongjian ~ FRt following Wong 1982: 75. 
319 Zangwai ZW123, 5.452. Cited in Wong 1982: 75, translations are Wong's. 
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to distance the Zhang Sanfeng tracts from sexual techniques. This was not so for Fu 
Jinquan. 
Fu Jinquan has been placed in several different "schools" by different 
scholars; his collections ·can best be identified as syncretist. Sorne tie Fu Jinquan to 
the Qingjing school of inner alchemy,(Esposito 2000: 633) however Caizhen jiyao 
of Zhang Sanfeng, collected and commented on by Fu Jinquan allies closely with 
the Western school, and Wile translates this tract fully in accord with a sexual yoga 
reading. (Wile 1992: 178-188.) The Nüdan hebian compiler, Hi( Longxiang, 
considered this tract significant enough to include in his version of the Zhang 
Sanfeng quanji gathered in the Daozang jiyao. An examination of the Caizhen 
jiyao, edited by Fu Jinquan in relation to the nudan tracts reveals several points of 
commonality which faH into three major areas of anxiety: sex, breath and 
dualism.32o 
The Caizhen jiyao language presents a frank discussion of sexual 
intercourse in the development of the immortal embryo. Much of the earlier 
practices are included herein, but foHowed with explanations that are explicit in 
positioning of the sexual partners, the means and rapidity of penetration and the age 
and qualities of the sexual partners. Practitioners are instructed to calm their minds, 
just as they are instructed in other neidan tracts. Control is utmost. The male 
practitioner is advised to act the woman. He takes up the lower position in coitus 
and takes on a passive-receptive role, while his female partner takes on the role of 
initiator and active partner. The traits of woman, passive, receptive, tranquil, still, 
are aH adopted by the implied male practitioner. The implied audience, almost 
320 The translation of these sexualized terms as weIl as the excerpts translated aIl 
follow Wile 2002: 179-188. 
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exclusively male, are instructed to engage two partners. This permits the 
practitioner to continue exercises when one partner is menstruating. 
Several terms from this tract are found in Nüdan hebian tracts. Common 
terms include the water wheel J}(~, dragon and tiger ~~m, dragon's head ~~W!, 
tiger's tail mffi, etc. Other terms include "zither" !if., "lock" if,l, "approaching the 
enemy" ~, the "flute without holes" M,JL ÊÊ, and explicit sexual instructions, viz. 
"pressing the breasts together and entwining the thighs", etc. The names of the 
various steps in this collection also occur in other collections; such step names 
including 'establishing the foundation', 'gathering the medicine', follow c10sely the 
titles to the Nüjindan, Hutian xingguo nüdan shize, but in different order. 
The malleability of the Chinese language both by Chinese alchemists and 
Western interpreters makes it difficult to fix the exact meaning of the language: 
meaning shifts according to the user. In the poem "Water wheel", this iconic neidan 
image absorbs the internaI functions and symbolisms of sexual alchemy. 
"Capturing the yang-Uing] is called obtaining the lead. 
"After obtaining the lead, immediately raise ie21 to heaven.322 
"Having raised it to heaven for a count of nine times nine, it is securely 
captured. 
"Capturing the yang-Uing] is called obtaining the lead. 
'''Capturing' means that it cannot escape again. 'Yang-Uing]' is the prenatal 
true singular [qi], the gold within water. To obtain this is to obtain the lead. 
Carry out the practice of ascending up the back and descending down the 
front. Rising to the ni{wan} is called 'ascending to heaven.' After nine times 
nine revolutions, the golden elixir naturally forms ... " 
(Wile 1992: 180) 
321 E.g., the lead. 
322 E.g., the top ofthe head. 
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Following three prevlOus verses and commentaries with explicit sexual 
connotations, the verse above on the water wheel can only be understood within the 
context of sexual yoga practice, where it represents a bodily mechanism for 
trapping the internaI "gold" from within the female sexual partner. This 
interpretation of the internaI waterwheel is not universal; it is also found in the 
famous carved stele Xiuzhentu :ffiJ:ft 00 found at the Longmen Baiyun' guan: a 
location generally considered strictly monastic.323 
Tension between the monastic and sexual readings of the water whee1 are 
found in the Kunjue poem and its commentary: 
Poem Four: Congealing the shen 
Shen is husband, respiration is wife. 
Don't teach different paths, obstructing the c10uds from mud. 
The two opposites are paired, return them to the place of the root. 
And together raise them up the ladder of the moon . 
• ~M~~~g~~~ft~~~~W~ffi~~.~~ 
1~J~IPJ~~ jlt~~ (Nüjindan xia juan 19a.4-19a.5) 
In the poem above, the sexualized nature of pairing applies equally to sexual and 
non-sexual readings of the technique. As a sexual pair, the male partner is identified 
with the passive spiritual agent, shen. The woman is identified with the active agent 
of respiration or wind. The paired opposites accord with the union of cosmic 
elements as the union of the solar and lunar effulgences noted earlier. The first line 
can also refer to the symbolic male and female elements within the a1chemist 
herself, yin and yang, lead and mercury, which "mate" to form the immortal 
embryo. The second line again can be read in terms of sexual union. In this reading, 
323 See Despeux 1979 ( complete) for a discussion on the Xiuzhentu. 
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the writer wams the practitioners not to divide male and female practice. In both 
practices, line two can be interpreted as an indication that the qi that has congealed 
to form shen (clouds) which should rise up to the niwan (muddy pellet) in the brain 
(mud). Finally, the phrase can indicate the actual dislocation ofbodily elements and 
muddying ofbodily purity engendered by heterodox practices. 
Line three, interpreted in either solo or paired practice, indicates the union 
of the pure yin and pure yang elements, either through sexual union or through solo 
practice. In line four, the ladder of the moon, is the passage rising up the body to the 
top of the head (heaven). The immortal self ascends out the top of the head. 
While the poem is open to interpretation as a dual/solo meditation, the 
commentary fixes the practices within a monastic, solo setting. The commentary 
begins by discarding the husband-wife paradigm and replacing it with a fire-wood 
paradigm: 
Shen is fire and respiration is wind. 
(Nüjindan xia juan 19a.6) 
The wind mns the bellows, emblazoning the fires that are used to refine the jing. 324 
The circulation of the congealed shen is described in a long quote from the Zhang 
Sanfeng quanji. Once the breath is stilled, it revolves in the dantian and is not 
allowed to scatter. This is the intemally-cached qi which has been merged together 
with the outside breath in the dantian until it becomes plenteous, and can reach to 
aIl the limbs and veins of the body. It opens up the nodal point between the 
shoulders, the double pass, rises up to the niwarz in the brain, and enters the Wei 
324 If we were to re-insert the husband-wife paradigm into this explanation, the 
husband would be the cauldron fire and the wife the wind that 'puffs up' or enflames 
the fire. In this sense, the use of the husband-wife paradigm clearly rests on a 
foundational conception of the basic inequality inherent in the fu-qi dyadic 
symbolism, but contradicts the gender inversion established previously. 
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Palace (also a point in the head), 325 descends the Double Tower (tongue) and with 
the shen and qi supporting each other, penetrates the path of the water wheel. 
Shen is fire. Respiration is wind. The entire refinement of the elixir depends 
on using the wind to feed the fire and using the fire to smelt the jing. The 
fire and wind are used together just as the shen and respiration rely on one 
another. The two cannot be separated: it is just like a husband and wife. 
Such [is the manner in which] one must congeal the shen in the qi cavity: 
shen stabilizes the qi; the will retains the respiration. They do not part. 
Don't forget, don't force it. Only then can you have the true mate and the 
true mating. 
~~*&~~.&.fl~m.~~**~.M.*~m~~ffi*a~ 
ffi •• ~~~-H~~.~~.~~~mtt.BŒtt~~~~.~~ 
~Ijf.r1J ~Jt[Ç{~Jt~~ (Nüjindan xia juan 19a.6-19b.1) 
This symbolic mating is consistent with the idea of embryogenesis - sex is the 
obvious instigator of pregnancy. Mating and sexual imagery persists as the 
commentary continues. The adept is told to "plant" the "seeds" at the base of 
Hundun. Hundun in Buddhist imagery is equated with the lotus mountain or vulva, 
while the "root" references the phallus. 
Zhu Yuanyü says, If you wish to discover the true seed of the priOf heavens, 
you must plant the roots in the base of Hundun. Thus Hundun is the place 
where one 'returns to the root' and 'revitalizes one's ming." 
(Nüjindanxiajuan 19b.1-2) 
325 But note the Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo identifies this with the "womb" and is 
indicated at the level of the navel. 
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From this point forward language use coheres with the language of conception: the 
man's yang essence (sun, semen) enters the womb and merges with the woman's 
blood essence (bright moon). 
Patriarch Qiyang said, With you 1 speak of breaking open326 my family's 
customs. When 'the suns moves to reside in the center of the bright moon' is 
none other than the indication for the congealed shen entering the qi cavity." 
a~fJ3. El9f!tt~1i&::ft%Jl*~~$tE flA Ji r:p ~~F~'~1~ À~1\z §t tE. 
(Nüjindan xia juan 19b.3-4) 
What marks the Caizhen jiyao radically different from the propositions 
forwarded in most women's elixir tracts is the use of exteriority and "breath". 
Patriach Sanfeng says, "In general, for the meditation on the great elixir, 
you must conserve the shen. The qi and will (yi) attach together. The 
respiration in the elixir field must be inverted and be pressed so it do es not 
scatter. Then the intemally cached qi and the qi arriving from outside will 
mix together in the elixir field until the sun fills the moon. It will flow into 
the four limbs and the hundred veins, and break open the jiaji and the 
double pass, and it will rise into the niwan. It will enter the Wei Palace and 
pass down the storied tower. The shen and qi conserve one another, and 
each breath relies on the next. The water cart's path is penetrated. Once you 
reach this stage, the preliminary efficacy is already half attained. Once you 
perceive this, you know the work for congealing the shen. Regardless of 
whether you are a soft or hard person, neither can skip this. 
-=-$m El jç:fL 1T ~~~H~f,tf1 tt~~JHi ,~\Œfl Efl9=' ~"f~1~H~ ffij::f ~ 
~~.Z~9f!**z.~~~flmR~Ji.~~~~~~~ •• OO~ 
~~M~~~À.~~m.~.ffi~~~ffi~~.zMW~~~~~ 
326 Literally, "give out the secrets of." "Farnily" refers to "tradition" or ritual 
"lineage" . 
~~z~:5zB1~-*ftlit~iJ9;QI!f,H'zJJJ~~~ùA*A ~/FPJ ym 
(Nüjindan xia juan 19b.4:20a.2) 
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In this commentary, the adept clearly appropriates qi energies from outside the 
body. The citation from Zhang Sanfeng makes no explicit reference at this point to 
inhalation or use of a mate, but the merging of exterior and interior qi remains 
consistent. The exterior qi is again described in the same terms as used just 
previously to describe the semen entering the womb: the internally cached qi and 
the qi arriving from outside will mix together in the e/ixir field until the sun fills the 
moon. This commentary agrees with other plain-speak interpretations by significant 
simplification of terms and the consequent move away from a language of cosmic 
intercourse to a language of element-based inversions typical of operative alchemy 
and Chinese medicine, yet it never entirely abandons sexuallanguage. 
Another image that becomes a sexual imagery in the Caizhen jiyao occurs in 
the phrase, "the tiger leaps and the dragon dives deep." (Caizhen jiyao, note to 
number eight; in Wile 1992: 183) In the Nüdan hebian this phrase occurs in 
Nüjindan xia juan poem eleven: 
Refine the self 
The live dragon and tiger fight in the lotus chamber. 
Most fearful is if the monkey of the heart and the horse of the will go wild. 
If you don't refine your self to the period of complete maturation 
How can you cross the lake, taking the mast and hoist the sail? 
1* BI ~ 1f~ rn!JE ~ Ji m /llHs IL\3't~ ,1~~HII1* B /F i IH't4J.tfl*1 3ê Îj~~;4lJ 1E ~Jî 
1~ (Nüjindan xia juan 25b.3-5) 
The poern itself contains several references shared with tracts also found in the 
Zhang Sanfeng quanji. These include the reference to the "live" dragon and tiger 
"fighting" in the "lotus charnber." (Nüjindan xia juan 25a-b) The connection to 
Caizhen jiyao is reinforced by the imagery of the sail and sailboat, which also 
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occurs at this point in the Caizhen jiyao commentary. The imagery of "enter the 
lotus chamber and seek the elixir" is found in another, sexually symbolic Zhang 
Sanfeng series of song lyrics, Wugenshu. However, the commentator of the 
Nüjindan xia juan is careful to note, "It is essential to comprehend that dragon and 
tiger are not products external to the body." (Ibid.) 
Another set of sexual terms occurs in the Wugenshu of Zhang Sanfeng. This 
item, included among the tracts H~ Longxiang incorporated into the Daozang jiyao, 
has been variously interpreted by compilers over time. Wile interprets the poem as 
"sexual alchemy" (Wile 1992: 188-192) while Huang negates this interpretation. 
(Huang 1988: 82, note 14) Both interpretations are likely valid depending on 
audience. 
Wugenshu poem 4: 
The rootless tree, its flowers so solitary. 
Let me ask if yin and yang have found their mates? 
An unfertilized egg pro duces no chicks 
For this violates the creative process of yin and yang. 
A woman without a husband becomes resentful 
A man without a wife becomes embittered. 
Alas, those deluded souls 
Are lost in a daze. 
Practicing only solitary meditation, the [qi] dries up. 
~mlM.fJ11!{irr~~~~~{~~/~JIltl~~~~tHfHm/1f-=f~~~JiÏ{tfli/3(-=f~*= 
~f{ffi3(/ ~-=f ~~JËIlJJ!*=/PI~ttkm1t)jâ~ ~fJ111~~"ttî327 
Compare this to the following phrases from the Nüdan cuoyao: 
Wives without men are orphan yin. Orphan yin does not generate lotuses. If 
the blossom does not receive the benevolence of rain and dew, even if you 
gie it fertile earth, eventually [the lotus/female yin] returns to uselessness. 
327 Translation follows Wile 1992: 189. 
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~A~.~~~m~*m~~~~~~~~ffiR~~.m~~±~ • 
• ffl(Nüdan cuoyao Ib.4-6) 
A further note on shared tenninology occurs in poem sixteen of the Nujindan xia 
juan quoted on page 14 above. 
The Good Man first retums to the nest of primordial chaos, 
Husband and Wife following this join together328 like threads in silk. 
Shut the six gates329 finnly! Urgently feed the fires! 
Within the bed-curtains the spring radiance must be in great hannony. 
(Nüjindan xiajuan poem 16, 28b.3-4) 
While these NUdan hebian tracts show significant influence from the Wugenshu and 
Caizhen jiyao, others severely critique sexual a1chemy practices and mistakes in 
lexical interpretations:33o 
Misunderstanding "other and self,33 1 they attempt to make themselves 
perfected. 
How can they know that yin and yang are within one' s own body? 
Buying courtes ans and housing concubines they practice plucking warfare. 
Desiring to steal [others'] original qi to bolster their ownjing and shen. 
Can Penglai then have them be resident immortals -
These degenerate types of drifters with villainously wicked practices? 
328 Also used to mean "copulate". 
329 The six gates are the orifices through which sensory data are perceived: eyes, 
ears, nose, and mouth. 
330 The following critique is actually aimed against Lu Xixing's sexual practices. 
331 Other and self, for 1Blft. For discussion of self in relation to neidan practice, see 
chapter 3. 
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[Commentary] The master says "the other" is a young man, it is also the 
primaI qi. He says "self' is a beautiful women, and it is also the primaI shen. 
If you use the yang qi of one's own body and the yin shen of one's own body 
one can make the shen and qi 'turgidly mix and become unified. This is 
called accomplishing the Dao. [One] heterodoxy then, calls the "self' the 
man and the "other" the woman. From this [belief cornes the practice of 
men] buying beautiful women to help nourish themselves and using yellow 
maidens [female sexual instructors] from outside to help them gather [young 
women's] first menses. When the first menses arrives, they engage in 
"plucking warfare" to seize the primaI qi. Sorne buy beautiful women or 
sleep with prostitutes to engage in plucking warfare to seize the primaI qi. 
These are aIl erroneous understandings of the two characters, "other', and 
"self. " 
.~~ft~~.om~~~~*~o ~~m~fi~tio~.~.MM 
1$0 !ïff~*1llJ*~o &~M~-t-~~j~1T 0 [7çEl~~~p/J\~~~P~.-tEEl 
ft~~~~~~~-tE.~*~~~~~*~~~~~~~m~A-o 
1f~JJX:~ffij ~ r~~IJ~~ft~!J3 -t-1Ntg~-t-~iË:X~ ~~ ~~. ~ 1!7r'1i 
~~X~~M~fi~ti~~~.~ff~~~~m~~fi~ti~W~. 
iË:~i{H.~~ft=*] (Pangmenlu, la.l-la.8) 
This passage from the Pangmenlu associates sexual neidan with peopling the 
paradises with villainous characters. Part of the distaste is obviously lack of sexual 
hygiene and the employ or purchase of concubines and prostitutes. This violates the 
rules ofhealthful sexual neidan promoted by Lu Xixing and Fu Jinquan that require 
equality in partnering.332 But for the Western school revisionists such as Li Xiyue 
and H~ Longxiang, the sexual act itself violates nüdan norms such as formed in the 
Ch uzhenjie. The use of the sexual partner, the latter daim, results from the 
332 For Li Xixing's approach, see below. 
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misunderstanding of self and other. Chaste practice replaces the model of the 
Caizhen jiyao of dual cultivation with a partner. 
Several musical terms have been noted in the Caizhen jiyao terminology 
(page 75 above). Verse "Strumming the zither" and its commentary from the 
Caizhen jiyao is indicative of how musical sound constitutes analogies for sexual 
actions, products and implements: 
"Beat the bamboo until it opens, and th en strum the zither. 
"Strumming the zither and beating the bamboo brings out the pure sounds. 
"If the pure sound has not yet arrived, the bamboo must be beaten. 
"Beat the bamboo until it opens, and then strum the zither. 
[Commentary] "'Beating the bamboo' empties my mind; 'strumming the 
zither' excites my partner's 'thing'. 1 use myselfto excite my partner. When 
her 'thing' arrives, the 'pure sound' will be loud and clear." CFollowing 
Wile 1992: 179) 
Wile's translation brings out the sexual nature of the "tones" and "musical 
instruments", and feeds the impression that sound forms a critical but absent ritual 
support, absent in the written word. Musical referents manifest particularly in the 
Zhang Sanfeng tracts, and in the Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo. Recall the five 
phases traditionally are tied to not only to the five organs but also to the five tones, 
the tive directions, the five seasons, etc. Of these sets offive, the five tones are 
under-represented in scholarly writing on neidan, yet they remaina consistent 
element in the correlative cosmology from Han times forward. The Yueling, or 
Monthly Ordinances, associate these as follows: 
Phases Tones Organs Seasons Directions 
wood * jiao jf:J spleen M! spring ti East * 
tire X zheng tl& lungs ijrjJ summer JI South P7IT 
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earth ± gong '8 heart IL., end-summer 
'* 
Center ~ 
][ 
metaliè: shang If.i liver Jff autumn tk West 1ffi 
water 7.K yu ~~ kidney fi? winter ~ North :lt 
worry happiness joy anger anxiety 
If the phases may be used to harmonize the seasons and determine the 
arising of seasonal qualities of qi in the exterior world, so they may be used to 
harmonize the phases of the organs and determine the qualities of vital essences 
passing through the body. The "tones" will "sound" as they ride on the "seasonal" 
breath in the body. This association of tones and qualities of essences in the body is 
specifically related in the Caizhenjiyao passage given above. In the manner of shen 
tE\! the tones rely on the breath and stimulate it to harmony with the pro cesses of the 
body. As the partner's desire mounts, her "tone" shifts. The partner knows the 
appropriate quality of vital essences have arrived when her "tone" becomes "pure." 
The use of musical analogies refers to tools and products used by pr,!ctitioners to 
heighten and stimulate production ofphysical energies within the body.333 
Another use of sexual imagery found in the Caizhenjiyao includes the 'flute 
without holes' MiJL'M1!'l\ (Wile 1992: 181) In Nüdan hebian tracts the term occurs 
only the Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo; a related passage occurs in the Kunjue. The 
Caizhen jiyao passage reads, 
"The flute without holes must not be transverse; 
"Simply blow it and the [qi] flows freely. 
"Cause it to fill with something, 
"And wind naturally rises up in the [niwan] at the crown of the head. 
333 1 do not wish to relegate the use of "tone" to a simple analogy. Sound becomes 
an element of itself in this form of internaI cultivation. A study of the function of 
sound in neidan practice deserves serious independent study. 
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"Notes: 334 For the purpose of 'tiger blows flute' one should employ a 
woman. Sit properly opposite each other. The instructions that follow aIl 
caB for a beautiful woman. If the flute is not blown, the [qi] will not enter, 
and if the [qi] do es not enter; the path will not open. If the path is not open, 
the elixir will not pass. Because one cannot blow it oneself, one has a 
partner blow it, causing the path of [qi] to open and the elixir to pass. Only 
than can it be refined. When you feel wind rising in the fontanel and [qi] 
penetrating the [niwan], then this is the effect of 'blowing the flute.'" (Wile 
1992: 181) 
In the Nüdan tian}i huandan tushuo, the phrase 'blowing the flute.335 occurs 
in a highly elliptical line: 'The flute without holes blows out the eight tones'. The 
eight tones represent cosmic unit y of sound, or aIl-encompassing sound. The eight 
ton es are traditionally identified with eight kinds of musical instruments, made from 
the calabash, earthenware, stretched-hide, wood, stone, metal, silk strings, and 
bamboo. The flute includes only one of the se, bamboo; however, its phaIlic shape 
may have been suggestive to the authors. At a later point, the counterpart 
instrument, the lute (musical symbol for female sexual organs) The eight tones 
indicate the fullness of the musical quality which encompasses aIl tones and aIl 
qualities. By extension the tones resonate with the objects of their meaning: aIl 
creation. (Sun Xiaochun 2000: 435ft) The eight tones in this phrase becomes 
shorthand for aIl things in the uni verse, or all-encompassing sound. Absence of 
holes in the flute, on the other hand, inhibits formation of an "end effect", that is, 
the frequency at which a sound wave emerges from the end of a flute to produce a 
tone. Without holes, the flute is silent. This phrase becomes an effective koan: in 
the Nüdan tian}i huandan tushuo phrase, fullness of all-encompassing sound 
334 This term occurs in the original. 
335 Of course, the phallic reference is acknowledged as weIl. 
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emerges from a flute without the capacity for producing an audible sound wave. 
Wile caUs this the 'soundless music'. (Wile 1992: 181) The phrase suggests the 
inaudible, uninteUigible mystery of perfect full enlightenrnent or apprehension of 
the-totali ty-of-all-existence-which-is-the-Dao. 336 
Breath 
Respiration, inhalation and exhalation arise as particularly sensitive terrns. 
The Jindan jieyao includes a method for "Breathing from the Heels and Refining 
the Qi" which is roundly criticized in the Pangmenlu: 
They brag about themselves, that they transported it and that this is the shen 
work. 
Commentary: Inhaling a mouthful, they transport it to the lower [elixir] 
field. From the two feet, it reaches the knees and back to the instep. Turning, 
it enters the bubbling spring cavity. Again [they transport the qi] from 
behind the heels of the feet to the backs of the thighs and up the yang pass 
336 Douglas Wile offers an aesthetic interpretation that is not at odds with this 
reading. "Taken together the points, energies, circuits, and stages are the elernents 
of an inner art forrn - silent music, motionless dance, invisible painting. Artist 
medium and audience are one [ ... ] the experience itself may perhaps best be 
understood as esthetic." (Wile 1992: 43) Other musical imagery occurs in the 
Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo, associated with the bamboo material from which the 
flute m is fashioned: "lute without strings '&.~~" (8b); "Listen to the sound of the 
stringed songs of silk and bamboo OO~~~,5dtz§" (7a). The lute/qin occurs 
again in the Hutian xingguo nüdan shize t;).1*~M'f;t~~11ç~ (precept 8) ln each 
instance, the lute is associated with the generation of sexualized energies that stir up 
the "wind" and drive the fires of internaI refinement. Notwithstanding general 
interpretations of the Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo assigning the tract to the 
category of solo meditation, sexual imagery and self-massage/masterbation were 
not taboo in the Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo and other women's inner alcherny 
tracts. 
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until it penetrates across the double pass and the jiaji, and rises to the two 
foreanns and to the backs of the hands. Reversing, [it moves] into the palms 
ofthe hands. Again from the wrists [they move the qi] to the nape, up to the 
jade pillow, into the niwan, and down again the magpie bridge [until] it 
unites below at the twelve storied tower and flows into the elixir field. This 
corresponds to one circuit ofheaven. 
~.-o~~~m~~.~g~.~MA~.~X~.~.~.~~ 
~~mi®~~m~1f ~~Jm~ëf~I~AëfJl,\X1)tëf~z1~~~~3itt~1Jt. 
iL ~~tftt~~ +=gtift~f)-FH~-)1lfJJÇ (Pangmen lu 4b.7-5b.2) 
Major concerns about breath include use of external breath; distinction between 
prior heaven's and latter heaven's breath; distinction between breath and respiration; 
and the use of breath/respiration rather than embryo to designate women's 
cultivation. The latter distinction appears in the Nüdan huijie (lb), and repeats in 
the Nannü dan 'gong yitongpian (23b-24a). The full context of this assertion is 
found in the Huijie. 
Men's seven lotuses are easy to secure and difficult to open. 
Women's seven lotuses are easy to secure and easy to open. If you can be 
true hearted and not lazy, then without waiting for three to five years, the 
sweet dew will descend and the seven lotuses will blossom open. How is it 
that there is this ease in opening up and this difficulty in securing? [In these 
matters] the difference between men and women is clear. It is like the 
sayings in the collection, sayings of emptiness and vacuity, obscurity and 
mystery, divinity and transfonnation. [In aH those levels] men and women 
are largely the same. 1 once again clarify and distinguish their [individual] 
indications. 
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So how does one distinguish? Men use the name of the fetus, but 
women don't speak of the fetus and only of breath, 337 fearing later 
generations of people will misunderstand the meaning of this word Jetus, 
and in the end label this a term for witch craft! How can that be? 
)J3~z -t}iJ;)1&ilUj~3c~Z -t}iJJ,J1~JJ,1&1ij~~JtJL.\/F1i/Ff',f -1iZ~ 
~~~~~-t}i~~~ZJJ,~~~~z/FJJ,~)J33czm~~~~~~ 
~Z~~~~~~~~~~~~X)J33cZ*~&~~*~~m~~~ 
*~m~)J3~~~~~3c~~/F~OO~.~~~#~~llizA.~OO 
*$X:f&~,~~PJ (Nüdan huijie la.S-Ib.3) 
Although the commentator specifies dear differences between men and women in 
the first lines of the citation above, the second paragraph asserts a political factor in 
stating "men use the name of the fetus but women [only use the term] breath." ln 
context, it appears the use of the term has little to do with the differences in actual 
practice. The writer fears others will believe that women adept who create fetuses 
out of breath are practicing a type of "witch craft!" This fear is not unfounded; the 
Qianzhong youlu describes a local Qian338 myth that daims sorne elderly mountain 
women have the capacity to inhale qi and give birth to demons.339 
This concern with breath lies in its critical power in the gestational and 
birthing process. 
The true inner nature (xing) is originally luminous and potent. However, 
when the qi interacts with objects it becomes snared by desires. Thus there 
are times of confusion. Therefore one' s original structure' s H brilliance 
occurs before having experienced [one's first] breath. 
337 Note the appropriation here of the female gestational process and its replacement 
with the yang "breath Il of respiration. 
338 Qian is a region of South China corresponding to the ancient territory of the 
Warring States state, Chu. The Qian region extends over the greater Guizhou area 
south and west into portions of Sichuan. 
339 1 Q. h h· . l n zanz ongz l J .. 
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.tt*~.~~~~.~~~~~~~~W~~X*.~~*.g& 
(Nüjindan xia juan 17a.2-3) 
The first breath represents the culmination of gestation: birth and life. 
Simultaneously, the first breath represents the moment when the individual initially 
succumbs to samsaric attachments, and the notions of time and change. The 
alchemist' s goal is to reverse time to the moment prior to that first breath, re-
instigate the gestation process in reverse, and reverse the entrance of the 
individuated shen into the body at conception. The first breath becomes a catch-
phrase for the positive and the negative potency of quotidian life and alchemical 
gestation. 
The first breath demarcating quotidian life and alchemical gestation forms 
an imaginary line between the forward motion and reverse motion of aging and the 
death on the one hand, and rejuvenation and immortalization on the other. The 
former represents the state of everyday beings in the common world of the "latter 
heavens"; the latter represents the esoteric aim of the alchemist in union with the 
former heavens. Respiration, therefore, is distinguished by that deriving and 
coinciding with the ebb and flow of the latter heavens, and the divine respiration 
whose flow "bucks" the flow of the latter heavens and returns the adept to the state 
of the prior heavens. Hutian xingguo nüdan shize defines the external and internaI 
"respiration" of the prior and latter heavens. 
"Respiration" refers to the respiration of circulating and refinement [the 
medicine/elixir products]. It is not the respiration [that passes through] the 
nose and mouth! When circulating and refining, its power does not come 
from the mouth and nose, and yet, in fact, it is not separate from the 
[respiration coming through the] nose and mouth. Although we use the word 
respiration, in fact it is not the same as respiration. How is this? We merely 
use the word respiration to name its meaning. How can we say that we 
borrow [the word] respiration? Respiration from the nose and mouth cornes 
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from the respiration of the prior heavens. At this time, use the prior heavens 
[respiration] and not the latter heavens [respiration]. Therefore the prior 
heavens respiration has a name but no form. Follow the latter heavens 
[term] respiration [which generates] from the nose and mouth. It exits and 
enters, naturally rising and falling. Should women adepts circulate and 
refine only using the respiration from the central palace 340 to internally 
circulate following the respiration of the nose and mouth to conduct it, it 
will exit and enter freely without blockage or seepage. Practice this for a 
long time. Naturally, each breath will return to the root. 
Of n'&:1lf jîjli*z Of Il'&~f D J,..z Of n,& mjJ~*z ~Jt ~ /F~ ~ 0 .. nu" /F 
.~D"B~Of~z~ •• Of~zffiWm~mOf~~~Of~z.mW 
~~~mfflOf~D.zOf~~~~zOf~nu~~~~ffl~~/Fffl~~ 
~~~zOf~~~.*~~~DJ,..zOf~-ili-A~~*~~~I~ 
i*~Rffl~~~jJOf~~~D*zOf~nufiiliA~~.*.$~~fi 
z ~ ~J~lJ~l,~* 
(Hutian xingguo nüdan shize 4, 7b.7-8a.7) 
This tract employs Ofll,& inhalation and exhalation and ,@, respiration with a 
precision indicative of their importance. The respiration of the prior heavens is also 
known as embryonic breathing niî ,@,. Each instance of respiration revolves about 
the question of embryonic breathing, and specifies the necessity of the breath to 
emerge from the prior heavens. The respiration of the prior heavens is first 
cultivated by regulating normal respiration patterns until the respiration appears to 
emerge from the central palace. 
[If you desire to seek] the respiration of perfected beings, you must regulate 
the inhalation and exhalation of your latter heaven's respiration in order to 
seek it. The true respiration returns to the root in the ancestral cavity. This qi 
340 Central palace, the womb. 
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is cached in the ancestral cavity, therefore when the respiration is regulated, 
the qi is calm and the respiration is restrained, the qi do es not scatter. This is 
that which ancient immortals termed the qi returns to the primaI sea and 
one's lifespan is undiminished. 
~~~~~~~~~~.~M*~mR~.w.~mR~~~~.® 
,@,{±./Fft)l:il1LlJPfi~~.M5G#îJ!H!~g1!f lltt!? (Nüjindan xia juan 18b.l-3) 
Qiaoyangjing further emphasizes the importance of breath to manifest the "true" 
breath and illuminate the interior landscape. 
[Reflecting the light, and] regulating the breathing for a time, the true qi will 
return, at once open and sealed, forming Yin and E.341 The shen qi will 
become plenteous, and the True Yang will naturally flourish. Wait for the 
menstrual waters to stop. The breasts will shrink up like a man's. This is 
called decapitating the vermilion dragon. As you practice this for a time, 
eventually you will not need to cup the breasts and inhale qi. Simply 
congeal the shen in the qi cavity and practice returning the radiance and 
reflecting the light (meditations described in Nüdan shize). This is called the 
gate of the mysterious feminine. 
~~~~~~ •• tt*-OO-~.~~~~.~~.~~HM.*~ 
~~~~~~~~$R~~~~fiM~/F~.~~.R.~~~~@ 
7'tJSJm~~~342~tzr'ill (Qiaoyangjing la.7-1b.2) 
The adept turns the gaze inwards, performing the practice of <reflecting the light', 
and regulates the breath. At a certain moment the continents of Yin and E manifest 
in the internaI landscape.343 The true qi made manifest through regulated breathing, 
stimulates the production of shen and, joining together, the true qi and shen 
341 Two regions that manifest in the alchemical body during practice. See figure 5, 
Appendix 1. 
342 Using alternate character. 
343 See diagram 4, Appendix 1. 
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manifest true yang. At this point the adept' s breasts should shrink into her chest and 
the menses should stop reverting into yin menstrual blood and be retained in the 
body in an non-eroded, pure state. The success of this practice delivers an inner 
vision of the intemallandscape. 
Once the breath control and inner illumination occurs, the shen and qi rest in 
the central chamber or dantian. 
The congealed shen and true respiration reside in the central palace l~t$J{ 
J~,ffTrp '8 (Qiaoyangjing Ib.6) 
The breath control permits the adept to reveal the intemallandscape, reveal the 
porte of the mysterious feminine, and access the higher cosmic palaces resident in 
the body. Thus, the breath has a potent effect on soteriological potential. 
In Liu Huayang (and in the commentaries of the Nüjindan xia juan), 
respiration is described as an engine driving the fires in huohou and causingjing to 
transform to qi.344 Inner and outer fires are linked to inner and outer inhalation and 
exhalation, the former operative and the latter latent: 
In the phrase "Inhalation and exhalation when clearly distinguished renders 
immortality,,/45 we can see that the essentials offiring times must be sought 
within the 'true respiration.' If the respiration follows the rising of the heart, 
then when the heart is tranquil the respiration will be regulated and every 
respiration will retum to the root. This is the mother of the golden elixir; the 
fire phases are many. The ancients used inner and outer to distinguish thern. 
The outer firing times have actions and consequences and are matters of 
building the foundations. As for the activities of the inner firing times, when 
the elixir itself is obtained, it depends on the natural activities of non-action. 
344 u .... d .. 27b lVUJln an Xlajuan . 
345 This line derives from a poem in the Nüjindan xia jua to which the cited 
commentary refers. See 29a.3-4; Appendix 2: 495. 
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AlI together this does not part from the two characters inhalation and 
exhalation. 
Pifn,& 7t Il] T BP1WPJ 3lx {I~Z~ 'M ~ Jt,~, ~ j<zI ,~f;t JL,~{.,ijf ,~JJ%] ,~, 
,~Jwfft~flzHtr~x{I~/F-iiA~pg)t~JJIJZ)t~x{t~ff{tff~~~Z~ 
ill pgX{I~~Ijf} 8{~1f~ § ~~~z.illfr.;,\!l/FMPifn,&=* 
(Nüjindan xia juan 29a.7-29b.3) 
The commentary goes on to emphasize the interdependence of the inner and outer 
respiration and the inner and outer tires, and their powers to transform the mundane 
to subtle and the subtle to divine. 
The common tire of inhalation and exhalation is capable of transforming the 
essence of grains consumed in order to assist the primaI jing. As for the 
divine tire, it is capable of transforming the primaI jing to assist the primaI 
qi. The tire of the primaI qi is capable of transforming the inhalation and 
exhalation and assisting the primaI shen. The tire of the primaI shen is also 
capable of transforming the form and retuming it to the void, assisting the 
Dao in its initiation and completion. AlI these rely on the power of the tire 
in order to ascend as immortals of the Grand Matrix. 
~~~zxOO~~~zfiMWM~M~~xOO~~MWM~.~~~ 
ZxOO~~~OOM~~~~zxXOO~%W.*Mm~~~~~~X 
zjj ~~A~Z 1W (Nüjindan xiajuan 39b.5-8; Appendix 2: 43-4) 
These palaces can only be revealed and accessed once the "red dragon" has been 
beheaded and the body made whole. Once the palaces are revealed, breath is used in 
the tiring processes, as the mate of shen that forms the embryo: 
Congeal!ng the shen '~:f~ 
Shen is father, respiration is wife. Stop teaching other and dividing mud and 
cloud. The two match, mate and retum to the fOOt. The two ascend together 
the moon ladder. 
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(Nüjindan xia juan 19a.4-5) 
Again, this process employs sexual imagery. 
Breath is also used to assure fixing of the embryo within the body in the first 
two months of gestation, during the first phase of embryonic breathing: 
Embryonic breathing 
Once the gongfu has reached this point nothing is coarse or common . 
. The shen respiration flows in an unbroken stream and unites in 
the great void. 
If you ask how things are when one nurtures the fetus, 
It's indistinct, like before the mother and father have yet been bom. 
Bi1,@Jl}]~~U!lt~fElifAU:f$,@\~~~j(~/1irr~9.Bi11iiJ?Jf1W'tJt~O)(-RJ:*1: 
iJJ (Nüjindan xia juan 31a.2-3) 
[Commentary] After the elixir congeals, the shen abides III qi and the 
congealed qi abides in the shen. This is like a person III pregnancy. 
Therefore it is called the fetus. There is no real fetus. The shen and 
respiration abide in this. The fetus is the office that conceals the shen. The 
respiration is the source of the fetal transformations. The fetus grows 
through [the actions of the] respiration; the respiration abides through [the 
presence of the] fetus. Without respiration, the fetus cannot mature; without 
the shen the respiration cannot abide. The shen and respiration rely on one 
another: this is the true embryonic breathing. [ ... ] When the respiration 
abides, the mai stop346 and thence the shen becomes equipoised. Once the 
shen becomes equipoised in samadhi (or fixed) it can exit equipoise and the 
sage fetus will start to be whole. 
346 The mai here appear to include the pulses, blood and energy flows in the body. 
These can no longer refer to the menses, as the menses have long since been 
arrested and their products appropriated for immortal gestation. 
JJ,,~' ;'~'rhÉlp5G;::t;;"'t"75GÉlp'rh;::t;;"J+-hO A J/'M:z:b_Jlli+fr J"I=lZ1Xh~ ",,"IJ'~IL,,~ f1'IIIJLT.5I- /\. ;R'r NXIlX 
~~ t..Bi:î ~ FJt 1f Bi:î -tE *$ )~, 11: ~ lit -tE ji Bi:î ~ïmH$ zm 
~*~OOZ~OO~~~~~OO11:00/fm~/f~~ 
X/.s 'rhillf: ' 'rh § ~Ri± S -;!:f HL>. § ['-h±. 
"ï"1"'ff1' "', I f1' J~,IJ'I=lI1-"':E7!.-1l1=l J~,Jjj /\. [ ... ] 
~U }~, {±JW{~ J'!1j *$ JE ~ *$ JE 1i ~~ ili JE ffij ~Bi:î ~i:î jG 
(Nüjindanxiajuan 31a.4-31b.4; Appendix 2: 496-97) 
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Zhenyizi, the commentator cited above, first establishes why the medicine is 
now called fetus. "After the elixir is mixed," he writes, "the qi causes the shen to 
congeal, while the shen causes the qi to arise." The two forces continuously act 
upon one another like parents mixing together their respective sexual fluids to form 
a fetus. "This is why they use the term fetus. There isn't really any fetus." What 
holds up the concept of 'immortal or sage fetus' in the neidan context is the 
understanding that the ordinary fetus as a product of two joined essences, one from 
the male and one from the female parent. Zhenyizi grounds her entire discussion in 
this concept, and emphasizes the interdependence of shen and respiration 
throughout. While the aspect of shen, a homonym of divine or spirit, is manifestly a 
divine essence, the divinity of breath in its aspect of divine mate must be 
emphasized. 
The phrase "Once the gongfu has reached this point nothing is coarse or 
common" also refers to the quality of the breath. The breath/shen should blow in a 
constant stream without break. The breath is constant but soft, almost 
imperceptible. The inhalation reaches "the roots" and the exhalation reaches "the 
branches", just like a pregnant mother's breath penetrates the fetus. (Nüjindan xia 
juan 31a.8) 
The sensitivity with respiration is self-consciously directed toward the fetus 
and sexuality. Zhenyizi is careful to note, however, that 'there is no actual fetus.' 
Further, he clarifies that 'men use the term fetus and women the term respiration.' 
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The sensitivity appears to stem from fears of sexually improper acts, and 
association with the practice of growing demonic fetuses in the human womb. The 
result, however, is to create a neidan system in which women should not gestate an 
immortal embryo, only the common one. Nevertheless, the Nüjindan maintains 
within the reach of women adepts the pure birth associated with neidan practice. 
After qushen practice and completion of the buru step, the immortal self separates 
from the common world. 
Primordial lord [Sun] Bu'er says, at the beauteous moment, you can at last 
emerge from the vale347 and near at hand ascend to the divine empyrean. 
Also it' s said, once immortal and common are separated like hot and cold, 
Cross the turbulent sea, the shen then retums to the void and ascends. Await 
the heavenly decree from afar that will be sent down to caB you to court. 
Cloudy cranes come to weI come you, transporting you to the Turquoise 
Pond to feast. 
~=~~BŒAA~~~~R~~.XB-M~~~~AAm~~~~. 
mffjllfffjtJ31Ç.rtlt1§:U*JmjËlJffi1tÈ.IJJ~~ (Nüjindan xia juan 34b.4-6) 
In the Rufian xingguo nüdan shize, breath is mentioned in the phase termed 
ruding, equipoised in samadhi. In this step, the respiration stops but the person 
though exhibiting no outwards signs of life, continues to practice. (Rufian xingguo 
nüdan shize 14a) Respiration becomes less and less necessary. Eventually, 
respiration stops entirely, while the spirit, fully formed, wanders off from the body 
to amuse itself in mountains and water, and with musical pleasures. 
Once the shen has been emitted, the shen is active, and you no longer use 
the previous cultivation process. You then use the method for letting the 
shen roam, which causes the shen to become luminously penetrating and 
347 The yale, a location in the cranium. This is another description of emitting the 
shen. 
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completely melted, without blockage. When it is refined it to the point 
where the shen penetrates and can manifest afar, yon stop the respiration. 
~ffl~~~$~~.~~~M~~*~~~~~~~.~~~~ 
(Hutian xingguo nüdan shize 15a.3 -4: Appendix 2: 474) 
The critical nature of respiration is revealed in several critiques on practices related 
to breath. The above practice from the Hutian xingguo nüdan shize of stilling the 
breath receives a stinging critique in Pangmenlu. The Pangmenlu calls the practice 
an inappropriate extinguishing of the breath. (Pangmenlu 2b) Likewise, H~ 
Longxiang' s preface criticizes the practice of absorbing the solar and lunar 
effulgences, a practice recommended in the Nüjindan xiajuan. (Preface to Nüdan 
hebian 3b) The critical nature of respiration in these critiques points to the measure 
of its significance in the practice. 
Paired ascent 
A final aspect of tension in the Nüdan hebian tracts involves dynamics of 
paired as cent and individual attainment. The early Celestial Masters community 
shows evidence that women ascended the spiritual ranks in tandem with their male 
conjoint as a co smic unit y of yin-woman and yang-man. (Despeux 1979: 1-2) The 
smallest unit of social-spiritual maturity is not the individual but the husband-wife 
pair. The individuation of sotis, introduced in the Six Dynasties-Tang, may have 
influenced sorne aspects of Daoist cultivation; however, the idea of a man-woman 
duality continued to influence Daoist folktales and world-views. Two models for 
sotis competed for popular emulation. 
Paired ascent forms a serious concern in the Hutian xingguo nüdan shize: 
As for women's alchemical practice, the principles originally were not 
complicated. Also the [practices of] circulating and refining [the internaI 
essences] are not fundamentally difficult, yet they are not transmitted in the 
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alchemical scriptures. There are many women cultivating and refining, so 
how can they not be transmitted to women adepts? It is because they were 
not able to be saved in pairs of men and women. Therefore 1 have today 
written this teaching to instruct people. 1 truly wish men and women to 
achieve salvation in pairs. 
~H~$Xw~*~.aX~.~~~M~fl~~~~~~~.~ 
$W~~~~~.~X*~~~~~~&~~~$ftA.M~~~ 
~t!{ (Hutian xingguo nüdan shize precept four, 7a.3-5; Appendix 2: 469) 
The phrase ~ ~ ~ ~lî occurs only in the Hutian xingguo nüdan shize 
precepts (precept 4) and in citation in the Nannü dan 'gong yitong pian (citation 5). 
The Hutian xingguo nüdan shize authors are firmly tied to a principle of paired 
ascent. This indicates the concem for the social unit of husband and wife, resonant 
with aU its implications of cosmic unit y in the social sector, to continue as a 
spiritual solidarity beyond the mundane world. Such a concept falls in step with 
popular forms of Confucianism (as seen for example in H? xiansheng jiajue and 
other family prescriptions), and permeates much of Chinese society.348 This is 
indeed the explicit goal of vajrayana practitioners in Nepal and Mongolia.349 This 
observation imbeds neidan in the cosmic/family unit, such that solo practice no 
longer coheres with idea of nüdan as monastic, ascetic practice. This concept is also 
indicative of the importance and urgency placed on family based units centered 
around a husband and wife, rather than around a male and his "wives", his male 
relations, and his patriline. The principle of paired as cent solidifies the goal of 
348 Child marriages in the after life continue this concept into the modem day. In 
this practice boys and girls who die before marriage are provided a post-mortem 
marri age to provide them with the appropriate family solidarity in the afterlife. 
(Naquin: 46-7) 
349 My thanks to Lara Braitstein and her seminar students in Indo-Tibetan Tantrism 
for these insights. 
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neidan as a paired-practice that preserves the family in this life and the next. This 
aesthetic informs several of the tales in the Shiji qian, such as the dueling Cai 
Yuncao and Liu Gang. (Shiji qian 1 b-3a) 
Nüjindan shang juan contains examples at variance with dual ascent. Sun 
Bu'er's tale represents a rupture in this aesthetic: the patriarch impels the couple to 
separate to further their individual cultivation. Chang' e wanders uncertainly 
between a model for emulation and for blame: she stole the elixir from her husband 
and ascended singly to the heavens. Chang' e was consequently banished for life in 
the palaces of the moon. "Purple Maiden Xiangfei" who, the same tract informs us 
"up to today is a model for woman" represents a case of two imperial consorts, 
sisters, who flung themselves into a river for the emperor. 
The Queen Mother do es not act as "wife" in most late Qing tales, but where 
paired ascent is emphasized, we see her in the role of mate to the Wood Duke: 
It is not difficult to join immortal men who pay court to the Wood Duke, 
and to kneel together in prayer to the Metal Mother. 
/F.~~1lÙ ~~*0~ff~-BJ:~ 
(Preface to the Nüjindan, 2a.I-2) 
The Queen Mother may also appear as a Guanyin-like compassionate being who 
acts for the salvation of women in particular (Topley 1988); or, she may be a jing-
sucking vampire that depletes men of the sexual energies so that she may conserve 
etemal youthful beauty. (Cahill 1993: 2-3) She is also an icon of critical anxiety for 
her apparent allure for women faithful who congregated without male counterparts 
at the Peach Festival. Ht( Longxiang writes, 
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1 believe during the Peach Festival, one can fall into a trap by not allowing 
male immortals [adepts] to attend alone on the right. Women adepts urge 
them on! 
~~dm.~~~~~~ •• ~~~~~~ 
(Preface to the Nüdan hebian 7a.6-7) 
The Peach Festival was held on the third day of the third lunar month to honor the 
Queen Mother· of the West. This festival commemorates the grace the Queen 
Mother bestowed on Han Wudi when she appeared to the Emperor and offered him 
fruit from the tree of immortality. On this day the Queen Mother has a great ritual 
feast to which all the immortals are invited. (DDI003A) ln colloquial language, 
Daoist monastics in and about Sichuan's Red Basin are also called xian 1'w; the 
assembly of male and female xian therefore may equally apply to the assembly of 
male and female practitioners. Hy Longxiang comments that women should not 
attend the Peach Festival al one, but only in pairs, men emerging on the left and 
women on the right. This is, indeed, common in instructions for assembly and 
practice in the Wu-Liu school of inner alchenfy. Men circulate their qi toward the 
left, women toward the right. Men assemble on the left; women on the right. Hy 
Longxiang' s comment suggests women were in fact gathering without men during 
the Peach Festival. Suzanne Cahill has noted the importance of the Queen Mother 
as a salvational deity for women during the Tang. Continued devotion to the Queen 
Mother in possible women's religious societies is suggested here, providing an 
indication of a possible assembly of nüdan adepts otherwise unattested. 
2.4 The Wu-Liu School 
The Wus-Liu school derives from the Qing branch of the Longmen tradition, and in 
concert with the rising influence of Longmen Daoism in the Qing, became the 
"orthodox" brand of inner alchemy. Its putative founder, Wu Shouyang {li ~ ~ 
• 
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(1563-1644, zi Duanyang !Lifij~, hao Wu Chongxuzi #1!-=t-) rejected Confucian 
dialectics and Buddhist notions of nirvana; attention returned to the body and 
circulation of qi. Applying the teachings of Li Daochun propagated in the Jiangsu 
and Jiangxi regions between the end of the 13th century and the early 14th century, 
Wu Shouyang, and after him, Liu Huayang, (fi. 1736) developed a system ofbody 
cultivation that prioritized ming $ (destiny, corporeal) and meditational cultivation 
based on the ideas of Li Daochun. On this latter thinker, Pregadio notes, Li 
Daochun thoroughly rejected sexual practices and waidan (external alchemy), and 
assigned a low rank to physiological practices (including daoyin, breathing 
techniques, and diets), to practices based on meditation and visualization, and to 
ceremonies and precepts. He distinguished three "vehicles" of neidan; these may be 
characterized as physiological, cosmological, and spiritual. Above them, he 
describes (using a mixture of Taoist and Buddhist terms) a "highest One Vehicle" 
that is not specifically related to any practice. In addition to this, Li criticizes the 
association. of terms found in texts such as the Cantongqi and the Wuzhen pian with 
loci in the human body or with practices that he deems to be inferior. (Pregadio 
2003) • 
Drawing on the monastic therapies of Li Daochun, the neidan of Wu-Liu 
school taught that ming ($, destiny, the corporeal) is cultivated first, then xing ('11, 
inner nature); that is, if one has not obtained the golden elixir, one cannot return to 
one's original nature. (Wu Chongxu. Neilian jindan xinfa, huohou fun. In Pian/un 
Wu-Liu xuanjO Wu Shouyang redefined the terms inner dinglcrucible, in sexual 
neidan referring to sexual organs. "[T]he latter he~ens inhalation and exhalation both 
follow the shen to revert to original qi. Therefore one can borrow the terrn original shen as 
a terrn for the inner ding (~, crucible) ... If one were without this shen, then one could not 
concentrate the qi; therefore, the lower dantian which inhibits it is the outer ding/crucible. 
It is also the fundamental position where the qi is cached, so that which is called the 
position of the golden elixir crucible. Since what we call the dantian is the outer crucible, 
• 
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so the shen also can be called the inner crucible." J§xU'f"lL ~~*~ lJ-~~~, ~P1î} 
5L*~-151*J ~1!ftEJjL :fi $Wç~*~, . ~IJ/F~~m~~, mJpJT ltz r f]- EH ~JrJ1~~ 0 
x~m.Z*~, ~m~~œ.~~Z*, ~~BEEa~*~, ~~~~m 
lJ-~ I*J J1~ {g 0 (Neilian jindan xinfa, huohou [un, ch. 4) 
In this version, lianjing huaqi refers to the refinement of the form. (Cf. 
Zhang Xingfa: 172) The major steps and products are the same as described in other 
versions. The aim of the refinement pro cess is to cause the three essences (jing ~, 
qi ~, and shen f~) to mix and become one. When these are stabilized and the 
individual is completely tranquiI, the matrix of perfection (. fi) generates. 
Formless primaI qi of the prior heavens moves, and engages as the formless primaI 
jing of the prior heavens. This jing is in fact the medicinal object. It is refined in the 
chonghe using the firing times. The method for seeping it out according to the time-
interstices is called seeping times. (Neilian jindan xinfa, huohou [un) The adept 
harmonizes with the qi "on the outside", e.g., with the qi from outside the dantian. 
Therefore the shen must be sent out from the body through the mysterious pass, 
along the weilu, up the jiaji, into the niwan across the storied tower and returned 
back to the earthen cauldron.35o Therefore it is said, 'shen returns to the body center 
and the qi to itselfreturns.' (Neilianjindan xinfa, huohou [un) This is what is meant 
by the qi returns to the root. One collects the true medicine and sends it to the 
furnace and cauldron (lower dantian) to plant. The practice continues, the adept 
receives increasingly secret and powerful methods until the great medicine finally is 
attained and she partakes of it. (Neilian jindan xinfa, ding chi fun) 
The complete cycle of self-cultivation techniques allies very closely to that 
previously described above. The stages of completion accord with those occurring 
in the Nüjindan xia juan commentary. Indeed the influence of the Wu-Liu 
interpretations ground the commentary in a vocabulary not found in the original 
verses of the Nüjindan xia juan. The explicit terminological distinctions within this 
350 This term occurs only once in the Nüjindan tracts, in tract 9, Nüzhen danjue. 
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tract in particular, emerge in parallel with sexual/Western neidan and 
QuanzhenIWu-Liu differentiation. Of 17 terms associated with Wu-Liu 
interpretations occurring in the commentary, only three occur in the verse; while of 
14 terms associated with the Western neidan processes and specific to sexual 
neidan terminology occurring within the verse, while only SiX occur in the 
commentary. Of these six, three are given explicit redefinition. 
3. Conclusion 
The diverse interests and practices noted above suggest varied influences among 
textual traditions. Moreover, it appears clear that varied aims underlie the 
methodologies in the tracts consulted. The major distinctions between practices are 
found in their relationship to issues of sexuality, sotis, and breath. 
A striking pattern emerges. Nüdan orthodoxy as seen in the Nüdan hebian 
places practices from the Western school of inner a1chemy, centered at Leshan 
district, in a gendered position vis-à-vis the mainstream, Longmen tradition. This 
pattern relates to the practices relating to social pairing and its strategie co-option 
from an individuated universe. The somatic, sexual practices of Mount Emei are de-
prioritized, and the worldview within which theses practices are rooted become 
relegated to a secondary tier on the grounds that they "leave the woman polluted 
and ashamed." The individuated perspective emerges, ironically, from those tracts 
supporting male and female dual cultivation. 
Additional dogmatic strategies are found in the final tracts of the Nüdan 
hebian, Pangmen lu, and Pangmen xiaoshu xiaoyin. Here, the Western School 
hygienic practices from Mount Emei (a center of these arts) are described in 
derogatory limericks. Ht; Longxiang is associated with the Leshan region, and local 
~entry of the Ming-Qing period are noted for their attention to local literary and 
tex tuaI histories, and local literary and moral exemplars. There is a general 
expectation that local gentry promote the practices of the local region. Ht; 
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Longxiang has, indeed, taken pains to include in the Daozang jiyao tracts from his 
home region, Jingyan, and the tradition associated with the Zhang Sanfeng quanji. 
However, Hç Longxiang has drawn a clear line between the hygienic practices of 
the nearby Mount Emei and the practices of the sanitized Western school, as 
interpreted by Jingyan gentleman Li Xiyue. 
A variety of practices are noted herein. Many of the steps and names of 
practices are identical, and a three part division in phases of practices generally 
persists. This gives the general impression of a unit y of practice; however, 
important distinctions can be found. Not only are there variations in practices, but 
also variations in aims (1'lf l!.t), and interpretations of symbolisms (such as the water 
cart 1i:tJ1'Iï), each responding to a local textual tradition. 
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1. Introduction 
ln this chapter, 1 look at the perceived goals and relative success of the discourses 
voiced by compilers involved with the tracts under study. First, 1 look at the 
discourse forwarded in Zhenyizi's (fi. ca. 1892) preface and strategic commentaries 
to the Nüjindan (tract 4 in the series of Nüdan hebian tracts). Next, 1 examine the 
discourse presented in Yan Zehuan' s (fi. ca. 1880-1906) preface and her strategie 
editing of citations in the Nannü dan 'gong yitongbian (tract 1 in the series of Nüdan 
hebian tracts). 1 then turn to the discourse expounded in H~ Longxiang's (fl ca. 
1900-1906) preface to the Nüdan hebian, and the implications of his compilation 
format. Finally, 1 compare Fu Jinquan's (fi. ca. 1818-1846) compilation, with the 
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tracts included in the Nüdan hebian. In each case, a highly individual subject 
position emerges. The three male contributors/compilers, Fu Jinquan, Zhenyizi, and 
Ht; Longxiang demonstrate three very different positions on the issue of sex and 
sexuality in the process of neidan perfection practices. The lone female contributor, 
Yan Zehuan, is much more interested in lived practice and the issue of salvation. 
Zhenyizi also appears invested in women' s lived practice and sets himself up as an 
appropriate teacher of those women. Finally, the compiler, Ht; Longxiang, appears 
to have two imperatives at work. Clearly stated in his preface, Ht; Longxiang is 
energized by the demands of his female relatives for tracts relating to physical 
training that answer to their lived needs. On the other hand, he adds layers of moral 
and ethical codes that imbed this practice with moral sanction and ethical 
conscription that are absent or diminished in the contributions of Yan Zehuan and 
Zhenyizi. While we cannot say that individual morality is ignored in the latter two's 
writings and editing practices, as a compilation, the Nüdan hebian re-codes the 
nature of ethical practice and demands a new type of lived practice to which Ht; 
Longxiang was not himself subject. Finally, Fu Jinquan indicates an alternative 
approach to neidan cultivation also operating in the region. 
2. Zhenyizi of Y ongzhong 
Zhenyizi of Yongzhong ffl ~ ~ -~ (fi. ca. 1892) is the anonymous author of a 
commentary to the Nüjindan xia juan. Circumstances of his life, natal name and 
other personal details are unknown. He is known only by his 1892 preface to the 
Nüjindan, the designation Yongzhong,351 the name of his pavilion, and his Daoist 
351 The exact referent of the term Yongzhong ffl ~ is problematic. The position in 
which it appears in the woodblock text layout in this compilation (Nüdan hebian) 
generally indicates the author or commentator's natal place. If Zhenyizi's natal 
place is indeed the significance of the term, several locations may be identified. 
Ming-Qing place-names using Y ongzhong, include Anding xian in Gansu Dingxi 
(Ming Shanxi district), Modem Hubei (Ming Huguang Yi yang), and Anjizhou in 
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moniker, Zhenyizi. 352 Further details can be surmised from these scant details. 
Based on the location of his pavilion in Chengdu, Zhenyizi most likely resided just 
west of the Mafijusri temple, slightly north-east of the Manchu garrison and just 
north of the provincial yamen in Chengdu city proper. This area was weIl known: 
Shanxi merchants' residences congregated nearby, and a thriving teahouse quarter 
was near to hand. Zhenyizi' s pavilion, West Chamber of the Lazing Clouds 
Pavilion, stood at the bridge to Jade Belt creek, at the head of a short lane. This lane 
was noted for its weIl-made brocade opium sacks; in the early Republican period, 
the lane housed a temple known as Lazing Dragon Pavilion, which was dedicated to 
a 'triad' group commonly known as the 'Robed Brotherhood,353.(Xiao Ping 2002: 
47) Up to the present, 1 have been unable to determine Zhenyizi's relationship (if 
any) to the Robed Brotherhood or the production ofbrocade products; however, the 
close physical association of Zhenyizi's temple suggests a number of female hands 
busy at work along the lane, offered a potential clientele of female brocade workers 
and local gentry women. 
Zhejiang. Given the important migrations between HuguanglHubei and Sichuan, 
particularly in the Ming-Qing period, one might conjecture Y ongzhong indicates a 
natal region as in the Hubei area. However, Y ongzhong is also a frequently used a 
personal name. For example, a ghost story writer publishing in the Daoguang 
period is Tang Y ongzhong. Given the inexactitude of the data, we can only suggest 
here that Y ongzhong indicates Zhenyizi' s surmised natal place in a Hubei township. 
352 Previous scholars have suggested Zhenyizi is a woman. (See Valussi 2003: 171, 
note 132) This suggestion is based on the amount of detail surrounding the 
phenomena on menstrual experiences. 1 suggest a male gender, based on the use of 
the male personal pronoun pu in his preface, and the level of discursive and literary 
acuity demonstrated in Zhenyizi's commentary. Such level ofliterary sophistication 
was much more accessible to men than women. 1 thank Grace Fong for bringing 
this to my attention. 
353 The Robed Brotherhood is also known as the Gelaohui. See Chao 1999. 
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Given the fact of his literacy and the location of the pavilion, Zhenyizi 
probably resided in one of the local gentry compounds. He may have been educated 
in the local Mafijusri temple network; location suggests against easy access to the 
more obvious Daoist source of religious education, Qingyanggong: the Lazing 
Clouds Pavilion was separated from the latter compound by much of the city and 
several bridges. The lack of an evident personal name associated with Zhenyizi 
suggests one goal was to remain anonymous, perhaps as an act of modesty or, 
possibly, social sensitivity. 
Anonymity is not uncommon among Daoist literati experimenting with the 
planchette. For example, among the twenty-three names associated with Zhang 
Sanfeng transmissions (see Sanfeng quanji) in Jingyan district, nineteen individuals 
are known only by courtesy or Daoist monikers.354 The reason behind this trend 
towards anonymity can be explained in several ways. First, although use of the 
planchette was widespread in the Qing, the practice was officially banned. Any 
aspiring official or examination candidate would need to be very careful about 
associating with a banned practice. Second, the composer of the Nüjindan 
commentary was quite literate; he must have been either educated at a high level in 
the monastic system, or in a gentry line. Association with banned planchette 
practices could cause serious social and possible criminal embarrassment to the 
family or lineage. Finally, the sexualized content of the tract and its commentary 
could expose self, family or lineage to social or imperial criticism. 
Apart from anonymity, Zhenyizi's goals are determined through viewing the 
preface and commentaries on the Nüjindan. Each marks a significant contribution to 
nüdan literature, its interpretation and its practice. The preface asserts place for a 
354 As noted in Chapter two, Jingyan itliJf (Leshan ~ W district, Sichuan) was the 
center of Sanfeng - $ worship following the Western (Iffi 1JR Xipai) or Hidden 
lmmortals (1)j1W1JR Yinxian pai) sect in the 1 i h and 18th centuries; Jingyan is also 
the home district ofHç Longxiang. 
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women's religious leaming tradition apart from and potentially independent of 
p atri archal or other male-centered control. The commentary re-interprets 
androcentric sexual al chemy and appropriates it to speak to the purposes of 
women's soteriological potential. Zhenyizi's preface and commentaries are 
therefore interesting in their own right, and are translated in full below. 
2.1 Preface to the Nüjindan 
The great Dao does not speak about man or woman, aIl can achieve the goal. 
Thus men achieve their goal as zhenren (Jt A, perfected beings, saint 
immortals) and women obtain their achievement as yuanjun (jG15, 
primordial lords ). 
*m~~~~~~~~~~~m~~.A~~m~~7G15 
(Nüjindan preface la.2-3: in Appendix 2: 477) 
The first hne asserts that aIl may obtain the Dao. This is the primary achievement 
of the preface: asserting a place for women in the neidan tradition. This 
achievement is not the achievement of men, however. Women do not become 
zhenren (.A, perfected beings, saint immortals); this is the goal ofmen. Women 
aim for and attain the complementary but independent identity of yuanjun (jG15, 
primordial lords). This establishes women's neidan tradition as possessing a 
completely different, gender-specific goal: the attainment of the state of Sun Bu' er, 
the original yuanjun. 
Sun Bu'er is a significant choice of model. Sun Bu'er's story is both like 
and unlike the Buddhist model of Matanga, cited in Yan Zehuan's preface (see 
below, page 47). Matanga was an amorous young woman who tried to convince the 
Buddha's beautiful half-brother, Ananda, to marry her. Instead of marrying her, 
Ananda tricked her into becoming a Buddhist nun. He later predicted Matanga's 
eventual sotis. Sun Bu' er was not a woman tricked into a fraudulent marriage: she 
was a married woman and matriarch of her own household. She and her famous 
husband, Ma Danyang played host to the Daoist Master Wang Chongyang 
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(hereinafter Chongyangzi), patriarch of the Southem school of inner a1chemy.355 
Chongyangzi saw great potential in the couple, and wished the pair to separate in 
order to pursue the Dao. Ma Danyang agreed, but Sun Bu'er resisted. Eventually, 
Ma Danyang left the home to pursue the Dao, but Sun Bu'er stubbomly held fast to 
her social role as matriarch. After two years, Sun Bu'er was convinced to leave 
home, and although she began her practices later than her husband, she achieved the 
Dao first. 
Sun Bu'er's hesitancy to engage in Daoist practice demonstrates her 
resistance to violate chaste norms, a credit to her moral character. The rapidity of 
her success demonstrates her inherent purity and relative talent vis-à-vis her 
husband. In nüdan tracts, Sun and Ma's relative talent is generalized into a relative 
talent ofwomen vis-à-vis men. This makes Sun Bu'er a powerfully gender-positive 
model for women adepts. 
Given their relative talent vis-à-vis men, Zhenyizi must explain why so few 
women are acknowledged saints. This he does in the lines that follow: 
Up to the present, the elixir classics speak in great detail and depth about 
men's cultivation, but most don't attend to women's cultivation. Those that 
speak about it occasionally are very circumspect. It' s not that they make 
light of women's cultivation. If you probe the meaning behind this, [it is 
because] they believe that people have the same xing Cri, inner nature) and 
ming ($, destiny) and so they have the same gongfu (JJJx, yogic practices). 
They discuss men's cultivation, yet they don't bother to explain women's 
practices. 
~*fl~~~~*.~~~Wfi~o~~*.~m$~~&o ~~~ 
& lit 1! 0 ~ ~ ~ D; - YI. ~~ ft ~ 1~ ill 0 t{t~t;m l;.t~ A [nJ lit 'ri $ 0 @p [nJ 
-JJJx-à ~f~rm::9:-=fzJJJ~1:~-g'fM§L (Nüjindan preface, la.3_6)357 
355 For more on Chongyangzi, see Introduction, section on development of Inner 
Alchemy. 
356 This citation style employs standard method of referring to page numbers (2a, 
etc.), but includes line number reference (point-plus-line number). la.3-6 refers to 
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The slim numbers of women transcendents lies solely in a social fact: disadvantage 
in transmission opportunities. Without the proper transmission, women's 
performance is crippled. The critical problem lies in scarce gender-appropriate 
knowledge about the transformations of yin-yang, the five phases and the 
hexagrams within the gendered individual. 
They don't know that men are yang on the outside and yin in si de, and 
women are yin outside and yang on the inside. Their two xing ('t't, inner 
nature) are dissimilar, and their forms % and skeletal apertures ~ are 
different. Although they similarly both possess xing and ming ('t'tfrJ, inner 
nature and destiny), the conduct oftheir practices has great differences. 
/G~Q!J5 -=f~r~~ pg ~ 0 :9.:-=f~r~ pg ~ 0 )ft't't/G ln] 0 %~% }jIJ 0 ~i ln] -'t't 
iilo ;tt1Tt~A:ff/GIn]:tL (Nüjindan preface la.6-1b.l; in Appendix 2: 477) 
Here, Zhenyizi asserts the coherence of the principles by which men's and women's 
bodies operate. Women's bodies do not form their own cosmic systems: they 
cohere in principle with the correspondences asserted throughout the tradition. 
Therefore, Zhenyizi asserts it is correct to apply to both men and women the same 
cosmic principles upon which speculations of the body have previously been based. 
However, gender difference do es OCCUf. Distinction appears both at the level of the 
visible differences of body (xing %, form), but also at the level of what we could 
call socially-normalized inherent gender-specific characteristics of the personality 
and ethical inclinations (xing 't't, inner nature). These distinctions suggest the need 
for independent instructions for women not only in the initial phases of practice 
when the individual' s bodily form is refined, but also at the stage when the inherent 
lines 3 to 6 on page 1 a. This document can be reviewed in the digital Nüdan hebian 
at Appendix 2. This reference can be found on page 30 of the Appendix. 
357 This citation style employs standard method of referring to page numbers (2a, 
etc.), but includes line number reference (point-plus-line number). la.3-6 refers to 
lines 3 to 6 on page 1 a. This document can be reviewed in the digital Nüdan hebian 
at Appendix 2. This reference can be found on page 30 ofthe Appendix. 
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nature of the individu al sloughs off its obscurations. This sets the stage for a further 
departure between male and female practice and practitioners. 
Nearly every late imperial Chinese alchemical tract has a chapter or verse 
entitled zhishi (~Q If-f, know the times). Time is a critical factor, because the 
alchemical process cannot be attained without understanding the transformations 
and when they occur. Because the alchemical body fonns a discrete uni verse in 
harmonious interaction with the cosmos, the "times" internaI to the individual 
cannot be detennined without reference to the internaI and external structures-cum-
elements of the body. These structures - male or female, take their gender-specific 
form through the order in which the mother and father's donor essences (kun and 
qian) enter the womb at the moment of conception; and they follow a logical 
progress of transfonnation, growth and change dictated by the nature of their 
structure. 358 The phases are operative in the body and the alchemical process, but 
how these phases engage in a male and female fonn are distinct. Pointing to these 
differences and a lack of generalized knowledge of these phenomena in women, 
Zhenyizi asserts a cause for women's scant representation in the biographies of the 
immortals, and the need for an independent praxis for women (1 a). 
Following this assertion, Zhenyizi cites two authorities to back up his daims 
and extend the description of what might constitute these "differences" in practice. 
Since the bodily essences are the basis for Daoist immortality practice, the 
conservation ofbodily essences constitutes the initial processes described. 
The Xiuzhen biannan359 states, Men should begin by refining the qi. Women 
should begin by refining the xing U~, form). Patriarch Xu says, 'Men's 
cultivation is matured when the jing (frj, semen) does not seep out. 
Women's cultivation is matured wh en the menses does not seep out.' Their 
initial stages naturally have differences. 
358 See chapter 2, Knowledge systems, section on embryogenesis. 
359 Xiuzhen biannan (Zangwai Daoshu 260) is a tract recording questions posed to 
the Longmen patriarch Liu Yiming and his responses. 
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When it cornes to the affairs of 'refining the self, 'obtaining the 
medicine', 'circulating the elixir', 'warming and nourishing', 'congealing the 
fetus', 'emitting the spirits,/60 these are the same as for men. However, there 
are slight differences in sequencing. Do not fail to distinguish their 
'similarity in great part and difference in small part' .361 
.~m.B~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~%~~~mB~~.~ 
~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~m 
~~B~.mn~.~Mili~~$B"~~~WE.m~*.~~* 
[r'I]/h~z~ (Nüjindan preface la.8-1b.4; in Appendix 2: 477) 
While the practices for both men and women are largely the same, Zhenyizi 
suggests that the initial stage is not the only stage of practice where men's and 
women's practices have slight but significant differentiations. The latter stages of 
practice are noted as applicable to both genders, but 'there is a slight difference in 
sequencing.' Pointing to these differences also in latter stages of practice, Zhenyizi 
extends the daim for an inde pendent praxis for women. 
The next section of the preface asserts Zhenyizi as an instructor of women -
women who must go out and find a master. This section suggests that another aim 
of Zhenyizi: advertising and self-promotion as a man capable and appropriate for 
transmitting the only practice appropriate for women. 
In spring of 1892, sorne Daoist women came to ask about the Dao. l 
instructed them to read many ancient books, III order to verify what 
[teachings] they had received. However, there are few elixir dassics that 
speak of women's cultivation, so it is thus difficult to investigate differences 
and similarities [between men's practice and women's practice]. Therefore, 
not worrying about the punishments for leaking out heaven's secrets, l took 
what was the same and what was different and put it in order to show the 
360 These phrases are set in quotes to indicate that each refers to a particular step in 
the sequence of inner alchemy practice. See Chapter 4: Practice, pages 35-36. 
361 E.g., they are alllargely similar but with minor differences. 
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joumey for those who ask the way, so as to enable them to seek the writings 
to explain the meaning so they won't be led to mix up fish eyes with 
pearls,362 and they would understand profoundly and practice diligently. 
~~~~~~~~mo~~~~~~.om~m~offiff~~~.~ 
~~o.~~m~~o~~~a~~~~$o ~~~m~~~~~o 
m~~~~~oM~œ~m~~om~m~o ~~~~~~o~m~ 
~ •• o~~~§~m~o~~h~o 
(Nüjindan preface, Ib.4-8; in Appendix 2: 477) 
In the final lines of the preface, Zhenyizi holds out the carrot: the potential to 
realize a life in a Daoist paradise in a world where women are the equal [or perhaps 
the superior] of men. 
Probably, they will be able to steam the mercury in a golden crucible and 
attain the highest Dao. Then they can caU on the assembly at the Turquoise 
Pond and easily join immortal men in paying court to the Wood Duke, and 
kneeling together in prayer to the Metal Mother. 
~.~~~~~~~~~~moffi~~~~~*o~.W~~~~* 
o a ~ff~-BJ:~ a (Nüjindan preface 1 b.8-2a.2; in Appendix 2: 477) 
The composer signs off with his name and the time and location of the compilation: 
Prefaced this October of 1892, by Zhenyizi ofYongzhong, at the West 
Lounging Cloud Pavilion, Jade Belt Creek Am7t~~J1R~~~[]ffl ~ ~­
-=fff~.=&J~~~êA~[EjfF (Nüjindan preface 2a.3-4; in Appendix 2: 477) 
Zhenyizi's preface reveals a 'feminist' approach to women's neidan cultivation. He 
successively-asserts, first, that women are capable of attaining the goals of neidan. 
Next, he asserts that women's attainment is of a different sort than men's: they 
become yuanjun (5G:t5, primordial lords). Implied in this statement is a further 
point: not on1y is the model for women cultivators to follow is a path independent 
of their male counterparts, they are also inherently more capable of attaining the 
362 Mix up fish eyes with pearls. This phrase cornes from the practice of cooking 
fish until the eyes look white like a pearl. These are then used to swindle naive 
buyers. 
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aims of neidan than are men. Their capacity is only diminished by an unjust gap in 
the transmission oftracts and knowledge. 
Next, Zhenyizi asserts himself as a suitable master to guide potential adepts. 
This is certainly self-promotion, but it also reveals a very dynamic and possibly 
dangerous social claim: Zhenyizi publicly affirms himself the appropriate master 
for a neidan tradition exclusive to woman. In this, Zhenyizi appears to be setting 
himself up, successfully or not, as a nüdan Yuan Mei :a~ (1701-1798).363 In the 
18th century, Yuan Mei promoted women poets, cultivated women's lyric talent, 
and sponsored and encouraged the publication of women' s literary productions; in a 
similar mode, Zhenyizi expresses the desire to promote women's nüdan practice 
and practitioners. 
Discourse on Qing promotion of women poets elucidates the social concems 
backgrounding Qing discourse on religious women's activities. The key term in this 
debate is nei/wai, or inner and outer. Inner refers to women, who are associated 
with the inner chambers and their function in the private sphere of the family; outer 
refers to men, who are associated with the public sphere and their function as a 
conduit between public and super-familial responsibilities and relations. The Yuan 
Mei-Zhang Xuecheng debate focused on the appropriateness of particular potential 
boundary-crossing behaviors, such as poetry writing and publishing, for women in 
the inner chambers, but the discourse never attempted to discard the concept of 
363 In the recent scholarship on Qing disourses on women in China, (see for 
example the works of Dorothy Ko, Gail Hershatter, Grace Fong), Yuan Mei stands 
as an iconic promoter ofwomen's newfound poetic voice in the Qing. Much ofthis 
new scholarship has focused on the stiffening of attitudes towards Neo-Confucian 
norms, the idea of nei/wai, to what extent this discourse effected lived experiences 
of women in the Qing, and how women "negotiated" these boundaries. Particular 
interest has focused on the discourse between Yuan Mei and Zhang Xuecheng. 
Yuan Mei was a promoter and teacher of women poets in the Jiangnan region; 
Zhang Xuecheng upheld conservative values towards women writers and the 
sanctity of the inner chambers. 
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nei/wai. Zhenyizi's position transgresses the nei/wai boundary: he suggests that 
women shou1d indeed leave the inner chambers to seek a Daoist master: 
In the Spring of 1892, sorne Daoist women came to inquire about the Dao. 
=tJlR~:iOOlf:t!f!3z:"rl=l~J!î (Nüjindan preface, 1b.4; in Appendix 2: 477) 
Women in the Sichuan region were indeed going about seeking an education. 
Christian schools were educating women in Chengdu from no later than 1897 (five 
years after the date of Zhenyizi' s preface), and the first school for girls opened six 
years later. The extent of private and informallines of education in Chengdu at this 
time suggests a high priority was placed on women's education, and a greater 
degree of physical freedom compared with East China.364 Zhenyizi's 'feminist' 
attitude towards women' s education and physical cultivation appears to accord with 
both general and new trends in the discourse on women in Chengdu and the greater 
China region during this period.365 To the degree that Zhenyizi engages these new 
modes of discourse, he aligns himself with greater nation-building discourses 
arising in China in this period. 
In this project to promote women's cultivation, Zhenyizi does not challenge 
the basic philosophical assumptions and cosmological speculations which underlie 
the functioning of a neidan practice. Women continue to employ a system of 
correspondences which envi sion yin, female and pollution as associations III 
contradiction to yang, male and pure. However, the layering of pollution with yin 
364 Jingyan xianzhi (1934); Chengdu xianzhi (1911); Huayangzhi (1834). 
365 Zhu Shu *~j, writing in 1905 on the occasion of the opening of anew academy 
for women's learning, asserts that women were China's weakness, and that the 
opening of the new academy for women's education in Chengdu promised to raise 
women out of their backwardness and teach them to teach China's sons the 
principles of nationhood and self-strengthening. (Shubao Ij~ 1905: 3-5) These 
attitudes accord with larger self-strengthening efforts often identified with more 
famous reformers such as Kang Youwei J.llf ~ (1858-1927) and Liang Qichao ~ 
~~ (1873-1929). 
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becomes less certain in the' commentaries Zhenyizi places against the Nüjindan 
second juan. 
2.2 Analysis ofZhenyizi's commentaries to the Nüjindan 
In the analysis presented in Chapter two, commonality of terminology, language 
and intertextuality emerged between the preface to Nüjindan and the commentary to 
Nüjindan second juan; Nüjindan first juan, on the other hand, does not form a 
discrete association with the preface, commentary or with Nüjindan second juan. In 
addition, the first juan appears in the Fayao (Daozang jinghua 48), whereas the 
second juan first occurs in Hç Longxiang's tract and, in the same year, the Daozang 
jiyao. The Fayao was printed in 1743; the preface to the Nüjindan is dated 1892. 
Zhenyizi' s preface to the Nüjindan does not appear to reference the first juan at any 
point. These facts suggest that two tracts entitled Nüjindan were combined sorne 
time after 1892, Nüjindan first juan being added to the second juan at a late date to 
"tame" the practices of the second juan with the social mores presented in the first 
juan during the decade and a half between 1892, the year of Zhenyizi' s preface, and 
1906, the year the two Nüjindan tracts were imprinted in Hç Longxiang's nüdan 
collection together with Zhenyizi's preface. To narrow this date further, the two 
tracts were imprinted separately in the Daozang jiyao collection of 1906. This 
suggests that the two tracts were put together sorne time during the spring of 1906, 
probably by Hç Longxiang himself This impression is reinforced by the awkward 
visual presentation of the woodblock imprint between the preface and the first juan. 
Given these facts, 1 consider Zhenyizi's preface to refer solely to the second juan, 
and this analysis focuses on Zhenyizi's commentary to the latter. 
ln order to situate the commentary and its innovations, 1 first describe the 
poems independent of Zhenyizi' s commentaries. The Nüjindan poems can be 
divided into the three standard phases of the inner alchemical process/66 and the 
366 For a summary of the three phases, see practice chapter, pages 34-36. 
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commentaries further develop and explicate the poems. In the first phase, poems 
one through eight, the adept collects the mind (poem one) and gazes inward. After a 
time the heavenly heart begins to reveal itself (poem 2). One continues the inward 
gazing in three periods or meditations (poem 3), co-mingling the respiration and the 
shen, or husband and wife. These two polar elements are 'returned to the root' and 
will eventually be 'raised up the ladder of the moon' together (poem 4), a reference 
to corporeal sotis (separating from the body and joining the immortal realm). 
Next the adept is infonned about particularities of women's bodies. First, 
women learn that they have three ming, or forces of destiny, which are described as 
radiances that reside in different parts of the body in different phases of life (poem 
5). Next, women learn that the area where they should initially focus alchemical 
attention, their qixue (~1\, qi cavity) is not the elixir field (}'J ffl, elixir field, 
cinnabar field) as in men, but the rufang (~Lm, breast chamber) (poem 6). Finally, 
women learn that their desire is tied to a period just prior to the arrivaI of the 
monthly menses, and that this marks the moment when they must begin to practice 
(poem 7). At the appropriate moment (described in poem 7), women are instructed 
to quickly reverse the internaI fire wheel and stir the internaI fires, causing the red 
dragon (e.g., menses) to forever be decapitated (stopped) (poem 8). This marks the 
suc cess of the first phase. The adept is first affinned that she has successfully 
destroyed the "fonn" and established a region for the Fetus of longevity to fonn in 
the 'purple bureau' (placenta) (poem 9). 
In the second phase, the adept perfonns the 'seven revolutions and nine 
returns' -t&1Ljj!. She is first instructed that the foregoing work will not give her a 
heavenly assignment in the afterworld. She must set out the elixir in the place 
where 'the sun cornes to reflect the moon and illuminate the wide weIl' (poem 10). 
Sexual a1chemy imagery is used to describe appropriating the inner purity From 
within the bodily essences. In operative a1chemy and early neidan, this is described 
as appropriating the true lead from within mercury and the true mercury From 
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within lead; in inner a1chemy, it is often described as appropriating the inner yang 
line from within the trigram kan and the inner yin line from within the trigram li. 
Neither of these imageries is found in the poetry, however. Rather, we find the tiger 
and dragon, code names for lead and mercury, male and female essences, or, 
referring back to poem four, shen (husband) and respiration (wife): shen is husband, 
respiration is wife ;fJtlR::x/tJ~klî!:# (Nüjindan second juan, 19a.4: in Appendix 2: 
489). These two elements are grasped and returned to the lotus chamber for self-
refinement (poem Il). 
The elements/partners join In quiet concentration, the [sexual] positions 
reversed (poem 12).367 As they join together, a medicine of long life forms in the 
elixir field and the practitioner/s collect/s it (poem 13). The medicine is described as 
a 'radiant golden pearl of the priOf heaven' s elixir'. The pearl is thus the seed of 
pre-creation purity, resident in the body of the practitioner; it is this seed of pre-
creation purity that the a1chemist seeks to cultivate. The practitioner/s must control 
their desires and retain the medicine-pearl within the body. They should not let it 
flow out of the body with their sexual emissions (poem 14). The medicine-pearl is 
sent up the body, across the tip of the forehead (Mount Kunlun's crest) and into the 
shen chamber (poem 15) where it is joins together like a husband and wife 
conjoined in marriage rites by a band of white floss (poem 16). The adept is 
instructed to use the inhalation and exhalation following a master' s instructions to 
heat the medicine-pearl, now identified as a fetus (poem 17), passing through thirty-
six astral lodges of the body (poem 18), and nourishing it with a special type of 
etherealized respiration, embryonic breathing (poem 19). Once the adept/s haslhave 
completed this stage of cultivation in a cycle of nine times nine circuits of heaven, 
367 At this point the poetry begins to use language common to both sexual and sxual 
symbolic description of internaI refinement. Whereas the poetry appears to employ 
sexual language, the commentary (discussed below) interprets it as sexual 
symbolism. 
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the gestation is complete (poem 20), and the adept/s enters/enter the final stage of 
refinement. 
The fetus is emitted from the body. Crossing seventy-six palaces or cosmic 
loci, the fetus passes into the upper elixir field in the head, and breaks out of the top 
of the crown of the head as a wisp of white ether (poem 21). This is the newbom 
immortal self. At first the newbom is too weak to care for itself. It is 'breastfed' 
until it becomes completely luminous (poem 22). The adept meditates while facing 
a wall for ni ne years (poem 23) until the immortal child is 'refined to the point of 
true emptiness'. The adept receives talismanic charts and a command to 'pace the 
ethers' up to the Queen Mother's Garden. At this point, the adept has become an 
immortal in her own right, and holds a place in the heavenly court of the Queen 
Mother where she 'follows the Luminous Consort in conducting moming rituals !li 
~:!:~-*lfL~JI' (poem 24/end). 
This rough description of the Nüjindan poems indicates a general agreement 
with 'standard' nüdan practice outlined in Chapter three above. This broad 
agreement is consistent with the cosmogonie and embryogenic understandings 
shared among the neidan traditions, and much of Chinese science and culture as 
weIl. What stands out in the poems is the use of language associated with sexual 
practices, particularly in the first and second phases of the refinement process. This 
accords in particular with Lu Xixing's use of sexual yoga in the initial phases of 
refinement and resort to solo practice in the final phase ofrefinement. (Cf. Esposito 
1997) Below, 1 examine the commentary of Zhenyizi, which overlays, expands and 
re-interprets the message transmitted in the poems. 
First phase of practice368 
1 st commentary: Conserve the heart-mind t&J~' 
368 These phases of practice refer to the pro cesses described above. More on the 
phases of practice can be found in the Chapter 4, pages 221 ff. 
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The first important commentarial imposition on to the poems occurs in the phrase, 
the golden elixir [practices] have inner and outer [tasks]. This phrase, have inner 
and outer (f"f r7g f"f)rr), means different things in different contexts. It may refer to 
esoterica and exoterica, to inner chambers and public spaces, to those things interior 
to or exterior to the body, or to inner and outer chapters of a text -- usually with the 
implications of esotericalexoterica. In this context, 'inner' practices refer to 
practices for refining the inner nature, while 'outer' practices refer to practices to 
refine the form. 369 Indeed this makes sense: if women' s forms are characterized by 
yin, and yin is represented by a broken line, it is the exterior, or the body, that 
women must urgently cultivate. Such logic recurs again and again in the nüdan 
literature: 
[W]omen are yang within and yin without. They must first arrest the menses 
in order to make their bodies whole. Thence kan transforms into qian. Y:.~ 
r7g1%)rr~5t{~ïlïJT~~~IJ~;!tG~IJ±J\{~iq~* (Nüdan cuoyao 2b.3-4; in 
Appendix 2: 508) 
Men's jing (~, semen) is yin within yang; women's blood is yang within yin. 
Men'sjing and qi (~ .. ) is plentiful; women's blood and qi is meager. ~~ 
~ r:p f"f ~ Y:. ru ~ r:p f"f 1% ~ ~ Z ~ JE JÊ Y:. ru Z ~ J1:lJ fuX (Preface to the 
Nüdan hebian, 4b.6-8; in Appendix 2: 443) 
Because of their bloody and weak bodies (~~), women must undertake 
internaI work to correct and refine themse1ves in order to make themse1ves a 
(Hutian xingU nüdan shize precept 9, 16a.3; in Appendix 2: 474) 
369 ln sorne interpretations, the opposite correspondences occur: the outer practices 
are those directed outward for good works and karmic cultivation, and the inner 
practices are those directed inward for physical refinement. 
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This finnly situates the female gender with bodily and bloody concems, and women 
practitioners with somatic practice. 
The commentary to the first Nüjindan poem advises adepts on the need to 
know in detail the progression of steps because, if one knows the inner practices but 
not the outer (~[]I*1.:f~[]j~ zhi nei bu zhi wai, Nüjindan second juan, 16a.6-7), this 
lack eventually leads to death. The interesting aspect here is that better known 
practices appear to be the inner 1*1 practice, as people seem to know the inner 
practices ~[] 1*1, but do not appear to know the outer practices .:f~[]j~. This gives a 
strong indication trom the out set that we are dealing with 'tiîfll distinctions, and a 
failure on women's part to understand the refinement pro cesses for bodily 
cultivation. This recalls the lived situation Hç Longxiang reports for his own female 
relatives. 
[Nüdan practice] is what my mother took joy in for thirty years without tire. 
Later, as for my sister-in-Iaw, my niece, my wife, my daughter and aIl my 
aunts and cousins, as weIl as my eIder sister and others who were continuing 
in this way, there was no lack of people. If you talk about .precepts and 
samadhi, they have certainly improved. But if you ask them about rning (e.g., 
physical) practices, they are uncertain. 
~*~M~.~.-+~.:fm&M~H.H~~H~H~H~.~M 
18 ~ *~ tI.lI:t1!r tf.:f z.A -J§- flX§" }Ë~:ff li ±l ffij up Jt îfll I ~IJ tt~ 
(Preface to the Nüdan hebian, 6a.3-6; in Appendix 2: 444) 
In distinguishing what is known and unknown in the phrase zhi nei bu zhi wai ~[] 1*1 
.:f ~[] j~, the commentator displaces the foundational correspondences of nei/wai (1*1 
j~) esoterica/exoterica to nei/wai (1*1 j~) exoterica/esoterica. What is known and 
available, viz. exoteric, are the inner practices (~[] 1*1). What is exotic, secret and 
privileged knowledge are the outer practices (.:f ~[] j~). In Zhang Sanfeng 
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interpretations of the body, esoterica is also transferred to the discursive position 
wai (j~, outer). (See Li 2005: 3-5) This fonns an interesting parallel with 
predominantly somatic modes of spiritual cultivation in Medieval Europe, pre-
dominantly fleshy associations to women, and the elevation of fleshy degradations 
and pollution to a mode of communication with the divine (Bynum 1989: 160-218). 
Given the relative 'feminist' message in Zhenyizi's preface, and the central position 
this argument takes at the head of the first commentary, the associations implied by 
this phrase cannot be taken as accidentaI but suggest, rather, an intentional dialectic 
move on the commentator' spart which pervades the entire discourse on the nature 
of yin, pollution and sotis. The entire commentary revolves about this point. 
The practice of shouxin (l1~>L.\, conserving the heart-mind) is seen as a lesser 
but necessary step. The author cites Mengzi to assert that the aim of shouxin is to 
make the mind free of worries. One sets aside worldly ties and sits in tranquility. A 
strong thread in this discussion is the idea of immortal hfe being generated through 
death: 
Her heart-mind naturally dies. When the heart-mind dies the shen (spirit, 
vital essences) lives. ~IL.\ § ~IÙ~f!iJtEP$. 
(Nüjindan second juan , 16b.5: in Appendix 2: 487) 
As the heart dies, immortality producing shen revives. The death of the heart should 
be understood as the death of personal desires, pers on al willfulness but not personal 
ambition or capacity. By aIlowing "the heart to die", aIl selfish feelings disperse and 
one is truly at peace with oneself and compassionate towards aIl things. The 
similarity to Tibetan Buddhist discourse and practice is striking: both describe this 
phenomenon as a process of birth within death: birth of the compassionate heart 
within the process of the death of selfish desires. This phenomenon is described by 
the Dalai Lama as the birth of the benevolent heart (Public lecture, Kaohsiung, 
Taiwan, 1998). In inner alchemy, the phenomena are linked to the physical and 
emotional being of the adept in the re-generation of the shen alchemical element 
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within the body-matrix. Given the wide array of sources from which to cite 
authority for shouxin, the choice of Mencius suggests an attempt to assert sorne 
connection to Neo-Confucian morality. However, the impression leads nowhere: no 
further references to Neo-Confucian orthodoxy arise. 
ln sum, two significant elements that emerge from the first commentary are 
the imposition of the concept of nei/wai (1*J:9~ inner/outer, esoterica/exoterica), 
which is played to a prioritization of ming ill cultivation within the female body, 
and the passing reference to a branch ofNeo-Confucian morality.370 
2nd commentary: Nourish the Inner Nature .tt 
The second poem and commentary describe a visualization practice that forms a 
basic and recurrent part of the neidan practice. The poem mentions the practice; the 
commentary describes the phenomena in great detail. One sits in tranquility and 
tums the gaze inwards. One perceives reflected light from what we later find is 
one's original nature. This is described as seeing the rising moon in the heavens 
reflected in a lake. One is unperturbed by outside influences. 'The wind may come, 
but the surface of the water remains unchanged Jl*7.KTIfl-;ti.' (Nüjindan xia juan, 
17a.5; in Appendix 2: 487) The image remains at once active and tranquil, existent 
and extinct, knowing nothing the adept comprehends everything: Although il is as if 
one doesn /t understand,lNevertheless, one comprehends wilh omniscience. !i!tUzo ~[] 
/fiJJtiPJZ. T T'r%~[]' (Nüjindan xia juan, 17a.6-7; in Appendix 2: 487).371 This 
370 Mencius holds a central position in the social mores of the Sichuan Robed 
Brotherhood. The latter maintained a presence on the very road where Zhenyizi's 
pavilion rested. This points to the intriguing possibility that Robed Brotherhood 
morality was either being invoked here, or influenced Zhenyizi's choice of 
authority citation. The Robed Brotherhood has not been studied in terms of neidan 
practice. Such questions deserve sorne serious consideration in future researches. 
371 ln this passage, 1 suspect the characters th is in error for 'ti -- despite tonal 
variance (iJJ dong, -ri dong). In the original, the phrase reads, Although it is as if 
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omniscience must be emphasized. One should not fall into a torpor but remain alert 
to one's inner transformations, visualized as the moon reflected in a still lake. The 
first time doing the meditation, one must embrace both "reception" and "release" 1& 
jj!J.. As the adept advances she then attempts to neither receive nor release 
influences to the mind. Gradually these aspects naturally balance out and, suddenly, 
one perceives fiery rock and blasts of lightening. This is the first manifestation of 
the true xing/Ïnner nature's sign (~, xiang). When the image becomes constant and 
lights up the 'Nine Continents', one attempts to forget aIl knowing, even to the 
point of forgetting that one is forgetting. 
'Lighting up the nine continents' is described in Despeux as a vision taking 
one beyond ordinary perceptiôn, such that the celestial worlds within the body 
becÇ>me perceptible. (Despeux 1992: 190-203) The bodily mandala (see Chapter 
Three) shifts from a medical-based system of organs and conduits to a cosmos-
based mandala comprising stellar palaces and heavenly landscapes. 'Nine 
continents' 111+1 refers to a mandala associated with the Faxian or Amogavajra, and 
the Chine se vajrayana tradition.372 The nine continents, transferred back from China 
to central and southeast Asia, re-emerge in the Kalacakra world systems where they 
form a significant departure from earlier tantric world systems. 373 However, the 
specific visualizations that are anticipated in this description differ from those 
found in Kalacakra literature, and form a solid continuity with earlier Chinese 
Daoist imagery. 
one doesn't move,lNevertheless, one comprehends with omniscience . .B:tzrrtm~th 
iiPX T Tftt;,Q(Nüjindan xia juan, 17a; Appendix 2: 487). Reading 'li for fJJ, the 
passage reads more coherently as, "Although it is as if one doesn't understand, / 
Nevertheless, one comprehends with omniscience." 
372 For discussion of Fa Xian, Amogavajra and the ni ne continents mandala, see 
Introduction. 
373 See Chapter three, Knowledge systems, and Chapter one, Tantra in China. 
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3rd commentary: Nourish qi .~ 
"Buddha says the first meditation is for resting thoughts such that the mind does not 
experience generation or extinction. The second meditation is for resting the 
respiration such that one does not experience its in-and-outbound flow. When the 
respiration is stilled, the qi receives that which nourishes it. Il (Nüjindan second juan, 
18a) So the third commentary begins (incidentally skipping over the step of yang 
xing (.'11, Nourishing the inner nature, poem 2) as a meditation). 
The tenns used for the respiration are duplicated in the Nüdan huijie, and 
are also those tenns suppressed in Yan Zehuan's Nannü dan 'gong yitongbian 
citation of the same text (See Neswald 2003). This description (see translated 
passage on pages 281-2 above) defines the 'true' breath of the inner alchemist as 
the breath of the prior heavens, or the breath of the fetus before conception. These 
two concepts cohere at the level of cosmogony and embryological correspondence: 
the breath of the prior heavens is that which the embryonic cosmos experience prior 
to the discrete separation of yin and yang in the emergent world system.374 The 
section continues in much the same way, indicating one seeks the [true] breath in 
the latter heaven's [common] respiration. At one point Zhenyizi cites Zhuangzi to 
the same effect; then cites Wu-Liu {li ~IJ school masters375 on the nature of the 
chonghe (~~O, centrally hannonious; interpenetrating hannony, blended union), 
emphasizing the somatic, interpenetrating nature of the character ~ while insisting 
on the symbolic reading of the sexualized language: 
374 See Chapter three, Knowledge systems. 
375 The ranking of spiritual authority is interesting. Zhenyizi moves from the 
Buddha to Zhuangzi, the standards of Chinese authority, but not particularly of 
characteristically Daoist authority. From Zhuangzi, Zhenyizi's commentary moves 
to the Wu-Liu masters, co-contemporary authorities. From Wu she moves 
backwards in time 1400 years to the master of LU Dongbin, Zhongli Quan. These 
sources of religious authority cohere to Chen Yingning's Yinxianpai established in 
the early Republican period. 
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Husband and wife complement each other like yin and yang, united as one at 
dawn, progressing together without one ahead and the other after; and 
residing together at night, without compelling or departing. In this manner 
one attains enlightenment and only then attains the samadhi of blended 
union. x~slQm ~~~il-ii ~iJ rnJ1T~rU-~1~1!t~IJ 1f1J1i~Ji:~M:t,zoAA T 
'tN 1J {~{ql to -Il;fç 
(Nüjindan xia juan, 18b.6-8; in Appendix 2: 488)376 
The choice of internaI referents is equally interesting. The poem itself appears to 
refer to a paired practice. However, the commentary referencing Master Wu 
redefines husband and wife as their symbolic correspondences, in this case, heart-
mind and respiration. These become two aspects of a single individual engaged in 
solo practice. 
4th commentary: Congeal the shen I~HEjl 
Poem 4 indicates a clear pairing of two adepts ascending as partners through the 
practices until they rise up the ladder of the moon together: 
Shen is husband, respiration is wife. 
Don't teach different paths, obstructing the clouds from mud. 
-ibe two opposites are paired; return them to the place of the root. 
And together raise them up the ladder of the moon. 
;fEjl1Ëx~,~1Ë~/1*~~~~~~1fr./~t§fffi~ê.Mf~m/œ~1f1J1VY Ji;W 
(Nüjindan xia juan, 19a.4-5: in Appendix 2: 489) 
Sexual implications in the poem are extended by references to the Wugenshu, poem 
4 at lines 3-4. By contrast, the commentary moves away from a language of 
intercourse to a language of element-based inversions typical of operative alchemy 
376 This is the most unequivocal statement 1 have seen on the equality of yin and 
yang. 
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and Chinese medicine. The commentary begins by discarding the husband-wife 
paradigm and replacing it with a fire-wind paradigm: 'Shen is fire and respiration is 
wind :f~1!fxm,~1!fJlm' (Nüjindan xia juan, 19a). The wind runs the bellows, 
emblazoning the fires that are used to refine the jing. The circulation of the 
congealed shen is described in a long quote from the Zhang Sanfeng quanji: quoted 
at page 274-276 above. The shen is activated· by the breath and qi to congeal. 
Therefore the shen and qi are mutually dependent. (See Nüjindan xia juan, 19a) 
In sum, two issues are at work, de-sexualizing the a1chemical process and 
re-gendering the internaI a1chemical elements. First, the commentary makes strong 
efforts to dissociate the alchemical operations from the poem's sexual imagery. 
Second, the de-sexualized imagery is inserted into the yin-yang paradigm. If we 
were to re-insert the husband-wife paradigm into this explanation, the husband 
would be the cauldron fire and the wife the wind that 'puffs up' or enflames the fire. 
The wife-as-wind becomes the active partner and the husband the subject is acted 
upon. This accords with the indications of sexual alchemy. However, as Wile notes, 
the male partner in sexual a1chemy assumes the position of wife or passive actor to 
appropriate unto himself the female's spiritual essence. The male passive actor is 
the empowered actor who appropriates the gestational capacities of the 
woman/women to turn them towards his own spiritual goals. In this sense, the use 
of the husband-wife paradigm clearly rests on a foundational conception of the 
basic inequality inherent in the fu-qi dyadic symbolism. De-sexualization do es not 
Iiberate the symboIic system from its fundamental gender bias. Below we see that 
for Zhenyizi, this symbolic system does no! ultimately disenfranchise the female 
actor who, like a male, subsumes the entire world-system into herself and assumes 
the role of the 'male' passive partner. 
5th commentary: Three Ming -=.$ 
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The commentary to the fifth poem explicates the bodily pollution and filth of the 
female body, and delights in the ultimate degradation of its putrefying parts. 
Zhenyizi begins by assigning each of the women's three ming (centers of destiny) to 
a particular site: the [lower] elixir field has the yellow, the fetus palace holds the 
white, and the blood sea has the purple. These are in fact the three treasures of the 
physical body and their loci of transformation: jing, qi and shen. In women, the jing 
is blood. Thus it is assigned to the blood sea. The elixir field corresponds with the 
qi and the fetal palace stores the shen. The upper is also called the yang cavem, the 
middle the yellow chamber and the lower the cinnabar field. The priority of these 
locations is linked to the age of the adept. When an individual reaches menarche, 
she has produced in the body one full ounce of heavenly qi (tiangui, the vital 
substance which devolves into jing, qi and shen). The elixir field (locus of the 
yellow-radiance ming) fills, and tRe qi rises to the blood prime where the menstrual 
blood is generated. The menses begins. In the absence of insemination or elixir 
refinement, the yang qi from the elixir field converts to yin qi (thus blood) and 
flows out of the body as the menses. 
Women's elixir field is the locus of elixir refinement. It's rising up in youth 
results in a gendered transformation that only women experience. Young women, 
when healthy, are condemned to a process of gender-specific bodily pollution 
through the monthly transformation of their yang qi in the elixir field into yin 
menstrual blood. When older, post-menopausal women are no luckier. For them, 
the qi is no longer able to rise up and flow out, so it stagnates as male [hormonal?] 
changes manifest as a thickening of the waist line (abdomen, locus of the middle, 
white-radiance ming, where the fetus is congealed, e.g., the womb). The goal is to 
send the yang qi from the lower elixir field up to the yang cavem, apply the shen-
fires to "steam" the menses until it tums from red to yellow to white, and finally 
dissipates entirely ({t 1W<). In this way the "form" is extinguished. Zhenyizi's 
fascination with the particularly feminine degradations of the body and the 
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extinguishment of the female form reflects the somatic quality of the female 
experience found from the very first commentary. 
6th commentary: Qi cavity ~1\ 
Both the poem and commentary at this point are concerned with identification of 
the correct locus ofblood's transformation. The poem states that the qi cavity is the 
breast cham ber, rufang. The commentary provides an additional name for this locus: 
the blood prime. The gendered distinction of place (in the body where products are 
cultivated) is significant. Men use the lower of the three elixir field (behind the 
navel) to collect the qi and smelt it, but women use a location much higher up in the 
body. In fact, the women's qi cavity (the upper of the sites associated with the three 
ming) is co-functional with the elixir field. If one tries to associate this with the 
description in Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo (tract 6), or (internaI to the Golden 
Elixir for Women) the commentary description with the wording of the poems 
herein, what is upper and lower is inconsistent, particularly the elixir field's location. 
This commentary does agree, however, that the focal point of women's 
transformation is the breast chamber. Here yang-qi is transformed into yin-blood 
effluvia. Functionally, loci in the body not corresponding with the Nüdan lianji 
huandan tushuo inc1ude the elixir field, the locus of qi transformation, the qi cavity, 
and the Wei Palace. Distinctions in body landscape are significant, as each school 
teaches that adepts must first know the locations of the body, and then begin 
practice. (See for example Kunjue 2b.2) Variations on the body landscape indicate a 
nuanced relationship between tracts in the Nüdan hebian collection, and allow a 
very real understanding of their importance to the lived practice of individual 
. . 377 practItIoners. 
7th commentary: Know the times 9;l.J&,f 
377 For further discussion see also Chapter two, pages 10-23. 
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The commentary advises practitioners to study their bodies and know the heavenly 
operations according with the number seven, which rules their bodies. This is how 
women can judge the proper time to collect the qi before it manifests as blood. The 
proper time to collect the qi is 2-1/2 days before the menses begins, when the signs 
of what today we would call PMS (pre-menstrual syndrome) exhibit: the body 
bloats, the head and eyes are uncomfortable, etc. After 2-1/2 days, if the menses 
arrives despite practice, the adept must stop; she must wait 2-1/2 days after the 
menses stops th en use the "white thread" method.378 The commentary accords with 
the message of the poems, avoiding once again the sexual imagery that appears in 
hne two of the poem. 379 
8th commentary: Decapitate the dragon l\!JTn 
The poem and commentary at this point deal with the moment of arresting the 
menses. The poem is rather vague, while the commentary provides clear 
instructions, complete with numbers of massage rotations. In this method, the 
commentary quotes the Taiyin jian xing fa of the Qiaoyangjing nügong xiulian 
(tract five of the Nüdan hebian), with sorne discrepancies.380 The practice described 
. 378 1 have not seen any description of the white thread method elsewhere. 
379 The exact description of the development of the fetus largely corresponds with 
Kâlacakra and Abidharma embryogenesis. Identifying the gui fluid ~* with the 
'drop', the development of the divine essences also corresponds in broad strokes. 
The systems diverge at two points: the alternation of yin and yang in the body and 
the period of years to menarche. This point deserves serious independent research. 
380 The phrasing from the first character to the beginning of the massage technique 
is the same except for sorne dropped characters. However, the number of massage 
rotations differs: 360 in the commentary and 20 in the cited text; likewise the 
commentary instructs the adept to breathe 24 times; the cited text 360 times. Also, 
the citation includes the term "True Respiration (,~,) retums" where the 
Qiaoyangjing nügong xiu/ian had "True Qi (~) retums." (See Qiaoyangjing 
nügong xiu/ian, 1a-b.) The Qiaoyangjing nügong xiu/ian commentary is also absent. 
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includes a meditation previously outlined in poem 2: nourishing the inner nature. 
The adept is told that at the appropriate time, she should close her eyes, conserve 
her shen (meditation of poem 1). She regulates her breath (meditation of poem 3). 
Then she starts up the bellows (meditation of poem 4) causing the qi in the elixir 
field (J'HA, elixir field, cinnabar field)381 to rise up to the hongyuan fu (?\15G,fff red 
prime bureau; another name for the rufang, ~Lm breast chamber). The adept then 
uses massage (described earlier in the commentary to verse 8 through the Taiyin 
jianxing fa citation) to help turn the wheel of transformation, or the water wheel, an 
act which allows the adept to reverse the normal flow of internaI essences through 
the body. After long practice, the menses stops, the breasts shrivel and one 
perceives the effects described in poem 2. The cominentary names this experience 
the Gate of the Mysterious Feminine. 
A final point is the gatha which closes the commentary. This derives from 
the Liu Huayang Huimingjing, where the lines reference the opening of the 
sahasrastra padma, the 'seventh lotus' or cakra. Esposito (1997) comments that this 
. feature derives from Kundalini yoga; however, 1 believe this derives directly from 
the late tantra of the Kalacakra as interpreted through Tibetan Buddhism. This 
tantra tradition, which developed in Northern India until the 15th century, has been 
the most important of the four branches of Tibetan Buddhist tantra from the 1 i h 
century, following the dGelugs sect, and was studied by the Qianlong emperor in 
the 18th century. This suggests a very late Tibeto-Buddist contract with Qing nüdan. 
9th commentary: The form hides %~,i 
In the phrase, the river cart turns in reverse, 1ïiJ*~", the term reverse, buck (~) 
replaces the term transport, move (:lI) in the Qiaoyangjing nügong xiulian: The 
river cart transports. 
381 Note problem of place is inherent in use of the term elixir field. Nüdan lianji 
huandan tushuo locates women's elixir field between the breasts; there can be sorne 
confusion as the correct elixir field indicated in these instructions. 
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As noted above, poem mne describes how, on accomplishing cessation of the 
menses, the adept is first affirmed that she has successfully hidden the "form" and 
established a region for the fetus of longevity to form in the 'purple bureau' 
(placenta). The commentary do es not address the text of the poem. It merely 
instructs practitioners that hi ding of the form lies solely in the several meditations 
described in poems one through eight. 
Zhenyizi asserts that after this stage, the gongfu is "in large part similar and 
in small part different A ln] Il, ~" from men's. This is an important distinction. 
Many nüdan tracts state that once the menses is arrested, men's and women's 
practices are exactly the same. 
After ten months of practice, the yang spirit manifests the same as with men. 
The initial phases have no other distinction th an this. + J3 Ix~tE\l tfHJB~ 
~-1"ln]fJJ~1~.!ltZJJIJtB (Nüdan cuoyao 3a-b; Appendix 2: 508) 
The "in large part similar and in small part different A ml Il, ~" occurs prior to 
poem nine in our present tract. 1 have earlier suggested that by extending this idea 
of separate men's and women's cultivation practices beyond the first phase, 
Zhenyizi suggests the possibility of an independent women's tradition, possibly 
with himself as a leader. 
The commentary makes explicit one additional feature of nüdan: the 
exploitative nature of the practice. Women feed off the nurturing nature of their 
bodies designed to bring children into the world/patriarchy. The social implications 
of this aspect of nüdan practice are not addressed directly by either Zhenyizi or Yan 
Zehuan; however, H~ Longxiang finds this an extremely troubling problem. We 
will retum to this point in the discussion of H~ Longxiang's preface. Suffice it to 
point out at this point that neither the woman adept Yan, nor the potential promoter 
of a woman's tradition, Zhenyizi, appears particularly interested in affirming 
patriarchal norms, or promoting service patriarchal interests where these might 
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constitute a limitation to women's soteriological potential. Neither do they 
challenge these norms. 
Second phase of practice 
10th and Il th commentaries: Seek the elixir *fl and Refine the self J:t ê 
ln poem 10, 1 suspect the commentator had nothing much to say about this 
poem because it does not give a precise locus, time or practice. Zhenyizi merely 
informs the adept that the foregoing work will not give her a heavenly assignment 
in the afterworld; she must continue her cultivating herself. The eleventh 
commentary, on the other hand, provides careful, line-by-line analysis, an 
indication of the poem' s significance. 
ln the poem, dragon and tiger 'fight' in the lotus chamber. The commentary 
indicates that dragon and tiger represent the yin-yang or qian-kun elements of the 
adept. 'Fight' refers to the practice of plucking warfare, a bedchamber art in which 
the male adept excites the female partner in order to get the sexual essences in her 
body moving; when these essences move, they can be 'plucked' by the male adept 
and held within his own body toproduce an internaI elixir of long life. In sexual 
alchemy, the lotus chamber may refer to the bed chamber, and/or to the lower elixir 
field. 382 The commentary takes language that clearly refers to a sexual practice and 
interprets it as a solo meditation practice: 
One must know the dragon and tiger are not objects/animals exterior to the 
body ;~9;oft~m/F:lË::§;t j~ z4m. (Nüjindan xia juan, 25a.6-7; Appendix 2: 
493) 
ln this reinterpreted practice, the object of the fight is to 'expel' one element and 
capture the other: 
382 See for example Wile' s description of plucking warfare. (1992: 10-12) 
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One first must 'expel the tiger in order to generate the dragon. !§IIMêi m ~)J9t 
1Jj~' (Nüjindan xia juan, 25a.7; Appendix 2: 493) 
This operation is re-interpreted as references the pacification of the emotions and 
the simultaneous quickening of the etherealized objects of cultivation, shen and qi. 
The commentary continues, advising the adept to resolve her mind, rid herself of 
envy and desire, cast off old habits, etc. The cultivation of the inner nature is 
revealed as a necessary but preliminary step to attaining the object of the second 
step of refinement, the recycled elixir (JlfJ). In aIl of this, the major contribution 
to the practice is this hierarchization which does not significantly diverge from the 
previous traditions. Cultivation of xing (tt inner nature) remains essential but 
secondary. Cultivation of ming (in, the form, corporeal aspect of the body, 
destiny) in the form of the recycled elixir becomes a 'higher' object of refinement. 
Refinement of the self thus means refining the true xing (inner nature) and true yi 
(will). In the commentary, the latter is defined as another name for primaI shen (jG 
f'). (Nüjindan xia juan, 25b.6; in Appendix 2: 493) 
12th to 15th Commentaries: Following and inverting JII~J!f!:, Elixir generates ft 1:., 
Collect the medicine i*!i, Ascend the Primes 7tjG 
Commentaries to poems 12-14 follow a process very close to the practices for men. 
ln the first commentary, Zhenyizi explains that, if one complies with the principles 
of heaven one generates new life, but if she inverts them she can gain immortality. 
The principle of heaven may be envisioned as a time-space continuum or ladder 
which one may ascend (invert) in order to reach immortality, or descend (follow) in 
order to generate life, be bom, etc. The inversion or "bucking" of the heavenly time-
space devolution is inscribed in the hexagrams. Inverted, kun takes the upper 
position, and qian the lower. The commentary explains that the adept "rides the ram 
cart upside down" to block up the turgid yin energy and expel it. Then she is able to 
perceive the "heavenly heart". This is the same for men as for women; however, 
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women appear to associate with the male subject position. This specification sets 
aside the question of wh ether women can perform inversion practices, and allows 
women access to the process of followinglinverting. Any theoretical inconsistencies 
are ignored. 
Lines 1-3 of the commentary match the poem closely. The commentary 
gives a description of the phenomena accompanying the emergence of the elixir: a 
fuzzy feeling as if entranced. One must rush to prepare the "fire work". As with 
many descriptions, the adept is described as feeling fuzzy, dazed or drunk as the 
"medicine" generates. In the Kunjue, we are warned that this feeling is like sexual 
passion. The adept should control the feeling that accompanies the production of 
the "the medicine" (or elixir), and she should gather medicine at the moment just 
prior to "climax". At the middle of line 3 in the commentary, a series of citations 
are given, first from the Daodejing, and th en from Li Niwan *1Jt,:h, Yin zhenren 
7I"JtA, Master Shao {-j~~ and Master Hunran 1~?t,-=f. These names are associated 
with the Longmen branch of Daoism, and Yunnan's Jizushan. The latter location is 
associated with the Daoist branch, Heart School of Western India, which Esposito 
notes incorporated influences from Kundalini and Tibeto-Indian Buddhism. (See 
Esposito 1997: 67-119) As suggested above, these 'Kundalini' influences may refer 
to the re-schematized Buddhist tantrism ofthe 8th to 15th century. 
Like the previous two commentaries, the commentary to poem 14 does not 
dramatically distinguish itself from men's practice. The adept moves the 'swirling 
wind' in a complete circuit of heaven and into the elixir field (}'J ER, elixir field, 
cinnabar field). The swirling wind is the qi borne on one's respiration, which is 
announced by the 'blow pipe and drum', the audible manifestations of true yin and 
true yang respectively. (Liu Xun 2003: 120ff) This forces the medicine, which was 
generated in the previous step, to ascend one heavenly circuit. The shen coagulates 
in the qi cavern (breast chamber). In the cauldron, the jing transforms into qi, and is 
circulated through the heavenly circuit. Except for the displacement of the elixir 
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field to the breast chamber, there is no particular difference between men and 
women's practice. 
The ISth commentary, following the sense of the poem (line 2), encourages 
the adept to quickly drive the fire wheel across the 'great sea', from the weilu up the 
shoulder blades and the double pass. The deer cart is defined as the "true will" (~ 
~), which directs the movement of the medicine along the passages of the body 
through what is traditionally termed the 'circuit ofheaven'. When the deer cart/true 
will reaches the double pass, the adept may choose to ascend the top of the bodily 
peak of Mount Kunlun -- the top of the head, or retum down the swallow bridge 
and enter the 'golden cauldron' in the 'shen chamber'. This gives the body etemal 
existence. Again, there is no particular difference between men and women's 
practice. 
16th commentary: Mix the elixir ii'fJ 
In poem 16, more explicitly sexual readings retum, and the commentator once again 
redefines them while maintaining a solid attachment to the corporeal nature of the 
body. The mixing of the alchemical elements is described in the poem in terms of a 
husband or 'good man' ~~ and wife beingjoined by a white silk sash during the 
marriage rite, closing the doors tight, and making love within the bedroom curtains. 
The commentary once again distances the poem's 'intent' from its sexuallanguage, 
clarifying that 'good man' is an analogy for the medicine. The 'nest of primordial 
chaos' mJ4:* is the ancestral qi cavity f].~1\ in the adept's own body. The 
commentator's language has retumed to the symbolic language of early al chemy --
mixing of lead (dragon) and (mercury) tiger (stet) to obtain the golden medicine. 
However, the bodily sensation of the process is explicit: heating of the elements 
once again is likened to sexual pleasure, which must not be allowed to become too 
intense. The commentator still attempts to maintain a clear and unambiguous 
commentary which de-sexualizes the processes without de-eroticizing the 
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alchemist's body. The somatic nature of the process remains central as a means to 
access the divine. 
1 i h commentary: Firing phases * flJ( 
The seventeenth commentary deals not with sexuality but with corporeality as a 
basis for non-corporeality. The commentary begins by following the general sense 
of the poem on the use of the body's respiration to effect divine transformation. 
[In the line] 'Inhalation and exhalation when clearly distinguished renders 
immortality,' one can see the importance of the firing times. 
~-'fn.&7taJ3 TtiP1L1J 383pY J!*flJ(z~ (Nüjindan xiajuan, 29a.7-8; Appendix 2: 
495). 
However, from the final line of the poem, Zhenyizi takes off in a new direction, 
applying 'clarification' to the respiration by distinguishing those that are inner, non-
phenomenal, and those that are outer, phenomenal, employing a new nei/wai (I*J jl-
inner/outer, esoteric/exoteric, now non-phenomenal/phenomenal) paradigm: 
[T]he fire phases are not unitary. The ancients used inner and outer to 
distinguish them. The outer firing times have actions and consequences and 
are matters of building the foundations. As for the activities of the inner 
firing times, when the elixir itself is obtained, it depends on the natural 
activities of non-action. ~*flJ(/G~tî AIJ r*JjI-JJIJzjl-*{IJ(1fft1f~~~ 
z$ill r*J*{IJ(~IJf} 8:f~1f-Jt §~~~Z$ill(Nüjindan xia juan, 29b.I-3; 
Appendix 2: 495) 
383 This line forms the final line of poem 17: "As for the records about firing, 
although 600 chapters have been handed down, /None has received a transmission 
by planchette on the timings.! Among the most brilliant none has overly steeped us 
in vain words'!Inhalation and exhalation when clearly distinguished renders 
immortality." (Nüjindan xia juan, 29a) 
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In the CUITent context, the outer is defined as phenomenal, the inner is not 
phenomenal, a matter managed through 'self actualizing non-action.' (Nüjindan xia 
juan, 29b). The outer needs to be regulated in order for the adept to circulate the 
elixir; the inner is used once the elixir has already been obtained. This inner, non-
action, firing time, is regulated in order for the adept to 'warm and nourish' (next 
step). This commentary speaks not of a process with clear indications of steps, but 
of a definition of terms that correspond with Li Daochun' s interpretation of neidan 
processes. (See page 250-254 above) 
A distinct physicality and a distancing of that physicality begin to emerge 
through the Liu Huayang citation that follows. The physicality of the body's 
nourishment is underscored in the necessity of respiration to interact with ordinary 
nourishment that bolsters the primaljing. Likewise, ordinary shen tlows through the 
body to stir up the primaI jing and supplement the primaI qi. Finally, primaI qi fires 
transform ordinary respiration in the body to add to the primaI shen that, in tum, 
transforms the physical form. The grounding of the tlesh and des ire in the earlier 
pro cesses gradually etherealizes, sublimating the foundation upon which the 
process rests, and moving us away from the tleshy body. 
18th to 20th commentaries: Warm and nourish fnil.", Embryonic breathing ~€l ~ , 
Traverse the numbers [l,t 
The language found in poem eighteen retums to a more symbolic tlavor. The 
commentary opens by explaining the lines in detail. The poem reads, 
Once you see the white snow, immediately plant the green granules. 
Cold and warm are regulated. Do not make any errors at all. 
In the thirty-six astrallodges the spring will suffi ces. 
Naturally the way opens up and you drift upon the raft ofimmortality. 
B~è~~W~~.~@W~m-+A~#.W~~~.~~m 
(Nüjindan xia juan, 30a.4-5; Appendix 2: 496) 
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The commentary explains each cipher in tum. In line one, "The 'white snow' and 
the 'planting' of the 'cinnabar' signal the pairing of metallic cinnabar and wood 
quicksilver." These are the two pure elements that have been captured in the phase 
of collecting the medicine, and placed together in the "golden cauldron" in the 
"shen chamber" (poems 14-15). The commentary next distinguishes the fire in 
poem 18 from the fire in poem 5. The distinctions between temperatures of the fire 
are distinguished (not too hot), times of practice (between 11-1 am and 11-1 pm), 
and the length of cultivation: in the previous process, gathering the medicine, the 
goal was achieved in a single time interstice (2-hour period); the present 'smithing' 
requires ten months cultivation. Zhenyizi next explains the thiry-six palaces as three 
hundred sixt Y circuits of heaven. (Nüjindan xia juan, 30a-30b; Appendix 2: 496) 
However, Zhenyizi conceals the processes as much as he reveals them. As for the 
exact numbering of sequences in this process, he writes, "1 do not dare to write on 
bamboo and silk, for fear the heavenly mechanism leaks out." He then clarifies that 
people must receive this instruction by "humbly" making a pact with a master. 
Ah! The immortal pivot is not far and there is a path to ascend to heaven. 1 
fear people will not cultivate virtue, make a pact with heaven and humbly 
and sincerely seek it. Ui1Wf&~~~JT-Xif~,~A/G1~î~~Xl~>L,âfJX*J;Ç 
(Nüjindan xia juan, 30b.7-8; Appendix 2: 496) 
The commentator artfully half-hides the application, while half-revealing the 
economic and social factors of elixir practice. 
ln the nineteenth commentary the commentator first establishes why the 
medicine is now called the fetus. "After the elixir is mixed," he writes, "the shen 
becomes qi, and when the qi congeals, the shen is retained, just like a person who is 
pregnant." H #.J!i Z 1~ f!f! ~p ~ ffiJ ~ ~ ~p f!f! ffiJ ff ~[l A 'tt lJl- f1X: The two forces 
continuously act upon one another like parents mixing together their respective 
sexual fluids to form a fetus. This is why they use the term fetus. "There isn't really 
any fetus." ~~ Jt if ~a -tE (Nüjindan xia juan, 31 a.5; Appendix 2: 496) Zhenyizi 
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emphasizes the interdependence of shen and breath throughout. The phrase "Once 
the gongfu has reached this point be entirely without coarseness or commonality" 
J}JxïU.l!tt7J~*Jîift (31a.7-8; Appendix 2: 497) is understood to refer to the quality 
of the breath. The breath/shen should blow in a constant stream without break. The 
breath is constant but soft, almost imperceptible. The inhalation reaches 'the roots' 
and the exhalation reaches 'the branches', just like a pregnant mother's breath 
penetrates the fetus. (Nüjindan xia juan, 31b.1-4; Appendix 2: 497) There is 
concem at this point to assure the 'fetus' is not dislodged from the walls of the 
womb, just as in the first trimester of pregnancy. Once the respiration has been 
stilled and mai (blood flow, pulse) stopped, the shen is fixed and stable. Contrary to 
expectations, this description is the least "gendered", dialectically speaking. 
The 20th poem notes the first two steps of the refinement pro cess are 
completed: and the opposite trigram pairs kan-li and lang-sun has reversed their 
places, and the adept has completed eighty-one circuits of heaven. While the verse 
is entirely non-gender specific, the commentary ties this poem specifically to one 
gender. The commentator cites a phrase also found in the Nannü dan 'gong 
yitongbian, that women can more easily complete the refinement process and in a 
shorter time, because men must supplement their qi three years, but women only 
one. This is because the elixir is already present in women's bodies. Women's 
di ffi cult y lies in the mai (meridians, blood flow, pulse): as conduits through which 
the menstrual blood is formed, and issued from the body, the veins and urea allow 
transformation of jing into menstrual blood, and loss of that blood from the body. 
Once the menses halts, the loss of bodily essence ends. Women can draw on the 
naturally occurring qi in their systems to transformjing to qi. 
At this point, Zhenyizi uses the hexagrams to describe the jing-to-qi 
refinement process. The adept discards the outer two yang [unbroken] lines from 
the hexagram li (representing fire) to obtain "true yin". The adept likewise obtains 
the pure product "true yang" by discarding the outer two yin [broken] lines from the 
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hexagram kan (representing water). These pure products create the adepts rarified 
qian "frame" (8). However, the refinement process is only partially complete at 
this point. The adept must still transform the qi into shen, and this is the work 
accompli shed in the second phase of inner alchemy practice, beginning at poem 10. 
Zhenyizi uses the hexagrams to explain. One takes the upper yang line in the 
hexagram liang (~) and the lower yin line in the hexagram xun (~) to smelt the 
outer yin qi. This creates pure yang shen (~ f$, yang shen, a positive divinity, a 
pure spiritualized energy). The transportation of the yang shen across the heavenly 
circuit is done nine-times-nine times, or 81 circuits. This renders a completely 
rarified yang. Next, the adept conducts the pro cesses to completely etherealize the 
shen, rendering a non-material divinely immortal body. The entire refinement 
pro cess is then recapped, emphasizing the use of the trigrams as visualization tools 
and specifying the number of heavenly circuits required to complete the refinement 
process. If we compare this process to that used by men, there is no differentiation 
whatsoever. 
Third phase 
21 st and 22nd commentaries: Emit the fetus Jmna and Breast feed it ~nnm 
The first few commentaries in the third phase of cultivation do not depart from the 
message of the poems or neidan practice as prescribed for men. The poem describes 
the immortal fetus' passage as it leaves the womb. It leaves the middle elixir field, 
crossing seventy-six palaces, and rises to the upper elixir field where it emerges, 
roaring, from the cranium in the form of a wisp of white smoke. The commentary 
uses simple, direct language to indicate the process described more lyrically in the 
poem. One allows the shen-qi, which has already passed through the heavenly 
circuit, to emerge from the middle elixir field. It rises to the upper elixir field, and 
breaks open through the top of the head. This step is usually called emitting the 
shen ilif$, because the refined spiritual body is emitted through the top of the head 
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and is freed to wander about the world and the heavens without encumbrance of the 
physical body. This description fully accords with the description found in the 
poem. 
Zhenyizi's commentary goes on to clarify that the shen is not able to 
immediately break entirely free of the physical body; it must return to the body for 
nourishrnent or breast feeding ~Lum. Emitting the shen is not the final stage, for the 
shen-fetus is not yet "adult" , e.g., fully purified. Just like a baby that needs to be 
breastfed for three years by its mother, the immortal baby needs to be "fed" with the 
transformation of the yin (milky?) substance of "watery mercury" into "primaI 
perfection" through three "special" heavenly circuits. The cornrnentator go es on to 
say that each person's attainrnent of this level is accompanied by different 
phenomena. He goes on to describe severa!. These are generally accompanied by a 
thundering sound at the top of the head, as the cranium splits open to emit the shen. 
This step is often depicted in Daoist iconography as a cloud or miniature 
human/ god figure above the head. 
23rd cornrnentary: Face a wall OO~ 
The poem describes the process of sitting in meditation for nine years in one of the 
cavern heavens. During this time, the adept refines the immortal child by allowing 
it to climb up the upper elixir field in the head, wander about the world for a time, 
then return to the body to be nourished with spiritualized physical elernents. This is 
called ruding, entering stability or equipoised in samadhi. After nine years, the 
immortal body is fully matured and etherealized. Yet, "only when [the irnrnortal 
child] has broken through emptiness does it county as emptiness 1T1îBlm~f.;I~~." 
(Nüjindan second juan, 34a) The irnrnortal child breaks out of the head for the final 
time as an etherealized body. Elsewhere, we read that women do not "face the 
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wall.',384 Zhenyizi's commentary cites the authority of Sun Bu'er to support the 
argument that we all, including Bu'er, must "face the wall" for nine years, as had 
Bodhidhanna (:iî~). 
24th commentary: Submerge and support #~ 
The poem describes elixir books sent down to the adept after mne years of 
meditation. The adept leams the mysteries of pacing the clouds and ethers and rises 
to reside etemally withthe Queen Mother at the Turquoise Pond. The descent of the 
golden books is described in the commentary as a summons by the Queen Mother' s 
court. After nine years, the adept ascends to the Queen Mother's paradise on a 
wreath of clouds as ordered by heavenly decree. The commentary is much more 
colorful in description than is the poem. The adept ascends to the divine empyrean, 
and is befriended by Xiangfei and Yaoyi. 
As with the daidu system (waiting for salvation through benevolence of the 
gods), the adept' s ascent is declared by imperial decree, but the adept is not 
described as awaiting notice by virtue of her pious works. Rather, she receives this 
by virtue of her cultivation which has rendered her able to retum to the void and 
ascend to the heavens. She attains this by assuming the male social prerogatives of 
contract signing through her valiant refinement as a <man among women': "It is a 
man among women who cultivates the virtues and makes a contract with heaven * 
JË:j(q:t:st7d~i~IMl1Ç." (34b.8; Appendix 2: 499) Assuming the heroic identity of 
<a man among women' allows the adept to assume male rights in a patriarchal 
social and religious order, to sign contracts on her own behalf, and assume co-equal 
soteriological potential. 
384 In H~ Longxiang' s preface, "men face a wall and cause themselves to ascend to 
the heavens, while women await a summons and seldom have access to retum to 
the void ~rlJ g-HT-j(1~H~&~16'rnï~j(Y'Jim." (5a.6-7; in Appendix 2: 3) 
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Summarizing remarks 
There are almost no gods, immortals or patriarchs mentioned in the Nüjindan 
second juan poems. The lone example is Lingfei liltLG, the Numinous Consort. The 
commentaries, however, contain numerous examples, inc1uding: 
Poem 1 commentary: Mencius 
Poem 3 commentary: the legendary Zhuangzi (ca. 3rd century BCE), 
Liu Changsheng (Liu Chuxian, 1147-1203) one of the Seven Perfected of 
the Northem School of inner a1chemy, 
Master Wu, or Wu Shouyang ofthe Wu-Liu School; and, 
Zhongli Quan, semi-legendary master of the similarly elusive Lu Dongbin 
(6th century). 
Poem 4 commentary: Patriarch [Zhang] Sanfeng (ft. Ming dynasty); 
Patriarch Qiyang; 
Zhu Yuanyu; 
Patriarch [Liu] Haichan (one of the patriarchs of the Southem School of 
inner a1chemy, teacher of the great Zhang Boduan); 
Poem 9 commentary: Patriarch Xu 
Primordial Prin cess [Sun] Bu'er (the only women among the seven 
perfected of the Northem School); 
Poem Il commentary: Patriarch Lu [Dongbin] (legendary Daoist master of the 
Tang); 
Poem 12 commentary: Sun Bu'er (again); 
Poem 13 commentary: Master [Li] Niwan (teacher of several famous members of 
the Longmen branch during the Qing, including Min Yide and Liu Yiming); 
Perfected Yin [Yi?]; 
Master Shao; and, 
Master Hunran. 
Poem 14 commentary: Xu Zilu; Liu Huayang. 
Poem 15 commentary: Chunyangzi; Xu Zixu. 
Poem 17 commentary: Zisheng, Chongyangzi; Liu Huayang (again); 
Poem 19 commentary: Sun Bu'er (again); 
Poem 21 commentary: Chongxu, Ma Danyang; Sun Bu'er (again); 
Poem 23 commentary: Sun Bu'er (again); Bodhidharma (as exemplar, not as 
personal transmitter of specific knowledge); 
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Poem 24 commentary: Sun Bu'er (again); various female deities (as exemplars, not 
as personal transmitters of specific knowledge). 
With the exception of Bodhidharma, Hunranzi and Zhang Sanfeng, this li st 
provides a fairly comprehensive array of Quanzhen and Longmen patriarchs. This 
list demonstrates that while alternative traditions (Buddhism, Confucianism) are 
acknowledged as relevant and even associated with women's cultivation, Daoist 
authorities are better known to the commentator and more important. 
Sun Bu' er' s name occurs most frequently in this list, a total of five times. 
Next most frequently mentioned is Liu Huayang (3 times), and Lu Dongbin (once 
by his moniker Dongbin, once by his moniker Chunyang). All others appear only 
once. The importance of Sun Bu'er is frequently mentioned in works on women's 
religious practice in China. 385 Three references to Liu Huayang provide a clear 
doctrinal association with the Wu-Liu school of inner alchemy which developed out 
of the Central school of inner alchemy. Connection to the Wu-Liu school is 
reinforced by processual commonality with the Huimingjing. While the poetry 
allies closely with Li Daochun as interpreted by Lu Xixing, the commentary allies 
more closely with the Wu-Liu school, and its influences from the KaIacakra 
tradition. The commentary re-defines terms and language indicative of sexual 
385 Cahill (1993, 1992), Despeux (1990, 2000a, 2003), Kohn (2003), and Valussi 
(2003) all emphasize Sun Bu'er's significance in women's religious practice in the 
mid and late imperial period. 
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alchemy. The move away from sexual a1chemy does not coincide with de-
eroticization. Indeed, Zhenyizi appears to embrace fleshy concems with the body, 
eroticism and the use of desire for somatic effects. Traditionally tied to their fleshy 
persons and to sensual desire in the Chinese tradition, the somatic character of the 
Nüjindan second juan practice provides a potent basis for a woman- centered 
practice. This somatic aspect of neidan practice, elevated in tracts using sexual 
alchemy, make the latter an effective vehicle for female appropriation and 
subversion. Identifying this inherent character of sexual a1chemic practice, Zhenyizi 
seizes and subverts this practice for women' s ends. 
3. Yan Zehuan 
The inversion attempted by Zhenyizi requires cutting intellect and discursive skill 
cultivated through long-term education and philosophical discussions. Limited 
educational opportunities constrained women's access to developing such 
intellectual tools. This appears to be the situation of Yan Zehuan. While Yan 
Zehuan appears to acknowledge Zhenyizi as an important contributor to the world 
of nüdan practice, she appears either incapable or uninspired to seize and employ 
the discursive thread offered by Zhenyizi. Yan Zehuan recognizes Zhenyizi as a 
significant social model: she cites Zhenyizi's preface in its entirety. Yet, Yan 
Zehuan appears unable to identify why or how Zhenyizi achieved dialectic success. 
3.1 Yan Zehuan 's self-preface 
What we know of Yan Zehuan's life, attitudes and ideals are less ambiguous than 
those for Zhenyizi's, but still remain sketchy. Most of our information cornes from 
her self-preface to the collected sayings (jishuo, ~IDl) of the Nannü dan 'gong 
yitongbian (~~ fJ I ~ rnJ m, Discriminating the Differences and Similarities in 
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Men's and Women's Elixir Work).386 In this preface, Yan sets out her lived 
circumstances from which we leam the following facts: 
In 1900, Yan Zehuan was a young, unmarried Chengdu area woman. Her 
mother was a chaste widow, and there were no sons in the family. Yan had had two 
younger sisters, but one had died in infancy, and the other had been contracted to 
marry. Beyond this information, the littlest sister is not mentioned again, indicating 
that the littlest sister was sent to be raised by her future in-Iaws, a practice not 
uncommon in late imperial China, and communication between the natal family and 
the littlest sister had been severed. At this point, Yan Zehuan vowed to remain 
unmarried and devote herse1f to the care of her mother: their entire family at this 
point appears to consist only of Yan Zehuan and her un-named mother. The tiny 
family lived outside of the patriarchal network and had little or no support network 
on which to rely. 
In aIl likelihood, Yan Zehuan's family was in an uncertain financial 
situation. AlI the above events occurred prior to Yan's choice to remain at home 
and care for her mother. This choice was made when Yan was twelve. The littlest 
sister could therefore be no older than ten when she was contracted to marry. This 
suggests that the mother' s situation was tight indeed. The youngest daughter was 
likely given away in marri age at young age because the mother" could not support 
aIl three of them. She may even have received sorne remuneration from the future 
husband's family. The remaining child, Yan Zehuan herself, at the age of twelve 
would already have been capable of helping support the two of them through 
386 This preface has been translated in its entirety by Elena Valussi (2003), and my 
own reading largely agrees, with the exception of the c10sing statements. These are 
translated below in the discussion. 
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embroidery or other handicraft work,387 making her a logical choice to remain at 
home and care for her mother. 388 
Yan was educated weIl enough for Yan to eventually compose a preface, 
read esoteric Daoist tracts, and sort through and compile a collection of citations. 
Much of this education Yan most likely received from her mother, indicating her 
mother was also educated. A brief entry in the Huayang zhi records two virtuous 
women living together in Huayang, lady Zheng and lady Yan ~~~$~~; this entry 
may indeed refer to mother and daughter respectively.389 Prior to 1900, further 
details about the pair's situation cannot be ascertained. 
Yan Zehuan describes how, in 1900, she and her mother fled the local 
turmoil of the Boxer Rebellion, retreating with her widowed mother from her home 
in Huayang (near modern Chengdu) to the relative security provided by the 
isolation of Emei Mountain. At the age of 12, Yan and her mother had taken up a 
secluded life of prayer, sutra recitation and vegetarianism; Yan makes reference to 
desiring instruction in neidan tracts prior to 1900, but finding no master. When the 
pair retreated to Emei Mountain, a previously unseen religious landscape opened up 
to these two women. This landscape was both the socio-geographical landscape of 
the mountain and the textual landscape of female inner alchemy. This religious 
landscape was opened up to Yan by a woman Yan reports was living on the 
mountain, and she identifies only as Shanyiyou (:§:-{J~tz~*, auntie upanishan, 
elderly lay Buddhist nun).390 The other woman on the mountain identified with 
387 Shoe production was also a large part of the Sichuan economy. However, we 
have no evidence to suggest by what means the pair supported themselves. 
388 One wonders, given Yan's financial situation, if she would have later modeled 
the life of Chen Yingning or Chen Bingfu and become a medical practitioner of 
sorts. 
389 In the entry, lady Zheng is cited as a virtuous widow and lady Yan is cited as a 
filial daughter. See Huayang zhi, lienü [n.p.]. Chengdu shi ku edition. 
390 In context, this may in fact refer to more than one person. See also note below. 
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women's neidan practice is Er E'shan ren. One other individual is named by Hy 
Longxiang, Xueceng shanren.39 \ From these scant facts we can sunnise that a small 
~ 
community of literate women existed in the Longmen si de of Emei Mountain, were 
engaged in neidan practice, and Yan Zehuan and her mother either resided with or 
at the very least received tracts from these women. At the end of her preface, Yan 
Zehuan indicates that the citations she had gathered were being transmitted to other 
women adepts under her tutelage. This geographic landscape was therefore peopled 
by a community of nüdan adepts and provided a refuge to mountain ascetics and 
religious of various stripes.392 
. 
The textuallandscape Yan Zehuan and her mother first encountered in 1900 
fascinated them. Yan Zehuan reports that they avidly read the seventy or so tracts 
transmitted to them by Shanyiyou, and collected together passages where women's 
neidan was discussed. This suggests that among the seventy or so tract were those 
dedicated to non-gender specific or androcentric practices, and perhaps those 
39\ This person is the individual from whom Hy Longxiang received his copy of the 
Monideng kunji. See translated passage below, page 360. 
392 Recall, again, Shanyiyou is the tenn for a lay Buddhist nun. Beyond the 
assigrIment of Emei as a site for Manjusri pilgrimage for Chinese Buddhists, Emei 
continued to be a destination for Daoist pilgrims, as weIl as for local ethnic groups, 
and Tibetan Buddhists. For a discussion of the multiple groups making pilgrimage 
to Emei, see (Xuantong) Emei shan zhi. Qing Xuantong 3 nian (1911) keben. Li 
Jincheng, re-editor; Zhu Rongbang, compiler. In series Zhongguo difangzhi jicheng 
9.41. Chengdu: Ba Shu shu she. (1992); and Emei wenshi. Zhongguo renmin 
zhengzhi xieshang huiyi Sichuan sheng Emei xian weiyuanhui wenshi ziliao yanjiu 
weiyuanhui (eds.). Emei xian: Zhongguo renmin zhengzhi xieshang huiyi Sichuan 
sheng Emei xian weiyuanhui wenshi ziliao yanjiu weiyuanhui. Since Yan Zehuan 
began her training in Buddhist sutra recitation, and received transmission of esoteric 
tracts from a lay Buddhist, one must sunnise that Yan Zehuan was either practicing 
nüdan as...a Buddhist lay nun, or considered religious affiliation a negligible concem: 
she eventually gave her collection and her preface to the male Daoist layman, Hy 
Longxiang. 
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dedicated to other traditions beyond neidan/nüdan. Those texts Yan names include 
three biographies of Buddhist nuns and moral icons trom the Buddhist Jataka Tales 
such as Iyanaga, Lady Moya, and Mantanga; Daoist women from the Tang, and 
Confucian moral icons of the Ming. These books of moral icons are compared 
negatively to the excellent dharma tracts provided on the mountain, trom which 
Yan Zehuan eventually selected the citations she cumulatively entitled Nannü 
dan 'gong yitongbian, adding a preface dated 1903. Yan Zehuan's lived situation, 
outside the patriarchal system, provided her the freedom to evade constrictions late 
Qing gender conservatism imposed on women. Yan Zehuan's ambivalence toward 
the moral standards of the day is weIl reflected in her method of constructing the 
collected sayings. 
3.2 Editorial strategies in the Jishuo (Collected sayings, or Discriminating the 
Differences and Similarities in Men's and Women's Elixir Work ~:RfJI~rnJ 
m ~~)393 
Like the similarly organized collection of sayings, Nüdan cuoyao (see 
discussion below), Nannü dan 'gong yitongbian is more than a hodge-podge of 
jumbled citations. The text consists of a number of citations stacked in a relatively 
logical sequence moving trom the theoretical to the practical. The contents bear 
evidence of a consistent editing/omission process. This selection strategy permits us 
to see how dual cultivation was derived in theory and the practice.394 ln sorne cases, 
Miss Yan has spliced lines and phrases together, editing out several lines or even 
pages trom the original, causing the original to speak to a new intent. The citations 
393 For complete details on the document provenance, see Introduction. 
394 The citations are not numbered in the original; in order to ease cross-referencing 
each citation was numbered according to the perceived intention of Miss Yan, as 
noted immediately following. 
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derive from various tracts found in the Nüdan hebian, and additional tracts. These 
are: 
citation number source tifle location 
citation one395 Kunjue Nüdan hebian tract 2 
citation 2-7 Hutian xingguo nüdan shize Nüdan hebian tract 3 
citation 8 Qiaoyangjing nügong xiulian Nüdan hebian tract 5 
citation 9-10, Nüdan cuoyao Nüdan hebian tract 7 
citation 11-12 Nüjindan-second juan commentary Nüdan hebian tract 4 
citation 13-16 Nüdan cuoyao Nüdan hebian tract 7 
citation 17 Nüjindan-preface Nüdan hebian tract 4 
citation 18-25 Nüdan huijie Nüdan hebian tract 8 
citation 26 Nüdan shiji hou pian Nüdan hebian tract J 2 
citation 27 Nüzhen danjue Nüdan hebian tract 9 
citation 28 Nügong lianji huandan tushuo Nüdan hebian tract 6 
citation 29 Nüdan yaoyan Nüdan hebian tract JO 
citation 30 Nüjindan-preface Nüdan hebian tract 4 
citation 31 Nüjindan-first juan Nüdan hebian tract 4 
citation 32 -. Nüjindan-second juan Nüdan hebian tract 4 
citation 33 Nüjindan-preface Nüdan hebian tract 4 
citation 34 Nüjindan-second juan Nüdan hebian tract 4 
citation 35 not in Nüdan hebian 
citation 36 not in Nüdan hebian 
citation 37 Changsheng taiyuan shenyongjing not in Nüdan hebian 
(Zhonghua daozang 23.203-4) 
Table of Citations in the Nannü dan 'gong yifongbian 
395 *This quotation, probably taken from the Kunjue, occurs also in the Xichi Ji, 
tract Il in the Nüdan hebian. 
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The orderly presentation of the presentation of the citations thus organizes largely 
around 
1. Hutian xingguo nüdan shize, 
2. Nüdan cuoyao - with correction through citation of the Nüjindan-second 
juan commentary, 
3. Nüdan huijie, and 
4. Nüjindan, especially the preface, and final three citations, 35-37, from 
Changsheng taiyuan shenyongjing (Zhonghua daozang 23.203-4) 
Sandwiched around these major contributing tracts are short citations, often 
stacked together to reinforce the concept cited earlier, as in citation 9 and 10, or to 
correct or refine a designation or argument, as in citations 11-12. In effect, these 
grouped citations form multiple presentations of the entire cultivation process, 
moving from a general overview (citations 1-9) to a discussion of the bodily loci 
and logic (citations 10-16), a redefinition of process (citations 17-28), a series of 
discussions of the use, production and manipulation of desire (citation 29-37). 
The first nine citations set the stage for developments against a normative 
barometer. The first citation invokes the power of feminine creation and, citing the 
Changes JWJ~ through the voice of Sun Bu'er, invokes the authority of both the 
distant and fundamental c1assic of Chinese speculative theory, the Changes, and the 
contemporary iconic for a female neidan hero, Sun Bu'er. In this move, the 
potential of feminine creativity is given force and legitimacy by both a 
contemporary and an ancient classic authority. While citation one formulates the 
authority of nüdan practice and associates it with Sun Bu' er, the Changes, and both 
cosmic and divine principles, citations two through seven provide a complete 
logical description of the process of women's self-perfection from the beginnings 
through final apotheosis. Citations eight and nine recapitulate the entire refinement 
process. 
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This first presentation of the neidan process for women brings out several 
points of tension in women's practice. The first of these is the question of the 
imposition of special moral codes for women. Yan Zehuan has omitted moral codes 
throughout the entire sequence of citations, beginning to end. For a woman living 
outside the patriarchal family system, such rules would have held little meaning for 
her. As demonstrated above, Yan Zehuan' s moral examples were of sacrifice to her 
mother, suggesting extreme filial piety, but there is no trace of interest in 
conforming to an engaged role in a patriarchal system. 
Second, there is a good deal of inconsistency on the weight of women's 
emotional and mental superiority. In the first presentation of the process, passages 
referring to female inferiority are omitted. The question of emotional cultivation is 
raised later, but women are never shown to be inferior to men emotionally. Rather, 
women's limitations are based on "biology", ming ($, corporeal, body, destiny, or 
%, body, form) while men also have limitations based on "psychology" or xing CIi, 
inner nature, or IL." mind, heart) processes. However, the health of ming and xing 
are mutually dependent: physical weakness exposes women to threat of emotional 
and physical deterioration which makes cultivation impossible. Worse still, sickness 
may lead to the threat of death, ending aIl hope of reaching the ultimate aim of the 
neidan adept, immortality. Therefore, weakness in women's physicality must be 
urgently addressed through the cultivation of the emotions. 
The final point of tension lies in the nature and potential of women's 
ultimate sotis. This final point is imbedded in a problematic of the yin-yang 
paradigm upon which the entire alchemical process depends, and draws in multiple 
threads, such as the potential of gender-transformation, and associating pollution 
with yin and blood, two elements intirnately associated with the nüdan adept. 1 
address each of these issues in tUffi. 
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The first citation establishes the theoretical basis upon which the entirety of 
the cultivation process rests, and offers the first hint that what is claimed as 
powerful, kun, can also be debilitating: 
The commentary to Primordial Lord Sun's Kun Instructions states, "The 
Commentary [section in the Book of Changes] states, 'How supreme! Kun is 
the origin of aIl things' material production. Kun belongs to the class of old 
yin.396 When yin 'reaches its limit, yang is generated. Following and relying 
on heaven, people and animaIs are produced. Following and relying on 
oneself, one completes the Dao and attains perfection [immortality]."'f~j(. 
tt :hp gj(~i El ~ El ~ t&:i:$ j(.l( 1m ~ g::i:$ JI::i5 ~ ~fiJ] ~ ~JII~* f~~IJ ~A 
1:4mJII~*f c.~iJpx:mpx:~ (Jishuo citation 1, 8a.5-7; in Appendix 2: 453) 
In the first citation, the power of feminine creation is stated. In this parlance, 
feminine creation is placed prior, thus above, yang generation. Yin-kun generates 
both the Dao and the Perfected; the adept, by inverting the generative processes of 
heaven, may unite with the Dao and become Perfected. Simultaneously, the citation 
establishes essential materiality as the principle of yin; this permits the principle of 
yin to be extended into a paradigrn of base vs. refined, polluted vs. pure. Such an 
eventuality is not seen in the CUITent citation, but arises as women's soteriological 
potential is conscribed at citations six and seven below. 
At citation six, women are said to advance faster than men but they are 
inherently limited in the final stage of practice, as they are in the first. Before they 
396 Kun is 'oldyin'. In the generation ofthe hexgrarns from the perfect union ofTaiji, 
positive yang (one solid line) and negative yin (one broken line) generate old yin 
(two broken lines), lesser yin (one solid line above one broken line), old yang (two 
solid lines) and lesser yang (one broken line above one solid line). These in tum 
generate the trigrams which then generate the 64 hexagrarns. Inner alchemy 
appropriates and inverts this process of generation to create its own system of 
'retum' (See Chapter 4: Practice, Figure 1: diagram of cosmic generation, and 
explication in caption.) 
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can proceed to the core practice of refining the medicine (the practice that men 
concentrate on, as noted above), women must first deal with their karmic debt. This 
is achieved through conducting good works. The implication here is that women 
carry a heavier karmic burden that holds them back in the final stages of 
immortalization. Citation seven explains these issues further. 
Why is it that female perfected (::9:"-'), in order to complete their practice, 
must await a summons? lt is because of their bloody and weak bodies. 
Women must undertake internaI work to correct and refine themselves in 
order to make themselves a yang ti (1%9, yang frame, pure structure). Then, 
although their frame becomes yang, their yin-congealed xing ('ti, inner 
nature), still has not been refined away. This is why women's gongfu rarely 
returns them to a state of vacuity.::9:"-'1~px{PJ ~1:HfH~&E5l;ltlfn.~~zmWd~j 
~I •• ~pxI%H9.pxl%®~.ztt~* •• ~::9:"~I~~~~ 
(Jishuo citation seven, 20b.2-5; in Appendix 2: 455) 
The adept, having gone through eight steps in the internaI cultivation 
process,397 cannot advance to the final step without outside assistance. They must 
await the summons of the gods (daidu). A woman adept cannot immediately ascend 
to the heavens because of her bloody yin "frame".398 The idea conveyed is that in 
the end, women cannot transform themselves completely in this lifetime, as can 
men. After completely refining themselves, they cannot whoUy rid their body of its 
polluting and gendered traits. They must conduct good works in order to draw the 
attention of the gods, who will take pit Y on them and caU them to ascend to the 
heavens. 
/ 
397 The Hutian xingguo nüdan shize comprises nine steps, step ten in the title is 
lacking. 
398 See chapter three, Knowledge systems, for a discussion on the distinction 
between types of "body', e.g., "body-matrix' (shen ~), form (xing %) and "frame' 
(ti H). 
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In the second presentation of the cultivation process, several references to 
women's sotis as sert the need to stop the menstrual flow (l/îJT~n, decapitate the red 
dragon), and the weakness of the female li (II, frame, structure). This issue of 
polluting gender traits returns constantly to the issue of bloody discharge and the 
loss or erosion of bodily products. 
He also states that women are yang within and yin without. They must first 
arrest the menses in order to make their bodies whole. Thence kan 
transforms into qian. 399 Afterwards, if they follow men's practice, in a year 
they already obtain it. 400 This is because they employ the golden elixir 
within them.401 Y..-!J:.~ pg I%jr~~5t;~l/îJT~fî~ ~ 1t;ltIl~IJt.Xiti-g~~~~~ 
m~~zI1~z -~[[P1~~~fl:tE;lt~i&ill (Jishuo citation 14, 21b.8-
22a.2; Appendix 2: 456) 
This problem is addressed by 'hiding the form' and allowing the limbs to rot. 
Refining the form means hi ding the form. To hide the form, wait until the 
form disintegrates. When the form disintegrates, the four greats enter the 
void. The limbs and body rot and the menses is severed. 402 i*%*~i;lt% 
399 This phrase, thence kan transforms into qian, represents the state of being of the 
male-gendered elements of the cosmos after descent into mundane time-and-space 
(kan), and priOf to descent into mufldane time-and-space (qian). As with the Taiji 
diagram (figure 1, chapter 4: practice), in the time after descent into the mundane 
(also known as the latter heavens), the purity of things represented by the trigram 
qian, or pure yang, represented by three solid "yang" lines, were infiltrated with yin. 
Thus one line, internai to the trigram, is broken, forming the trigram kan. 
400 For men, the process is said to take three years. 
401 Note: The original passage moves from this cited phrase to a discussion of the 
winds arising from the navel, a key element in vajrayana, especially Kalacakra, 
tantra. Yan's editing here strategically omits the vajrayana discussion. 
402 Refining the form means hiding the form. In this instance, the form signaIs the 
menses. The menses is "hidden" by causing the products that normally produce the 
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(Jishuo ~H}t citation 15, 22a.6-7; Appendix 2: 456) 
The phrase clearly attests to the putrefaction of the physical body. But the end result 
as described is rejuvenation, not degeneration. 
When women arrest the menses, their bodies become like children's and 
their yin and turgid blood no longer flows down. They can thus emerge from 
menses to be captured prior to converting from yin to yang; these bodily products 
are returned to the breast chamber and refined. The bodily products are considered 
"hidden" in the body for internaI refinement, because they no longer manifest by 
flowing out of the body through monthly discharge. The 'form' disintegrates by 
collapsing into its aggregate 'pure' components. (See chapter on practice.) 
The 'four greats enter the void' is a peculiar phrase that probably derives 
from Buddhist precedent. Despeux reads the four greats as the four limbs and, by 
extension, the body. She thus collapses the two phrases [gAÀ5=:~tl1lJJJiH to read, 
"the limbs and body rot." This reading is not without precedent. The four greats [g 
A has a standard Buddhist reading: the four elements, Earth, Water, Wind and Fire; 
these elements are responsible for supporting the unfolding of cosmic and 
embryonic generation: Wind generates from Fire; Water from Wind; Earth from 
Water. Each forms a co smic mandala of specified dimensions upon which sits the 
next cosmic mandala. In Buddhist tantrism, the adept aims to reverse cosmic 
generation by having each element progressively collapse one into another. In 
Daoism, [g A often find references the Dao, Heaven, Earth and the Sovereign 
(Dao de jing chapter 25) or the Dao, Heaven, Earth and persons (Xiang' er zhu, 
DZ768). However, the Buddhist reading is also found in tracts such as the Leishuo 
m-~ chapter of Yan Shoulian (DZI220) and the Daomen jing faxiang chengci xu 
(DZl128). The latter identifies correspondences between the four cosmic elements 
and the human body, fully in accord with the Buddhist correspondences: Earth is 
flesh and bones, water is the blood and veins, fire is the warmth and temperature of 
the body, and wind is the cooling human breath. 
Regardless of which reading we choose -- [g A as the limbs, or [g A as the 
body's earthly, watery, firey and wind-like constituents, the [gA uItimately form 
aspects of a disintegrating or disaggregating body in an embryonic/cosmic-
reversion process. 
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death and enter life.403 ft~~~~l\!Jf~IJ~~:l:8rm~~~z.Jfil § ;;r--r1TP]ïJ 
tl:l~PJlJÀ1:(Jishuo citation 15, 22a.8-22b.2; Appendix 2: 456) 
The odd conclusion of this section indicates two essential points. First, the 
refinement of the form, prioritized in women, leads to the physical corruption of the 
body. This corruption of the physical body allows the physical body to enter the 
void (À~). Here the second essential point arises: there is a specific aim in the 
process of allowing the corrupted physical body to enter the void. The body 
becomes a blank slate on which external and most internai gendered traits are 
erased,404 and through which manifests the heroic character of the valiant nüdan 
adept, the 'man among women,.405 
These phenomena come to bear on the cultivation of the emotions as aspects 
of a fully aspected and embodied psycho-physical entity. Whereas men are 
inhibited by their emotionalism and need to refine their inner natures, women are 
inhibited by a dearth of qi, which arises as both physical and emotional fragility. 
People don't understand that in men's seminal essence their qi is plenteous 
while in women's blood their qi is very slight. Therefore, they say that men 
403 Emerge from death and enter life. A set phrase indicating exit from the mortal 
path of birth, aging and death, entry onto the path of immortalization and eternal 
life. • 
404 Later we learn that gender traits permeating the ti (8 frame, structure) remain. 
405 Citation sixteen introduces a very unique term, the nüzhong zhangfu ft rp:st X, 
or 'a man among women'. The significance of the nüzhong zhangfu is not made 
apparent in this citation. We only learn that the nüzhong zhangfu, or heroic woman 
adept, can obtain the dao in 3-5 years with oral instructions, that women's 
attaimnent is faster than men' s, and that women must work hard to find within 
themselves this heroic element, because the alchemical process is extremely 
difficult. They must bring much greater effort to bear than men. From these 
indications, it would appear that the woman adept must assert herself as an equal 
among men, a heroic manly woman who with masculine bravery, assumes the roles 
and prerogatives of a dedicated neidan adept, despite her gender. 
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are yang and women yin. But those that foIlow my practice take the cutting 
off of the seven passions as the root of their practice, and the severing of the 
six desires as the preparatory step to thepractice.406 
[Women's] qi, ever so slight, once again is replenished until it is greater than 
in men. How is this? Men's minds are easily moved and women's thoughts 
are naturaIly quiescent; when [the mind] is moved, the qi easily oozes out, 
but when [the thoughts] are quiescent, the qi easily remains united for long 
periods. 
~~~~~MX.~~~~~~X.~~~~~B~~W~~&.H 
m*~~~A*~A~A*~~~~~X~g~~~*$~M&~~ 
~IÙ8J j}]~~~~~ijj1iJJ~IJffij ~JM!ijj1~IJW ~8J-R-
(Jishuo citation 15, 23b.6-24a.2; Appendix 2: 457) 
Once the physical and emotional fragility is controlled t.brough preparatory 
practices, women use their yin nature to still their thoughts. Emotional or analytical 
thought can draw attention away and cause an individual to evince emotional 
responses to the outside world. This causes the qi to leak away through the sense 
organs.407 When the sense organs to not control the individual and she can keep her 
mind calm despite outside impulses, the qi does not 'ooze out.' The adept can 
maintain single-pointed meditation. Women are able to concentrate their qi and 
send it through the 'seven lotuses', or nexuses of transformation in the body. 
(Jishuo 24a) 
Citations twenty through twenty four link the use of the term qi with the 
concept of form and formless understandings of aIl phenomena. AIl distinctions 
between sacred and profane existence are relativized. The material becomes a venue 
406 Note here how this rhetoric plays with the inter-faith, inter-practice tensions. The 
two major elements of Buddhist practice are appropriated into the alchemical path. 
At the same time, these elements are relegated to the very rudimentary level of pre-
initiatory practice. 
407 Normally, the shen is described as emitting through the sense organs, not the qi. 
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for physical transfonnation. There is no difference between phenomena. Fonnless 
practice is accessed through inversion or bucking of the nonnal flow of phenomenal 
existence. At the level of the individual, these manifest as an inversion in the 
nonnal flow of semenlmenstrual discharge and respiration. These bodily 
products/processes are the essential ingredients for "congealing" the medicine/elixir 
in the two genders. Citation twenty-five closes with a directive from the Queen 
Mother to urgently seek out appropriate individuals and transmit the nüdan texts. 
The fourth presentation of citations (citations 29-37) provides sorne startling 
insights. The cited text underlines the need for having both a man and a woman; 
claims, unlike the previous passages, that women's desires are greater than men's; 
and, suggests intercourse is an essential part of female (and male) alchemical 
practice. 
One must clearly understand that women's desires are greater than men's. 
Once their menstrual waters have passed, their hearts become like lotus 
flowers just blossoming open. Relying on heavenly rain and dew, at that 
moment they bear fruit. In fact, if women had no men, they would be only 
orphaned yin. ~~9;Q~Az~~M' ~-=f9)tïU~~* B~Z 13tJtIL':tWJ!Z f}].fj)( 
~~z* •• MJt.~A~.~-=f~m~~ 
(Jishuo citation 29, 26b.3-5; Appendix 2: 459) 
The phrasing in this passage is highly sexualized, recalling the language of lu 
rhapsodies on the meeting of a mortal man and an avatar of the Queen Mother. 
Thus establishing the prevalence ofwomen's desire, Yan asserts its potency and its 
threat. The sexualized nature of the joining of elements here is unmistakable. These 
comments are expanded in the closing citation of the tract, where we read the 
elliptical citation that women 'do not congeal the infant' /G M ~ (Jishuo ~ ~ • 
29b.7-30a.1; Appendix 2: 462). From this statement, we must sunnise that women 
can no longer fonn a fetus in the womb (-.!J:. A ~a ~ /G M I!). Through self-
cultivation, they have become inherently incapable of mundane birthing. Although 
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[joined in sexual umon ?] she may expenence desire, she cannot allow the 
marauding jing mentioned above to disturb the divine fetus forming inside her. 
These sexual and gestational acts are the venues for access to the divine. In this 
final statement, separation from the divine via imposition of 'awaiting a summons' 
evaporates. The moment of true jing 's retum to shen appears as a moment of access 
to Great Purity, one of the Daoist heavens. 
Conc1uding remarks on Yan Zehuan:408 
By comparing the citations and the non-cited material from which these quotes 
derive, a c1ear selection strategy is evidenced. An important area of strategic text 
suppression occurs at citations 5 and 6. The entire issue of separate moral codes for 
women practicing in the inner chambers disappears. This text suppression is 
maintained throughout aIl citations, essentially freeing women such as Yan from the 
control of male relatives. This reflects Yan's lived situation: she and her mother had 
no male relatives to depend on, and no male relatives to control them. They fulfilled 
social norms by invoking the virtues of filial daughter and chaste widow, 
respectively. Yan Zehuan directly addresses their moral virtues in her preface 
(translated above; see also Preface to the Nannü dan 'gong yitongbian, 16b-17a). 
Yan Zehuan simultaneously paints her mother righteous by virtue of her choice to 
remain a widow, and she paints herselfmoral by virtue ofher choice to fuI fi Il filial 
obligations to her mother. 
Invoking social norms, both women were freed to pursue religious interests 
and particularly to avoid the gestation al duties of a wife in patriarchal society --
duties which inhibit the practice of female inner a1chemy. Trading the inner 
408 The remarks that fOllow come directly from my paper, "Nannü dangong yitong 
pian and selection strategies: rhetorical voices in the jindan tradition", a paper 
presented at the annual Conference of the Association for Asian Studies, New 
England Chapter, November 5-6,2004. 
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chambers on the outskirts of Chengdu, for the wild peaks of Emei Mountain, Yan 
Zehuan must have felt these "Neo-Confucian" moral codes completely irrelevant. 
Yan Zehuan was somewhere between the age of 25 to 29 at this time. She was both 
self-assured and self-reliant, as attested by the tone of her preface, which instructs 
readers to use her collection, keeping it on their right hand when meditating so as to 
avoid errors. She speaks directly to an audience of women practitioners with 
authority and no sign ofhesitance. 
ln Yan' s collected citations, the question of gender-impact on soteriological 
potential remains bound to an understanding of the body that links turgid yin to 
bloody pollution, and polluting blood to 'bloody female bodies.' (Jishuo citation 2, 
19a) These bloody female discharges are the discharges of birthing or potential 
birthing (e.g., the menses). Neidan/nüdan mimi cs in reverse the devèlopment of the 
individual from pre-conception to birth, and into the first years of life, borrowing, 
along with the concept of fetal development, the idea of pre-conception 
gendering.409 The ten months gestation in neidan parallels the ten months gestation 
in standard medical understandings. The future being develops through three 
months of coagulation from amorous essences and fluids to the formation of an 
actual fetus with form % and identifiable features. From the fourth month, each 
month's development is ruled by a prevailing Indic "element" or phase, in the 
Chinese understanding. Gendering cornes before the fetus forms, in the stage when 
the xing (% form) is undergoing formation.410 Until the end of the third month, the 
embryo is still without its structure, bones, etc., yet its xing (% form) is already 
pervaded by its basic gendering. This concept influences gender-based soteriology. 
The ultimate goal of neidan is the attainment of a yang golden immortal' s 
body. For men, the xing (% form) is yang, and so accords with the ultimate aims of 
neidan transformation. For women, the xing (% form) is yin, so the resultant effect 
409 For more on neidan and embryology, see Chapter three: Knowledge Systems. 
410 See note 57 above. 
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is a yin xing (% fonn) organizing the ti (H structure, frame). Since the yin-
gendering of the fonn occurs in the first period it is yin when the second phase of 
refinement concludes. In the pro cess of reverse embryological development, 
women are unable to pass beyond the phase of conception and return to the void 
because their xing (% fonn) remains penneated by yin. Thus a salvational move is 
necessitated to allow women to overcome the limitations mundane existence sets 
them. Yan appears to continue the prejudice that women cannot reach the fully 
refined state without outside assistance; they must daidu (await salvation), and 
perfonn benevolent works until they draw the pit Y of the high sages in heaven and 
receive a summons to join them in heaven. Although the final citation may offer 
space for an alternative reading, Yan's contemporary, Chen Yingning did not 
interpret her work in this way, and criticized Yan for not offering a model of 
gender-equality in soteriological potential. (Liu 2003: 297-304) 
At her juncture in history and at her place in time, Yan Zehuan did not break 
the codes of this alchemical world-view. She did not de-eroticize the female 
practitioner or re-inscribe the essential character of women as essentially turgid in 
body and thus polluted. Nor did she clearly break open the concept that women 
were limited in their ability to gain immediate release from the world, although she 
may point, in the final citation, to such an eventuality. But Yan Zehuan was able to 
open a space for living women to insert their own authority and physical freedom 
from the inner chambers. Although Chen Yingning (c. 1860-1969) later criticized 
Yan's work for not going far enough in opening a space for women's immediate 
sotis (Liu 2001) the Nannü dan 'gong yitongbian has become a standard work in 
many alchemical compilations, from the Nüdan hebian (H~ 1906) to the Nüdàn 
jicui (Tao 1989) and tlTe Daocang nannü xingming shuangxiu mi gong (1994). Yan 
Zehuan effectively wrote her voice, her values and her life into Oaoist history. 
(Neswald 2004: 7-9) 
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4. H~ Longxiang 
Hy Longxiang and his contemporaries in western China were considerably less than 
successful in establishing a respectable neidan orthodoxy for the new millennium. 
Despite his juren status, the names of Hy Longxiang and his cohorts appear in none 
of the court documents or new media, such as the ~hubao. Indeed, Daoism is 
lumped into the class of backward and heterodox activities openly critiqued by the 
progressive founder and editor of the Shubao, Zhu Shan * W. (Zhu Shan * W, Fa 
kan ci ~~fiJ~ll], Shubao IJffR 1 Z 1 [n.p.].) In the ~ame issue where Zhu Shan 
criticizes Daoism, the editors show a strong support for the idea of Daoist 
generation of Buddhism in the article Folaikao fJIBR~, and Daoism's role as a 
foundation for "native" Chinese religious culture. Unfortunately, they see 19th 
century Daoism as a degenerated system which can no longer answer to the needs 
of the CUITent generation. Rejecting both Buddhist and Daoist modalities, these 
influential Chengdu modernizers press for adoption of a new, nationalistic 
Confucian orthodoxy· adapted to meet the needs of growmg 
'democratization.'(Dongqi qingpingzi 'l:Jtm5:f-=f. Folaikao fJt*~ 1 Z 1: 3) Hy 
Longxiang's efforts at canonizing women's a1chemy tracts did not rai se a blip on 
the cultural barometer of these social activists. 
Hy Longxiang's 'canonization' of nüdan tracts aimed to satisfy both 
personal and larger dogmatic goals. One element of this 'canonization' project can 
be perceived in his 'matching' of norms and practices. For example, Hy paired two 
tracts entitled Nüjindan, one concentrated on norms (jirst juan), and the second on 
practices (second juan), to create the version of Nüjindan found in his collection. 
As Valus si has noted, H~ and his contemporaries were interested in promoting a 
form of women' s neidan that was both appropriate to the inner chambers and 
palatable to a sexually conservative imperial administration. (Valussi 2003, 2006) 
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Associated with these desires, Hy's collection efforts responded to the request ofhis 
mother to gather tracts on women's physical transformation. 411 
[My mother] commanded me to devote myself to seeking women's elixir 
classics from cultivation masters of all three teachings, and ask about 
women's secret instructions. 1 made calls on masters for many years, but 
nothing went as 1 desired. 412 Then, from Xueceng Shangren 1 obtained the 
Monideng kunji (Collection for Women from Shakyamuni's lantern). [?~* 
~ ~ Z ]îfu:g: nX-r ~ ILl JL~ - ~ 1~ if A ~p ji ~ f} ~& ~1U~;3Jè ~ ~ ~jj ~ $:L:5] 
* ~o lit Rù~ EH '§ -* L A {~ S m 1;J :1:$ ~ [ - $ *~ -t + tii l~ ] (Nüdan hebian 
preface 6a.6-8; in Appendix 2: 444) 
This project presented H~ with a good deal of embarrassment. He was trained in the 
Confucian classics, attained the degree of juren, and even composed an essay on 
Confucianism. (Jingyan zhi. 1934; also cited in Valussi 2003) However, H~ resided 
in a region alive with Tibetan tantrism, local religions and ethnic groups, Buddhist 
monastics and various forms of Daoist practice, including explicitly sexual 
practices linked to the Emei area. Raised in socially conservative isolation, H~ 
would have found his Daoist efforts beset by sexually explicit influences of the 
Western School of inner alchemy which centered in his home district. In his preface, 
H~ stresses that, at his mother's request, he sought nüdan tracts for many years, but 
met with only frustration. Given the intense and varied self-cultivation activities in 
the region, his claims suggest that his frustration derived not simply from a lack of 
tracts, but a lack of appropriate tracts. Indeed, he do es not indicate that he found 
none, but that 'nothing went as 1 desired.' How could a good Confucian son 
present such materials to his mother? 
H~ responded with strategic creativity. This creativity begins with his use of 
the Nannü dan 'gong yitongbian, and continues with his arrangement and editing of 
411 This preface is also translated in sectons in Valussi 2003, Chapter 4. 
412 Emphasis mine. 
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the Monideng kun ji *m~J$~ tracts which he reports having received on Emei 
mountain in 1900. The Monideng kun ji appears to have incorporated several if not 
aIl tracts also found in Fu Jinquan's Nüjindan fayao, 413 and Hç Longxiang 
incorporated four ,of these, plus several others of unknown provenance, adding and 
subtracting where necessary to make a relatively wholesome system that respects 
the social norms of Confucian morality. 
4.1 Hf Longxiang's use of Fu Jinquan 's Nüjindan fayao 
Format: 
One of the things that suggests Fu's entire collection was present in the Monideng 
kunji is Hç Longxiang's deliberate imitation of the compilation format found in the 
Nüjindan fayao. Table 1 below presents the contents of the two collections for easy 
reference. 
Fu Jinquan414 Hç Longxiang415 
Nüjindanfayao :9:~fH* Nüdan hebian :9:ftilf.j 1 Nüdan hebian 2 
413 Both Yan Zehuan and Hç Longxiang refer to this tract as their source, but cite 
tracts inc1uded in the latter. However, both inc1ude tracts not found in Fu's 
collection, and they both also c1aim there were over seventy types of tracts, weIl 
more than Fu Jinquan's collection contains. Therefore we must assume that 
Nüjindanfayao was inc1uded in a larger compendia, Monideng kunji. 
414 Fu Jinquan, Fu Jinquan's Nüjindan fayao (1743). Found in Zangwai daoshu 
volume 11. 
415 He Longxiang, Nüdan hebian :9: ft il f.j. It appears Elena Valussi was in 
possession of a different version of the Nüdan hebian. Nüdan hebian 2 represents 
the order of tracts given in Valussi 2003. Nüdan hebian 1 represents the tract order 
presented in this scholar's collection. Contents of the two versions appear to 
correspond. 
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Preface Preface, colophon 
Table of Contents Table of Contents 
Unnamed tract Nannü dan 'gong 
(named Nüdan cuoyao -j;:, yitongbian ~ -j;:, fi- I ~ 
f}tlit~ in H~ Longxiang's rnJtJf 416 
collection). Consists of a 
series of quotations 
Not named in the Table 
of Contents. Consists of a 
series of quotations. 
Nannü dan 'gong 
yitongbian ~-j;:,f} 
I~rnJtJf 
Kunning miaojing :l:$$WJ; Kunjue :l:$gjt Appears in Nüdan shize -j;:,Fl 
~~ Fu Jinquan's collection as +~Ij 
rt f 7u"d h" 417 pa 0 lVU an s ljue. 
Guanxinzhai jiwen ftJL,'~ Hutian xingguo nüdan 
shize :N:7Ç'I1:5f! -j;:,f}+ ~IJ 
Qingjing yuanjun Nüjindan, -j;:,~f} 
Kunyuanjing ~~'F 7G:l3:l:$ includes 1) self-preface 
of Zhenyizi; 2) Nüjindan 
shangjuan; 3) Nüjindan 
xia juan. 
same as Hutian 
xingguo nüdan 
shize ~:7ÇtÈ5f!-j;:, 
f}+~IJ) 
Nüjindan -j;:,~:f} 
Nüdan huijie -j;:,f} 
1J!M 
Nüdan shijue -j;:,fH~Wt 
found in H~ Longxiang's 
collection as Xichiji ïffiitP. 
Qiaoyangjing nügong Nüdan shiji 
xiulian t~~~~-j;:,I f~i.* qianhou -j;:,fH~~ 
iW{3t 
Qunzhen shijue ff.J!U~Wt. Nügong lianji huandan Xichiji g§1tP.~ 
416 Has a preface and title in the tract itself. 
417 Zangwai daoshu volume Il; see also Valussi 2003: 144 ff. 
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Includes part of Nüdan tushuo ;cf};.!:t B)lnlil 
shiji qian as it appears in ~ 
H~ Longxiang's collection 
Nüdan shijue 3z.:FH~~R: Nüdan cuoyao 3z.:PJtI~ Nüzhen danjue 3z.: 
found in H~ Longxiang' s Same as the undated, J1{f}~R: 
collection asXichiji îffi~lli untitled prefatory tract 
~ that prefaces Fu 
Jinquan's collection 
Nüdan huijie 3z.:PJI;M Kunjue :I:$~ 
Nüzhen danjue 3z.:J1{JHR: Nügong lianji 
huandan tushuo 3z.: 
n;.!:tB)lPJIiI~ 
Nüdan yaoyan 3z.:Ft~-B- Nüdan yaoyan 3z.: 
H~-~f 
Xichiji îffi~~, Nüdan cuoyao 3z.: 
found in the Fu Jinquan's Fttl~ 
collection as Nüdan 
shijue 3z.:fH~~ 
Nüdanshiji;cf}g~~(2 Pangmen xiaoshu 
juan). First juan appears xiaoyin '7i r, IJ\1# 
in Fu Jinquan's collection IJ\ iJ 1 
as part of Qunzhen shijue. 
Second juan first appears 
in this collection; 
includes a series of 
poems transmitted in 
spirit séances. 
Xiangyue wentong gu/ou Qiaoyangjing 
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Pangmen xiaoshu xiaoyin nügong xiulian t~ 
~ Jl}(im~1~%ir~/J\tfj 1% ~~ il: I 1~i* 
IJ\ '31. Same as Pangmen 
xiaoshu xiaoyin in Nüdan 
hebian 2. 
Pangmenlu %i r~ ~ 
Table 5.1: Examination of compilers' scriptural referents418 
The most striking aspect of the compilation fonnat is the use of Nannü dan 'gong 
yitongbian. Nannü dan 'gong yitongbian shares a similar strategic editorial function 
with the Nüdan cuoyao. As with Nüjindan fayao of Fu Jinquan, Nüdan hebian 
opens with a tract not named in the table of contents; Fu Jinquan's un named tract 
appears in the Nüdan hebian under the title Nüdan cuoyao (tract 7 ofthis collection). 
Both tracts are comprised entirely of quotations. And both tracts serve to 
summarize much of the contents of each collection. These similarities between Fu 
Jinquan's use of the Nüdan cuoyao and H~ Longxiang's use of the Nannü dan'gong 
yitongbian indicate intentional imitation, and point to the editorial importance of the 
Nannü dan 'gong yitongbian in reading the entire Nüdan hebian contents. 
As noted above, the Nannü dan 'gong yitongbian excises heterodox language 
and practices, reinterprets sexualized language, and appears to maintain the 
secondary soteriological potential ofwomen adepts.419 At the same time, the edition 
omits aIl moral precepts that might suggest a social obligation inhibiting women's 
practice. To address this challenge to patriarchal nonns, Hç matches each tract 
418 Responding to a suggestion by Lowell Skar, this table has been inserted to allow 
comparison of Nüjindan fayao contents and Nüdan hebian contents. Variation 
between the received version of Nüdan hebian is also given alongside the contents 
as reported in Valussi 2003. My thanks to Prof essor Skar for this suggestion. 
419 On the difficulty of this point, see the above discussion on the potential 
significance of Yan Zehuan's citation 37. 
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dealing with ming or physical cultivation with one dealing with xing cultivation. 
Thus we find the Kunjue, which focuses on the cosmological foundations of 
practice and ends with a description of ming cultivation, is followed by the Rutian 
xingguo nüdan shize, a complete discussion of the practice, but emphasizing the 
need for moral cultivation and ending with a list of prer~quisite activities for new 
adepts. To the tract Nüjindan xia (second) juan, a set of oral instructions on 
cultivation, is added another tract of moral precepts and descriptions of model 
behavior, entitIed Nüjindan shang (first)juan. At this point, H~ inc1udes three tracts 
focused intensively on ming cultivation, Qiaoyangjing nügong xiulian, Nügong 
lianji huandan tushuo, and Nüdan cuoyao. This is followed by Nüdan huijie, a tract 
which inc1udes elements from both xing and ming refinement, but largely with a 
Chanist interpretation that moves away from the corporeal. Next we find medical 
therapeutic pro cesses to reverse old age, cut of the menses, and a beauty tonic to be 
taken with milk (Nüzhen danjue, Nüdan yaoyan). Next we find two tracts on xing 
('Ii, inner nature) cultivation and meditation practices. (Xichi ji , Nüdan shiji), and 
two tracts on heterodox practices to be avoided (Pangmen xiaoshu xiaoyin, 
Pangmenlu). The cultivation of inner practices and the resort to Chanist practices 
serve to contain and control women's practice. 
Content: 
Of the tracts found in the Nüdan hebian, four derive from Fu Jinquan's Nüjindan 
fayao :9.:~fJ§~~. (pref. 1843). These tracts inc1ude the following: 
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• unnamed in the Nüjindan fayao, appeanng ln the Nüdan hebian as 
Nüdan cuoyao (-!;:. fl Ji ~, Selected essentials for women' s elixir, 
undated);420 
• an appendix to the Nüjindan -!;:'#'::fl in the Nüjindan fayao, appearing in 
the Nüdan hebian as Kunjue (:I:$gj(, Precepts for Women, undated text). 
421,422 
• Nüdan shijue (-!;:'flg~gj(, Versed Precepts on women's elixir), appearing 
under the title, Xichi ji (1ffi1-èAt, West Pond Collection) in the Nüdan 
h b · 423 e Lan. 
N "d h'" -h-.I'l ~cI;:~ 424 • U ans ljly.,)JI:'i>1:5R. 
420 This tract describes the cosmological foundations, essential elements, loci within 
thè body and practices for arresting the menses, the first step in women's elixir 
production. The tract has been translated in Wile (1992: 202-4). 
421 Found in Fu Jinquan's ff~îï Qunzhen shijue in the Nüjindan fayao; Zangwai 
Daoshu vol. Il: 288-294. This tract describes the cosmological foundations of 
women's practice, and there is an emphasis xing-ming (xing ti, inner nature, 
inherent nature, personality and character) and ming -®-, destiny, corporeal 
refinement) dual cultivation. 
422 See comments on text 12.a. The original lyrics are set to the cipai Xiyue ci, also 
know as the Buxu ci. This associates the verse with Lü Dongbin, and with rituai 
pacing, conducted as part of a ceremony with audience. This association 
"socializes" the individual-oriented refinement activities by situating the individual 
practice of self-refinement within the context ofwider ritual activities. 
423 This tract has a preface by Chongyangzi :1: 1% -=f (Wang Chongyang, 1112-
1170)423 and a postface by Lingyangzi lil%-=f (He Xian'gu).423 This tract was 
collected by Fu Jinquan during a séance at Jinxi, Fu's hometown. It includes 
eighteen poems "In elegy of xing (inner nature) refinement" and commentaries in 
verse by the patriarchs of the Southern school of inner al chemy, transmitted via 
planchette. 
424 A section of the Qunzhen shijue in the Nüjindan fayao, compiled/written by Fu 
Jinquan; but in the Nüdan hebian, the section devoted to Sun Bu'er is located as a 
separate text (Zangwai daoshu 880; vol. Il; Valussi 2003: 173). 
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The first two of these tracts deal with cosmological foundations of practice, 
emphasize the need for the dual cultivation of xing and ming (xing '1"1, inner nature, 
inherent nature, personality and character and ming iP, destiny, corporeal 
refinement). The third tract, subtitled "in praise of xing cultivation" is oriented 
towards Chanist meditation for the cultivation of the xing Ct1, inner nature). The 
final tract noted above completely integrates corporeal practices with Chanist 
meditation and recitations of the Amitabha's name, a practice inspired by the 
famous Buddhist monk, Huiyuan. 
If one compares the presented materials with Fu Jinquan's original 
collection (e.g., the Qunzhen shijue, Ten Precepts from the Assembled Perfected; 
Zangwai Daoshu vol. Il: 288-294), we find Fu Jinquan's original collection is 
marked by sexual techniques for the cultivation of the body. Fu makes frequent 
reference to sexual practices, and the embodied use of sexual desire for paired 
cultivation. This vision of the body is more social than individual in the sense that 
a single, unitary ·embodied individual is fundamentally incomplete. As mentioned 
above, the embodied individual is comprised not only of flesh, bones and blood, but 
also of emotions, sensations, inherent nature, and dynamic gendered tendencies. 
The gendering of these tendencies creates a relative polarization between men, who 
are externally yang, and women, who are externally yin. In paired union such as 
described by Fu Jinquan, the union of two gendered partners (male and female) 
allows their internaI, pure elements yin in men and yang in women, to conjoin and 
supplement the inherently incomplete aspects oftheir persons that manifest gender. 
The non-fleshy aspects oftheir gendered bodies include emotions, intentions 
and the residual effects of actions such as disease produced througJ1 the dynamics of 
the xing, or inner nature. For this reason, unethical treatment of neidan partners and 
the stealing of sexual essences is roundly criticized in Fu Jinquan's tracts and 
preface. Fu specifies that sexual desire should be used for quickening the corporeal 
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elements used in neidan refinement. However, this desire cannot be used to 
manipulate the partner and "steal" from her without giving the woman any benefit. 
Sexual practices must provide benefit to the ming of both partners; otherwise this 
negatively impacts the adept's xing cultivation. The dual cultivation of inner nature 
and outer physicality (xing/ming cultivation practices, a cultivation trend common 
, 
in th~ late imperial period), and discourses on the cosmological basis of cultivation 
are completely balanced. 
In the four Fu Jinquan tracts selected for inclusion in the Nüdan hebian, all 
traces of sexual practices are absent, extracted or whitewashed. Although their aims 
appear significantly different, the de-sexualization attempted in the works of Yan 
Zehuan and Zhenyizi coincide with the demands of Ht( Longxiang's project to 
create a system of tracts in which women's practice is contained, controlled and 
appropriate for a Confucian's mother. This makes Zhenyizi's commentary to the 
Nüjindan second juan an excellent choice for inclusion in Ht('s collection. 
4.2 Precepts and injunctions: Nüjindan shang, Huijie, Hutian 
The cultivation of inner practices and the resort to Chanist practices serve to contain 
and control women's practice; likewise the incorporation of special moral rules for 
women. Ht( Longxiang's work includes three tracts that delineate moral precepts for 
women, Nüjindan first juan, Nüdan huijie and Hutian xingguo nüdan shize. The 
moral precepts harmonize with those normally found in Buddhist precepts, but also 
are consistent with early Chinese sources such as the Yueling. The titles of the 
individual regulations of the Nüjindan first juan read: 
First regulation: uninhibited thoughts send offlife. 
Second regulation: bound by desires, envious and debauched. 
Third Regulation: hard and willful, cruel and avaricious. 
Fourth Regulation: aggravation and rage 
Fifth Regulation: melancholy and over-thinking, surprise and fear 
Sixth Regulation: too many corrupt spectacles for the eyes 
Seventh Regulation: too many corrupt sounds for the ears 
Eighth Regulation: too many corrupt words from the mouth 
Ninth Regulation: hording and coveting material goods 
Terith Regulation: killing harms the ming/destiny 
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Eleventh Regulation: not abstaining from pungent, non-vegetarian foods 
Twelfth Regulation: lagging in the Dao and treating the masters lightly 
(Nüjindan shangjuan 4a-5a) 
Valussi has noted previously that these moral guidelines foIlow the general 
presentations found in Buddhist tracts, and the number of twelve precepts in the 
Nüjindan shang juan is probably intended to mimic the number of precepts in the 
Buddhist precepts. Given Valussi's previous analysis, a deep investigation is not 
offered here. The first several regulations discuss women's over-emotionalism, 
over-thinking, excess lust, anger, fear and surprise. The sixth to tenth repeat much 
of the content, found in the first six regulations. The last four items are related to 
ritual specificity and reflect idealized Buddhist normative behaviour. 
Rutian xingguo nüdan shize has one chapter that instructs the individual on 
'managed conduct' (Rutian xingguo nüdan shize, 1 Oa-Il a); a second chapter lists 
the foIlowing moral prescriptions: 
First, one should show filial respect of daughter-in-Iaw to father-in-Iaw. If 
you have no mother-in-Iaw and father-in-Iaw, you should show respect to aIl 
the eIders in your own family, exhausting yourself in the way (of filial piety) 
and respecting the old and honoring the sages. 
Second, one should be upright and honest. AlI one's movements and 
deportment and even dress and attire should accord with simplicity and 
seriousness. Don't be frivolous. 
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Third, one should guard one's speech. Whenever you respond to someone of 
higher or lower station, speak carefully. This is appropriate as weIl with 
regards to other's true or false statements and differences of opinions, and 
even the marvelous insights of the master/s. AlI this should be appropriate. 
If you speak rashly 1 fear you will give rise to resentment and your words 
willlead to disaster. 
Fourth, one should be careful in conducting aIl your meditations, refinement 
and gongfu. These should have an appropriately c1ean place. It is strictly 
forbidden to conduct these practices at dirty and filthy roadsides or in damp 
and noisy places. 
Fifth, one should respect one's teachers and the Dao. Whenever you 
encounter a high and enlightened [person], humbly receive his/her 
instruction. Do not slander and gossip, or speak at random. As for those who 
are self-important and boasting, you will get no benefit from himlher. 
Sixth, you must firm your will and conserve your heart. Whenever you 
advance to a new stage of practice, you must make an oath on your life or 
on severallifetimes. Don't lose forbearance and make errors of the type 
described above. 
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~li~~.~m~~~~~~~~~~~m~~m~~~Qffi~~~ 
(Hutian xingguo nüdan shize, 12a-b; Appendix 2: 472) 
The first of these indications treats those one honors, one' s parents-in-Iaw, or other 
eIders. The second addresses exterior deportment and dress. The third directs 
attention to moderation in behavior: speak little, be respectful, and guard your 
words. The next three indications deal with ritual behavior. The adept must keep the 
meditation room clean, show respect for the Dao and Daoist masters, and finally, 
one must make an oath when advancing in new initiations. 
The only thing that marks this as a gender-specific is the reference to a 
father-in-Iaw/mother-in-Iaw in the first indication. However, the impulse to mark 
the cultivation practices with moral codes suggests a deliberate and conscience 
attempt to re-code the practices received and accommodate preconceived notions of 
appropriate ritual behavior. 
5. Conclusion: Fu Jinquan and alternative modalities 
A final CUITent noted is sexull alchemy as an aspect of paired practice. References 
to sexual alchemy emerge particularly in the Nüjindan xia juan, and the Hutian 
xingguo nüdan shize. In the latter tract, the concept of paired ascent is iterated in the 
line: 
[ ... ] men and women have not yet been able to be saved in pairs :tt:*~~-'J5-.!x. 
!!~ (Hutian xingguo nüdan shize, precept 4, 7a.4-5; in Appendix 2: 469) 
This concept of sexual alchemy as an aspect of paired practice does not emerge 
significantly in the Nüdan hebian tracts, but may be found in tracts from Fu 
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Jinquan's collected works, as noted above. The embodied use of sexual desire for 
paired cultivation is distinct from Ming concepts of paired cultivation for male 
revitalization therapies, or bedchamber arts. (Wiles 2000: 6) In paired union such as 
described by Fu Jinquan, the union of two gendered partners (male and female) 
creates a cosmic unit y and balance between polar gendered elements in each 
individual. In such a practice, the self cannot be distinguished from the other as 
each individual in the cosmic pair becomes an integral part and extension of the 
other. Harm to one partner constitutes an injury to the other; benefit to one enriches 
the other. Rather than sucking the immortal essences from one another, the partners 
replenish the essences of the other.425 Such a reading corresponds in great part with 
the Zhang Sanfeng quanji expressions translated so differently by Huang (Wong 
1979) and Wile (1992).426 
Likewise Nüjindan employs the terms of 'husband and wife' in both paired 
and solo practice. However, the social stain of a praxis based on theft and harm of 
the partners is not evidenced. For example, in the citation from the Nüjindan xia 
juan cited at page 321 above, "Husband and wife complement each other like yin 
and yang." The union of the couple is completely co-equal with neither ahead nor 
following. (Nüjindan xia juan 18b.6-8; Appendix 2: 488) Hç Longxiang compiles 
criticisms of this world view. In the Pangmen lu (found exclusively in Hç's 
collection), this understanding of self and other is entirely intemalized, in keeping 
with Hç's vision. 
Incorrectly understanding self and other when attempting to create 
perfection,/Who knows yin and yang reside in one's own body? 
~~~~~i1t&'{tJt/~gjm~~~:tE*~ (Pangmen lu la.4; Appendix 2: 554) 
425 As noted above, this is the reason Fu Jinquan harshly criticizes unethical 
treatment of partners in sexual alchemy. (See above page 62) 
426 See Introduction, page 42ff. 
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The commentary goes on to sta~e: 
Sorne people buy beautiful consorts and concubines with whom to practice 
'plucking warfare'. It is a matter of replenishing the primaI qi. [However] aIl 
these [activities] derive from incorrectly comprehending the two characters 
self and other. 1f ~ 1ft:. ~ 1Eî ~ fJ!i. 1-r 1* ~ lJ ~ jG *' ~ '& ~ ~~ 1& fit = ~
(Pangmen lu la.8: Appendix 2: 554)427 
Despite these severe criticisms, it is partly through H~'s description that we 
know these practices continued in Qing Sichuan with sorne vitality. Sexual 
practices vaguely associated with neidan cultivation in Western China emerge as an 
ongoing alternative for self-cultivation into the late Qing. As noted above (see page 
26). a strong editorial voice overlays the sexual pairing expressed in sorne Nüjindan 
xia juan verses with symbolic language. At poem 4, the verse directly opposes the 
goals of Zhenyizi to separate women' s tradition from that of men. Poem 4 suggests 
that the two partners form two halves of a single practice within a unified tradition 
matching male and female adepts' progress. The commentary suggests two distinct 
practices with men and women progressing independently and forming two distinct 
if allied traditions. (See pages 26':'7 above) The voice of an alternative practice 
parallel and consistent with that found in Fu Jinquan's collection emerges in the 
verses of the Nüjindan, and the Kunjue also expresses these attitudes. In this highly 
edited collection, Nüdan hebian preserves voices of alternative traditions and 
approaches to women's practice. 
427 For detailed description ofthis practice, see Chapter 4. 
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C 1 · 428 one USlon 
Confronting death 
"Before we were born, we were a fetus, a round shape inside our mother's 
womb. When the womb is filled with the primordial vapor, the shape inside 
stirs, the shell breaks, and like a mountain crashing down, the fetus tumbles 
out. From the infant's first cry, original nature and life [xfcing and ming] are 
separated. From then on, original nature do es not recognize life, and life 
do es not communicate with original nature. Thus we go from infancy to 
youth, and from youth to old age and death." (Liu Huayang, Huimingjing; 
translation following Eva Wong: 1998: 26.) 
The process of life anticipates death. Desiring, sexual intercourse, 
conception, gestation and childbirth each hold signal points in this great process 
that moves life and death on to its next incarnation. Higher Daoist self-cultivation 
'0 
techniques seek to reverse these processes, rejuvenating the individual and 
returning her to the state of a perfect, undying being. In this dissertation 1 have 
explored diverse knowledge bases and changing attitudes towards religion and 
embodiment perceived in discourses surrounding nüdan practice. 1 have attempted 
to dispel the idea of a single, coherent nüdan practice extending to aIl groups and 
speaking in one voice. 
ln the Late Imperial period (1368-1911) nüdan was conceived as a part of a 
larger range of self-cultivation practices including disease dispelling exercises, 
health training and maintenance programs, and immortalization practices that 
428 Portions of this conclusion have been included in my conference paper, 
"Extending Life, Enticing Death: Changing Attitudes to Daoist Cultivation." 
Presented at the Conference on Religion and Peace after 9/11, Organized by McGill 
University, Faculty of Religious Studies, September, 2006. 
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embraced Daoist, Buddhist and Confucian attitudes and beliefs, and could conform 
to individual perspectives and beliefs. Buddhist knowledge, medical understandings 
and Daoist speculations inform the coding and philosophical speculations upon 
which nüdan rests, and individual interests and perspectives deeply affect the 
interpretations found in the various tracts observed. In chapter three the systems of 
knowledge available to Sichuan women in the late 19th century were explored. 
These included Buddhist and Daoist philosophical systems, and common medical 
knowledge, especially embryology. 
Medical observations are integral to nüdan efficacy. In particular, the 
Puxian tract, the only East China tract in the compendia, reveals a heavy emphasis 
on medical and pharmacological knowledge, while the Nüdan lianji huandan 
tushuo (from Mount Emei) treats the process of duanhonglong as a type of 
gymnastics divorced of faith and ritualized preparatory practices such as introduced 
in chapter four, section one. Reading between the lines, the Pangmenlu permits us 
to see the environment in which the Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo emerged, Mount 
Emei. Following the Pangmenlu, Mount Emei in 1895 was peopled by individuals 
performing sexual gymnastics, among other bodily and ritual activities; the Nüdan 
lianji huandan tushuo approach to nüdan as health or rejuvenation therapy is 
consistent with its origin in Emei therapeutic and hygienic practices. Neither 
Nüzhen danjue nor Nüdan lianji huandan tushuo emphasize the aspect ofbelief and 
devotion. The process of death anticipates life, and the above two tracts emphasize 
therapeutic practice rather than religious devotion to con front the threat of death.429 
Transmission and cultural co ding 
429 This is indeed the basic character of neidan/nüdan in general. However, most 
nüdan tracts deal with issues of ritual purity, self-divinization, the attainment of an 
immortallifespan, and one's transformation into a compassionate being who brings 
salvation to those left behind. 
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The embodied nature of neidan practice creates a certain sensitivity when it cornes 
to women's neidan practice, and ev en today the government approved religious 
communities do not appear particularly enthusiastic to witness knowledge transfer 
ofwomen's neidan practice. When 1 was doing fieldwork in Sichuan in 2005, sorne 
nuns expressed dismay at Western scholars' interest in women's forms of neidan. 
ln their interpretation, women's forms of neidan resulted in bodily corruption and 
even madness. 430 In my experience, monastics preferred to deflect attention by 
discussing a mind-training practice known as xiuxin, and taijiquan. This latter, an 
embodied practice divorced from connections to a specific spiritual pursuit, 
appeared to be a much safer topic; unlike the embodied practice of women 
performing neidan. This is particularly interesting given that the imagery of 
gestation, a product of a woman's womb, is borrowed in neidan to describe the 
cultivation by both men and women of the immortal self which is gestated within 
the body of the adept for ten months, just like a normal fetus. 
Embodiment is the fundamental basis to this Daoist immortality practice, 
and this embodiment extends not simply to the fleshy object of the individual, but 
aIl its emotion, energy, vitality, blood, semen, reception of visual, auditory, 
olfactory, and tactile sensations. In aIl these sensory, vital and physical aspects of 
the individual, Daoists found the agents of change, transformation and rejuvenation 
had their parallel agents in the change, transformation and rejuvenation of the 
cosmos and its divine powers; through this process of association, the embodied 
individual became conceived as a uni verse of change, transformation and individual 
salvation complete with its personal divine powers. As a divinely empowered body, 
the neidan body became a vessel of ultimate potential divinity. As one nineteenth 
century Daoist put it, 'Where but in the body [of the individual adept] shaH we pay 
430 Questions about neidan for men did not raise any eyebrows, unfortunately, my 
interest being focused on women' s cultivation, 1 failed at the time to inquire in 
depth into men's neidan cultivation practices in the monasteries 1 visited. 
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homage to the Divine One?' By linking immortality to refinement of the individual 
embodied person, the Daoists placed immortality and control of one's destiny in the 
hands of the individual herself. Physical, moral and spiritual capacity - three 
interconnected aspects of Daoist self-refinement, are limited only by two things, 
access to knowledge and determination to achieve and succeed. Knowledge transfer, 
and those elaborating its orthodoxy guide and control the concepts of this spiritual 
embodiment; therefore controls on transmission and knowledge access have 
generated the potential adept's great obstacle throughout China's history with 
neidan. However, this situation has been changing by increments for the past 
thousand years, first, with the advent of printing and the creation of moveable type 
in the Tang, and increasing dissemination across various spectra of the society by 
the Late Imperial period (1368-1911) such that sorne scholars call this latter period 
of neidan 's development the period of the popularization of neidan (Skar 2003, 
Kohn 2003). 
Through examination of the Nüdan hebian, diverse attitudes and interests in 
access and expression of nüdan goals have· been revealed. The preface of Yan 
Zehuan suggests that sorne women creatively employed social norms to subvert 
traditional structures and institutions, including jiaopai (sectarian) limitations. 
When 1 first proposed an analysis of the Nüdan hebian for my dissertation project, 
my advisor, Kenneth Dean, wamed me that the compiled tracts in this collection 
would very probably be heterogeneous, making analysis, or at least identification 
with a particular "school" difficult. Indeed, his waming was accurate. Trying to 
identify nüdan schools through practice is particularly trying, as leading Chinese 
theorists from Chen Yingning (1934) to Zhang Xingfa (2003) have analyzed each 
nüdan tract as representing it's own pai (school), while reading each practice as part 
of an integrated whole. The analysis performed in chapter two reveals a high degree 
of textual integration among certain tracts, and divergences among others. 
Moreover, the practices as commentated and edited in major collections, are fairly 
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homogenous. This suggests a high degree of editorial control by Quanzhen Daoists 
throughout the Qing dynasty, particularly in publishing projects. Valussi shows that 
the label nüdan (a term for neidan for women) was used in the 18th and 19th 
centuries by male authors of religious tracts to conscribe women's practices within 
the inner chamber. (Valussi 2003: Chapter 2) However, prior to 1949, attempts to 
conscribe any religion in China was met than less than complete success. Studies of 
the religious context of modem China suggest the multiple ways in which religious 
practices transform to accommodate new social and political realities, as individuals 
melt away from one group labeled heterodoxy and reassemble under new banners. 
Religious control has been far from complete. 
This study of the Nüdan hebian has shown that even within an edited 
volume, numerous discursive voices are at play, and a range of practices and 
orthodoxies emerge. Editorial control was far from complete; actual practices and 
practitioners were aIl the more difficult to control. In the terminological tracking 
performed in chapter two, three major groupings of tracts and three minor 
groupings of tracts were identified. In chapter three, the major groupings of tracts 
were linked to their systems of knowledge and sources of local knowledge, and a 
range of practices were addressed in chapter four. Finally, 1 explored discursive and 
editorial practices for three individuals named or involved in the process of editing 
and compiling Nüdan hebian tracts. While sorne attempt can be made to identify 
these individuals in terms of literary standards and sources of authority, the most 
significant distinction occurs at the interpretation of spiritual embodiment, as it 
relates to personal ad-hoc manipulations and needs. The authors examined in 
chapter five appear far more interested in tracts to transmit an invested reading of 
orthodoxy, and the nature of spiritual embodiment manifests as the medium through 
which these concerns are expressed. That is to say, in the late Qing period, the 
interchange of practice and text suggests those exchanging and using the tracts, and 
those that wCre gathering the tracts and publishing them were polarized into camps 
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influenced as much by social-political constraints and individual interests as by 
.. "d 1 431 ]/aOpaz l eo ogy. 
The strategic editing pro cesses deployed by the four editors and compilers 
were discussed in chapter five; the approaches of Zhenyizi, Yan Zehuan, Fu 
Jinquan and Hç Longxiang can be understood as voices from within the cultural 
discourses surrounding neidan at the tum of the 20th century. The alchemical body 
is visualized as a landscape from which cosmic elements are culled and refined; as a 
laboratory in which bodily substances are purified; or, as an organic system of 
interrelated orbs of bodily functions. All or many of these body landscapes and 
symbolic systems may be invoked simultaneously, rendering fluid and dynamic 
allegorical juxtapositions. This characteristic lends itselfto Chinese poetry, painting 
and similar cultural products and manifests neidan as a cultural practice. The 
present reading of alchemy as cultural practice is largely influenced by Lowell Skar 
(2003). Skar points out the dynamic relationship of alchemy with various cultural 
developments; the two histories of Daoism and alchemy are tight but not 
identical. 432 Alchemy shares space with medicine, Buddhism, Confucianism and 
court religion. It is not simply a product of Daoism. Whereas alchemical texts are 
431 These socio-political constraints emerge from very particular socio-historical 
debates. The dialectical space analyzed here --practices, and who has the right to 
perform which, brings together in one small but concentrated forum a series of 
implied arguments about larger, more complex socio-political developments. These 
broader arguments stem from a perceived opposition between local and sub-Iocal 
individual rights, and the dialectics of nation-building projects emerging out of the 
Qingyang gong market-cum-political infrastructure. 
432 This point is driven home by Li Fengmao's =$ltm in his recent conference 
paper, Chuanzheng yu chuanxin: zhanhou Taiwan dandao de xiandaihua 1t*~~IJ 
WT: iH~Éî~Pti1[Ét-JIJH~{t (Unpublished conference paper presented at the Ecole 
Francaise d'Extreme-OrientlFairbank Center for East Asian Studies conference, 
Between Etemity and Modemity: Daoism and its Reinventions in the 20th Century, 
Harvard University, June 13-15, 2006. 
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generally found in Daoist canons, Buddhism also shares this lore. Chinese neidan 
shares much with tantric Buddhism. Both Tibet and China fell under the Manchu 
Qing mIe during the greater period of these developments (1644-1911), 
commonalities derived both from imperial alliance and promotion and from 
competing social and religious interests. Thus it becomes useful to read alchemy as 
a cultural product influenced by larger streams in China's social history. 
The emergence of women's alchemy canonization projects, largely in the 
18th and 19th centuries, is a manifestation of a cultural trend which also emerges in, 
for example, significant development of a women's literary canon. 433 Similar to 
problems in literary voice (Cf. Maureen Robertson), women in the Late Imperial 
period voiced their religious aims through a well-established androcentric language, 
practice and worldview. Could women voice their own aims through this male 
language and worldview? Ultimately, l found that while the male author Zhenyizi 
held out the possibility of equal soteriological potential taught to an audience of 
silent female subjects, Yan Zehuan conserved her voice within the limitations of 
this androcentric worldview. 
Sorne scholars may complain that my reading fails to acknowledge that the 
alchemical body prioritizes yin over yang and feminine over masculine. Others may 
complain that my reading conflates the alchemical body and multiple bodily 
landscapes. (Schipper 2000) Others still may complain that the site of the female 
body should be understood as a site of purity and symbolic mothering -
... 
433 Of course, women were active in religious life from the earliest times; but the 
development of texts and canons for female specifie practice in this tradition occurs 
quite late (18th - 20th centuries). The impulse toward manufacturing a women's 
alchemy canon was not fully realized, unfortunately. Today, most women's 
alchemy is inserted at the end of neidan manuals and women's practice is discussed 
in terms of an aberration. See for example the volume of Zhang Xingfa (2003) in 
which women's practice is inserted as a 5 page chapter at the end of his 300 page 
volume. 
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desexualized. (Gross). Still others may assert that the alchemical body is 
androgynous (Furth, Ames) or that it is equivalent to the male body (Tao). 1 assert 
that with the possible exception of the last position, one found in the Nannü 
dan 'gong yitong bian itself, all others fail to take into account the symbolic use of 
the feminine, and androcentric audience implied. In the last position, forwarded in 
the Nannü dan 'gong yilong bian, a contradiction is found: if men and women 
. 
possess soteriological equivalence (e.g. an equal access to higher states of 
enlightenment), why does the Nannü dan 'gong yilong bian state women cannot 
ultimately achieve the states of men?434 
We find that the problem is rooted in the most fundamental element of the 
Chinese world construct: yin-yang symbolism. Yin-yang symbolism is applied to 
the practitioner's gendered body. Males are generally understood as yang and 
women as yin. But, the Nüdan huijie (Nüdan hebian tract 8, ZW881, 26.433-4) tells 
us, this is only the surface reality. If we look to the hexagrams, the male 
practitioner' s body maps to the hexagram kan, yin inside and yang outside; the 
refined, inner, esoteric element of the male body is yin. The female practitioner's 
body maps to the hexagram li, yang inside and yin outside; the refined, inner, 
esoteric element of the female body is not yin. So while the "feminine" is glorified 
and raised up for praise in neidan practice, this glorification occurs in an inverted 
gender symbolism which maps the exoteric yin to males, reasserting an androcentric 
priority. Males appropriate the yin aspect of gestation to form the immortal embryo; 
women appropriate the yang aspect of respiration. Therefore we find that in women, 
434 This reading of female inner alchemy is close to that of Valussi. In her 2003 
dissertation, Elena Valussi argues, first, that female inner alchemy was formulated 
to bind female alchemical practice within the inner charnber; second, it is 
expressive of a larger trend in Late Imperial China to discipline female sexuality 
within narrowed . constructed defined by N eo-Confucian norms, and more 
specifically, to render it in conformity with the post-Yongzheng era gender-
proscriptive environment and associated norms. (See Valussi, esp. 71-88) 
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"we cannot speak of an embryo." Whereas the alchemical worldview inverts the 
yin-yang hierarchy, the superiority of yin is only achieved in a yang body. 
Therefore, although yin becomes the superior element, women remain inferior to 
men. Achieving the same level, and even faster than men, women must then await a 
divine summons (daidu 1~ lî.), or the next incarnation before truly achieving 
immortality.435 1 emphasize that this reading of the alchemical body is peculiar to 
the place and time of the Nannü dan 'gong yilong bian's compilation, and does not 
represent the only view available. Rather, this worldview is reconstructed by 
reading the complete texts from which Yan herself was quoting, including that 
employed by Zhenyizi. 
Yan Zehuan addresses this question by perusing statements found in texts 
revealed by Lü Dongbin, Sun Bu'er and various Buddhas, as weIl as patriarchs of 
the Longmen school, Liu Yiming,436 Wu Chongyang, etc .. These statements were 
copied out and sentences spliced together with a heavy editing hand, to construct 
the Nannü dan 'gong yitong bian, a selection of citations meant to summarize aIl 
aspects of the alchemical practice for women. Yan de-emphasizes the emotionalism 
associated with women, and omits rules that delimit women's ability to adopt 
religious dedication outside the patriarchal household; however, she never 
overcomes the essential limitations imposed by yin-yang symbolism. Nevertheless, 
she asserts the authority of women teachers of women adepts; their ability to 
commit to alchemical pursuits; and their prerogative to assume religious roi es from 
which they are explicitly denied. 
Women in Late Imperial China wielded many religious roles. These roles 
were mediated by social and sectarian constraints. These constraints open a window 
435 This first position appears to be that represented in the Nannü dan 'gong yitong 
bian itself. The second notion was suggested by a modem Daoist cultivator during a 
conference in 2006. 
436 Citing his Xiuzhen piannan {~ .. mH (Discerning difficulties in the cultivation 
of perfection) ZW260. 
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onto the religious landscape of Eastern Sichuan at the turn of the 19th century. 1 
have traced the outlines of this religious landscape through contesting views of the 
ritual body, revealed in a single 1906 compilation, the Nüdan hebian. In this study, 
1 showed that the ritual body itself becomes a symbolic battleground upon which 
contesting religious and social groups within the religious landscape inscribed 
particularized interests. One example of these competing inscriptions is seen in the 
Western School vs. Longmen interpretations of neidan practice. 
The interests of a large sector of practicing [male] adepts were threatened by 
changing social and economic norms. Sorne used jindan to re-appropriate unto 
themselves the power of ritual instruction, practice and completion. In this system, 
the ritual body ab sorbs yin-yang currency, its associated Late Imperial 
understanding of yang as highest good, and the subordination of female-to-male. 
The ritual body is thus a yangified, male body which subordinates the yin, 
completes it and in so doing becomes an uber-yang body. This logic can be 
expressed in terms of hierarchical components, much in the same way that Sangren 
notes for yang encompassing yin rituals in Taiwan (1987). As the ritual body is a 
yangified, male body, the female body is not contiguous with the ritual body: it 
must be rationalized either through exclusion or through patchwork. The emergence 
of the dialectical trope, daidu (waiting for salvation), forwarded among Longmen 
Daoists, effected a practical exclusion ofwomen. 
Alternative women's religious roles emerge in historical documents and 
primary scriptural sources. These roles suggest women did not reject the underlying 
premise which binds women/yin under the control of men/yang. Rather, they 
choose to ignore dialectic non sequitors. Primary among these ignored dialectic 
non sequitors is the Longmen sect's rejection of an uber-yin female, versed in the 
yin arts of mediumship, health, birthing, death, and capable of assuming and/or 
complementing the ritual authority which Longmen Daoists read as the purvey of 
males. 
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Various modes of appropriation are mediated through a shared symbolic 
lexicon which is based on the mandalization of the ritual body. In the Tang and 
Song, this mandala and its symbolic systems were fluid, as the pro cess had not yet 
solidified; during the Yuan and Ming, the symbolism of the ritual body became set 
in ways that cohered to yin-yang and five element cosmology: It is noted that this 
period saw the rise of Neo-Confucian influence; Daoism, jindan and the 
mandalization process were not unaffected. This process developed in Longmen 
Daoism into a structural limitation in the spiritual perfection of the female-gendered 
body. Reordering of the bodily mandala allows new body concepts to play out. 
Generally, female adepts did not directly challenge the status quo. Rather they 
ignored the inconvenient and, through action, created a new space for a female-
based bodily mandala. While criticized by Chen Yingning in the 1930s for failure to 
go far enough in creating a space for women soteriological potential, female adepts 
of the Qing had already created and lived out their lives within this space by 
ignoring (but not openly challtmging) what did not advance their cause. 
As seen in chapter five, under the brush of Zhenyizi, the Nüjindan IS 
transformed. The commentary to the poetries re-interprets androcentric sexual 
al chemy represented in the poetries, and appropriates neidan to speak to the 
purposes of women' s soteriological potential. As noted throughout, the move away 
from sexual a1chemy does not coincide with de-eroticization. Indeed, Zhenyizi 
appears to embrace fleshy concerns with the body, eroticism and the use of desire 
for somatic effects. Traditionally tied to their fleshy persons and to sensual desire in 
the Chinese tradition, the somatic character of the Nüjindan xia juan practice 
provides a potent basis for a woman centered practice. This somatic feature, 
elevated in tracts using sexual a1chemy, is re-directed towards another yin-
prioritized practice: women's neidan. Likewise, Yan Zehuan opens up a space for 
women' s internaI a1chemical practice, and places herself in the position of a woman 
master gui ding the activities of potential adepts. This opens the door to a very 
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dynamic and possibly dangerous social claim: a woman Daoist claims herself the 
appropriate master for a neidan tradition exclusive to woman. In effect, she has laid 
the basis for a claim to an independent women's religion. (Cf. Sered 1998: 5-12) In 
this project, neither Yan Zehuan nor Zhenyizi challenges the basic philosophical 
assumptions and cosmological speculations (bagua/yin-yang theory) which underlie 
the functioning of a neidan praetice. They simply ignore the inconvenient and 
through action create a space for a woman's practice. In Yan Zehuan's case this 
space is apart from and independent of patriarchal or other male-centered control. 
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Figure 1: Diagram of Cosmic Generation, from bottom 
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From the Great Ultimate union of yin and yang the uni verse unfolds into the that 
of the formation of the non-separate yin and yang "images" represented by one 
solid and one double-dashed line. From this non-separate formation, the 
cosmogenesis unfolds from the "images" to the four "signs" of Great Yin (two 
double-dash lines), Lesser Yang (one solid line ab ove one dashed line), Lesser 
Yin (one dash line above a solid line), and Great Yang (two solid lines). These 
sequences respond to lines 1-2 ofBokenkamp's cosmic generation (see Chapter 3, 
Knowledge Systems). From the Generaion ofthese two images and four signs, the 
whole array of the generation cycle is replete in the eight hexagrams. Above, on 
the left and right, are the generation sequences of the prior heavens (prior to the 
creation of the incarnate universe) and the latter heavens (the world of life and 
death), respective1y . 
.. 
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Figure 2: Heavenly circuit of the hexagrams also showing the five agents and 
their relationship to hexagram fonnation. This figure and figure 1 above create a 
grammar of generation and destruction processes in the three realms of heaven, 
earth and humans, or at times, cosmos, state and people. As the planets 
(represented by the phases at center), and time/seasonlc1imatic conditions 
(represented by the hexagrams) revolve in the heavens, so the elements 
(represented by the five organs) and the "chronogrammatic" (cf. Schafer 1972) 
indexes of the body revolve about the human being in a circular motion. Figure 3 
plasters this co smic indexing to the figure of the [male] body. 
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Figure 3: Wenyang lingdan tu showing the "nourishing", e.g., "generation" 
phases of the human body. The dashed lines indicate the union or joining not 
accessed by ordinary humans. This rationalizes the medical circuits of the body 
with the neidan bodily circuits. 
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Figure 4: the diagram of circulating the Medicine, rerming the jing and 
attaining the golden elixir. In this image, the celestial world is represented in the 
body by the representation of the Milky Way on the Right above the indication of 
the du channel. This concept is reinforced with the indication of the ren channel 
on the left sunnounted by the Wei Palace. At the top (head), the Palace of Qian 
straddles the character wu. At bottom, the jing passage rides below the character 
zi. The four "corners" of the human body are thus marked out by the simplified 
indicators of the c1ock, calendar or year-cyc1e. 
-
-
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Figure 5: Chart of the outer Medicine showing the hexagrams, the heavingly 
stems, the 'outer' half of the medicine at center forming in the placenta through 
extraction of the inner pure yang element in the hexagram kun and the inner pure 
yin element in the hexagram li. The pure qian and kun are located outside the 
circuit as eventualities or results of the process. The circuit of the elements, 
indicated by a wavering line, proceeds through the ren channel, down the du 
channel and into the dantian. 
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Figure 6: Circuit of the heavenly talisman 
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Figure 7: Woman adept seated in neidan contemplation 
(From Nüdan hebian, Nüdan lianjin huadan tushuo la) 
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Figure 8: Taiji tu 
(From Jindan dazhi tu) 
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Figure 9: Taiji weifen zhi tu 
(From Jindan dazhi tu) 
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Figure 10: Taijifen yinyang zhi tu 
(From Jindan dazhi tu) 
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Figure Il: Yinyang hu zang zhi tu 
(From Jindan dazhi tu) 
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Figure 12: Kanli jiaogou zhi tu 
(From Jindan dazhi tu) 
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Figuré 13: Chengdan zhi tu 
(From Jindan dazhi tu) 
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Figure 15 Huanyuan tu 
(From Jindan dazhi tu) 
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Appendix 2 
Digital Nüdan hebian 
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The attached digitized Nüdan hebian is provided to allow greater numbers of 
scholars access to these difficult to obtain materials. The product is still in its 
development stage; those finding errors or suggestions are we1come to contact the 
author and help facilitate the improvement of this resource. In future, the finalized 
version of the attached will be made available via web access. 
i. Line breaks of the original have been preserved as much as possible. Readers will 
notice the foreshortened lines; this reflects the line breaks in the original. 
ii. Original pagination is indicated in brackets [ ]. 
iii. Interlineal notations are also enclosed in brackets. 
iv. The following characters, created in jpeg, cannot be searched in this document. 
Character images are from the actual document. 
a . ~ (pages 441, 441,452) 
b. .: (page 446) 
c. lili (page 461) 
d. ~ (page 504) 
e. ~f!J (page 504) 
f. P.ii (page 506) 
g. ~ (page 527) 
h. i9< (page 527) 
1. Htt': -~ (page 527) 
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4 The Colophon to the Nüdan hebian is contiguous with the table of contents. It 
begins from line three of page [§ 16a] in the original. 
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fi~~g~~~+~tl.~1f.~.Wtl.~fl~m 
~.~.~~~tt~~~~~~~~@m-~I 
x-œ~~1fîX~~8Jt~1~~~~~m~$~1~~!zX~I~\ 
J5JT rPJ ~ [n] X I J)~ *~M ~!l)j 
[citation six] 
~~~I~~~-œ~®~fl~.~~OO~XIB 
m-*~=~~~~~I-œ1f~$~m1J~~m 
~~~W~tl.~mn.~.OOB~OO~I.-œg 
[~~ 20b] 
~1ft~HTI f~f~X~HT1fti1JPJ 1*~tEjl-@:1JH 
[citation seven) 
21 From Nüdan shiji houpian i;(:fH~~1~m, 
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~p)G~HH.p)G~ffiJ~.~tt~* •• ~-j;(~I 
~&~~-~~m*~.~~~~~~~/f~m 
ffili*~~~Hffi~/f~~&/f~~~~aB. 
p)G ~ ~~ /f±~ Z ~ ~~ ~ I • p)G:f~ 1[; ft im 7(tiP. i5!x::;r~ 
mfflmffiJmTmp)G~m~~m~~~~~-j;(~~ 
r ~ -I-r 51 1,k ct; <;~ .1'1, li!;: /.- -r-hl.ifü 1~ -r-hl.ifü /.- ':!if: 1-. IHl t=l tr;; 
'l' '''' Y- Tf ~ fJx.~JJ ~\ wdT .J;;Ij{;e;; Inp)j{;e;;1T1m -.L-'l-.YG IIU 
[~mt 21a] 
·t·* ' 10~ 1-. ~--t:-/.B;f;1 I::j-':::-/\§A~''Œ~JJ~/.B A ~4IH: 5'fZ l7f( 7< -.L. m )j 1v;fJJ EJ l' JJ"w. s ~i:ir:liœ.1v /\./\.,'" 
[citation eight] 
g fli El *~1*%~ ~ ~1~1*~ i!Jc ln] IJ\ ~1JJ Ir 
*~~~~RX~+~I~~~illm~w~~­
~1~~~~~In]~1Nll:t~J]Ij& 
[citation nine] 
~~m±El~R~~~~~.~~~-mffiJ~~ 
Z.~A~~~~~~mI~~~~~~-j;(.~ 
H~~M.~~flIn]X~mffiJXm~~~~ 
[~mt 21b] 
[citation ten] 
g~El~~~~~è~-j;(~~fr~~R 
[citation eleven] 
-$~El~~z$~flmflm#~fl~~±&-j;( 
$~~LJ%~LJ%~-B;J:.z*~& 
[citation twelve] 
X~-j;(~~1fn.~~ 
~~.~~~+h~R~1fn.~~~~~.ffiJ~~ 
X~1fn.~M.~~~X~~~~~~&5!X~z 
-~~~ffiJ$~~~~~mtt$I~~~~In]& 
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[citation euclid] 
.mAB~$W~~-~~~~&k~~~~~ 
jfim~ ~fJ ffI j>~IH;tk:~J~IH;t ~ m7J1;t~I} 
[citation fourteen] 
[~~ 22a] 
~~~*~*~~~ft~~Xa~~~~~~~ 
~m~~~I.~-~~~~~n~X~~& 
[citation fifteen] 
1~ Jt 1n1 B B 9)G FI=l~ B ~ ~ ~ éf JJl 0- ~IJ!,zO 10J ~ B ~ ~ 
~éf~~~~~~~~éf~~%~~~~~~X 
~ & ~~J:fi 'A X~ [ill ~ @] ~IJ IJ[;fpJ~r ~ Mm 1~$ ffij 
è~~~%~~X%&~%SMX~%%~~~ 
*À~5tùij,lJ~affij~JWijïJT~~è~~~iJ~~lta 
ffij~~~M~~~&m~~flm~M~~~~ft 
[~~ 22b] 
~~~~ltaffij~~~~~~~fim~~~m~ 
À~~~~.~B~~~~~~.~B~~~% 
(citation sixteen) 
X~~~~%~~~~~B~~tt~X~g~ffij 
~JW~~~~mXJiJT:m:~~!It~~éf~iJ~~:m:JJlm 
j] Wn~ -~~ ~ ~IIJII~~~tf ~ -=f'ti~X ~B~W!,zo 
~~~~=~~~-~m~*~~~~~~mD 
~fi~~~%~-li~~~mmm~~~~j]~ 
~~~~~~g~~S~~~~~~~~~~ffl 
[~~ 23a] 
~j]~7J~~$tf~~~~j]~ •• ~~ 
(citation seventeen) 
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JZ..r~~A 
m~*~ 3dilJ ~~ -j;:ff 7})Jrj~ElJt:m~iJ rnJJt:ffl~iJ 
ft.~~tt~rnJ%Bffm~~-ttè~moofi~ 
Aff~rnJill 
(citation eighteen) 
~~~*B~B~~~~~~~.OO~m~ff~ 
±ill~ ~ff ~ -j;: ~IJ ~ ~ ~ * JZ.. ~F~f 00 Pjfrj ~IJ ft': 7dill~ 
~m~~-j;:~~~~~~~~~oo~X~-j;:*~ 
~~~~~ooffX%~AH%~~~~~~~~ 
[~~ 23b] 
oornJ~~*m~~~4~~AAfift~~.Œ~~ 
~~~~~*$m~~~.oo~.~m~~~M 
~~~#ff4~~N-j;:~$CA~~~~~~. 
ill ~ -tJJ ~?HE 00 ~ ~iU ~ 
(citation nineteen) 
~B~Mrpz.~oollt®-=f-j;: 
-=f~Wrpz.~oo~®-=f®-=f~oo~~~~~~oo 
M~AA~M~~ooAAfftt.~~z.~ill~~~-=f 
~M~~~~-j;:-=f~wX~~~~~~B~~oo 
-j;:~ill.~*~~~M~*~A~~*~~~~ 
[~~ 24a] 
~JZ..~MJ~ ~-=f~$~filJ ill~ -=f ~IÙJh IJJ-j;:-=f~ 
~~mlJJ~oo~~~Dmoo~~&-~~~-~ 
~~W#fm~~.~-=f~~~~~.~-j;:-=f~ 
~Ji Jh ~§}, ~1'1j ~~~lù~1m~f~ - 1iz.~oott. 
~~~Ji~~~~Jh~ff~~~~~~~-j;:~m 
~~~~~~rp~*.~~~~~~~~~~JZ.. 
~-j;:~A~ill~M*~oomX~~*wm~~-=f 
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~iJ IJ-~iî~ :9:-=t-~IJ~i~f ~iîrm" 1J-,f!!,~1't~q~tttzA 
[~;m 24b] 
~~ ~~~iî*~ 5t f&~ }i~Pf PT 
[citation twenty] 
-fi}1't ~ -=t- Z:tEP ili 16' ~~4: 
~~rm~~~fiz.~~*~&~-=t-z~ili_~ 
~~~-=t-Z~&XW&:9:-=t-m:~=~Z~~PT~ 
J ~ rz:;- fi ' '~~ z>: ~;/; -=b'- -[(§. Z' ~ § IJ - L!J ;V L!J Ittr;: 4IŒ hl". l'Ll=1_~.Zlm:m±J\'~.--fJ~t"o/J B 1\ w7J'-WIWIJ\\\7A 
fiz~&.~-=t-~~*~:9:-=t-~~*~~-=t-~~ 
I*Jrm~~)rr~-=t-~~)rrrm~~~I*J~~~iJ~WiSill 
::g. 4-~ 'm _ JW m fV5LJJNIJT ~ ~ F t)] ~ 1f!. PX _;t; z 3; Ir 
X ttt El PT ~Q ~ -=t-Z É8 J'Pf::g. ffi * 1't É8 É8UiUi ~ fth 
[~;m 25a] 
~~~*~~-=t-~~~1't~~Z~~& 
[citation 21] 
~~~~EIIJ-A~rm~EïJW~œx~*%m:~~ 
~rm*X.~%~.W~.~.~~~~~~~ 
~. R*lfil~~1~~~~qTrmpx1ÙJ~1fn.][~J$I~' 
~-Mlrm ~~ ~1*~~ ~ lm 
[citation 22] 
:9:n~wm*~ft~~~ffi~~ft~AffiM~~ 
H~~~~~~~~~~~.~.rmfl~~~~ 
H~1fn.~~~~~~~~~~~~rmH~px~ 
[citation 23] 
[~;m 25b] 
m~H~~rmn~m~m~mpx1't~~lfil.rm. 
~.~~~-=t-z~~rmfl~.px~~-&.~M 
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~~$~m~ •• ~® •• ~~~~.®M~~ 
~~~~.®~~~flW~~~M®m&®~~ 
/G.~z -~iill 
[citation 24] 
*'1tÈ±: Hî El ~f Ix~ ~ *§:Mt R?t ±m tiJ ±m* ~~!: 
-w~~m/G~~.~Wm8~.~~/G~=~ 
§1lt1~ 
[#=:~ 26a] 
[citation 25] 
~~m~ElH~~~~~~~~.?t~~~~~ 
~m-œ~~~m~*~~M~~zm.~~~ 
~~ ~~ ~ !l:t~ ~~ III~~ ~;~~~~it~±m~t&1t;J, 
?K~ 
[citation 26]21 
Ë3JiJtÀEl~~~fJ±m/G[r1JI%~~-~.;f§~~IL.\ 
;J; ~~A;flt* m~5t~!lIJT $~~ 
[citation 27] 
.,L.>fEl~fM~~~~~~fM~~~~tÎ(~-aJ3 
!'lfP * t~ 1iBUs*Jlli~i&~ 
[#=:~ 26b] 
[citation 28] 
--G R 7Ç IL.> 90 m ~~~~IJ~-fRy~ ~)A~f! jnJ ~ f J}j 
flX%tIJ~~Bifj~ 
[citation 29f2 
gmEl~À.~~~f-•• m~~~m~~~ 
ÀZ~l@J~ ~f~i~~~lj( Bl@JZ f~:jt,L.\90JiZ fJJ 
~~7Çz*R.~:jt.~A~.~f~~I%~ 
22 From Nüdan yaoyan 2a. See tract 10 below. 
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[citation thirty]23 
~-~B*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
A~~~~~~~~*n~%~~*~~~~~ 
~~~~*~~~~~~&~~~&~~~~~ 
[~~ 27a] 
ili - %t ~I= ~ ~ {~tE. t1tl't:m ~ ~ A [Il] Jl:ttt frr ~p [Il]-
~~%~.~~~~~~ffi%fi*~~~~*~ 
[7g~~~jr~~[7g~*tt~In]%~~JJiJBIn]-ttfrr 
~~~*~~In]~ •• m.B~~~~~~.~ 
~~~~~~~%~~~mB~~.~~~M~ 
~{~~~~~~~f}]~~j@J~~JJiJ~1*B1~~Ji:fJiHlt 
.~~ill~~.B~~~rnJ~E~œ~*~~~ 
*In]~~~~~~~~~~~~~m~~fi~~ 
[~~ 27b] 
m~m~~n~%~.~.~.~~mftln]~~ 
~~~~.~~~M~m~In]~W~m~ft~W 
~~~œ~M%~M~~~~~~~~m~~ • 
• ~~~§~m~~~~~&.~~~~~~~ 
~~~m~~~*~~*~.~~~In]~*0~ 
~R~Ht* 
[citation 31] 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m 
~~~**~~~~~~~~~~A~~H~~ 
[~~ 28a] 
~~~~*.~~.~~~~~~~~~B*~ 
~~m~~.~B~~~~*m~~~~~~. 
A~mW~IHt~.m ••• 8.~~n~~~ 
23 From the preface to the Nüjindan. See tract 4.0 below. 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~m~ill~~ 
~.m.~~~M~~~~.~m~~~&~~ 
[citation 32] 24 
~~~*$~-.~~~~~~~~~~~a~ 
rn~g~-i~25~~Mf 
[~~ 28b] 
~1C~PJfilJG&ap1LJ%&a~-'f - 5t~~~1L&~ 
$anm~~~m~~1C~$a~J%~~~J%~ 
~1C~.~~~~1C~~Jfil~~%~*~~~ft 
~~~~~.mI~~fi~%~~~*~~~~ 
~ -'f - 5t~ ~~1C1!î~~1j~& 
[citation 33 f6 
~m~~~~~~~M~~~~~~~.~~~ 
~~~~AZ.~~{i:H~jg~.~1j1L~t,lQ~~rm~~ ~~ 
~*~~~.M~~~*~~.~rmM~~~~ 
[~~ 29a] 
~rm~$~MX~~~~~~~.X~tt$I~ 
~~~~rJJ*IrIJ/J,,~,~M;A~~jHî&:X~~I} 
[citation 34] 
~Afi~ft~A~~rmX~~~~A~~~A~ 
.-~~A-~~~~na~~~& 
[citation 35] 
24 From Nüjindan xia juan 9 ZW 26.422a.Li:iv. See tract 4.2 below. 
25 From Nüjindan xia juan ~ is ~. See tract 4.2 below. 
26 From Nüdan huijie. 
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27 At this point, Yan Zehuan has edited out several lines of text. Part of the omitted 
text is found at citation 12. The remainder is omitted entirely. The citation takes up 
again at a point several pages from where the original citation began. 
~~=~~BIJ3~*-~m~~D~~A~~. 
m~.~~~~1f~~~m~~~~~~"~* 
*.m.M~M~.~~~m~*~~mtt~m 
~~_~~~~~mBpœ2H~~~~W*** RaJl!..I'\~Jlf~-)J~/\'\\~~~ n J / ..... J\\\I\\\J\\\/,,/I/"F3"'F3/F,J 
[~§}t 29b] 
~~~m~~~~~.~$«±:A~~-~*~ 
±1l!i'd7R œTI/G[nJ~f$. ~ ~!9!9~:;>L.\JL.'f$~~~f!5Ù 
-~&~~~ili~.*~&~m~~B.~œ 
[citation 36] 
~~m~~mD~~tt~m~~D&~~DXW 
~~~~~~mmAA~tt~m~*mm~~~~ 
[citation 37] 
~~~~~m~B~~~~IJ3-=fM~~~ft~A 
~~~M~.~~~~~"~*~~~~~~. 
[~~ 30a] 
ftJS~*$Jlt~Lj~tE 
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[Tract 2] 
i~ ijj1jGtt f/~::f = ~
rff- -T ~~1J,!J #'Jî tl ~J 
Jî 1'~~Jt~ 1'~~* 
~~-T~~~~œWJî~~~~~Jî~.~~ 
~~m~~.m~fl~~~~~lli~~AA&~ 
~m~~~~~~~M~~~~~MW~Jî~ 
[1 b] '~1fIlI:t= t=i]fIlttm:~rfpJ}]BP-g-ttrfp W-g-JJ~J1!~ 
-*~m~t=i]~~~~~M~t=i]~M~~~ 
~ lf'~~~o 
~lf'$~rfp~À~~~~~ili~&lf'~*&R 
&~AB~~.~~~.~~*lf'*~m~~ 
W~~&~~.~fl*.#~~*m~~~~ 
~lf'R~ft-~-ft~~~.B~AAru~:EI~ 
A~~~~AAru~~m~~R~~.~~~œ 
[2a] fJ~::fft§;~::ftt3JlJl'§:,~,W~~ fj ~fJ~[~~nm'ti 
-g-m~ •• ~~~~~~~rfp~~~~~~~ 
*~m 'L' 't-m~ Jl Jl ftk* ep ~~ f~ ~ jf:j #1J ~ JJ PT 
lPJT fJ~::f 5t ::f1~'& ~ lPJT 1& 1JPT iHt 
J!'I, ~ ""~ ~ I=l :ml " , ~ 
"F lit! J:rt jj)(, m .J-± l1. ~ 
::f~:EIXM~~J1!&~~~~~1J::f~2~~ 
.~m.~AA~~m~~flm~~g~~B~ 
~~jG.~.~~.~~~~~~~~~~~ 
[2b] 1:À1:~)II~*~ 2J~IJf1X:J1!f1X:A~ffiJ1:~~Jî~~ 
~W~~~~~A-~~W1J*m~-~m~ 
-rfp.JJ~~*~~~::fm~*~1&~B~~ 
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tt~AA~~~~~tt/G~~.*~~tt~~ 
~~~~.g~~.~~~~BI~~~~~ 
)8X;frff § tE M 'ri 1fp!! 1~ ~~ ~ *~ t~ ~ 
~A'AtJf1f.~~~n~Mlfil 
[3a] ~~~~P1f.~~~~&~WIL.\- R~iJ~~~3!Oï 
~~ttmB*~*~~~m~~~~~~m= 
~~~~~~IJ~'~*MX~Ü~'~TI~~ ",,'Tf:15tH~HillIllJ' fa 7Jn,<,1:Z;;lm/I'",,1ft.~I~\lllLAIJlJ lit. 
fl~~*ij~ 
.tE§~.~~*~1f~~~1f*~~~=~~~~m 
~.w~m~~§~~~~~.~ •• ~~~ 
~~~~~~.tt~.~~~~/GM.~~* 
[3b] ~7~/GM.~~1T16\;~~ ~HI*5[~~JtjJ ~'71 
~~~=~~m&1f~.~~~~~~~~~ 
1T,7,l.~. 
JJ!~;~'m~1~ § 1f~5f s* 
~~:t$~:*:#ftliJf*Ep~~lt~~'l,\~~Af~JJJ 
.frff~~*~.@~~~~~5f~~±~è* 
~ ~Ijfg :*:jJBW f 11!!ID ~ ~;t;;t; J5JT W\ fï IL.\. 'ffi' 
~W •• ~~®~*~~è~~~§*~~. 
3B~,*rMJmt~~~j+I:m~~ 
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[Tract 3] 
[~~tt*]28},cft+~IJ 
.~wm{yurj1~~ 
m~~IJ.~ft. 
~~~.~~~mI~~~~®~~~},c~.~ 
~~~~/GrnJ~~~~1)CFi!},c~~~L7T~~H~U 
},c~H~~~mflm~M~~~~/G~*~M~ 
~~ffl*~~ŒM~A •• ~A~~~A~~* 
ffij Ji I:iG T iiHfM'T-:fi},c ~ ~IJ /G rnJ },c ~ JJ ~ ~~ ~ 
[1 b] 
H~~~Bffl~m.m~~ •• ~~~~~~~ 
&A~~~A.~~~.illm*~.~~~.& 
~~Tm.~},c~mI~~%.~.*~/GM~ 
~~I~~*~~~%.~H~~~I~~~/G 
)1 r, 1L ~ fPI lJ fmmft~~ ~ },c ft11f m 13-~11 *~~ 
~rp~ÎJrp~m~ffg~},c~1T1liIiiI~rp-à~~~&~JL.' 
1f1JIfüt~IL.,m13-îlt~m1~plJ3f~ R *~ütL~},c!Z9 
~~m~~~~},cmQ~13-~~BT~.n~üt 
[2a] 
~1L.,*1ttMWJ'ï~~grp~ Q ~jç~~f.'$ûf~ lJ rM]f~üt~ 
~},c~TmmMrnJH~~ft~~~LmlJmm. 
~~.~mlJ~.~~},c~~WlJ~~.~*~ 
~~~fi~~~~~.~.~~~ffig.~~~ 
jRJj)tlJ1l.1l..JL.,.~ffjUfj\~H,~ m R#~I~rm 
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28 The table of contents gives this title as "Rutian xingguo nüdan shize ~~'Ii*},c 
fl+~iJ." In the body text, the characters "Ru tian xingguo ~~'Ii*" are dropped 
out. 
1fM~~~~I.~.a~.#~~a.~a~ 
~a~~a-!;:.~~iL\mt~~fJJ~~~~~1mftr,J 
~~œ~m.m.-~~~w~~~w~~m~ 
[2b] 
~~*~~-m.a~~~~m.&.~B~~ 
~~~w~a*~.n~1f%1f~~~*R-!;:.~ 
.~~~~~~~&a~i9Ta~WX~1f%1f 
~~~-!;:.~~I*~%W%WI%~ft~~~~ 
, Hl!. El l0-~h -r..[Œ!rfn 11- -r..g/'M,ll-~;,{;l .. \7 ' r;T'!!'I.m '~* 7f ~JEI"'~.l!.è.~t'o/JlllL[-1...~%\.1Jt.JJ-L.JZ:.I~ 7J PJ JJ3.n";tE'FI 
%1f~~$#~fl~~~~~~Rfi~~~ffl. 
tttiIfJJ1ïfllfl JfrL~~ r:p iI'JJ.fjl~tr iL\ ~ *, ~~ 
~.1fW.-.~JfrL~~lli~~~~~.~~M 
[3a] 
~.ttt~~~~~~~aOO~~~~M~~AA~ 
~ lj,~ iJ 1 ~Mtr.fjl1ï1~~~~]lH:ill:t~i)]/FPJ 
ffl~~.%B~M.ttt~~.~~~~~~1f~ 
~ •• ~~~1ffJJttt~~%~fi~~~~E+B 
~~~.B~JfrL~i9.~&~~AA~fl~BRm 
iL\B~~fJ~~1~ij~'tr-1I}*~~1rijfJ~~A~/F1M~~IJ 
fflIWm*n~~-!;:.~~~#~~n-!;:.~~-~ 
I~.~~~lj,~~ili-!;:.~~~.~mI~fi~ 
[3b] 
~~~~~~~~lj,~I~W~~1f~&-!;:'.~ 
~± lr:}JQ fRjJ ~ 
~=JUfLM~% 
~%#~~~M~~~~M •• lifi~.~~. 
~~~~~~*~~~*~~%~%~"tt$ffi 
~ffi.~1fm~~%~Aft1fW~ffl~-!;:'~~B 
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~.~~~~~~~H.~~~ffl~~~~~œ 
~~A.~W~mili~~~mili •• ~~m •• 
1n.~Jè~ ~~;t; r0;- Tl ~"""I::."''=-<B T '''''.l'L c\';/.B T -1--- ':L:+h--lr jJ"" n .. ,'t'.r'~A,'»>]f:ld~1v mJJ IJx.1v AJ!!IlX.>!-
[4a] 
~~%~~~~~~~~~%*~~m~~m~ 
~.~.~~.m~~*~~~~.~~EŒ~ 
~m~~~~.~.~~~B~~~~~A~~ 
z4PJ~~~m1H~=~[9+~IJim-+~w:Bjl~Jj~ 
~~.m.~~~%~A~A~m~~~~.z 
m*~*~~.~~*~iliA~~A~~~ •• 
*~~~fr.~z~~ffl~~~m~~~~m.% 
[4b] 
~%W~~~x~~m~.~~*D~~.~. 
fZ~1~X1~~r~1~m".- iJ 11~.~ P1.=fr~~r~Q~~ 
~tlÀ~ll,\~~[îif:~J%~~m7ë~~~1t~'~~/~ 
1tt~ mt J!I!~ ffi ï8J * ~ * 1fm J~ r, ~ À 1ft.:tL 1JJ1tt 1ft. 
:tLm~~[îif:~~~~~1tw~~~œ~~A.~ 
A~_~~*--_~.~m~~J!I!~~~_=+ 
A_m~~~W~~~ftft~~~mt~1t1JJx.~ 
~J!I!~~.-_-.~m~_~%fflfr.~ttmM 
[5a] 
~m~~~*~z~~~R~%B~p)G~~~M 
*tt~tt~~~Afl~M •• OO~fr.~.mt~A 
~mm.~.~~~~.~zm~~~ilifr.~~ 
*Rijî~~~1HHiË ~IÇ 
~- ftIJJ!I!m:krq: 
fr.~~m~~~~ZI~~;f[:JPI[~~~m.~.'fflfr.~ziît~~~%] 
fi~~-~ljflI~~~~aJl*~~1:!!/1T~~11,\~~ 
467 
~~~nBzw~~~~§~~~~~~~~~ 
[Sb] 
[(.&- ,~\!'l ' ~ ièi -'h, :1;.r. Rê. I ± z:,;: 1 ~t- ' At. R=l ,l, /. - kA: "t;.. fliî 83 
1";;& {!IlJ Z J11ï'~1i"],,,'t'.t'?lJ A±JJ-L7J f3e,m Y....1T1'j ~/" n 
-1-rnJ ~ ~:f 7t r~ 5]1J;#Jtlt I ~ ~~ 1f iff iï!z!J} -1-5t:tl ~ 
~:tl%~-1-5t:tl%~:tl~~XHffi~7tiï!z~~I 
1ç ~JlIJ -ft4-1L 1t1!l.A:f {~:f 7t ry:j 1~ 7F 7J 1~ ~ 1Ï ~ 
fÏ~ ~ il! ~ -1-~ 1& -~!j @: 0 gjçffl {AT t'if ~ 1T tU FJ FR w 
~z ~~tmfnfL~ § ~1fij!f~ -*!JLt{rPIL'~][~~ 
~~~W:fm~~œ~1&.tiI~M~§~~ti 
r~œ.~Tw~M~~tmB~~~B~~wz 
[6a] 
~~~~~z~~:fffl*timX~m~~~~w 
~1Ï~~A~U.Il(~~~~ffl~*~:tlzX 
ffl ~11 ~ff!z 1qtU*JÊX~~',~'M !l:t~,~z {!JOllj 
1f~~~:f7try:j~~~ffl*~~fflm~M~~1f 
±~f}jG1~~!t~'§:tmIL"~§ê#J: § ~x~ ~~UIl( 
1f~:fm~IU.~I •• ~~1fœ~.~1fw 
~'m~-~-·#~~~~M~~~~~~~I lm Z 'l!;''''->'' 'JHI:1t=l m:or-B Fa j:jLJ'~ JE '"'--''' /'j!.,%I .... J ~'nnlA 
&'X~~w~~ ~~~w ~PXM~~~wi&lfrl~:f 
[6b] 
ffi.~A~*~ffi~*~*A~-1-~:f~.~~ 
~~~Bzffi~lfrl~~~~lfrl:fffi.œ~:fffi~ 
~Xr~w~~lfrl~z~~~.~*-ftM~~ 
~~fi~H.3~1(~~~ffi~~~.~~~~ 
~~~~~~*w~:fm~.-~.~~~~. 
~ 0.11h §?~ ~ L # ~~ ft-)dJt.:h~~JS:~ ~~ '31 r 
m.m~~~~~~ffl.~z1t~~~z~x. 
~:fM0.0.tiz§~~*mjG~m~~~~~-
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[7a] 
~~~~mMB~~~~~.~~~~~~ 
~ [J] f!1J ~j\it~a ,m 
~fl~~~m~*~.~~it.#~~ü~n~ 
~~.~~~.~$W~~.~~ft~~*~~ 
~~~~&H~~~~À.m~~~~~~~fl 
~.~~~~m+~~u~~~.W~~fl~ili 
~.~.~~~tl~~~~~~~~~~-~I 
~f!~M~~~$9t~1~~~~~m~$~1Wfr'î!z~~JL.\ 
[7b] 
M~~~~I~~~.~~fi~~~~~~~~ 
7t~~1~±* ~~Jffiwj D ~*ffi'iJL.\1T1~ ~ r~~~ R '± 
~~~'±~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~ffl~~~~~.~~~~D 
~m~~m'±~*~~#~~~~~~~&~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~Mm~ffl~~~. 
~x~~.~~m~~~~~~n~~#~it. 
~UfU'&~F D .-~nfn,& &it1t~~X~/f-~~ D~'­
[8a] 
~.~.~D.B~~~~~ •• ~~~ffiW& 
~m~~~~~~~A&W~~~mffl~~D. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ffl~~/f-ffl.~ 
~~~~~~~~.%~.~D.~~~-~­
A~~*~~~Iit.*Rffl~g~it~~~~ 
D.~~~~fi~A~~ ••• $~~fi~~~ 
ggMm~~~~.~~~~D*-~fi~-~ 
OOAB~OOg~~~~~.~$9t~~~~~~. 
[8b] 
469 
~mI*~E~~fr~~~~~WI*~ffl~ 
I.~fiM.~~~~~~~~~~m~~~ 
~~/J\ fr~1~ll:l~ § ài1fl' 
m id~IJ" j'[ J}] tr 
fr~~~~*.~D~~Dffi~~~~~~-~ 
-ijj1~ th! pg~Ffi.~~.)rHm$illB?~ijj1.-~ rM 
• ~. :wJi:@:J~ 't ij~ ffi l!tHHj m tjçijj1 {ilJ ~~ 0. ~ fr ~ 
[9a] 
~~m~~mB~~m~~m~.m~~x~~ 
1~tU€î JiHJJ I ~ll:l B~ *-~ B~ I * ~ B IJ\ JVG16' 
@*~~~.~~.pg.m~*~m~pg*~JVG 
1llJm~~J.l'M;!t)rHj-tlQ{ilJfji!fr~~~ 'Mm pg 'i:*~ 
R 00 F~*-g- tJj)rr~lJ{ilJfj1~ T J}]fjJ1i~~*iË)rHj 
JE ~ ~~j'[ T ?~;';J~~~ ~~ tJj)rr ffi~ j'[J}]j'[ fj*W~1J 
. $) [~iî:tE] '!if:~] !Y Z}t ~ *~Hf!f r~, Jll tf~ ~ ~iî ll:l fI iË m --Je 
J}] m - -Jefj ~ ~~H'iI IL'~ jJ ffi ~ zJ~IJ 1llJ fr {I~ j'[±-t!! 
[9b] 
fi\Gmt)'L5tt!A1!t~'Mff,~,W~IL,t)]iJJ ~JIL'~ B~ ~ 
=a=~m::t11fff't~[note 'tr)c1#]'b/Il~IL'16'~~t~Bffl A flMfffJl 
.œ~iJJ~.m.~~ •• ~~~$~~~~ • 
•• ~iJJftn~miJJ.~5tt!*-m.~~A:tE:tE 
~M~~~~0.~~~§~.W~~~~M~~ 
*J}] ffi J}]1~ ~ ~,qj ffi fjj'[ ~IL' ~~ -m:tEm ~ qj tU 
W~~~~j'[B~~~~.WiËAoo~.~m~ 
~~~{ilJ&~~.frm-mffpg'tm~~tJj*~~ 
[IOa] 
ffm@~~~~ll:lm~~.*fi~{ilJmm~~~ 
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T~~ttè~~~~~~~~~ •• ±~~~~ 
l1t~iJB~yrriT.:A Jx.-=f1~iT~5t~ l1t-~;;f55t 
iT1~ !lt~iJIx~tr:i1!~lt~~ 
~/\~IJit~iTf~ 
~.~±~~~~~m*~Q~X~~~~fi~ 
'~~~±_~t~hT~~~~~'~~è'a iL\~J!L1L~'{81~' ~/VI")i!.~' PJ nI'l1>JnAZ~I~:/1 Z7X 
~~M&~~-=f~tt~.~~~~~~~~$~ 
[lOb] 
~~j9A~,\Z iTJE~ ~ ~:jt·ti16\~Jt.i~JiJT 'J 1 ~~ ~~ 
~it~fi~AATm~~~.~~l1tm~~~fiT 
.ft-~~Iff.Pl.h~~~&.~$~~M 
.H~~~.W.a~Mft~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~$~ •• ~R •• m •• ~mili~~~A 
-=fT~.~~~~.~l1t~~Jx..~WmB~ili 
~~m~;J*m~li1:t11ff~iL\ZJx.ffij~1~~1' 
.~~~~~~~.~iliAA~Pl~~~~~~~ 
[11 a] 
A~~Jx.HQ~E~m~M~~.z.~~~l1t 
~~·ttî-~1f:1~~~w 1~~~~ Éî • p4 3 Z ~ ~ !%1~ Jl3. 
;l~l§~"f~~~~.~B?~l1t~Q~*~1~AiL\ 
li~;;f5~JtIL\Jx.1J1t1~f5t~Jt:WYi!1!œ~~~-ffij1~~ 
.·I1ij~it rPJ fo.t~ - ~~Jt.i~JiJT~J!~i!1!ll,.7j(!A ~ Pl 
m:jJtili ~~tB;;f51N1Sf~~~ Q M ffijiL\~~lWiTffij1& 
W~m~m~ft~~ffij~1Sfœ~"fmM.~~Q 
ffij 1i!t ~i!1! -j§ iT tB)lm Il,. 1jj li. fl?j 1tr1~ iT ffij ~ ~ ~ t~ 
[lIb] 
.fi~ffijM •• ~l1t~A~.~~~~~~~li 
3zœ:JEiI~~1*~tfIjHr~~~l1t.~ R 1&~*~~ 
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li z ffif JË '§: ~~ if 1JPJ 7J'B't:6 j! ~ 1~ 3(~1E ~ IL.' '1-fr 
r ~ 1i'tJ;51.1T -fr r~ Q ~* B !J /G 1Jm Ji ~ jjffi I § ~€î ~ f.\:H,1![ 
~*afi~I~fi.~ffif~mfi.~~HM~. 
~~~~m~~~~~~~PJ.W/GPJ~*~~ 
§Jm*H~~ T-fr~mm,3(~~êZ 
m,mJuJ§ 
[12a] 
m~m,~~.~M:6~aM~~&~R~~~ft 
1Ï~:Q:~~ffil~;gg~~'g 
m=m,~~1JŒ~~fi~.~~Rœ~~~~~ 
f~.M:m:#J:3&~. 
m-=m,~~'tl~f~gnL!t~Lrll/J"L.'~~i5~R1m 
Àj!~~1lZlI:tMUiMArp~~y~ ~Rjg Q ~1::~-à3& 
Wi1J 
mQ]m,~/J\IL.'trf~ J'L*i*If(Rm1J~1f16tE~{~IJ 
[12b] 
~{~ ~Eâ~ iiu€i Dl$1z±-t!!:A:Ïl ~,8 
mEm,~~m:m:~J'L~~~~~~~~~#J:3&~ 
~g*~9çQ*~t-J § ~ §'t#/G~~~~ 
m /\ m,~ iL~ff'Ù fL~~ 1~1T 16'. ~ ~~ ~jt~ ~ 
~tIt#J:~M,L.'fi~~~~trl~ 
[13a] 
~LAm,~A3(~~fi~~~.I~~~~~ 
J;.mm,~~ t±:l r~)rHf1m § mPJ ~~i5~~lI:t3(~mt 
Ij'l 
m --tftlJ tif] ffoJ. 5G tif! 
~~ZI~~~œ~~~n~.~~OOg~IB 
m-*Z=~~~~ZIœ~~$~m1J~~m 
472 
~~~wm~~mfl.~ •• ~~AA~I.œ~ 
j~)rrtfI1~1*Jt)rHT1ftti:1JPT1*~1Ef!~~1Jax 
~W~~~Jt~A~1*.~~B~~~~ •• ~ 
~ttJt.œ~~T~~~~*~~fflttM.~* 
fi~~*.~~tt&~nm1f~MI~fi.~~ 
[13b] 
~\~~1~1t!t~1&tlt*~iI:iJHtJî~1tP.1L.\'tim1*JJX:~:l:t 
jf~ ~;f§ 1!;1,~\ ~~:J:! mH~1*m ffiJ 1~ m ~~ • j~>L.\1t lm 
~*aJfta)n'iJ~~fl~'ti B.~4AEf! BAIE [7g)rr ~ ËI 
*~~.~~m~.M~~JftM§~.~~~~ 
= •• ~~affi~~fi~~~*~1*~~~1f~ 
.m.~~~~~~~~~WIE~~~~~*~ 
À~~~~#~~~~#~M~~~~mÀ~. 
~ PT ~ Jt A!E œ:'if .1l4 %X*:'if.~ ~{11Ef!a~\ JE 
[14a] 
A~~ ~*~1~1E~f~~!1:t~ if 1L.\~~:!Jf3&&~ 
aJtAIE~~R~~.~~~D~~~ffJt~_ 
~M~~=R~~~R~+ttiB~~PT~~.m 
ÀR~~Mffl~~.~~.~Jft*.:1JPT*W~ 
~ 1ffûtBt ili!E~ 1~&P JL~~1Z~~11~>L.\?JT:i!!î ~1~~\~~ 
~~~~m~flft1f~~~Ix~~.~ili~~ 
/,~ , iIŒ-&R0m..~"';:::J~ , '~1ï. ' hn 'm 1~7J ""j[!;rx}!:.rfl Rl.Jfl Z I",Z~j ,~, 
[14b] 
~~~m~~~~~~~~ffiJ~~HI~~~~ 
~.~~~a1*ffiJ~1*~ffiJ~~~1*~~*~~ 
~~~*~#~PT~~~if~~~m~~~~~ 
~.*~.~Bili~*~~~~~*W~~~~ 
473 
~ &' ffl tf:l1$ Z 1* *ff$ f$ tf:l ~ )1HffU tf:l Z J! ~1$ ~ Mi 
m.~~mtf:lz~~_~~-tf:l-A~ili&~W 
~~~~.~~~~~~ff~**~Mz~~Mi 
~ j~H!lH~ tB 1* iSj: m:tzo :lî!:: rm tf:l [1$ Z] IX P; 7t JJIJ ~ * tf:l 
[15a] 
~Z$~~.~D~Iill~.AmW~ffl~~~ 
~~~~~~~tf:lz~~~.~œ~M~OOI~ 
~ffl~~z$~~.W~MMMi~~~~~~~ 
W~.~~~~~~~~S~~.~~~~ilirm 
m*~[ij~*] ~1*~~1ï~~Hfè~Mi:ii~1frj]~lî 1T 
Jj] P; j'[ 1T ~œ j'[ tf1$ rj] Jlffl J!î~) ~ g 115 ~~) \. BiT 
~~f~~W~~.mmH~~~A~*.fflN 
~nAm~~*m~~~~~A~~~m~~~ 
[15b] 
~fflM~.~~~W~~~w~~~m~~~rm 
~1T~ 
~ A~IH~ l~Jf~:rf­
~AZI~B~~.~~~zHtf:l&~ffiMi~Mi 
*~~.1T~.$~~*m~~~~~tf:lm~~ 
1~œ~m*]fZ!Jt)1~:eJG~JL.\ffl:l:rm~1!~fj:eJGm 
_~~rm~~iliffi$~m~~Z.1T~ft~Wz 
Œ~~~~$~~.I~1T~~~R~~*~~ 
[16a] 
~~~~~1T~B~1f~~~AN~~ffW~~ 
~~~.~ftM~H~tt~~~~~~~A~~ 
W~~fflffl!Jt~~~~Z.~~I~~~~~H 
HB~~rm~.ztt~*~.~~~I~&.~ 
-~Jlffl*OO.*~z~~m~~mmffili*~ 
474 
~ El:l1i!fH~ Z /f ~ t& m:f:fi lJ5 -f-z R B~tpx:~ f1liJU:f 
~z~~~zI.PX:~ft~~7(~t&:fmffl~W 
JjJ T ~PX:Jt m,~ J: * j&f 'j~]Wdlt:fi J( -f- ~Ij :f?~ J( FJ-
[16b] 
~px:~~.fi~.~~.fi~J:~~Wmz~~ 
l--~' /,§.;t;~ !:::j--r/\"§.A~~~!!"'T.1"'~/.B A ~1IIf: l--'-~-a3~ 
..Lill h1>t ;f)J 1=1 ,- JJh~W_ s J.iSi:iO ilE 1"f /\./\." .. ..L)!!7!Ç 1-1 
~IJ ff,)tpx: -if ~ fÙJ rm B:f ~~~ 7(:tt!!.'l!f. #.~ MJl1t J( 
Jt~~:fi~lli~z~~fflJ:~~~MJtnJjJT~ 
1fnjJJJiT5Gyffijk~ArR'~fEJ: JjJ I;J,f~7(* :f~z ft 
~JjJI;J,~iliA*3Z~~.~~~7(~'l!f~R~ 
~~~~M~~~MJI~~~~~~nffiOO~~ 
~~~~A1B~ili~~~J(-f-~§~~ 
[17a] 
~ + ~IJ T ~PX:Jt 
J(-f-~fiMft~~~px:JtTm:fi~fi*~px:JtT 
~.~m~z~*lli~~-~~M~~.~z~ 
~~~~~M~~~~MJI~~A*7(z.H~ 
~ ~:@JJILR ,tÉ] AiT /f tU:fi ~~J'[~ ~ IÙ m ~ /f r&~ 
~~ZW:f~~Œ~~~~.*:f~-E.~~ 
œ~mJ:~:W:~.~~7(m~§~~~~~ft~ 
~œft~7(~m~~~ft~~z~~M~-Apx: 
[17b] 
Jth~~N~~.~**~Rh*J:*~z7(~ 
~z~~mzA~.z.~~~f~~re.A~ 
z~.~7(J:zm~~j&f~*.m~*~~7(~$~ 
475 
29 This line has an extra character inserted in the original. Following the characters 
~)r~ the characters in the line appear to have been eradicated and replaced with the 
nine characters.m ~*~M=~JtB)l. 
~.*ffm~~~~~~.~~H.~~-#$ 
:;6%!l:t ffij rPJ)JiJ :s:JUf::À 1f!f~ ~~ ~~ 7 mt~%ij1H~ ~ 
~Jl~J3R f~ttt:9:-=t-~ ~ ~ z 
f}InB~ffii~ 
[18a] 
+~ il::. rh t.f1,/.s ~I:::. ~& T l5IC1"Tr1t=1 
[end ce 1] 
• 
~El 
;ft t:p i!i:fI P'Y ffij ~ 
fUlfJ pg j! É8 ~ifij 
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[Tract 4.0] 
:f,(~fJrf 
*~~~~:f,(~~~~~~~m~~.A:f,(~m 
~A~~~*fl~~~~*.~~~~~~:f,(~ 
1~1*~ m: ~ ~~ lX ra' ~~ lX!1:t1!r /G iŒ!~ it ~ * ~~ 
.:f,(~&a~.~~A~~ttèW~~~~~~ 
.W:f,(~~~~M%M~/G~~~*~~~:f,(~ 
j~~~~3lH'i/GrnJ%~~)]IJB~-ttè~1TM=* 
~~~~ •• mBB~~~*~ •• ~~:f,(~~ 
[lb] 
*~.%~~~mB~~.~/G~M:f,(~.~/G 
~#~~f}] ~~:i!!!I~ ~ )]IJ~J* B {~~~fHfril.*â n~ te 
;f!tJ~~!îli:W ~~ [rlJrm*ffi~irrJ iJ.:*'I"/GMJ\: ~ /J\~ 
~~~*~~~~:f,(~~~~~~~~~~~M 
~Wfl~~:f,(.1!r~&B~~~~[rlJ~/G~a~ 
*.~$~M~M~[rlJ1!rW~M~~1!rW~~~ 
W~mW~%~m~~~~~~~W~~~ •• 
~~A§~m~~~hfi~.~~m~*~~M 
[2a] 
~~mw~~~~~~/GB:W~~[rlJ~*0~n 
~BJ:~ 
*~~M~*~~~~m~~~~~~~mm~ 
~~ïffi* 
[2b blank] 
477 
[3a] 
[Tract 4.1] 
:f,z: ~ f} L 1ffi ~5! M 
fflr:p~-~~ 
--'----±À'-:<: .JL,~, :li'! 
~~~:tt!!~~~~U:l:$JII~~~I%/G~I%~~/G1::~U*1~ 
~r:p~**~~~~~I%~~~~A~~H~1:: 
~~~~ •• ~~.~:f,z:~A/G~~~~B*~ 
~~m~~.~B~~~~*m~~~~~~. 
À~mw~I~~.~~~.8~~~n*~~ 
[3b] 
~~~m~a~~~ft~~~~~~m~~:f,z:~ 
~.OO.M~~M~.~M.~.~~~&~~ 
~i~~/G~~ft~~tt~~~/G5}Àm~Jl,\~~~lf;!E 
ili~~~~H~~:f,z:tt*~*~~~~~~~. 
~ urr - 1M '.fiL 2"5 * :::tIr r Ir: :::tIr' W FR ,'-. J,k ± ""~~:l? ",yv. iHE 'teE ffJ m=lft.JJ!Q;@ EE v_)V/I~ 7\lh-)(.l'lE J3.1~ /f'.13t.1~t>t1!t "', ~ 
~~W*tt~.~.~.~.~~~~Alli~n 
~ •• ~ •• "~M~À.~W~§~H~~~ 
*{§~~R{E fi -ru-3SJ~~~~W~~~Jl,\'tcg:19tep~Jù 
[4a] 
Jl,\ep ~ftHÙJ~~~ftft?J)~~ {ÙJ3i*~if}.1î1:~ 1{ 
~f}~.A~Àm~~W~~~.::fft~m~. 
~.~W~m~B~~~~~m~~~-~~~ 
-~jj! -U~!1!~ -U~* ~~flJm.ft.~ff~RifJ ~*Jl,\ 
~W.WÀ~N~~~~~~*A~~~~~ 
jjftJ 
Àr~~m+=-.f~ 
-~~~~1:. 
478 
[4b] 
= tlX;~ fiX ~ 1* 
- tlX;f.GJtl",~~IJ 
lm tlX;;ij'{'~ ~$i; ~ 
ntlX; ~ ,~Ji~ 
/\tlX; § $**1 
--ttlX;1:}$~~ 
j\.tlX;$ g·rr~ 
1LtlX;'I~rfr't!~j 
[5a] 
+tlX;~~i!fiP 
+ - tlX; /F RP ~JI '1: 
+ = tlX; '~'i j![ tltlïP 
~~m~~~H/F~+=.~~~+=#*~ 
/F~~ 
-~*~~1:: 
JL.,z.m~~~~~~iE~iJJiJT1T~/Flf~llJt~~IJJiJT1!g 
~/F~:fiIL.,~~~~~q)t1~~~~~Bij~Hï4-iE 
[5b] 
~~~-wrr*/Flfz.~iE~Amm.~z.~~ 
s x.&. Rp o!::r.:Ir..u-, '~lI! I-o!::r .:Ir."p/I r /.§ *'~ li! 1- o!::r.:Ir. ' ~~~~~s~~~~sB~/I'h~~~~s~ 
~.m*~.~.~fl~mmHtt~~/FM~m 
~m.giE~*~/F~z.~~T~~~~~~AA 
~€î~IJ~~ffff*~~iJ MijtmzG-~* B -~#Jz.~~ 
~R.1lRfljijt 1: 1L.,~,f!ilH~ ~ ~ /F~ § I! § ,@~,f! iiJ ~ 
~~~M§m§$.Rz.~~1img~z..iE~ 
?JF/FH~xJiJT~z.~ret*~IJ~M'1T~./F*PllJ1:t 
[6a] 
479 
~A~~~~~~~~*~~fi$~.~~m~ 
§~~mmW~.~~A~~~~ili~~~-~ 
~~.m~~~~~~~~-~~~ili~.~~ 
~~Ae~~MM~~~~~A~~.W •• ~ 
~~tt5t:~,tt~JIj/\i!!~J~\R~f?,Jjr}JQ:fl~!l:~~16J 
~~~W~~~*E~~~W~~~~~W~~ 
-~~~ms~~~~*~W~~M~~~~~ 
~~~~~~tt2~ma.~m~-.~~ •• 
[6b] 
19§ 19§ 1rs rrsiiii:t,zo !i:~ ~ Ij ;fA fiX.~ 1* ~ 111J1t 1T 1llJ i!! ~ Ji 
~ MI: À r~ 1'f 7t;;~ ~ !i:~ ~~ g~ ~ '1' ~ ,'fE. 11 jiUI~!jR ?t~ 
i!!~1t~ill 
= 7lXMtltiX A1~ 
AM.fi~1'f~tiX-~~A~~~~~~~~m 
**~~~~tt~À~~~~W~~OO~~A~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~A~~$~*MI:~ 
8~.~~W~*~*ill~AMW~~1'f~.~ 
[7a] 
~tl~.1t1~~1j;ffl1~;ffl1~~IJ~~~~[ftIBm5t1f~ A 
~ •• B~~~~m-~m~~.illmm.*~ 
.~~~m.~S&~~ •• ~~-Mm~~~ 
~~~~ttm~.-*~~m~*~~m.~~ 
.x ~~~tiX~\1f~llz 1TE!P1~~~:x~ 1~JL..\-
~*~-~~.B~~~~~~~+-~~~~ 
Aijj{t -1ft ~ -=f B fl1Q:~IX~3&~ ~ ~ !i:~J~\~ g 11rx: 
~mMl:~w**~~~~.~~fi~~~w~m 
[7b] 
~~ffi~~#fi~m~~fi~wM~zOO~-~ 
480 
OO-~~~~~~~~NOOM~.~~~~~~ 
$~~~~.~~~~m~*~~~PJ~~m~ 
~~1t~:tE~ I~,~ti~ B~~,~IJ ~gkttf~*r~~ 
mx~~~~~m~~ffl~~*~~PJm~~~ 
PJ~~~~PJm~*~~.&~~~~m~~~ 
mBm~~W.mm~~~~~~~~~wm~ 
'teE. --fo il): 4I!f: il): --j::; nT .Elil-~- l,l, '!;fi:j±: t.t;, ,'<V il): Z' J" /) 1 4$. l--;!r ~1IJt:!J"\J\\)Jt:!J.\/J JJJ /" r::t ·lwlE!..-t::llt3.t~/t:!J, L ~11J ~~ 
(8a] 
zm~ ~~~ ~~-g: *z rifJ-tE. 
[8b] 
ffl~$+-~*~~a~-tE..~*.~~.~~ 
~~.~&§~~~tt~~~m~.#~ffi~ 
~~&~~~~~$~~mz~mmmM~~ 
ffi~~~*IliPJ.~NMM~~.A.~~~ 
$IliA.M~~m$.m*B~~mR~~. 
m~~~~~~=$~~-~~.BA.~® 
~z~~~~iliM.fP1m~~~*~~$~~ 
~.~ffi~ffi~~5~$~~R.~**B~ 
ilJ1i ~~.JL.,{UJ ~~LftJlArp1f a,ij*t=/Gjt&JH~ 
~~~mz~IJmM&1)t~fAI~;!t1fJ 
-*~~"'~~~ 
~~.&A.~m~~~~~.-~~@~*w 
d>~1~~~~ffiJ .1~~IJiJit~"'1~JJt ~ ffl ~9;ollHI~ 
,m~~F~'bfIlA § .~~~~i!i~*o~~œ~I~~~:tç 
[9a] 
~~~~~~~.~~~~~W~~~ffiJ.~'" 
&$~JfFF1=~iJ1W.}~,&:tçA~'~1=~zJL.'ffiJ)§ 
481 
~~"~.~~~~m~~~-*m~~~-A 
~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~-~W.® 
~.tï'IW~~JL.\ rm ~)1t,50~~IJ~fms*±~fl}~ ~f1,1l;J;1t 
t~~tt.~~~rm~~~~~~ili~~.#~ 
~~~J1lO[ifiJIJ:I:~IJ~:f:$~*III~~ 1~~~UX~:f:$ ~~ 
~~.~~~A~~mmWm~~~m~~~~ 
[9b] 
~~~~~ili~m~~~m~~tt:l:*.l;J~ • 
• ~~~.~~Arm"~~~#ili~~*~l;J~ 
;m; ~?!t~o ~ -r:t:j ~& 4mrm ~A~ ~~;tt: J~" ili~"~r!Jo 
~rmtt~~~~~.~~~mmmm~ft~œ~ 
~g~rm~~~f1,lIJls~~~I;)jifm~ 
[9~r~,~p;R~ 
r~'~ *:@i *r~ ~ rm ~ '~~ 'tl~ JL.\ iliA ~ -t!l:$)t ~ * * 
~~~~~~~~~~~fi*~~~m~$~~ 
[IOa] 
~~~m~rm~Mm~~*W*~~~.tt~~ 
îfû1m!.:~~JL.\,~t!!fjj: B~ -l=L1*H!JO~t~mm1*~* 
~~1*~~*~~~~~~~.~~~*~~~ 
Ma;1t~~~R.-*~~-*~R.-*X~ 
-*.~+*~~~~~*~l;J.~rm~~mM 
;1ttt~~~~~~~*$~~B.rm~m@~ili 
~m~~$~.~~B.*~~~rm$~~~B 
.{nJ~~,~ ~ili?J}'~~~?JT:@iI}~5èP;R~JL.\~*;1t 
[lOb] 
JL.\&:\.~~:j9:~i~U't@: ~ ~Mt l;J PJ'J;~ rm1t!lr~~ J§ 
l;J~~rm~.~~~.&@~~~~mM~*m 
'~~ffiP;R~1:::tr=*~~JL.\~:g~~ PT ili 
482 
1i~ ;I,~Ji;r& 
I~' 1~ M'!;I }~, ~iJ ~ Iffm :;r-1* ~1~ ~ li ~ ~1Jt$ WL ffô:;r-
~$ *Et~IJ;I,~,:;r-B $Jm *-ffô.~:;r-f;t\ ~'l1zftiffi 
~ffiM~~z~:;r-~$~~~z~~zz$m~ 
[11 a] 
Z 1ilJ~J3.A?fi~1-]Jtli~IL\*~Jt~,&~~-tÉ.f 
R~:;r-~~OO:;r-~Aft.~~AA~:;r-~ftWli 
Zf,f~œM~~*-ffô~~f,f$#~~zffôBAAA 
~ili~~ffô:;r-.n.~~ffô:;r-~~~~-tÉ.fi~fr 
1'1 p. t&-*"n±M!C±->ç,(~ ES .o:j1O~~~=":*: ~J\. -;1=; - ~* ~ U =4 .... Er J-I/l' ftf!IU % I~'" ~ J~' I~\ le. ... r.& J:lJ\ Fl I~ z;. --F3 ---Et 
~Jt~Œ~~~~*:;r-~~~~~~~~~Hf,f 
~ 
/\fiX. § $~fJl 
[lIb] 
§ ~/\MZ~Hlt~5IL\f!P~5?fi*ffôiJMjfHlUmJt 
1~tEJ}fjIAz~1!ilJi~J}f El M~ § ~m~iJ~~~ 
H~ fi: $ ~ ~WlA. ~ ~Jt ~~1&H~7't ~ ml:;r-1~ ~ FI 
,~t!t,~;rl-~}; :;r-1~ Il,> 1,;g 5tJT '31 -tÉ. iSj: fiX 1& Jt IL\ 5tJA X § 
Jt$~Jm~7't~ml~~-.Z~œ~tt.~:;r-~ 
~.-tzO-tzO:;r-!j]Z1$ §?t, § :;r-~fJlIL\:;r-~!j]~:;r-;r1-
~1$/F5'I-,~t!t,ffô5t~z~~~~ ~ 
-t~IÇ$~1I 
[I2a] 
~mJ.~IÇ~II~IJIl,>~W!j];ffl1ï~~Jt1~tE~~ 
1,;g5t~~ - zJ1( ~~1111!f - ~ z ~ iij1~ ~ ~IJ ID1J"~ 
't$;ffl ml ~ If Â ~~ ~ lm If: ~ ~ ~:;r-'tl1~ Jl,> :;r-1,;gtt!j] 
ffôJL\1~?fi.;ffl:1}~/m~~~1W:;r-:Œ~ 
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)\~rJ$*§ 
%~mftmW=mè*~À~~~~~~gili$ 
-~f~iJ/f-JÊ~.~JL'~ f=M:if]J~4Fp~f=~À~~Jn~r 
~~1M"~.~ill~~-~JL'~JL'~1Efl$§-~IHEfl1~~~ 
[12b] 
't- rJ 9omL1Efl § 1tffjf>L"Ii/f-~à ~;LmH'lfflru:11* 
fifJ J)'/f- :K rJ ~ À * 
11~'~ft'ttu~ 
M~~ffl~~.À/f-~M~~/f-~M~~~-~ 
~ft*~/f-~~.$~~ili.~~.1t/f-*~ft 
XMM§~~*-*~'t-M~~~MMMm~~ 
m~~~~§*~.~/f-~~~mm~~EÀ~ 
~~ftM~m.f.~~/f-~*.~À~~.~ 
[13a] 
if~t5[~~90!t±-__ /f-~-4m/f-~&~~pJl:~~ ~~~ 
îltlH5L~,,~~~jfM:Àm1'f~~m~llnlîlJi1*~?JT 
,~ 
+~~1:.~$ 
~±iÈ. ~*1:AJù~À ~ ~4m~Jtl~±iÈ.1:~îlt.~ 
~*T~±iÈ.~~O~À~~îlt:l;~~*~~~À~ f= 
RÀ4m~~tt$*~~~À4m~MB~~m~~ 
~~4m~~/f-mX~mBR4m~~/f-~~~*E 
[13b] 
À~&~M~~~1:.îlt~~~m~*~~~~m 
BJL\~JtI\Hm$.El4m${EÀ~~t~1~1-:$JlJ~~ 
x*~~ M*.jê~~jj~~~ EA~~~[~11]4-* ~jj~1:. 
1~;fM~$*À PJ/f-~JL'~4m ~.îlt*1-:~ f=~ 
+-~/f-iipMl. 
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R.H.A~~OO.~~~~*~~~~~.~ 
~~RM~ili~Ë~~*~~~~~§*~~M 
~~~.~fi~Wilift~tt~*~~~~~~& 
[14a] 
~.fflmM~~~~~~~~~~.~~m~m 
~~~.1:~*~5L~4m~~~~l;),tmft~~Jl,'?J}~ 
m~~~*~R.ft~~Q~l;),~~~ili~~~ 
A~ •• B.m~±~~~M~~W~~~~~ 
~B~~~~~~ •• ~.~~mAmrtftW~ 
• 
+ =~'~'im,~BijJ 
~~~~.~~~~~fl*m~l;),lli~Rml;),7 
[14b] 
~~~l;),m~mËA.~-~~W~OO~$~H 
.~.~*.~mW~M~0a~~fl~.~~ 
Jl,'~ I:m~lît-9tl.ilmt~~~ f~ÏIJ!~ I~-rn~-9tlfP! 
~+~~~~Jlli»*~~~,~j!~5Lr~:tffi&*m~t!k/G 
~-B~a.~~~-B~~~~~m-B~~ 
rp~Q.t~16'~Jl,'~*-9tlffi#~mîtm1i~tJJrp~=+~ 
1Jfj~1~ ~ Wjf~~~~t!~=tJ!Jr~ B ~~ - ~~jç 
~~M~.~ft~M~~ffi~R~~l;),~m~~ 
[15a] 
~~~~~W*~ft~~.~~/G~ili#~~B 
§~~~m~.m~m~ •• ~M.Affl.~M 
M~*'ê ~* -=- €dt4 ~J1R-=-13IlY~1i *iihfP~ 
~r~è~ftOO~~.~.-A~~~~~~~ 
~'ê~~ft~~~~~fiMR~~~ffim~mm 
~~~~~~m~~~~~ft~l;),.jf:tfW~ft 
• 
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J&f@;f~ ~ El aJI §ijJ z }~J ~~ i@l~7(±m lli ~~~ frJ: lli 
m~$~*~.~m~*m*~~~~~~$~ 
[15b] 
$~iJJ*-tJJ r~~ Je 0.. ~ ,B jj1~P;~·1ïf] {j'rt ffij JT. 7(:ff ~ 
~ 
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[16a] 
[Tract 4.2]30 
~fJi!1tlJl!~~i*ijSia rjJ j(~~ W;f5 r~~ À r~*JJr ~ 
~~~2~1&>~\ 
~f}Ai!1t~~~f'~~~:Wy1fr7g1fjrfHiî1f~Jt 
~~.œ§~~~m~fim~;f5~~~fi~~~ 
r7g ~9;Qjr~1i~T::j~Q~~~9;Q~{lpjZ/J\5J! ffiJJtr ~ ffl rjJ ~t&tï!zJ~\~ ê"j'fu-=f El ~r~~~iî!Mfm*Jttï!zJ~\ 
[16b] 
ffiJ Bfrrull:b~\ El jj!Z~jr~Q~J~ W3R~tl~$J~,ll:tJ~\ El 
ftM~~~.tt~B~~~M~~~~~~~~ 
~H~~MpjZ~~1w~J}ft:p.ïS!zÀr~5tje~ft.~tï!zr 
-~*~f1-~~~1i~>~\~MfPJ1f~~mmnijy~ 
~aaÂÂ~~~;1tJ~\ § ~J~\~~IH$ŒB~{~1W~ 
1w~:i!~ 
.'t':È 
-m*~~*~WM~~~M~~~n~~~~ 
[17a] 
1:&fjXI~\~Ji ~ 
.tt*§.~~~~.~~M~~~1f~ffiJ~~ 
;1t*.~~*.B&~~~~m~ffl~~.*. 
~QXJ~\~Ji aJ3JffiJ;~~.~~tFJ El ijy~5tJm.~ 
jj!zr~~JS~~QJi jIJXJL>Jl**OO-f;M~~f~f~ 
•• mmmm~1f~~~~~m$~~*B~~ 
~fjJBPX T T~9;Q~9;Q~IJ1JrE~*1i~~JS~~~~ 
30 Pagination continuous with 2.4.1-2. 
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~~~~~~~~m*~$~mWM~~ •• ~ 
[17b] 
~~~~mX~~~~~*~m~~~~m~R 
~~~.~~~*m~~.ttmm.~tB~~m 
~~~~~~~~~M~~~m~m~A~*~ 
*.~m~M~te~~À~.~~+=~~~­
~~M ~~ ~1Jm;tl ~ tEJtJjJ x~~~~m ÏJ'J' tiIT~~t 
~~~~~~.~~m~Mhffl •• **X~~ 
rm;SJtJifi9;o;t!~;t~ m;t; ~ ~1t~ 
•• 
[18a] 
ft ~~{t ~fJJ f!!! ,~, !IJ# fO ~~ ~~ •• 11 m ~ 51lj r5 
[nJ if [nJ ~ ~ [nJ M~ 
1~-' .~&·~/I-~~-~~&è~ili~~~ 7lJAf}]r!J!,6'olI Jl) i\\\ ~i,~ -l.!:t-1'!J!J~'\'O:/Œ1"\,, w /\..l.!~J~'\ 
~teÀ~IJ,~,{trm.{~Jifi.~~,~,~F [] ._u'fn,&~,~, 
.A~~W~~~~~A~~OOR~~rmte~A 
.~m.~~ft~D.~AffiW~A~A~D. 
teÀ~~Àm.~.~.AmAA.m~M~~ 
~A~A~~AA~A~.~tB~~.A~~~ 
[18b] 
~~~~~~A~~~.~.m~m.Jt.~. 
~m.~~~m.~A{t.~M~~M~ •• ~ 
~.~R*~tB~A~~~#~~~nm~.n 
m.oo~~#~~~~~~~B#~~~MXB 
#fO.*'. fiiJ~#f01li ~ B ~iiù~f~ ~*~~~F 
~~F~~ofiiJf'Fm1J~~#f01li -=t-XBx~slÉm~â~ 
~-3~IJ[nJif~~1j~1~~~IJ [nJ{t~~~M~oAA T 
'tN1J ~#fO - ~~~~ 1li ~~-~r~it?QPtuJI),~J~*~J1 
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[19a] 
!Y /F ~ttzJ'i'Ht?Ji ~ El A ~~ JL.' }~, ~ *~ ttd~ffi'U~ ~~:K 
~~1EM:JL.,,\~U~*~tU#*D.jRz~~~mik 
I~f~ 
~~~~~~~~ti~~~~~~ffl~~~*. 
~#*&~~.&~fl~~.~***~~~. 
*~m~~ffl*§/Fffl~~~~~-~M:~~~ 
~jR~~~~~jR.~~~/F~/F~~~~mn 
[19b] 
~.~~a~~*~ffEl~~*~.~~~~~ 
~~*~m~~~*~éz.&~~mEl*R~ 
RHft~am.~mtt~~~mEl~~~~ft* 
.j(~f$tEll)jJj ~~~~rlîÎtr/mf~ÀjR~Z ~& - $. 
mEl*~rr*~~~*~jR •• ~~tEnm~~ 
"~m~~/Fft~~.zjR~**zjR~~~n 
mB~Jj~~~~~~~~.~OO*~~~~~ 
~À.~~m.~jRffi~~~ffl*~*z~~ik 
[20a] 
~~~~.~z~Bm-*ft~~~~~z~~ 
~~tlA*A ~/FPJ y& 
~é~-.e.~&~z.#nm~nz.&e 
~~~~OOz~&.#~~~~z~&~tE~~ 
~~~tE~~~.mtE~~~nm~~Y&~~ 
[20b] 
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~-fi~ftnrnA~~~~~*~~~~~m~ 
1%1t~~~rm~1t%1t')r~iïjy~IH)t~NJtJR-tB7(*n 
~~~fm~* lj!±'~ rmijf~~11~1j~~~~ii5l:~~IJ 
~~~~.~~.~~rm~~~~~*.~~ 
~«< Wt ~ ~ Wt É3 É3 1 ~ 4Hf: 10 6 rr~ é +ft El cl'; § Ij :rM k flfi EI3 HŒ.:x- /'..,., /' .... :.x.... l-L nH J 1/ t=f j-J,~, A Jl)l IJX,u,\ -IR 1 ~ ./ ...... 7:J 
~~~~~~m~M~r~M.A~~.~!±.. 
[21 a] 
~1~1ij;~~ § 1*~ 
~~~P~~-tB~P1Lm-tBfrr:p--t - 0-~~~1L-tB~ 
éfrflmii5l:ljrm~~~~éfr~mii5l:lj~m~ 
~~~~;jil}~~1)t~~{t~~rm1J1E%1t')r~iï!x:$Jf~n 
~tt~!±.~.m~~~~~%§~~~lj~~~ 
k -0+- - il rh ' 5t ~-tb ' !=Ilj~O J-h l' - 'j -=:'jJ ,Z,,,-J\.:JElZ,, M~ 
~Q~ 
~~~~w~~m~~~.~.~~ffl~~~~ 
[2Ib] 
~q~~~~t\j*V§ 
~~~.El~~*!±'lj~~~~M~~~M~~ 
~~~~~.Mrm~~%~~~!±.~~~~~~ 
m~-~~~~~*-•• 1t'~rm~~.*-• 
• 1t'rrm~~fl§nljtt+=R~**-a-~ 
J\.. + R !±.~7.K - ~ § Ji!: rm q~+ il R ~~* -a-
~!±.**-~~+~~!±.**+~~1t'~~~~ 
~1Û~3[lg~*-~jt~1t-fi~fJ:- B J\.. +~a-g. 
[22a] 
. )jij~ - B J\.. +~1î-~{~ - B)\.. +~ R $)# -=:. B 
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JI.. + [g 2X±mzJ;~~~~ ~ 1:.~ffi'îif} I~= -t ffiJ x~ 
~~+[g~ffiJx~~~~ttAM~~-tR~n* 
~*-~~[g+~~n~B.~~~=-t~fi­
~-mJlfi~~"~~.M~m~~ffifœ~~ffif 
~~*~~~~~OOffifffif~fiXm~fi~~~~ 
~:A~ tB~ e;t~~ ~IJ ~rlJ JI~;L1T ~JI~A~y 
~~m$*.$~*m~ffifmIL ••• =è~ 
[22b] 
El ~ {~~~F lJ.*~~:A~ {~~tB{~~ -*~oA~J~ 
~*~*ffiJm*~~m~~R~~~~~R~~ 
.~§~~~m~~~m~ffiJ~~tBJJ.tB~~ 
~ R ~~~U·~JL'1TI~~~1T~IJ$t~~fij~rlJ1fj~ 
afi~JI~A~y~fflX~~~R~~è.~~ 
::t.t.R;-&ATZ.f:«<~lltJ-hIm-"·I~'iIi l-[:Iàir::' },I ,~L-' -2c.-/ __ t:::J~W./ .J"Œ. fll::.'-"TL!:j"" l'lU J;l':i... ~'t'JI Z LdJ-LZ 5 
lE 7JÇ A ~ 3;0 1F-f1T J;b tB 
J!!Jft~ 
[23a] 
~~~~~~m*.~.~Wm~.~Ln~m 
J!!Jf lt!T $ ~~7j( ~ ~1E 
~a~~~m~.*~fi~ffif~k~~~ •• ~ 
*.~nffiJlLn~m~~~*~~%~Bm~ 
-f-ffifM § ff1EtJ*1t~-~{!~>L'.Y,~,~ffiJf~'~HEtJÀ 
~~M~-f-~XW~ftft~.-~A+~M.~ 
~flm~~~~=+[goœm-f-W~~~~~~ 
~~~.~tt*-OO-ft.~.~~.~~.~ 
[23b] 
~ fffX~~* ~ fo.:@~Lm~o ~~~~t'lJ!!Jf$t~~oLl:t~~ 
/.--l:3;:.J;~x,,"-l:$.~Lnn 5t I=l '1:.7 'J!d;A5t~f6l..w..~b lm a ~ 1Tl'T1~/I"X,'~~ %J(""/,, I:AA:t't' JJ::" ,,,j\.~)LJ!è,,,,;:EpM 
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-1";-11-1/ ' I3El J..h -,!< § {r5c{f'Ü ocIôr-l:nb"'>;";WrrJOlg~~,'nrffi~oY;iI;lii 
Z- 'fLZ 1 rl..!:l~,e.""",,i>i:biii.t"~ fljt ,'iF,] i"'o/J~ffi\ fu., 111J -'t"-.l:t:.'rT 
.~.~~~~~~~.~~~~~R~~~~ 
lit ~~,~ Jtt:9: -f-1~mt 12),l/!ff ~~~ ~ ~ ill 
tiA.~lit~M~~ft~~~Mmt~*~%~~ 
~tlF.Jff~~~ 
[24a] 
~m~~-f-~~~~M:9:-f-~~~~~ft:9:-f-~ 
~~~~A~~af~ijJS~~~~~Ij~L~ITHUl~-f-ffiJ~~ § ~ 
~~~-f-mmtM~~~*.~.-f-ffiJM§~~~ 
~ffiJ1tt~jjJM~~l\ïfflit~MiIJ~~[g+:fL~lfrlfi!î 
f:«< ~ m ! 1 . UJi é If- UJi 4-11 !3IJ..4 JH~i L- tâf --M - ..4 {l1'r E1-J.,. J~rr:jffi.I\H~1mA~1~~/'\ I=IP l!/,,---.-L7f<;;::~J5t= pp Am ~ 
-f-~lfrl~~n~g~~[g+:fLag~lfrl~.~. 
*.ffiJ~~X~lfrl~~.-f-~litx.~~~~~ 
&EffiJ~~-~~~ffiJè~*~w.~~m~lfrl 
[24b] 
~?JF~~t&J~'.tt.~JtH'ffiJ E.~=5G~E1*!Ë 
.~~WM.~~-§.lliD-~E.~.N •• 
*tljj~ m;)~J~ tI-f-~E ~g~ -BJ:1t il! ~ Jê! ~JËJ]IJ ~ M J}] 
*.fta~Œ~=M~.~.Jt~*R~~fl~ 
~&~-f-~~~~~~~ttè~~"~-f-~~* 
8/1\ ES ~ mA 1'1 ~ft rtl!.1t ~ h/l' 'Er 1J=t.j J ~J~"'I\H ~nJCw..x./ .... ~>'Y-9-" 
*fl 
mt%~ •• ~IL~~~$~~~~~fl~~. 
[25a] 
R*~jJJt~U~~ 
B*~jJ~~~~.~~~litmflm~~ 
mtB 
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~ n m mitIX JiJ%:!fi ,tÉl JL.,~~ I~ 311* B/F ïlj~4: 1A{IJ( 
'fi. ~~j[~lâBHE~}l1~ 
gm*~~~B~m~~~Rm~~Rm/F~~ 
j~ z 4m1J ~ 1: ffJ 1Tii~JI~ ~ 1~ m l2J. ffJt 1: ~~:!fi 'tÉl'L.,m 
~iE ~/~1~ ~/F ~o,~11 {j\ 'fi. ~b&! 1~~~ IfX 1~ f.;~ @] (J5: 
[25b] 
~~B~~~~~.M~ffl/F~EM/F~A** 
~~~~~nmA~J%I2J.*n~~~WB1*B# 
h~c'iE--t+/.-1t~/.- , mC1Jiii~:A/.-1t~/.- , mC1,~iii7l<* 
rll iïH~1T / .... M fTZ ~ 1-lJ.)f(ll"fT / .... M fTZ ~1-lJ.)f(ffi" 
~~/F~~z$B1*M~~~®*~~B~~~ 
~~®/F~~~B~~ttWg®~/F~B~B# 
I[P ftt'i~ ~ zJHi ~JJ ~ z Jï ~ ~ 7rA$ ZJ]IJ;g tE tî ~ 
*~~n5'ê~'ti~,d~*~~ 1~lù;l:* Bzll! tE 
JI~~ 
[26a] 
ft~~IJ1::À~~lJ{tlJ:I:$~~~~Jïgi~:J;I~W)}H~ 
fïHt+lfI § 5t~ 
/F=7Gt1B~HlHm#,gf~~JL.'JII~~~M,*;fJjBJI~~ 
~~~~R~~MAAfflAAnll!m~~~z#.:I:$ 
m~®~m~n~~~~®.~m/F~ffl~$lfI 
~IJff.~~El~'fi. ~~~~ ~ l2J. 5t~JL., i'ï5: 1~1tlJ/F r~~ ~i; 
3cR~it~~oftl~~IÇ 
fl~ 
[26b] 
~wm~ffl~~M~~~~~~nm~ffiM.~ 
J!~xI:tî~z: 
~fl.it~~.it~~~&*~~~~*mH. 
~zM~~.~zM~A~~~~zn~)}~z 
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~~~M~~BM~~~~a~~~~~m~~ 
13" Jt A B ~ {tM~EE ~~ ~ fHt~o m IL,\Jl'tJé'/%!'fl1: ~ 
~ illli ~{j§PJlifJtj~-=f B,m~1!i *~~~-=fF~~ F 
[27a] 
~m~m~-=fB~~~~.~.~m~~illm~ 
z~ ~P ~ -=f ~ ill ~ iItlll:t {j§ ~ $ {ffi XI ~ ~ ~ ~iJ;fi 
fii" TIiJith~ ~ ~M*3i z~ h ~lpJ 
~.*7:.~~fl~~~~~~~~Jl~re •• ~ 
M:t fiX~ ~~ ilP ill U 
~fl~~~~~~~~~~~~~;fi~~~Jl~ 
~ifi~~~~~rR,3IL~ff~~ru1~~lj,ÀFlR1:p.À~ 
[27b] 
.B~ftJl~~X •• ~B~~.~~~&*~ 
Jl~~~z.illfi~*m~ill~~~z.~~~ 
~ll:tm~~.ft~tt~lj,~~~7:.~.~B~fl 
, '-!<:--WlŒfl·n.:I;.'''''7 '<h), ~r.'-7tli:;::t c±:~ , ~~1;i;I !3 !3 6 ZJJ! 1Jt.1"o/J::t:.1l""<.f/!fJE1't' /\",,,j\..ltxJt!:!* Wl,Z~P",e..',~, Il=lJ 
1i~~omJ~~IlT_ëf~tœ~-MJl1J!IJX15xm~tj 
MJ~ÜJ~~u·~,~*~nR~~~Z'œz~ 
-fWI"L-f1'J1-1J""::t:.1If'.lI-L::t:.,,,,j 1 V"4'1.:r.mnl'l l "'V\" ~ 
ft5t 
Rlli~~*.*x.~D~.~m$ML~.m 
[28a] 
**§a;f'~~ 
~~nB§®®*~.~nR •• §*®*®~ 
ill~~ill~.x.~D~~*.~~~L~ff~ 
~~~B-=f~~$~~**ff~~~.~XB~ 
31 U sing altemate character. 
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~~~~~~-~~~~~~.~~B.@~m 
~ W ~*~tf)j-HJllf ~*Jm 1E!~ 1rmli ~F nVf[/G ~H1E 
~~.~~&lf~~~~~~~m~m~m~~ 
~m~w~m.m~m*A*~~~~~~A~ 
[28b] 
1f 
~~1}]~1~N~~ x~ttll:t~l.:*tJ/\ F' ~MfJJ~x 
ljJR ~:ff 7t ~ -};.;fU 
~~~.tt~g~*&m~~m~~&~~~. 
§*~t~Am~~.w~i!iWê~~~x~~j,:*tJ-M 
~1JJ ~[f.f/G {§ I~~;~ ~ M /\ F%ISJ )~\~~f~ X Jffli 
1!~~-m~fl~X;~}(X1Fnl~l~F;fr:t*I{X~[f.ffEt 
[29a] 
X ,'K, ;I:t tij: ~ -};.;fO fJ11fî ~ ~~ ii éf PX: fi: 
xft~ 
x~H~A~~*~~* •• ~.~~~#~m 
Il'fng)j- HJlT BP1W 
~.B~A •• /G.xtt*x*~A~fl~.~ 
/G.~.~#~.BX*~~/Gm ••• ~~A 
~~~.tt#~~~Il'f~)j-~TW~m~x*~ 
~N;* ~,m~ *~1I,m1)tJL.\~JL/~~,~\~X~tm~m 
[29b] 
~ft ~ HJ:~x flj /G- r5 A lJ, pg jl-JjIJ~jl-X fljlf 1f 
lfA.~~.&pgx*mHBmff~§~.A~ 
$&./G~Il'f~=*/G~*x*~Il'f~m/G~~ 
~~ft/G~pgx*~Il'f~m/G~ •• ~ft~~. 
~B~Il'f~~x~~~~~fiM~M~M~~x 
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~~ft~W~ft.Rft~~*~~~~W~ft~ 
ft~~*X~~%W~~~~~~~~~~*~ 
~~~*m~~x~~*"~~~ffi.*~E~ 
[30a] 
~~*~~~*~=~~~œ.~~~m~~. 
T W~ JLAJH~1!&t2EK ~ *Rijj~ 
B~è~~w~*~~~m~~-+A~~.~ 
§~~~~~z1wf* 
è~~~~m~**~~~~~~~~~.W~ 
~l:tf ~1~;ltAA~~~* f!ljzlot W fl ~ ~ fAf!IJ *ii W 
HS.~~;lt~.:tf~~~ffff;lt§~~~~~ 
[30b] 
ffi~~~~~~~~~~œ~ft.~~~~~~ 
.~~.~~~~~~*~~~~M~~~~~ 
~~~.m~~~~.~~~~~~R-~~* 
~w+ Ji X~+ Ji~~~ÀW~:fi~F~~fn'îl.~~~~~ 
~~-+A~:tf~~=~A+&&-~~~~­
.~~~~ •• ~~~~.~~~~OO;lt~œ§ 
ltf&5fÇjlt~~t'J AHI~~~&u!1wt~ ~FilliJT·~~ 
li%,~A~1~1~M~~JL.\fJiX*EÇ 
[31a] 
~~,~, 
~*~~~m.~A~~~~~m~.OOMM~ 
'tJ't~o x: ~* ~~)] 
H~~~~~~W.~~~wtt~Aœ~-~~ 
~~~~~F~~~~&l,,~,tt~~&II~~1lfm~'H,~m 
~:tf~OO~~OO~~~~~OOttOO~~~~~~ 
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~~~.~~~ffi*~.OO~~~~~w~m~ 
~~~ffi~%H~~~W.~tt*~~~~~~ 
[31b] 
~.*~*ff~~m~~~~M~~~*~~~ 
~~Amm~~~g*~~w-m~=ft~B~ 
~~~w#~~~~tt.~m~~~~~~~ili 
Jî~ 
~.mfl~~~~.~~rum.~~AA~~~ 
jJ~ 'tÉl ~ nMm )tHllJ 
*A qTi~Jil;! ~tl A ~ ~ W:Jt mI}] b~~IJ Aj} Jj) ~tl A tJ\ 
[32a] 
~-~*A -~PJ1*ljFl~~~~~~rt~HJj)tl\ 
W$ •• ~~**~~~~~~~$.~~~& 
W~Bm~m~~~~m.ft~~~~lj.*= 
~m~*=~~m~.~~.~~~.HmW:Jt 
~*~:Jt~*.x~m.~~~~~lj~~-~ 
~~r -~i~HRI)tr~~~ ljmfr.\4.~~ *Ejl~IJjlqT~ 
~~~AA~~~~x~m.~m~~~~m~ 
)tHEjlfllJ 
[32b] 
Jm~il 
-t+ /\ '8Jî~~~*Ejl,m~iJLFHjfff-5'!$jI'~r'UJL 
J~L~;gÉl~~~ 
~~~~~-t+AJî~OOB~~~~~m.Lm 
1i&:J~W ili ~fiWJm~ilw.~1§ï~~r'**Ejl.1Mi~~ 
W~ÉI ~~f} .{'~ J~r','œ,~ffiWtt~*~~m 
~~~ljJmOOWili*~~~&#.B~m~~~ 
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[33a] 
~.~n~.~~~~W~~~~*~~~~* 
jl~ ~~.~~ ~~.~ % ï5!z l ù ,~,*-g*7Ef! ~ jJ~~ W ~ 
~XW~.~~~~~~~~~~~W*~~~ 
~.mw*~~~)t~~ ~ W*~~Jl§ti~ï~W* 
~fl~~A~&~~~Jl~~W*~~=~~~ 
&.~~~W&~~D~-~ï5!z~~.~#~­
~~+TIŒ.~#~-~*m~MW~~~~X 
~~&B~~W*~.-~~Am~ 
[33b] 
~Luffi 
w~~~.*~m~*~m~~fi~~.~-. 
~~.mw~*~A~~~~.ff~~~-.jJ 
~~~~JHi:;:ï5!z~Ji1J]~*~ ~1~~~~~~~ -.& 
l~-~jÇ~ 
OO~ 
f}~BJG~~~I~IL.\fJ~~1!nJjÇ~;t%À~:f1~1~ 
[34a] 
n1i&:m~~~~ 
OO~~~~A~$&~=~~B~$~~m~~ 
~/J\a:'~~*~~fJftl1Il~1'~l~~~~-7Ef!~~ 
~~~JG~~M~.W~.ï5!z~~~.~~m~ 
w1!nJm~IL.\fJ~~OO~~7Ef! W~IJ ~*m~~mt~:Ij 
À~IJ ~L EfI~f~Hf§~?JT~%À~ ~~~~~~iJ~ 
~m~n1i&:m~~jJ~m~~.m~~OO~:f1~ 
& 
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[34b] 
~rp~ 
lB! ~ iHê'* lf. ~~ 
~=~~B~M~m~~R~~~XB-~~~ 
~~AA~~.~~~~ff~~M~.T~~.* 
~M*~~.~~~~~~~~.~M~ft~* 
~~*~~ft~~W.~~~~~m.~~~~ 
M ~ ~~~Jff M ~ffi 51<! ~ ~ ~ 1:. x1~t~ 11§. ~~ IL.\ ~ 
[35a] 
*~fi~~~~~ft~~~A~~~~~m& 
[35b blank] 
[end ce 1] 
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[Tract 5] 
M~~ g fil1!J 
*--=f1w~~î~ 
*~.m~~-=f~.~~*~~WmI~~M§ 
ff;ffjl*1*~-~1~J~\.j1.@,6}âjmi1~'~;ffjlÀ~~1\[tE~ 
~LrA,J~\~J:.]#f~~7)ERW~L'iU~1îJl=+jJ!!1#f~ §~ 
flm~~~~-+AQmm~W~~~6}âjg~~ 
§~Jt~tt*-~-OO.~~~~~~ftJt~§ 
[lb] 
~~~*§~~~~-=f~~~~H~~~~~~ 
~~~W~~~R~~f~1\~*~~~~~~ 
Z' I3ff J..h F!f § {Ih-{Ih- .B~h~"'~rla 5ë~1R,'MTffi~'ffiilîm-++- J:L 1 J l.!~~J~ ... ,6),6)J.!Œ1!'~flf J~~-mJ\ .. ,~"h,,· ... 1IlJ ~~~~-* 
.~g~~~~~Œ.~~§.-~.*~~~ 
)rr § ~ mJ:.fl·~'8~~~ ~~11Uw~{fi:mHfjlÏ[~* 
~~Jt~tt~~'8~~~~ÀÏ[~~~~~~~ 
M~~-~~~~ill~~+~~~~~~m~w 
m:~-~1~Jt~~-=f~~~~~J1IJill 
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[Tract 6] 
:f;.: PHt 8 ilfllil ~ 
[1 b] 32 
~~~:f;.:~~~~~%mfi~W~~.~mfitt 
*~ ~~~Il~tr~IZY+:fL R 1Ttt*~~'trrp;j"1lJ[rp;jiJJ 
1'f![P'L.'Z r Jfrl~ZI ~rp m:~-1\~tE,HTtt~IJ:Q:~AJlXM*~~iJR 
~~rp~Jfrl~~mm~-~~~~mm~~fi~ 
~A~*~.~*m~~m~~fimBr~Z~ 
1~ ij~ r ~ 1lf fPI tE, ![P jJg! ft ~ AA lj fi~ i5î -§i(.-m JE ~ f~ r 
~.~~.~rp.AJfrl$lj***~~m~~M 
[~![P~~,7fHt,L,.z:j!]~Il~~-~mçfrp;j"1lJd>~:f;.:~1t~a Fi 
[2a] 
~~j~4mfJTt:lJfrli~ § ~A~ § ij][ij]1'f~F~ IL'JJJ~Jfrl~ 5~~1~*T~ 
m~z.~~.tE,MM.lj*m%~~~~~rm 
§~~~w~m~~~~~Mm~reJEft~m~ 
1*IIX]~~P/J,~~1:~~fi1*IIXZ.1!fJ;î-=lt[ljtt!t@jgltHJ];f 
rp_*IIXz~lj~ •• ~~mr~.~mgA~ 
m~rp.~Jfrl~fi~*~~tt*a~r~~A~ 
~m~rrp~rm~Jfrl~~A~~JErp~Jfrl~A& 
AJE~~~1:~fi~~z~.~mçfrp@Jfrl~~ 
fi~~~~a~.*.~ljH~~mM*~z~ 
[2b] 
~~~~~~m.*A.~ •• ~.~ •• ~r 
-.~~~*AA~fiM-Rz~A~z.~~JJJ= 
-= i)z [JltiJJ ~ ~ A ~*T ~fiz JJJ*T ~ 1f.z.JJJ 
~§ 4HI: ~ 4HI: Ài14HI: ~hrr;; é:t iIi-h-j::;~ ~ ~~iIi-h] D Wi-;:Z:; 
/j-... n\\ J~' 1\\\}}iJJ"J\\\J~ IIU I=:I;J.!IJ /J *~~ 1j:7.,;!vJ /,~ l=1 
32 This tract begins with an image at page 1 a. 
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~~B~a~~~ft~~~~~e~B~~mH 
:fi {ilJ H ~ [â"i L-:9: fH~ $ -à:9: -=f tr r}] ~Ji f] {~~ tU 
[3a] 
œ~w~~~~~~~**m~~&~ 
:9:~mm* •• &@~~:fi~~~*~~*W* 
~**~~ffl~&ffl~~~~~~~~~.~ffl 
~®~~*~~~~~~~~~~~~m~~m 
1*l{X~1t lJ*lUl§j~~~IJJiJT1**~?k~~~?k m!lQ~ 
*~~~.W~~~-+~~~R~~.~~ill 
m1*~~$1*~MB~~~~*:fi~.Q~~* 
~!'lijJ D {,LL'~ /FPJ §;:~!lQ * 
{~~{~~d>iFB R œPJ~~] trr}]iIJ~ ~ :fi~~~ 
ft~~~~~.~~-=f~~®~~~.~A~~ 
~~~~f4~m{8 rnJJL'tjçf~{I~~w.:tIJ~1*/J'~~~ru 
[/J\~~~ru~~?J}:fi j(~*iiJ~~~J1ffl EfIff xIff 
[3b] 
.g~~~~~.m~~w~.m~.~:fiQ~ 
~ 1~gijJ1J i1è.féJ~ /F?&~l; ~ X 
~~nx ~~Jj~~ =~JjJï~rr]!lQ:fi{~~BijJ{~t:5t~~ 
~5EÀ~~œ~~Q1*~~1t[1t1~~Bijj Q {'];fi/F~Q1*1t/F~~~ 
H{~~16'~~~~5E~/J\~ ~ llm/J\m~X{I~[/J\mx{~ 
?f}ff Qg*]:i!~x~~~r{f~ff&;I:l~[rqxff{I~3}ff~];I:l~~ f] IJ\ 
)WJ~JÊ~~~~~fJ~~~ ~ ff~~!lQIJ\fJ-*~ 
~JiÀ~~~~axB~ •• ~.~~R~~~ 
~~~*/F~.~~~~~~OO~~XIff~R* 
~~~Mlli~~$~~oom~.~~~~~~~ 
~m~&AA~.ff1*~W$.~~~/F~~.~ 
~H~~n~.mm~.ftRM~~.~~~~ 
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~ ~ '1'1 ~o ~~-§ §~ ~o ft~ fiI~ ff,f ~ J! xf! IJ J! ff,f 'M ~ 1{J 
f!IJill[J!x~1{J~fl*~'!x:]16\~*EtAA5E~JÊt$'iGx~/GI~ 
[4a] 
/J'PJ-i~~ITô1~EJ~!ltf*~~1~~~fl- ~ Q~Rf~ 
X~~~~./G~-Qm.~*~~~~~~~ 
!lt*~~fi~!ltÀ~~*m~~~ffl~~~~~ 
~~~.D.~~~H~~fl~~~fflITô~~~ 
J!J!~ 
[4b] 
[~8i1l~\Mtt] JLm~ & Y:. ?!~ ~ ~~JL 5E~if;:t ên ~i1~ ~o - ~ 
./Gill~~/G~~a/GB~&/G=n~~!lt 
=~~~~~*J!~~~~fiI~-W~*~ 
./G~~~~MA~Et~~~~~À~*7 
W~~.R~~W.tt.~~M.~~ff,fITô 
.m~mft~*~~.~-~~~~mm~ 
~~.~~./G~fta~~.*m~M~M 
~~~] 
~~~~*~n~~m~~*~ITô~~~~*~ 
ITô~~~~.*~ITô&~flY:.~W~~ITô&*fl 
~~~fi~m-~~~~~~~M~~~~~* 
[5a] 
_"~&~*~W~&~~Wff,f~~~ffl~.~ 
ff,fW ~ fg. Ili'i.~ fl*~fg *fPJ .~o À t\j jl-*~ ITô fg 5t 
~&ffl~.*~~ff,f~~ffl~~M.A*~.# 
$*~~~~~g~~~~m~m~~~~*~ 
~~~Jifi~~t$~ffl~~[I:~PYi~&Hjf~~* A,!Y$ -
Im1îi!Mr, EH..t~rtIJ~LmITôfJ]m~~t!l}fg!ltY* 
/GPJ ~ ffl [fg * ITô. * *~ ff,f ~ ffl 
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:tE ~ R Z ~ ~~~ffi'fpJ ffl]:fi~ {~ * ~'P ~1T 
13tUlx 16' ~ ~!if ~1Hêll:U~ d>~ lfIl ~ fff ~ J l,' ±lli ~~ ~ -
[5b] 
Ji Z0. {!PJïPJf~ft~rm1~ii:j:M1liî:!,lo,fjE1t:!,lO*J}]ilj 
~B'f"M~ffi~~~~~.~ft~~Mfi~-~ 
~PJ~umrmA {llJzJ}]tj[,~~ 
~~~~ •• ~ffl~~.%z$*li~$~~~ 
83 +_ "10. r. ,tcE4-n rk ' /.- ,LI- '-~-1'ff ~ -Et R -Et!0;. R {~z;:: ±:. ,~,z;:f!§,/~; ~ X/Ji!!,7:]iT JJ.-L:l!!* JE7tÇ 7tÇi-I'T n R ±/l'-
~~=-R~~D.ffl~m~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ j]!l JJ*~U' ffl itm;jUl-=t q:. J::!,lo ~ M § Hf' ~ I~' ~ 
.~~m~lfIl~~~~~z~~j}J~fi~.z~ 
[6a] 
:fi~mI*~#~@m~~.~~~.~~~m 
•• ~~*~~~~j}Jm!if~~M~ffi~~B'flfIl 
~~~~~*-~~ •• ~~PJ~~m%3~M 
19~~~IJlz~tlillll:t.-ilj ep ffl ~~ ïJ 1 j@J~# 
J:~tt~~Aj@J~m~ •• A~mrmillM~~~ 
~~~{~~M~~~--R'h*~~.~œ. illl{fifl..!~ InJB-~f:JE~~>J>j~-=.n ZA~tJ~~/H,\;WJ1jX;I\H 
li~~~~J:-Ji~~j}JtjmPJ~.~~~.~ 
~~~~Ui~,~ffij~fl~!lîJf~~~M1~Ij~~i*%zJ}] 
.~~Bliî~m1t.~~~~~ft*~~mD$ 
!if * ~ LI J}] 1~ ~JT' !j!)E~ ~~ 
fl~~~rmiinPJH~ft-~~lfIl.~~.:tEn 
mlfIl~z~~~0.tt~~j@J~~~$!if~B'f!ifM 
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~*~.D~~~ffl~n~~~~~~~.W&~ 
[7a] 
~~flmm.~m~~~.~~~~~-•• ~ 
.~~m&~~~~~m~.~.~~~~~~ 
_cIz:. ~ , ~!!;lr - 5f; 6 ~}Ç:T.s" A)\. RIîê 6 .hl>-,'Z;:; ~iE J,l, RL. 6 
,'Œ!, 'J Z/I' 11X-"" J:=l "" X I=! rolX J:=l {(,~ VII,.It!l'IWm:::J J:=l 
~~~Mtt~~~~=~~BB~*~~~~~ 
~~~~+~**~~.~§m~~~~üfi~ 
'!~B~~1: Él **~ *1t!tA~JL.'~.~if/HMlij~U! 
~m~m~~.~*~~ff~~M~~/fm~~ 
/f m 1'11t!rfltR - JIYt 9=t 00 ~ :fL~{t* ~ffi'i ~ fo.\iti.%:fEtJ 
[7b] 
m~~m~A~m~n~~I~~~.~W~ili 
~.~~.*/f~~~*~~~Œ.~~~.M 
ili~~},( I~'~ X {il} 't!j!~ /f~~ 
gmBm~ili~*mA~~~~m~ti~.~~ 
~~/f~=%.1PJ*51'Iljj/f~fa9=tA~{tH~~#IJ34 
mtt~fi~.~=~~~~~ti~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~=~~Mjffi~~*ti~Él~},(~*ti 
$JT~ft~~tm~ mi: * ~~ B ~ ml~JI{tI1L + ll!l)\' 
[8a] 
fi.m~***.ffi~}'(~~~*~.~~*~ 
~{tI&B~~+-~=B*.ti-~-~Jlti 
~~.}'(~.*~ffi~~~~nAQ~~A~{t 
**Bim~f~;!t9=tJt~.~~)B~:ffHf*IB.-~ JI~ 
.~~~B*.~~~~A.~~.~W~}'(~ 
33 Original character is Janti fonn, not available in this digital characterset. 
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34 This is use for "Seas of Suffering" is unique; aIl other occurances in the Nüdan 
hebian tracts use the tenn filmJ. 
~~.~~-~.~~~~~~ff~~~m.~ 
®~lli~~WT~MM.~.~.5m-~è4 
mm.~R~~~.~ft4~~~~mX.~. 
[8b] 
.~~A~.*~~~&~~~~-•• Rm~ 
tl:\J\. ~*-BJ:{t{f*,~}Ë~0 X~~,~1T=AI:HŒ 
mffl~~~~~.*~.7-~.tt.m~~R 
~~~~~-~.-wm~~~~~~ffl~-~ 
*M~=E.~~~~~~~~WA*~D.* 
&~.~~~w~§.~fta~~~~ 
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• 
[Tract 7] 
:&,:fttlJ? 
:&,:PJ-tlJ? 
1JYf~-=f~~1~~iî.'Il 
Çl \I=l JI-. ri&< * =3 EJ -I-f.-, M -- .<: '>.. L'>. .::z.1r/;ri =~Jlfu 6 ,...,..,. 27 '. I=l 
r::::Jfl:1Y!I;'jS i5 PPJ JÀi"Ju:JR7GJJ J T~~P,G,"l)l.1=l ~?J'fl:1 
~gg~w~~~~~~~~±~m~~$M~ 
.m~J?~U~ffl~~~~À.~~m~~~g 
~ ••• =~~EJ~~~.~~~~m~~~. 
{tÀ~~JYfEJ~F'~ff~,*1~ff~~~ff~~jGrff 
.~kB~~~ft&~~ft~ff=~ft~~~fl 
[lb] 
m~~~jG.#~jG~jG~~m~~~~~=* 
~~ m ~L ~~ -=f ~~~PJ- ER f} FE ~ Itf} ~Jt± ~:&,: 
~~~m~m~~.~*~~~jG~~~jGlt~ 
f]- Ff-I1:fJ I X ~ -=f "f = If.f:ffJL.' ~ ~Lm ~:î ~ Of nll 
~~~~A~~~ffl~If.f~f}m~~~m~ffl~ 
~~lJj~~~~1~:1!f~1~~ ~*ftOÀ~jrràj*§]* 
Wffl~~~ffl~~B~§~~~R&~.~§~ 
~~m~.~ffl~W~~~n.~~~mR$~ 
[2a] 
~ÎjWJL.,mI~~1T~IJ$U~~~~PJte~IIL1T~~ 
~À~~~ffl~~~~B$~è.~~~~~~ 
n~~~r{f&mt'~îTIw~~ïlïJT~ftDJl:t~~ f!iJ~~~. 
~~~~{tW~~ft~~ff~~~m&~-=f~~ 
~.n:î.~~~+~~R~~M~1:.~.W 
~~X~~jG~.-=f~~X~~~ff~~~~~ 
ff~~~~{tW~~~~If.f~mtt~I~ft~-=f 
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[2b] 
,~~±5LZ. ~ tE, mHrr1t P'j~ 
.*AB~èM~~=~~~~tE,~*~~~* 
*m~~nm&~~~~~~~~E~~~X~ 
~j7g~Jr~5t~~iJ!Jf~n~1t~H~iJ±jz1t~~l:~r~ 
~ffl~~Z.I.Z.-~~m~~fl~~~~tE, 
*~ •• ~B*~.mZ.~"*~.mz.$*~ 
/h~f)rf'f~M § ff*$A1t~-~1tJL.\~f,~JJ~ffm 
1~'~*$À~~[~~~LrR,JL.\$~]*t~'f3t:JZ.W~L'~'~tï* 
[3a] 
-~A+~*t.~~flm~~~®=+~Dmm 
'f.~~OO~~~~~~~~tt*-OO-*.~ 
~~~.~ft~~~H~~*~~~~~~~~ 
m~~n~~~~fi~~~~.~~.R.~~ 
5f;~fW1-'.lL~b ER3 S =EB**vZ' J:lElJ.h E'f § {0r{I.&~inh"''''/df J\'\\ï\.~)u~J\\,,}:Eiï}=j A 1"L 1 Jl!:J*J~\J~J~'J.!Œ.1~~fJf l~ 
~ •• ~M$~q.~~~~~*~.è.~~ 
JL ~:W:-l1!lïEi1t~j7g~JhH~FR~1t~§;1J~JL ~ 
~.a~~M~~+~I~~~~m"~~~W 
[3b] 
1!M~ ~Z.J]IJ tE, 
5t~1:~B~~*~~~~~.Mz.~~M5t~ 
~m~~m~m~~~%~~~~z.~5t~~Z. 
m~-~5t~~~*-.a~~~~~~*-. 
a~~~~~fl~n~tt+=R~~*-a-~ 
J\. + FI ~~7/(-~ ~~~1~+iiR 1::~7j(-a-
~~~*-~~+~~~~*+~~~W~~~ 
~1û~~j7gm*=~j:Iç~1t-JTz.~ - ~ J\. +~ail 
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[4a] 
~7:.. - 8}\ +[QJ'l-~{~= 8}\ +[Q R ~i~- 8 
}\ + [Q 2 7:..±mz f!X ~;fi!} ~~ 1: ~ffi'i ifH~ ~5z: = -G rm 7:.. 
~~~+[Qa7:..~~~~ttAOO~$-GR~n~ 
~?k-~~[Q+JL~nz B31'Fi.35r:p1ft~~~lH~J.ffii-g­
f~ 1î fJf li BX r~~ El ~ fr. ~ :ëf yJ&.5J" hlJ!m {PI ~ El ~ -=f ~ 
:ëf~~~~~fr.-=f~~~~%~~~~::g~~~ 
&~~SM~~~~~~~~D.Mm~érme 
r-P. rr1i:.Jr!î 10 ~ Rm:Et 10 JtJ Rm10 :<;-\{:l:tR:Et;,.,f, W 10 ,1F;f. ~IJ Tm 4-).iL tftf J-~JI./.--s t',Ë~/ .... /1./ l..!Jt',E~JI/r71 /Yl / .... l'~}I? II./l~/, ~ /\.. 
[4b] 
À~~ùll~Hrm~JW!\îJT~-=fem~~IJ~~%Hrm 
~7:..zM~~a.m~~flm~M~fr.-=f~JW~ 
~~~~Hrm~~z~~~~fim~W~m~À 
~~~-=f.~El~~~.fr.-=f.~El~~~%X 
~fr.-=f~%~~.~~Elfr.-=ftt~~.~~rm~ 
JW.~~~~M~~a~~~~~a~~yJ&m~ 
~JW-!\îJT~ ~ ~IIJII~~p~ ~-=f·ti~~~li~.~Q~ 
-=f~~-~fr.-=f-~m~*~fr.r:p~~~mQ~ 
[Sa] 
fi~~~%~=~~~~m~*~~-=f~~~fr. 
r:p~*.~~~~~~~~~~~~~-=f8ffiz 
~~~~~$~"~-=f~~::g •• ~~X~A* 
~*~fr.W~~fr.1f*m~El~*~~~m~w 
I~~tt~~%H1fm~~-ttéz~rmfiMA 
1f~~&~~JW~W~~El~JW*~~7:..Z~~ 
M~~~~rm~w~~~~w~~~~~~rmw 
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35 From the top ofthis selection through to this point, this passage duplicates the 
commentary to poem seven of the Nüjindan xia juan, zhi shi. See tract 4.2 above. 
~~~A~~m~$~~~~-~~m~*~. 
[5b] 
~~~*~~.*ili~~aa~~~~mmœè 
1:%~/F1il[IÇ 
[end ce 2] 
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[Tract 8] 
:9:J'l;';M 
l!tti: 1')] 1~ ~ 'H 
$i*1ffiy=j~A~ 
~~~*BSB~~~~~~~.mmm~~~ 
±lli?~ 1~ ~ ~ :9: ~Ij ~ ~~ ~ i~L5Z.:fà ffij Pjjtr ~Ij ~ ~ ~±lli 
~:fm.~:9:ili~~~~~~~~~ffij~~~:9: 
#~~~~~~ffij~~%~~n%~~~~~~ 
~~ffij[n]~U~fm~ ïRrg:4'-~~ffiL ~1lî~~.1~36 
jtJf~ ~ ~ ~Ij rx:;1} ~ WJJït~ t~ f.ti ffij:f Ii~~t~ ~ ~ 
~~~~:f~ff~~.&:9:~$~$~~~~~ 
4IŒi~ J.<ELJc :'i'it:::jIô;:;:;:;X\!'!=A' 13 kE ' rh-'---!illi~;:;:;:;/I"l;'" 
""m;t!!. 1=1 i}] 'j:>('LJ' IIU1!I!Ii'ifllJZ.7E:7RZ T i':=î r-ttl~ IIU '/ "YL 
fuiû lJ *~ 51nt ~y~ :9:~HJI Wi~~1j ~~ X~ ~{PJ JifiH 
~ili*~ili*lJ%fi~IJ~~QlJ3bAA*lJlfiu~f~1j 
Wi ~ ~€l ~~ ~ lfIl *ff ili ~ ~* ffij lfIl:f JI iJJ~ r:p 1f * 
ffij 1~ ~ lJ 7t lfIl X ~ ili ~~ ~ r:p Jifi ft ~ ~ * ffij ~:f 1J1t 
~~ffl~~:f~:f-Qffij~~~~*~JI~~r:p 
371f~~lfIl~JI ~Wir:p ~~ll:tJ\:~--r:p 7t~~~&P + = 
~~~.w$~~ili~~ffij~~~@ffij~~~~ 
~q~.~~=+ffij*~iJJ~M~~~~~ •• 
~~~~~-2ili-7t~=*wffij*~#*&ffij 
~~IH~J~ y=j {~iJJ 1üt ~ r)] ~ * 1~ ffij r)] 1J]:f Jt~IJïJ 1 
36 The text below is missing from the originaL It as been recovered from the 
Daozang jiyao. 
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37 Interlineal notation lines 1-2 above read: The Sea of Qi is the Sea of Blood. It is 
located below the intestines one cun and threeJen itffllfil#fH±M!ff~ft--ry-=512 
r. 
~~W#@~Z~~~~M~~U~~~Z~W 
~@~~~~M~Z~W.@~@~~W~~~ 
Ji~JEWtœ~~iiJltœ~JlW~irffi:tlir~ztmill38 
[lb] JE~39 
~~~~Z~~~~~ZM~~~~~~ZB~ 
~W~~ill~~~~~~MA*mA~A~m~ 
~Z~x.~Jm~~~*$~Mill~~ZIL.'~iJJ~ 
~z~~~iJJmW~~a~~w~~~-m~~ 
-m~aM%~Wz~~~~z~Ji~~.~~ 
~Z ~~~ 1iJ:~L&fij~~J'~>L.'~1M~1~ ~ nZ~W 
i:tli~~~~~~~Z~~~~~Z~~~~~ 
Zm~~~~~.~z~~~2*~~~~~~ 
[2a] 
~x.~~z*~ill~~*~wm~.~*~m~ 
~~~IJ ~ni'îi; ~~~IJ~-§-niiW~ ~,ê,~~:&1~tlt 
zA~~ni'îf~~f&~ }i~~~ ~~~Z.}@J~fia~1J B 
-fiaWM~~~W~~~~W~*~~~~~M 
~~W~L&~~W~~~~~~m~~$~~W 
.z.~~z.~g~.*~M~~~~~~z&~ 
~m.~R~-.~f~w-m~ffij~~.~ 
g~~&~&2&~&.M~fg~~.~&~ 
[2b] 
~~~z~ili.~~~~~W~~~~z.~~ 
~~&~~z~ili.~~~~~z~&x.Mill~ 
~~~~~z~~~~~~wz.~~~~~=~ 
z.m-ili~ili~~~~zm~.~~~~~~ 
38 Edf . . n 0 ffilssmg page. 
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39 These two characters have been restored onto the page by an unknown hand. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~*~ 
~~~~~~~~~illH~~m~.m~~AA~ 
~Ft}]~lf- JJX:~~Z~I}40 
~~I*mBm~~~z~n~HM*~~~ 
[3/4a]41 
~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~~~Z~~ 
tB 
*ft$mB~fl~~~~~*~~~~~lf~ 
mzPJ~~ 
~1ytïfJtB:*:n1~~~IB~:g-g'M%f~~BPmJl,\~ 
--J,!tii: L- Ét!!cl iIŒ fIilc f-"-' *:+ iIŒ ,'+ -- --li! 1- '*i: * .6;- iIŒ.6;- /'P JJJ 'F.ILL:/j li ",,:)I-!ljfij 'F:l tA "', 1z;, tn tn ,,,'1"1 '§;f 'F:l 'IJ' "" 'IJ' il 
tB~~~m~~x~~~~m~*x~~m~~ 
ili%.~~~~~A~~~.ft~~~m.~~ 
[4b] 
U~~Z~-.*~-H~ ••• ~~-m~E 
œ~~H~~~m~.~~-~Z~œœ*.~ 
B~~~*~H-.*~m~ffi.m~.~~~ 
~.~~~~~~m~~œ~m~~I~~~m 
mM •• *~~lf.R*~~~*lll~~~~~ 
m~~~~~mH~m-~~B.~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~ftWA-~H~.~ft 
~~~~ffi~~m~~~~-~n~~~~~~ 
[5a] 
~~.~~~mm.~.~~**~~~ft~ili 
40 No line break in citation but line break in Nüdan huijie. 
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41 Both page indications in original. It appears the missing page above caused an 
error in pagination in the original. Both page three and page four are indicated at 
this point. From the following page on, the pages are numbered 5, 6, 7, etc. without 
additional pagination errors. 
mmm~*~*~~~ft*~~~~mm~~~ 
~~*~~~*~~~*~~~~M~~~~~ 
~~~~~M~~~~M§m~~~%~~À~ 
ft~F-~~~m~m~~~~~~m~Rfi~ 
1tij~~~lLkep1Jt1*~:m~~$~~?~mfïllbl]m 
~.~~~~~.~~~$*-~~~él*~* 
~~.ffl.~~~~~~~fi~att~~~.~ 
[Sb] 
~~~~~~~~ffiM~~.~*~~~*a~ 
Mi3[!. r:p IR ~A 3J 1l,\AA 0 5%~ ~ thJ Ilbt~~1iJ#f 1l:t!zffij1~ 
.~À~~~mm~.~*~.~.~~.~~ 
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~/G~~~~~:j~~±t!!~t'1!;JJj(;tg*Wl~*fj]/J'\Wl 
~~M+=~~~~~=@~Rt~~7tM~** 
[26a] 
~~*~~~ft.~.~~**m~*.m~. 
~l1t~~îflJÉfJiJJ,~~~~:j~~:ff1~~~~~1~ffi 
~n% •• ~A~~~~~m~L~m~~~~ 
.~À.m&&~~~m$~.~~~*~~~ l' § ~1Ef!~~7t1JIHI'f~~1fP..~~~Lm*~!,m 
~.~~m~.~m~B~~m~§.~m.m 
jmtJ!tJ!wftft/Flt3}~~~a3'}~IlJi.!/G9R3)Ç~* 
~~Wmmfift.~*mmwmm/G~~~~M 
[26b] 
.~~~%.~ .. ~ftW~~~~~ftm~~ 
/G1SjePitgiL.\*~~~J}]:ff~Rt~~A(rg'tjè'tR:m 
~m~~.*.~w~~œ.~ •• ~L~nft 
;ffrRtn-JÈy*~~A~1t~Jè~±t!!~M~Rt~-~~ 
:p}~m~~JL.\9=t~~c~Jè.~Jèj]!.a)UJt~Jè~~~fh1f 
ŒiL.\~ lJ $re1~'5bt~~~1J~~.~/G~\~jU:U~ 
A$T~~~~./G~~ft~~~~~~~*A 
ra'$~{t~o*~H~figt,iùM~~~~~l1tn{~1t 
[27a] 
~ m JmJ1: 1Jit~111H!~1Ji ~ 1Ji11 1JiJL.\ ,111Ji JI{! § *JT 
-i!ïR%;m:Ul?±n ÉI.'ffi'~bL~~P;1 .J:n .. -lI<:Iî.11R f@ fi!i1 MA TnJ\,,~~~J.fPJtE::/.1-z:s: ~ 7r~~tI;I\1~~....Ju 1=1 ~J,~\l~\.~W"~ 
~fÙJ~~'1lmi[fL3fjim~Ù1~[9llfÙJ~~~)IH~ft 
527 
*~~n~~~.m~~m~**-.~~~~ 
~m~~*~$.~.SWW~*DOO~~~* 
.~**$m.$ •• ~~*~~m~~~~% 
7:)-* IlA IlA ~!~ f*1 JL.,~t}] ~;t8l8l 15 ~~!J ~~~ §jç1ix 
~ *#.JItI EH ~HlHtntXHlt~:f,lp 51'd~,& .,~' pg 1C/G,~ 
[27b] 
~/Gm/G~x/G~/G~#/G~~~#/G~/G~# 
/G~~~.m./G.~~./G~~~~k~~ffl 
~~F~~~*AAf*1/GAA~~f*1/G~A~~~. 
~~~~~~m"Mm.M~m~W~*~œA 
~~45-J5IJft.#':lIfiJûH~j[ffi!~~~~~R~*tt)/G~ 
~ ~Q~Fni~tit~~/G"{~!nJ,*$*Ëf2JJ*JL.'~~ 
~~~~a~m~~~~~~~fi&att~~. 
~R~-~~~~pg~.~ft*~R~~X~~ 
[28a] 
:f,lO:j tfi!~z ~ -t~ HJ* ~ IlA IlA ffij ~)j ~)j Bil Bil.~! ~ f*1 
JL.,IlAigJ.4pg-t~mm!g~BjJg~*aill/Gfo.:@~i@k 
~~~ ~)jf*1JL.,:f,lp~j:f!JL.'~.-~:ft lIJL.'JEJ5IJJL.'*,* 
.~ 129 5t~ A% Jù*.ftPJIU~~-&!jf~~Jù* .1~ 
$129~/G-&!~~a/G~~-&!~~/Gm~~-~~ 
li.*B~~*/G~.Hrem*~~~~E~a 
~~~.~~~~*~~:ftM~*~#~a~~ 
~~m~$~~~~~~~~~*~~~M~~ 
[28a] 
~.~~#~~~~.%~~~ffij~ ••• ffijm 
m •• ffij •• ~~ffij~~W~~ •• ~#a/G~ 
~~~*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~X~~ 
U~/G.==.~~~~*~~~-15~#.~ 
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:!x ~ il ~~Jtu iË:W) gR -:ttu ~p pt W3 ~ RJ1HiE ~ [lg j~ ~ 
~1m1'~~~~~1j~1~MJù § a1mi1~*11x. {PI 
~~~~~AAA~.~m~~~nm~~ ••• 
A-g~/f{~-!-f!W-!-t'iH1wJ'L~ 7t511J1w!*1w**J'L 
[29a] 
*~~.~~.~ft:§;}w~m~/f~~~~$~ 
~I·Mm-/I-.~~~~~~~Q~-~~~~~ i:l "" IIIj '::1::.,,,. t::l:lll j]1~'(jJ1j(.:::CT1111.x/, .. ·rtr :/f =1r-/~ JçJr-J( 
~~~À*~~*~~.~~~~7t~*~x.~ 
~ •• ptk~~~~M~.ttM~*~~~~N 
*~fl~~~~~~~~.~ •• ~.~~~~ 
.~~.~*~.AA/fÀ.~~/f~#/fM/f~ 
~/f~~~m~~~mi~~#~mi.M~~mi~ 
~1f" ~ mi #lJ!fb M1 ft /f iG ~ ~tl ~ ~ if /f.1#i lflE~ *~-5 
[29b] 
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[Tract 9] 
11 ~ lW; 'L' -=t-I)~uk iJ1J ~ 
j(~~t%1!0** 
~-=t-m~~~~~~.2~.~A~~~~~~ 
~~~~~-mo~-=t-~~~~~~-=t-~~~~ 
~~~~~*m~~~~.~~.O~.*~~ 
~~.~~~-~*~~*~*~w*re~~~ 
jJ~ 0 ~pH1HJbltM~~1t~1~1tA*~IJ~~]~}Hî R 
';f 2}jJ IÙ% tAo bd* 1:j'sQ 0 PT t!~%Jç ft~J1itffi~ lW; ~iffi Fî 
[1 b] 
jJ~*.~n~~#n~~~n~~*~o~~ 
~~*FD~~.~~~~*~~*#~.~~ 
"~-re*o~.~~~g8$~~R~~~~ 
~~~.~g~.m~~~~o~~*~~*~ 
~~~~~.~~~~~~~ili~~~}jJ~~~ 
O~~-~~~}jJ."~~~PT.~~m~~~ 
foijrg;~--t B 1~~~ 0 --t Fî ~IL'tAOPT1!î~P!Ë:~*­
[2a] 
~*~~œ~~-=t-~~~D~~~~ 
- !\ïJT#ft~;ffig* 
~-=t-f~Jt:*AJli~n1!re#ftV\ïJT~*~-Bt.,L'~ 
*~~A~~!H~" 0 l\ïJT~JiHrr5f'±j]1*1~~.11Jl~ 
~~".~*~m~m~~.~~o~~~*­
~*.~~~~~~ .. M~L#~~~~~À 
±~on.~~mn~1*~~~.~~~~~. 
~ffi~~~~*~~~o~8~~~~.AA~ 
[2b] 
530 
m~~W~~~ill.~~*~~m~~~o~~ 
~~~~~~~mre.m~~ft~~~=.~. 
~A*~~o~~~~~h~*.~=~~R­
Mm~m.~w.~~~~momn~~~~~ 
X*~:ftn!i ÉHi*1~~~/ù-h~~~fJi!!H~1w 
o *~~ ~fJ·-;fiHt';~~~~ FI R 1i!iJt~%:tl[]~*1tim 
m~~~~~ffi~omm~nA~~*~*~~ 
~~m ~ zG~~grpfWBP~* ~ -~~ 
[3a] 
~-=ffl~ J!nM~* 
fiAR R*~rIj!~~R~-§/L.\~-w.~~-~fMix~ 
~~~~~~no~n*~~~~W~iliA~~ 
~re'1~~F,~/J\/L.\~ftE.1tu~t±lmffi 0 ftE.~t±I~1t 
~~rr.~x-.~~~~~~m~.~~~~ 
~llio~.œ~1t.m~ •• mq~~~~~. 
~~~jfi~n~BP~I=+ 0 ~~[]/L.\'t':t~f'~*~rPJ~ 
Am~~ND~_B~=1tM~m~~~o.~ 
[3b] 
WiA't':t'tw~-/L.\*~~l!JEl:It ~~i\M llt~Ji:Am1W~ 
f!lJZ*t~* 0 *:i1îWiA$ t±lM.Yiffiti~-a~îJl 
~q~nBm~~~~ •• Do~~a~~*~ 
-~0~=~~~~~.m~±~~Mmre~~ 
o ~ib$A1t*mm~1Flm~L~mff/ùi~,JJM1= 
~~~~.~&:i1îo~~~m~~*~x~~~ 
§ t±J~*êtl'~4-t±lMm~[]~~~~[]~ 
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[Tract 10] 
:9.: f]-~ -i§-
~4: 1% g :fili~ . 
a& 1&5!'J -=fit ~iî~~ 
M~-.~~.m~ •• ~~m~fl~M~~~ 
~1!;J.~*~.~ 
m~ •• ~~~~~M~&~~~~À~.~~ 
~~B~ft~B~~~-+~~~-~ft~~ft 
~=~~~O~~~~~I%.~~H~-.~~ 
[1 b] 
~m-~.~~~ARill~~&~ÀM~~~-=f 
- •• ~~~~m~~~A~~~~~-=f~~~ 
71< B~~ 1~;!tJù~OJi~ f]]:IJR*X~I:m~fo.If0.:J5;!t. 
~À~.~-=f~W~~W~~1:Ji~~~~rn~ 
, ~ q,',Ir'- /.B ' ":Ç ± ~ gg 4IŒ rn -=r:: ' -r.F.î ~::II:: *" -H- Jl.hn gff. ;1-Z,e"mJtlvZ1J\ J".:.lflfj ""m J"-Z I:I~ li'-!-tr1i'9 ~ 1'l'J 'jyc::t: 
hl~~~-~fffi~~~~~~~~I%~~~x 
m~~mmM$m~~~~~~A~~.~À~ 
I~' ffi) ~~IÇ 
[2a] 
~:9.:m~~.~~ffl~~~~B~-~~~~~ 
I*J~JÈJc.'ft-~frD:J'f~.=+~~~.~~­
g-1Élê~~Jù~~~.~~~Jc.'1r:~m.~~ 
fr~-g-1É~~ffl~~~AAOOL-~~~.~ 
~IÇ-~-~~~~g~~m-~~~~M~~ 
~-#~~~~-m~~~M~*~$m&~~ 
~~o~f~jJ~~~&1L 
§,~=fH~fjt=t't3t~-~'A±iB~*-i&~/\*1î') 
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[2b] 
f= ~ 7tt±frr }\7t7(~-m~~ ~ 7t 
tif] }\~ftlîJf*HI* ~~~Ij 
~ ~Ij ~ àH tE rlZ;.1!f ffl 
~ nlj rlZ; * 1!f ffl À 1L BJG 
41L$-1L:L>Ji'iJ 1L ep m tE ~~ 'i: tE ïffi ~ ~ÀJiJf ~-wJ-=f 
~~~~~~À*M~ •• ~m.M~mm~ 
~ WJ51T~itzi!îY:~4-1JH~/f}~;:fi 
fl?llff~m ~IJ 3; $-àH ~ /f!Jo ffl À 1LM JË 
~fT~o~n 
m~- f3 Mf$5m~~~MiF~~fmWfi'iJ t:t4ij:f3:ii:W 
~$*Rffl*-~ffi~~7t~~~*~~.~ 
Q~T~BRlliz~*f~~ft~*HZtt. 
i*px;~~zIiJ1t* Z,#t:M.J~~tfg i*8"Jtfo.\4:~~ Il}j 
[3a] 
= .1t~~H JJ H~ r:p * il~ 1$ --G {J,: ~ tlj ~ ~ J: 
~.&~ •• *è7(W~ffl*~~~.n~~ 
~ïffiH~.-Q~Tz~ffR.M$#m~ft l' ~~ À:fi A:fT PX; 8"Jt:jI} Wê.~~[iz 
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[Tract Il] 
g§1m~ 
g§1iB~Ff 
-~&~~z~n!~~'~"-'~4-~I"~~~ ]'à 'l'W 'f6;kE"YL/\.-"'t'" /.1"'f ~ ~ :::t:Z JJ2. 1=1 -, '" I.::A ~,,;nn X 
~~~~=~ooWmœ%I~i:$m~~~~fi~ 
Rr;:Ji3tti"r:;~z>;t~ Fa 4à'i~~ ,,- Jl ,**,{'~qÉl)(Sll'. '@I--tr~*,g,~ffi 
,l!lJ ~;t:;I'--s ±JJ~ Jy~~-=~:::t:/ .... ,w, :9;:'l11r1l .. iI.IX.~/<-.1/'c'l:XKf: 
~~'rIl1l@~[rnJ:l:lI!]w~~ft1!iJi ~~;ttimn.~IHJt 
~N~.~@~~À*m~&%~*~~~~. 
-~~mR~~ili~m;ttM*ffi~~~~ü.m 
~mwWm~~.~ili~i:$.~~À.m~~~ 
[Xi chij i preface 1 b] 
~§~ *J:J~}j$!n~M{!\'I1~~~1ff~~P~~~~g 
~~a~IDm~~~~ •• ~~~~~~~~~ 
~~f,*~ Î[$~J}j~~~~A~M1m*ft~~§jt~j'j~ 
MXIL.\m:J:tH~ ~Ûep ~ ~1JiH&~tf,*1~~ I*J œ/~~1§ ~ 
;tt*.ili~.U-A •• W~~~m~~w.~ 
m~g§1iB~~~m~tt~.~~m$*.m~~ 
~Ff 
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[1 a] 
[Tract 11.1] 
1ffi11È.~ 
Iffi ~ {p,:-BJ: y:f,( * J'CE:tç A ~ 
~{tî W ~ @]lf-Tgi 
~1$ff~~îl\i3èn 
MdiJ}j+ }\. § 
~~~~~*~~~*~.~~~~~~.~~ 
;f$~ sJj J1 ~1IZ1~ 
@]lf-TB0.~~.ffi~~J1~*~~~~M 
[1 b] 
[2a] 
mm~~m~~~a~~~ •• ~mlffi*~. 
~*~~m~~~*~$~~~~~~*~x 
*x~~§Ji~ 
~~-T B :g.1~ rnJ }'Ji't':jj~ ~ {dlttm~~~IJ. 
*~~~"~M rtJ~.ttJi ~ 
.~-TB~~~Ji0œ~m~~M~J1~~~ 
~~~~.x~ffl~~ /f~M~~ffi~~~~ 
~z' -~ LlJ 1=I->L.:Jll::iB R ~knX a ~ ~ ~JaLLi L.J flU J.7T'./\Vo J=I J/~7\H/f')E 
klf-TBJL\'t1~~-4m't1~JL\r:p 5!*J1 ~~m1IZ 
~~/f~ 
•• ~*~~rr~~JJ!~~~~ff •• H~ •• 
~:!lu 1;1Jfil151frJ~ 
@]lf-TBm~~./f~ •• -~M •• Hœm 
~1JH~~Iffi*~.~nl1JJ~ 
M/f.~~/f~«.M~~~MfiDr:pmW~~J1 
43 Spacing occurs in original. 
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~€l1§M},)F~g 
[2b] 
§~~B&~~~@~~~~~~~~~*~ 
~~m~#~~~~Htt~.~~m.~.~m 
~1f~j~LU4lJ 11= 
§~~B~W~$~~~.&.~w~~n~ 
.~Wg~mm~w**~~oo~~m.~m~ 
~ 7t:& {~1II111~ 
B~~B.1II~~~~-~UM~4~~~m 
'li 1j:)ji&~1T17t I~\ ~o :A!m f 1ft * 1:: HP ~ù .i&!~~~F!J 
[3a] 
BW~B'li~MI~\I~\~~~1ft1:ffl~rF*z~* 
.~-~*m~~~~*~~~~.~~7tY~ 
uj; 1:: {& li l~ B}j ~ 
BW~B~~~.~~ff~~~naEm~. 
1~\!lIJ!H,~j{ln!IDIIf.lt~ü~œ~t~1ftf~~.1fWg~t 
**~~~~(Bi*JJc 
B~~B*~-.~m~~MBB~7t*.ili 
~ij~±mwptfjffiE~ 
[3b] 
-~.~-~~~ •• ~gtttt*~~.fi.~ 
'li~L:f' ~1ij ~w 
§]~~B5f~~ÎiLZ~~lJfiPlall~\~'li2*~JiI~ 
~M~~~wm*~w~~.~~~~~~~w 
{ê:M'~ij~BP~~~ 
§]~~Bm.~~M~Di*~~&~U~~R 
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44 The original character, not appearing in my electronic characterset, has the full 
silk radical f.t. 
'tÉl1~ !\)l)j J3 *îf~ W 
À~~~M"~~~.~WR~~~.**.OO§ 
[4a] 
fJJ1ft)=J rrlP.À 
@]fi-TEI-ifu-J%[if:Ji]t!JM!~*ll16~~~ttlI 
n 
;;,g ,\& - g li5 4HE -+'n Eh FR ' 1'1 ~ m -je;- w î!!t '§" -je;- 4HE!til: 6 -'r.1i l''t'-/fIIl JL%\.);y,. '''' %-!X T Z IRJ ~fA n~:9Çm'A ,,,,'RI!: 1=1 tJt 
;~E)j*ê~*À 
@]fi-TEI.~-~~WJtE~ft~.*~~~. 
~-1IIDf~)G~1IID~~llY F~*I*/F1~ïfAE4S:1ç T ill 
*~~~~*mft~~~~~~~M~~~A-
[4b] 
É3'§j'Ii3f§~PX 
@]fi-TEI~W~~~.~~~~9~~/F*~ 
*~~~.tt •• ~m~~&m~~a.~~~ 
~ 8ft -hO {iiT M,kt; 'Èî 
JI \ "\ f3, 1-' J Jtff r)ft ;""'1:\ 
@]fi-TEI*]$J[l§i~.& ~ j+I~~&~Jj) É3ll~~tf:J~ 
~EÉ8JîJHiiJ T JtE/FJtE-I~ffdJ 4~~~~W~~!I$ 
.Q.~R~.$~~m-~~~~m~.~. 
][J[~;.g1I~f} 
[5a] 
@]fi-TEI~T~MTQ~~/F~*~~.W~ 
n jË ~tt ~tf:J ~tiHI} */Ftl *-}(~~ t!J1J:st 1~~1t 
~~m~~~~~~~*R§~~~~.~~r 
't1~$.~e&. 
@]fi-T El - Q ;fJJ ~ 'É1~ ~ f~UFP. m,r4;Nrlij( /F tl:l * 
~q1tMmS*OO*~~ê~~mm/F~~~O 
4S Using altemate character. 
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'±fE~fM1~ ~~ 
~~~BA~~~A~~~~#~.~~~n 
[5b] 
n 1~ rm llli frj]~ 1ï Ji~fj 
~~î!~~46wll~~1))1))1~~É3m~m~ll~llliif~~~ 
~frff*$~-g-~~ 
~ ~~ B 0JJfJ %~iêJElJl k1ï4-1~ jS7J 9;0 ~-ffJ: 
~~~~~W~T~.*~~-ff~m~~ 
ïffi1tt!~~ 
~ B ~~:l:$ jG ~ 4m 'iEI::Jifi ~~ JI~* f ~z:~ ~~ Il~r~tit 
'~2aR~~~A~~~He#*~~~#*~ Z.>t-. J 'IJ 't<'-E!IILJ 1=1 -'4'1ii5'-'S },\\-t/Ç!:'-)<,mtJf;/""Q Ë]!:'-)<,'a fT 
~.~~m~~~~ft~~-=~~~.~~~ 
~~~tt$~~&~ill~~~*~D~.~~* 
.~œ~*m~~mJB*~~~mmA~~~:l:$ 
.~~~M~~&4-ïffi~~~~T~~M~~A 
A~ $ rm 7J œ r~~~~ ~ --Jx.~~ 1~ f~~~liJf;fi!}~ 
[lb] 
~~**~~~~~~~ftft~~~~m~HM 
~~~~~JL\mm ~ ~~Am~~*,~ ~Ll51>L\."~ 
~~MJJJJL\~t&f!IJtt*~"~.f!IJ-6P~~tÈ1fu~ 
.:l:$m~~~~~*$m*~m~~~~~-~ 
~tit~JL\&:S:~~~~ 
46 The characters Il!!; and ~ in Il!!;ll!!;î!~~ use thefanti [onn in original, not 
available in this characterset. 
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[Tract 12.l] 
~ * 1l1llJ ~tî ~: 1HH'f 
*~~~~m~±~~~~~~AT~~~ 
~ID~~~~~~~~~~~~fl~mm~ 
~~tt~~m~~~~~~~*~~m~~ 
éq~~.~$T~~*~~M~~fl 
[1 b] 
J~\ YO - J:t ]sJl'!U7](* ~q:~Jm *-~li 1~ ~BP 3î ~~ ~ tg 
ltiE:§[~:iir'5J~ 
.~.~Wffl*W~~~~~~~~~~m~E 
Î~"jj~~JmÀ~~ 
~@~*tt@~œ~~~$~M-~~~.*~ 
AT X '=f:*,I!l:llffltIJ 
~~~1llJ~/\ §tfff 
~~~~IJ~$iI~ill1~~m~j~~1J&i3*:fEjl~ftjù~ 
1~~~~~Ar~k~à~~-r~~g­'!-1JiOI~~'@jvl' 1k.J;0""9 -::{ lJ:1jl'~ F.I'Jlrl3'] m ~X~ 
[2a] 
m~~A.~ilim~~R#ft.~$.~* 
~~~**~*~~A~m~®*~~~~ 
~EmttmDJt-tt1i.5'~xADJtÀ îl~~Pi~ 
~~~~A~A~~z-R~~À~~w~ 
M~~~~~~~~~A.~.~~l'~~ 
m.s.#OO~n~RB.OO~A~~W~ 
~Wm~.~AV~#~~~~~~.~~ 
SX~ffi_~~~~~~U~À~"I~~­
:Tt- P-. ~~ ïT~ !J~ fKî ll'ilJ nJ-j T i:în :::c<: l'Y m I:::A:M\ ~ ~ 
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, 
[2b] 
~z3=t~jf.*~ 
~ ~~~ -'z} 1:$ tWHf~ I X 5t rPJ JE !f1 * ~1~ ~ "'J 1t.1m?K 
aJ3 Ji {pH~ --t • f~ 
ft~~~.$R~~~.*~~~~~~.~$ 
1tOR 1-t fi ~7(Jl 
.ttJft~~5tjtflù{ilJ%~rJ~'g~îtVf*1~HiH~ ~ 
, ff§ 4Hf:~.!Ô! '*'" *~ ]j ""/'\ J \'\\ m Iwt:7fÇ 1-* 
W~WM~~~~~~~~~m~w~~~~a 
[3a] 
~ ~ {S>5f1j ~~l!!6 
~~~~~~~.~.~.~$~mJi~~mA 
"~IIl~ ll± t1:l ~ jt~ 
~ 1ilJ ~ 1~}@~ ~ iAU!iJ tt -'z} 1~~iJ :ft-lH~~ ~~JJffi ~ IWT 
~*~~*~lIB~ 
Ji.151€Y~/\ §#ff 
1€y~m*~~ffl~~1€$Y~~~~.~ 
~tt*H~ •• ~+~~~=+~.~~~ 
[3b] 
g~~~~~~~W~!f1~~~~~~~x 
Ar~~I5iBJi.~*fl5itlr~~z~:g11f~: ~ 
~ft~~~Ji.~~m~~~~~~~m* 
~~m~mI5iBmZ~~~~~7(*~Z • 
• ~Z~jt~~.%~~~.*~*Az~ 
m~~=Jt.fMH1:~u~U~·~ ~7(~!WZ {_TI. 
zf~~~i&lî~~*~l-t 
W-.~~~~ffiW~jt~~~~m~m.~M 
47 Space here exists in the original. 
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[4a] 
5'Gi* m )~jJt~~ 
tt*~*è~M~Mm$~~~~~~ftffi~~ 
=1ttl te IJ\:fEf!1llJ 
J~\~oJtJj( § f~f~~a~I~~fjj!1~.{~,~m~~±ff~~ 
:!:t!ff;~9;01};1f:J(W.J~\* 2~P*1llJ-~)HB·~~~ êî 
Itl :tE 1:: 1:: - w: 5'G 
2\.,-'3.!:~ !±. M tio4 ~~ Uci;. ~§ 1'1=l1>ti! M ~L -Il î::f-,. ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 4<-F.> -ft ~Jt I\VJ<.~ AJ~-R El 15'Jt1-t'1'//~A lL~:R I~ ,0 I\,;r, I:ffJ lJH{ g=J-Jü1~1-t lj:x 
[4b] 
- 6:lf7't~jj~~ 
/G*j~Îll/G~t!I!H~~~~13:~Jlfl-1~~~9;01jfJ[L 
~ IitR:tE t'tJf~ _~1Û 
m!Ji Jtl{ AllY § jfFf: 
[Sa] 
m!Ji •• fflA$~~~~~m~~~mAft 
.wa§~*m~*W~~-Am~~~* 
m~~~1f -1w'3l ~;4ij:~nA~!rt&~Jî;4ij:~jfff36 
~~~B~~m~A~~W%ttili~.~~ 
~~WB1f~:tE.*~ •• fl-tt~~~/G 
tiit1~13 Ai!.'§#aft~'~HEf!.A 
~ •• oo.~~~.~~~~~tt •• M~~m 
~u~ T ~ 5l.J~\ 
Jù Iii JjjUR l& ffi) Il)H!! ~ dl! J~ ~ §; BW * rffi WJ i t ~ ~tt 
ff:ï:1J 31 ~ ~ ;4ij:qj 
/G.tt~/G~è~~~~*~~@~ffi~~flA 
M1itl ~ ~ /G JiHj( 
[Sb] 
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MJ~ BA j1 É3 fr.9}fr.9} 
[6a] 
~ ~~ M:Àfi!iJ j(;;g li l§ * ff 
~DM:À~~~*~*$~~-~~&~-
II-MA~~~~-~n~~u~T-M~_~ ~)J~ §L".,,\\~_-=E.HYL~~: 1"·~1X.37,\~ .~Jt~:/J ~Jti1Ç 
~~~$mffi-R~ili~~~A**~~~ 
B~~Rm~~M~~~*~~.m~~. 
1'F~J{ § ~J\B~~~$~:fU/GP[]~1f.1~IL,±if! § 
*Mt~ §~Îj*~ § */G1'F~5:~*JE)\~~~ 
~mm~~~.~~~~$~~*~~*~ 
*.~.~~*m~~-~~~M~~~~ 
.~~~.~~~~~~~~/GM~~m~ 
M~~~~~~§2.~~~&~~*~~ 
.*.BM~~~~.~~~':t~~&~~ 
~.~a~~~.-R~~~-Bft.MB 
3?: lZ9 7F /G ~ ':t /G 11 JE~ ~ff ~ ft ~ m ~B r~ AB 
[6b] 
jt~:tIH\~lfr~ ~ fi!Hkm: ttm-~ ft-
~~~~D.*&~W~~.m*~~*~~m 
mjËfi~~ft~N 
-~ •• ~~~ff~~~~~~~~*~.m. 
if.lj~j~~*fJ-
IL'1PAlf1~-}tfk*~~q: rlJJf~~ fi~1iwu~jlijji 
R1f*~j1~m 
ft~.3.~~Wœ.~.~mm~~~~~~ 
[7a] 
~P[]1J~~~-~ 
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tté*~~S~~ft8~~~M~~~~.~~ 
~*~W~~~ 
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[Tract 12.2] 
ÉlJi~A 
~ 3t ~Fl ±ill::f [nJ 
!J5 -f" Ffi ilz ±ill~ 3t-f" 
Ffi ilz ±ill1JJ rjJ *::f [nj 
~~~-J!. 
;f§jffi 
!J53t~~~px:M~ 
1%~.J!-ffijB 
1~1l,\~~~i9~~**~5'ê~JtîJf 
~n 
~fî~ Ji 1§ 11!Jt ~~* Ji 1§::f wJH~ ~L 
§,~-tm ~-f",~~ -M~IJFl~~f1px: 
1::** 111111 ~ * 
-~. 
3t -f" 1::* ~ 't1:* 111 t!p M' 111 
~ ~ fJ PX: r}j ~ ~ -f" 1!::i! 
-+f-o ~ hll: rh rfn ~,,~ *" g ',i!iR f"ll. J~ 
m-rffiW)l]lT illL'~~~im~'Ii=t 
)t7C 
3t-=t-$lfrlffl~A~ 
i9~ffij Ji 1§PT~ 
[1 b] 
-1~I.~fH 
~~1JJ*Z't1: 
t!p PT PX: 1W PX: 1Jt 
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'ti. ~ ~ ~rHîJ~J1l 
~ ~ 7]( ~ ~O 1îJJi J1l r!\ 
A f:~ ± '!iD 1=' __ -+1--
±.,G;, ~T'<:~ 5f 
~tI ~Jr~~ fJJ tif if § {~~ 1::IF ~ ft 
~~5fffiJfJJ 
if z.:IF 1! ~~ 
J& itf itf 1*, ft el ~~!ll1 
WJJI~~1:z.* 
~ji!f~;î 1{ 1Jt 
~~~-B~IJî 
t~ ~L J% ill1! H ~ ~ 
B iî!i l;), B ~ IJH~ z. 
~~ftifre1t 
~ 
~ftif~-BJfrB~ 
~~~1t$-J&j;:m 
~ ~tI rA J&~tI ± -BJ j;:Xfl mI rrxü 
fj~~ 
~AIn]~1Blw 
1W1lt~Jùill 
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49 lndented text represents interlineal notation. Line breaks do not preserve those 
found in the original. Page breaks are noted in brackets []. 
~lt~ ~ [J1J ~ l?À 
!f-f't~;l: 
J}]QJJtm 
fL~â § Jm1llJ1ff~ 
f3P!l!lt~f 
.B~T~ }7l!: 1 [!.v'ï " + 
~ 
3C;fi1J.A 
*~~~~/f~ 
A!ili*~~~~DYEA 
~f.JX:?fi l;JJ;~1~/f~ 
Ji g-JsQ: ~l:jk /f 
1:: 
1L.'f31:.!f-f ~p ~ ~~IJ 
~z?fi ~~3&/f1:. 
/f~/fYE~À~1lË~~~jc 
J}]m 
[2b] 
:tî~~~-BJ:~~I 
~~~-BJ: 
jJgl7't~Jm~1LrR'f~t'1ifE:~i~-~û' 
~~1l~1Lz !fit, 
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1i~~Zr§~ 
1PJ$Jl3i~ 
FEl lj, tflHî!!L H 
=EI*"1~.~S 
iT #~ i&d~ §t = R *" lfn. ~ Jj)G. AA ~ 1~Lù ffl J}] 
~)\~Sïffi~JW 
îlïJT~~~m-=fH* 
~~t~1!ii*Jj)G1w 
~~~ êîlïJTiT1!z 
tm/G 1n]1~~*i*z 
JjJ 
Jj)G 
'!:Jt*1t19t 
~~A*,~'~~tE*tIJ*.*~D 
[3a] 
tE* ~:9: tIJ * Jê.1~ jl~ji51~ JjJ 1~ i* 
~l!!~ lj,~ 
~t9* 
AA W1f-iH1H!-j k*~tn;~A*i 
tn;;WtE 
fPJm~PtE~m;WLffl 
J}])\Z&:,Jj)G~m* 
W~JtA 
~tE*~i* 
~~-œ*:ffllill 
~P~:ffll~~ 
*tE~~m. 
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t~~~ 
-;:;;:;&:r~ IIIJJ~"\..m.. 
t~ ~ ;fÉI1« ~ 
ff/f PX:Z II 
1tf]j]*~~À 
~ ~j ~ nifti't~~i!i51-i:1~ Ift,~ 
Iiûiftt-riû:l:if 
t-w ep ~ I*J )r~3t 1~ 
[3b] 
:r:}] 
7ç 
$Lmlfn.~~W;g 
-rCf 
fJJJ}J 
~*!&~i;Â~ 
Â~~* 
1!;1t$L~ 
fto~ 
-=f 
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:litIHI:ff /\~~~ 
~pm~~PJ 
~WËf~ 
1ïlW,~H&:{±iUIL\ 
~f~z 
1!ij~_~1û 
~m~~~~~M~~~~~~~~~ 
~'Ë~7mf~~{±tEIL\*)(. PJt&IL\)(' PJf~ 
Jt:~Bît~ 
~jjr~1! 
~~IJJm!lt1!~ZmI7m1&:7ê~ 
~$À~ EE § ~~flijJÊ5t7ê 
/f ~~ /f Jl;:,tt PX: 
~ 
S:~il-BJ: 
[4a] 
'tlHfl. ~ fI:!zn;m III 
Jlt III pJT I~HIIL\ 
!f}pJT lJ-imlL\ 
'±*~P:ffAA~ 
A\§':ff 
rJ:l~A*~g:!zo;m1i 
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!JO;W: ~ lI:ff!JrUR:~Um!JO ~ 
§ :ff ~ ~ 1Îi§tJLo~ ~J'tt 
*~~!JO~L}(:W 
/F~!Jo~ilz~ §1~!JO 
~ il z JtJl~Yf' trt R PT 1~ 
:A~~~fJt 
~fJ~~ /F PT ~tijli Wf ~ T J1i fgJ ~~ffJ~ 
JaJl~~m~~ 
~~5t}(§~;5 
ff~FlE~ 
:t$~~ff~~H 
:f,d1*~~~1;g 
J~ }( j'[ tiB 
~*tl 
~'t1$*~:ffJ~}(j'[ 
tiBJt [Q] ftR~*:ff ~ 
~;fi!}Ii~A 
[4b] 
- À~r';§t$1**-IJ1lfilJi'ï!X:~JL.\ïÎ~ 
tttz!ê.f~*~ B 
À~rt~~JL.\~r!/f 
~~fo.ŒJ1l 
1lffilJi'& 
~tJ;'tî fJt MHJt tE ~~~ ~~ ~ ~j(jt 
~1j;tî 
fJtftif 
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A ± ili fPI /f~ Z l2J. ~ if 
Ji: lI:t § te *:tf il ~ f,* 
:W: tlt :W 1Jt 
PJ't~jttlË*LA 
J'L * ~:tf iiW 
z*LA 
~;=t{;j(~.~* 
~:JE 
il ~o {Jj(~ /f 9;0 
~T~q:.~*~ 
M ~ [tP :lË fÙJ 1Jt;f!l fJ.d~ ~1* te Jl~ 
ElJHJ1Jt 
[5a] 
-!J:. 
fÙJ 
-!J:.~.~M~~*~~W~~~~$ 
~~~aJl~~W~~~W~~~* 
r -lJj: illllX ~ -!J:. ~ ~ [tP :lË :î ~ * EIJ3 
Aff Wl*~ ~flJt 
~1~~-!J:.~~ 
r -lJj:t~{I~z 
:tifj,',b. - g iIŒ 1'Iîç:+'" f-'!"-ffHl JG~"" ,/fÊJ1~ 
/f1Z' 
*ffi~ 
m1t~1*J}jfJ! 
~ 
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{~T 5t:KZ1t~i*eppx:1~r 
tf g m1i:l-~f -ft:.:if.~ R Êf, {I* 
~{=~'ê'11t 
~ R\'S * $ *7} n~:I:$ Mt JE. il* ep {~ 
tfrff -ft:. ~ :ff :1:$ ft,tt JE 
g~~~mi:l\~­%\. 7":. k"J ~ -=fi" .. l}) .. ,z;, 
~tt~ 
~1:m 
1ft ~ À :ff:ff iff$ mrf FFI:f ~ r:p fA fo.tâ 
~~~FFI 
~~)t~r1 
fo.tâ~r:pFFl~~~~~~~~ô~~m.:f 
119 
>'r * !'îx R\'S Z 1ft ~ À :ff 1i:l~~r:tE * tfrff-ft:.:§::g i~ 
it ;§t" 1t 1W ~ ~ tî-BJ: 
[Sb] 
lm jç!b W:$ -ft:. {w -*-~ -*-l1n -*-w rIt! 
:fflJ~PX:~:fflJ 
l1n PX: ~:ff lJ w rIt! 
px:it~B~ 
1ffiM~IJ rnJ 
~\!llJ J Ld'i ~ ,ftvt~ r}j 1lII1T 1flfj _ Él Ji 
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[Tract 13] 
~~~~~~~g~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~m~~*~~~~.~~~~~~~Œ~~ 
if~'t't't~~1=f~~~~~%-r~/J\m~%-r~/J\#j;ftl~$ 
E~~~'Um~~~li~~n'Um~~_~ I=111AiiTmZA,~.lm,~'I~ 1=1 i1ÀPi6.,~,ZA,~.iV(15('-'rIl)(' 
t~lmlltt:!:~*!~I~,#j*!~~r~~~i!î~!~+1~1J~ 
ft 1J% 1i1J~ ~ t! ili Y>tHMl:1( ili j( ±JLzA~ I~' -tÉ JL 1~ ± ~ 
[1 b] 
œ~m~~~~~~~$M$#~~~~~~~ 
~~~~W~*OOm*A~m~~~*.OOH. 
m*~~*.~.~~~~~±~~~-m.~ 
~1lt tt:!: M~ ± Ji m ~ 
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[Tract 14] 
~ Ji xlm-Sf?tllYft 
=~~fI<:a~~~~~~~*~R~m~fi~ti 
~W~ •• M~~~~~~*~&.~-=f~~fi 
[1 b] 
xEl~*ep+ ~~ ep~. ill El fI<:*ep9t:.-jxep ~f~ill 
fi~*~~~~~*~~~~~~~m~.-œ 
"'EB '-;4 rt;;" ;:>7; 13 El [:l J "'EB ::m -'P, E8 -=z /.[/y "h, --Ir -=z i:/\ 13 Tl = :"É. 
nfjJE!IIU7'1ï J/,I nF.J1X.1B/J J 1lX1BY- J }P .. /EA5't* 
-jx~~.~ ff)r~jIf~1*Jt±~lm~1T~lj!X~W~ 
.*~R~~m~~fi~ti~W~.~~~=~ 
~fI<:=~m7~~~WI~~~m~~ill~m~ 
1llJr&~DlItffiJtix~fllJ~Ij~~ 1llJ wffib~j~-=fi~~fiL~f 
J~\ffiJfuie~ ~flI{~~ ~~If~1It1~% A;ffl}:k-S1?tiî!z§t 
* ~ 
~m.~~~m* •• ~~~*~~.~&~~ 
~~~*~~.ff~~ft~~~.~*&~mM 
~~~~~~*~~~-~a~~~~~~m~ 
~~~~*~~~~m~~~~.*~~~~tt 
~~~~-~ •• ~~~~~~ •• ~~.m* 
~~~~R~~~*.~.~&~.~~~.~ 
~~~.M~*~~~~lIt~~:k~lIt~m.~ 
~%'F'~9;D.~IJ~1t&~!Jj-jxx:~~gi\~IJml~~ 
~~~~.-~~~~~~~~.~~~.~® 
f~~~~f~.~ffiJ~~~lIt~*~~~~* 
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[2a] 
~~~oo~~.~.~~~~~~n~~~oo& 
-*1T1~~~31*~1IHifOO{PJM~m7Gf~~~~fF±.*­
~B~m$~7GM~~~M*~~~* 
00 ~ JÈ1~ m1!f ~{~ m!l:tJM fF~J\AAIJ~ Z ~~ 
~~lLl!Â:iJl~r8'HI~,~~M:j\]JWJ~ - + /\,~~*i! 
~n~m~~~~~.ilima~~~~~w~. 
~.iJ IlLl!'l\M:iF.1;tm~~~~ }fij, ~ ~t~~JHT IJ\tfj~ 
nj\]/J\~~-=-+ /\1jf~r8J~*ff L~;tJL~1ft.fLOO 
~~Ai!~*X~~fL~+=~ •• ~~~~~ 
~=+~~~Aill~n~m~~~ft-+;\~ft 
~~=+~~~JWJ~z~fim.~rr~.z~m 
~~z:Nt! fM] ~~9;O JWJ ~ tfmtii]tii]f~zJmJL.\ ~ Jii~j~ 
[2b] 
W.~~M~~~~.~~Q~~m~llirett~ 
*Batt~*~~m.~~~~~.~~.~~ 
W.i11'f~j:A~~Jf~~ÎJ~:A~,,~/J\IiIJmtt*~ 
mz~tt~~llimWgmOO.~~~~gmm. 
tf •• tt~~.~~~m~~~tt~~-~m~ 
*tt~~-~m~*~m*~~~~~fflW1'f~ 
mWftm~lli~OO~.m~~.~~~z~~~ 
ttz~~~~~~~~A~~œtt~~~~:A~ 
1!f11! ~ {~Jill ~ foJT ~ ~ r, IJ\ 
{fj~d>t~1X~3~~1~~ 
~fE-#J~~~{LlJ~~i 
.:I:~ili~f~~§ 
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[3a] 
~~OO*D~~~®~~~~m~.~.~m. 
~OO~~~.~~~~.A.~~m.~è.hl 
~P3~Z #i ~1f!. rPJ *j'{QH~~m IJ.:k Q n'&Z7m1j1J~~.rJ3 
~~~~~~*mm~~~m~~~~~~~~ 
li.~A~~z~m.~~~~~~~~~ 
~1lfn!31<ilifWj!~~~~è m~3}m't~* 
.A~~~~~~~~~M~.~~.*-~m 
&m~ff:kH~~$.~.~~~.-®* •• 
1~~iJ~ilJl~iJ1,t.'±Zll illit1lili1lf5G.1t1MM* m 
~~®~~~~~1,t~M~~~~n~~31<~. 
AMr, l1f~ ~*fljit1l Jt fr'Y1! ® tE f'J Mf'J1~ n.~ ® 
~fim~~~®~ilizM®~1lf~~~~m~H 
[3b] 
~~t-$.aJ3z±~~%'rtJiJT~ll:tli.JL.\~~l!~ 
.-®®*.~7mè~z*.A1f!.~Jt~mill 
M- ftffij fi * ~~ $ 1f.-"}1 ij1J~ rPJ"~ 31< îJ 1 L 1~ JL~ ~~ 11= 
:Œ:®1jZ ~-m;fJM-***~11=*Ha~fljlïÙ É!~J! 
ili~fl*~$Z1!IJ.If._n'&~±i!1zm~ffl~îJIL1~ 
JL~~~®11=~~~~qL~JL~L~m~~+ 
=-m~~~œW11=*M-$*~~**®n~~* 
*~X11=*~W~ill~Wmill~ffl~~n~É!~ 
J~~~~~ÉfJ)'L*:lt~~f} 
:kili~*~ 5t §1~1I'!:J:t1ilJ~ 
.~fim~~~li6$~H~~ •• lli~~~tt 
~.:kœ~.*~AM~~ttè~~~~'±~X 
[4a] 
50 Original uses character • with a hand radical ëf- in place of ~ . 
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~$~~E±~~.~~~~~.K~~~~~ 
~.~~ti-=~~Em.~Rfift~~~~­
f.J9:!6 i0 3l JrM ~ t!i ffl tIlal\ nl}. M lm ~ ~* lm ~ ~ 1t J5JT PX. ~ 
~M~-H~~~~~À~~g®m~~~~~ 
~A+~X~~*.~H~~~ffl*ftRlm*œ 
~~~~~~·fi*.~H~~m~~~~~À~ 
~~~w*œWffi~~wn~~m~~B~~= 
1t lf ~rp f.5U~~ t-l;, ~* ~'f AM 4iJJ ~A.'ti riîJ 1r r, tt tU iB: W 
A1 ±~J~iJ I4-:~Îj ~ ~~~*~% 1~ 
~ ~~~~;ffu ffl~± ~ R 1Jt~' 
~~4,M 5fj-=t-~1lÙ~gi 
7l<.fJi-§ 
~*~n ••• W~~E~*~~~~œ$~m 
[4b] 
~ffl$~~.oo~~~m~~.~~~M~.~ 
~!=f 5G~I'lP ft':flÙfJ~i":~ r'flj]!Jt~~ ~Hf-:sR~ 
E~~~~œ~~~~%~lm~ffl$~~~~ffi 
Yftmm~~~~~~~~~M~W4~~~W 
~~~~Mwmpx.~~4~~~~~.~~~f 
ll:tl:HfJ«~~~=~~~ -tE.~ 
«1§I~aJj:El~RiPft~~~ 
~*:fl.:7t1lÙ~gi 
• 
*:W:~. -1.t~±t!!tfl± fJt~ ~ 
1'ix f! m ~ ffifHI ~ ~~ilft': f$ Jj] 
nl}.~ - 0 iI~~ 
FR 1)t ~ 1fàIJ~!l* ~ 
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[5a] 
B~qÀm~~X~B~m~m~~~~~~~ 
~~*~ ~~~~~~~I~À~IL\X1jFf~z1~~~ 
:=fitt~1~fL r~t~t'f(r + 
=-m;fJJlt~J}ffI~~}j!fj~ 
Ül§r~tljum~ 
!lifF-fffl 
-k~Él*J 
~ ~ 'Ê1~ l2)jElHJI~ r~ 1~,I~HÉI ~fo.'JIi 
1Jt ~ 1~ ~ ~~~ ~ {~IJ!li ~jj ~ ~JEFJ 
iL!"; iJ1-Î R§ fZ;,liL!"; -@r1lfl= "5 ·l.l>"/V"o ::t:~ f;H~~ .."&" ~t:J:: 
lI:t1*?J}ffl ~$ÉI~fo.'JIiJm~~'Ê1t1~ ~ r, 
_~~~~IL~~~~~R~~.~ 3:r:iJJ~-~/'d~ ~~J.L/,ï'J I~ .Y-/,V11 J.:=1 ~ ?:R.PJ\n--a 
~lf~:tq}\ 
a:~ 
t'll~m~:fÂ~1Jt~rmr = + /\/)(IlPêI- + /\ 
~~~~r~~XR}j!fj~~~m~~~~~ 
fflh~rrA~Jm~k~~~&m~D~.~~. 
~~~+mffiW~~~r~~~}j!fj*M~DM~ 
ffljJ*TIill!1T$~TM7:.l±\-Q*~~ 
~E.~.&A~~~~mm~~~ 
~t}]~~1!;)' 
1lIi1Jl 
~t}]~r'~~B~}*1!;)'1lIiT1JlT ~J1N1TZ 
~~aw~~~~~~~~~~.m~& 
~lï~~~.~i~j(Ël~itj~aAfg'Jmf]-'iB~FJ~ 
[5b] 
~~~~~ilfj~~ 
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~9;Q 
~ jt B1fr ~ A1'r ~~ !ItfH~fU& IJJ ~ 
~lî;P-PX: ~ ~lî~px:i~fj0 ~ ~ K7J ~ 15 
~A~Wili.~ft~~~ft+~~~ft~~~~ 
PJJI!I~f}~ Pt PJ~lî#:i~1jfJ~'JififiX~*jgIJ@;jiJJdj!f 
.~n~~Mfj~flU~&~~~~œ~~ 
~~~~fl~~~ftffl~~~&A$m~M 
1~~t tE J~,tl: ~7t j' :!H~ IJJ 1T 
A~~J~'A~~tl:~ 
L'>..='=--/.B,'+.NiZ ' {·FI "'h 
JJ l'a ~ lvtz~I~Z ~I'lt. 
~ PX: '!i:. ffl jt B1fr ~ ~ il:. ffl fl ~fl 
:H~-t:}] .~~~~ AJtt* ~,~ IJJ 
:tî 12Q :m $ fit fJt f1b ~:t 
f1!f ~ JU:i\ ~ EH 1111 ~~ !!Zh:::tî 1:: 
~ftf1!f~.:tî 
fj:i\~ FJ- EH}\. + 
[6a] 
~{~:tîf~~.:&f 
j:i\~f}B3}\. +~{~ 
iï~ 1f~IJ$!ftJl?Q 
~~!ffl~~ 
J§œ~{i}~ 
J§~~~m~~m.~1f~ •• tE~kk.:tî. 
~.ft.~~~m~~M~~~~M~§*~~ 
-Jx.15 
~ 
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'tt ~ fPl Jj ~ ~d'J 
11:Ut &'~{t Z ~ ffl m *tL~ Iff] 
*n~tEIDl'Lt ~ ~t~~!6 A~l 
f} 
&Js Bill tf'f J!:g 
llt1tffl~]~z*m~'J 1 ~Jt~!6ABlfl 
.§*~~ 
:;tffW 
Jii J1:~ * r~ * ~ jli'tff I~cA. 3; 
A1îJf# §*~~1PIJtffill 
kJ lM:§t: % -=f M ft f~ * âl 
:;t;jil)~1~1Jt -§ 
§ 1iMrf ->j- -llt1*$t.:&~:FJ 
Jl~rf - >j- - 7t ll:t 
~~]t.mll:t~;jil]~ 
[6b] 
jJ'~Àill 
~ ~:>'I- ~1~ ~ ~ ~ 'Ji. ~~ 1lJ 1§' --p; ~m 
:ffft 
~~ 
~ :ffft:>'1-~~?itlt ~ Jl 
1lJ m/f-tE;lË ftz 1PI ~ 
mJ 5i JL~ B\I Jl ~ ~)'Hlt~ 
~~mlI 
mJ5i1Cm~1~Jl1' 
~ Ji1 ~)t 19J. t}J iJJ § t-i 
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1~Jl31Jt-1t 
- T /\ s*F~U [J, --=t~a)jJ'L1f 1fË9 f§'iFl 
*F~lr 
~U[J, 
.z tt ~ iN[J, 
fL1f1f~g~Z 
1~~* §~JJJ{ 
,1$.,)~,)ij{,)ij{ 6 6 9}1;9X Tl. 1~1~1~1"=P l=i l=:I JH .... nnJJ 
~7t7(:k~JJ PT ~{W 
~ 
1Jt 
~J)Iç~~-* 
[J, -'ti 
*Tz 
=éiW~Q-èA,.-JI'\ ~~j\\:JJJ~ U 
[J,fJt 
[7a] 
~fJt.~) 
%:fEP 
1J!~ 
-R1:.j(pg'±1it 
ft~-tE.'±~ 
-R1:.Xpg 
ilnEB:g~ 
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iH~ fPI * fPI tt if ~ 
-tflHllJ f~ A ft 9JZ$ 9JZJE -§" 
Z T T ft*~~~~Q:m~IJ~ 
:m$~lF.fE~'fB B~J+ 
:m$~iE111Jf~&À 
zlt\m1ft~~ml$ 
:tî;f~M7(.~âi 
[end ce 3] 
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Appendix 3: Definition of Terms 
In this dissertation, most technical tenns from neidan have been preserved in 
transcribed/Romanized fonn rather than rendered into English. 8elow are defined 
the most common tenns found in the pages that follow. 
Chenmi kuhai. Vi: ft '5 mt. Lost in the sea of [samsaric] suffering. Indicates 
entrapment of ordinary beings in a world of suffering, disease, illness, death 
and the repeated rebirth into continued suffering. 
Dantian. Fl FR. Elixir field, cinnabar field. The human body is said to possess three 
fields of transfonnation, called elixir fields. These are located in the head, 
chest and just below the navel. These are designated upper, middle and 
lower elixir field. Often times the lower elixir field only is indicated by the 
tenn, 'elixir field'. In women, the elixir fields house the three ming, purple, 
white and yellow. 
Du long . • ~~. Poisonous dragon. The menses. 
Dumai, renmai. ~ JW1fJW. Controller and conception channels. These are the two 
major meridians involved with Late Imperial neidan. The renmai runs from 
the scrotum to a point in the head between the eyes. The dumai likewise 
runs from the base of the spine to the top of the head. In sorne versions, such 
as the Neiwai gong tushuo the dumai continues down to the base of the no se 
and into the yinjiao below the tongue. (See figure Appendix 1, figure 12) 
Jing. fJ!f. See Sanbao. 
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Lao yin/lao yang ~~/~~. Old yin/oId yang. In the generation of the hexagrams 
from the perfect union of Taiji, positive yang (one solid hne) and negative 
yin (one broken hne) generate old yin (two broken lines), lesser yin (one 
solid line above one broken line), old yang (two solid lines) and lesser yang 
(one broken hne above one solid li ne ). These in tum generate the trigrams 
which then generate the 64 hexagrams. Inner al chemy appropriates and 
inverts this process of generation to create its own system of'return' 
Moni bao. ffFr!. ~. Bodhi treasure. Same as the medicine/divine medicine (yao, 
shengyao ~, ~~) or elixir (dan,jindan fJ, ~:fJ). 
Niwan. ~fu:tL. Muddy pellet. Often referred to as the brain, the niwan is one of 
many palaces in the cranium. However, it is the one most frequently 
mentioned in nüdan tracts. 
Oldyin/oldyang. ~~/~~. See lao yin/lao yang. 
Puti shu. ::g:mt.M. Bodhi tree. In Daoist tantra, the term bodhi tree, where the 
Buddha achieved enlightenment, manifests in the body as the daimai. May 
also refer to the entire bodily frame (see below), upon which aIl the fruits of 
enlightenment grow and mature. 
Qi. w:.. See Sanbao. 
Rufang. ~Lm. Breast chamber. This is a locus in the woman' s body which is often 
described as the women's dantian or qi chamber. 
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Ruxi. ~L 1~. Breast stream. This is a passage that connects women's "breast 
chamber" to the vital loci below. 
Sanbao. -=- ... Three treasures. Jing;jt, qi *' and shen *, constitute the three 
treasures of the body. These are the es senti al elements that must be 
cultivated in the adept' s body in order to sublimate the body and allow the 
adept to transcend the mortal realm. Jing is variously translated. Wile terms 
jing sexual essence. (Wile 2000: 6) Others give it the name semen, vital 
essence, seminal essence, or simply essence. Wile distinguishes between 
the 'material semen' Uingye ;jt~) and the 'energetic semen' Uingqi ~*'), 
bringing out the transformative nature of jing, which encompasses both 
crude material substance of semen and menstrual blood, to etherealize 
cosmic/heavenly essence, yuan jing (j(;;jt primaI jing), or zhen jing CJ{.~ 
perfect jing). In all these forms, jing retains the sense of generation, the 
sense of a substance or energy that generates life and transformation. 
Qi has similarly been variously translated as ether, essence, vital 
energy or breath. The word has entered the English language as ch'i, where 
it is defined as "ether; air, corporeal vital energy and the 'atmosphere' of a 
season, person, event or work." (Audi 2001: 132) Like jing, qi is possessed 
of both ethereal and material aspects. At the origin of the cosmos, jing, qi 
and shen, in their primordial aspects, yuan jing, yuanqi, and yuanshen, 
merge to create the myriad aspects of the uni verse. At the origin of human 
life, zhenjing, zhenqi and zhenshen merge to create the embryo. During the 
beginnings of neidan practice, the adept controis the breath and merges it 
with zhenjing to create the dark pearl which eventually forms the immortal 
fetus. 
Shen literally means divine or divinity. Shen is the divine essence of 
the human being and the fiery aspect of human consciousness. (Ou 1999: 
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375) Shen forms the basis of vitality, including exterior appearance In 
Chinese medicine (ibid) and, when united with jing, constantly renews 
vitality in the human and cosmic world. In its primordial aspect, yuanshen 
gives aspect to the mind and vital passages of the body, while yuanqi 
stimulates the growth and formation of organs and tissue. The three 
treasures cling to one another as jingqi, jingshen and shenqi, forming the 
aspects of materiality, strength and energy in the body. 
Shen t$. See Sanbao. 
Shen. 5t. Body-matrix. See chapter one, section 3-5 for discussion of the different 
types 0 f "body. " 
Xing/ming 'liiP. Inner nature and destiny. Skar and Pregadio (2000) define the two 
terms. Xing is original nature, and ming is "the unique 'imprint' received 
from heaven at birth, including the allotment of energy to spend in one's 
life." (486) The xing does not degenerate, while the ming, without proper 
management may be depleted, leading to illness, aging and death. One of 
the main ways this depletion occurs is through illness, sexual activity and 
emotional excess. These two factors, the degenerative character and its 
means of depletion, also tie the ming to corporeality. In several neidan 
tracts, three ming are identified, corresponding to three loci in the body 
complete with their own storehouses of heavenly essences, and each 
possessing a different color. 
Xuanzhu. ~J7K. Dark pearl. This entity manifests in the Central Palace from the 
products of the yuye and the breath. 
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Xuehai. lfn.;ilij:. Blood sea. This region in the body houses the menstrual blood in 
women. (See Figure 8, Appendix 1) 
Xueyuan. lfn. jG. Blood pnme. In the Daoist worldview, three primes refer to 
seasonal and spatial manifestations. In the body, the three primes normally 
occur as the three elixir fields, or nexuses of transformation. Blood prime 
refers to one of the three "primes" occurring in the female body. These 
include the blood prime, fetal prime and luminous terrace. These three 
"female" primes correspond to the middle, lower and upper elixir fields in 
androcentric neidan practice. 
Yuru, yuye . .-=liWL.-=li~. Jade milk, jade juice. This is the purified essence of the 
menstrual blood after it has undergone preliminary refinements in the body. 
Ze. 1l. Pond. The water and the pond are codes for the inner nature; the wide earth 
is a code for the heart-mind: The inner nature is like the waters of a clear 
pond; the heart/mind is like the wide earth. '111tJjt&1l7.kIL.,~o:k±t!!. (Xichiji 
2b: Appendix 2.75); the inner nature remains pure despite worIdly 
obscurations: Originally it was clear and vacuous; Clouds go and come but 
the moon (reflected in the clear pond of the inner nature) remains unchanged. 
*mm§;-t:'§;*Ji §~O (Ibid). 
Zhonggong. ~ '8. Central palace. The Central palace may be located in the brain or 
the abdomen. In Qing neidan, the central palace is generally located in the 
abdomen, behind the navel. It acts like the Mingtang in Han dynasty 
cosmology, being the "chamber" where the phases mix and transform. (See 
Figure 23, Appendix 1) 
Zhu. ~. pearl. See Xuan zhu. 
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T echnical Phrases 
Above the 9 heavens and below the nine springs (heavenslhells). fL~z.J:.fU~z. 
~. In the body, refers to head/feet. 
Below the two kidneys ~ ~ Z. ~, refers to the sexual organs which forrn part of the 
greater urogenital (~) system in Chinese medical, bedchamber arts and 
inner a1chemy treatises. 
